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PREFACE

T

HE

statuettes, plaqucttes and medals in the Samuel H. Kress Collection form one of the most

distinguished groups of small bronzes of the Renaissance to be found in any private or public
collection. Samuel H. Kress (1863-1955) began to collect Italian bronzes in Italy in the early
1920'S (the remarkably interesting series of mortars, now in the Kress collection in the Columbia,
South Carolina, Museum of Art, were among his first purchases) and the Samuel H. Kress Foundation,
which he established in 1929. continued to acquire important bronzes from time to time. Among these
ate such outstanding wotks as the She-WolJlVith Romllllls alld Remlls (Plate 533), the only large bronze
version of the Etruscan I Capitoline wole which is known, and the beautiful Sienese figure of a
Willged Female Figllre holdillg a Comllcopia (plate 471) that formerly belonged to the Berlin museum
and was described by Bode as one of the most notable small bronzes surviving from the quattrocento.
In '945 Rush H. Kress (1877-1963) purchased for the Foundation the famous Dreyfus Collection

numbering just over I300 Renaissance bronzes. TIllS was one of the greatest additions ever made to
the Kress Collection. Thanks to the personal interest of Rush Kress and that of the Art Director of the
Foundation, Guy Emerson, this collection was given to the National Gallery of Art in 1957.
The Dreyfus Collection had been brought together by the French collector Gustave Dreyfus (18371914) during a lifetime spent in assembling Renaissance works of art, and particularly bronzes, for
which he had a special love. The otigins of Dreyfus' collecting go back to the early 1870'S, his first
major purchase being a group of some ninety Italian paintings, sculpture and bronzes that had been
collected for the most part in Italy by the French painter Charles Timbal. To this nucleus he added with
great discernment for more than forty years. Dreyfus, we arc told, seldom bought a painting or
sculpture. Bronze statuettes tempted him more often, but his principal interest was in forming a
collection of medals and plaquettes. which was to become the choicest of its kind in private hands. It
can be said that the relief plaquettes. over 450 in number. are unrivalled by any museum collection in
the world in both quality and rarity of individual specimens.
In the preface to the catalogue of the Dreyfus reliefs and plaquettes, published after the collection had
been acquired by Sir Joseph Duveen from the executors of Gustave Dreyfus. Seymour de Ricci says
that the collector bought at every important sale of plaquettes and medals. The indications of provenance in the following catalogue notes bear this out. Ricci also writes of the collection as 4 surprisingly rich in wlique plaquettes . .. but in many more cases. and this applies even to the commoner
plaquettes, the Gustave Dreyfus example is by a great deal the finest in existence. The collector was
always ready to replace a good example by obtaining one even better.' Ricci observes that 'all Renaissance plaquettes are rare. Even the three or four commonest are hardly known by ten or fifteen
examples (of which more than half are probably of an indifferent quality). About one hundred
plaquettes are fairly easy to obtain [this was over thirty years ago] if the collector is not too ambitious
as regards preservation. To secure the second hundred is the work of a number of years. To gather as
many as Gustave Dreyfus would take a lifetime, and cost a fortune. Even then the chances of success
would be extremely doubtful.'
No catalogue of the Dreyfus bronzes was written during the owuer's lifetime. To fill the gap Dreyfus, then seventy, practicaUy dictated to his friend Gaston Migeon the text of a series of articles on the
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small brol12eS, medals and plaquettes printed in Les Arts in 1!J08. Years later, in 1931, the fully illustrated
three-volume catalogue was published by Oxford University Press: Renaissallce Brollzes and Reliefs
alld Plaquelles by Seymour de Ricci, and Rellaissallce Medals by G. F. Hill. In 1951, when the collection
was first exhibited in the National Gallery, a catalogue reproducing 175 of the statuettes, plaqucttes
and medals was published, with a check-list based upon the Ricci and Hill catalogue notes.
In the present volume Mr. John Pope-Hennessy has catalogued 130 statuettes and utensils and 459
reliefs and plaquettes from the Dreyfus Collection and other Kress acquisitions. (Another volume
cataloguing the nearly 700 medals is now in preparation.) Mr. Pope-Hennessy's pre-eminence as a
scholar and connoisseur in the field ofIrolian sculpture and especially his intimate knowledge and keen
appreciation ofItalian bronzes qualifY him uniquely for this ,ask.
PERRY

January 1965

B.

COTT

Chief Curator, National Gallery of Art
Washington, D.C.

INTRODUCTORY NOTE
works of art dealt with in this catalogue have in common only the factor of their medium,
bronze. For reasons of expediency they have been grouped in two broad categories; one comprises statuettes and utensils, and the other reliefS and plaqucttes. At certain points the caccgories overlap, since a number of utensils arc decorated with bronze plaqucttes. while certain large
reliefs have less in common with plaquettcs than with sculptures in the round. It has seemed preferable
to accept these inconsistencies rather than subdivide the entries in a manner which would inhibit ready
reference. The Italian entries form the bulk of the catalogue, and in each section precede those for
othcr works. In conformity with the practice of other volumes in this series the arrangement of the
entries for those works which can be attributed is alphabetical. The vast majority of the objects discussed are in thc National Gallery of Art in Washington. Locative indications arc given for those
works which are not in the National Gallery of Art.
The main lines of the study of plaquettes were laid down almost eighty years ago by Molinier, and
no scholar of the present day can £1.il to feel a deep respect for his breadth of vision and consistency of
view. The only significant advances made in the study since that time have been due to Bange (but
for whose untimely death our knowledge of bronze artefacts would be less rudimentary than it is
now) and to Professor Ulrich Middeldorf. In preparing the present catalogue I have had the inestimable
benefit of access to Professor Middeldorf's annotated catalogues and notes. The many attributions and
suggestions originating from this source arc acknowledged in the individual entries in the form:
'Middeldorf (private communication) .. .' Without tIlls signal generosity the preparation of the
catalogue would have been a more laborious and less productive task.
In studying the bronzes and plaquettes in Washington I have been specially indebted to the Chief
Curator of the National Gallety of Art, Mr. Perty B. Cott, who has made available the notes that have
accumulated since the publication of his hand-list of the bronzes in the Kress Collection in 1951. I have
also received much help on the checking of photographs, entries and descriptions from Mr. David E.
Rust. The making of the catalogue has naturally entailed the re-examination of comparable works in
other public and private collections. In this connection I must mention particularly the facilities for
handling bronzes and plaquettes which I have been accorded in the Musco Nazionale, Florence, tIle
Musco Correr, Venice, the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, the Kunsthistorischcs Museum, Vienna, ,
and tIle Bayerischcs Nationalmuseum, Munich. Some of tIle iconographical problems that have arisen
in the course of the drafting of the entries have been discussed with Professor Edgar Wind.
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RELIEFS AND PLAQUETTES
With the exception of No. 70. the reliefs and pbquettes CltalOgUed below (Nos. 1-459)
originate from the Drcyfw CoUection.

ITALY
LEON BATTISTA ALBERTI

drapery and neck. These differences are such as to preclude
the possibility that the two plaquettcs depend from a single
model. As observed by Hill, Habich md Badt, the present
relief seems to have been executed before that in the
Louvre. The Louvre relief is technically the more accomplished casting; a blemish through the check. and jaw in
the present plaquette seems to have resulted from a ClSting
flaw. The only basis for the dating of the two reliefs is
supplied by the apptlrent tlge of the sitter; they arc assumed
by Hill to have been made 'some time in the thirties of
the fifteenth century' and by lhdt to date from ca. 1435.
It is :wo possible that an interval of time separates the
Louvre relief from the present plaquette. In any event the
carlier relief must be contemporary with or earlier than
the first recorded portrait medals of Pisancllo, and thus
has tI key place in the history of the Renaissance portrait.

(b. 1404; d. 1472)
One of the leading humanist artists of the Early
Renaissance, Alberti is tCH:1ay remembered principally
as an architect (fa~adc of S. Maria Novella and Santo
Scpolcro Rucccibi. Florence; Tempio Malatcsti.:mo,
Rimini; S. Sebastiane and S. Andrea, Mantua) and as
a theorist (De1l4 pittura. De Re AeJijicatoria and many
other treatises). He was also proficient as painter and
sculptor, but no signed or otherwise authenticated
works by him in either medium survive.
I :

Figure

I

The type of portrait flOds a general point of reference
in Republican :md Augustan gems (c£ Furtwangler. pI.
XLvn), tlnd especiilly in till tlmethyst gem of Agripptl
(Btldt) in the Cabinet des Medillles (repr. Die Allake,
vm, i, p. 10). The winged eye, which appears on the left
of dle relief tlnd recurs with the words QVID TVM on the
reverse of the Matteo de' Ptlsti medal of Alberti. is the
personal device of the artist. It has been cxpla.ined (Hill) tiS
tI reference to Alberti's inventions in optical science and
as an adaptation of tin Egyptian hieroglyph (for this see
Volkm:um, Bildmcl"ijtcII der RellaiuaHcc, 1923, p. II).

SIlLF-POJl.TRA1T. Irreguhr ov31. Dbck p:ltina. H. 20.1 em.,
W . 13.5 em.
A.278.ID
The relief shows the bust of a clcan-shavcn man in profile
to the left. His hair is short and curly. :m.d on his shoulders
he wears a cloak loosdy tied over the throar. To the left,
beneath the chin, is a winged humm eye. To the right is
the vertical inscription: .L.nAP., the three stops being in
the form of human eyes, that in the centre horizontal, the
others vertical.

As is indicated by the inscription md emblem md by
comparison with the inscribed medal by Matteo dc' Pasti,
the relief is a portrait of the architect md humanist Leon
Dattista. Alberti. An aftcr-cut of uncertain date is in the
Bibliothcque Nationale. Paris. A rel.ated relief of somewhat
smaller size (H. IS .S cm., W. II .S an.) is in the Louvre,
and a much reduced oval plaqueue (H. 3.5 an., W. 2.7
em.). in which the head is represented in reverse, is known
through versions at Pcsaro and Paris. Though at one time
ascribed to Matteo dc' Pasti (Annmd) and to Pisanello
(Fabriczy, A. Venturi). the present relief and that in the
Louvre arc now gener:illy regarded (Hill) as self-portraits
executed by Alberti. Wrongly dismissed by Fabriczy as
a sixtecnth-ccntury restitution from that in the Louvre,
the present relief is regarded by Hill as 'incomparably the
best' of the putative self-portraits by dIe artist. It differs
from the Louvre relief in dIe angle of the head, the style
of hair-dressing, :md the treatment of the upper lip,

Colfedirw: Vicomte de Janze (sale Ptlris, 16 April 1866,
p. 9. No. 4t); Timb,j.
Exl,ibitirm: Union centrale des arts decoratifi, Paris, 1865,
No. 1132.

LUera/lire: Armmd, i, p. 23. No. 28 (as attributed to ~tteo
de' Pasti); Heiss. Les MldaiJIellTS de In Rellaiuallce, Alberti.
1880, iv, p. 14 (as attributed to Alberti); Michel, in C.B.A.,
xxxviii, 1888, p. 512 (tiS Alberti): A. Venturi, Ge/ltile da
Fabriallo C il Pisaueflo, 1898, p. 73 (as Pisanel1o); Fabriay,
Medaillell du itnlielliscllell RtllaissallCC, 1903, p. 17 (Louvre
relief as Pisandlo, present relief as sixteenth-ccntury
restitution) ; Hill, Pisallello, 1905, p. 192 (as probtlhly by
Alberti); Suida, in Thieme Kiillstlerlexikoll, i, 1907. p. 202(as Alberti); Migcon, in Lcs Arts. No. 80, August 1908,
pp. 2,6 (as attributed to Pismcllo); Hill, Portrm't Medals of
Italian Artists of tile &lIoissallce, 1912. p. 29 (,likdy dut it
is dle work of Alberti himself'); Hill, Medals of the Rellais-
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sauu,

1920,

pl.

VI-I

(as Alberti); Habich, Die MedaiIlell

der itaUellischell Renaissallce, 1923. pI. XII-I, p. 44 (as unidentified artist, perhaps Pisano); Vaudoyer, in L'Amcmr
de I'art, 1925, p. 252; Hill, Corpus, 1930, pp. 4-5. No. 16
(,may be ascribed to Alberti himself'); Ricci, ii, p. 2,
No.

I

Padua, where he carved the marble decoration of a
reliquary chest in the sacristy of the Santo (1469-72)
and executed ten bronze reliefs for the choir screen of
the same church (1483-8).

(as Alberti); Seymour, 1949. p. ISO (as attributed

to Alberti); Cotto p. 141 (as Alberti); Dadt, in Mitteiluugtll
des KlIIlStTlistorisc1,ctl /'lStitlltes ill FloTcllz, viii, 1958, pp.
78-S4 (os Alb"ti).

ANTICO

(b. ca. 1460; d. 1528)
Active as a bronze sculptor in Mantua under the
influence of Mantcgna, Pier Jacopo Alari Bonacolsi
called Antico is known as OJ. relief artist through a
number of roundels of the Labours of Hercules
(Museo Nazionale. Florence; Victoria and Albert Mus-

eum, London; Kunstrustorisches Museum, Vienna)
and the reverses of signed medals of Gianfrancesco
Gonza.ga and Antonia del BaIzo.
2 : Figure 70

A TRIUMPH. Circular. Gilt bronze (much rubbed). Dia~
meter 4.1 em.
A·397·12on.
A four~whec1ed chariot is drawn to the left by two winged~
horses. On it is seated a classical warrior in left profile
with a sword in his right hand. Above his head is an
cight~pointcd star and on the ground Qcft) arc a shidd and
scimitar. Round the edge, between two fillets, runs the
inscription: DONI!(C) FID!!S QVAM f!!CIT. Three holes.
One of two recorded examples of this plaquette (for the
other see the Laurans sale, Paris, 1927, No. 152). The
attribution to Antico is due to Molinier, and is accepted
by Hermann on the strength of resemblances to the
reverse of the signed medal of Antonia del Balzo. The
source of the inscription has not been identified.

Collection: His de La Salle (sale London, 22 November
1880, No. 285).
Literature: Molinier, No. 100; Hennann, in W J., xxviii,
p. 2]2; Ricci, ii, p. 86, No. 120: Cott, p. 149 (alIas Antico).

BARTOLOMMEO BELLANO

3 : Figure 14
THB DBAD CHRIST WITH TWO ANGBLS. Rectangular.
Gilt bronze (much rubbed on wrist of Christ and covered
with toned varnish). H. 23.8 cm., W. 18.2 cm. A.292.1Sn.
The relief; which has a wide moulded rim, shows the
Dead Christ with crossed hands in half~length in the tomb.
The front of the sarcophagus is decorated with arQding
and with a foliated moulding. Two angels with hands
clasped in prayer st::lnd on the rear comers. Behind the
cruciform halo of Christ is :l symbolic Cross.
The name 'Vella.no· is inscribed on the upper left comer
of the back, and the relief, which is unique, is given to
Bellano by Ricci. The curiously posed legs of the two
angels conform to those of the marble angels by Bclhno
in the sacristy of the Santo at Padua, and the surface
working in the hair and beard of Christ recalls that in the
bronze statuette of St. Jerome in the Louvre. A statement
of Ricci that the figure of the Dead Christ on No. 345
depends from the present composition is incorrect, as is
a reference to a supposed derivative at Brescia. Landais
proposes an untenable ascription to Luca della Robbia.

Literature: Molinier, No. 72 (as School of Donatcl1o) i
Ricci, ii, p. 20, No. IS (as Bellano); Cott, p. 143 (as
Bella.no); Landais, p. 36 (as LUQ della Robbia).

VALERIO BELLI

(b. ca. 1468; d. 1546)
Born at Vicenza, Valerio Belli worked in Rome as a
crystal and gem-cngraver, and in these roles enjoyed
great celebrity. Leaving Rome in the lare fiftecntwenties, he moved initially to Venice and then to
Vicenza., where his masterpiece, the Casket of Pope
Clement VII, was carved. Belli's plaquetres appear,
almost without exception, to depend from crystal or
hardstone carvings.

4 ; Figure 349

(b. ca. 1434; d. 149617)

THB ADORATION Of THE MAGI. Rectangular. Dark brown
patina. H. 6 em., W. 6 cm.
A.628.350B

The son of a Paduan goldsmith, Bellano was trained

The Virgin is seated to the right with the Child on her right
knee and St. Joseph standing frontally behind her. The
foremost of the Magi kneels before the Child. To the left

in the studio of Donatello. After a period of activity
in Florence (documented 1466-7), he returned to

CATALOGUE NOS. 2-8

st:lnd the rem:umng Magi, their attendants and three
camels. Above (centre) is the star. To the right, behind the
holy family, is a classical arch inscribed in the fri eze:
VALBRIVS VICBNTINVS. The plaquette is surrOlUldcd by a
plain raised fillet.
Cast from a rock. crystal rdief on the front of the Casket of
Pope Clement VII (Musco degli Argenti, Florence). The
Casket was completed in 1537. The plaqueue is unfinished,
and save for the area of the archway MS been left in the
rough.

Litertltllre: Molinier, No. 259; Bode, 1888, No. 914; Ricci,
ii, p. 240, No. 350; Cott, p. 156; Kris, i, No. 169.

5 : Figure 351
THn BAPTISM OP CHRIST. Rcctangular. Very dark patina.
H. 6 em., W. 5.9 cm.
A.629.35IB
Christ stands in the centre in profIle to the right facing St.
John the Baptist, whose hand is raised over his head. Above
arc God the Father and the Holy Ghost. Four disciples
stand on the left. Behind the Baptist is a palm trce. Another
tree is visible in the distance between the figures of the
Baptist and Christ. To the left a further tree. The plaquette
is surrounded by a plain raised fillet. Hole at top.
Cast from a rock. crystal telief on the back of the Casket of
Pope Clement VII (Musco degli Argenti, Florence). The
impression is superior in quality to that of the Adoration

of the Mogi (No.4).
Literature: Molinier, No. 265: Bange, No. 749; Ricci, ii,
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7 : Figure 355
Tun BETRAYAL OF CHRIST. Oval. Very dark patina. H.
8.8 cm .• W. 9.7 cm.
A.6p.3S4B
The plaquette, which has a double raised fillet, shows in the
centre Christ, in profile to the right, greeted by Judas. On
dle extreme right is St. Peter attacking M:l1chus, and
behind arc soldiers and disciples. In the exergue is the
inscription: VALERIVS VICENTINVS F. Bdow the stamped
collector's mark DM.
Cast from a rock. crystal plaque in the Vatican, which
seems originally to have been mOWlted with oval reliefs of
Christ carrying the Cross and the Entombment in the base
of a rock crystal Crucifm. The Crucifix is generally identified as that for which Valerio Belli received a payment of
IIlI gold ducts in 1525. A considerably later dating has,
however, also been proposed for the reliefs. A preliminary
drawing for the Betrayal of Christ at Windsor is given by
Voss and Kris to Perino del Vaga and by Antal to Polidoro
da Caravaggio.

Colfectiou: Baron de Monville (sale Paris, 24January 1861,
No. 145).

Literature: Molinier, No. 270; Migeon, in US Arts, No. 80,
August 1908, p. 28; Dange, No. 773; Ricci, ii. p. 242, No.
354: Cott, p. IS6; Zorsi, in L' Arte, xxiii, 1920, p. 184;
Voss, Die Maltrci der Spiitrellaissauce ill Rom UIId Florenz, i,
1920. p. 76; Kris, i, Nos. 161-3 (erroneous analysis); Antal,
in Popham and Wilde, TI,e [!tlliall Drawings of the Fifieellth
tlnd Sixteentli Centuries ill the Collectioll oj His M(ljes!y the
King til Wi"dsor CtlStle, 1949, p. 295. No. 692.

p. 241, No. 351; Cott, p. 156; Kris, i, No. 166.

6 : Figure 354
CHRIST TEACHING IN THB TI!MPLE. Rectangular. Dark
brown patina (slighdy rubbed). H. 6.1 cm., W. 9.9 cm.
A.63 1.353 8
The Child Christ stands to the right on an altar with the
VALI!RIVS.
inscription:
fB

Behind him to the right are dIe Virgin, St. Joseph and a
standing woman, and in front to the left arc nine doctors,
one of them seated. In the background is a colonnade. On
the left the stamped collector's mark BM. Two holes on top
edge.
Cast from a rock. crystal relief on the end of the Casket of
Pope Clement VII (Musco degli Argenti, Florence) .

Colleaioll: Baron de Monville (sale Paris, 24 January 1861,
No. 148, bt. Piot).

Literature: Molinier, No. 264: B:mge, No. 757: Ricci, ii,
p. 242, No. 353: Cott, p. IS6; Kris, i, No. 175·

8 : Figure 356
CHRIST CARRYING Tun CROSS. Oval. Dark brown patina.
H. 8.7cm., W.9.6cm.
A.635·357B
The plaquette, which has :1 raised fillet, shows Christ,
turned to the right, bent beneath the Cross. To left and
right arc soldiers urging him forwards. In the left foreground is the kneeling figure of Veronica and behind her
is Simon of Cyrelle supporting the shaft of the Cross. In
the exergue is the inscription: VALERIVS.VICENTINVS .P.
Hole at top. At the foot dIe stamped collector's mark BM.
Cast from a rock. crystal plaque in dIe Vatican which was
originally mounted with oval reliefs of the Detrayal of
Christ and the Entombment in the base of a rock crystal
Crucifm. For plaquettes of the Betrayal of Christ and the
Entombment sec Nos. 7 and 9.

ColfectioJJ: Daron de Monville (sale Paris, 24January 1861,
p. 27, part of No. 144).
Literature: Molinier, No. 274: Bange, No. 774; M:1clagan.
p. 63; Ricci, ii, p. 244. No. 357; Cott, p. 156.
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9 : Figure 357
Tus E NTOMBMENT. Oval. Dark brown patina. H. 8.9 em.,
W. 9.8 em.

A.637.3S9B

The plaquettc, which Ius a triple-raised fillet, shows the

body of eluist (centre) supported on the edge of the s:lr~

ph'gus by Qeft) St.John md (right) the Vrrgin. At the b,ck
and sides :lCC ten other figures. In the cxcrguc is the
inscription: VALERIVS.DEBELLlS.VICEN.P. Hole at top. On

the right the stamped collector's mark BM.
c"st from a rock crystal plaque in the Vatic:m which W:IS
originally mounted with oval reliefs of the Betrayal of
Christ md Christ carrying the Cron in the base of a rock
crystal Crucifix. For phqucttcs of the Betrayal of Christ
and Christ crrying the Cross sec Nos. 7 and 8.

The pbquette, which has a pl:rin rim~fillet, shows (centre)
St. Thonus placing his h:md in the side of Christ, who is
shown in profiJe to the left. Ten Apostles are disposed to
right and left. In the background a classical building with
an arch filled by a lunging lamp and in the frieze the
inscription: VALERIVS/ BELLVS.fA.
The plaqucue forms part of the same series of reliefS as
No. 10. As noted by Ricci, the relief is cast on a thick
flan; it is considerably blunter than, e.g., the version of
the same plaquette in the Victoria and Albert Mweum. A
rectangular variant is in Derlin.

Litera/11ft: Molinier, No. 282; Dange, No. 771; Madagan,
p. 64; Ricci, ii, p. 248. No. 362; Cott, p. 156.
12 :

Collectiou: Baron de Manville (sale Paris, 24]anuary 1861,
part of No. 144).

Literature: Molinier, No. 277; Bange, No. 772; Ricci, ii.
p . 246. No. 359.
10 :

Figure

Till! ENTOMBMENT. Trapezoidal. Dark brown patina. H.
A.636.)S8n

The plaquette, which has a turrow moulded rim, shows
the body of Christ (right) supported by Joseph of Arima~
thae:l at the entrance to the tomb chamber. The kneeling
Virgin (centre) holds the right lund of Christ. On a rear
pbne arc six other figures. Trees to right and left. On the
right the stlmped collector's mark BM.
An CX:1mple of the plaquette in lea.d in Derlin is inscribed
on die sarcophagus VALERIVS 1'. Dange associates the DerIin
relief with reliefs of Christ's Entry into Jerusalem, Christ
washing die Feet of the Disciples (from a rock crystal
relief at Vicenza), the Arrest of Christ, Christ before
Pilate, the Ecce Homo, Christ Clrrying the Cross, Christ
in Limbo and the Incredulity of St. Thomas as casts from
a series of otherwise unrecorded rock. crystll relicfi. The
pbquettes .:tre wrongly connected by Seroux d'Agincourt
with the Casket of Pope dement VII. For another pla~
queue from this series see No. II.

Collectioll: Daron de Monville (sale Paris, 24January 1861,
possibly part of No. 146).
MoUnier. No. 276 ; Dange, No. 769; Ricci, ii,
p. 24S. No. 358; Cott, p. IS6; Seroux d'Agincourt,
His/oirt de " art, iv, pI. XLlU. NO.7.

Lit~ra/ure:

II :

TUE ENTOMBMENT. Oval. Yellowish patina. H. 8.5 cm.,
W. 6 cm.
A.638.360B
The plaquette, which has a turrow moulded rim, shows the
body of Christ (centre) supported by J oseph of Arinuwca

(right) md the kneeling Vi'gin Qeft). Behind is , frieze of
disciples and holy women. In the 51..,. two angels bearing a

352

6.1 cm., W. 9.9 cm.

Figure 359

Figure 353

TUE INCREDULITY 01' SAINT TUOMAS. Trapezoidal. Dark
brown parina. H. 6.2 cm., W. 10 cm.
A.640.362D

crown. On a Clrtoudle in the excrgue is the inscription:
CHVIVS.LlVORB
SANATI.SVMVS.

An attribution of ForOlum to Giovanni Dernardi is

cor~

rected by MoUnier. The central group and certain of the
other figures correspond with dlose in No. 10. A version in lead in the Victoria and Albert Mweum, London.
is signed on the cxergalline: VALI!RIVS.P. It is assumed by
Molinier that the plaquette depends from a rock crystll
relief. though no comparable relief is known.

Literalllre: Molinier, No. 278; Migeon, in Les Ar/s, No. 80,
August 1908, p. 28; Dange, No. 777; Maclagan, p. 63;
Ricci, ti. pp. 246-7, No. 360; Cott, p. 156.

13 : Figure 360
Tun ADORATION Of TilE SHEPHERDS. Oval. Medium
brown patina. H. 8 cm., W. 6.9 cm.

A.627.349B

The pbquette, which has a plain raised fillet, shows the
Virgin kneeling in right profile before the Child, who is
supported on a sheet by the seated figure of St. Joseph.
Behind arc the ox and ass. The three shepherds and duee
subsidiary male figures, one with a basket and dog, :lre
grouped to left and right. Above arc twO flying 3.1lgcls
with olive branches. At the back is a classical portico. On
the stone on which St. Joseph is scated is the inscription:
VALDR
IVS.f.
The exergue is void. Hole at top.

CATALOGUB NOS. 9-18
Examples of the pl.:tquette exist in Berlin, in the Victoria
and Albert Museum, London, and elsewhere. Molinier
assumes that the relief is cast from a lost rock crystal
carving. It is regarded by Bange as a free variant of a relief
on the Casket of Clement VII.

II

16 : Figure 358
NOLI MB TANGERE. Oval. Medium brown patina (rubbed
on figures). H. 4.1 cm., W. 5.5 cm.
A.639.36IB

Literature: Molinier, No. 349; Bange, No. 760; Maclagan,
pp. 61-2; Ricci, ii. p. 240, No. 349; Cott, p. 156.

The plaquette, whicll has a narrow moulded rim, shows
the Magdalen (right) kneeling before Christ, who holds a
hoc in his right lund and pbces his left hand on her head.
To right and left wickee fencing and trees. Hole at top.

14 : Figure 363

The attribution is due to Molinier and is maintained by
Ricci. No other example is recorded.

CHRIST DEFORE PILATH. Rectangular. made from a
trapezoidal die. Dark brown patina (slightly rubbed).
A.633.355»
H. 6 em., W. 9.9 em.

Collectioll: Ephrussi (l).
LI'tertltllre: Molinier, No. 281; Ricci, ii. p. 247. No. 361;
Cott, p. 156.

On the right is Pilate seated on a platform inscribcd:
VALEnIVS.EBLLV
vlcffiNVS FA
He washes his hands in a b:lsin held by a servant to the left.
Another attendant stands bcltind the throne. In the centre
is Christ with hands bound accompanied by soldiers and
disciples. In the background a classical colonnade. Truncated at the lower comers. On the left the sbmped
coUector's mark EM.
The plaquette is assumed by Molinier to have been cast
from a lost rock-crystal pbque. A somewhat similar composition occurs on the lid of the Casket of Pope Clement
VII (Musco degli Argenti. Florence).

Col/cctioll: Baron de Monville (sale Paris, 24January 1861.
possibly part of No. 148); Piot.
Literature: Molinicr, No. 271; Bange, No. 766; Ricci, ii,
p. 243, No. 355; Cott, p. 156.

IS : Figure 361
CHRIST CARRYING THB CROSS. Trapezoidal. D:lrk brown
patina. H. 7.7 em., W. 11.8 em.
A.634.356D
The plaquette. which lus a moulded rim, shows, in incuse,
Christ in profile to the left, accompanied by soldiers, two
horsemen and two of the holy women. In the h:lckground
arc the walls of Jerusalem with (right) a gateway. (centre)
two towers, and Qcft) a group of spectators on the wall.
Hole at top.
Rebted rectangular plaquettes, inscribed VALBRIVS 1'. above
the gateway, exist in Berlin and elsewhere. The present
version is regarded by Molinicr as a bronze mould for
casting in lead or plaster. A lead version of the plaquette is
in the British Musewn. There is no record of the rock
crystal prototype, which may have been destined for the
base of a Crucifix. A rock crystal variant is in the Museo
Civico at Viccnz.a.

Ljtcralllre: Molinier, No. 273: Bange, No. 168; Ricci, ii,
p. 244. No. 356; Cart, p. 156; ]{ris, i. Nos. 181, 182.

17 : Figure 362
CURIST APPEARING TO TIlE ApOSTLBS. Rectangular.
Medium brown patina. H. 8.5 cm., W. 5.4 cm. A.642.364B
In the centre is Christ, posed frontally with left hand raised.
surrounded by ten Aposues. Behind is a. high classical
building with the Holy Ghost in a luneue and in the
spandrels two flying figures bearing branches. Beneaul the
lunette is the inscription:
PAX.VOBIS
ACCIPITB
SPlRITVM
SANCTVM .

At the foot, beneath the rim-fillet wiUI which the scene is
surrounded, is the signature: .VALEJUVS.F. Hole at top.
It is assumed by Molinier that the plaqueue reprodua:s an
otherwise unrecorded rock crysbl plaque. An imperfect
eX:lmple of the pbqueue is in Berlin.

LiteTtlturc: Molinier, No. 2.84; Migeon. in Les Arts. No. 80.
August 1908, p. 28: Bode, in Amtliche Berichte, xxxiii,
19II-2, c. 239; Bange, No. 780; Ricci. ii, p. 249. No. 364;
Cott, p. 156.

18 : Figure 365
A LION HUNT. Oval. Light brown p:ltina. H. 6.9 em., W.
8 cm.
A.653.375B
Five huntsmen and three dogs :lre seen galloping to the
right in pursuit of a lion (centre foreground) and lioness
(right). Behind is a tree. In the exergue is the signature:
VALERIVS.VICBNTJNVS.F. Hole :It top.
The plaquette exists in many coUections, :lIld appears to
have been cast from an engraved rock crysta.l which is
described by Gori and which in the eighteenth century
was preserved in Florence in the coUection of Francesco
Ricoveri.

LiteTtltllre: Molinier, No. 306; Bange, No. 823; M:lclagan,
p. 67; Ricci, ii, p. 253, No. 375; Cott, p. 157; Kris, i,
No. 192; Gori, Dactyliotlteca SmitlJinlla, 1767. ii. p. 249.
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'9 : Figure 366
ApOLLO, ATHENA AND A DANCER. Oval. Medium brown
patina. H. 2.6 em., W. 2.2 em.
A.643 .36SB

The plaquctCc, which has

3.

plain raised fillet, shows Qcft)

Apollo scated with his lyre in his left hand. On the right
stulds :1 draped female figure with a shield. In the centre
is a dancing figure of indctcrrnitmtc sex. Signed in the
excrguc: VA.P. Hole at top.
MaUnier :md Bange regard the plaquctte as a cast from a
lost hard-stone carving. The identification of the female
figure as Athena is due to Bange. The central figure is

regarded by Dange as a dancing wonun, and by MaUnier
and Ricci as a d:mcing nun.

Literatflre: Molinicr, No. 285; Bange, No. 796; Plwiscig.
Brollzeplastikell, No. 441 i Ricci, ii, p. 250, No. 365; Cott,
p. 156•
20 :

Figure 369

CUPID CROWNING TWO LOVERS.

Ov::U. Lead. H.

W. 3.9 em.

4.9

em.,

A.652.374B

A maiden Qeft) and youth (right) arc shown beside ;m
:Ut:lr, on which is a st:lnding figure of Cupid extending
two wreaths. Plain raised fillet with a bevelled edge. The
exergue is void. Hole 3t top.
This rare pbquette exists in the Dritish Museum 3nd in
Vienna. The very pbusible 3ttribunon to V3lerio Delli is
due to MoUnier :md is mmnt:lined by Ricci.

Literatllre: MoUnier, No. 304: Phniscig, Brollzepll1stiketl,
No. 4]2; Ricci, ii, p. 2S3, No. 374; Cott, p. IS6.

2, : Figure 370
HERCULES CONfRONTED BY MINERVA AND VENUS. Oval.
Dark brown patina. H. 4.7 em., W. 4.2 em.
A.646.368n
Hercules, seated on the left, is confronted by the st:lnding
figures of MineIV3 (centre) and Venus (right) with Cupid
at her side. In the exergue is the inscription: INSTAR.
Moulded rim. Hole at top.
As noted by Dange and Kris, rellted antique hard-stone
arvings exist in Derlin and Naples. It is assumed by
Maclag:m that the plaquette is moulded from an impression
of a crystal engraved in imitation of the antique. Kris
relates the pose of Hercules to thlt of the (gIll/do to the
right of Joel on the Sistine ceiling of Michelangelo. The
inscription INSTAR (replaced on a version of me plaquettc
in the Dritish Museum by the signature: VALERIVS.VJ.f)
relates to the story of Hercules at the cross-roads. As observed by P:mofsl.-y (who illustrates :m engraving from a
rdated ameo), the iconography depends from that of me
Judgement of Paris.

Literature: MoUnier, No. 288; Dange, No. 80S: Maclagan,
pp. 64-S; Ricci, ii, p. 2SI, No. 368; Cott, p. IS6; Kris, i,
No. 154: Panofsky. Hercules alii Scheidewege. I930, p. lOS.
22 :

Figure 368

NEPTUNE, AMPJlITRITB AND CUPID. Oval. Light brown
patina. H. 4.4 em., W. 3.8 em.
A.64S.367D
On dIe left is the naked figure of Neptune with a trident in
his hand. He is embraced by Amphitrite; who stands at the
right with Cupid 3t her side. The exerglle is void. Develled
edge.

A second example is in the Museo Nazionale, Florence,
and a third, in lead, is recorded in the Roscnheim sale.
None of the plaquettes is signed, but the scheme and style
are closely related to those of Delli's authenticated works.

Literature: Molinier, No. 287; Migeon, in Les Arts, No. 80,
August 1908, p. 28: Ricci, ii, p. 250, No. 367: COlt, p. IS6.

23 : Figure 37'
PEACIl. Oval. Medium brown patina. H. 4.4 cm., W.
3.3 em.
A.6SI.373 B

A draped female figure is shown in right profile holding an
olive branch in the right hand. With her left hand she sets
fire to a pile of nrmour on the right. The cxergue is void.
Plain r.used fillet. Hole at top.
Examples of the plaquette occur in Derlin, the Dritish
Museum and elsewhere. Molinier's attribution to Valerio
Delli has been generally accepted, though no signed version
is known.

Literature: MoUnier, No. 294; Dange, No. 789: Ricci, ii,
p. 2S3, No. 373; Cott, p. IS6.

24 : Figure 364
PEACE AND PROSPERITY. Circubr. Lead. Diameter 4.2 em.
A.650.372B
Tlte plaqllette, which has a double r.used fillet, shows
Peace reclining on the left with an olive branch in her
extended left hand. Dehind her (centre) stands a female
figure widl a cornucopia and an inverccd torch setting fire
to a pile of military weapons. On one of the shields is the
signature: VALIlRIVS. The exergue is void. Hole at top.
Anodler version of dIe plaquette is in Berlin. A somewhat
smnller variant in the Victoria and Albert Museum, in
which the background figure is omitted, is signed on the
seat: VAL.VIN.

Literature: MoUnier, No. 293: Dange, No. 788; Maclagan,
p. 6S; Ricci, ii, p. 252, No. 372; Cott, p. IS6.
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25 : Figure 367

28 : Figure 374

THE TRIUMPH 01' SILBNUS. Oval. Light brown patina.
H. 2.5 ern., W. 3.2 ern.
A.3I2.35n

A SBATED MAN. Oval. Dark brown patina. H. 3.3 cm.,
W. 2.6 em.
A.654.376n

SUenus is carried to the right by five figures, among them
a satyr and faun, preceded by a male nude pbying on the
cymbals. On the ground is a goat :md to the left a tree.
Railed base line. The exergue is void.

A man, nude save for his mantle, is shown seated in profile
to the right, with flowers in his extended left hand. There
arc further flowers on the ground on the right. Double
raised fillet. The exergue is void.

The plaquette, which was unknown to MoUnier, is classified by Ricci as Florentine, fifteenth century, after the
:mtique. As observed by Bange, it is cast from an intaglio
in the Bibliothcque Nationale, Paris (No. 2338). The
intaglio has a rebus in the exergue, and is given by Cades,
Dange and Kris to Valerio Belli.

No other version of the plaquette is recorded. The not
wholly convincing attribution to Valerio Belli is due to
MoUnier and is accepted by Ricci. The subject is unidentified.

LUerature: MoUnier, No. 313; Ricci, ii, p. 253, No. 376:
Cott, p. 157.

Literature: Bange, No. 801 (as Valerio Belli); Ricci, ii,
p. 36, No. 35 (as Florentine, fifteenth century); Cott,
p. 143 (as Florentine, fifteenth century); Kris, i, No. 49
(for intaglio).

v ALERIO

BELLI (ATTRIBUTED TO)
26 : Figure 373

THE ADORATION 01' THE MAGI. Rectangular. Lead. H.
6.6 ern., W. 5.6 cm.
A.630.352B
The Virgin is scated on the lefr with the Child on her left
knee and St. Joseph standing behind her. The Magi, with
their retinue and two camels, approach from the right. To
the right is a tree and to the left, in the background, a
classical temple. Plain rim-fillet.
The plaquette, of which no other example is recorded, is
given by MoUnier to Valerio Belli and is regarded by Ricci
as 'a hter adaptation, possibly by a pupil's hand' of the
Adorntion of the Magi plaque on the Casket of Clement
VII. The scheme and handling arc alike inferior to those
of Valerio Belli's authentic works.

Literatllre: MoUnier, No. 260; Ricci, ii, p. 241, No. 352;
Cou, p. 156.

27 : Figure 372
VENUS (I). Oval. Lead. H. 5.1 cin., W. 4.2 ern. A.644.366n
A female figure in flowing drapery is seen rurming to the
right with an apple (I) in her raised right hand. The exergue
is void. Recessed within a deep moulded rim.
No other version of the phquette is recorded. The identification as Venus and the attribution to Valerio Belli are
due to Molinier and are sustained by Ricci, but are conjectural.

Literature: Molinier, No. 286; Ricci, ii, p. 250, No. 366;
Cott, p. 156.

GIOVANNI BERNARDI

(h. 1496; d. 1553)
Born at Castel Bolognese, Giovanni Bernardi served
in Rome at the papal mint from 1534-8 and 1541-5.
but owed his grea.t reputation to his proficiency as a
crystal engrnver, :md was employed in this capacity
by Cardinal Ippolito de' Medici and later by Cardinal
Alessandro Farnese. His works for the second of these
patrons were executed both in Rome and at Faenza.
whither he retired and where he died. His plaquettes.
like those of Valerio Belli, depend in the main from
engrnved crystals.

29 : Figure 375
Tmi ADORATION 01' THE MAGI. Rectangular. Light
brown patina. H. 7.8 em., W. 7.1 ern.
A.655.377B
The Virgin is scated on the left with the Child on her left
knee. Behind her stands St. Joseph. The foremost of the
Magi kneels (centre) before the Child, and the two remaining Magi stand on the right. Behind is a ruined building.
Hole at top.
The rcliefis a reduced version of an arched plaquette which
exists in its complete form in Berlin, the Victoria and Albert
Museum, and other collections. An example in the Louvre
is given by Molinier to Valerio Belli. The attribution to
Giovanni Bernardi is due to Bange, and is accepted by
Maclagan and Ricci, but is questioned by Middcldorf, who
stresses the archaic character of the scheme. A related rock
crystal carving at Monreale was commissioned from
Giovanni Bernardi in 1539 by Cardinal Alessandro
Faroese, but was executed by an assistant, Muzio.

Literature: MoUnier, No. 261; Bange, No. 866: Maclagan,
p. 69; Ricci, ii, p. 254. No. 377: Middcldorf, Morgcllrotll,
No. 313; Cott, p. 157; Biagi, in Deda/o, xii, 1932, p. 1941£.

GIOVANNI BBRNARDI

'4

30 : Figure 376
TUB ADORATION OF TUB MAGI. Rectangular

top. Blue glass. H. 9.8 em., W. 7.2 em.

with arched
A.656.378B

The composition is iclentic:tl with that of No. 29. but
is complete at the top. In a gilt bronze frame with a ring
for suspension.
The relief corresponds with the complete bronze versions
of the Adontion of the Magi relief, :md is regarded by
Ricci as an impression produced in substitution for a

rock crystal plaque.
Literature: Ricci. ii, p. 254. No. 378; Cott, p. IS7.

31 : Figure 377
MELEAGER SLAYING THl! CALYDONIAN BOAR. Oval.
Medium brown patina (thin casting). H. 9.6 em., W.

II.4 em,

A.669.391B

A wild boar surrounded by dogs is attacked from the left
by Diana, with bow and arrow, (rom the back. by three
figures with spc:m. and from the right by Mcleager with a
club raised above his head. The ceIltr:ll figure in the background holds a shield with [he Farnese arms. At the
extreme back is ol forest. The exergue is void. On the
reverse ol portrnit p:Unted by an unidcnti£ed seventeenthcentury Dutch Olrtist.
Blunt ca.st from ol rock crystal reliefin Giovanni Bertt:lrdi's
masterpiece, the Cassetta Famese in the Musco Nazionale,
Naples. The crystal relief Olppears to have been one of four
ca.rvings despatched by Bertt:lrdi to Cardinal Famese in
April 1544. Ricci notes the presence of another example of
the plaquette in the British Museum and of a terracotta
squeeze in Berlin.

Col/ection: Hainauer (Bode, Die SammlJlng Oscar Haillauer,
1897, p. 100, No. 243: Bronze plaques and lIIet/als, No. 48).
Literatllrc: Ricci, ii, p. 259, No. 391; Cott, p. 157; SlomatUl,
in n.M., xlviii, 1926, p. 14; Kris, i, No. 247 (reproduction
numbered 248).

32 : Figure 378
THB FALL OF PUAETHON. Oval. Medium brown patina.
H. 9 cm., W. 6.8 cm.
A.659.38ID

In the upper half of the plaquette, Phaethon, with his
chariot and four horses, is seen falling headlong from the
sky. Below, to the left, is the reclining figure of the River
God Eridanus, :m.d to the right arc the three Heliades
tr.msformed into trees. In the exergue is the inscription
IOANEI. Treblc rim-fillct.
The same subject is represented in a smaller plaquette by
Giovanni Bcnurdi, of which :m. example is in Berlin. A
cornelian intaglio from which the smaller plaquette was

ca.st was recorded in an impression by Cades (Dactyliotheca.
of the Antiquarium in Berlin). There is no record ofOl
crystal corresponding with the larger plaquettc. Both
plaquettes depend from a scheme of Michelangelo, of
which the moddlo has been identified in a drawing in the
British Museum (Wilde, No. 55) and the fmal version is
contained in a drawing at Windsor (popham and Wilde,
No. 430). The upper part of the plaquette docs not eXOlctly
correspond with the scheme shown in either drawing, and
of the lower figures only the Eridanus md the nymph on
the left conform to Michdmgelo's design. The drawing
was presented by Michelangelo to Tommaso Cavalieri in
September 1533 , and the pbquettcs must therefore have
been made after tlus time.

LI'teroture: Molinier, No. 327; Bange, No. 880; Ricci, ii,
p. 255, No. 381; Cott, p. 157; Siomann, in B.M., xlviii,
1926, p. 10; Popham and Wilde, The ItoUolI Drawings of
the Fifteent/! alld Sixteenth Centuries . • • ot Willdsor Castle,
1949, pp. 253-4; Wilde, British Museum: Italian Drawillgs,
Michelangelo alld his Studio, 1953, pp. 91-3.

33 : Figure 382
TUB RAPE OF GANYMEDE. Oval. Dark brown patina
(rubbed on exposed surfaces). H. 6.8 cm., W. 9.1 em.
A.660.382B
Ganymede, naked save for a mantle blowing out above

him, is carried off by an eagle with outstretched wings.
Below arc douds. Treble rim-fillet. Hole Olt top.
Examples of this frequently encoWltered plaquette exist in
Berlin, the Victoria and Albert Museum, the Musco Correr
Venice and elsewhere. The pbquettes Olre C:lsts from a lost
rock crystal ca.rving by Giovanni Bertt:lrdi, of which a cast
made by Cades (61, 7) is reproduced by Siomann. The
crystal was in tum based on a drawing presented by
Michelangelo to Tommaso CavOllieri in the autumn or
winter of 1532. Michelangdo's original drawing is lost,
but a copy, possibly by Giulio Clovio, is at Windsor
Castle. The Windsor drawing is in reverse to the present
composition, but corresponds with a larger bronze
plaquette of which a single version exists in the Wallace
CollectiolL

Literature: Molinier, No. 328; Bmge, No. 876; Madagan,
p. 70; Ricci, ii, p. 256, No. 382; Cott, p. 157: Slomann, in
B.M., xlviii, 1926, pp. 10-13; Kris, SteillsclllleidekwlSt, No.
236; PophOlm and Wilde, The Italian Drawings of the Fif-

teem/, and Sixteent/! Centuries . •• at Willdsor Castle, 1949,

P·457.
34 : Figure 380
THE CONTINENCE OF SCIFIO. Oval. Lead. H. 5 em.,
W.6cm.
A.664·3 86B
On the left two male figures are seated on a platform before
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a colonnade. Before them (centre) are a woman and a
child surrounded by a group of soldiers. To the right is
a doorway. In we exergue is we signature: .IO.DIlR.F.
Bevelled edge.

Literature: Molinier, No. 590; Bange, No. 873; Madagan,
p. 69; Ricci, ii, p. 259, No. 390; Dalton, BrUM, Museum:
Cataloglle of Engraved Gems, No. 738, pL XXVII.

The relief, of which no example in bronze is known,
appears to have been cast from an otherwise unrecorded
rock crystal carving. D:mge brings it into relation with a
rock crystal carving of We Family of Darius before Alex:mder which is described by Vasari and of which a ca.st is
in the Mweo Nazionale, Naples.

37 : Figure 383

Literature: Molinier, No. 386; B:mge, No. 913; Ricci, ii,
p. 257, No. 386; Cott, p. 157; Kris, i, No. 283; Le gal/erie
lIaziollali italialle, iv, No. II7 (for Naples relief).

35 : Figure 381
THE JUSTICE OF BRUTUS. Oval. Lead. H. 5 em., W. 6.8
cm.
A.6S7.379D
The plaquette, which is oval and has a bevelled edge,
shows Brutus (left) seated on a platform with two ;l.ttendams behind him. In the centre are the executioner with
drnwn sword and the son of Brutus who kneels widl hands
tied behind his back. The group is accompanied by six
other figures and two horsemen.
It is assumed by Bange and Kris that the plaquette depends
from a lost crystal relle£ The ascription to Giov:mni
Bernardi (replacing :m attribution of MoUnier to Valerio
Belli) is due to Filangieri, and is accepted by Bange and
Ricci.

Litcrafme: Molinier, No. 299; Bange, No. 915; Ricci, ii,
pp. 254-5, No. 379; Cott, p. 157; Kris, i, No. 284.

36 : Figure 379
NIlPTUNB. Oval. Light brown patina. H. 8 em., W. 6.6 em.
A.668.390n
In the centre is Neptune, with body posed frontally and

head in pro£i.1e to the right, standing in a shell drnWIl by
four sea-horses. In we water in the foreground arc three
dolphins. To the lcft is the signature: IOHANNES. Double
rim-fillet. Hole at top.
Ricci wrongly states that 'no other example of this handsome plaquette seems to be on record'. It was known to
MoUnier from an example in Berlin, . on which he failed
to read the signature and which was therefore classified
by him as the work of an anonymow sixteenth-century
Italian attist. The correct ascription to Giovanni Betn.'lrdi
is restored by Bange. Other examples are in the Victoria
and Albert Museum, London, and the Musco Nazionale,
Naples. Madagan draws attention to affinities with an
engraved crystal in the British Museum ascribed by Dalton
to Valerio Belli.

VENUS ANP CUPID WITH OTHER GODS. Oval. Lead.
H. 3.8 em., W. 4.6 cm.
A.6SB.3BoB
In the centre stand Venw and Cupid. To the right are

Apollo playing on his lyre and a seated figure of Pan
playing a syrinx, and to the left are (l) Hercules and
Bacchus. Bevelled edge.
The identification of We figures is due to Dange, who
explains the plaquette as a cast from a hard-stone carving
reproduced by Lippert. Ricci notes 'tr.lces of an. illegible
inscription very faintly engrnved' on we upper edge of the
present specimen.

Literatllre: Molinier, No. 322; Dange, No. 918; Ricci, ii,
p. 255, No. 380; Cott, p. 157 (all as Giovanni Bernardi).

38 : Figure 386
Tun RAPE 01' THE SADINES. Oval. Light brown patina.
H. 6.6 cm., W. 7.5 em.
A.663.385B
Ten Roman soldiers are shown carrying off five Sabine
women. Behind (centre) is a circular tower, flanked by
two rectangular towers. In the cxergue is the signature:
.IOAN.DB.CASTRO.DON. Plain rim-fillet. Hole at top.
Cast from a rock crystal carving made by Giovanni
Bernardi for Cardinal Ippolito de' Medici. The lost prototype is described by Va.sari. The plaquette exists in its
ptesent form in a number of collections, and is also fOWld
in an unsigned version (Morgellroth, No. 317). The death of
Cardinal Ippolito de' Medici (1535) provides a termil/us
allte quem for we composition.

Literature: Vasari, ed, Milanesi, v, p. 372; Molinicr. No.
334; Bange, No. 909; Maclagan, p. 70; Ricci, ii, p. 257.
No. 385; Cott, p. 157; Kris, i, No. 232.

39 : Figure 385
OF AMP!IlTRITn. Oval. Medium brown
patina. H. 5.8 cm., W. 4.8 em.
A.647·369B

TUB TRIUMPH

In We centre a nymph in Boating drapery is seen in a

chariot drnwn to the left by two sea-horses. To the left
is a siren embrnccd by a triton, and to the right a nymph
seated on a triton's back. Another figure is on die right.
In the sea in the foreground a swimming cupid. Double
raised fillet. Hole at top.
The plaquette, of which versions exist in Berlin, Vienna
and elsewhere, is given by MoUnier, Planiscig and Ricci to
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Valerio Belli and by Bange to Giovanni Bernardi. The
latter attribution is the more plausible.

nardi is supported by Bange and Ricci. The figute is
tentatively identified by Con as Narcissus.

Literature: Molinier. No. 289; B:mgc, No. 874; Pbniscig,

Liter(ltllre: Molinier, No. 343: Migeon, inLes Arts, No. 80,
August 1908, p. 30: Bange, No. 886; Ricci, ii, pp. 258-9,
No. 389; Cott, p. 157 (all as Giovanni Bernardi).

Bnmzeplastikell, No. 425; Ricci, ii, p. 251, No. 369; Cott,
p. 156•

40 : Figure 388
PAN AND SYRINX.

43 : Figure 384

Oval. Dark lacquer (much rubbed) over

light brown bronze. H. 4.2 em., W. 3.4 em.

A.603.325B

A bctlrcled figure SCOltcd frontally and playing on a syrinx
is represented turning to Qcfr) a D3kcd fem::tlc figure in
right profile, also seated on a rock. On the right is a goat's
hC3d. Four holes.

The plaquctte is listed by Molinicr among plaqucucs after
the antique. and by Dange as a work of Giovanni Bcrna.rdi.
A second plaquenc in Berlin is undoubtedly by the same
hand (Bange, No. 888), :utd it is likely that the attribution

to Bernardi is correct. The subject is identified by Molinier
and Ricci as Pan and Syrinx, :md by Bange tentatively as
Polpyhemus and Galatea. The presence of a goat's head
lends some authority to the first interpretation.

Ll'terature: Molinier, No. IS; Bange, No. 887; Ricci, ii,
p. 226, No. 325 (as ltali.m, early sixteenth century); Cott,
p. ISS·

41 : Figure 387
A PANTnER HUNT. Oval. Lead. Very dark brown patina.
A.66S.387B

H. 6.6 cm., W. 8.4 em.

Three horsemen arc shown galloping to the right accompanied (right and left) by two anendants on foot. In the
centre foregroWld is a panther surroWlded by foue dogs.
To the right a tree. In the exergue is the signature: .10
followed by a Bower. Double raised fiUet.

It is assumed by Molinier that this t:l.re plaquene, of which
a second example is in the British Museum, depends from
a lost rock crystal carving.
Literaillre: MoHnkr, No. 339: Ricci, ii, p. 258, No. 387:
Cott, p. 157 (all as Giovanni Bernardi).

42 : Figure 390
ALLECOlliCAL MALE FICURE. Oval. Medium brown
A.667.3 89D
patina. H. 4.6 cm., W. 3.9 em.
A naked youth turned three-quarters of the left is represented gazing at a convex mirror held in his right h:md.
His lowered left hand holds a scroll with the inscription:
OVB/IOVE/CGlOMEST/ES/SOEL/FALU/llMI/O (Ove io veggio
me stesso cl falIir mio). Bcvdled edge.
The pbquctCe is regarded by Molinicr as a cast from an
eng1.l.ved rock crystal. His attribution to Giovanni Ber-

BUST Of A YOUTH. Oval. Ydlowish brown patin:t.
Pbquette: H. 3.4 cm., W. 2.7 cm. Border: H. 6 cm., W.
5.2 em.
A.J24.47B
The draped bust of a youth with rams' horns on his head
is shown in proftIe to the right. The pbquette is framed in
a border, cast separately, showing putti playing among
vine stems. Suspension loop at top.
.Examples of the central pbquette alone exist in a number
of collections. The subject is identified by Bange as Alexander the Great as Jupiter Ammon. The border recurs as a
frame to a pbquette in the Garnier sale ascribed to Valerio
Belli and to all Allegory of Virginity in the Musco Nazionale, Florence, ascribed to Giovanni Bernardi. The fifteenthcentury dating proposed by Ricci for the present pbqueue
cannot be sustained, and it is likely tlut both the relief
and frame were produced in the studio of Bernardi.

CollecliOll: Daron de Monville (sale Paris, 24January 1861,
No. 139).
Litemtllre: Molinicr, No. 743; Bange, No. 58 (beginning
of the sixteenth century): Ricci, ii, pp. 42-3, No. 47
(pbquette Florentine, fiftcenth century: surround Milanese, early sixteenth century); Cott, p. 143 (as Florentine,
fifteenth century).

GIOVANNI BERNARDI (AFTER)
44 : Figure 389
DULL-DAITING. Rectangular. Reddish brown patina. H.
6.4 cm., W. 9-4 cm.
A.6g3.4ISB
Above a raised base line is (celltre) a bull attacked by
three hounds. ROWld the edges of the group arc two
mounted huntsmen with spears and two followers on
foot.

In its original form the plaquette is oval, and the raised
base line forms the upper edge of a blank cxergue. A
version in Berlin is rightly given to Giovanni BCm:l.rru by
Bange, who notes that a chaJcedony relief based on the
pbquette is published by Tietzc-Cotl.r.lt. Two related
sixteenth-century carnelian intaglios, in the Cabinet des
Mcdailles, Paris (Nos. 2480, 2481), are cited by Ricci. The
present version boo much of the deta.iJ of the oval pbqueue, and is a later aftcH'::lst adapted to a rectangle.
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LUerafure: Bange, No. 920 (as Giovanni Bernardi); TietzeConme, in W J., XXXV, 192CH. p. ISS, fig. 78-80; Mariette,
Trait! aes pimes gravies, i, pI. 123. 124; Ricci, ii. p. 272.
No. 415 (as Italian, sixteenth century, possibly a later
casting); Cou, p. 158 (as Italian. sixteenth century).

BERTOLDO

or

GIOVANNI
(b. ca. 1420; d. 1491)

Trained by Donatello. Bertoldo seems to have worked
exclusively in bronze as a medallist and maker of
statuettes and of reliefs. The attribution to the sculptor
of the original of the work listed below is contingent
on its relationship to a Crucifixion with Saints in
the Musco Nazionale, Florence. which is ascribed to
Bertoldo in the 1492 inventory of the Medici collection.

45 : Figure 9
THE LAMENTATION OVER THE DEAD CURl ST. Rectangular.
Reddish brown patin:l.. H. 12.7 em., W. 20.3 cm. A.734.4S6D
In the centre the body of Christ rests on the Virgin's knees.
his head hdd by a seated woman on the left and his right
foot supported by the Magdalen. Behind arc three female
figures. that in the centre with outstretched hands. and to
left and right arc two standing meo, ooe of whom holds
the crown of thoms.

The bronze is a late aftcr-cast from the relief of the Lamentation over the Dead Christ by Bertoldo in dle Museo
Nazionale, Florence. As noted by Bode. to whom the
ascription to Bertoldo of the Bargello relief is due, the
figurc of Christ depends from the Lamentation on one
of Donatello's two pulpits in S. Lorenzo, Florence. The
casting of the present example is thin and of poor quality,
and much of the detail in the heads and drapery has been
effaced. Another after-cast is in the Louvre (Inv. OA
9'54).

Literature: Cott, p. 158 (as Italian, sixteenth century); Bode,
Bertoldo, pp. 61-2.

CAMELIO
(b. ca. 1455-60; d. 1537)
Vettor di Antonio Gambello, known as Camelio. was
appointed master of the rues at the Venetian mint in
1484. working in Venice till 1510 and again from
1516 till his death in 1537. Probably before 1484 and
between 1513 and 1516 he was employed in Rome
as an engraver at the papal mint. His style as a relief

'7

artist can be reconstructed from the reverses of his
signed medals and from two signed bronze reliefs
inserted in his tomb. now in the Ca d' Oro. Venice.

46 : Figure 72
A LION. Circular. Medium brown patin:l.. Diameter 5.4
em.
A.399.122B
The plaquette. which has a moulded rim, shows a lion
turned to the left with its right front paw resting on a ball
or globe. Above is the inscription:
R

ANIM
V

In the exergue is the sigruture:

.VCAMELIO
.FA.

Hole ae top.
No other version of the plaquette is recorded, and there
is no means of determining whether it was produced in
Venice or in Rome. Molinier explains it as the reverse of an
otherwise unrecorded medal. It has been suggested (manuscript note in Kuruthistorischcs Institut, Florence) that the
inscription should be completed to readR(ex)ANIM(ali)v(m}.

Literature: Molinier, No. IS7j IUcci. ii, p. 87, No. 122.;
Cott, p. 149.

CARADOSSO
(b. ca. 1452; d. 1526/7)
Cristoforo Foppa, called Caradosso, was active as a
goldsmith and mcdallist in Milan after 1475. and
enjoyed a position of some prominence at the Sforza.
court. After the expulsion of Lodovico it Mora, he
remained in Milan. moving in 1505 to Mantua and
thence to Rome. where in 1509 he founded the guild
of Roman goldsmiths and where he died in 1526/7.
Caradosso is known solely as a plaquette artist and
med:illist, and appears co have had no responsibility
for the larger works in Rome and Milan which have
sometimes been ascribed to him.

47 : Figure 71
Tun RAPE OF GANYMEDE. Rectangular. Gilt bronze (much
rubbed) . H. (plaquette) 5.1 em., W. 5 cm. H. (overall)
8.5 em., W. 8·4 cm.
A.372.9SB
The plaquette. which is framed with four openwork
palmettes (that on the right damaged), shows in the hackground, above the walls of a city, Ganymede carried off
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by an eagle. In the forcgound are three horsemen with
dogs :md other figures.
This 3nd the following pbquettc (No. 48) correspond
with the pbquettes described on a silver inkstand by
Caradosso, of which :m account is given in the De Nobilitalt RtrJlln of Ambrogio Leone (IS2S. c. xli): 'Nam in uno
illius latcrc nudi equis iruiclentcs spcct:mtur, qui :luxilio
cuidam puero vcnerant, quem aquila eripuerat in codum;
illi vero swcipientes aquilam puerum dcportantern, cum
animum propositumquc ostendunt ur evocare cum equis
quoque vclle vidc:mtur, ubi cis figuris npmm Ganymcdis
ostcndit. In :lItero pugru. Ccnt:J.u[orum cum Lapithis cst.'
According to Sabba Castiglione, C:uadosso worked on the
inkstmd for twenty-six years. An inventory of 3I January
1586, made on be1ulf of Frmccsco di Giov:mni. di Lucio
Fopp:L, mentions the inkstand and plaquettes or moulds
derived from it: 'Un Q]3mo d' argenta dcsfatto con uno
torrino Iavorato de rdevo a triumpho. Item quattro piastre
Iavor-1fe ut supra a figure.' The remaining plaquettes on
the inlotuld represented Hercules and Caeus and Hercules
and the NemC3n Lion. The present plaquettes (Nos. 47,
48) correspond with pbquettes on the lost inkstuld, and
mwt therefore be by Caradosso. It bas been argued by Bode
that Dr:munte designed or intervened in the preparation
of the reliefs, and :L number of engravings by or related
to Dr:lmante (for which see Hind, E.I.E., pI. 633~) offer
par.illels for the architectural forms and the space structure,
whidlare:among themostnotable features of the pIaquettcs.
The present version is of poor quality, and is perh:aps an
after-Ctst.
Dy:am-Sluw (priv:ate conununic:ation) points out that the
iconogr:lphy of the phquette has points in common with
a woodcut by dle Master lD. and with a dr:lwing by
Rip:anda at Lille, in both of which the foregound of the
scene is occupied by dogs and horsemen (for these sec
Dyam-Shaw, in The Print-Colledor's Qllarterly, xx, 1933.
pp. 24. 28).

Literature: MoUnier, No. 149 (as Caradosso); Migeon, in
wArts. No. 80, August 1908, p. 98 (as Carndosso); Bode,
in Zeil$chrift flir NllmiJmatik, xxxiii, 1921-2. pp. 145-55 (as
style of Bramante); Bange, No. 619 (as Dranunte); Ricci.
ii, p. 70. No. 95 (as Caradosso); Cott, p. 148 (as Caradosso) .

48 : Figure 76
DATTLIl Of TJU! CENTAURS AND LAPITHS. Rectangular.
Medium brown p:lIina. H. 5.1 on., W. 5 cm. A.373.96n
The scene takes pbce before an open hall. of which the
supporting colunUlS, a frieze with bucrancs and garlands
and a rear arc:ade arc visible. The struggling figures of the
centaurs and bpiths are disposed across the foreground.
The pbquette is surrounded by a plain rim-fillet on three
sides.

From the same series of plaquettes as No. 47. The scene

is :also described by Ambrogio Leone in the passage cited
above. The pbquette is found singly in a number of
collections. :and also appears on the base of ::l bronze
statuette fonnedy in the Heseltine collection :uong with
a version of No. 49. Bange notes dut one figure reappears on:L doorway from the P:alazzo Stanga at Crcmon::t,
now in the Louvre.

Literawre: Molinier, No. 150 (as Caradosso); Migeon, in
usArtJ, No. 80, August 1908, p. IS (as Caradosso); Bange,
No. 620 (as Bram:a.nte); Ricci, ii. p. 70, No. 96 (as Caradosso); Cott, p. 148 (:l.S Caradosso); B.F.A. C., 1912, p. 60,
No. IS (for Hesdtine base).

49 : Figure 78
SILllNUS AND THE MAENADS. Rectangular. Dark brown
patina. H. 5 em., W. 4.9 em.
A.374.97D
The scene takes place before a high classical building with
projecting wings. In the centre is Silenus, whose ass has
f:allen; he is attacked from behind by a number of bacchantes, one of whom pulls the ass's eats. The rdief is
surrounded by a raiwl rim-fillet on three sides.
Though the plaqume is not described by Ambrogio
Leone. it has been accepted from the time of MoUnier as
part of the S3me series of plaquettes as Nos. 47 and 48.
Along with the btter plaquette it recurs on the base of a
bronze statuette formerly in the Hesdtine collection.

Littratllrt: Molinier, No. 151 (as Caradosso); Bange, No.
6:u (3.5 Dramante); Ricci. ii, p. 71, No. 97 (as Car:ldosso) ;
Cotto p. 148 (as Caradosso).

50 : Figure 77
UNIDBNTIfIBD MARINB SCENE. Rectmgular. Dark brown
patina. H. 5 cm., W. 4.9 em.
A.376.99B
In dle centre a male figure with back turned is removing
his dothes. To the right is a second male nude with head
upturned, also divesting himself of his robe. To the left
is a seated fisherman. The scene takes place on a sea-shore,
:md in the middle distulce are five men in a pudy submerged sailing boat. The walls of a city c:m be seen on the
further shore. In the water is the head of a man swimming.
The plaquette is surrounded by a raised rim-fillet on three
sides. Hole at top.
The pbquette fornu part of the S3me series of scenes as
the three preceding numbers. It exists also in :L circular
form (see No. 51). Ricci regards the circular form as the
original and the present form as a reduction. The contrary
case is argued with grcat conviction by Planiscig. The
scene has not been identified. The central figure is reproduced on a dooIVIay from the palazzo Stanga at Crcmona,
now in the Louvre.
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Literatllre: MoUnier, No. IS3 (:u Car:ldosso); Bmge, No.
622 (as Br:unante): Pl:uriscig, &r. K., No. 383; Ricci, ii,
p. 72., No. 99 (as Carndosso) ; Cott, p. ]48 (as C:lrndouo).

51 : Figure 74
UNIDENTifiED MARINB SCENn.
P:ltin:l. Diameter 6.2 em.

Circubr. Yellowish
A.375.98n

The plaquette, which has a raised rim-fillet, follows the
composition of No. 50 save for the appeuance of water
in die exergue at the base and of a cliff at the left. Two
holes at top and bottom.
The plaquette is a circular derivative from No. 50 and
not the prototype of this composition, as assumed by Ricci.
Circular eJClmples are recorded in dIe CouC3jod collection,
:It Vienna and dsewhere.

Literatllu: Mlintz, in G.B.A., xxvii, 1883, p. S04; Bonnaffc, in G.B.A., xxx, ]884, p. 19; Molinier, No. ]53 (:u
C:tC3dosso): Planiscig, Est. K., No. 383: Ricci, ii, pp. 71-2,

48-S4
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shows a perspective view of a vaulted building, through
which there drives a warrior or emperor posed frontally in
a chmot dmwn by two horses. In the pediment is an cagle
with outstretched wings.
No other ex::Imple of this fine plaquette is known. From
the time of Piot it has been associated with the plaqueues
ascribed to Carndosso, and there is no reason to doubt that
it is a work of the same hmd. The s~ted figure in the
chariot may be compared with Drnmante's fresco of the
philosopher Chuon, formerly in the Pal:w:o del Pretorio
:It Dccg:uno, and the perspective scheme presents analogies
to that of an intarsia with the Decollation of the Baptist at
Bergamo, reputedly based on a Bramante cartoon.

Literatllre: Piot, in C.B.A., xviii, ]878, p. ]067: Piot, in
L'Expositioll IIl1iverselle de 1878, l'art al/ciell, p. 403 j Piot,
L'Art allom l'exposlt{otl de 1878, p. 414; Mlintz, in G.B.A.,

a

xxvii, 1883, p. 4IIj Molinier, No. I5S (as Camdosso);
Migeon, in us Arts, No. 80, August 1908 (as CaC3dosso):
Ricci, ii, pp. 74~5, No. 102 (as Carndosso); Cott, p. 148 (as
C:tr:ldosso).

No. 98 (as Caradosso): Cott, p. 148 (as CaC3dosso).

52 : Figure 73
HEIlCULES AND CACUS. Rect:Lnguhr with arched top.
Medium brown patina. H. 6.1 em., W. 3.7 cm. A.381.104B
The plaquette, which is surrounded by a raised rim, shows
the figure of Caeus prostrate on the ground. Hercules
stands over him, with his left hand on Cacus' neck, about
to strike him with a club. To the left are two clothed men
before a temple or palace supported by colunuu, and to
the right is a winged youth on a r~ring horse.
A version of the plaquette in lead is in Dcclin. A somewhat
later circular plaqucue of Virtue triumphant over Vice in
the Victoria :md Albert Museum (7497-1861) contains a
variant of the central group. The plaquette is by the same
hand as the recorded plaquettcs of Carndosso, but is of
different format from the relief on the silver inkstand described by Ambrogio Leone, from one of which it may
derive. The subject of the relief on dle inkstand is given by
Leone as Hercules and Cacus. Ricci's description of the
present plaquette as Hercules and Geryon is incorrect.

Literatllre: Migeon, in us Aru, No. 80, Augwt 1908, p. 18
(as C:trndosso); D:mgc, No. 624 (as Dmmante): Ricci, ii,
p. 75, No. 104 (:u C:tC3dosso) j Cott, p . 148 (as C3mdosso).

53 : Figure 75
A TRIUMPH. Rectangular with triangular pediment.
Medium brown patina. H. 5.4 em., W. 3 em. A.379·I02B
The plaqueue, which terminates above in a triangular
pediment and is framed at the sides by fluted coluRUU,

CRISTO FORO DI GEREMIA
(active 1456-76)
A native of Mantua, Cristofaro di Geremia WtlS
employed after 14S6 in Rome, working from 1461
under the patronage of Cardinal Scarampi and entering
the papal service in 146S. He died in 1476. The basis
for knowledge of his work is supplied by a number
of authenticated medals.

54 : Figure 19
AN EMPEROR AND CONCORD. Rectangu1ar. Medium
brown parina. H. 7 em., W. 7 cm.
A.332.SSB
The plaquettc, which has :I moulded rim and a raised base
line, shows a laurc:lted emperor in profile to the right, widl
a caduceus in the left hand, clasping the right lund of a
female figure with a cornucopia in her left arm. Detween
the figures on a tripod is a basket of fruit. Two holes at top.
The attribution to Cristoforo di Geremia. is due to MoUnier. A closely similar scheme, without the tripod, appears
on the reverse of a medal by Cristoforo di Geremia (Hill,
No. 755), of which the obverse represents Augustus
(Armand) or Constantine (Hill), and is employed 3gain. by
the same artist on a medal of Pope Sixtus IV (Hill, No.
753). The reverse is variowly interpreted as AugwNS and
Abundance (Molinicc, Dange, Ricci), an Emperor and
Concord (Mada.gan), and Constantine the Great and the
Church (Hill). The reverse of dIe medal is reproduced on
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the f:u;:3dc of the Ccrtosa at Pavia. Molinier suggests dut

the plaqueue (which is known from examples in Derlin,
the Louvre and elsewhere) w.u made as part of an inkstlnd.
Littrature: Molinier, No. 90; Migcan, in us Arts, No. 80 ;
August 1908, p. 22; Hill, in DM., xviii, 1910, p. 267;
Foville, in RtlJlle de "art alldtJl et mor/erne. xxx, 19I1,
pp. 446-7; Hill, in Atti e memor;e dell'Istiluto [toliollo Jj
Nllmislllotiea, ii, 1915. p. 257; Mad::tgan, p. 47; Dange, No.
6n; Hill, Corpus, No. 755: Ricci, ii, p. 48, No. 53: Cott.

p. 143 (all as Cristofaro d.i Geremia).

55 : Figure
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FmUIUI. CircuJar. Dark brown
patina.. Di:lmeter 8.9 em.
A.333·S 6n

ALLECORICAL FEMALE

A winged female figure is seen scated to the left on a
sphere or globe. Her head is turned to the right. and she

holds a winged trumpet in her right hand and a cornucopia in her left. Hole at top.
No other example is recorded. The ascription to Cristoforo
di Geremia is due to Migeon and is accepted by Ricci. The
plaquene is not, however, closely rdated to the revenes
of authentic:ued medals by this artist or to No. 54. The
figure is identified by Migeoh as Victory. The cmblenu
are those of Fame and Plenty.

Littraturt: Migeon, in us Arts, No. 80, August 1908,
p. 22; Ricci, ii, p. 48, No. 56; Con, p. 143 (all as Cristoforo

d.i Geremia).

DONATELLO

(h. ca. 1386; d. 1466)
No fully authenticated small bronze relief by Donatello is known, and the attribution of the works listed
bdow is contingent on their relationship to sculptures
in larger fonns.

S6 : Figure 6
VIRGIN AND CIIlLD WITH FOUR ANGELS. Circular. Dark
brown patin:t. Diameter 22.2 em.
A.285.8u
The relief has a concave surface and is surrounded by
:a n:lrrow ~ised rim. The figures are portrayed as though
in a circular window behind :I protruding balcony. The
Virgin inclines her head towards the Child, who is scated
to the right. On the left is an :utgel in threc-quarter length
with hands outmetehed towards the Child, accompanied
by a second angel at dIe back, and on the right is an angd
in profile to the left crrying a bowl, also accompanied by
a second angel. Hole stopped at top.

The history of this important relief ClIUlot be fully reconstructed. A pIaster cast in the Soane Mwcum, London, was
obtained in Florence before 1835 by Henry Howard, by
whom it was presented to Sir John Soane, and there is thus
a presumption Wt in the early nineteenth century the
bronze was still in Florence. The reliefis given by Molinicr
to the school of Donatello, by Ricci to Donatello, :utd by
Dade to Bcrtoldo. In favour of the ascription to Donatcllo
it may be noted (i) that the perspective scheme of the
circular aperture finds a parallel in a relief designed by
Donatel1o, the Virgin and Child over the south entrance
to SiClU Cathedral; (ll) that the balustrade is an:l1ogous to
the projecting t:liling in front of thc relief of the Ascension
or Christ appearing to the Apostles ononeofthctwopulpits
in S:m Lorenzo, Florence; (iii) that the paircd angels arc
reminiscent of figures in the friczes of the pulpits; and (iv)
that DonateUo in 1456 presentcd his doctor, Giovanni
Chellini, with 'un Tondo grnnde quanto un Taglierc, nel
quale era scolpita la Vergine Maria col Bambino in col1o,
e 2 Angeli cia Lato tutti di Bronzo'. The attribution to
Dertoldo appears to rest on analogies between the main
figure and this sculptor's statuettes. The space structure of
the relief is, however, more sophisticated than that on the
revcrses of Dertoldo's medals. Though the handling of
the d~pery forms at the base of the relief is weaker dIan
in comp3.t:lble passages in the San lorenzo pulpits, the
form and charncter of the relief arc cxplioble only if it
was designed by Donatello and finished in his workshop
about 1455.

Colltcll"oll: probably Piot (sale Paris, 25 April 1864, No.
27); Timba.l.
Lituature: Giraud, us Arts dll metal, 1881, pI. XIX-2 (as
Don.ueIlo); Molinier, No. 66 (as School of Donatcllo);
Migeon, in us Arts, No. 80, August 1908, p. 15 (as Dona.telIo); Dade, F.B.R., 4th cd., 1921, p. 119 (as Donatcllo
'von fremder Hand saubcr ziscliert'); Vaudoyer, in
L'AIIIOUf de l'art, 1925, p. 254; Bode, Eertoldo, pp. 6!r70 (as
Dertoldo); Ricci, ii, p. 12, No.8 (as Dona.tcllo); Cott,p. 141
(as attributed to D onatello); Land:Us, p. 33 (as workshop
of Donatcllo).

DONATELLO (AFTER)
57 : Figure 3
VIRGIN AND CIIlLD UEFORE A NICHE. Rectangular with
rOWlded top. Medium brown patina. H. 9.6 cm., W.
7.5 em.
A.512.234»
The pbquette, which lus a rounded top corresponding
with the outer face of a shell niche supported by pilasten,
shows the Virgin in half-length in profile to the left with
the Child on her right arm. The Child's left arm passes
round the Virgin's neck. Hole at top.

CATALOGUB NOS.

The plaquette, which exists in many collections 3nd of
which this is one of the finest surviving examples, is widely
regarded (e.g. by Bange) as 3 deriv:ttive from 3 relief by
DOll.3.tello. The connection with DOll:ltello is wunist:lbble,
but it is not de:tr whether we h3ve here to do with 3
phquette designed by DOll:ltello or with 3 reduction from
a lost D onatello relie£ The composition is likely to
originate in the late fourteen-fortics , and there may thus
be some substance in the suggestion of Molinier and Ricci
th.u the pbquette was cast in P:tdU:l. It is listed by Bange
:tmong Florentine pbquettcs :tssoci:lble with D OIl:ltello,
and is described by Middeldorf:ts :tfter Donatcllo.

Literature: MoUnier, No. 372 (as Paduan); Bange. No. 292
(as a 'haufig vorkommende Nachbildung cines Reliefs aus
Don:aellos mitderer Zeit'); Ricci. p. 174, No. 234 (:ts
P:tduan); Cotto p. 145 (as Padwn); Middddorf, Morgtl/roth. Nos. 29S, 296 (as :tfter DOIl:ltdlo).

S8 : Figure S
VIRGIN AND CIIILD WITH A GARLAND. Rcct::mgubr.
Lead. H. 7.7 ern .• W. 6.7 em.
A·510.2 )2D
The composition is adapted from that of No. 57. from
which it differs in the dressing of the Virgin's hair. dIe
pbcing of her right hand, and the posture of the right :trm
of the Child. Behind the group is :l garland with two
lunging ortl:lmcnts. and round it runs 3 border composed
on duee sides of S-slupcd scrolls and 3t the base of conventionalised acanthus foli:tge.

A silhouetted version in gilt bronze in the Louvre was
reg:trded by Molinicr as P:tduan, and a P:tduan origin is
also presumed by Bange, who gives the relief to Giovanni
d:t Pisa. The dependence of the scheme from No. 57 is
recognised by Middddorf, who dismisses Bange's 3tttibution to Giovanni d3 Pis:l. as 3rbitc3ry. In a variant in
Berlin (Bange, No. 347) the group is combined widl
figures of 55. Francis and Anthony ofPadU:l. The popubricy of the scheme scems to have been due to the f3et tlu.t
it derives from DOIl:ltello, but both V3ri:mts of the pbqueue :lre likely to have been produced in Padu3.

Literatllrt: Molinier, No. 366 (as Paduan) i Dange, Nos. 347,
348 (as Giovanni d3 PiS:l); Ricci. ii, p. 172, No. 2)2 (as
Paduan); Cott, p. 145 (as P3duan); Middcldorf. Morgel/rollI, No. 297 (as follower of DOll:ltcllo).

S9 : Figure

2

VIRCIN AND CHILD BBTWBSN TWO CANDELABRA. Rcct::mgular. Medium brown patina. H. 12.1 cm., W. 8.6 em.
A·5 11 •2 33 B
The Virgin, wearing 3 diadem, is seen in lulf-Iength in
plofile to the right st::mding behind 3 parapet. She supports

55-60
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the back of the sleeping Child with her left hand. O n the
front f:tce of the parapet is :1 cartouche partly concealed by
3 draped cloth. T o the right and left are cndelabra with
triangular b:tses; above are flaming braziers supported by
stllall angels. At the top an open-work palmette handle.
Many versions of this beautiful pbqueue are known. Ricci
righdy regards tbe present example as ' of the earliest and
best state'. The composition is 3scribcd by Fortnum to
Cristoforo di Geremia and by Dade to Bellano, 3nd is
looked upon by Molinier, Planiscig and Ricci as P:1duan.
Maclagan rebtes the motif to that of 3 marble Virgin md
Child between two Candd:tbm by the so-called Piccolomini Master in the VictOri3 and Albert Museum,
London. The attribution to Bellano and 3 hypotheticl
origin in P3dua are contested by Middeldorf. The design
is of great distinction, and is almost cert:linly derived from
3 lost relief by Donatcllo. The finest versions of the
phquette arc likely to be Tuscan, though the scheme may
also luve been copied in North Italy, where, as noted by
Planiscig, it influenced a relief of ISII on the Ospechle dei
Poveri Sartori in Venice.

L ittratllre : Fortnum, A Dmriptille Clltaloglle oj tht Bro/lres
of Ellropean Origin in the SOllt1, KtlW'lIgtOIl MllSelllll, 1876,
p. 36 (as Cristoforo di Geremia); Molinier, Nos. 367-371
(five v:triants as P:tdu:m); Dade, in Arcflillio storieo dtll' arre,
iv, 1891, p. 4II (as Belb.no); Dange, No. 345 (as Bellano) ;
Flaniscig, Est. K., No. 339 (as Paduan school ofDonatello:
second lulf of the fifteenth century); Maclagan, p. 18 (as
school ofDoIl:ltdlo); Ricci, ii, p. 172, No. 233 (as P:tduan);
Cou, p. 145 (as Paduan) ; Middddorf, Morgcnrotfl. No. 298
(as follower ofDoll:ltello).

DONATELLO (STYLE OF)
60 : Figure 7
VmCIN AND CHILD. Rectangular. Gilt bronze (gilding
much rubbed on nose and hair of Virgin, nose and cheek
of Child, and 1000lly on the Child's legs and on the
Virgin's left hand). H. 20.3 em., W. 15.2 cm. A.284.7D
The Virgin is shown in l131f-length behind 3 pat3pet. The
Child st:lnds on the par:tpet to dIe left with one arm rOWld
her neck. The right hands of both figures 3re extended
with open pa.lms. On the p3t3pet to the right is 3 sm311
v:tsc. Dehind is an 3rch, with a displaced voussoir on the
left, supported by Buted coluRUU, and to the righr, above
the Virgin's shoulder, is the upper part of 3 shell niche.
Above and behind the arch 3re dle comers of 3 moulded
frame.
Examples of the plaquette exist in the W:illace Collection,
London, and in Derlin. The relief is given by Molinier md
Dange to DOll:ltello. The :luribution to Donatello is
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supported by Kauffmann, with a dating before I435. :md
by Ricci. It is rejected by Thieme, Schubring. Mann,
and Maclagan:md Longhurst, who assign the plaqucttc to

the school or workshop of Dorutdlo. Bode tenbtivdy
3S5OCiatcs it with the early style of Denoldo. Stucco
variants of the composition are not uncommon, and a
mod.i.fied version in marble by Andrea Guardi exists in
the Dmpo Santo at Pisa. The pose of the Child is employed
in reverse by M:mtegna in the Virgin and Child with
S:lint'.S in Turin.
A direct ascription to Dorutdlo is untenable, but the
illusionistic scheme (whereby the Virgin is set in front of
the arch of m:l.Sonry and the arch is in tum superimposed

on a moulded fume) seems to imply a knowledge of
DorutclJo's Paduan reliefS. The motif of the Virgin's out-

stretched right hand depends from the Sbtuc of S. Giwtina.
on the high ~br ::It P3.dl13. The relief seems to have been
made by a member ofDonatdlo's PadlUIl workshop about
the middle of the fifreenth century, but in view of its wide
popu1arity the posubility that it was adapted from a larger
autograph relief cannot be ruled out.

Child with Angds in the Estensische Kunstsammlung,
Vienna, which W:lS ascribed by Planiscig first to DonatcUo
or to his Paduan workshop and subsequently to Giovanni
d:L Pisa, the putative author of the terracott:l altar in the
church of the Eremitani at Padua.. The present relief is
given to Giov:l.ruU da Pisa by Bange. Though the inspiration is loosdy DotutcUesque, and though Donatello seems
himself to luve produced :L Virgin and Child with musicmaking Angels which is recorded in :L number of studio
derivatives, the connection of the present scheme with
Dotutello is less dose th.:m that of Nos. 57 and S9. Two
V:Lnants of No. 5S in Berlin are misuken1y ascribed by
Dange to the same hand.

Literatllre: Molinier, No. 542 (as anonymous Italian);
Migeon, in us Arts, No. So, August 1905, p. 16 (as Donatello); Dange, No. 346 (as Giovanni d:L Pisa); Ricci, ii,
p. 171, No. 231 (as Giov:LruU Pisano); Cott, p. 153 (as
Giovanni d:L Pisa); Pl:miscig, Est. K., No. 91 (for Vienna
telief 3S DotutcUo or follower); Planiscig. Riccio. 6g. 9-10
(for Vienna relief as Giovanni da Pisa) .

Literatllre: Molinier, No. 64: Thieme, in Bode, Die
SammJlmg Oscar Hm'IlauCT, lS97, p. So, No. 127 (as School
of Donatdlo): Bode, op. cit., p. 27 ('vicllcicht von Bertoldos Hand'); Migeon, in us Arts, No. 73, January 19O5,
p. 17 (as Desiderio da Settignano): Dange, NO. 3: Maclagan
and Longhurst. p. 27: M3J1ll, p. IJO, No. S. 297: Schubring, DOllatelfo, Stuttgart and Lcipzig, 1907, pp. 170, 201;
Kauffmann. DOllateIfo, 1935, p. 223. n. 257: Ricci, ii, p. 10,
NO. 7: Cott, p. 141 (as attributed to DonatcUo); Ferrali,
Tesori d'arlc ill IIlla e/,icsetta di Campaglla, Parroeehia S. Maria
Awmta, O,biglJauo, from Bolfettiuo StorieD Pisloiese, iii,
1961, pp. 3-6 (for marble derivative).

61 : Figure 4
HOLY FAMILY WITH SIX ANGELS. Rectangular. Dark
brown patina. H. 8.S em., W. 7.6 em.
A.SQ9.231D
The Virgin is shown in the centre seated on a parapet
with hee knees drawn up [0 the right. The upper part of
the body of the Child is turned in the same direction.
Ddlind the group to the right is St. Joseph. To the left arc
the ox and ass, and between them and the Virgin appears
the head of a bearded man. Two music-making angels are
to the left of the Virgin, a third is to the right of St.
Joseph, and the head of a fourth is seen above the Child.
Two further mwic-making angds arc seated on the
moulded parapet in front. Across the parapet run cwo
garlands joined in the centre by a cherub head. At the back
to right and left arc ruined dasskal buildings with, in the
centre, a tree.
This nrc plaquette is listed by Molinier among a number
of anonymous Italian works. It is compared by Dange to
a much superior circular bronze relief of the Virgin and

GIANFRANCESCO ENZOLA
(.ctive 1455-78)
Working in his native town of Parma (1467-'71), at
Ferrara (1472- 3), Pcsaro and elsewhere, Enzola is
known by a number of signed medals and plaquettes.
His earliest authenticated medal dates from I4SS and
his last. a medal of Fcderigo da Montefcltro, from

1478.

62 : Figure 67
VmCIN AND CiIlLD llNTJlnONED WITII TWO ANCELS.
Pointed oval Medium brown patina. H. 7.9 cm.• W.4.S
em.
A.34o.63B
The p1aquette, which is cast from a seal matrix, shows the
Virgin se:lted on a throne with the Child against her right
shoulder and a globe ill her left lund. Above the throne is
a lunette with the Holy Ghost, and to the right and left are
kneeling angels. Along the sides runs the inscription:
OPVS .IO IIANNIS .I'RAN CISCI. PAR MENSIS. and at the foot
on :m oval shield is a monogram composed of the letters
0, s and L. To the left is the st:lmped collector's mark BM.
H ole at top.
Ic is incorrectly stated by Ricci that the plaquette is unique.
A somewhat blunter version in Berlin lacking the mOIlOgram is described by Dange as a cast from the seal m:ttrix
of the city of Parma, where Enzob. was active between
1467 and 1471. The significance of the monogram beneath
is unexplained. The type of the Virgin recalls that of the
Virgin and Child by Cristoforo da Lcndinara in the
Pitmcoteea Estcnse at Modena.

2)

CATALOGUB NOS. 61-67

Collection: Baron de Monville (sa1e Paris, 24J3l1U3ry 1861,
No. IDS, br. Piot).
Literatllre: Molinier, No. 91; B3l1ge, No. S93; Ricci, ii,
p. 52, No. 63; Cott, p. 144 (ill as Ellzola).

63 : Figure 65
SAINT JEROME. Rectangular. Medium brown patina. H.
s.l em., W. 7.9 em.
A·33S.S8n
The plaquette, which has a be3ded rim and a protruding
base line, shows the Saint twice. On the right he kneels in
right profile beforc a crucifix 3l1d on the left, seated at the
door ofhis hut, he removes the thorn from the lion's paw.
In the background, in an extensive landscapc, a Pope on
horseback with his retinue is approaching the city of Rome,
whose walls carry the inscription ROMA SPQR. On the
reverse the incised letter M. Hole at top.
Signed versions of the pbquette in the Louvre a11d elsewhere are inscribed: IHOANNIS FRANCISCI PARME(n)sIs
OPVS. As notcd by Middddorf, the scheme depends from
a Ferrarese engraving of ca. 1470-80.

Literlltllre: MoUnier, No. 93; Dange, No. 595; Ricci, ii,
p. 50, No. 58; Midde1dorf, MorgemotIJ. No. 285; Cott,
p. 143 (ill as Eruola); Hind, E.I.E., pI. 422 (for engraved
source).

64 : Figure 66
THE MARTYRDOM Of SAINT SEBASTIAN. Rectangular.
Medium brown patina. H. 5.1 cm., W. 8.6 em. A.336.59B
The plaquette, which is framed with a rope £iller rim,
shows the Saint on the extreme left tied to a tree. On the
right arc two :lrehers, one in the act of shooting and the
other charging his bow. Between them is a dog with a
puppy. In the sky, above 311 extensive lmdscape is the
apparition of:ln angel holding a palm. Under the bevelled
base line runs dIe inscription: UlOAmISFRANCISCI.
PARMENSIS.OPVS. Four holes at comers. Fbw in border
on right.
Other signed versions of the plaquctte arc found in Berlin
3l1d in the Musco Correr, Venice. Possibly designed for
the same complex as No. 63. The source of dIe composition Ius not been identified.

Literllillre: Molinier, No. 92; Bange. No. 594; Ricci, ii,
p. so, No. S9 j Cott, p. 143 (all as Enzob).

65 : Figure 63
A CIIILD ON A LION. Circular. Dark brown patina.
Diameter 5 cm.
A·337· 60B
The plaquette shows a child mounted on a lion moving to
the right. He wears a mande and holds a standard ter-

minating in a (t) torch. Behind is a 13l1dscape backgroWld,
:md bencath, in the cxergl.le, arc scrolls issuing from a
crown. Round the upper margin runs the inscription:
.SOLA. VIRTVS.OMI NBM.FBLlCITAT., :md in the exergue is
the signature: .IO.FR.PAR MENSIS. The back Ius been left
pardy in the rough. Hole at top.
This rare plaquette is known only through the present
example and a version in Berlin in which the lion is nimbed
and thc word OMI NEM is modified to OMNEM. The correct
re3ding (sec No. 66) is HOMINEM. The scene is an allegory of Virrue.

Litera/lire: Molinier, No. 94; Bange, No. 600; Ricci, ii,
p. 54. No. 60 (ill as Enzoh).

66 : Figure 62
A CIIILD ON A LION. Circular. Medium brown patina.
Diameter 7 em.
A·341.64B
The plaquctte, which has a beaded rim, shows a winged
child mounted on a lion moving to the left. In his left hand
he holds a palm, :lnd in his right is a standard terminating
in a (I) torch. In the hilly lmd.scape can be seen Qeft) a
horseman and (right) 311 ox-cart and three figures. There
are six birds in the sky. The raised cxergue is decorated
with a wickerwork pattern. Round the upper margin is
the inscription: SOLA. VIRTVS. nOMINEM. FI!(li) cIT(at) .IOANNISI'RANCISI.PARMENSIS. Two holes at the top and two
at dIe bottom. Flaw between holes at top.
This rare plaquette represents the same subject as No. 65.
An example is in Berlin. As noted by Bange, the pbquette
was later adapted as dIe reverse of the Ruspagiari medal of
Ercole n d'Esle, Duke of Ferrara (1534-59).

Litrrature: D:mge, No. 599; Ricci, ii, p. 53, No. 64; Cott.
p. '44 (ill as Enzob).

67 : Figure 68
A HORSEMAN ATTACKED BY THRED LIONS. Rectangular.
Dark brown patina. H. 7 cm., W. 6.9 cm.
A.339.62B
The pbquette, which is surrounded by a beaded rim and
has a raised base line, shows a horseman galloping to the
right, :lttacked by three lions, two at the front and one at
the re3r. In the foregound arc a helmet and a broken sword,
and in the distance appear hills and the walls of a town.
Beneath is the inscription: lOANNISFRANCISI.PARMENSIS.
The plaquette is rdated by Molinier to the reverse of the
Enzob mechl of Costanzo Sforz:l, lord of Pcsaro, dated
147S (Hill, No. 292). It is suggested that the lions form 311
heraldic illusion to the house of Sfo1"Z:l. Signed versions
of the pbquette exist in Berlin, Vienna, Brescia and elsewhere. The scene recurs in the sixteenth century on the
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reverse of a medal oEPietro Strom (I5JCH558), with the
inscription FORTITUDO M(C)A D(orni)Nvs.

Literature: Formum, A Descriptive Catllloglle of the Brollzes
of Europeall Odgill ill tire South Kmsillgtoll Museum, 1876,

Literature: Molinicr. No. 97; Migcan, in Us Arts, No. 80,

p. 33; MoUnier, No. 583; Bange, No. 607; Maclagan,
p. 46; rucci, ii, p. 54, No. 65: Cott, p. 144.

August 1908, p. 22; Bange, No. 597; Planiscig, Est. K.,
No. 340; Ricci, ii, p. 52, No. 62; Cott, p. 144 (all 3S
Enzob).

68 : Figure 64
A

HORSEMAN ATTACKING TWO FOOT-SOLDIERS.

cular. Light brown patin:l. Diameter 6.3 em.

Cir-

A.338.6IB

The plaqucttc. which is surrounded by a narrow rim,
shows on a protruding base an armed mm with drawn
sword galloping to die right. His attack is parried by the
shield of a foot-soldier. A second foot-soldier crouches
bcne:lth his horse. On die horizon is an armed [coop. The
cxcrgue is filled with :1 wicker-work pattcOl. Round the
upper m:lCgin runs the inscription: MCCCCLXVIII mOANNISFRANCISI.PARMBSIS.OPVS. Two holes at top.

Hill suggests that dils rare plaquette should be looked aD
as the reverse of a lost medal. A second example is in
Derlin. The version described by Molinier, perhaps the
present plaqueue, is wrongly assigned to the Victoria and
Albert Mweum, London. The subject has not been identified.
Literlltllre: Molinier, No. 96; Migeon, in us Arts, No. 80,
August 1908, p. 22; Bange, No. 598; Hill, CorprlS, No.
288; Ricci,ll, p. 51, No. 61; Cott, p. 144 (all as Enzob).

ENZOLA (ATTRIBUTED TO)
69 : Figure 69
SAINT GEORGE AND TIlE DRAGON. Oval. Medium brown
patina. H. 4.8 cm., W. 5.7 cm.
A.342.65n
The plaquette, which has a beaded rim, shows St. George,
in armour on a horse rearing to the right, driving a tihingspear into the jaws of the dragon. In the background on
the right is the kneeling figure of the Princess Sabra. Two
holes at top.
The plaquette is classified by Molinier as anonymous
Italian, end of the fifteenth century, and by Dange as style
of Enzob. A circular variant in the Victoria and Albert
Museum has been variously regarded by Formum as
German and by .MacIagan as a work of Enzola, to whom
the present plaquette is given by Ricci. The attribution to
Enzola of the circular version rests on analogies with the
reverse of die medal of Costanzo Sforza (Hill, No. 292),
and is very plausible. The handling of the oval plaquette is
sharper and more linear.

PIETRO FRANCA VILLA
(h. ca. '553; d. 1615)
Born at Cambrai, Francavilla or FranqucvilIc seems
to have been traincd initially in France, and in 1571
was despatched by the Archduke Ferdinand of the
Tyrol to Italy. There he entered the studio of Giovanni
Bologna, whose principal assistant he became. From
1574 on he was also active as an independent sculptor.
Though Francavilla was primarily .:I. marble sculptor,
he collaborated with Giovanni Bologna on the bronze
sculptures for the Grimaldi Chapel in S. Francesco di
Castelletto at Genoa and in the commission discussed
below.

70 : Figure 416
VIllSQr College Mflsemu, Poughkeepsie (N.Y.)
THB RESURRECTION. Bronze. H. 40 cm., W. 42.2 cm.
K·419

The relief shows the IUscn Christ against an irregular
rodiance to the right of centre in the air above the tomb.
His right hand is raised, and in his left he holds a banner.
Beside the tomb in the right foreground arc three soldiers,
one standing and two seated, and to the left, beneath a
wooded hill, arc seven soldiers, four of whom shield their
cyes from the light in the centre of the scene. In the distance, beneath the feet of Christ, is an angel holding a
winding-sheet, and on the right the Virgin and two holy
women advance from the city of Jerusalem towards the
sepulchre. Clouds in sky on right.
The relief reproduces one of the four bronze Passion
scenes presented to the Holy Sepulchre in Jerusalem by die
Grand-Duke Ferdinand I dc' Medici in 1588. The four
scenes, which were cast by Fra Domenico Portigiani.
comprise two reliefs by Giovanni Bologna, the Anointing
of the Dody of Christ and the Entombment, and rwo by
Francavilla, the Deposition and Resurrection. Models for
the reliefs appear to have been in the possession of Poragiani as late as 1596. A second version of the Anointing of
the Dody of Christ is in the Mctropolitan Museum of Art,
New York, and a second version of the Entombment in
gilt bronze is in the Victoria and Albert Museum. In both
cases the surface working is simpler than and inferior
to that of the originals. In the present relief the surface
working and the definition of the forms is also less fmc
than in that in Jerusalem.
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Collutio,,: Contini-Bonaconi; Samuel H. Kress.
Literalu,,:: Kriegbaum, in PJ., xlviii, 192.7, pp. 43-52. (for
Jerusalem reliefs); Phillips, in Bulletit, of tlte Metropolilml
Museum of Art, n.s. )""V, 1956-7, pp. 150, IS3 (for New
York rclief); Dhancns, Jeall Boulog/lc: Giovalllli Bologlla
Fiamlllillgo, 1956, pp. 2.69-70 (for Jerusalem reliefs); PopeHennessy, Catalogue of Italian Seulptllre ill tl,c Victoria aJ/d
Albert MllseulII, ii, 1964, p. 476 (for London rdie£).

FRANCESCO DI GIORGIO
(b. 1439; d. 1501/2)
Dom at Siena and trained under Vecchictta, Francesco
di Giorgio was active in his n:ltive town until, at some
d:lte between I4-75 and 14-77, he emered the service of
Federigo da Momefeltro. Thereafter, for upwards of
a decade. he worked at Urbino, where a number
of the works listed bdow are likely to have been
produced. After 14-85 he worked mainly in Siena,
thoug h he was also employed concurrendy at Urbina,
Gubbio, Naples, Milan and d sewhere.

71 : Figure 18
Tun JUDCEMENT Of PARIS. Rectulgub.r. D.:uk p:ltina
(black. b.cquer somewhat rubbed over rich reddish brown
bronze). H. 13.4 cm., W. J2..8 cm.
A.293.16n
To the right Paris, in left profile, is sC:lted on a rock. With
his right hmd he proffers the golden apple to Venus, who
moves forwOled to receive it. To the left, in a forward
pbne, stuld the fully dOld figures of Minerva (left) in
profde to the right Olnd Juno (centre), the btter garing b:lck.
:It POlris. Hole Olt top.
The relief forms p:lrt of:l group of works which Olre now,
by common consent, ascribed to Fr:mcesco di Giorgio, :md
:lre gener:illy 3.5sumed to luve been executed by this
sculptor at Urbino in the deede 147S-85. The princip:ll
constituents of the group are bronze reliefs of the Fhgelhcion in the G:llJeriOl Nazionale dell' Umbria :It Perugia md
of the L1mcntation over the Dead Christ in the Carmini
in Venice Olnd a stucco relief known :lS the Allegory of
Discord, of which CXolmples i:n the Victor:i:l :lnd Albert
Museum md the Chigi-S:u-aceni collection, Siena, hOlve
been vOlriously reg:lrded as models for :lnd reproductions of
:l lost bronze relief. The :lscription of these three reliefs to
Frmcesco di Giorgio is due to Schubring (1916), who I:lter
(1919) :1Scribed the present relief to dle same :utist. The
pl3.quette is modelled in lower relief th:m the princip3.l
figures in the Fl3.gell:ltion md Lamentation, but compOlrisan
of the hC:ld of Paris with :l m3.le he:ld in right profile in
the left b:lckground of the Lamentation, of the drOlpery

forms with those of the :lngels in the same relief. md of
the fOlctute with th:l! of the figures in low relief in the
b:lck.ground of the Flagell:ltion IC:lves no rC:lson:lble doubt
of their identity of authorship. In its!Olck ofsurface working
the pl3.quette presents :mOllogies to :In unidentified d3.5siC31
scene in Berlin (B:mge, No.6), signed on the b:lck 10.
OPVS, :lttributcd by Dode :md D:lnge to BertoIdo.

Literatllre: Ginud, us Arts dll metal, 188r, pI. xxxi (3.5 :lfter
Dotticelli); Molinier, No. S38 (3.5 Florentine school,
second h:Jf of the fifteenth century); Dode, in Archilll'o
storico dell' arle, vi, 1893. p. 83 (:u Verrocehio); Bode, in
J.P.K., xxv, 1904, pp. 137-9 (:lS Leonardo d:l Vinci);
Migeon, in Les Arts, No. 73, Jmu:lry 1908, pp. 2.4, 2.8 (:lS
Florentine, end of dle fifteenth century); Bode, F.S.R.,
pp. :uS-I6 (:lS Leon:lcdo da Vinci); A. Venturi, $lorin, vi,
1908, p. 5II (as Dertoldo): Schubring, Die italiell;sc"e
Plastik df!s Qllattroullto, 1919, p. 190 (as Fr:mcesco di
Giorgio): A. Venturi, in L' ATte", xxvi, 1923, pp. 197-22.8
(:1.5 Fr:mceseo di Giorgio); VOludoyer, in L'Amollr de" I'art,
192.5, p. 2.50 (a5 Verroechio); Pl:miscig, in W J., iii, 192.9,
p. 86 (:lS Fr:mcesco eli Giorgio); Ricci, ii, pp. 2.2-3, No. 16
(OlS Leonardo <h Vinci); V:tlentiner, Delroit Art 111SII'lute:
Ex/,ibitioll of Italiall Got"ic alld Early Rellaissallu Sculptures,
1938, No. 76 (:lS Fr:lnecsco di Giorgio); Weller, Frnllusco
di G,'org"o, 1943, pp. 161-2. (:lS Fnncesco di Giorgio);
Seymour, pp. 107, 178 (OlS FC3.nccsco di Giorgio); Cott,
p. 1420 (3.5 Fr:mcesco di Giorgio); Lantbis, p. 38 (3.5 Fnncesco di Giorgio): Pope-Hennessy, ItalJ'all Rmaissallu
Sculpture, 1958, p. 323 (:lS Fr:mccsco di Giorgio).

72 : Figure 16
SAINT JOliN THB BAPTIST. Circular. Dl:lck l3.cquer
(abC:lded 10C:llly). Chip in upper left edge. Di:lmeter
19.5 cm.
A.40I.124D
The ' Saint is shown in three-qw.tter length, with his
shoulders posed :llmost frontilly :md his head turned jn
dm:c-quOlrtcr f:lce to the right. His right lund is nised.
He w~rs a skin :md :l d03.k C:lught up over the right :lrm.
Hole at top.
This :md the companion relief arc Olscribed by Molinier to
Bertoldo. An attribution to this artist is retained by Ricci.
As observed by Dmge, the two reliefs form pOlet of Ol brger
series to which Ol St. Anthony the Abbot in the Liechtenstein collection Olnd :l St. J erome in Derlin :ilio belong.
The Liechtenstein relief is :lscribed by Planiscig to Delb.no
on the strength of illusory :In:llogics with :l terC3.cotta
Adot:ltion of the MOlgi wrongly given to tills sculptor,
Olnd:lll four relielS are reg:lrded by Bmge as the work of:ln
unidentified Padum sculptor of the second h:Jf of the
fifteenth century. The widely accepted ascription of the
four roundels to Fr:mcesco di Giorgio is due to Ragghi.:lnti,
,md is m:lintained by Weller, Carll, Seymour :md PopeHennessy. It is suggested by Ragghi:mti that the rcliefs
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formed 'Ie quanra barchie della copertl eli un libra
urbinatc', md by Weller that they 'once decorated :m.
elaborate book cover in the library at Urbino' or 'were
made for some sort of cross or for :l reliquary'. The theory

that the reliefs formed part of :l book cover must be
rejected in view of their cxccptiona.l weight:m.d depth, but
it is possible that they were intended for insertion in the
wooden fI<lmc surrounding a bronze relief of the d:l.SS of
the Deposition in the Carmini in Venice. The handling of
the Liechtenstein St. Anthony the Abbot closely recalls
that of the Deposition, hut there is insufficient evidence
to establish whether the roundcls were made at Urbina or
at Siena.

Literatllre: Molinier. Nos. 87. 88 (as Bertoldo); Migcall, in
us Arts, No. 73.January 1908, p. 22 (as Riccio); Planiscig.
V.B., p. IDS (Liechtenstein relief as Bellano); Bange,
No. 17 (as Paduan, second half of the fifteenth century);
Ricci, ii, pp. 88-90, Nos. I.Z3, 124 (as Bertoldo); fugghianti,
in Critica d' Arte, xvi-xviii, 1938, p. 182 (as Francesco eli
Giorgio); Weller, Fraucesco di Giorgio, 1943, pp. 165-8 (as
Francesco di Giorgio): Carli, in n.M., xci, 1949, p. 36 (as
Francesco di Giorgio); Cott, p. 142 (as Francesco eli Giorgio): Seymour, p. 178 (as Francesco di Giorgio); PopeHClUlesSY, in B.M., xciii, 1951, p. 98 (as Francesco di
Giorgio); Pope-HClUlcssy, Italiall Rellaissallce Sculpture,
1958, p. 323 (as Francesco di Giorgio).

73 : Figure 17
S .... INT SI!B .... STI .... N. Circular. Black lacquer (abraded
locally). Diameter 20 cm.
.....4OO.123B
The Saint is shown in three-quarter length. His body,
naked save for a loin-cloth, is cut through the thighs, and
his hands arc tied behind his back to a barren tree. His
shoulders are turned three-quarters to the right, and his
head gazes outwards almost in full-bce. Hole at top.

Literatllre: As for No. 72. See also Ricci, ii, p. 88, No. 123:
Cott, p. 142.

74 : Figure IS
S ....INT JEROME. Rectangular. Dark patina. (black lacquer
over rich reddish brown bronze). H. 55 cm., W. 37.3 cm.
A.16S.2C
The relicf, which is moulded in onc with its recessed frame,
shows St. Jerome standing in the foreground to the left
of centre before a Crucifix Qeft) attached to a barren tree.
His right hand is extended and his right foot is raised on
a rock. To the left is the lion, with, behind it, a Cardinal's
hat suspended from the trunk of the tree. Behind the tree
is the comer of a ruined building with two broken arches
springing from piers. The lower part of the ruin is over-

grown with foliage, and on a corbd above is a small owl.
In the foreground, to left and right of the Saint's left foot,
are a scorpion, tortoise and liZ:lCd, and to the right is asnake.
At the back on the right the ground descends towards a lake
or river, with two pelicans standing at its verge, backed all
the right and in the centre with precipitous crags. Two
cranes fly across the sky.
Though the ascription to Bertoldo of this magnificent
rcliefwas contested by Von Tschudi as early as 1885, it was
generally abandoned only after 1923 when an attribution
to Francesco di Giorgio was first proposed by Venturi.
The handling throughout is closcly sitnilar to that of
the Judgement of Paris relief (No. 71), the features and
drapery are related to those in the Liechtenstein St. Anthony the Abbot, and the rock-forms in the foreground
recall those on the reverse of the medal of Don Federigo of
Aragon. As observed by Weller, the splayed form of the
forward foot recurs in the right foot of St. Joseph in the
altarpiece of the Nativity by Francesco di Giorgio in S.
Domenico, Siena. and an analogy for the landscape is
found ill a drawing of St. John the Baptist in the Wilderness in the Ufftzi, Florence (34-2E). A point of reference for
the architecture is supplied by the lower register of the
cortile of the Palazzo Pubblico at Jesi. As with No. 71 and
the related reliefs, the St. Jerome is likely to have been
produced at Urbino between 1475 and 1485. An inconelusive attempt is made by Weller to detect the influence
ofLconardo in the landscape forms. So far as concerns the
iconography, it may be noted that a scorpion and serpent
appear in, e.g., a panel of St. Jerome by Masolino at
Princeton, and that an owl occurs in a painting of St.
Jerome by Cosimo Tura in the National Gallery, London.
The birds at the water's edge and in the sky are not regular
features of the iconography of St. Jerome, but the latter
fmd a precedent in Sienese paintings, e.g. the Procession
of the Magi by Sassetta in the Metropolitan Museum of
Art, New York. Rightly described by Landais as 'une des
mcilleures rcussites de Ia plastique siClUloisc' and the subject
of a memorable description by Venturi, the St. Jerome is
the most personal and most fully realised of Francesco eli
Giorgio's sculptures in relief.

Collectioll: Piot (sale Paris, 25 April 1864, No. 25). Stated
by Dade (Bertalda, 1925. pp. 76-8) to have been purchased
by Piot in Florence under an ascription to Denoldo.
Ltterawre: Piot, in G.B.A., xviii, 1878, p. 588 (as Rertoldo);
Piot, in L'Expositiolllllliverselle de J878: L'A,t allciell, 1879.
p. 138 (as Renoldo): Piot, in L'kt allciell Ii I'Expasit{all de
J878, 1879. p. 143 (as Dertoldo): Tschudi, in Allgemcilles
Ktillstler-lexl'koll, iii, 1885, pp. 720-1 (as Paduan follower of
Donatello); Migeon, in us Arts, No. 73, January 1908, p.
18 (as attributed to Bertoldo): A. Venturi, Storia, vi, 1908,
p. 518 (listed without attribution); A. Venturi, in L' Artc,
xxvi. 1923,Pp.2I3-14 (as Francesco di Giorgio); A. Venturi,
L' arte a Sail Girolamo, 1924, p. 168 (as Francesco di Giorgio); Vaudoyer, in L'Ama"r de l'art, 1925. p. 250; Bode,
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Bertoldo, 1925, pp. 76-8 (as Benoldo): Dode, Florelltille
Sculptors of the Rellaissance, 1928, p. 185 (as Dertoldo);
Ricci, i, p. 4, No.2 (as Berto1do); Brinton, Frallcesco di
Giorgio Martilli of Siella, ii, 1935, pp. 46-7 (:15 Fr:mcesco d.i
Giorgio); Weller, Frallcesco d,' a,'orgio, 1943, pp. 162-3,253
(as Francesco di Giorgio); Seymour, p. 17B (as Fr.mcesco d.i
Giorgio); Cou, p. 142 (as Francesco d.i Giorgio); Land:ris,
pp. 38, 113 (as Francesco di Giorgio); Pope-Hermessy,
Italiall Rellatssallce Sculpture, 1958, p. 323 (as Francesco di
Giorgio).

ALESSANDRO LEOPARD!
(active after 1482; d. 1522/3)
Trained as a goldsmith, Leopardi is recorded as
working in Venice in 1482 and 1484. Between 1488
and 1496 he was employed on the completion of
Verrocchio's Colleoni monument, and in IS0S undertook his principal independent works, the bases of
three flagstaffs in the Piazza San Marco, Venice. His
style as a relief artist is known through the reliefs on
the three bases and through a circular plaquctte signed
A.L. V. in the Viccoria and Albert Museum, London.

LEONE LEONI

(h. 1509; d. 1590)
Born in the vicinity of Milan. Leoni was active from
1537-40 as a master ar the papal mint in Rome, and
thereafter served ([S4-2-5. 15SD-9) as mint master in
Milan. A medallist of exceptional talent, his only
known pbquette is that listed below. A companion
pbquette of Andrea Doria between Virtue and Fame
is noted by Hill (in Thieme, xxiii, 1929, p. 86) but has
not survived.

75 : Figure 420
ANDREA DORIA GUIDED BY NEPTUNE. Rectangular.
Dark brown patin.,. H. 8.7 cm., W. 7.5 cm. A.670·39 2n
In the left foreground is Andrea Doria on a chariot drawn
by two sea-horses. Armed, with a cloak blowing out
behind him, he raises a trident towards Neptune, who
appears in a second chariot in the distance on the right. In
the turbulent sea arc tritons and nereids :md, in dIe lower
left comer, a dragon. Above in dIe sky is a rainbow :md
a flight of birds, with the inscription: ANOR. PATRIS.
AVSPICIIS (.liT) PROPRIO. LABORE. Hole at top through dIe
word ET.

76 : Figure 145
COMnAT OF ICHTHYOCBNTAURS. Circular. Dlack lacquer
over light brown bronze. Diameter 17.9 cm. A.53B.260B
The plaquette shows two fighting tritons or ichthyocenuurs. The figure on the left seizes the end of a rudder
hdd in the raised h:md of the figure on the right. On the
back of the latter is a seated nymph.
Versions of this rare relief arc also found in Derlin, the
Morgenroth collection (ex-Figdor) and the Louvre. The
scheme derives from Mantegna's engraving of the Batde
of Sea-Cenuurs (n.18), where the nymph is depicted in
three-quarter face, not profile, and the ichthyocenuur on
whose back she sits is shown with open mouth. Thc relief
is usually classified as Paduan, with a dating which varies
between the end of the fifteenth century :md the first
decade of the sixteenth, but is rdated by B:mge to the
rellefs by Lcopardi on the flagstaffs in the Piazza S:m
Marco in Venice. It is likely to have been produced in
V cnice in the Lcopardi studio.

Litl:ratl;re: Molinier, No. 411; Migeon, in Les Arts, No. Bo,
August 1908, p. IS; Dange, No. 537: Ricci, ii, p. 188, No:
260; Cott, p. 146; Middddorf, Morgemoth, No. 214.

In style dIe relief, which exists in m:my collections, is

FRANCESCO MARTI

closely related to the medals of Andrea Doria executed by
Leone Leoni. at Genoa in 1541-2 after his release from dIe
papal galley to which he W:15 condemned in IS40. The
pla.quette celebrates Doria's prowess as an admiral. Ricci's
description of the subject :15 • Admiral Andrea Doria as
Neptunc' is inadmissible on the visual evidence of the
plaquette, where Neptune is depicted in the background,
:md is incompatible with the inscription, which ascribes
Doria's successes to the assistltlce of his father, Neptune,
and to his own assiduity.

(active between 1489 and ISI6)

Literature: MoUnier, No. 352; B:mge, No. 929: Maclagan,
p. 71: rucci, ii, p. 260, No. 392; Cott, p. 157 (all as Leoni).

Lucchese goldsmith and mec.,lworker, the identification of whose works is due to Middeldorf (see below).

77 : Figure 151
NYMPH ON A DOLPHIN. Circular. Light brown patina.
Diameter 4.S cm.
A.716.438n
The nymph, perhaps Amphitrite, is seated astride a dolphin
swimming to the left. Her cloak, which is draped across

MARTI' MASTER OF THE BIRTH OF VENUS

MASTER OP CORIOLANUS

the hips, billows out behind her and is caught in the right
hand. In the exergue: .F.MAR.

80 : Figure '49

The plaqume, which was regarded by Molinier as Italian
but is given by Ricd to an apocryphal German Master F.
Mar, is identified by Middeldorf (private communication)
as a work of Francesco Marti. Middeldorf observes that
the same monogram appears on a terracotta plate from
the Formum collection, later in the Ernest Deckett sale
(London, 8 May 1902, No. ISS), with the accompanying
inscription :
VILLA.ALTCORADA.DI.COLOGNORA.DI.COMPITO.

SAINT JOHN THE EVANGELIST. Gilt bronze applique(gilding
rubbed) with silhouetted contour. H. 8.2 em., W. S.9 cm.
A.s64.286n

Colognora eli Compito is in the commune of Capannori
near Lucca. No other example of the plaquene is recorded.

Litera/ure; Molinier, No. 688; Ricci, ii, p . 286, No. 438;
Cott, p. roo.

78 : Figure '46
SAINT MARY MAGDALEN. GUt bronze applique with
silhouetted contour. H. 7.9 cm., W. S.3 cm. A·S66.288B
The Saint gazes downwards to the left with an expression
of distress. She holds an unguent jar across her body with
both hands. Four holes.
This and the three following appliques, of which one
(No. 80) is listed by Molinier, arc regarded by rucd as
North Italian, about ISOO. Middeldorf (private communication) observes that the figures of St. John the Evangelist
(NO. 80) and St. Mary Magdalen (No. 78) recur on the
right arm and foot of a silver Crucifix in the Collegiata
(S. Martino) at Pietrasanta, which is dated Is06 and was
commissioned from the Lucchese silversmith Francesco
Marti. The female Saint (No. 79) appears at the base
of the cross on the back; she holds a pair of pincers in her
left hand, and must therefore represent St. Apollonia. Two
of the appliques (SS. John the Evangelist and Mary
Magdalen) appear again on the front of a Crucifix by
Francesco Marti in S. Michele at Colognora di Val di
Roggio, and a third (No. 79) appears on the back of a
Crucifix by the same artist in SS. Maria e Giorgio at
Drancoli. The fourth applique (No. 81) appears on the
back of the right arm of the same Crucifix. The identity
of this Saint cannot be established.

Literatllre: Molinier, No. 472 (as North Italian, end of the
fifteenth century); rucci, ii, pp. 204-S, Nos. 28S/288 (as
North Italian, about ISOO); Catt, p. 147.

79 : Figure '47
SAINT ApOLLONtA. Gilt bronze applique with silhouetted
A.S63.28SB
contour. H. 8.S cm., W. 7.8 em.
The Samt is shown in half-length, with right hand raised
and her left hand on her breast. Four holes.
See No. 78.

The Saint is shown with head slightly upturned to the left.
His right hand rests on his breast, and in his left he holds
a book. Three holes.
See No. 78.

81 : Figurc I48
MALE SAINT. Gilt bronze applique with silhouetted
contour. H. 8.4 em., W . 6.2 em.
A.s6S·287B
The Saint, who gazes outwards to his right, wears a closefitting tunic covered by a cloak. His right hand is held
before his body, and in his left he holds a fold of cloak.
Two holes.
See No. 78.

82 : Figurc ISO
VIRGIN AND CmLD. Dronze applique with silhouetted
contour. Medium brown patim. H. 12.8 cm., W. 6.1 em.
A·SS3·2 7S D
The figure of the Virgin is shown standing frontally with
the Child on her left arm. Deneath is a silhouetted base.
Hole at side.
This applique, which exists in a number of collections, was
regarded by Molinier as the work of a Florentine artist of
the second half of the fifteenth century and by Dange as by
a Paduall follower of Donatella. Three examples in Vienna
are classified by PI:miscig as Paduan, early sixteenth
century. The plaquette is analysed by Middeldorf, who
establishes that the scheme corresponds with that of the
central group in an cmmclled terracotta altarpiece of the
Virgin and Child with SS. James the Great and Giovanni
Gualberto in the Musco Nazionale, Florence, formerly at
Vallombrosa, and appears again on the cope of a halflength figure of St. Linus from the workshop of Giovanni
della Robbia in the Duomo at Volterra. The relief evidently
depends from an earlier prototype, and is compared by
Middeldorf WitlI the Virgin and Child by Giovaruu
Turini all the door of the tabernacle of the D<lptismal Font
at Siem and with a Querdesque gilt bronze relief of the
Virgin and Child in the Victoria and Albert Museum. A
version in the Morgenroth collection, in which the Virgin
wears a nimbus, is given by Middeldorf to a Florentine
artist of the early sixteenth century. Middeldorf (private
communication) later observes that the reliefs arc closely
similar to the St. Peter on dIe back of a Crucifix by
Francesco Marti at Castelnuovo Garfagnana and are likely
to come from this studio.
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Literatllre: Molinier, No. 542 (as Florentine, second half of
the fifteenth century); Bange, No. 349 (as Paduan foUower
of DonateUo); Planiscig, Nos. 405-7: Middeldorf, in Das

siebel/te jaltr/ullldert, Festscllr!ft

ZII/ll
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Adolf Goldschmidt, 1935, pp. 121- 2; Marquand, Bl!fll!dmo
alld Sallti Bugliol/i, 1921, p. 160, No. 183 (for enamelled
terracotta ah:::upiece): Marquand, Giovmllli rldla Robbia,
pp. 4~, No. 39 (for bust of St. Linus): Ricci, ii, p. 200,
No. 275 (as North Italian, fifteenth century): Cott, p. 147;
Middeldorf, Morgellfoth, No. 305 (as Florentine, early
sixteenth century).
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left, attempts to st:lb her with an arrow. At the back a
spike for .fixing has been cut of[
Classified by Molinier as an anonymous Italian work of
the early sixteendl century, the rdief, of which versions
exist at Berlin, Brescia and elsewhere, is given by Bange,
followed by Ricci, to the S:tme hand as the preceding
plaquette. In its complete form the plaquette .u circular.

Litl!ratllre: Molinier, No. 485: Dange, No. 539; Ricci, ii,

p. 192, No. 266: Cott, p. 154.

MASTER OF CORIOLANUS
MASTER OF THE BIRTH OF VENUS
Conventional mime for the early sixteenth-century
artist responsible for the plaqucttes discusscd below.

Conventional name given to a North Italian artist
active about 1500, whose works were at one time
given to Modemo.

83 : Figure 224

85 : Figure 226

Tm: BIRTH OF VBNUS . Oval. Medium brown patina.
H. 5.4 cm., W. 5.2 em.
A.543.265D

CORIOLANUS AND TIIB WOMEN Of ROMB. Rectangular.
Medium brown patina. H. 4.2 cm., W . 5 em. A.420.143B

The n3ked figure of Venus, with legs crossed and her left
arm above her head, is seen standing on a shell. With
both hands she holds the ends of a piece of drapery which
floats out behind her. In the SC3. to right and left are swimming cupids sporting with dolphins. The back is slightly
concave with three fiat ridges. Hole at top.

From a tent on the right, whose curtains arc hdd up by
two attendants, Coriolanus advances towards a group of
women headed by Veturia, who is isolated in the middle
of the scene, and Volumnia, with a child in her arms and
another at her feet. The scene has a moulded rim. In the
upper left comer the stamped collector's mark BM.

This mrc rdicf, wh.ich survives in a second version in
Berlin, is reproduced as the reverse of a medal of the
Emperor Charles V as a young man (before 1521). Reg3rded by Molinier as an anonymous Italian work of the
e3rly sixteenth century, itis given by Bange to an unidentified P3du:UI-Venetian master active about 1j20 dependent
on the late style of Modemo and influenced by Maffeo
Olivieri. Six other plaquettes in Derlin arc :tscribed by
Bange to the same lund. In the case of at least one of these
(No. 84 below) the identity of authorship is manifest,
and in another of Leda and the Swan (Dange, No. 450)
it is very probable. It e:tnnot, however, be assumed that
the pJaqucncs are neccsS:trily ofPaduan or Venetian origin.

The present relief forms one of a group of plaquettes which
were initially given by Molinier to the master signing
IO. f. f. (at that time mist:lkcnly identi£i.ed as the Florentine
gem engmver Giovanni delle Comiole). The plaquettes
were subsequcndy reatttibuted by Bode to Modemo, and
were then ascribed by Maclagan to the school of Modemo
and by Dange to a Paduall artist under the direct influence
of Modemo, on whom Ricci bestowed the name of the
Coriolanus Master. Silvered and gilt versions of this and
Nos. 86, 87, and 88 occur on an inkstand in the Victoria
and Albert Museum, London, which is inscribed c.
MARTII.CORIOLANI.PJIITAS.lN.MATRBM.S.PPQ.R.OBSESSVM.
AB .IIOSTIDVS.LlDERAVIT. The publie:ttion of the inkstmd
by Skinner enabled the subjects of the three companion
plaquettes to be identi£i.ed.

LI'teraturc: Molinier, No. 593; Dange, No. 538; Ricci,
p. 192, No. 265 (35 Paduan, early sixteenth century) ; Cott,
p. 154: Herrgott, MOllllmtl/ta augustal! dOl/illS (fus/riaeal!, ii,
pl. 19, No. vi (for rdated medal).

84 : Figure 225
VBNUS AND CUPID. Oval with silhouetted upper section.
Gilt bronze. H. 4.3 em., W. 3.4 em.
A.544.266D
A standing figure of Venus .u shown with right leg r:tised
on the rim of a taZZ:l. Her held is turned over her left
shoulder and she wipes her raised foot 35 Cupid, from the

Collcc/ioll: Baron de Manville.
Literature: Molinier. No. 140 (as Giovanni delle Contiole);
J3cobsen, in RJ.K., xvi, 1893, p. 68 (for version in Musco
Correr, Venice, adapted for use in a sword-hilt, as Gi~
vanni delle Corniole); Skinner, in ZJ.B.K., x, 1899,
pp. 267-8 (for identi.fic:ttion of subjects on basis of London
inkstand, as Giovanni delle Comiole); Bode, No. 786
(as Modemo); Madagan, p . 76 (as school of Modemo):
Bange, No. 509 (as Paduan imitator of Modemo): Ricci,
ii, p. II4, No. 143 (as Coriolanus Master); Cott, p. 150
(as Coriolanus Master).

MASTER OF CORIOLANUS
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circubr form, for the latter see No. 93) occurs on the
Coriolanus ink-stmd in London.

86 : Figure 227
CORIOLANUS

LEAVING

ROME.

Circubr. Dark brown

patina. Diameter 6.4 ern.

MAS11lR OF TIm nEAnI OF ADSALOM

A.421.144B

The plaquctte, which has

:1 double moulded rim, shows,
above a raised base line, four horsemen advancing to the
right. Behind !:hem arc a fifth horscnun and two footsoldiers. In the cxcrgue the uampcd collector's mark SM.

Literature; Molinier, No. 634 (as anonymous Italian);
Dange, No. 508; Planiscig, in Est. K., No. 356; Madagan,
p. 41; Ricci, ii, p. 118, No. 148; MiddcIdorf, in Morgellrotll, No. 253 (for silver gilt version in Morgenroth
collection); Cott, p. 150 (attributions as above).

Hole on top edge.

89 : Figure 234

For the attribution sec No. 85. The pb.quette occurs
rclativdy frcquendy in a recbngular form and less often
in the present format. A rcctanguhr version appears on
the Coriobnus inkstand in London (sec above). The
composition leaves litdc doubt that the circular versions

derive from the rectangular plaquettes. The subject is
identified by Bmge as the Despatch of the five Consuls to
Coriolanus.

Colfectioll: D.non de Manville.
Literaillre: Molinicr. No. 143; Migcon, in Les Ar/s, No. 80,
August 1908, p. 17: Bange, No. 507; Ricci, ii, pp. II4-5,
No. 144; Can, p. 150 (:utributions as above) .

87 : Figure 228
TUB DANISHMENT Of CORIOLANUS. Rect:mgubr. Dark
brown patina. H. 4.1 em., W. 4.9 em.
A.424.147B
The pbquette, which is framed in a double rim-.fillet,
shows two armed men, one widl back turned and the other
in profile to the left, before a Roman official, who is seated
on a podium inscribed with the lcuers S.P.Q.R. Dehind
is a standing m:m wearing a toga with a scroll in his right
hand. Hole at top.
For the attribution sec No. 85. A version of the plaquette
(which is known only in rectmgubr form) occurs on the
Coriolanus ink-sund in London.

Collectioll: Piot (sale Paris, 21 May 1890, No. 77).
Litera/ure: Molinier, No. 146; D:mge, No. 506; Planiscig,
Est. K., No. 359; Madagan, p. 40; Ricci, ii, p. II6, No.
147; Cott, p. 150 (attributions as above).

88 : Figure 230
CORIOLANUS IN DATTLE BEfORE ROME. Recungubr.
Dark brown patina. H. 4 cm., W. 5 cm.
A.425.148n
The pbquette, which is framed in a double rim-fillet
trinuned at the top, shows in the background the walls of
Rome :md in the foregtound two horsemen galloping to
the right atucked by foot soldiers. To the left is :mother
horseman. On the ground are vanquished men and horses.
For the attribution see No. 85. A version of the
pbquette (which is known both in a recungubr and a

A ROMAN TRIUMPH. Rectangubr. Dark brown patina
(rubbed on exposed surfaces) . H. 4.1 cm., W. 4.8 cm.
A·422.145B
A Roman general is shown sunding in a chariot drawn by
four horses. He holds a wand in the right hand and branches
of palm or burcI in the left. The chariot is accompanied
by two naked runners. Framed at top and bottom with a
double rim-fillet which has been trimmed at the two sides.
At the top a hole.
For the attribution see No. 85. The four horses and the
two running figures correspond with those in No. 86.
Like this pbquette, it exists in two variants, one rectangubr
(of which perfect examples, untrimmed, are found in
Berlin, the Victoria and Albert Museum, London, and
other collections) and the other a circular derivative (single
example in British Museum).

Literatllre : Molinier, No. 144; Dange, No. 5II; Maclagan,
p. 41; Ricci, ii, pp. II5, No. J45; Cott, p. J50 (attributions
as above).

90: Figure 235
ALLEGORY OF VICTORY. Recungular. Dark brown patina.
H. 4.2 cm., W. 5.4 em.
A.423 .J46B
The plaquette, which is framed in a double rim-fillet.
shows four figures advancing from left to right. They
represent (right to left) a winged Victory with a palm in
her left hand, a trumpeter, a warrior bearing a branch of
laurd, and a soldier. Hole at top.
For the attribution sec No. 85. The plaquette occurs
less frequently than the other pbquettes by the Coriolanus
Master and is known only through the present example
and a version in dIe Musco Nazion.ale di Capodimonte,

N'pics (No. 69).
LUera/lire: Molinier, No. 145; Migeon, inLes Arts, No. 80,
August 1908, p. 17; Ricci, li, p. 1I5. No. 146; Cott, p. 150
(attributions as above).

91 : Figure 229
UNIDENTIFIED NAVAL SCENE. Circular. Dark brown
patina. Diameter 6.3 em.
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The plaquct[e, which has a double moulded rim and a
raised base line, shows the prow of a boat with two oars
and a naked oarsman. In the foreground is a male nude
with back turned to the spectator and head in pro£i.1e to
the right. To the left are two further male nudes, one with
back turned :md the other with a shield and helmet. The
exergue is void. Hole at top.
The plaquette exists in two forms, one rectangular (Victoria
and Alben Museum, London, and at Cremona and Ddluno) and the other circular (known through the present
example and a version in gilt bronze in Derlin). As with
other plaquettes from the same studio, the composition
seems to have been planned in relation to a rectangle. The
scene forms part of the same series of plaquettes as No. 92.
The conventional identi..fication of the present scene as
Aeneas crossing the Styx is righdy dismissed by Maclagan.

Litera/me: Molinier, No. 136: Migeon, in us Arts, No. 80,
August 1908, p. 17: Maclagan, pp. 38-40; Dange, No. 505i
Ricci, ii, p. II9, No. 150; Cott, p. 151 (attributions as
above).

92 : Figure 23 I
UNIDENTIFIED MILITARY SCENE. Circular. Dark brown
patin.:l. Diameter 6.3 cm.
A.428.15IB
The plaquctte, which has a double moulded rim and a
raised base line, shows (left) a male nude with a helmet,
sword and shield, accompanied by two other nude figures,
advancing towards a gateway on the right. In the gateway
are two other figures.
The plaquette exists in two forms, one rectangular (Derlin
and Vienna, Estcnsische Kunstsammlung) and the other
circular (the present unique version). The protagonist in
the scene is dearly the same figure as in No. 91, but
the connection with the Aeneas legend is insecure, and is
rejected by Molinier ('Attaque d'une porte'), Bange and
Plalliscig.

LilcraWre: Molinier, No. 148; Migeon, in us Arts, No. 80,
August 1908, p. 17: Bange, No. 510; Planiscig, Est. K., No.
357: Ricci, ii, p. II9, No. 151; COlt, p. 151 (attributions as
above).

On the reverse, supported by Hercules and by Janus with a
double key is an armorial shield (Quarterly: I, or three bars
gules for Cordova, 2 ••• two cauldrons ... in pale and a
bordure compony of Castile and Ledn, for Guzman or
Manrique, 3. Le6n m:mtIed of Castile, for Henriquez.
4. per wtite vert a bend gules fibriated or, in Bamb or the
AV8 MARIA azure, for Mendoza). Above the shidd appear
the words:
CONSALVVS
ACIDt\RIVS TVR.
CAL.DBI R.Q.C.D.
DICTA TOR.II1.
The inscription continues beneath:
PARTA ITALIAn
PAcn IANVM
CLAVSIT.
The plaquctte, which exists in the Louvre in its present
fonn and with the obverse and reverse as sword-hilt
mounts, as well as in other collections, was regarded by
Molinier as an anonymous work of the late sixteenth
century. A late dating, ca. 1560, is retained by Ricci. It is,
however, established by Hill th:lt the inscriptions refer to
Gonzalvo de C6rdoba y Aguilar (b. 14S3; d. 1515), and
that the plaquette commemorates the campaign in Apulia
which followed the siege of Barletta and may have been
inspired by the b:ude of Cerignola (1503), which took place
in the neighbourhood of Cannae. The plaquette is reproduced soon after 1503 on the binding of a Paris copy of
Philostratus, De Vita Apoll. Trail., Venice, 1502. The
abbreviated inscription on the reverse has been explained
as: CONSALVUS AGILARIUS TURClS CALLIS DEI RBCISQU8
CAUSA DJIVICTIS.

Literatllre: Molinier, Nos. 635, 636, 637, 638 (as anonymous

Italian sixteenth century); Ricci, pp. II8-19, No. 149 (as
later adaptation of plaquette by Coriolanus Master); Con,
p. Ijl (as Coriolanus Master); Hobson, Maioli, Calfevari
and otilers, 1926, pp. 15-16; Hill, Corpus, No. II62.

MASTER OF THE DEATH OF
ABSALOM

93 : Figures 232, 233
THB BATTLE Of CANNAB. Circular. Yellowish patina.
Diameter 5.2 cm.
A.426.1498

Conventional name for the author of the two plaqueues lined below, which have also been ascribed to
the Pseudo-Mclioli.

The plaquette, which is double-sided, shows on the obverse dle same batde scene as No. 88. In the cxergue is the
inscription:
DE CALLIS

94 : Figure 1 S2

AD CANNAS
and above the city-wall appear the words:
CONSALVI
ACIDARI
VICTORIA

TUB DEATH 01' ABSALOM. Rectangular. Light brown
patina. H. 4.2 cm., W. 6.3 em.
A·3 6I .84B
Against a frieze of trees, in one of which his hair has
become entangled, Absalom (right) mounted on a rearing
horse is pursued from the left by a group of horsemen. The
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growld is strewn with pebbles. Triple moulded rim with
several flaws at outer cdge.
Though described by Ricci 3S the finest existing example
of this frequently encountered plaqucttc, the present version is relatively blunt, and is inferior to, c.g., that in
Berlin. The plaquettc is classified by Molinier as North
Italian, fifteenth century, and by Bange as Paduan under
the influence of Modema. It is mist:lkcnly ascribed by Ricci
to the Pseudo-Mclioli. The style is indiCltive of:l. Paduan
rather tlun a Mantuan origin.

Ll'terature: Molinier, No. 454: Bange, No. 523; Ricci, ii.
p. 63. No. 84; Cott, p. 144 (as Pseudo-MeHall).

95 : Figure 153
THE JUSTICE Of TRAJAN.

Rectmgubr. Dark brown

p:ltina. H. 3.7 em., W. 5.7 em.

A·362 . 8SB

The Emperor Traj::m (centre). mounted md accompanied
by five horsemen and two attendants, is confronted (right)
by thc seated figure of the widow, with her dead child
on her knees. Behind to the right is a sixth horseman. The
ground is covered with stones. Top and bottom margins
notched.
The claim ofMolinier that this and the preceding plaquette
are by one hand has been accepted by all later students.
Style and scale arc so similar as to suggest that they were
made as parts of the same box or inkwell. The difference in
the recorded dimensions is due to the absence of dle triple
mouldcd rim surrounding No. 94. For the attribution see
the prcceding plaquctte.

Literature : Molinicr, No. 50); Migcon, in Les Arts, No. Bo,
August 1908, p. 29 (as North It:llian); Bange, No. 524;
Ricci, ii, p. 6), No. B5 (as Pseudo-Mdioli); Cott, p. 144(as Pseudo-Mclioli).

MASTER 1. F. P.
Conventional name for :1 Central Italian artist active
about 1500 responsible for the plaq uette discussed below.

96 : Figure 223
THE RESURRJ!CTION. Rect:lngubr. Mcdium brown patina.
H. B.2 em., W . 5.9 em.
A.50B.2)on
The cmpty tomb is sccn in the centre at the btlse with
three slceping soldicrs in front of it. In the rear pbne.
before tI city wall, is a procession of foot-soldiers and
horsemen and on the extreme right CalVtlry. At the top.
on a platform of cloud, floats the Risen Christ with right
hand raised and a banner in the left hand. To right and left

are two angels knceling on clouds. The hctlds of other
;:mgels appear in the upper comers and beneath Christ's
feet. On a shidd in the left foreground arc the letters .1. P.P.
Moulded rim. Hole at top.
It has been generally assumed that the letters I.F.P. on the
shidd in the left foreground should be read as an indication
of authorship. The composition corresponds with and
depends from that of a niello signed DB.OPVS.PEREGRINI
cIt, which is known through four proofs, one of them in
the British Museum. The mello and two related prints
signed s.c. or SCOF are given by Duchesne to Steplunus
Caesenas and by Hind to an engraver Peregrino, probably
of Bolognese origin and conjecturally inspired by Francia.
An attempt was made by Molinier to identify the Pellegrino da Ccscru responsible for the niello with Giacomo
Frmcia on the strength of the Jetters J.iI.P. Uacobus Francia Pcregrinus or Jacobus Francia Pietor). This is doubtful,
as is the interpretation of Ricci, who translates the letters
I.P.P. as Jacobus Franciscus Peregrinus. Thcre is no reason
to suppose that the plaquette and the mello arc necessarily
by one lund. A version of the pbquette in Derlin Jacks
the angels in the upper comers.

Litcratllrc: Molinicr, No. 257 (as Giacomo Francia): Bange,
No. 618 (as Meister I.F.P.): Ricci, ii, pp. 170-1, No. 2)0
(as Master I.F.P.); Cott, p. 15) (as Mtlstcr I.F.P.): Duchesne,
Essai sl/r les lIiclfes, IB26, No. 122 (for niello proof in
Bibliothcque Ntltionalc); Hind, Nlelli, pp. 14, 45-6, pI.
xxix, fig. IBl (for mello proof in British Museum).

MASTER rD. F. F.
The signature IO.F.F., which appears on some of the
piaquetres discussed below, has been variously explained as a contraction of J OHANNES FLORENTINUS
FECIT and JOHANNES FRANCISCI FECIT. As a result
of the fi rst identification rhe artist was at one time
identified (Molinier, Skirmer) as rhe Florentine gcmengraver, Giovarmi delle Corniole (b. 1470: d. 1516).
The style of the plaquettes is, however, inconsistent
with the only authenticated work of Giovarmi delle
Comiole, a carnelian intaglio with a head of Savonarola in Florence, and they arc regarded by Hill (in
Thieme, vii, 1912, p. 444) and most other authorities
as North Italian. An attempt of Bode to identify the
master with the Bolognese goldsmith Gian Francesco
di Boggio (active 1538) cannot be sustained, since the
plaquetres arc manifestly of earlier dtlte. Inrernal
evidence suggests thar they arc likely to originate ar
Mantua rather thtln Padutl, and in this event the
signature is possibly that of the Mantutll1 bronze artist
Giovarmi Francesco Ruberti, whose activity is documented from 1483 till 1526. Though Ruberti's only
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signed medal (Gianfrancesco Gonzaga, 1484) is con~
SpiCllOllSly less accomplished than the IO.P.F. plaqueues, he is known to have been engaged in 1492 in
striking coins by a new process :'It the Mantuan mint
and seems to have provided weapons for the Gonzaga
COllrt. The IO.F.F. plaqucttcs arc remarkable for the
delicacy of their handling, which c:'ln be explained
only as the fruit of experience in striking coins, and
for the frequency with which they occur in sword and
dagger handles.

97 : Figure 128
ARIADNE ON NAxos. Circular. Medium brown patina
(slightly rubbed). Diameter 5.7 em.
A.616·33 8n
In the centre a naked fcmale figure is seated frontally with
her left foot on a helmet and an inverted [erch or rudder
in her left hand. Disposed round her arc (left) a 5.1tyr with
a satyrcss on his shoulders. and a youth ~rryjng a standard
crowned by a bucrane and the he:'lds of a boar and a lion,
and (dght) a male figure carrying in the right hand the
prow of a ship with a standing figure of Cupid and a
bacchante with back turned holding up a flute. In the
exergue arc the letters .W.F.P. Plain rim~fillet. Hole at top.
The plaqueue is encountered with great frequency, and
seems to have enjoyed much popularity as a sword~hilt
mount. It also occurs as the reverse of medals of Henry II
of France and of the Milanese lawyer Giambattista Salvatorini (d. 1590). It appears in a modified form on a niello,
in which the figure on the extreme right holds a flaming
torch. Middeldorf notes that two of the figures also occur
in a print by Robetta datable after Is06. The subject of
the niello is described by Hind :IS Homage to Venus. If, :IS
is generally assullled. the scene represents the release of
Ariadne from Naxos, the male figure to the right Illust be
intended for Bacchus. On sword pommels the plaquette is
found as a counterpart to plaquettes of the Judgemcnt of
Paris, Munus Scaevola, and Horatius Cocles by the ~me
artist.

Litertltllre: Molinier, No. 130 (as Giovanni delle Comiole);
Migcon. in Les Arts, No. 80, August 1908, p. 17 (as Giovanni delle Corniole); Phniscig, Est. K., Nos. 396, 398;
Bange, No. 648; Middeldorf. Morge"roth. Nos. 267, 268
(as IO.F.F.); Maclagan, p. 52; Ricci. ii, p. 233, No. 338 (as
IO.F.F.); Cott, p. IS3 (as IO.F.F.); Hind, Nielfi, x,,"'Xiv, No.
202 (for niello); Hind, E.1.E., p. 206, No. 30 (for Robetta
engraving); Armand, ii, p. 20S, No. 9 (for Salvatorini
medal); Tresor dc IIl1mismaliqlle; mMailles /ral/raises, i. pI. xii,
NO. 9 (for medal of Henry II of France).

98 : Figure I34
TUE JUDGEMENT Of PARIS. Circular. Medium brown
patina. Diameter S.6 cm.
A. 6I 9.34 ID
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On the left is Paris seated on a rock beneath a tree. He holds
a flute in his left hand :lnd with the right presents the golden
apple to Venus, who stands before him with outstretched
hand. Behind her are Juno and, in profile to the left,
Minerva, holding an indecipherable object in the right
hand and a spear and shield in the left. Above is the flying
figure of Cupid. Plain rim-fillet. In the exergue is the
signature .10 f P. Hole at top.
One of the most frequently encountered Renaissance plaqueues, it was much used for tile decoration of swordhilts and for other decorative purposes (sec No. 99).
A somewhat later convex variant in Berlin carries the
inscnpuon IVDICIO.PARIDIS .ICLlTA.TIlOlA.IASBT. The
source of the design has not been identified. As noted
by Molinier, a somewhat similar scheme occurs in reverse
in the Valerio Belli plaquette of the Judgement of Paris
(Bange, No. 807).

Literaillre: Molinier, No. 134; Dange, Nos. 652-4 ; Maclagan, p. 53; Ricci. ii, p. 236, No. 341; Middddorf,
Morgellroth, No. 269; Cott, p. 154.

99 : Figure I35
THE JUDGEMENT OP PARIS . Circular. Gilt bronze. Diametcr 7.1 cm.
A.620·342B
The plaql1ette corresponds with No. 98, from which it
differs ill its inferior quality and in the presence of a deep
rim with a heavy moulding cast separately.
See No. 98.

Collectioll: Spitzer (sale Paris. I4 April 1893. ii, No. I60S).
Literaillre: Vaudoyer, in L'Amollr de l'aft, 1925, p. 261;
Ricci, ii, p. 236, No. 342; Cou, p. IS4.

100 : Figure 13I
HORATlUS COCLES DEfENDING THB BRIDGE. Shieldshaped. for insertion in a sword-hilt. ught brown patina.
H. 6 cm., W. 6 em.
A.623 .34SB
Horatius Codes on a rearing horse turned to the left is
seen ill the centre on the bridge. Witll raised spear he repds
an attack by three foot-soldiers advancing from the left.
To the right an arch of tile bridge is demolished by two
kneeling Roman soldiers. The rivcr Tiber flows through
the foreground, and in the b.1ckground on the right is the
Castd Sant' Angelo. Plain rim-fillet. Hole at top.
The plaquette appears to have enjoyed wide popularity,
and is found. in its shield-shaped form, in many collections. No circular version is known. It occurs on a swordhilt at Munich as a pair to the Mucius Scaevola plaquette

(No.

101).
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Literatllre: MoUnier, No. 137; Dange, No. 660; Habich, in
Cicerollc. 1910, p. 431 (for Munich sword-hilt); Ricci, ii,
p. 238, No. 34S; Cou, p. 154.
IOI :

Figure

132

MuclUS SeAEvoLA. Shield-sluped for insertion in a
sword-hilt. Medium brown patina. H. 6.1 em., W. 5.9
em.
A.624.346B

Defore a classical building (right) Mucius Scacvola, in right
proft1e, places his lund in the Rames rising from a brazier.
He is watched by two scated figures on the extreme right.
In the centre is a sundard-bearcr and to the left are three
horsemen, one of whom carries a stlndard. In the exerguc

is the inscription: .IO.P.F. On the right is the stamped
collector's mark BM. Plain rim-fillet. Hole at top.

Examples of the plaqucue arc found less frequendy dun
comparable reliefs from the same studio. An example in
Derlin is signed in the border IO.F. A termil/lls al/te qllelll for
the plaqucue is supplied by a woodcut by Cranach (undated. probably about ISo6), in which the scheme is
reproduced. As noted by Hobson, the plaquette, along
with No. 100, is stamped on a Grolier binding of Aristotle, Opera Gracee, Venice, Aldus, 1498, in the Pierpont
Morgall Library, New York.

Collectioll: His de La Salle (sale London, 22 November
1880, No. 237).
Literature: Molinier, No. 139; Migcon, in Les Arts, No. 80,
August 1908, p. 17; Ricci, ii, p. 239, No. 347; Middc1dorf,
Morgemoth, No. 273; Cott, p. 154; Hobson, Maioli,
Callevari alld others, 1926, pp. 1-17: Hill, in BllrUl/gtoll
Magazille, xx, 1912, p. 202 (for Grolier binding); Glaser,
Cralla,", 1921, p. 54 (for relationship to Cranadl woodcut).

The pbqucttc seems to have been produced in considerable
quantities, and is sometimes found mounted as a pair [0
No. 100. It also occurs on a sword-hilt in the Musco
Nazionale, Florence, as a pair to No. 97. As noted by
Middeldorf, a circular version is shown on a sword-hilt in
a portrait by Bartolommeo Veneto in the Pinacotec
Nazionale di Palazzo Darberini, Rome. Circular variants
exist in the British Museum and in dIe Musco Correr.
Unsigned examples of the plaquette in its shield-shaped
fornt in Derlin and in the Victoria and Albert Museum are
notably inferior to die present plaqueue. As noted by
Hobson, the pbquette is stamped on Grolier bindings of
J. AlUllUS Viterbcnsis, De COI/I/llc/llarUs Alltiquilallllll, Rome,
1498, in the Dibliothcque Ste-Genevicve, Paris, and the
Astro/Jomicj Vctcres, Venice, Aldus, 1499, in the Fitzwilliam
Museum.

Collectioll: Daron de Monville (sale Paris, 24 January 1861,
part of No. 133).
Literatllre: Molinier, No. 138: Migeon, in us Arts, No. 80,
August 1908. p. 17; Bange, No. 658; Ricci, ii, p. 238, No.
346; Middeldorf, Morgemotll, No. 271; Cott, p. 154;
Jacobsen. in RJ.K., xvi, J893, p. 63 (for Correr plaquet~e);
Hobson, MaioU. Cal/evn,; tllld olhers, 1926, pp. 1-17 (for
Grolier bindings).

102 : Figure 133
THE DEATH OF MARCUS CURTIUS. Shield-shaped for
insertion in a sword hilt. Dark brown patina (rubbed
A.62S .347B
locally). H. 6.2 cm., W. 6 cm.
In the centre foreground Marcus Curtim, on horseback
seen from behind. leaps into a chasm before the Forum.
Dehind, in a temple, is a distraught female figure. The
scene is watched by seven soldiers from the sides. On the
ground on the left is a d:micl bust. Plain rim-fillet. Hole
at top.

103 : Figure 137
PnAEDRA AND HII'I'OLYTUS. Circular. Medium brown
patUla. Diametcr 6.4 cm.
A.6IS.337B
The plaquette, which is convex, shows (centre) the ruled
figure of Hippolytus with a caduceus in his raiscd right
hand and a patera in his lcft. To thc left, beneath a trec
which curves round the cdge of the relief, is Phacdra.
seated in profile to the right with her left hand on the head
of:t child. Another child stands behind her, and in the tree
is a third child blowing a trumpet. At the back are Qeft) a
soldier and a bearded man, and (right) a mall with a standard on his left shoulder lcading a horse. The background is
stippled. Hole at top.
The scheme is adapted from a woodcut by Jakob von
Strassburg after a Hippolytus sarcophagus in the Villa
Albani, Rome. The figure ofHippolytus is in dose correspondence with a figure in the engf3.ved Dacchanal of
Malltegna (n. 19). No signed version of the plaquette is
recorded, but the attribution to the artist signing 10.1'.1'.
is not open to serious doubt. Ricci suggests that the present
plaquette W:l.$ used as the lid of an inkwell. A version in
Berlin has as its pair a Judgement of Paris (sec No. 98),
and seems to luve formed part of a sword-hilt.

Lileralllrc: Molinier, No. 127; Bode, No. 967; Bange, No.
655; Ricci, ii, p. 232, No. 337; Cott, p. 153; Lippman, in
PJ., v, 188, pp. 190-1 (for woodcut); Rcinach, Repertoire
de reliefs, jii, p. 141 (for sarcophagus).

104 : Figure 130
TIlE. SACRIFICE OF IFIIIGENIA. Circular. Dark brown
parina (rubbed on exposed surfaces). Diameter 5.5 cm.
A.62I.343B
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In the centre is :m almost naked female figure standing
frontally with right arm raised. To the right is a soldier
with a shield on his left arm and sword raised. On the
extreme right is a servant carrying a trophy. while on the
left arc two further male figures. The exergue is void.
Though generally accepted, the identification of the subj ect by Molinier as the Sacrifice of Iphigerua is dubious.
Bange c....:plains the scene as Theseus overcoming Antiope.
The figures on the left arc identified by Maclagan and Ricci
as Ag3memnon and C,lch3s. The plaquette is encountered
less frequently than No. 98 , but exists in a number of
collections.

Literature: MoUnier, No. 135; Bode, No. 956 ; Migeon, in
us A,ts, No. Bo, August 190B, p. 17; D3nge, No. 657 ;
Ricci, ii, p. 237. No. 343; Middeldorf. M orgeuroth. No.
270; Cotto p. 154·

lOS : Figure 126
ALLEGORICAL SCENE. Circular. Medium brown patina.
Di3meter 3.2 cm.
A.6I7.339D
On the left is a sleeping youth, naked save for 3 cloak
draped round the shoulders, se3ted with his head resting on
his right hand. Beside him on the ground is a lion-skin
and a club. From the right a male nude advances towards
him with a skin and bucr:me on his left arm; in his right
hand he holds a pole to which is attached the head of a
bear. On the extreme right, on a column, stands a naked
youth holding an arrow in the left lund and an imperfectly
decipher3ble object. perhaps 3 fbme. in the right. In the
cxergue is the almost effaced inscription 10F. Hole 3t top.
A closely related subject is represented on 3 plaquette by
tlle Pseudo-Melioli (No. 191), where the figure on the
extreme right represents Cupid. The subject is described
by Molinier 35 'jeWle chasseur endormi et un bacchant',
by Ricci as Two Hunters, by Bange 3S a Bacchic scene,
and by Planiscig 3S mythological Th3t the presence of the
lion skin and club, whicll arc omitted in No. 191, identify
the sleeping youth 35 Hercules is corrobor:l[ed by the f3ct
that the scene recurs on the reverse of a medal by Pastorino
of Ercole II d' Este. MoUnier infers that the plaquette is cast
from a Renaissance intaglio imitated from 3n antique hardstone carving.

Literature: MoUnier, No. 133; B3nge, No. 649; Plaruscig,
Est. K .• No. 3Bo (best 3nalysis of variants); Ricci, ii, pp.
233-4, No. 339; Cott, p. 153 ·
.

106 : Figure 123
ALLEGORICAL SCENE. Circular. Light brown patina. Diameter 7 cm.
A.6IS ·340D
The plaquette is 3 larger V3ri3nt of No. 105 . The cxergue is
void.

It is wrongly stated by Ricci that 'no other example of this
pbquette seems to be on record'. A second example is in
Berlin. There is no rC3son to suppose that the plaquettes
were produced elsewhere than in the studio of the artist
who signed the smaller version. The imperfectly decipherable object held by the naked youth in No. lOS is here
represented as a lamb or goat.

Literature: Bange. No. 650 (35 IO.F.l'.); Ricci. ii. p. 234,
No. 340 (as North Italian, early sixteenth century); Cott,
p. 153·

107 : Figure I2S
ALLEGORICAL SCENE. Circular. Light brown patina. DiaA.622·344B
meter 5.7 em.
On the right is a fully clothed woman sC3ted on a dragon.
Behind her is a female figure with a disc or mirror on a
pole, and in front (centre) stands a naked youth, who holds
a palm in his right hand and rests his left hand on a rod
Behind him (left) is a youth carrying a decapitated male
head in a Phrygian bonnet on a spear. On the cxtreme
left is an altar with a statue of Diana and with a lion at
the b3se. The exergue is void. Raised rim-fillet. Hole at top.
The plaquette occurs with great frequency. and signed
versions exist in Berlin and elsewhere. Like No. 9B, it
is often found on sword-hilts. A version in the Dritish
MtlSeum has on the reverse the Allegory of Constancy
(No. 110). The scene is aIso found in combination with
the Horatius Cocles plaquette (No. 100). and recurs on
the covers of two books bound for Groller. The subject is
conventionally described as an allegorical scene or 3S all
Allegory of Unity Qacobsen), but is likely to be mythological.

Literatllre: Molinier. No. 147; Jacobsen. in RJ.K., )..'vi.
1B93. p. 6B; Bange, No. 656; Pbniscig. Est. K.. No. 379;
Hobson; Mm'oli, Cemeva,; aud others, 1926, pp. 1- 17 (for
Grolier bindings); Ricci, ii. p. 237, No. 344; Cotto p. 154.

108 : Figure 129
UNIDENTIfIED SCENE. Shield-shaped for insertioll in a
sword-hilt. Medium brown patina. H. 6.3 cm .• W. 6 em.
A.626·34BB
On the right an elderly male figure se:Lted on 3 ftgurated
plinth is shown breaking a stick across his right knee.
Before the throne is a kneclingyouth endeavouring to brC3k
a bundle of sticks, with a st3Ilding YOUtll brC3king a stick
above his head. In dIe right foreground is a male figure
leaning 011 a balustr3de. To the left. also lc:tning on a
balustr:lde, are a youth holding a broken stick and two
male figures WC3ring togas. Above in the 5l..1' is the zodi3eal sign of Taurus Wlder a star between a small Cupid 3l1d
a crescent moon. In the exergue is the incised inscription:
.IO.F.F. Plain rim-fillet. Hole at top.

MASTBR 10. F. F.
The expl:mation of dIe subject as an Allegory of Union is
due to Molinier, md is retained by Dange, Ricci :md
Maclag:m, who observes that 'the allegory obviously
typifics the strength of muon and the weakness of separation by the same symbolism as Aesop's fable, but can
hardly be intended to be an illustration to it'. The pIaquette
also exists in a circular form in Berlin and elsewhere. The
Berlin plaquette is regarded by Dange as •die Reste cines
geeckten Bogenstuckcs', but seems rather to be a derivative from the shield-shaped pIaquette. Middeldorf (private
communication) regards the asymmetrical composition of
the shield-shaped version as proof that the plaquette was
originally circular. A circular version corresponding with
that in Derlin is in the Victoria and Albert Museum. In its
shield-shaped form the pIaquette occurs on the pommel of
a sword at Munich.

Literatllre: Molinier, No. 142; Habich, in Cicerolle, 1910,
p. 429 (for Munich sword-hilt); Dange, No. 661; Maclagan,
p. 55; Ricci. ii. p. 239. No. 348; Cote, p. 154.

Plain rim-fillct.
A vcrsion of the plaquette in the British Museum has on
the reverse an Allegorical Scene by the master 10. P. F. (sec
No. 107). Despite the absence of human figurcs in the
present plaquctte. it is likely to be by the same hand as the
reverse. The scheme appears again on the reverse of a
medal (1524) by Christoph Wciditz. A version of the
plaquette in Vienna is cast in one with a wide bordcr.

Litemturc: Molinier. No. SII (as North Italian, end of the
fifteenth century); Dange. No. 703 (as North Italian. about
1500); Planiscig, Est. K., No. 376 (as North Italian, end of
the fifteenth century); Ricci, ii, p. 208, No. 294 (as North
Italian, about 1500); Cott, p. 147.

MASTER IO.F.F. (ATTRIBUTED TO)
II I :

I09 : Figure 127
TUE TRIUMPH OF CUASTITY. Circular. Light brown
patina. Diameter 3.1 cm.
A.P7.S08
A naked fcmale figure (Chastity) is seen on a chariot drawn
to the left by two unicorns. She leads by the hair a second
naked female figure (Venus), whose hands arc tied behind
her back. Wid) her free hand she seizcs the end of a bow
which a flying Cupid is aiming at her. Raised base line.
Examples of the pIaquette in the Victoria and Albert
Museum, London, and at Modena show traces of an inscription in the excrgue. In the former the letters JO arc
visiblc. :md in the latter letters which luve been incorrectly
trarucribed as JOLI F. The plaquette is given by Mac1agan
to the artist signing 10. F. F. and by Dange to an artist
working in the style of this master about 1500. The style
of the plaquette conforms closely to that of the signed
10. F. F. reliefs.

LI'leralllre: Bange, No. 667: Maclagan, p. 55; A. Venturi,

u gallerl'e uozl'ollaU ilalialle, ii, 1896, p. 169: Ricci, ii, p. 44,
No. so (as Florcntine, fifteenth century); Cott, p. 143 (as
Florentine, fiftecnth century).
110: Figure 140
ALLEGORY OF CONSTANCY. Circular. Light brown patina.
Diameter 5.6 cm.
A.S72.2948
A bull turned to the right is shown with head lowered,
awaiting the attack of a lion wluch descends a rocky
incline on the right. Above is a cartouche suspended by a
ribbon with the inscription :
CONST
ANTIA

Figure

124

JUPITER: AN ASSEMDLY Of GODS. Oval. Light brown
patina. H. 4.2 Clll., W. 3.6 cm.
A.614.336D
On the obverse is a head of Jupiter in profilc to the right
with flowing hair and a thick beard. On the reverse.
within a raised rim, arc seated figures of (left to right)
Vulcan. Mercury and Mars. the latter fondling the child
Cupid. Behind is a standing figure of Venus holding two
standards. flanked by two bearded gods. The exergue is
void.
No other version of the obverse is recorded. The reverse is
found at Weimar, Delluno and elsewhere. The attribution
to the artist signing 10. f. F. is due to MoUnicr and is
retained by IUcci. Ncither the present plaquette nor the
independent versions of the reverse arc signcd, and both
faces differ in certain respects from this artist's authenticated works.

Literalllre: Molinier, No. 126; Ricci,ii,p.2p, No. 336; Cott,
p.IS3.
1I2 : Figures 138, 139

AUECORYOf FIDELITY. Circular. Yellowish brown patina.
Diamcter 6 cm.
A.S!)o.3I28
The plaquette, which is double-sided. shows 011 the obvcrse a reclining luked youth attackcd by three lions.
Above is a celestial sphere with, on a scroll, the inscription
AMI AND 10. Round the nurgin is a second inscription:
ET.SI.CORPVS.NON.fIDES. MACVLAnITVR. On the revcrsc
is a wide frieze of tritons and llercids surrounded by a plain
rim-fillet. In the centre, within a circular wreath, is a
monogram composed of the letters MAR c. Hole at top.
Examples of the obverse exist in a number of colicctiollS,
and variants of the reverse arc also known (sec No. Il3).
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No other version is recorded in which the two plaqueues
are linked. An altem:ltive form of the obverse, in which
the celestial sphere is replaced by two clasped hands and
the inscription rcads: ANCI.MORTE.CUB.ROMPE.FBDE, exists in Berlin, Vienna. and elsewhere. Also ill Derlin is all
alternative form of the reverse, in which the monogram is
replaced by an equestrian figure adapted from an engraving, in the style of Zum Andrea or Giovanni Antonio da
Drescia, after a preliminary drawing for Leonardo's Sforza
monument. Theplaqueue is classified by Molinierasanonymous Italian, fifteenth century, and by Ricci as Paduano
circle of Modemo. Planisdg compares itwith a plaquette of
the Death of Orpheus by the Orpheus Master. Dange gives
the obverse to a Paduan artist in the cirele of Moderno, and
the reverse to an unidentified North Italian artist. There
can be no reasonable doubt that both obverse and reverse
originate in the same studio. The style presents close analogies to that of the master signing 10. f. F.

Literntllre: Molinier, No. 630 (as anonymous Italian,
fifteenth century); Migeon. in Les Arts, No. 80, 1908. p. 3I
(obverse only); Dange. Nos. 527, 528. 725; Planiscig, Est.
K., No. 363; Ricci. ii, pp. 218-19, No. 312; Cott, p. 154;
Middddorf, Morgcllroth, No. 257 (as Northern Italy. cady
sixteenth century); MUller-Waide, in PJ., xix, p. 254 (for
relationship to Sfon"} monument); Hind. E.I.E., pI. 614
(for engraving after Leonardo).
II 3

: Figure 142

FRIliZIl OF TRITONS AND NEREIDS . Circular. Gilt bronze
(gilding slighdy rubbed). Diamcter 6.5 cm.
A.59I.31311
The plaquette reproduces the frieze of tritons and llereids
on the reverse of No. 112. In the centre, surrotmded by a
double rim-fillet, is a depressed surface with a central hole.
Moulded rim. Hole ncar edge.
See No. lI2. As observed by Macbgan, a central plaquette
cast sep::arately secms to have been removed. It is suggested
by Ricci that the plaquette was intended for use in a dagger
handle.

Liternture: As for No. 1I2. Also Maclagan, p. 59; Ricci, ii,
p. 219, No. 313; Cott, p. 155.

II4 : Figure 141
FRIEZE OF CENT Auas AND TatTONs . Circular. Dark brown
patina. Diameter 6.6 cm.
A.592.3I4D
The plaquette, which consists of a convex figurated frieze
with outer and inner moulded rims round a pierced central
aperture, shows at the top a trophy held by two centaurs
with nymphs riding on their backs. To right and left are
military trophies, and beneath arc two tritons fighting.
No other example of the plaqueue is recorded. Of excellent quality, it seenu to have been produced in the same
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workshop as Nos. 112 and 113, and like the btter plaqume
was intended for insertion in a dagger handle.

Literature: Migeon, inLes Arts, No. 80, August 1908, p. 31;
Ricd, ii, p. 219, No. 314 (as North Italian, early sixteenth
century); Cott, p. 155.

IIS : Figure 143
SATYR. Oval. Dark brown patina over light bronze. H.
10.7 cm., W. 8.1 cm.
A.28I.4B
The Satyr is represented on a flat background in halflength in proftie to the right. His left hand is raised with
the second and fifth fmgers extended, and in his right hand
he holds ::a cup. He wears a goatskin over his right arm.
Dehind him is a thyrsus. Hole at top.
See No. 1I6.

116 : Figure 144
BACCHANTE. Oval. Dark brown patina over light bronze.
H. II em., W. 8.5 cm.
A.282.S11
The Bacchante is represented on a flat background in halflength in proftle to the left. Her left shouJder is bared, and
she presses milk from her left breast into a rhyton held in
the right hand. Dehind her is a thyrsus. Hole at top.
This and the companion pbquelte depend from the rdief
on the reverse of the Martelli Mirror in the Victoria and
Albert Museum, London. The two figures derive from the
antique, the Satyr from a gem reproduccd by Furtw3ngler
(i, 1900, pI. XLI, No. 34, ii, 1900, p. 197) and the Bacchante
from a gem illustrated by Gori (MuSCI/III Florcllfilllllll, i,
Gemmae onliqllac, i, Florence, 1731. p. 84. fig. 10) as in the
Medici coUection. The rhyton into which the Bacchante
ptesses her milk shows some resemblance to an inlaid
Achaemenid rhyton in the British Museum (Dalton, Tlte
TreCl5urc oj lite OXIIS, London, 1926, pI. xxii). The complete
relief constitutes an allegory of reproduction, and bears the
inscription NATVRA FOVET QVAE NECESSITAS VRGET. A
pbquette of the Satyr alone in the British Museum has on
the reverse the papal Della Rovere arms, and dle same
arms app~r on a version of the Baccltante in a private
collection. These arnu were borne by Popes Sixtus IV
(1471-84) and Julius II (1503-13), and the plaquettes must
thercfore date from before 1513 and may have been cast
before 1484. An attempt by Bode, Dange, Siren and other
scholars to ascribe the Mirror to DonateIlo is now generally discredited as is a sixteenth century dating proposed
by Pbniscig. Its teclmique and style arc indicative of an
origin in Mantua and of a date in the last quarter of the
fifteenth century. The complete relief closely recalls the
work of the ntaster signing IO.F.f. In the separate pbqueues, which arc coarse in quality and lack the gold and
silver inlay on the Mirror. the two figures arc commonly

MASTER M.e •• MASTER Of THE ORPHEUS LEGEND

shown on a flat ground without the detail which surrounds
them in the complete relief. Modem castings of the relief
and of the two plaquettes arc known. bue there is no rcason
to doubt the antiquity of the present examples. which seem
to have been procured separ:ltcly. that of the Satyr being
markedly superior to that of the Bacchante.

CoUectioll: Baron de Theis (sale Paris. 6 May 1874. p. 129.
No. 915).
Litera/lire: MUntz. DOlloteUo. 1885. p. 92 (as sixteenth
ccomry); Moliniet, No. 29 (as :lfter the antique); Bode,
DCllkmiiler, pp. 2~ (as Dona.tcllo); Migeon. in us Arts,
No. 80, August 1908, p. 16, No. II, p. 19. No. III; Siren,
in AmcrirtwjolinJal ojArdlaeology, ser. 2, xviii, 1914, p. 444(as Donatcllo); M:lclagan, p. II (as 'later than Donatcllo's
date'); B:lnge. Nos. 293. 294 (as Donatcllo); Ricci, ii.
pp.~, Nos. 4. 5 (as Donatello); Cou. p. 141 (as attributed
to Donatello) j Pope-Hennessy, Catalogue of Italian SculpfIIre iu tlte Victoria and Albert Museum, London, 1964, i, pp.
J25-9 (as Mantuan).

MASTER 10. F. F. (AFTER)
II7 : Figure 136
TUB JUDGEMENT OF PARIS. Circular. Medium brown
A.684·406B
patina. Diameter 5 cm.
The plaquette corresponds in composition with No. 98.
Above the heads of the figures runs the inscription:
IVDICIO PARIDIS leLiTA TROIA IASET. Double rim-fillet.
Hole at top.
The plaquette is classified by Molinier and Ricci as a later
imitation of the original scheme of the artist signing
10. F. F. A convex example with traces of gilding in Berlin
is also regarded by B:1llge as a late variant of No. 98.
Owing to their considerable popularity. many of the
10. F. F. plaqueues exist in coarser variants, which arc likely
to h:lVe been made outside the master's studio.

Lileral14re: Molinier, No. 614; Bange, No. 653; Ricci, ii,
pp. 266-'7. No. 406: Cotr, p. 158.

behind him. Her extended left arm is seized by a standing
male nude in left profile. In the exergue the letters .M.C.
The letters M.C. arc gcoerally :lccepted as the artist's
signature. Molinier, while recognising that the style is not
very closely related to that of Mclioli's medals. suggests
tentatively that they may be read as MBUOLUS CONSECRAVIT. Bange, followed by Ricci. :luributc5 the plaquette
to a Master M.e.• who would also have been responsible
for No. II9.

Literatllrc: Molinier, No. 1I6; Migeon, inLes Arts. No. 80,
August 1908, p. 31; Bange, No. 6J2; Rizzini, No.6;
Ricci, ii, p. 54, No. 66; Cott, p. 144 (all as M.C.).
II9 :

The plaquette, which has a plain rim-fillet, shows VuIc:m
(right) at his forge working on the wings or arrows of
Cupid, who is held up in the centre by Venus, sunding in
profile to dle right. Behind the anvil is Mars, standing
frontally with a spear, and to the left is Apollo playing his
lyre. On the right is a rocky cave and on the left is a distant
city. Hole at top and fault on Jeft edge.
The plaquette, which is othenvise unrecorded, is correcdy
ascribed by Migeon and Bange to the same hand as
No. II8.

Literatllre: Migeon, inLes Arts, No. 80, August 1908, p. 31;
Bange. No. 6J2; Ricci. ii. p. 55. No. 67; Cotto p. 144 (all

" M.e.).

MASTER OF THE ORPHEUS
LEGEND
Convention:ll name for the artist responsible for :l
group of plaquettes which have also becn rcgarded as
works ofBcrcoldo. The plaquettcs seem to date from
thc last quarter of the fifteenth century, but offer no
decisivc proof as to whether the artist W:lS active in
Florence or in Norch Italy.
120 :

118 :

Figure

22I

NYMPH CARRIED OFF BY A HORSEMAN. Circular. Dark
brown patina. Diameter 5 em.
A.343.66B
The plaquette, which has a plain rim-fillet, shows a naked
horseman galloping to the left with :l naked woman seated
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VULCAN fORGING THE ARROWS OF CUPID. Circular.
Medium brown patina. Diameter 5.6 cm.
A.344.67B

MASTER M.e.
Conventional name for the :luthor of the plaquettcs
listed below.

Figure

Figure 79

ORPHBUS AND EURYDICE DBFORB PLUTO. Circular.
A.386.I09D
Medium brown patina. Diameter 5.5 cm.
The plaquette shows Eurydice (centre) pleading with Pluto
and Proserpine. who arc seated Qcft) at the entr:lnce to :l
cave with Cerberus crouching before them. To the right is
Orpheus with his lyre supported on his raised right knee.
Dchind him is the head of a male figure. On the reverse
is scratched a sc:!l of Solomon.
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The relief forms one of a group of three plaquettes with
scenes from the legend of Orpheus, from which the
Orpheus Master of Molinier derives his name. A version
in Berlin is surrounded by a plain rim-fillet. As noted by
Molinier, variants of the scheme appear in the chapel at
Pagny and on a chimney-piece from Anuy-Jc-Ouc formerly in the Spitzet collection. It also appears on dle reverse of Pastorino's medal of Alessandro Guarini (1566).

Lilernlllre: Molinicr, No. 524- (as Orpheus Master); Migeon,
in Les Arts, No. 80, August 1908, p. 31 (as Orpheus Master);
Dade, in Berliner Mllseell, xlii, 1920-1, p. 25 (as Bertoldo);
Dade, Bertoldo, pp. 39-4-0 (as Dertoldo); Dange, No. 306
(as Dertoldo); Ricci, ii, p. 77, No. 109 (as Orpheus Master);
Cott, p. 148 (as Orpheus Master).
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of Ephrussi that the scheme depends from a drawing by
Mantegna.

Litcralllre: Ephrussi, in C.B.A., xviii, 1878, p. 444 ff. (as
after Mantegna); MoUnier, No. 526 (as Orpheus M:lSter);
Migeoll, inL.csArts, No. 80, August 1908, p. 31 (as Orpheus
Master); Bode, No. 914 (as Orpheus Master); Bode, in
Berliner Mllseell, :xlii, 1920-1, p. 26 (as BertoIdo); Dode,
Bertoldo, 1925, pp. 39-40 (as Bertoldo); Bange, No. 307
(as Bertoldo); Ricci, ii, p. 80, No. I I I (as Orpheus Master);
Cott, p. 149 (as Orpheus Master).

123 : Figure 82
MELEAGER HUNTING TUE CALYDONIAN BOAR. Circular.
Medium brown patina. Diameter 6.4 cm.
A.392.II5D

121 : Figure 81
ORPUEUS PLAYING HIS LYRE. Circular. Dark brown
patina. Diameter 5.6 cm.
A.387.IIOD
The plaquette, which is surrounded by a flat rim-fiDer,
shows (centre) Orpheus seated playing on his lyre. Dehind
him arc three nymphs, two st:l.Ilding and one seated,
towards whom he tums his head. A fourth nymph is
seated in the foreground to the left. To the right arc a lion,
a bear, a stag and a doc, and in a tree behind are two birds.
Hole at top.
The relief forms one of a group of three plaquettes with
scenes from the legend of Orpheus, from which the
Orpheus Master of Molinier derives his name. like the
companion rellef of the Death of Orpheus the pbquette is
of great rarity. Other ex:lmples arc at Modena and Vienna.

Col/celioll: Ephrussi (l).
Ll'/eralllre: Molinier, No. 525 (as Orpheus Master); Migeon,
inLesArts, No. 80, August 1908, p. 31 (as Orpheus Master);
Dade, in Berliller Mllseell, xlil, 1920-1, p. 25 (as Dertoldo);
Dode, Ber/oldo, pp. 39-40 (as Bertoldo); Ricci, ii, p. 78, No.

The plaquette, which has a treble moulded rim, shows
Meleager Qeft), naked save for a cloak covering one
shoulder, driving his spear into the jaws of the Calydonian
boar (right). In the centre foreground is a hound. Dehind
Mdeager is Atalanta, holding a bow, and in the background are three hunters attacking the hoar with a spear.
a stone and an axe. At the back a trcc.
The relief is also known through examples in Betlin and
Vienna. The Berlin plaquette is reg:lrded by Bode and
Bange as a counterp:ltt to No. 124. which seems to
represent the Death of Mcleager. Planiscig compares the
Vienna ex:lmple with the reverse of a medal of Ercole I
d' Ene (1472) signed opvs CORADINI M. There is no substance in this confrontation.

Literature : Migeon, in Les Ar/s, No. 80, August 1908. p. 31
(as Orpheus Master); Bode, in Berliller MIIStell. xlii, 19201921, p. 26 (as Beftoldo); Bange, No. 312 (as Bertoldo);
Bode, Be;toldo, p. 43 (as Bertoldo); Plalliscig, Es/. K., No.
374 (as Orpheus Master); Ricci, ii. p. 81, No. lIS (as Orpheus Master); Cott, p. 149 (as Orpheus M:lster).

110 (as Orpheus Master); Cott, p. 148 (as Orpheus Master).

124 : Figure 83
122 : Figure 80
Tun DEATH OF ORPHEUS. Circular. Gilt bronze (much
darkened and rubbed). Diameter 6.5 em.
A.388.IIID
The plaquette, which is surrounded by a treble moulded
rim, shows the crouching figure of Orpheus (centre)
attacked from behind by five maenads armed with clubs.
His lyre lies in the foreground. Hole at top.
The relief, an impression of poor quality, forms one of a
group of three plaquettes with scenes from the Jegend of
Orpheus, from which the Orpheus Ma~ler of Mounier
derives his name. The only other example recorded is in
Derlin. Molinier mistakenly attaches credence to a d:lim

Tun DEATH OF MELEAGER.. Circular. Dark brown patina.
Diameter 6.5 cm.
A.383.106B
The plaquette, which has a treble moulded rim, shows
(centre) the seated figure of naked youth with his left foot
on a stool and a dog lying beside him. A curtain is suspended behind dIe seat. The youth's head is turned towards a seated female figure (left) who caresses him widl her
right hand, and his left arm is held by a standing woman.
A third female figure appears 011 the right. Hole at top.
The attribution of the plaquette to the Orpheus Master
goes back to MoUnier, who identifies the subject as the
Death of Adonis. The designation as dIe Death of Mcleager
is due to Dode. and is adopted by Ricci. The plaquette,
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which is not recorded in any other version, is undoubtedly
by the same hand as the main constituents of the Orpheus
Master group. It forms a counterpart to No. 123.

Literature: Molinier. No. 521 (as Orpheus Master); Migcon,
in Les Arts, No. 80, August 1908, p. 31 (:IS Orpheus
Master); Bode, Bertoldo, p. 26 (as Dwoldo); Ricci, ii, p. 76,
No. 106 (as Orpheus Master); Cott, p. 148 (as Orpheus
Master).

125 : Figure 84
THE SACRIflCE Of IPIIIGENIA.

patina. Diameter 5.7 em.

Circular. Medium brown
A.384.107D

The pbqucttc, which is surrounded by a flat rim-fillet.
shows Iphigenia (right) standing witil an attendant beside
a column with a statue of (?)Diana. To the left :lfe six
standing men, the foremost nfwhorn holds a dagger. Hole
at top.
No other example of the pbquette is recorded. The
identification of the subject and the attribution to the
Orpheus Master are due to Molinler.

Litera/lire: Molinler, No. 521 (as Orpheus Master); Migeon,
inu5Arts, No. 80, August 1908, p. 31 (as Orpheus Master);
Bode, Berto1t!o, p. 48 (as Benoldo); Ricci, ii, pp. 75-'7, No.
107 (as Orpheus Master); Cott, p. 148 (as Orpheus Master).

MASTER OF THE ROMAN CHARITY

I27 : Figure 88
AENEAS DESCENDING TO THE UNDERWORLD. Circular.
Dark brown patina. Diameter 5.9 cm.
A.389·II2B
On the left is the armed figure of Aeneas guided by the
Cumaean Sibyl, who holds the golden bough in her right
hand. The sail of Charon's boat appears above their heads.
To the right, in the prow, is Charon. in right profile,
holding an oar, with which he beats off five souls endeavouring to cross the Styx.
The relief illustrates Aeneid, vi. 1. 384-413, which describes
how Charon, having been shown the golden bough by
the Cumacan Sibyl, clears his boat of the souls who encumber it and takes Aeneas on board. A counterpart in
Berlin shows Venus bringing arms to Aeneas. The attribution to the Orpheus Master is due to Molinier. The
plaquette is of great rarity. A version in the Victoria and
A1bert Museum has the same treble moulded rim as
No. 122.

Literalllre: Molinier, No. 527 (as Orpheus Master); Migeon,
inLt5Arts, No. 80, August 1908. p. 31 (as Orpheus Master);
Bode, in Berliller MIIJet11, xlii, 1920-1, p. 26 (as Bertoldo);
Bode, Bertoldo, 1925. pp. 40-1 (as Bertoldo); Ricci, ii, p. 80,
No. II2 (as Orpheus Master); Cott, p. 149 (as Orpheus
Master).

128 : Figure 86
126 : Figure 87
ACHILLES TAKING LEAVE Of TUETIS. Circular. Dark
brown patina. Diameter 5.6 cm.
A·38S.108B
The pbquctte, which is surrounded by a plain rim-fillet,
shows (centre) a youth and a female figure embracing. To
the left is a centaur in right profile holding a wand and
a lyre, and to the right is a male figure with a bow and a
spear. In the foreground are two dogs. Behind on the left
is a rocky cliff. Hole at top.
The attribution of dus rare plaquette to the Orpheus
Master is due to Molinler, who describes its subject as dle
Centaur Cluron. This designation is retained by rucci.
Bange identifies the central figures as Thetis and Achilles,
the youth on the right as Patroclus, and the centaur on the
left as Chiron. It is suggested by Bange that the plaquette
forms a counterpart to the Sacrifice ofIphigenia (No. 125).
in which a scene from the story of the Trojan War is also
shown.

Literatllre: Molinler. No. 523 (as Orpheus Master); Migeon.
in LesArts, No. 80, August 1908, p. 31 (as Orpheus Master);
Dode, No. 916 (as Orpheus Master); Bode, in Berliller
MIiJeell, xlii, 192(H, p. 26 (as Bertoldo); Bode. Berto1t!o,
p. 49 (as Denoldo); Bange, No. 313 (as Bertoldo); Ricci,
ii, p. 77, No. loB (as Orpheus Master); Cart. p. 148 (as
Orpheus Master).

MARS AND VENUS OBSERVED DY VULCAN AND OTHER
DEITIES. Circular. Dark brown patina. Diameter 5.7 cm.
A·39I. II 4 B
The plaquette, which has a plain rim-fillet, shows Mars and
Venus (left background) reclining on a sloping mound.
They are watched by five deities, led by Vulcan (centre
with back curned), and including (right) Jupiter and
Mercury. In the sky is Apollo in his chariot. Hole at top.
No other version of the plaquette is recorded. The attribu.
tion to the Orpheus Master is due to Migeon and is retained
by rucci. A pl.aquette in Berlin of Vulcan at his forge with
Mercury and Venus may form a counterpart co the present
relief.
Literalllre: Migeon. in LeJ Arts, No. 80, August 1908, p. 31
(as Orpheus Master); Bode, in Berliller Mllseell, xlii, 1920-1,
p. 26 (as Bertoldo); Bode, Bertoldo. p. 45 (as Bertoldo);
Ricci, ii. p. 8r. No. II4 (as Orpheus Master); Cott, p. 149
(as Orpheus Master).

129 : Figure 85
Tun SACRIfICE Of A BULL. Circular. Medium brown
patina. Diameter 6.5 cm.
A.390.II3D
The plaquette, which has a treble moulded rim, shows
(centre) 3 slaughterer with raised mallet about to sacrifice
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a bull, whose head is held by a crouching figure in the foreground. To the right is a priest, and to the left is a ma1e
figure standing beside a brmer, behind which is a child
pbying a pipe. In the background is a hcxastyle temple
adorned with a garland and showing a figure of Mars in
the pediment.
The identification of the plaquette as a work of the Orpheus Master goes back to Molinier, who relates it to an
anonymous engraving formerly ascribed to Robena. The
engraving is unlikely to be the direct source of the motif,
since the figure on the extreme left is there shown not in
profile but in three-quarter face. Bange, followed by Ricci,
regards a well-known sarcophagus in the Uffizi as the
prototype. Against this view (which might appear to lend
some colour to the theory of a Florentine origin for this
and the related pbquettcs) it may be urged first that the
sarcophagus was transferred to the Uffizi from the Villa
Medici in Rome only in 1784, and second that a closely
similar sarcophagus exists at Mantua.

Literatllre; Molinier, No. pB (as Orpheus Master); Migeon,
inLesArls, No. Bo, August I90B, p. 31 (as Orpheus Master):
Bode, No. 918 (as Orpheus Master); Bode, in Berliller
M,ueell, xlii, 1920-1, p. 26 (as Bertoldo); Bode, Bertoldo,
p. 45 (as Bertoldo); Bange, No. 314 (as Bertoldo); Ricci, ii,
pp. 80-1, No. II3 (as Orpheus Master); Cou, p. 149 (as
Orpheus Master); Hind, B.I.E., pI. 472 (for rebted engraving); MaJlSuelli, Galleria degli Uffizj; Ie SCI/IlliTe, i, 1958,
pp. 235-6 (for Uffizi s:lrcoph:lgus); Levi, in Dedalo, vii,
1926-7, p. 222 (for M:lntua sarcophagus).

bowl of fruit held ill the lap as die head of a child. The
plaquette is cbssified by Bange and Mtlclagan as North
Itali:m and by Ricci as Ptldutln.
CoUce/ioll: Baron de Monville (S:lle Paris, 24January 1861,
No. 98); Piot (sa.le Ptlris, 21 Mtly 1890, No. II7).
LI'teralllre: Migeon, in Les Arts. No. 80, August 1908, p. 31;
Bange, No. 705; M:lclagan, p. 59: Ricci, ii, p. 190, No.
261; Cott, p. 154.
131 :

Conventional n:lme for a plaquctte artist active in
Padua or Venice in the first decades of the sixteenth
century, whose style stems from that of Riccio.
130 :

Figure

120

POMONA. Circular. Dark brown patintl. Ctlsting fbw in
rim at top. Diameter 8.1 cm.
A.539.26IB
A draped female figure is seen seated in profile to the left
on a basket filled with fruit. She proffers a bowl of fruit
in her extended right hand. With her left htlnd she holds
more frwt on her bp. Moulded rim. On the void cxergue
the stamped collector's mark BM.
Examples of the plaquette exist in Berlin and in the Victoritl
and Albert Museum. As noted by Bange, the plaqucue is
employed as die reverse of tI medal of the Emperor
Maximilian I dtlted 1516, and must dlerefore have been
current before this time. Bange mistakenly regards the
collector's stamp as the signature EM and interprets the

121

MERCURY. Circular. Dtlrk brown ptltina. Diameter 8 cm.
A.540.262B
The bearded figure of Mercury is shown setltcd on the
ground. with his elbow resting on a cylindriol tlltar (left).
He holds a palm branch and oduceus. To die right stands
tin orn:][e vase. In the sky is die crescent moon and a scvenpointed sttlr. The exergue is void. Moulded rim.
A Vtlritlnt of the pbquette, probably of bter date, is
surrounded by a broad border of palmettcs. The relief,
which occurs with some frequency, is classified by Molinier
:lS Venetian, early sixteenth century, is given by Dange to
tI Ptldutln Master of the school of Riccio, and is described
by Ricci tiS Padutln, early sixteenth century. Nos. 130 and
132 arc by die same h:lnd. The metlning of the imtlgery has
not been explained.

Litera/lire: Molinier. No. 443: Dtlnge, No. 410; lUcci, U.
p. 190. No. 262: Cotto p. 154.
132:
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Figure

Figure

122

CIMON AND PnRO (ROMAN CHARITY). Circular. Dtlrk
brown ptltina. Diameter 8 cm.
A.541.263B
On the right is the kneeling figure of Pero offering her
breast to her ftlther Cimon, who lies on the ground. In die
exergue is the word: PIE TAT I. Moulded rim. Five holes
at top.
The plaquette e}";sts in a number of collections. In a
variant, of which an extlmple is in the Victoria tlnd Albert
Museum, the figures arc set before an architectural background. The rdief is regarded by Bange as tI counterptlft
or ptlir to No. 131, tlnd there on be no rctlsollable doubt
that the two plaquettcs arc by one hand. Like No. 131,
the pbquettc is cbssified by Molinier as Venetian. Ctlrly
sixteenth century, is given by Bange and M:lclagan to a
Paduan mtlster of the school of Riccio, and is describt'd by
Ricci as Paduan, e:l.rly sL...teenth century.

CoUectioll: His de La Salle (S:lle London,22 November 1880,
No. 310).
Litera/ure: Migeon, in us Arts, No. 80, August 1908, p. 29:
Molinier, No. 444: Bange, No. 4II; Maclagan, p. 25;
Ricci. ii, p. 191. No. 263; Can, p. 154.

MODERNO
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133 : Figure 183

Active in the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries, Modemo is the most prolific and in some
respects the most accomplished Italian pbquette
:lrtist. The b:lsis for study of his work is supplied by
a signed Inrd-stone Clrving in Vicnn:l, two signed
silver pbquettcs :lIsa in the Kunsthistorisches Museum,
four frequently encountered pbquettes with the
La.bours of Hercules, and a Virgin and Child with
SS. Jerome and Anthony the Abbot. A pl:lquette of
Mars be:lrs the initi:lls M.F. Modemo is also credited
with two pbquettcs, a St. Seb:lstian and a Triumph,
inscribed with the initial M. The list of w orks ascribed
to him V:lries between fifty-nine (Molinier) and
seventy-two (Bange) plaquettes. There is some doubt
whether he was responsible for all these works, and
the pbquettes discussed in the present c:ltalogue
(which constitute by far the finest known group of
Modemo's small relie&) arc subdivided into three
groups; the fitS[ of these consists of signed pbquettes
and of unsigned pbqueues closely related to them, the
second consists of plaqueu es which arc either bte
works by Modemo or works by artists in direct
contact with him, :lnd the third consists of plaquettes
generally given to Modemo which appear to be the
work of other hands. T here has been much speculation
as to the identity concealed beneath Modemo's
pseudonym, and he has been variously identified with
the Milanese goldsmith Daniele Arcioni (Piot), the
met:llworker Giovanni Guerino (MOntz), the Paduan
goldsmith Corew Cagnoli (Milanesi, Lazari, Rizzini),
the Veneti:m bronze sculptor Camelio (Molinier).
Antonio di Elia (A. Venturi) and Caradosso (Malaguzzi-Valeri). More plausible is an attempt of Bode to
identify Modemo with the Veronese gem-cutter and
draughtsm:ln G:lleazzo MondclIa (active ca. 1500).
This reSts on the presence of Mandella's name (HOC.
OI'VS MaNDEL. ADER . AVRlfEX MCCCCXC) on the
back of a pax of which other versions .are signed by
Modemo. If this identification, .as is likely, is correct,
the pseudonym would have resulted from the elision
of the patronymic and the first two letters of MOIldelb's n:lme.
A report on art in Italy written in or before 1549
by the P ortuguese painter Hollanda m entions the
presence of Modemo as a goldsmith and seal-maker
in Rome, .along ,vith Caradosso, Cellini .and Valerio
Belli. There arc .a number of suggestive :In:liogies
between Modemo's pbquettes and the engravings
of Giovanni Antonio dOl Brescia, who was in Rome
between 1509 and 1525.

VIRGIN AND CHILD WITJI SAINTS ANTHONY Till! AnnOT
AND JEROMB. Dark brown parina. H. 11.1 em., W. 6.6
cm.
A.440.16)B
The plaquette, which MS a silhouetted contour, is in the
form of an alt::lrpiccc, with a mou1ded predelli, lateral
colwnns, :l deconted frieze and .a lunette. In the centnll
shell niche is the Virgin, with the Child on her left knee.
Two child :lIlgds pbying on lutes arc seated at the from
comers of the niche. The two Saints, Anthony the Abbot
(left) and Jerome (right) st::lnd outside the colunuu. Above,
in the lunette, is the Resurrection. Beside the Junette arc
four child angels holding up :l garland. At the top a hole.
On the reverse is the incised inscription:
sa (for S. Girolamo) .S.A. (for S. Antonio)
1I0C opvs. MO
DERNI
.c.c.
An exception:l.lly fine version of:l frequently encountered
plaquette, which is known in two other signed versions in
the Victoria. and Albert Museum, London, :md the former
His de La. Salle collection. The inscription on the London
version rcads HOPVS for opvs and lacks the c.c. An
unsigned version in silver, pared gilt, is in the Morgenroth
collection, and a version in bronze on a flat ground is in
Berlin. An ex.ample of the relief (untnlced), which appeared in the Higgins (London, 29 January 1904, No. 47)
and Gamier (Paris, 18-2) December 1916, No. 520) sales,
h:ld on the reverse the inscription: HOC. OPVS.MONDEL....
... DER ....VRIFDX.MCCCCXC, and formed the basis of :m
attempt by Bode to identify the attist with the Veroncse
goldsmith Gale:lzzo Mondelli. There is no rcason to question the date 1490 on this example of the plaquette.
L itera/ure: Molinier, No. 161; Migeon, in US Arts, No. Bo,
August 19OB, p. 19; Bange, No. 443; Maclagan, p. 2B;
Ricci, ji, pp. 12<>-7. No. 163; Dode. in KIIIlstcl,rol/l'k, xv,
(90)-4, c. 269 (for Higgins relief) ; Middddorf. Morgellrotlt, Nos. 222, 223; COCt, p. I j I (all :lS Modema).

134 : Figure 171
Til E FLAGELL ...TION. Rect.3.ngular. Dark brown patin.a.
H. 1).4 em., W. 9.9 cm.
....446.16!Jn
In the centre on a shallow step is Christ tied to a column
with the right hand above his head and the left behind his
back. In the left foreground is a soldier with a whip in his
raised right hand, and in the corresponding position on
the right is a male nude with back turned, also with a
whip. Dehind on the right are four male figures, three of
whom we.ar helmets, and on the left arc a horseman and
three bC:lrded men. In the background to right and lefr is
the v:luIted ceiling of a hall or portico. Raised rim.fillet.
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The finest surviving version of the composition is a silver
parcel-gilt pbquette in the Kuruthistorisches Museum,
Vienna, which is ofhrger size (H. 18.3, W. 14.8 cm.) and
has as its companion-piece a Virgin and Child with Saints.
The silver phquette is signed on the base of the colunm:
OP. MODERNI. It has been shown that a St:lmp with the
letters CA above the figure of Christ, which W:l.S at one
time regarded as a signature, dates from the C!lrly nineteenth century. Reduced versions in bronze are found in a
number of collections; some of these have a break in the
arch on the right. The present pbqueue has no such break.
Another example without a break is in the Morgenroth
collection. It is inferred by Middcldorf that these phqueues represent the later of two states. The figure of
Christ depends from the Laocoon, and the plaquette must
therefore date from after the discovery of this statue in
1506. The poses of the two flagellants in the foreground
arc cOJUlected by Dange with the Horse-Tamers on the
Quirin.al, and by Planiscig with a sta.tue represented in a.
drawing by Heemskerck (1532-9) in the courtyard of the
Palazzo Medici-M3.dama, Rome. In the latter statue the
left, not the right, leg is advanced. Analogous poses occur
at about the same date in the Marc:mtonio engraving of the
Massacre of the Innocents after IUpha.d. Pbnisc:ig compares
the figures with those in the signed Hercules phquettes of
Modemo, and comments that the relief 'ist deutlich das
Produkt des in Rom unter dem Einflusse der neuen archaeologischen Entdeckungen stehendcn Kiinstlers'. The
architectural scheme seems, however, to depend from a
dated engraving (1509) by Giov:uuU Antonio da Brescia
(Hind, E.LE. , pl. 535), who was also responsible for an
cngr.lving in reverse of the Laocoon (Hind, E.l.E., pI.
540).

Collcetio/I: D:lron de Theis (sale Paris, 6 M:ly 1874. No.
898).
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The plaquette is encountered with great frequency, and
forms part of the same series of Hercules scenes as the
following three numbers. Examples signed o. MODERNI
exist in Berlin, the Louvre and elsewhere. Circular versions
and V:lrUnts with :l border of palmettes are also known.
The scene is reproduced in fresco on the ceiling of the
Foresteria of S. Abbondio at Cremona. The lower part
of the composition is reprodued in a niello in the British
Museum.

Litertlture: Molinier, No. 194 : Bange. No. 482; Planiscig,
Est. K.. No. 344; M:lclagan, p. 37: Ricci, ii. p. 144, No.
191; Middddorf, Morgemotl/. Nos. 240, 241 ; Cott, p. IP;
Hing. Nielli. p. 28. No. 14, pI. vii.

136 : Figure 155
HERCULES AND A CENTAUR . Rectangular. Medium brown
P:ltin:l. H. 6.9 em .• W. 5·5 em.
.o\.469.192B
Hercules, naked save for a lion skin worn over the left
shoulder. is seen in pro£iJe to the right struggling with a
centlur, whom he clasps round the ribs. In the right background is a ruined amphitheatre, and on the left is a
receding building with two doorways on which appears
the sigmture o. MODER/ Nt. In the dist:mce a hilly landSClpe. H ole at top.
The plaquette, which is found in many collections and
sometimes occurs in a circular form with :1 palmette
border, forms part of the same series of Hercules scenes as
Nos. 135, 137 and 138. The composition recurs on the
Port:l della IUn:l of the Dnomo at Como (1507), and the
pbquettes must therefore have been made before this time.
Molinier :lnd Bange describe the subject as Hercules :lnd
Geryon.

Literal/Ire: Molinier, No. 170: Lcpszy, in MittheilulIgc/J des
K.K. ocsterrCl',hisd,eu Mllsclllllsfi7r KlIllSt IlUd lJldustde, 1888,
p. 165 if. (for stamp on Vienna phquette) ; lIg, in W J., xi,
1890, pp. 100-101 (for Vienna plaquette) ; Bange, No. 453:
Pla.niscig, BroJ/ztpltlstikell, No. 408 (for Vienna phquette),
No. 410 (bronze version :I.S ta.bemacle door); Ricci, ii,
p. 132, No. 169; Middddorf, MorgtmotlJ, Nos. 230, 231:
COlt, p. 151 (all as Modemo).

Litcratl/rc: Molinicr, No. 195; Bange, No. 483; Planiscig.
Est. K.. No. 346; Maclagan. p. 37; Ricci. ii, p. 145, No.

135 : Figure 154

The naked figu re of H ercules stlnds in the centre foreground with baek turned :lnd both arms extended. To
right and left he grasps the horns of two oxen, which
emerge from the rectlngular doorw:ly of a ruined building
on the left lUld an :lrched doorway opposite. In the backgrOlmd is a broken arch. Across the top runs the inscription
.a.MODBRNJ. Hole at top.

CACUS STEALING TIiB OXEN Of HERCULES. Recta.ngular.
Medium brown patina. H. 7 em., W. 5.4 em. A·468.191D
Hercules, his left arm supported on a tree-stump and his
club in his right hand, lies sleeping in the right foreground
of the scene. To the left, in dle mouth of a cave. is Deus
pulling by the tail one of the oxen of Hercules. Behind is
the head of a second ox. In the background is Oeft) a house
or castle :lnd (right) a receding line of trees.

192; Cotto p. 152.

137: Figure 156
H ERCULES AND TilE OXEN Of GERYON. Recta.ngular.
Medium brown patim. H. 7.1 cm., W . 5.4 cm.
A·479· 202 B

The pbquette is found in m:lny collections both in a signed
:lnd in an unsigned form. Circular examples with palmette
borders are also known. The subject is wrongly identified
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by Molinier as the cleaning of the Augean scabIes. The
plaql1c[tc belongs [0 the same series of Hercules scenes as
Nos. 135. 136 and 138. As noted by Middddorf, it is
also used on an inksund ascribed to the Riccio workshop.

Collection : His de La Salle (5:11e London,

22 November
1880, No. 250).
Literature: Molinicr. No. 201; Bange, No. 485; Madagan.
p. 37; Ricci, ii, p. lSI, No. 202; Planiseg, Rl'cdo, fig. 396
(for inkstand), Middcldorf, Morgel/roth, No. 248; COtt,
p. Ij2.

plaquette is recorded, though a less highly worked v3riant
is known (No. 140). MoUnier accepts the letters MF on
a trophy in the background as the signature of Modemo,
and the plaquette is accepted as a work of Modemo by
Ricci. A firm analogy for the figure style occurs in the
plaquctIe of David triumphant over Goliath (No. 141).

Collection: Signol (sale Paris,

April 1878, No. 300).

Ricci, ii, p. 142, No. 185; Cott, p. 1j2 (aU as Modemo).

I38 : Figure I57
HERCULES TRIUMPHANT OVER ANTAEUS.

I

Lituiltl/rc: Molinier. No. 187; MoUnier, in L'Art, xi, 1886.
p. 174; Migeon, in Les Arts, No. 80, August 1908, p. 20;

140 : Figure 166
Rectangular.

Very thrk patina (rubbed in raised areas). H. 6.9 em., W .
5.5 em.
A·480.203B

MARS SURROUNDED BY TnoPHlEs. Circular. Dark brown
patina. Diameter 6.4 cm.
A.463.186u

Hercules, naked save for a lion skin worn over the shoulders, stands [0 the right of centre with both hands resting
all his club, looking down at the dead body of Ant:lcus
stretched at his feet. To the right is the entrance to a cave,
and to the left 3re 3 column :md a broken arch, in the
frieze of which appears thc inscription: .O.MODERNI.

The composition corresponds with that of the preceding
plaqueue, save that the right foot of the central figure is
exposed, that his plume is in the form of a sphinx, and that
his left wriSt rests on his thigh. Hole 3t top.

The pbquette, which is found in many collections both
in 3 signed and unsigned form, as well as in circubr
examples with palmette borders, forms part of the sallle
series as the thrce preceding reliefs. As noted by Dange,
the composition is reproduced both in sculpture on the
Porta della Rana of the Duomo at Como (1507) and in
painting on the ceiling of the ForesterU of S. Abbondio at
CreIllOJl3.

Lituiltl/re: Molinier, No. 204; Bange, No. 484; Maclagan,
p. 36; Planiscig, Est. K., No. 347; Ricci, ii, p. lSI, No.

No other example of the plaqueue is known. The respects
in which it differs from No. 139 3re regarded by Ricci as
'mainly improvements'. This view is debatable, and it is
more likely that the present plaquctIe was made as a trial
Clst.

Collection : Baron de MonviIIe (sale Paris, 24]anuary 1861,
No. p).

Literature: Trtsor de IIl1l11islllatiqllc, bils-reliefs, ii. pI. XX:!l."V-3;
Molinier. No. 188; Ricci, ii, p. 142, No. 186; Cott, p. 152
(all as Modemo).

141 : Figure 169

203; Cou, p. 152.

I39 : Figure I65
MARS SURROUNDED DY TROPHIES. Circular. Medium
brown patina, parcel gilt and highly chased. Diameter
7 em.
A.462.18SD
The plaqueue, which is surrounded by a thin rope-finet,
show s a warrior, fully armed, seated on a cuirass. His left
foot is raised on a helmet, his left elbow is supported on a
quiver, and his right hand rests 011 a sceptre. He is surrounded by shields, weapons and standards. On 3 cartouche
attached to a trophy at the back the letters MF. At the top
is the imcription: .M.VICTORI AFVNCTVS. Three holes
rOllnd margin.
There is some doubt as to the meaning of the inscription
and the exact significance of the relief. A parnllel for the
iconogrnphy occurs in an engrnving by Master L.B.,
showing an armed warrior representing Rome seated
among trophies. which derives from the reverse of a coin
of Nero. No other example of the present form of the

DAVID TRruMPHANT OVIlR GOLIATH. Circular. Dark
brown patina (rubbed all raised smfaces). Diameter 10.6
cm.
A.439.I62B
David stands in the centre with his right elbow resting all
the comer of an altar or pedestal. He is Jl3ked save for his
helmet, and holds a sling in his right hand. The head of
Goliath is at his feet. To the right a youth bends over the
decapitated body. The base of the altar on the left is
decorated with a relief of a classical riding figure and a
foot-soldier, and on it stands a statue of Mars. On the
extreme right 3re a tree and rock. The foreground is fined
with pebbles. Treble moulded rim.
Few versions of this rare plaquette arc known. It exists also
in the form of two simplified variants, one a smaller
circular plaquette of great rarity (of which a version is in
the Morgenroth coUection) and the other a rectangular
composition which is encountered very frequently, and of
which examples arc found in Berlin and elsewhere. The
composition was evolved before 1507, when it was copied
in marble on the Porta della Rana of the Duomo at Como.

CATALOGUE NOS. 138-144

A niello plate adapted from a small rectangular version of
,he plaquctCe is in the British Museum, along with niello
plates adapted from two other plaquettes by Modemo,
Olcus stealing the Oxen of Hercules (No. 135) and the
Mars and Victory (No. 158).

Litcrtltllre: Molinier, No. 58; Molinier, in L'Art, xl, 1886,
p. 172; Migeon, in us Arts, No. 80, August 1908, p. 21;
Maclagan, p. 28; Bange, No. 438 (for simplified rectangular
plaquette); Ricci, ii, p. 126, No. 162; Middeldorf, Morgeu roth, Nos. 220, 221 (for reduced circular variant); Cott,
p. 1$2; Hind. Nielli. p. 28, No. 14, pI. vii (for three niello
plates after Modemo, mistakenly related to the style of
Amico Aspertini).
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143 : Figure 182
VIRGIN AND CHILD ENTIIRONED WITII Two ANGELS.
Rectangular. Gilt bronze. H. 6.4 em., W. 5.3 em.
A.442.J65B

The Virgin is seated on a classical plinth with the Child on
her left knee. Her right hand is extended towards a child
angel standing with back turned to the spectator in the left
corner of the relieE On the opposite side of the throne is a
second child angel posed frontally. On the base of the
throne is the incised inscription:
I'LAVIVS.CICO.
L. MEVANAS.
155 2 .

142 : Figure 184
VIRGIN AND CHILD ENTHRONED WITH SAINTS. Rectangular. Light brown patin.,. H. 6.9 cm., W. 5.4 cm.
A·44 I . 164D

The Virgin, with the Child on her left knee, is seated
frontally in the ccntralniche of a high throne, the base of
which is decorated with tritons. The back of the throne
has a frieze of Hercules with the oxen of Geryon and
terminates in a circular medallion containing :m altar
between two stuIding figures with satyrs at the sides. Ou
the platform of the throne, at the Virgin's feet, is a seated
angel; two child angels playing lutes stand at the corners of
the step beneath. To the left of the throne is a bearded
Saint with a warrior Saint accompanied by a horse, and
on the right arc four female figures. The background is
filled with classical c:mdelabra. The plaquette is framed in
a moulded rim, which protrudes at the base. In the upper
margin a hole.
One of the finest surviving e:\-:tmples of a plaquette of
which no signed version is known. The attribution to
Modemo, first proposed by Molinier. hlS been consistently
maintained. A rock crystal intaglio ill the Victoria and
Albert Museum is derived from the plaquette and throws
no light on its partly Wlintelligible iconography. The two
Saints on the left arc apparently identical with the Saints
011 the left of the throne in a silver relief of the Virgin and
Child enthroned in Vienna (Molinier, No. 166), who arc
generally identified as St. Anthony Abbot and St. George.
Despite the great disparity of scale, the treatment of detail
throughout the two reliefs is in "close conformity. The
Vienna relief is not signed, but forllls a counterpart to a
relief of the Flagellation which bears Modemo's signature.

Literature: MoliIuer, No. 16..j.; Migeon, in Les Arts, No. 80;
August 1908, p. 19: Bange, No. 446; Pbniscig, Est. K.,
No. 352; Ricci, ii, p. 128, No. 164: Middeldorf. MorgmrollI, No. 225; Cott, p. lSI (all as Modemo); Cotton and
Walker, in A .B., xvii, 1935, p. 146 (for version in Musco
Cristiano ofVatic:m); Kris, i, pp. 42, 159, No. 125. pI. 29
(for London crystal).

This is an exceptiorully fine example of a phquette
ascribed to Modemo which occurs, with minor variations,
in a number of collections. One example in Berlin shows
the Virgin and Child enthroned in a niche (No. 444), while
.mother in the same collection (No. 445) has the same Rat
ground as the present version but is enclosed in a taberlucIe frame with a semi-circular top. The inscription on
the face of the throne varies from version to version; this
is sometimes in the conventional form AVE REGINA
CELORVM (Louvre and elsewhere) and sometimes gives the
lIame or initials of the donor, as PIERO FRANC. MALIPIERO
(Bange, No. 444) or A.P.M. (version formerly in the DreyfilS collection recorded by Molinier). Casts of the plaquctte
may have been produced iIl Venice in the middle of the
sixteenth century. A Venetian Ilame is incised on the
example in Berlin, and on the present plaquette there
appears the name Cico (perhaps for Cicogna) and the date
15$2·

Literature: Molinier, No. 165; Bange, Nos. 444, 44S:
Planiscig, Est. K., No. 350; Ricci. ii, pp. 128-9, No. 165:
Cott, p. 151 (all as Modemo).

144 : Figure 178
THE ADORATION OF THE MAGI. Rectangular. Dark brown
patilla (rubbed on exposed surfaces). H. 10 cm., \V. 6.6
cm.
A.443.1660
In the right foreground, before the stable, sits the Virgin
with the Child 011 her right knee. Dehind her is the
standing figure of St. Joseph and a duld, perhaps the young
Baptist. To the left arc the three Kings, of whom the foremost kneels in adoration of the Child. The retinue of the
Magi stretches diagonally across the rocky background. In
the right upper margin is the star. At the top a hole.
The plaquette exists in many collections, sometimes with
a moulded rim or other differences of detail. An example
in Derlin has a contemporary tabernacle frame, and a
version in the Louvre, made for mounting as a pa....-:, has on
the reverse the inscription lUESVS GLORIA IN EXCELS IS

MODERNO

DEO ET IN TERRA PAX HOMINIBVS DONAE VOLUNTATISFRANClSCVS ET POLIXENA IVSnNrANI M.D.LX. In this bte
variant the Virgin's head is shown in prome to the left.
The composition is compared by Middeldorf to that of the
Cesare da Sesto Adoratioll oj till! Magi in the Musco Nazionale di Capodimontc, Naples (No. 124).No signed c.'{arnple
of the plaquette is known. The type of the foremost King
is, however, closely similar to that of the St. Jerome in
No. 133.
Literature: Molinier, No. 168; Bange, No. 4S1; Maclagan,
pp. 28-9: Ricci, ii, p. 129, No. 166: Middcldorf, Morgellrot/I, No. 288: Cott, p. lSI (all as Modemo).

145 : Figure r74
THE PRESENTATION IN TliE TEMPLE. Rect:mgular.
Medium brown parina. H. 9.9 cm., W. 6.4 cm. A·444·167B
The scene takes pbce behind an archway in a vaulted hall.
In the centre is a decorated altar resting on sphinxes and
covered with a cloth, on which is the seated Child. To the
right stands the Virgin with two attendants and to the left
is Simeon accompanied by two bearded men. On the tiled
floor arc three small dogs. On the reverse is the raised
impression of an illegible ecclesiastical scal with, below, a
double cross. Hole at top.
None of the many recorded versions of the plaquette is
signed, but the identity of type between the Simeon and
the St. Jerome in No. 133 places the attribution beyond
dispute. Middddorf observes, of a variant with :l moulded
rim in the Morgenroth collection, that the general composition is similar to that of a rdief on the Certosa at
Pavia, and that Modemo's style in the plaquette 'seems to
be a parallel to that of Cesare da Sesto and an anticipation
of that of Dambaia'. The attempt to place the plaquette in
a Milanese context is not convincing.
Col/eclioll: Signol (Paris, I April 1878, No. 321).
Literatllre: Mounier, No. 169: Bange, No. 452: Maclagan,
p. 29: Ricci, ii, pp. 129-30, No. 167: Middeldorf, Morgellroth, No. 229: Cott, p. lSI (all as Modemo).

Col/catol! : Arthur Lobbecke, Brunswick (sale Munich,
26 November 1908, No. 776).
Literature: Ricci, ii, p. 130, No. 168; Cott, p. lS I (:lS
Modemo).
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Figure '79

TUB CRUCIFIXION. Rectangular. Dark brown patina.
H. 11.4 cm., W. 7.8 cm.
A·447· 1 70B
Christ is seen on a high Cross in the centre flanked by the
contorted figures of the two thieves. In the left foreground
is the fainting Virgin, supported by two women, :lnd
behind, gazing at the Cross, is the standing figure of Sr.
John. In the centre the Magdalen with a child beside her
clasps the shaft of the Cross. A bearded figure with a
shield (LonginuSl) stands on the right. On the extreme
right, amid a group of soldiers, is a bearded male nude seen
from behind with f.1.ce upturned holding a shield. Bchind
arc foot-soldiers and a horseman. Hole at top.
From the number of surviving examplcs the composition
would seem to have been especially popular. No signed
version is known. The male nude with back turned on the
right recurs in a pbquette of the Resurrection (No. lSI).
and the two thieves seem to depend from a Germ::an
engraved source.
Literature: Molinier, No. 171; Dange. No. 4S4: Maclagan,
p. 29; Ricci, ii , p. 132, No. 170; Middeldorf, Morgenroth ,
No. 2]2 ; Cott, p. 151 (all as Moderno).

148 : Figure ,80
THE ENTOMBMENT. Rectangular. Dark brown patina.
H. 10.6 cm., W. 6.9 cm.
A·449·172B
The dead body of Christ is supponed on the front edge
of the richly decorated sarcophagus. Round the tomb are
grouped (right to left) St. John, a holy woman, the Virgin
and, supporting the right arm, the Magdalen. The plaquette
shelves away at the base in the form of an irregular rocky
platform, and has a background of cliffs with, in the right
distance, the city of Jerusalem and the three crosses. Hole
at top.

The composition is identical with that of No. 14S, save
that the masonry is indicated on the outer surface of the
containing arch and in the interior of the vault. At top
and bottom five holes for fixing.

Middcldorf (private communication) notes that this rare
phquette (of which the present version is an especially fine
example) is copied in a MiJanese altar dated IS09 at
Firmo (Valtellina), and must thus have been produced
before this year. Othcr examples arc recorded in the
Bardini and Pozzi sales and in the Llzaro collection. The
figure style is closely related to that of No. 147. and the
type of the St. John is the same in both reliefs. For a
reduced variant, perhaps intended for mounting as a pax,
see No. 149 (below).

Though ::accepted by Ricci as a phquette by Modemo
reworked with ::a tool, this is likely to be a later, possibly
Flemish, :lftcr-cast.

Litertltllrc: Molinier, No. 173; Migeon, in Les Arts, No. 80,
August 1908, p. 19; Ricci, ii, p. 134. No. 172; Cotto p. 151
(all as Modemo).

r46 : Figure '75
TUE PRESENTATION IN THE TEMPLI!. Rectangular. Light
brown patina. H. IO cm., W. 6.4 cm.
A.44S.t68B
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149 : Figure 181
THE ENTOMBMENT. Rect:mgle with silhouetted upper
edge. Medium brown patina. H. 7 cm., W. 7.2 em.
A·450.173B
Variant of the lower part of the preceding plaqueue, in
which the heads of Nicodemus and Joseph of Arimathaea
are Oldded Ole dIe sides. Hole Olt top.
VariOlnt of No. 148 pre:sumOlbly designed for mounting as
a pOlX. A venion in bronze, silvered Olnd gilt, is in Berlin,
and Olnower, mounted as Ol pax, is in the Musco Nazionale,
Florence. At least two other versions mounted in arcrutecnlral frames, one dOlted ISS9, Olre known. The head
added on the right corresponds with the St. Jerome in
No. 133.
LitCflItllrc: MoUnier, No. 174; Molinier, in L'Art, xl,
ISS6, p. 190; Migeoll, in Lts Arts, No. So, August 1905,
p. 20; Dange. No. 4S7; Ricci, ii, p. IH. No. 173; Cott,
p. lSI (all as Medemo).

150 : Figure 176
Tun ENTOMBMENT. Rect:mgular. Medium brown patina
(much rubbed). H. 10.2 cm., W. 6.S cm.
A.44S.17IB
The tomb, in the form of:m Olntique sarcoph.agus, lies
diagonOllly OlCroSS the foreground. On its front face Olre
three indecipherable scenes. The body of Christ is lowered
into it from the furdler side by two beOlrded figures Olt dle
head and feet. Behind is the Virgin, who g~ down into
Christ's [Olce. At the bOlck Olre (right to left) the Magdalen,
a female figure, Sf.Jolm and another womOln. On the right
is the entL.lnce to the sepulchre, and in the distallce Olre the
wOllls of Jerusalem, Christ carrying the Cross, and the
Crucifixion. Two stopped holes at top.
The plaquette exists in many collections. No signed venion
is known. Style and dimensions suggest that it must form
a counterpart to No. 151. The type of the St. Jolm recalls that of St. George in the Vieruu Virgin and Child
cnthroned with Sa.i.nts (Molinicr, No. 166), and it is likely
th.at the plaquette is later in date dlall No. 14S. The
three scenes on the front face of the tomb arc wrongly
described by Ricci, following Molinier, as 'episodes of the
POlssion'. They Olppcar to iUustrale the legend of the Cross.

Literatllrc: M oUnier. No. 172: Migeoll, in Les Arts, No. So,
August 1908, p. 19: Bange, No. 4S6; MOlclagan, p. 30;
Ricci, ii, p. 134, No. 171; Cott, p. l SI (all:lS Modemo).

The sarcophagus is placed diagotully on the left side of the
plaquette. Above it, to the left of centre, is the risen Christ,
with his right hOlnd L.lised in benediction and a b:mner in
his left. In the left foreground is a sleeping soldier. On the
right is a naked soldier with bOlck turned to the spec~tor
gazing up at Christ and behind Olre two further soldiers,
one looking upwards and one reaching down for his
cuirass. A fourth soldier is crouching behind the sarcophagus. In the left background is the entrance to the
sepulchre.
The plaquette, which is not uncommon, is found in the
Louvre, the Victoria and Albert Museum and elsewhere.
A greOltly reduced variant (H. 2.7 em., W. 2.2 em.) is in
Derlin. The male figure with back turned on the right
recurs in the Crucifixion relief (No. I47), and perlups
depends from an engraved source. Middeldorf (private
communication) relates the composition to the Lconardesque al~rpiccc of the Resurrection in Berlin. No signed
venion of dIe plaquette is known. In some examples the
douds in dIe sky arc omitted, and in others the scene is
framed in a moulded rim.
Litmllure: Molinier, No. ISO; Migeoll, in us Arts, No. So,
August 1905, p. 20; Bange, No. 4SS: No. 4S9 (reduced
variant); Maclagan, p. 31; Ricci, ii, p. 136, No. 175; Cott,
p. 151 (0l1l:lS Moderno).

152 : Figure 186
TUE ENTOMBMENT. Rect:mgubr. Dark brown patUu.
H. 3.7 cm., W . 2.S em.
A·SI9·Z41D
The lower part of the scene is filled with the richly decorated tomb, of which one end is visible on the right. The
body of Christ is supported on it in a seated posture by
St. John, whose left foot is set on the tomb. Christ's right
arlll is held by dIe Virgin, and his head is turned back over
his left shoulder. At the back is dIe lamenting M:tgdalen.
Surrounded by a moulded rim.
The pbquctte is described by Ricci as POlduan, fifteenth
century. The excellence of the chasing and the sophistication of the design suggests that we have here to do with
all Olutograph work by Modemo. Other rectangular
e.~mples arc in the Mweo Archeologico, Venice, and the
Victoria and Albert Museum, London, and derivatives in
lead (NO. 441: oval) and bronze (No. 442: circular) Olre
ill Berlin. The plaquettes Olre ascribed by Bange and
Madagan to Modemo.

151 : Figure 177
CollectiDIl: Piot (sale Paris, 21-24 May IS90, No. llS).
TilE RESURRECTION. Rectangular. Medium brown patina.
H. 10 cm., W. 6.5 cm.
A·4S 2.17S n

Literaturc: Bange, Nos. 441, 442i Madagan, p. 30; Ricci,
ii, p. 178, No. 241; Cott, p. 14S.

MODERNO

153 : Figure 187
TUE DEAD CHRIST SUPPORTED BY TilE VIRGIN AND SAINT
JOlIN. Rectangubr. Medium brown patina. H. 8.3 cm.,
W. 6.6 cm.
A.4S1.174B
The body of Christ is supported on the front edge of the
sarcophagus by the grief-stricken figures of the Virgin
Qeft) and St. John (right). A lamenting angel appe:m
beneath the right Olrm of Christ. The legs of Christ are
severed through the thighs, md the head is turned over the
right shoulder. Holes at top and bottom.
The pbquettc is found in many collections. In some
versions die duee figures wear haloes (e.g. Bange, No.
455), in others they wear no haloes but arc surrounded by
a broad ornamented border (e.g. Morgenroth, No. 233),
and in others the Olngel is omitted. A circubr version is
also known. Ricci notes correctly that 'the earliest and best
state is
one here represented, with the little angel and
without the aureoles, the cross and the border', and the
present relief is one of the finest surviving examples of the
pbquette. As noted by Middcldorf, a termillus allte qllem
for the composition is supplied by a silver pax dated 1513
in the treasury of the Cathedra] at Mantua (Illvelltario degli
OggeJti d' A,tc, vi, provo di Malltova. 1935. p. 3B£). Bange
compares die representation to that in a Delb Robbia
relief :l.t Citt?!' di Castello. The strongly classical character
of the torso of Christ suggests that the design mOlY have
been evolved concurrently with the Flagellation plaquette.

me

Literatllre: Molinier, No. 176; Migeon, in us Arts, No. Bo,
August 190B, p. 20; Bange. No. 455; P]aniscig, Est. K.,
No. 372 (for variant in Vienna); Macl:lg:ln, pp. 29-30;
Ricci, ii, p. 13S. No. 174; Middeldorf. Morgellroth. Nos.
233.234; Cott, p. 151 (all as Modemo).

154 : Figure 185
SAINT SEBASTIAN. Rect.lI1gular. Dark brown patina.
H. 7.7 cm., W. 5.7 COl.
A·4S4· 177 B
In the centre is the Saint, with three :lrrows protruding
from his body, tied to a column with a Corinthi:ln capital .
To the left is a pier deeoC:lted (above) with :I classical
equestrian figure :lnd (bclow) with a figure of Venus. A
protruding seat or :lit:lr beneath has on its front face a
second equestrian figure. The narrower pier on the right
is mutibted at the top, and below is decoC:lted with a figure
of Mars :lnd with an cagle. Narrow double moulded rim.
Hole :It top.
The plaquette, of which this is an unusually fine example,
exists in many collections. Initially ascribed by Piot to
Daniele Arcioni (presumably on the :lnalogy of enamels
ascribed to this artist), it was given by Molinier to Moderno, and is regarded by B:lnge as :In early work. Planiscig
brings it into relation with a relief of St. Seb:lstian by

Caradosso described by Ambrogio di Leone in the De
Nobilitate Rem/U (1525). The torsion of tile figure appears
to have been influenced by the Zuan Andrea engr:lving of
St. Sebastian. No signed version of tile pbquette is known.

Litemt",e: Piot. L'Art auciell a I'Expositioli de 1878, pp.
417-B2 (as D:lnicle Arcioni; for this :luribution see also
Malaguzzi-Valeri in Thieme Klillslfcr-Lexikoll, ii, p. 71);
Molinier. No. IB2; Bange, No. 433; .M:J.clagan, p. 32;
Planiscig, Est. K., No. 351 (for Caradosso reference);
Ricci, ii, p. 13B, No. 177; Cott, p. 151: Hind, E.I.E••
pI. 583 (for ZU:ln Andrea engr:lving).

ISS : Figure 172
SAINT ROCH. Medium brown p:ltina. H. 7.6 cm., W.
A·4S7.1BoB
S·4 cm .
The lumbed Saint, clothed a5 :I pilgrim with :I Mt :lttached
to the head of his long staff, is represented frontally with
right foot raised, lifting his robe to reveal the wound in his
thigh. Behind is an extensive bndscapc containing two
small figures and, on the horizon, :I castle and a town. A
double line of horizontal clouds runs :lcross the top of the
plaqucue. Moulded rim. Six holes for fixing :It the corners
and sides.
The pbquettc. of which examples arc found in the Louvre.
Berlin, and other collections, was reg:lrded by Molinier as
a work of U]ocrino. This :lscriprion W:lS replaced by Bode
with an attribution to the school of Modemo. Moderno's
name \Vas attached to the plaqueue without reserve by
Bange, and it is accepted :IS a work of Modemo by Ricci.
It W:lS perhaps made as a companion piece to the St.
Sebastian plaquette (No. 154).

Literature: Molinier. No. 251 (as UJocrino); Bode, No. B35
(as school of Modemo); Dange, No. 435 (as Modeeno):
Ricci, ii, p. 139, No. IBo (as Modemo); Cott, p. 151 (as
Modemo).

156 : Figure 173
SAINT JEROME. Rectangular. Dark brown p:ltina. H.
7.8 em., W. 6 cm.
A.45S. 178B
The S:lim is shown kneeling on the left before the entrance
to a ave. His left hand is extended, and he holds a stone
in his right. In the centre is the lion and on the right is a
crucifix, of which the sh:lft and cross-piece are made fro111
the branches of:l trcc. On the ground bene:lth arc :I skul1
and a closed book. In the distance an extensive Iandsca.pe.
Moulded rim. Hole :It top.
The plaquette. which is rebted in composition to No. IB3
but is in lower relief, is ascribed to Modemo by Molinicr,
Dange and Ricci. No signed version is knOWIl, and the
:luributioll is deb:ltahle.
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L itl!rature : Molinier, No. 183; Bange, No. 463; Ricci, ii,
p. 138, No. 178; Cott, p. 151 (all a$ Modemo).

IS7 : Figure 188
AUCUSTUS AND THE SIBYL. Circular. Medium brown
patina. Diameter 5.7 cm.
A.4S8.1818
The plaqucuc, which has a moulded rim with an oU[er
ropo-fillet, shows thc courtyard of a pauce with wed Boor,
a richly dccor:l[ed rcar wall divided by pilasters, a doorway
and a broken colunm. In the centre is the Tiburtinc Sibyl,
with right arm raised, standing behind Augustus who
kneels with head upturned towards a vision of the Virgin
and Child in the sky above the wnll.
An unusuaUy fine impression of a pbquctte of which
versions exist in the Louvre, Berlin, the Victoria and Albert
Museum, the Musco Correr, Venice. and d sewhere. The
attribution to Medemo is due to MoUnier, and is accepted
by Bange and Ricci, and is corroborated by comparison
with the Virgin and Child with Saints (No. 142), where
the handling of dlc figures and of the decorated surface
of the throne arc closely similar. The impcrfcctly decipherable oval scene on the rear waU is based on an engraving
by Giovanni Anton.io dOl Brescia.

Literatllre: Molinier. No. 185: Bangc, No. 500; Jacobsen.
in RJ.K., xvi, 1893. p. 64 (for venion in Museo Correr);
Maclagan, p. 31; Ricci, ii, p. 140, No. 181; Cott, p. 151
(all :tS Modemo); Hind, E.l.E.• pI. SS9n (for engraving by
Giovanni Antonio da Dracia) .

'S8 : Figure 167
MARS AND VICTORY. Circular. Dark brown patina.
A.4S9.182B
Diameter 10.5 cm.

In the centre is Victory, represented as a nudc winged
female figure running to die right, whose arm is held by
Mars, a mile nude with a helmet and a trophy borne over
the left shoulder. On the left is :l rocky cliff with :l cave,
and on the right, in front of a broken arch, is a diminutive
altar with a statue of a naked youth. Treble moulded rim.
Holc at top.
The pbquette is known in circular versions in Bcrlin and
elsewhere, in circular reductions (e.g. Naples No. 37), and
in rectangular variants in which the two figures alone arc
shown (for these see No. 159 below). The composition
occurs as a nieUo in thc Dritish Museum, and an cngraving
by Nicoletto dOl Modena shows the figure of Mars. A
rd:lted agate intaglio is reproduced by IUsponi and Mariette, and it is acceptcd by Planiscig dlat the twO figures
depend from dris or from some other antique hard-stone
carving. An attempt of Bange to explain the present relief
as part of a series of plaquettes which include the De:ldl of
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Hippolytus (NO. 160) , the Arion (Nos. 16c), 170) and
Orpheus reliefs (Nos. 171-4). and the circubr Hercules
and the Nemean Lion (No. 161) is contested by Planiscig
who regards them as 'inhiltlich zwar nicht zusammengehenden Szcncn'. Though the plaqueucs do not form
a series, they arc stylistica.lly inter-related. As noted by
Dange, the plaquctte is copied on the Porta ddJa Rana of
the DuomO:lt Como (1507), and must therefore have been
cast before this time.

Littratur(: Molinier. No. 186; Molinier, inL'Art, xl, 1886,
p. 17Z; Migeon. in us Arts, No. 80, August I!)08, p. 21;
Bange, No. 465; Mac1agan, p. 33; Planiscig. Brollzeplastike", No. 412; Ricci, ii, p. 140, No. 182; Middddorf,
Morgellrotf" No. 236; Cott, p. 151 (a1.I as Modcmo);
Rasponi, ReClicil des pierrcs gravces, pI. v, No. 11 (for
intaglio); Mariettc, Traitc des pitrrcs gravies, ii, IS (for
agate inbglio); Hind, Nielfi, No. 16; Hind, E.l.E., pI. 682
(for Nicoletto dOl Modena engraving).
I

S9 : Figure 162

MAns AND VICTORY. Rectangular. Yellowish brown
patina. H. 7 em., W. 5.6 cm.
A.460.t83D
The pbquette shows the figures of Mars and Victory as in
No. 158, but on a flat ground. The feet of Mars arc set
on the base of the pbquettc, and not aligned on a d.i.agonal
:tS in the circular version. Narrow moulded rim.
The plaquette is a simplified vari.:mt of No. 158 (q.v.).
Examples of it occur in Derlin. Vienna, the Musco Correr,
Venice, and m.any other collections. The two figures recllr
on the reverse of an anonymous med.'I1 ofLuca de' Zuhari.

Literafllrc: Molinicr. No. 186; Dange, No. 466: Jacobsen,
in Rcpcrtorium f,;r Klllutwisseuschq[t, >..'xvi, 1893, p. 65 (for
c-"(ample in Museo Correr, Venice); PLm.iscig, Bro"zt~
plastikCII, No. 412; Ricci, ii, p. 141, No. 183; Cott, p. 151;
Hill, Corp"s, No. 217 (for medallic reverse).

160 : Figure 168
Tun DEATH OF HIPPOLYTUS. Circular. Dark brown
patina. Diameter 10.5 em.
A.466.189D
In an extellSive landsca.pe the figure of a naked youth is
depicted f.'I1Iing backwards from a broken chariot drown
by four plunging horses. Water ruru across dlc base, and
in the distance arc hillocks with two groups of trees.
Treble moulded rim. Hole at top.
A magni6cent example of dtis frequendy encountered
plaquette. In a variant in the Victoria and Albert Museum
the JandSC3pe is replaced by a pilaee. The figure of the
youth is drawn from a Phactllon urcophagus. and for this
reason the plaquette is described by Molinier and aU Iatcr
students as the Fall of Phacthon. Since dIe sea is represented
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at the b:L'ic of the plaquctte. it is likely that the subject
is the Death of Hippolytus. A bte sixtecnth-ccntury

rectangular variant is in the British Museum. A rcbted
Rcnaiss:tncc CJmco is also known.

Literature: Molinicr, Nos. 191, 192 (latter with :uchitcctural
background; for this sec Spitzer Collection, Plaqucttes,
pI. III, No. 16 and Morgenroth. No. 238); Migcon, ill us
Arts, No. 80, August 1908, p. 21; Dange, No. 467: Maclagan, 33: Ricci, ii, p. 143. No. 189: Middeldorf; MorgelJrOlh, Nos. 237. 238; Cott, p. 152: Hill, in n.M., xxx, 1917.
pp. 109-10 (for bter recungular variant); Kris, i, pI. 14.
Nos. 42. 43 (for cameo).

161 : Figure 170
HERCULES AND THB NEMEAN LION.

patina. Diameter 10.6 em.

Circular. Dark brown
A.472.I9SB

The naked figure of Hercules is shown st:mding in profile
to the left throttling the Nemean lion. which he has lifted
from the ground. On the left is a rocky cave surmounted
by a castle. and on the right is a barren tree. from which
a quiver is sllipended; the club of Hercules is propped up
against the trunk. In the distance on the extreme right is a
rock with a clump of trees. Treble moulded rim.
MoUnier observes that the central group is based on the
reverse of a coin of Heraclea. The plaquectc is found in
three main variants: (i) the present version. of which
examples exist at Berlin and Brescia; (ii) a rectangular
version. produced in some numbers, in which the rocks to
right and left are omitted; (iii) a circular variant corresponding with the rectangular version. with or without a
broad palmette border. (ii) and (iii) arc widely, and almost
certainly correctly. looked upon as derivatives from (i).
It is wrongly suggested by Bange that the present plaquette
forms part of a series of reliefs to which the Mars and
Victory, the Death of Hippolytus, and the Orpheus and
Arion plaquettes would also have belonged.

Colfcetioll: Fiot (sale Paris, 21-24 May 1890, No. 88).
Literatllre: Molinier, No. 198 ; Migcon, inLes Arts, No. 80,
August 1908, p. :H; Bange, No. 473; Ricci. ii, p. 146, No.
195; Middeldorf. Morgellrot!" No. 244; Cott, p. 152 (all as
Modemo).

162 : Figure 158
HllRCULIiS AND ANTAEUS. Rectangular. Very dark
parina. H. 7.5 cm., W. 5.9 crn.
A.477.2OOB
Hercules is seen standing in full-face with legs apart,
gripping the body of Antaeus round the waist. The head
of Antaeus is thrown back, his two hands arc extended,
::md his right leg is bent back. Bchind thc two figures are
thc richly decorated bases of two broken pillars. The
ground is littered with stones. Narrow double-moulded
rim on threc sides. Hole at top.

Though regarded by Ricci as a variant of No. 163, it is
likely that the present version represents the original
scheme from which tlle bttcr plaquettc is drawn. It has
bcen variously ascribed to Modemo and to Ulocrino. The
type of Antaeus differs from that in the signed plaquette of
Hercules triumphant over the dead Antaeus. but it is
likely that the relief is also by Modemo. It is assumed by
Bange that the plaquette formed part of tlle same series as
rectangular variants of the Mars and Victory and of the
Hercules and the Nemean Lion in Berlin (Dange. 466, 474).

Literatllre: Molinier, No. 203 (as Modemo) j Migeon, in

us Arts, No. 80, August 1908, p. 27 (as Ulocrino); Bange,

No. 475 (as Modemo); Rizzini. No. 24 (example at Brescia
as Modemo); Ricci, ii, p. ISO, No. 200 (as Modemo);
Cott, p. 152 (as Modemo).

163 : Figure 159
HERCULES AND ANTAEUS. Rectangular. Light brown
parina. H. 7.4 cm., W. 5.8 cm.
A·476.199B
The same figures arc shown as in the preceding plaquette.
The stones covering the ground arc also retained, but the
fragmentary piers are completed to form a vaulted building, and their surface dccoration is eliminated. Narrow
double-moulded rim on tllree sides. Hole at top.
Tlus version of tlle composition, which seems to represent
a later variant of No. 162, is encountered less frequently.
Other cxamples arc found in Berlin and in the Museo
Corrcr, Venice.

Literature: Molinier, No. 202 (as Modemo); Migeon, in
Les Arts, No. 80, August 1908, p. 19 (as Ulocrino);Jacobsen, Rf.K., xvi, 1893, pp. 61-2 (for Correr version);
Bange, No. 476 (as Modemo); Ricci, ii, p. ISO, No. 199
(as Modemo); Cott, p. 152 (as Modemo).

164 : Figure 160
HERCULES AND THll NllMEAN LION. Oblong with rounded
ends. Medium brown patina. H. 9.2 em., W. 4.2 cm.
A·474· 1 97B
The surface is divided by mouldings into a square scene in
the centre and small circular reliefs at top and bottom. The
central relief; representing Hercules and the Nemean lion,
shows the naked figure of Hercules in proftle to the left
bending forward as he wrestles with the lion. Belilnd him
is a barren tree. Each of the circular reliefs is supported by
two putti. That beneath shows Hercules and Achclolli and
is inscribed with the name ACIIELOVS. The circular relicf
above shows the Judgcment of Solomon. Plain moulded
rim. Hole at top.

This rare plaquettc, which forms a pendant to the following number, is also known through versions in the British
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Museum and in the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford. The
central relief is regarded by Ricci as a repetition of No.
184, but is perhaps the prototype from which the latter
version derives. The plaqueue is assumed by Ricci to have
been made O1S a lid. The h01ndling is insepar:lble from that
of No. 142.

Litcratllre: Molinier, No. 200; Migeon, in Les Arts, No. 80,
August 1908, p. 20; Hill, in B.M., xxx, 1917, pI. II G (for
version in British Museum); lUcci, ii, p. 147, No. 197;
Cou, p. 152 (all as Modemo).

165 : Figure 161
NESSUS AND DEIANIRA . Oblong with rounded ends. Very
A.47P98n
dark brown patina. H. 9.4 em., W. 4.3 cm.
The surface is divided by mouldings into a square scene in
the centre and small circular scenes at top and bottom. The
central relief shows the centaur Nessus riding to the left
with Dcianir:l on his back. In. the circular relief beneath
Hercules, with back turned, wearing the lion's skin, is seen
shooting at the Stymphalian birds. The circular relief above
shows a seated figure of Victory with a palm in her left
hand. To the right is a pile of military trophies and a
colunm with a statue. Each of the circular reliefs is supported by two putti. Plain moulded rim.
The plaquette forms a pendant to the preceding number.
Other examples exist in the Louvre and in Berlin and
clse-where. The central plaquette also occurs separately.
Molinier postulates a connection between the centre relief
and that below, and assumes that Hercules is shooting at
the retreating Ncssus. For the figure of Dcianira, who is
shown with arms outstretched, compare the corresponding
figure in the Hercules, Nessus and Dcianira by Antonio
Pollajuolo in the Vale University Art Gallery; the pose
of the Hercules corresponds with that of the foremost
soldier on the right in the Martyrdom of St. Sebastian by
Antonio Pollajuolo in the National Gallery, London.

Literatllre: Molinier, No. .205; Migeon, in us Arts, No. 80,
1908, p. 20; Bange, No. 486; Ricci, ii, p. 148, No. 198;
Cott, p. 152 (all as Modemo).

The subject is described by Molinier as 'Un Sculpteur
antique', by Bange as an Allegory of Sculpture, and by
Ricci 35 a Sculptor carving a Statue of Cupid. A precedent
for the scene is supplied by a Hellenistic rclief in the
Louvre showing Prometheus creating Man. Prometheus
is listed by Pomponius Gauricus (De Sculptllra, Florence,
1504, c. xvi) as the first sculptor. First classified by Molinier
as an imitation of the antique, the plaquette was later
accepted by Molinier on the suggestion of Bode as a work
of Modemo, and is classified as Modemo by Bange and
Planiscig. An attribution to Modemo is rejected by lUcci,
who regards the plaquette as Paduan, early sixteenth
century. Its connection with the group of plaqucttes
associable with No. 142 makes an attribution to Modemo
mandatory. The rdief is of conspicuously high quality.

Literalllrc: Molinier, No. 36 (as after the antique), ii, p. 206
(as Modemo); Bode, No. 798 (as Modemo); Bange, No.
494 (as Modemo) ; Planiscig, Est. K., No. 355 (as Modemo);
lUcci, ii, p. 158, No. 2JI (as PadU:lll, early sixteenth
century); Cott, p. In (as Modemol); Raggio, injollfllal
oJthe Warbllrg alld COI"tallld IllStitlltes, xxi, 1958, pI. 6b (for
Louvre relicf).

167 : Figure 163
THE CONTINENCE OF SCIPIO. Dark lacquer (much rubbed)
over light brown bronze. H. 5.8 em., W. 7.5 cm.
A·579·30ID
The relief, which is ridged in Ule centre and comprises
two irregular concave wings with a double rim-fillet is
designed for insertion in a sword-hilt. On the left is the
armed figure of Scipio seated in profile to the right, confronting a standing maiden accompanied by a soldier. On
the right a naked messenger carrying the captive's ransom
bends forward before Scipio, who returns the captive
maiden to her betrothed. The head of a soldier appcars in
the background.

PROMETHEUS CREATING MAN. Circular. Dark brown
patina Qacquer on body of child rubbed). Diameter
A.489.211D
4.7 cm.

The relief exists in a number of collections. A companion
rdief with an Allegory of Victory by the same hand is also
found in the Victoria and Albert Museum and elsewhere.
The two plaquettes occur on sword-hilts in the MullZleabinett at Munich and the ROyal Armoury in Madrid,
and the present relief is reproduced on Ule sword-hilt of
St. Paul in a painting by COOa in the Accademia, Venice
(probably after 1510). The correct identification of the
subject is due to Bange. A circular variant is also known.

A bearded male nude (left) is seated with a mallet in his
hand carving (centre) a statue of a naked child. At the back.
is a curtain. tied on the right to a tree to which a syrinx is
also attached. From the two hands of the statue hang
omamcnul medallions showing (left) an indecipherable
scene and (right) a chariot moving to the right preceded
by a male figure. Double moulded rim.

Literatllre: Molinier, No. 513 (as 'sujet antique', North
Italian, fifteenth century); Bode, No. 751 (as the Death of
St.John Ule Baptist by Modemo); Maclagan, pp. 31-2 (as
I Modemo); Bange, Nos. 460, 461, 462 (as Modemo);
Ricci, ii, p. 212, No. 301 (as North Italian, about 1500);
Cott, p. 148: Habich, in Cicerolle, ii, 1910, pp. 427-31 (for
Munich sword-hilt).

166 : Figure 189

MODERNO

168 : Figure 164

170 : Figure 193

A LION HUNT. Circubr. Light brown patina. Diameter
8.2. cm.
A.495.217B

ARION RESCUED BY THE DOLPIUN. Circular. Medium
brown patina. Diameter 10.7 CI11.
1..482.20511

In the centre foreground a lion is seen attacking a crouching

Arion, playing his viol, is seated on the back of a dolphin
which is swimming to the right. To the left in the middle
distance is the ship represented on No. 169, and on the
horizon is a city. In the centre foreground is a strip of
shore. Treble moulded rim. Hole at base.

male nude who protects himself with his shield. Behind
are two armed horsemen, one with a sword raised above
his h~d, and to the right is a footsoldier about to attack
the lion with a sword. On the extreme left is the upper
part of another male figure. Treble moulded rim.
The attribution to Modemo is due to Molinier, and is
accepted by Bange, Maclagall, Ricci and Middeldorf.
Molinier mistakenly regards the horsemen on the Icft of
the scene as identical with the horseman in No. 186. The
relief corresponds with an engraving by a Gennan sixteenth-ccnrury master signing A, in which, as noted by
Molinier. the footsoldier on the extreme right is shown
without a helmet. The composition is used for the reverse
of a medal of Sigismund August, King of Pobnd (1564).

Litcratllre; Molinier, No. 217: Bange, No. 478; Macbgall,
p. 39; Ricci, ii, pp. 162-3, No. 217; Middeldorf, Morgellrotl" Nos. 249, 250: Cott, p. 153; Racz}'liski, us MMaiflellrs de Poiogllc, i, p. 89 (for related medal).

MODERNO (ATTRIBUTED TO)
169 : Figure 191
ARION CAPTURED BY PIRATES. Circular. Medium brown
patina. Diameter 10.4 cm.
A.481.20411
Arion stands on the s~-shore in full face, naked save for a
mantle over his right shoulder. His arms arc tied behind
his back by two armed men. In the right foreground is his
viol. In the distance is a sh.ip. Treble moulded rim.
The plaqucue, which exists in a Ilumber of collections,
forms a counterpart to No. 170. The attribution to
Modemo is due to MoUnier, and is repeated by all bter
authorities save Middeldorf. The figure of Arion is comp,lted by Pbniscig with the St. Sebastian in the silver
relief of the Virgin and Child with Saints by Modemo in
Vienna. Bange regards the two Arion plaquettes as part
of a series of reliefs, to which the Mars and Victory, the
Death of Hippolytus and the four Orpheus plaquettes
would also have belonged. Tins hypothesis is rejected by
Planisdg.

Lileratllre: Molinier, No. 206: Migeon, in us Arts, No. 80,
August 1908, p. 21: Bange, No. 469; Planiscig, Est. K.,
No. 354; Maclagan, p. 33; Ricci, ii, p. 152, No. 204; Cott,
p. 152 (all as Modemo); Middeldorf, Morgellfotl" p. 35
(as by imitator or assistant of Modemo).

This rare relief. which forms a counterp:m to No. 16g, is
known only through the present example and a version in
the British Museum.

Collectioll; Piot (sale Paris, 25 April, 1864, No. 56; sale
Paris, 21-24 May 1890, No. 98).
Literature: Migeon, inLes Arts, No. 80, August 1908, p. 21;
Hill, in B.M., xxx, 1917, p. 109 (for example in British
Museum); Ricci, ii, p. 152, No. 205: Cott, p. 152 (all as
Modemo).

17I : Figure 195
ORPHEUS DESCENDING INTO HADES. Circular. Black
patina. Diameter 10.5 cm.
A.484.206n
Orpheus with baek turned is seen playing on his viol in the
centre of the scene. To the left is the open gate of Hades
guarded by a winged demon. Through the open gate a
rocky landscape is visible. To the right are crags crowned
with A:lmes, and beneath them a cave, at whose mouth arc
two winged demons. Treble moulded rim. Hole at top.
The plaquette forms part of the same series as the three
following scenes. All four plaquettcs arc mistakenly
assumed by Bange to have belonged to a still larger series,
of which the two Arion reliefs, the Death of Hippolytus
and certain other scenes would also have been constituents.
The attribution to Modemo originates with MoUnier and
is retained by all later authorities save Middeldorf.

Col/ee/ioll: Piot (sale Paris, 25 April 1864, No. 55; sale
Paris, 21 May 1890, No. 93).
Literalllre: Molinier. No. 207; Migeon, in Lcs Arts, No. 80,
August 1908, p. 21; Bange, No. 471; Madagan, p. 34;
Ricd, ii, p. 154, No. 206; Middcldorf, Morge"rotl,. p. 35:
Cott, p. 152.

172 : Figure 197
ORPHEUS REDEEMING EURYDICE. Circular. Medium
brown patina (much rubbed). Diameter 10.5 em.
A.4 85. 207D
On the left is the frontal figure of Orpheus, naked save for
a mantle tied round the neck, holding his viol. To the
right is the almost naked figure of Eurydice led forwards
by :1 winged demon. Behind Orpheus is the gate ofHadcs.
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To left and right stretches a rocky bndscape with (right)
the entrnnce to a cave and (left) two winged demons.
Treble moulded rim. Hole at top.
The relief forms part of the same series as the preceding
and the two following scenes. The scheme is repeated in a
reduced and simplified version (diameter 7.2 cm.) in the
former Whitcombe Green collection (now British Museum), in which the background is eliminated and two
demon heads arc inserted between the main figures.
Burckhardt, followed by Bange and Maclagan, cites the
composition as the source of a tondo of the Judgement
of Midas by Cima da Conegl.iano at Parma. The pose of
Apollo in the painting is related to that of Orpheus ill the
pbquette, but the eOlUleetion is not so close that direct
influence of the pbquette on the painting must be prcsUllled. The plaquette. along with its companion scenes
and the two Arion plaquettes, is given by Middeldorf to
an imitator or assistant of Modemo.

Collectioll: Piot (sale Paris. 21 May 1890, No. 94).
Literalllre: Molinier, No. 208: Burckhardt, Gma do COileglial/o, 1905. p. 86: B.F.A. C .• 1912. No. 16, pI. lxix (for
Whitcombe Green variant); Bange. No. 472; Maclag:m,
p. 34: Ricci. ii, p. IS4. No. 207: Middcldorf, Morgenroth,
No. 2S1; Cotto p. IP,

173 : Figure 198
ORPIIEUS LOSING EURYDICE, Citcular, Black patina. Diameter 10.4 cm.
A,486.208n
Orpheus (left) with his viol hcld upright in his hand is
shown clasping the wrist of Eurydice, who kneels on the
right widl her hair falling behind her. Her ankle is seized
by a demon, To the tight of centre is the gate of Hades as
ill the preceding scenes, ;md on the extreme right is the
entr;mce to a cave. Treble moulded rim. Hole at top,
Tins rare relief, winch is also recorded in two versions in
the Louvre and an eX:lmple at Lyons, forms patt of the
S:lme series as the two preceding scenes and the following
scene. The detail in the background is Jess highly worked
up th;m in Nos. 171 and 172. but the chasing of the
foreground figures is conspicuously fine.

Collection: Piot (sale Paris. 21 May 1890, No. 9S),
Literature: Molinier, No, 209i Migeon, in us Arts, No. 80,
August 1908. p. 21; Vaudoyer, in L'Amollr de l'art. 1925,
p. 261; Ricci, ii, p, 156, No. 208; Cotto p. IS2.

174 : Figure 200
ORPHBUS PLAYING TO TIIB ANIMALS. Circular. Medium
A.487.209B
brown patina. Diameter 10.6 cm.
In dle centre, Orpheus is seen seated on a trec-stump
playing on his viol. Above him are four birds seated on

the branches of a tree. To die right arc a stag and a unicorn.
and to the left a bull. a hind and a stag. In the distance
(left) a clump of trees and (right) a single tree. Treble
moulded rim, Hole at top.
The relief forms part of the same series as the three prcceding scenes. and is more frcquendy encountered than the
companion plaquettes. As noted by Bange. a trapezoidal
vari:mt exists in a single version in the Musco Nazionale,
Florence (Carrand Collection).

Literatllre: Molinier, No. 210; Migeon. in Les Arts. No. 80,
August 1908. p. 21; Bange, No. 470; Ricci, ii. p. IS6, No.
209: Cott, p. 152.

175 : Figure 190
THE DEATH OF ORPIIEUS. Circular. Medium brown
patina. Diameter 6 cm.
The plaquctte, which is concave and has a moulded rim.
shows Orpheus seated in the centre before a tree attacked
by five Maenads. On the ground in front arc a viol and
a shield.
The lower part of dIe figure of Orpheus recalls the
corresponding part of No. 174 and it is possible th:lt the
plaquette is a reduction from a larger plaquette with the
Death of Orpheus of which 110 example survives. The
present relief exists ill a fl3t version. of which examples
arc at Berlin and Brescia, a concave version for use in a
sword-hilt. of which an example is at Drcsci3. and a flat
version in a broad ormmented frame, of winch a specimen
is in the Carrand Collection of the Musco Nazionale.
Florence.

Literawre: MoUnier. No. 2II; Migcan, in us Arts. No. 80.
August, i908, p. 19; Bange, No. 477; Rizzini, Nos. 32, 33;
Ricci, ii. p. IS8, No. 120; Cotto p. IS3 (all as Modemo).

176 : Figure 192
TilE DEATII Of LUCRETIA. Rectangular. Dark brown
parina, H. 9.4 cm.• W. 7.8 cm,
A·492,214B
From the left Brutus, naked save for a nunde, advances
with hands lifted in horror towards Lucretia (right), who
stabs herself with a dagger held in her raised right hand,
The two figures stand on rocky ground, Hole at top.
The plaquette exists in two variants. (i) the present rectangular form (of which :l second example is in the Victoria
and Albert Museum, London). and (ii) a circular version
surrounded by a wide border of palmettes (of which an
example is in Derlin). Ascribed by Molinier to Riccio and
by Maclagan to the school of Riccio, it is given by Bange
to an artist :lctive in the circle ofUlocrino under Modemo's
influence and by Ricci 'very definitely to Modemo him-
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self', Bange relates the pbqumc to the Hercules and
Antaeus (No. 180). les authorship is inseparable from that
of the Arion and Orpheus pbqumes.

Falconetto in the Palazzo d' Arco at Mamua. A tcrminllS
al/te qllem for its casting is provided by the appeamnce
of the same scheme on the Porta delb. Raru. of the Duomo

Literature: MoUnier. No. 237: Bange, No. 429; Macbgan,
p. 61; Ricci, ii. pp. 159-00. No. 214: COlt, p. 153.

at Como (IS07). A generally similar motif is used by
Pollajuolo on the left side of the breastplate of the terracotta Bust of a Youth in dIe Musco Nazionale, Florence.

177 : Figure 194
HERCULES STRANGLING THE SERPENTS.

Rectangular. Dtlrk

brown patina (rubbed on exposed surfaces). H. 9 em.,
W. 7.6 em.
A.467.190n
The child Hercules is shown walking to the right with
head tumed back over his right shoulder. A light cloak
blows out behind him. He holds a serpent in each hand.
Hole at top.

The plaqucuc, of which examples !ICC found in the British
Museum, the Victoria and Albert Museum (in lcad. possibly a German after-can) and mher collections, is ascribed
to Medema by MeUnier and Ricci. Circubr examples (one
of which is in the Lederer ccUeenan) are also known. It is
poimed out by Courajod that the scheme is 'littcralement
tire d'une medaille de Samos'. Like the related Labours
of Hercules on a flat ground, all of which depend from the
antique, the relief, though cormected with the plaquettes of
Modemo, may have been produced in Mantua.

Literature: Coumjod, L'1mitatioIJ des objets J'art antiques,
Paris, ISS7; Molinier, No. 193; Migeon, in Les Arts, No.
So, August 1908, p. 20; Maclagan, p. 34; Ricci, ii, p. II4.
No. 190; Cott, p. 152 (all as Modemo).

178 : Figure 196
HERCULES AND TilE LERNAEAN HYDRA. Rectangular.
Very dark pat:itu. H. 9.6 em., W. 7.7 em.
A·47 0 • 193 D
Hercules, shown as a youth with legs apart and the lion
skin tied round his loins, raises his right arm to strike the
Hydm, which he gmsps round the neck with his left hand.
The Hydra has a serpent's body, a female hc.td and six
serpent heads, one of which has been severed and lies on
the gro~d. Hole in upper edge.
The plaquette, of which examples exist in the British
Museum, the Victoria and Albert Museum and several
other collections, is regarded by Molinier :lS part of the
same series as No. ISO and is tentatively ascribed by him
to Modemo. Both hypotheses arc endorsed by Bange
and Ricci. As noted by Dange, the scheme depends from
the :mtique; a related composition occurs in the Musco
Gregoriano Euuseo of the Vatic:m. The attribution [0
ModrolO is debatable, and it is likely that the series of
plaqueues also included No. 177 and, less certainly, No.
179, both of which arc by dle same hand. The scheme
of the present pbquette is reproduced in a fresco by

LitC(tltllrc: Molinier, No. 196; Migeon, in Les Arts, No. So,
August 1908, p. 20; Bange. No. 4S1; Jacobsen, in RJ.K..
xvi, IS93, p. 63 (for version in Museo Correr, Venice);
MacIagan, p. 3S; Ricci, ii, p. 145, No. 193; Cott, p. 152
(all as Modemo).

r79 : Figure 199
HERCULES AND THB NEMEAN LION. Rectangular. Dark
brown patina. H. 7.8 cm., W. 6.6 cm.
A.47I.194D
Hercules, depicted as a naked youth kneeling widl head in
profi1e to dIe right, is shown throttling the lion, whose
left front paw is gripped by his right ann and whose left
rc.tr paw rests on his thigh. IUised base-line. Damaged in
upper right comer. Hole at top.
The plaqueue, of which versions arc found in Derlin,
Vienna and elsewhere, is by the same hand as No. 178 and
despite its smaller size may have been IIl:1de as part of the
same series of plaquettes. Like No. 17S it is reproduced
on the Porta della Rana of the Duomo at Como (1507).
The observation of Courajod that the representation depends from a Syracuse coin is taken up by Pl.aniscig, who
relates it to a gem reproduced by Furtwangler (ix, No.
49) :md to Syracuse gold coins of Enainetos and Cymon.
Molinier's attribution to Modemo is accepted by Dange,
Ricci and other students.

LiteralJJre: Molinier, No. 197; Courajod, L'1mitatioll drs
objets d'art antiqlles, p. 29; Migeon, in us Arts, No. 80,
August 1905, p. 20; Dange, No. 479; Maclagan, p. 36;
Planiscig, Est. K., No. 34S; Ricci, ii, p. 146, No. 194; Cott,
p. 125 (aU as Modemo).
180 :

Figure

201

HERCULES AND ANTABUS. Rectangular. Dark brown patina
(rubbed on exposed surfaces). H. 9.7 em., W. 7.7 cm.
A·47 8.20 IB
Hercules is shown from bchind with legs apart, crushing
the body of Antaeus in his arms. The head of Hercules is
turned in profile to the left, and that of Antaeus is thrown
back in agony. The left leg of Antacus is extended and the
right lower leg is drawn back. Doth figures arc completely
nude. The lion's skin, the bow and the quiver of Hercules
hang from a tree-stump on the left. Hole at top.
The plaquette is accepted by Molinier. followed by Bange
and Ricci, :lS a companion piece to No. 17S. It is likely
that both pbquettcs formed part of a larger series of
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Hercules scenes which also included No~ 177 and to which
No. 179 may also have belonged. As with the related plaqueues, :m attribution of Molinier to Modemo is accepted
by Dange, Ricci and other students. The source of the
design has not been established. It is referred by Bange
to the celebrated classical marble group of Hercules and
Antaeus in the courty:lrd of the Palazzo Pitti (where the
posing of dle figures is very different) :md to a fresco attributed to Pollajuolo in the Palazzo Venezi:t, Rome. As
observed by Madagan, there is a general connection between this sdleme :md the small p:lnd by Antonio Pollajuolo in the Uffizi. Florence, and bodl may derive from a
common classical source.

L,'tcralure: MoUnier, No. 203; Migeon, in US Ar/s, No. 80,
August 1908, No. 20; Maclagan. p. 36; Bange, No. 480:
Ricci, ii, p. lSI, No. 201; Cott, p. IS2 (all :lS Modemo).

MODERNO (STYLE OF)
181 : Figure 202

55

:lrcllway has an elabor:ltely decor:lted architrave. The
Saint's hands arc raised above his head, and his legs are
bound to the base by cords. To the right, partIy concealed
behind a pier, is an archer with bow raised. Sm:lll clouds
in the sl-y. On the left is a broken column, from which is
suspended :l cartouche with the letter M. A severed capital
lies beside it all the ground. The scene is framed in a
moulded rim. Hole at top.
This rare pbquette is ascribed by Formum to Benedetto
Montagna on the strength of :m engmving by this artist
in which St. Sebastian is shown WitII a tree be:lring a
cartcllino inscribed n.M. beside him. There is no direct
connection between the two representations, but it is likely
that the pbquette also has an engraved source. The not
wholly persuasive attribution to Modemo is due to Molinier, who comments that 'it faut bien supposer que sa prcmiere manihe doit avoir un caractere asscz archaique'. It
has since been generally accepted.

Literalllre: Fortnum, A Descriptive Catalogue of the Bronzes
oj European Odgill ill the SOIIII, KeJlshwolI Mllseum, p. 46;
Molin.ier, No. 181; Dange, No. 464; Ricci, ii, p. 136, No.
176; Cott, p. lSI (all save Formum as Modemo); Hind,

E.l.E., pI. 767 (for Benedetto Montagna engraving).
TUE DEAD CURIST SUPPORTED ny THE VIRGIN AND ST.
JOHN. Rectangular. Medium brown p:ltina. H. 8.1 cm.,
W. 5.8 cm.
A.S23.245B
The plaquette, which has a moulded rim, shows the body
of Christ in half-length in the tomb, supported by (left)
the Virgin and (rightj St. John. The tomb stretches across
the whole width of the plaquette, and has on its front face
a relief showing (left) the kindling of a fire on an altar and
(right) the ritual killing of a bull. The central group is
framed by candehbr:l standing on the tomb. From rings
in the upper comers of the relief h:mg two garlands supporting a cartdlino with the letters 1115.
The pbquette, which exists in Berlin, Vienna and elsewhere, is ascribed by Molinier, followed by Ricci, to :m
UlLidentified Paduan artist, :md by B:lnge to Modemo. As
observed by Saxl, the tomb is treated as an altar and an analogy is drawn between the Christian:md the pagan sacrifice.

Literatllre: Molinier, No. 386 (as Paduan, fifteenth century);
Dange, No. 436 (as Modemo: tomb relief misdescribed);
Ricci, ii, p. 180, No. 245 (as Paduan, fifteenth century);
Cott, p. 145 (as Paduan, fifteenth century); Saxl. inJol/mal
ofthe Warbllrg 1m/i/llte, ii, 1938-9, p. 350 (for iconography).

182 : Figure 203
SAINT SBnASTIAN. Rectangular. Medium brown patina.
A.453.I76u

H. 13.1 cm., W. 9.1 cm.

The Saint is tied to a column seen through a ruined
archway. The column has a Corinthian capital, and the

183 : Figure 204
SAINT JEROME. Rectangular. Light brown patina. H. 5.8
em., W. 4.4 cm.
A.456.179B
The Saint is shown kneeling on the left before the entrance
to a cave. His left hand is extended and he holds a stone
in the right hand. Defore him a dosed book is propped up
against a tree-stump, on which arc a skull and a closed
book. To the right of the trce-trunk is a crucifix of which
the shaft and cross-piece are made from the branches of a
tree. In the distance an extensive landscape. The lion appears
in tIle entrance to the cave behind the Saint. Hole at top.
This r:lre pbquette, of which another example exists at Drc-'
scia, is ascribed to Modemo by Molinier and Ricci.The attribution is not convincing.

Litera/ure: Molinier, No. 184; Rizzini, No. 43; Ricci, ii,
pp. 138"'9, No. 179; Cott, p. 151 (all as Modemo).,

184 : Figure 206
HERCULES AND TIIB NBMBAN LION. Rectangular. Light
brown patina. H. 5.7 cm., W. 6.4 em.
A.473 . I96B
The plaquette, which is framed in a double moulded rim,
shows the naked figure of Hercules in profile to the left
bending forward as he wrestles with the Nemean lion. On
tlle left is a rocky cave surmounted by trees, and on the
right is a barren tree from which hang a bow and a quiver.
The dub of Hercules lies on the ground. Hole at top.

MODBRNO • PSEUDO - FRA ANTONIO DA DRESC I A • PSBUDO - MELIOLI

The scheme of the cenm.l group depends from the antique,
and is compared by Pbniscig with gems reproduced by
Gori (Muselllll Floren/illlllll, XXXVI 9, xxxvn I) and Furtwangler (XVII. 57, and Bd. iii, p. 188, fig. 127). The
plaqueue, which occurs with some frequency, is given to
Modemo by Molinier, Maclagan and Ricci. It is regarded
by Bange as an elaboration of a motif of Modemo by a
younger artist. For a version of the scheme by Modemo
sec No. 164 As noted by Dange, the frame corresponds
with that round a BattIe Scene inscribed with the words
DvmA fORTVNA (Molinier No. 216, Bange No. 514), and
it is inferred by Maclagan that the two reliefs were made
as pendants. The DVDlA FORTVNA plaquette is given by
Molinier, Macbgan and Middeldorf to Modemo, and by
Dange and Plan.iscig to an imitator of this artist.

Litcrnlllre; Molinier, No. 199; Bange, No. 516; Planiscig,
Est. K., No. 349; Maclagan, pp. 34-5; Ricci, ii, p. 147, No.
196; Middeldorf, Morgenroth, Nos. 246, 247; Cott, p. 1S2.

185 : Figure 205
LUCRETIA. Circular. Dark brown patina. Diameter 5.1 cm.
A·493· 21 5B
The plaquette shows the bust of Lucretia, with flowing
hair and head bent over her right shoulder, stabbing herself with a dagger held in the right hand. Hole at top.
The relief exists in many collections. As noted by Molinier,
it occurs with a treble moulded rim on the back and front
of a sword-hilt in the Louvre. A reduced version in Berlin
appears in the centre of a rectangular relief presumably
designed as the end of a small box; a somewh:lt similar
relief is in the Victoria and Albert Museum. The attribution to Mademo is due to Molinier, and is accepted by
D:lnge, Maclagan and Ricci.

Literat"re: Malinier, No. 213; Bange, Nos. 488, 489; Maclagan, pp. 38, 39; Ricci, ii, p. 162, No. 215; Cott, p. 153.

186 : Figure 207
DATTLE SCENE. Circular. Medium brown patina. Diameter 5.3 em.
A.494.216D
The pbquette, which is slightIy concave, shows a horsemo.n
galloping to the right. Behind is a riderless horse, of which
the head and front hooves are alone visible. Deneath is :l
dC:ld horse between two warriors, of whom that on the
right protects himself with a shidd. The exergue is void.
Round the upper edge runs the inscription : DVDIA.FORTVI
NA.

The plaquette exists in a number of collections, and is
fOWld , e.g., in Berlin both in the fonn of a circul:lr relief
without inscription mounted in :J. sword pommel and in
that of:J. rectangular relief with a double moulded border.

The fact that the two last letters of the word FORTVNA are
sep:lrated from tIle rem:linder of the inscription and are
linked together led Molinier to infer that they possessed :l
double sense, and were also to be read as the initial M of
the name Modemo. An attribution to Modemo is :lccepted
by Ricci, but rejected by Dange and Madagan, who regard
tIle plaquette as the work of a Modemo follower. The
mounted figure in the present plaquette recurs in the Riccio
plaquette of:l Combat at a Gate (No. 218); the motif may
derive from a common classical source. The inscription
recurs on the reverse of the Antico medal of Diva Julia.
A medal of Francesco Sforz:t, Marquis of Caravaggio (b.
ca. 1547), by Pietro Paolo G:lleotti (d. 1584), reproduces the
scheme of the plaquette.

Literatllre: Molinier, No. 215 (as Modemo); Bange, Nos.
514,515 (as style of Modemo); Madagan, p. 39 (as 'probably not by Modemo himself'); Ricci, ii, p. 162. No. 216
(as Modemo); Cott, p. 153 (as Modemo); Hill, Corpl/s, No.
214 (for Antico medal); Armand, i, p. 234, No. 36 (for Galeotti medal).

PSEUDO-FRA ANTONIO DA
BRESCIA
Conventional name for a relief artist possibly active
in Venice, one of whose plaquettes corresponds in
scheme with the reverse of a medal signed FRA . AN.
DRIX. ME. FECIT (see below) and who was therefore ar
one time identified as the medallist Fra Antonio da
Brescia (active ca. 1487-ca. 1514). For the case against
this identification see Hill, Corpl/s, pp. 123-4.

187 : Figure 236
ApOLLO AND THE! SERPENT PYTHON. Circubr. Medium
brown patina (much rubbed on exposed surfaces). Diaw
meter 6.7 cm.
A.393.u6D
The pIaqucue, which is convex, shows the n:lked figure
of Apollo posed frontally with a bow in his right hand and
his left arm resting on a tree-trunk, to which his quiver is
att:lched. Across the foreground is stretched the serpent.
In the dist:lJlcc is a ruined castle almost hidden by a wood.
Hole at top.
A similar representation, showing the figu re of Apollo
without the serpent, occurs on the reverse of the medal of
Niccolo Vonica d.'l Treviso signed FRA.AN.DRIX. The relationship between the medal and the plaquette supplies the
basis for the attribution of this and tile related reliefs to
the medallist Fr:l Antonio da Drescia. It is assumed by
MoUnier clut the reverse of tIle medal represents Apollo.
and tIlat the plaquette, in which a dragon is added, shows
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Jason and the Dragon. This view is adopted by Ricci. The
identification of the subject as Apollo and the Serpem
Python is proposed by Bange and accepted by Maclagan.
Hill advances convincing arguments in favour of the view
that the medallic reverse depends from the plaquette. A
hexagonal variant with a cherub head at the base is described by Molinier.

Literature: MoUnier, No. Il9 (as Francesco Antonio da
Brescia); Bange, No. 642 (as Francesco Amonio da Brescia); Maclagan, p. 56 (as Fra Antonio da Brescia); Hill,
Corpus, p. 124; Ricci, ii, p. 82, No. Il6 (as Pseudo-Antonio
da Brescia); Cott, p. 149 (as Pseudo-Fra Antonio d:l
Bresci:l).

188 : Figure 237
SLBBPING CUPJD. Circul:lr. Medium brown patina (rubA.394.11 7B
bed). Diameter 6.7 cm.
Cupid, winged and clad in a short tunic, is sctlted on the
ground, with his head resting on his right shoulder and his
right arm supported on an altar, from which arc suspended
his bow and arrows. On the right is a distant tree. The
exergue is void. Hole at top.
The attribution of the plaquette to the Pseudo-Fra Amonio
da Brescia is substanti:1ted by dIe fact that four C:\.":1mples
(Victoria. and Albert Museum, Medagliere Mediceo, Florence, and former Figdor and Heseltine collections) form
part of a double-sided plaquette with No. 187 on the obverse. The plaquette occurs with great frequency, and is
reproduced on the wall between the choir and the :lmbulatory of Chartres Cathedral (1529) and on the reverse of the
Pastorino medal of Gracia Nasi. An incuse broIl2C die of the
pbquette exists in the Biblioteca Ambrosiana, Milan.

Litera/ure: Molinier. No. 120 (as Francesco Antonio da
Brescia); Migeon, in us Arts, No. 80. August 1908, p. 23
(as Fra Amonio de Brescia); Bange. No. 643 (as Francesco
Antonio da Brescia); Machgan. p. 56 (as Fra Antonio da
Brescia); Ricci, ii, pp. 82-3, No. 117 (as Pseudo-Antonio
da Brescia); Cott, p. 149 (as Pseudo-Fra Antonio da Brescia).

189 : Figures 238, 239
Obverse: ABUNDANCB AND A SATYR. Reverse: SLEEPING
NYMPH AND TWO SATYRS. Circular. Light brown patina.
A·395.n8B
Diameter 6 em.
On the obverse a n::.ked nymph lies on the ground with a
cornucopia in her left arm. She r:Uses her right hand in
surprise or expostulation at the approach from the left
of a Satyr blowing a hom. At the left. beneath a rocky
crag. is a circular building. and in the distance is an extensive landscape. On the reverse is a sleeping nymph with
hcad supported on her right hand. scated on an altar
inscribed with the word VI/RT/VS. Beside her arc two
children. From the right there approach twO !:ltyrs. one
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seizing the curtain which protects the group and the other
carrying a branch over his shoulder. In the centre background is a trce.
The two plaquettes occur singly with some frequency. In
only two other recorded cases (one of them in the Victoria
and Albert Museum) arc they combined. As noted by
Bange, the figure of Abundance on the obverse is freely
adapted from an engraving by Marcantonio Raimondi (B.
319) and the Satyr is rdated to a figure in Dilrer's S3.tyrfam.ilic (B.69). The first of these engravings is dated 1506
:md the second is datable to 1505; the plaquette must therefore have been produced after this time. The design on the
reverse depends from an engraving by Benedetto Montagna
(B. 50), and is also connected with a woodcut in the HypIIcrotolllacbia PolipWi (1499). It is reproduced in the cloister
of S:lint Martin at Tours and on a house at Valence.

LI'tern/ure: Molinier. Nos. 121, 122 (as Francesco Antonio
da Brescia); Migeon, in Les Arts, No. 80, August 1908.
p. 23 (as Fra Antonio da Brescia); B:mge. Nos. 6«, 645
(as Francesco Antonio da Brescia); Planiscig, Est. K.. No.
373; Planiscig, Brollzeplastiktll, No. 400 (as North It:llian
early sixteenth century, circle of Riccio); Maclagan, pp.
56-7 (as Fra Antonio da Brescia); Ricci. ii. pp. 83-4, No. 118
(as Pseudo-Antonio da Brescia); Middcldorf. Morgenroth.
Nos. 265, 266 (as Pseudo-Antonio da Brescia); COlt, p. 149
{as Pseudo-Fra Antonio da Brescia}; Hind. E.I.E.• pI. 747
(for Benedetto Montagna engraving).

PSEUDO-MELIOLI
Plaqucuc artist whose works were at one time ascribed
to the Mantuan medallist Dartolommco Mclioli (14481514).
190 :

Figure

208

THE JUDGEMENT OF SOLOMON. Circular. Dark brown
patina (rubbed on exposed surfaces). Diameter 5 cm.
A.345. 68B

In the centre Solomon, holding a sceptre. is shown seated
on a high throne turned threc-quarters to the right. To the
right a soldier. with sword raised, holds a child by his left
ankle. To the left arc the two mothers, and in the foreground. below the throne. is the body of a dead child.
Like all the works attributed to the Pseudo-Mdioli, the
present plaquette is relatively rare. Examples exist in
Berlin, Brescia and Oxford. It is given by Molinier to
Mclioli, by Bode to Melioli (I). by Bange to the style of
Mcl..ioli, and by Ricci to the Pseudo-Melioli, and is by the
same hand as the following plaqucues.

Litera/ure : MoHnkr. No. 101; Bode. No. 944; Bange, No.
641; Ricci, ii, p. 56, No. 68; Cott, p. 144.
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PSEUDO-MBLIOLI

191 : Figure 209
ALLEGORICAL SCENE.

meter 5.9 em.

Circul::tr. Light brown p:ltiru. DuA.346.69B

The plaqucttc, which lus :l raised moulded rim cast separately. shows on the left a sleeping youth, naked save for
:l short cloak worn over the shoulders, seated on :1 cuirass.
He is approached fcom the right by a male nude in left
profile w~ring a helmet and holding a winged SpC3f and a
shield. To the right, on a column, is a St:ltuc of Cupid with
bow and arrow. The excrguc is void. Two holes at top.
As noted by Molinicr. the motif is closely similar to that
in two phqucttcs(Nos. lOS. 106) by the artist signing IO.P.F.
It was inferred by Molinicr that all three plaquettes had
a common source in :m antique intaglio. The standing

On the right Vulcan is scated before his anvil with a
hammer in his raised right hand. To the left is the naked
figure of Venus standing frontally with a spear in her right
hand and with her left hand extended towards Vulcan.
Between the two figures is a tree, from which hang a shield
and other weapons. Plain rim-fillet. Four holes at foot.
No other example of the plaquette is recorded. The
attribution to Melioli is due to Molinier, who identifies a
St. George and the Dragon in the Louvre (MoUnier, No.
102) as a pair to the present relief.

Litemture: Molinier, No. 106 (as Melioli); Ricci, ii, p. 57,
No. 71 (as Pseudo-Melioli); Cott, p. 144 (as Pseudo-

M'lioli).

I94 : Figure 211

figure is described by Molinicr as a huntsman and by
Bange and Ricci as a warrior. The imagery seems to
indicate dlat the mind of the sleeping youth is filled with
drcams of military prowess and of love.

HERCULES AND THE NEMEAN LION. Circular. Medium
brown patina (mucll rubbed). Diameter 4.7 em.
A·350mU

Literature: Molinier, No. 104 (as Mclioli); Migeon, in LeI
Arts, No. Bo, August 190B, p. 23 (as Melioli); Maclagan,
p. 51; Bange, No. 63B (as style of Melioli); Ricci, ii, p.

In a rocky setting with a tree (left) Hercules is shown in
profile to che right with his cloak blowing out behind him,
fighting with the Nemean Lion. whose tail curls upwards
on the right. Hole at top.

56, No. 69 (as Pseudo-Melioli); Cott, p. 144 (as Pseudo-

Mclioli).
192 :

Figure

210

MAns AND VBNUS. Circular. Lead. Diameter 5 cm.
A·347·70B
The plaquette follows the composition of No. 19I. The
principal modifications arc that the sleeping youth is
replaced by a sleeping female figure, that the warrior is
shown without a spear or shield and holds a sword, that
the plain ground is replaced by a landscape background
with a lion and a tree, and that a six-pointed star accompanied by a planetary symbol appears above each figure.
The exergue is void. Suspension loop at top.
The scheme depends from that of No. 19I. No other
version is recorded. It is possible that we have here to do
with a South German variant of dle Italian origina1. Wind
(private commwtication) points out that the planetary
symbols are dIOse of Mars and Venus.

Collectio/J: Probably His de L:t Salle Collection (sale London, 18Bo, No. 291); Thibaudeau.
Literature: Molinier, No. 105 (as Melioli); Ricci, ii, p. 57.
No. 70 (as Pscudo-Melioli); Cott, p. 144 (as Pseudo-

Mclioli).

193 : Figure 212
VULCAN fORGING THE ARMS Of AENEAS. Shield-shaped
for insertion in a sword-hilt. Gilt bronze (much rubbed in
raised areas). H. 5.7 cm., W. 5.4 cm.
A.348.71B

The plaquette, of which four examples are known. is
given by Molinier to Mclioli, by Dange to the style of
Melioli. and by Ricci to the Pseudo-Melioli. On a swordhilt ill Munich it has as its cOlmterpart a version of an
Allegory of Virtue by or from the circle of Riccio (Dange,
No. 392). The classical prototype (presumably a gem) has
not been identified.

Literatllre: MoUnier, No. 103; Habich. in CicerolJe, 1910,
p. 427 (as Padu:m follower ofDonatello); Dange, No. 636;
Ricci, ii, p. 58, No. 73 (as Pseudo-Melioli); Con. p. 144
(as Pscudo-Melioli).
195 :

Figure 213

A MrLITARY ALLOCUTION. Circular. Light brown patil1:l.
Diameter 5 cm.
A.351.74B
To the left on a platform stands a Roman commander
accompanied by an officer or soldier, addressing three
armed men (right) carrying standards. The excrgue is void.
Four holes.
Some examples of this rare plaquette have the word
ADLOCVT or ADLOCVTIO in the exergue. Molinier, who
was responsible for associating the pIaqucttc widl the adler
constituents of the group, recognised that it was imitated
from a Roman coin. A cognate coin of Gordian is reproduced in fresco above the tomb of Francesco Sasseen in
S. Trinitl. Florence.
III (as Mclioli); Ricci, ii, p. 5B,
No. 74 (as Pseudo-Melioli); Cott, p. 144 (as Pseudo-

Literature : Molinier, No.
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Melioli); Hill, Corplls, No. 1124 ([or an identical scheme);
Warburg, Gesammdte Sc/"ijteu, i, 1932, pI. xx, fig. 39 ([or
classical prototype).

196 : Figure

219

MuclUS SCAEVOLA . Circular. Dark brown patina. Diameter 6.9 em.
A.3S2.7Sn
Porscnna is seated on the left on a stool inscribed with the
letters
SB

co
(Senatus Consuho). Behind him arc three retainers with
pikes. To the right Mucius Scaevola places his hand in
the fire on an altar decorated with a relief of a naked god.
The exergue is void.
Molinier's ascription to Mclioli of the plaquettes now given
to the Pseud~Melioli rests on affmities between the
present plaquette and the reverse of the MelioU med3.1 of
Lodovico III Gonzaga of 1475. Bange questions the
attribution of the present plaquette to Mclioli but distinguishes it from other constituents of the group. The
plaquette is reproduced on the doorway of the Porta della
Rana of the Duomo at Como (1507). It has its counterpart
in a closdy similar plaqucttc of Hannibal receiving the
head of his brother Hasdrubal. of which examples arc in
the Victoria and Albert Museum, London, and in Berlin.

Literatllre : Mollnier, No. 108 (as McUoll); Dange, No. 633,
634 (as style of Meholl); Ricci, ii, p. 58, No. 75 (as Pseud~
Mclioll); Cott, p. 144 (as Pseud~Melioll).

197 : Figure

214

ROMANS PASSING UNDER THE YOKE. Circular (trimmed
irregularly). Medium brown patina. D.i::lmeter 4.4 cm.
A·354·77B
In the left and centre foreground is a warrior on horseback
in profile to the right with a plume and shield, accompanied by other mOlmted and foot-soldiers. To the right
are two soldiers passing under the yoke. The cxergue is
void. On the reverse is the incised inscription: .VIVA.
lJERCVLE.

Other versions of the plaquettes arc in the Cabinet des
Mcdailles, Paris, and the Morgenroth collection. It is
suggested by Molinier. who classified the plaquette as
North Italian, that the inscription on the reverse alludes to
a victory of Ercole I d' Este, Duke of Ferrara. and dlat die
plaquette is therefore datable between 1471 and 1505. The
attribution to the Pseud~Melioli is due to Ricci, and is
accepted by Middeldorf.

Literat"re: Molinier, No. 502: Ricci, ii, p. 60, No. 77:
Middeldorf. Morgellroth, No. 258; Cott, p. 144.

S9

198 : Figure

215

A HORSEMAN AND TWO FOOT-SOLDIERS. Circular.
Yellowish patina. Diameter 4.9 cm.
A.355.78n
An armed horseman is seen galloping to die left preceded
by a foot-soldier carrying a pole-axe. Another footsoldier follows him. The ground in the exergue is treated
naturalistically.
An ascription to McUoli proposed by Molinier is modified
by Bange, for a convex example in gilt bronze in Berlin,
to all attribution to the style of Melioli. The classification
as Pseud~Melioli is due to Ricci. The scheme is evidendy
based on an unidentified Roman rclie(
Col/cetioll: Bardini (sale London, 26 May 1902, No. 416);
von Lanna (sale Berlin, 21 March 19II. ii, No. 240).
Literntllre; Molinier, No. 109; Dange, No. 640; Ricci. ii,
p. 60. No. 78; Cotto p. 144.

199 : Figure

216

HORSEMAN AND FOOT-SOLDIER IN COMBAT. Circular.
Medium brown patina (raised surfaces much rubbed).
Diameter 5 cm.
A.3S6.79B
On the left. above a raised base line, a naked foot-soldier,
protected by a shield worn on the left arm and holding a
sword, bars die passage of a naked horsem:m, with long
hair and a sword, mounted on a prancing steed. The
exergue is void. Hole at top.
The attribution to Mclioli is due to Molinier, who describes the horseman as facing to dle right, not to the left,
and connects the plaquette with a relief on the doorway
from the Palazzo Stanga at Crcrnona in the Louvre. where
the horseman faces to the right. The relief from Cremona
seetns to depend from another Qost) plaquctte.

Lileralllre: Molinier, No. II4 (as Mclioli); Migeon, in'us
Arts, No. 80, August 1908, p. 23 (as Mclioli); Dange. No.
639 (as style of Melioli); Ricci, ii, p. 60-1, No. 79 (as
Pseud~Melioli); Cott, p. 144 (as Pseud~Melioli).
200 :

Figure 218

OFFERING OF FRUIT. Circular. Medium brown parina.
Diameter 5 em.
A.358.8IB
The plaqueue shows a bearded male nude in profile to the
left advancing towards a younger man seated beneath a
tree, to whom he proffers a basket of fruit. He is followed
by two other nude figures with a second basket of fruit.
The exergue is void.
The plaquette is ascribed to Mclioli by Molinier. The
subject is unexplained, but may depend frolll a classical
gem of the class of an intaglio in the British Museum with
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Pan offering fruit

[0

a nymph

s~tcd

beneath

:l

tree

(Walters, en/aloglle! of Ellgraved Gellis alld Camcos. Creek,
Etmmlll, ROI/J(lII, ill the Bdtis/, Mllseum, 1926, No. 3525).
The scheme is reproduced on the fa~dc of die Ccrtosa at

P.3.Vi3.

Lileralllre: Molinicr. No. liS (as Mclioli); Bange, No. 635
(as style of Mclioli); Ricci, ii, p. 61, No. 81 (as PseudoMclioli); Cott, p. 144 (as Pscudo-Mclioli).

PSEUDO-MELIOLI
(ATTRIBUTED TO)
201 :

Figure

220

PLAYING TO TUB ANiMALS. Circular. Gilt
bronze (much darkened in recessed areas). Diameter
6·3 em.
A.359.82B
ORPHEUS

The plaqucttc, which has a heavy moulded rim, shows
(centre) Orpheus, naked s:J.vc for a short cloak, playing the
viol. Behind him is a trcc. His auditors comprise (left) a
panther or wolf :md belr, (right) a lion :md stag, and
(above) two birds. The exergue is void. On the back arc
thrce raised knobs for fixing.
Ricci statcs incorrectly that this beautiful plaquette is parcel
gilt. It is classified by Molinier as North Italian, end of the
fifteenth century. and is givcn by Migcon to Melioli. by
Bange to the style of Mdioli and by Ricci :md Middeldorf
to the Pseudo-MeHolL The scheme is more fluent and the
handling more delicate than is usual with this artist's work.
Literatllre: Molinier, No. 498 (as North Italian, end of the
fifteenth century); Migeon. in Les Arts, No. 80, August
1908 (as Mclioli); p. 23; Dange, No. 637 (as style of
Mclioli); Vaudoyer. in L'Ar1UolIr de I'ntt. 1925. p. 261;
Ricci. ii. p. 62. No. 82 (as Pseudo-Mclioli); Middeldorf.
Morgetlroth. No. 259 (as Pseudo-Melioli); Cotto p. 144 (as
Pseudo-Melioli).
202 :

Figure

2I7

VULCAN FORGING THE ARROWS OF CUPID. RectanguJar.
Gilt bronze (much abr.lded) . H. 6 cm., W. 5.7 em.
A·349·7 2D
The plaqueue, which has a moulded rim. shows in the
centre two smiths beside an anvil forging a weapon. On
the right above arc four arrows, on the right below arc
rocks and a pair of bellows, and 011 the left, standing on a
cuirass, is the blindfold figure of Cupid aiming an arrow.
Hole at top.
The plaqueue is unique. The attribution to the PseudoMdioli is due to Ricci. and is open to doubt. Ricci's
identification of the subject as Vulcan forging the arms of

Aeneas is difficult to justify. and it appears that the true
subject is Vulcan forging the arrows of Cupid.
Literature; Ricci, ii, p. 56, No. 72; Cott, p. 144 (both as
Pseudo-Melioli).

RICCIO
(b. ca. '470-5; d. 1532)
The principal Paduan bronze sculptor of the Renaissance, Andrea Briosco, called Riccio or Crispus, was
already an artist of some prominence by 1504, and
in the fourteen-nineties seems to have been engaged
in Venice as a portraitist (bust of Andrea Loredano,
1491, in Musco Correr, Venice) and as an artist in
relief (tabernacle doors and four scenes from the
Legend of the Cross commissioned for S. Maria dei
Servi. now in the Ca' d' Oro). Riccio's development
as a relief artist can be charted in terms of two Old
Testament reliefS commissioned for the choir of the
Santo at Padua (1506-7), the Paschal Candlestick in
the same church (1507-15), and the Della Torre
monument in S. Fermo Maggiore at Verona (undated,
probably ca. 1520). The artist's plaquetfes, many of
which arc authenticated by a cast initial, reflect the
changes of style evident in his larger works.
203 :

Figure

99

THE ENTOMIlMI!NT. Rectangular. Very dark brown
A.163 .1 C
parina. H. 50 em., W. 75 cm.
The scene, which is recessed within a moulded border,
takes pbce before a hndscape with three rocky hills. In the
distance, between the hills in the centre and on the left,
is a view of the city ofJerusalem. The foreground is filled
with a frieze of figures, in the centre of which is the body
of Christ supponed by two bcarded men, and followed
by St. John. Dehind this group is a mourning female figure
(St. Mary M:.gdalen). To the left, following the body of
Christ, is the almost prostrate figure of the Virgin supported
by a holy woman. The figures carrying the corpse are
preceded by a bearded man carrying a jar inscribed
AERDNA. On the extreme right, behind a crouching female
figure, is the tomb. Other gcsticuJating figures form a
continuous band behind the scene.
From the time of its first publication in 1865 the Entombment has been regarded as one of Riccio's most important
reliefs. It is so described by Migeon, LandaU and Planiscig
(sec below). There is no evidence as to the purpose for
which it was made. Its style is compared by Pbniscig to
that of the four reliefs of the Legend of the Cross, now in
the Ca' d' Oro, executcd on the commission of Girolamo
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Donati for the dlUreh of the Servi in Venice in connection
with :I relic of the Holy Cross presented to the churdl in
1492. Ricci ;tdv:mces the hypothesis that it originally
formed part of the same commission, citing as proof the
statement of Francesco Sansovino (Vmctia, cilia lIobilissima,
Venice, 1663, p. 57) that there were 'cinque historic di
scolttlra di bronzo molto vaghe' on dle relevant alur in
this church. This theory cannot be seriously sustained since
(i) the four scenes from the Legend of the Cross arc considerably smaller than the prescnt relief (H. 38.5 Col., W .
50.5 Col) and (ii) they are less advanced in style. In the
early reliefs in the Ca.' d' Oro the figures arc elongated ;tnd
the depiction of the background is naive and insecure,
whereas dIe present relief represents the mature c1assicisillg
style established in the scene of David dancing before the
Ark in the Santo at Padua (1506) and maintained in the
relief panels of the Paschal Candlestick (1507-15). The formulation of the central group is not connected with that
in other reliefs of the Entombment by Riccio on the Paschal Candlestick or elsewhere, and seems to depend from
;t Meleager sarcophagus (cf. Robert, iii-2, 1904, XCIV, xcv).
The inscription AERDNA is an anagram of the artist's
Christian name.

Literafllre: Mantz, in Gazette des Beal/x-Arts, xix. 1865.
p. 462: Piot, in Gazette des Beaux-Arts, xvili, 1878, pp. 588,
821; Piot, in L'E.'l:positio" U,,;vCfsclfc dc J878,I'art al/dclI,
1879. pp. 139. 157; Piot, in L'Art al/ciell II l'E.'l:positiolJ de
1878, 1879. pp. 143, 161; Migeon, in us Am. No. 73.
January 1908, p. 21, 30; Vaudoyer, in L'Amol/r de I'nft,
1925. p. 247; Planiscig, Riccio, pp. 225-7: Ricci, i, p. 2, No.
IC; Cotto p. 149; Landais. p. 44.
204 :

Figure 98

TilE ENTOMBMlINT. Rectangular. Very dark patina. H.
14.3 cm., W . 20.7 em.
A·40S.1288

On the right the body of Christ is lowered into the tomb
by St. John the Evangelist (extreme right) and the bearded
figures of Nicodemus and Joscph of Arimathaea. The feet
of Christ are held by the kneeling figure of St. Mary
Magdalen (extreme left). Behind to dIe left is the Virgin
with arms uplified in distress, with Qeft) one of the holy
women. Inset inside :l moulded rim which is broken to the
left by the Virgin's right hand and drapery. In the centre
above is a keyhole, stopped at the front and back. The
lower edge is excavated in two places for hinges (removed
and stopped in lead).
The relief, which is unique, is an extremely heavy casting,
pardy hollowcd out behind. It seems to have been made
as dIe door of a small reliquary or tabernacle, and is constructed to open downwards, with ;t lock in the centre at
the top and hinges beneadl. Planiscig states incorrectly
that the letter R is cst at the back. The closest analogy for
the relief in Riccio's O!uvre is supplied by the small scene

of the 13mentation over the Dead Christ at the base of the
tabernacle doors executed for the Servi in Venice, where
the figures are also disposed irregularly on a neutnl
ground. As noted by Planiscig, the type of St. John in the
two reliefs corresponds. None the less some doubt remains
whether the present relief is the work of Riccio or of a
Venetian ;trtist under Riccio's influence. There is no substance in Ricci's hypOtllcsis that the relief is alate work.

Collectioll: Piot(sale Paris. 2S April 1864. No. 29); Timbal.
&"hibited: Paris, Union Centrale des arts dccoratiB, 1880.
Literature: Giraud, us Arts dUII/Clal, Paris, 1881, pI. xxxi.
n. 2; Migeon. in Les Arts, No. 73, January 1908, p. 22;
Plauiscig, Ricdo, p. 287, fig. 331 ('das schone, sicher
cigenhandige. auf der Riickscite mit cinem R bezeichnete,
Exemplar'); Ricci, ii, p. 98, No. 128; Cott, p. 149.
205 :

Figure

102

ENTOMBMENT. Rectangular. Dark brown patina.
H. 7.6 cm., W. 7.8 cm.
....406.1298

TilE

The foreground is filled by a moulded sarcophagus, at
each end of which is a seated child angel. The body of
Christ is supported upright in the tomb by St. Jolm the
Evangelist, whose left foot rests on the further edge of the
sarcophagus. The right arm of Christ is hdd by the Virgin,
and :l holy woman (St. Mary Magdalen!) stands with
clasped hands to the right. In the background ate five
other figures. The scene is framed with a double rim-fillet,
and the base line of the sarcophagus is raised. On the reverse is a large letter R cst in relief. Hole at top.
One of four signed versions of this rare plaquette. Other
examples arc in the Musco Naziollale, Florence (Carrand
Collection. No. 401), with the letter R 011 the back cast in
relief. . the Musco Correr. Venice, signed AOR. 3Ild the
Musco Nazionale di Capodimonte. Naples, with the
monogram 1\1. The composition is characterised as Donatellesque by Planiscig(who states incorrccdy that the Naples
and Dreyfus examples are unsigned). Its affmities with
Bellano suggest a dating in the last decde of the fifteenth
century. The present version is perhaps the finest surviving example of the plaquette, and is notably superior to,
e.g., the signed version in the Museo Correr.

Col/ectioll: Piot (sale Paris, 21 May 1890, No. IDS).
Lilun/urc: Migeon. inLcs Arts, No. 80, August 1908, p. 25:
Jacobsen. in Rf.K., xvi, 1893, p. 61 (for Correr example);
Planiscig, Riedo. pp. 4S2, 492, fig. 554: Ricci, ii, p. loa,
No. 129; Cott, p. 149; Middeldorf. MOfgellrotb, No. 199
(for unsigned version in Morgenroth collection).
206 :

Figure

100

THlI ENTOMBMENT. Rectangular. Very dark patitu. H.
II.2 cm., W. 14.4 cm.
...·40 3· 126B

6.

RICCIO

In the centre foreground is the fainting Virgin tended by

two holy women. Behind her is <I shallow tomb into which
the body of Christ is lowered by three men. To the right
of the tomb stands St. John with a child at his feet, and in
the corresponding position on the left is the b~rded figure

of Longin us. At his feet is a second child. At the extremities
of the foreground arc

Ocfr) a figure bending over a vase

and (right) a sc:J.tcd man with head supponcd on his right
lund. At the back arc nine mourners, in the cemre of
whom is the Magd31cn with arms raised. Raised base line.
On the reverse a large letter n cast in relief Horizontal
crack through left border. Hole

:It

top.

The figures of the fainting Virgin and of the wom:m be-

hind her, of the Magdalen and of a man on the left depend
from an engraving by Mamcgna (Hind. B.LE., pI. 487).
:md the figure of Christ and the poses, but not the types,
of the three men who lower it into the tomb derive from
a bronze relief in the Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna;
the posture of the St. John ill this scene is reproduced in a
figure to the right of St. John in Riccio's pbquctte. The
Vienna rdief, which is strongly Mantegnesque, is regarded
by PI:miscig as Paduan, ca. 1480, but is likely to have been
elst at Mantua. The edectic character of die present
pbquctte is explicable only if it is reg:lrded as a rdatively
early work of el. 1500. Analogies for the children in the
foreground (one of which also stems from the VielUla
relief) occur in the relief of the Proving of the Cross in
the Ca' d' Oro, Venice. No other signed version of the
plaquette is known. The present example is markedly
superior in quality to that in Berlin, which is mutilated
at the top, or to the blunter versions in the Victori:l and
Albert Museum, London, and the Ca' d' Oro.

Litera/me: Molinier, No. 220; Migeon, in Les Arts, No. 80,
August 1908, p. 25; Vaudoyer, in L'Amollr de l'art, 1925,
p. 261; Dange, No. 357; Madagan, p. 21; Planiscig, Riccio,
pp. 288-92, fig. 335 (reproduces example in Gustav von
Dend:l collection); Ricci, ii, p. 14, No. 126; Cott, p. 149
(:ill as Riccio).

207 : Figure ror
THE ENTOMBMENT. Rectangular. Very dark patina. H.
II.3 cm., W. 15.9 em.
A·404·127B
In the centre the figures of St. John the Evangelist, Joseph
of Arimathaea and Nicodemus arc seen lowering the body
of Christ into the tomb. On the right is the fainting figure
of the Virgin, supported by a holy wom:ln, and on the
left is the seated figure of the Magdalen with, behind her,
a woman holding a jar. Ten further figures arc disposed
across the backgrowld. On the sarcophagus (which is set at
an angle to the relief plane) is the inscription:
QVEM.TOTVS.NON
CAP.ORB.IN HAC
TVMBA.CLAVDIT.

([or 'Quem totus non capit orbis in hac tumba clauditur').

This beautiful composition seems to have enjoyed great
popularity and exists in a number of examples, which fall
into two main types, with and without die inscription on
the sarcophagus. No signed version is known. The present
example is fine, but not of exceptional quality. The cartoon
of the Christ is related to that in the relief of the Entombment on Riccio's Paseh3l Candlestick at Padua (1507-16),
but it is not the else dut 'the two reliefs arc merely different
renderings or studies of a single composition' (Cotton and
Walker) or that the plaquene is a free variant of the
Candlestick relief (Middeldorf). Contrary to the view
expressed by Gonse, the figure style of the plaquette argues
a somewhat later dating, :lnd Dange righdy connects it
with the reliefs on Riccio's Della Torre Monument. The
composition, in which the wounds in the hand and side of
Christ arc exposed to the spec~tor, has a symbolic character that distinguishes it from the narrative treatment of
No. 206. This is also emphasised by the inscription, which
rcads: 'He whom the whole world could not contain is
enclosed within this tomb'.

Literatllre: Gonse, in C.B.A., xiv, 1876, p. jI2; Molinier,
No. 221; Migeon, in Lcs Arts, No. 80, August 1908, p. 24;
Bange, No. 358; Maclagan, p. 22; Planiscig, Riccio, fig.
326 (for inferior example in the Louvre) and 327 (for
tett:lcott:l derivative in Kohncr collection, Budapest);
Cotton and Walker, in A .B., xvii, 1935, pp. 144-5 (for
inferior variant in Museo Cristiano of the Vatican, where
an additional moulding replaces the inscription); Ricci, ii,
p. 96, No. 127; Cott, p. 149; Middeldorf. Morgellroth,
No. 198.

208 : Figure 105
JUDITII WITH Til!! H!!AD OF HOLOfERN!!S. Rec~ngular.
Dark brown patina. H. 10.6 cm., W. 8.2 cm. A.402.125B
Judith Qeft) is about to drop the head of Holofemes into a
bag held open by an old woman on the right. Doth figures
are posed frontally and stand on a sh:illow pbtform which
terminates in a raised base line. On the reverse the raised
elst monogram ROI.
The plaquette, which occurs in many collections, is based
on an engraving by Girolamo Moeetto after Malltegna
(Bartsch I; Hind, E.1.E., v, pp. 164-5, No. 10, pI. 725).
The principal modifications introduced by Riccio into
Moeetto's scheme affect the posture of the attendant, who
bends forward more sharply, and the form of the bag,
which is shorter than in the engraving. Other signed
examples of the plaquette exist in Berlin, inscribed on the
back in reverse with the letters .A. nl., and in the Musce
Jacquemart-Andrc, inscribed with the letters A.Rol. An
unsigned example of equivalent qU:llity is in the Victoria
and Albert Museum. In a version in Vienna, apparently an
a[ter-cast. the background is extended at the top and the
folds arc simplified. Versions widl a moulded rim arc also
known.
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Collectiol/: His de La Salle (sale London, 22 November
1880, No. 266).

stretches back to a horizon somewhat below the median
point of the relief. Double moulded rim.

Literature: Molinier, No. 218; Migcon, in Lcs Arts. No. 80.
August 1908, p. 25; Bangc. No. 356; Maclagan. p. 21;
Planiscig, Riedo, p. 436. 490. fig. 521; Ricci, ii. p. 92, No.
125; Cott, p. 149.

No other vcrsion is recorded of this beautiful plaquette.
The attribution to Riccio (which was proposed by Molinier, and is accepted by Migeon, Planiscig and Ricci) is not
open to doubt. The execution is autograph. Planiscig, who
stresses the Giorgionesque character of the composition,
wrongly rega.rds it as a reversed variant of No. 21I.

209 :

Figure

106

VENUS CHASTISING CUPID. Rccungular. Medium brown
A.41O.133D
patina. H . 10.6 COl., W . 8.1 cm.
The two figures sund on a flat projccting platform. Vcnus
is shown naked ~vc for a cloak which billows out behind
hcr and covers her right lowcr leg. Her head is bent downwards in profile to the right, towards Cupid whom she
holds hy thc hair with her left hand. Her right arm is
raised. Hole in centre at .[Op. A number of small casting
flaws round the edge of the relieC
Rightly regarded by Ricci as 'one of the most beautiful
of all Julian plaquettes', the relief is known through a
small number of examples, of which one, in the Museo
Corrcr, Venice. is signed on the reverse ROI. The modelling
and detail in the present version arc unusually fine. In a
unique variant in the Morgenroth collection the position
of the left arm of Cupid is modified. The plaquette is
regarded hy Planiscig as a late work. The figure of Venus
is related in reverse to that on the left of the Giorgione/
Titian Fete Cbampetrc in the Louvre, and the torso is
influenced by the antique. The ~me model is employed
for tlle figure of Venus in the plaquettc of Vulcan forging
the arms of Cupid (NO. 2II). Maclagan brings the plaquette into relationship with a marble sutue of Venus chastising Cupid by Pyrgoteles mentioned by Giambattista.
Guarino and Pomponius Gauricus.
Collectioll: Aynard. Lyons (sale Paris. 1-4 December 1913.
No. 200).
Literature: Molinier, No. 227 (as Riccio): Jacobsen, in
R.f.K.. xvi, 1893, pp. 60-1 (for Museo COITer example);
Bange, No. 359 (as Riccio) j Maelagan. p. 22; No. 133 (as
Riccio); Planiscig, Riccio, p. 437; Ricci, ii, p. 104, No. 133
(as Riccio); Middeldorf. Morgellfotb, No. 200 (for variant,
as Riccio) j Cotto p. 149 (as Riccio).
210 : F~gurc lIO

Literature : Molinier, No. 226; Migeon, in us Arts, No. 80,
August 1908, p. 26; Planiscig, Riccio, pp. 439-40, 490, fig.
531; Ricci, ii, p. 106, No. 135; Con, p. 149 (all as Riccio).
2II :

Figure

109

VULCAN FORGING THB ARROWS Of CUPID. Rectangular.
Mcdium brown patina. H. 10.7 em., W. 7.7 em.
A.413.I36n
Above a roughly bevelled base line. a rW..ed figure of
Venus (left) with a wand in hcr right hand is seen addressing
Vulcan (right), who is seated at his anvil. Between them is
Cupid sitting on the ground. In tlle centre behind Cupid is
a tree. The ground (which is closely similar in handling
to that in No. 210) stretches back to a disUllt stream,
beyond which is a city and a line of trees. In dle right
foreground and left backgrOlUld arc precipitous crags.
The relief corresponds with a circular plaquette in Derlin
inscribed on the reverse ROI. No other version of the
composition is recorded. The scheme is not, as claimed by
Dange, 'cine vice versa Variante' of that of No. 210, hut
is an independent design. The technical similaritics between
the two plaquettes. however, suggest dlat they were made
in close proximity. It is likely dut the present vernon
precedes the circular plaquette. The case for regarding the
rectangular relief as an expansion of the circular plaquette
is a.rgued by Planiscig.
Literatllre: Migeon, inLes Arts. No. 80, August 1908, p. 25;
Dange, No. 361; Planiscig, Riccio, p. 439. 490, fig. 532;
Ricci, ii. p. 106, No. 136 ; Cott, p. ISO (all as Riccio).
212 :

Figure

108

MIILIIAGER PRESENTING THB BOAR'S HEAD TO ATALA.NTA.
Recungular. Medium to light brown parina (bcqucr much
A.414.137n
rubbed). H. 7.6 em., W. 6.1 COl.
In an extensive landscape backed to right and left with

VULCAN FORGING TilE ARROWS Of' CUPID. Circular.
A·412.135n
Very dark brown parina. Diameter 7.7 cm.
On the left Vulcan is seated at his anvil with a hammer in
his raised right hand. To the right is the naked figure of
Venus with a comcucopia in her left hand. Between them,
on a middle plane, stands Cupid holding a how. In the
background (centre) a tree, near which is Vulcan's forge,
and Qeft) a prccipitous crag. The delicately incised ground

trees, Melc:lger advances from the right holding the hoar's
head in his extended hands. To the left is the draped
figure of Atalanta. standing in threc-quarter face. On dle
ground between the figures are Rowers and the sword and
shield of Mdeager. To the right, on a middle plane, is the
decapita.tcd carcass of the boar.
No odlcr example is recorded. The pla.quette is an autograph work of dIe highest quality.

RICCIO

Literaturc! Molinier, No. 22S; Migeon, in us Arts, No. So,
August 1908, p. 25; Pi:miscig, Riaio, pp. 443, 490. fig.
534; Ricci. ii, p. 108, No. 137; Can. p. 150 (all as Riccio).

an engraving of a faUll Family by Mastel' J.D. (Hind,
E.I.E., pI. 837). A relief by Riccio of the same type and
date is in the Cleveland Museum of Art.

Literaturc: Molinier. No. 230 (as Riccio); Planiscig, Riccio,

213 : Figure 116
THE DEATH OF MARCUS CURTIUS. Rectangulal'. Medium
brown patina (black lacquer rubbed on r.Uscd areas).
H. 7.8 em., W. 6.4 cm.
A.409.132D
On a shallow projecting platfoml against a fiat background, Marcus Curtius with raised right arm is seen on
:1 rearing horse turned three-quaners to the left, about to
leap into the chasm in front of him. Two holes at top.
This rare plaquettc, which is moddled in exccptionally
deep relief, is known through the present example and a
version in Berlin. An example in the Bardini sale of IS87,
which had on the reverse the letter R, is untraced. The
rdief was looked upon by Molinier (who was not familiar
with the signed cx3mple) as an anonymous late fifteenthcentury Paduan plaquette. The attribution to Riccio,
which is due to Migeon. and is accepted by Bange, Planiscig and Ricci, is certainly correct. The present relief and
that in Berlin are of equivalent quality, and there is no
reason to regard the formel' as unfinished (Ricci). The
rathel' uneasy rdationship of the figure to the flat background suggests that the scheme may have been adapted
from a woodcut.

Literature: Molinier, No. 416 (as Padu:m, late fifteenth
century); Migeon, in us Arts, No. 80, August 1908, p. 25
(as Riccio); Bange, No. 365 (as Riccio); Planiscig, Riccio,
pp. 228, 490, fig. 259 (as Riccio); Ricci, ii, p. 102, No. IJ2
(as Riccio); Cott, p. 149 (as Riccio).
214 :

Figure

104

A SATYR FAMILY. Rectangular. Very dark patina. H.
14.1 em., W. II em.
A.4 I 5. 1 38n
The plaqueue shows a satyr Qeft) seated on a rocky ledge.
beside a satyress (centre) whose check he caresses with his
right hand. To the right, beneath :1 tree, is a child satyr,
whose right Iland rests on the extended left arm of the
s:ltyress and who holds a small oenochoe in his left hand.
In the foreground to the left an overturned oenochoe.
No other cx:unple of the relief is recorded. An attribution
to Riccio advanced by Molinier is accepted by Ricci, but is
rejected by Planiscig, who reproduces the plaquette as an
anonymous Paduan work of ca. 1500. Despite the rather
stiff articulation, the moddling ius great delicacy and
incisiveness, and it is likdy that we have here to do with a
late work by Riccio. A point of comparison for the curved
back. of the Satyr is provided by tile standing man in the
left foreground of the Sacrificial Scene from the Della
Torre monument. The subject lll:ltter finds a parallel in

p. 359, fig. 440 (as P.3duan, ca. 1500); Ricci, ii, p. 108, No.
13S (as Riccio): Cott, p. 150 (as Riccio).

215 : Figure 117
SATYR UNCOVERING A NYMPH. Rectangular with upper
corners removed. Dark brown patina. H. 6 COl., W. 7.2
cm.
A.396.119B
A nymph is shown lying on :1n ornate couch supported hy
a sphinx. Startled by the approach of the satyr from the
right, she clutches a serpent wound round a tree on the
extreme left of the relief. Behind, a small Cupid assists the
satyr to remove the curtain by which the nymph is veiled.
Plain rim-fillet.
No other example of the plaquette is recorded. The style,
whicll is characterised by Ricci as 'similar to but not
identical with. that of the plaqucttes usually ascribed to
Antonio da Brescia', is typical of the Riccio workshop, and
there can be no reasonable doubt that we have here to do
with an autograph work by this artist. Middeldorf (private
communication) has come independently to the same
view.

Collection: Aynard, Lyons (sale Paris, 1-4 December 1913,
No. 203, :1S Paduan, late fifteenth or early sixteenth century).
Literature: Vaudoyer, in L'Amour de I'art, 1925, p. 261;
Ricci, ii, p. 84, No. II9 (as Pseudo-Antonio dOl Drescia);
Cott, p. 149 (as Pseudo-Fra Antonio da Brescia).

216 : Figure 113
ALLEGORY OF FAME. Rectangular. Light to medium brown
parina. H. 4.8 cm., W. 4.1 Cill.
A.416. J39D
Fame is depicted :1S a nude winged female figure in profile
to the left. She has a palm in her left hand, :1nd with her
right holds a trumpet to her lips. A band of drapery is
attached to her right dhow :1lld left wrist. She stands on :l.
satyr swimming to the left. On the back is a large reversed
R cast in relief. At the top arc two holes.
Two other examples of the plaquettes are recorded. One
of these, in Berlin, has on the hack the Jetter R (not reversed), while the other, in Naples (No. 26), is wlSigned.
The imagery is compared hy Bange and Planiscig to the
rclief of tile Exaltation of Humanist Virtue from the Della
Torre tomb (Louvre. Paris), and the present plaquette may
well be :1 late work dating from :1hout this time.

Literat/lre: Molinier, No. 231; Migeon. in Les Arts. No. 80,
August 19O5, p. 26; B:1llge, No. 363; Planiscig, Riccio,
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pp. 447-8, 491; Ricci, ii, p. 110, No. 139; Cote, p. ISO (:ill
as Riccio).

2I7 : Figure II4
TilE SACRIFICE OF A SWINE. Rectangular. Dark brown
patina. H. 7.5 cm. , W. 8.9 cm.
A.4IS.14ID
The pbquette, which is framed in a moulded rim-fiUer,
shows a sacrificial scene in a temple indicated by three pairs
of colunms in perspective in the centre and walls and
masonry at the two sides. In the centre foreground kneel
two naked youths with a swine which they are about to
sacrifice. Behind them a bearded priest, in proftIe to the
left, pours out a libation in the presence of a male figure
in a toga (centre) and two fenule figures Qeft). The heads
of other figures appC3r behind. At the extremities of the relief arc (right) two soldiers and Qeft) two trumpeters. The
edge on the right is irregular, and has not been trimmed.
One of the most frequently encountered of Riccio's
reliefs, the plaquene exists in three signed versions in the
British Museum (signed Rolon the reverse), Berlin (signed
n), and the former Figdor collection (signed R1Z0 in reversed lettering). The subject has not been identified. As
noted by Molinier, one of the two kneeling youths in the
foreground recurs in reverse in the Sacrificial Scelle from
the Della Torre monument (Louvre). The entire foreground group corresponds with that in Mocetto's engraving of the Killing of the Sow (Hind, E.I.E., v, p. 163, pI.
721). It is not clC3r whether the engraving is the source
of the relief, or whether both derive frolll a common
classie::t.l original. The present example is of good but not
exceptional quality.

Litcralllrc: Molinier, No. 235; Migeon, in Lcs Arts, No. 80,
August 1905, p. 26; Bange, No. 369; Maclagan, p. 23;
Planiscig, pp. 300-1,492, fig. 343; Ricci, ii, p. 112, No. 141
Cott, p. ISO (all as Riccio).

218 : Figure lIS
COMBAT AT A CITY GATE. Rectangular. Medium brown
paUna. H. S.6 cm., W. 9.9 em.
A.419.142B
In the background the towers of a city arc seen over a wall
with (right) a gateway surmountcd by a standard and Qeft)
a cliff. The foreground is filled with fighting foot-soldiers
and horsemen. Double rim-fillet trimmed on three sides.
On the reverse a large letter R cast in relict.
The present version is one of two signed examples of this
rare plaquette; the othcr, in the Auriti collection, Rome, is
inscribed on the reverse ROl. An upright variant in the
Dibliotheque NatiorWe is regarded by Ricci as a slighdy
later derivative. The subject of the plaquene is unidentified.
The figurated strip seems to derive from ;l classical sarcophagus. As noted by Ricci, one of the figures, dle horse-
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man in the centre, reappears in a plaqueue in tllC style of
Moderno (No. 186). Planiscig connects the style of the
plaquette with that of the Sacrificial Scenc on the Paschal
Candlestick.

Collccfl'oll: HuttC3u d'Origny; Baron de Theis (sale Paris,
6 May IS74, No. SS9).
Literatllre : MoUnier, No. 236; Migcon, in Les Arts, No. So,
August 1905, p. 25; Bange, No. 371; Planiscig, Riccio, p.
229, figs. 250-1; Ricci, ii, pp. 112-13, No. 142; Cott, p. ISO
(aU as Riccio).
219 :

Figure 89

ALLEGORICAL SCENB. Circular. Dark brown patina. Diameter 6.3 cm.
A.499.22ID
A slceping youth is shown sC3ted on a eloak with his head
(right) supported on his Jeft hand. His left elbow rests on
an ornamented vase containing three sprays of leaves. In
his right hand is :1Il open book, which two winged putti
arc endeavouring to stcal or read. Behind is a date palm.
In the exergue, above crossed branches of palm and laurel,
is the inscription: UMNHKAonll•. Double moulded rim.
Hole at top.
The composition occurs on the reverse of the mecbl of
Girolamo Donati (d. ISlI), from whom Riccio, at some
date after 1492, received the commission for bronze doors
for the reliquary of the Holy Cross in the church of
the Servi in Venice and for four reliefs of scenes from
the legend of the Cross. Planiscig notes that the crossed
branches of palm and laurel in the cxergue have a parallel
in the crossed laurel branches at dle base of the tabernacle
door, and that the vase filled with laurel branches recurs
in the Hypllerotomacllin PoliplJili. The inscription (which
may be translated as 'noble theft') leaves no doubt that
the putti are endcavouring to stcal the book (Maclagan)
and not to read it (Ricci). The exact allusion (which is
likely to have been personal to Donati) is obscure. The
plaquette is givcn to Riccio by Molinier, who regarded
the sleeping figure as a woman, Maclagan and Planiscig.
It is ascribed by Dange to an artist under the immediate
influence of Riccio, and by Ricci to a Master of SemnckJopia. The 'minute teclmical differences' Whiell in Ricci's
view distinguish the plaquctte from the work of Riccio are
imperceptible.

Litera/ure: MoUnier, No. 238; Migeon, in Les Arts, No. 80,
August 19O5, p. 26; Bange, No. 390; Maclagan, p. 23 j
Pi:miscig, Riccio, pp. 453-4; Hill, Corpus, No. 530 (for
Donati medal); Ricci, ii, pp. 164-5, No. 221; Cott, p. 153.

220 :

Figure 90

ALLEGORICAL SCENE. Circular. Dark brown patina. Diameter 6.3 cm.
A.SOO.222B
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In the centre is :1 youth, naked save for a m:mtlc, seated on
a sphere in profile to the left. With raised hands he greets
a winged putta who advances from the lefe bearing a
spherical covered cup. Behind him is a tree. To its right
stmds an ornamcmcd vase from which issue a spray of
fol.i..agc :md:l. serpent. In the cxcrguc are crossed branches of

palm and laurel. Double moulded rim. Hole at top.
This rn[c relief, of which the only other recorded example
is in Deelin, is given by Molinic[ to Riccio. It is ascribed
by Dangc to an ::t.ttist Wider the immediate influence of
Riccio, by Planiscig to a Riccio follower, and by Ricci to
the so-called Master of Scmncklopia. The design is somewhat less fluent thm that of the Scmncklopia plaqucnc,
but the plaquettc can hardly have been made outside the

Riccio studio. The subject is described by MoUnier as
'Allegoric sur I'Amouc', and by Bange a5 'Allegoric der
Tuchtigkcit' .

Literatllre: Molinier. No. 241; Migeon, inLes Arts. No. Bo,
August 190B. p. 26; Bange. No. 391; Planiscig, Riccio,
Vienna, 1927. p. 453. fig. 543; Ricci, ii, p. 165. No. 222.
221 :

Figure

The present plaquette is of grca.t rarity, :md is recorded
only in two other examples (untr.:1ced). The letters F.V.D.
in the exergue .:1re explained by Molinier and Planiscig as
an abbreviation of 'Fortul1.:1m virtus ducit', and the pbquette is thus .:1n allegory of humanist virtue. The object
held in the left hand of Cupid is prob.:1bly a rudder (PI:miscig) not .:1n .:1rrow (Ricci), and the wreath pbccd on the
hca.d of the tragic mask is .:1pparendy made of laurel
(planiscig) not ivy (Ricci). As noted by Planiscig, the symbol of the winged horse on a coiunm occurs in the relief
of Religio on dle Pasdlal Candlestick. The emblem of the
rudder recurs in the relief of Prudentia on the Paschal
Candlestick. wIllie in the relief ofFortitudo on the Candlestick the figure of Fortitude carries a nule DUsk which is
crowned with .:1 wrca.th by a small winged female figure.
The seated female figure in the plaquettc is explained by
Planiscig, on the basis of the Padu.:1n relief, as Fortitudo;
the trumpet in the foreground suggests that it is Fame. As
in ;ill the cognate plaquettes. the winged putto symbolises
Virtue.

Collectioll: B.:1ron de Monville (sale Paris, 24 Janu.:1ry IB61,
No. 129).
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ALLEGORICAL SCENE. Circular. Dark brown patina. Diameter 6 cm.
A·501.223B
On the left is a winged and draped female figure seated in
profile to the right. With her extended left hand she places
a wre.:uh of leaves on a bearded male mask. which is held
out to her by a winged child. Under the right foot of the
putto is an overturned V.:1se, and behind him is a withered
tree-trunk. Deside the sC.:lted figure is .:1n inB.:1ted gO.:1t-skin,
decor:lted with .:1 g.::trbnd. a trumpet .:1nd .:1 cymbal. At the
back (centre) is.:1 winged horse on a column. In the exergue
.:1re the letters F.V.D. Double moulded rim trimmed at right.
Hole.:1t top. At the top the st.:lmped collector's mark BM.
As noted by Ricci, the relief is by the S.:1me h:md as the six
following pbquettes. Given to Riccio by Molinier, they
were l.:1ter .:1ssigned by D:mge to an unidentified .:1rtist
under the direct influence of the master, :md .:1re .:1scribed
by Ricci to a put.:ltive Master I.S.A., so C.:llled from the
inscription in the exergue of No. 223. Ricci's designation is likely to be incorrect, since in all other cases the
letters or words in the exergue of the constituents of the
group rclate to the subject of the plaquettes. not to their
authorship. An .:1ttribution to :l. follower of Riccio is endorsed by Middcldorf in respect of versions of Nos. 223
:md 224 in dle Morgenrodl collection. A direct .:1scription
to Riccio is m.:1int.:lined by M.:1dag.:1n in respect of .:1
version of No. 222 in the Victori.:1 .:1nd Albert Museum,
:l.nd by Planiscig for the entire group. It is suggested
by Planiscig that, like the Semnck1opi.:1 pbquette, they were
origirully planned as the reverses of medallic portt:lits.
There C.:1n be no rca.sol1.:1ble doubt that Riccio was
responsible for ;ill of these pbquettes.

Literatllre: Migcon, in us Arts, No. Bo, August 1908, p. 26;
Molinier. No. 240; Planiscig, Riccio. pp. 456-7; Ricci. ii,
pp. 166-7. No. 224: Cotto p. 153.

222 :

Figure 94

ALLEGORICAL SCENE. Circular. Light brown patina. Diameter 5.6 cm.
A.502.224B
On the right .:l fully dad winged fem.:1le figure in left
prome is scated on a sphere decor:lted with .:l garbnd. She
holds a trumpet to her lips and has .:l palm in her left lund .
Beside her in the foregrOlmd is .:1n overturned vase. On
the left. on a plinth decor.:1ted with a homed male mask.
stands .:1 winged putto. On his head he C.:lrries .:1 basket of
fruit, .:1nd with his right hand he pours liquid from a ewer
on the roots of a palm tree, from whose trunk there sprout
three branches of bureI. The exergue is filled with .:1 g.:1rland. Moulded rim. Hole at top.
The attribution is contingent on that of No. 221 (q.v.). The
pb.queue exists in .:1 number of collections; two examples
.:1re in the Victoria and Albert Museum .:1nd two arc in the
Louvre. The pbquette is explained by Molinier .:1nd Bange
as an Allegory of Fame .:1nd by Planiscig as an Allegory of
Humanist Virtue. As noted by Dange, the emblem of the
palm tree sprouting laurel recurs on a plaqueue by Riccio
wrongly designated .:1S Priapus .:1nd Loris (B:mge, No. 3Bo).
It is de.:1r that in the present scene the three laurel br:mches
result from the action of the winged putto (Virtue) in
w.:1tering the tree, and that the figure on the right represents Fame.

Literatllre: Molinier, No. 242: Bange, No. 395; Machgan,
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p. 23; P}aniscig. Riccio. pp. 4SS-6; Ricci, ii, pp. 166-7. No.
224; Cott, p. IS3.

223 : Figure 95
ALLEGORICAL SCBNB. Circubr. Medium brown patiru.
A.50].225»
Diameter S.6 em.
On the right is a fully cb.d winged female figure seated
on an indeterminate object. perhaps a sphere; she bends
forwards to place a wreath on the head of;1 winged child
rwming towards her from the left. Beneath her right foot
is :'In overturned vase. Behind is a palm tree with two
branches of hurel, to one of which is att:l.ched a c:mouche
with the letters ISA. The exergue is void. Four holes in
moulded rim (one stopped) .
The attribution is contingent on that of No. 221 (q.v.).
The phquette exists in a number of collections. The
inscription on the c:trtouche is mist:l.kenly regarded by
Ricci as a sigruture. All other authorities arc in :.greement
th:l.t it must relate to the subject of the scene. and accept
the hypothesis of Molinier Wt the letter I stands for
Justus or Justitia. P1aniscig supplies a conjectural reading
'Justus sicut :l.urum '. The im:l.gery of the burel branch
springing from a palm tree is closely related to that of
No. 222, and Pbniscig's design:l.tion of both pbquettes as
Allegories of Humanist Virtue is probably correct.

Lit(ratllre: Molinier, No. 2.43; Migcon, in us Arts, No. 80,
August 1908, p. 26; Bange. No. 394: Pl:miscig. Est. K.,
No. 367: Planiscig. Riccio, p. 4S6; Ricci, ii, p. 167. No.
225; Middddorf. Morgcllrot/I. No. 204: Cott, p. 153.

Middddon. The not unusual antithesis between the puna,
representing Humarust Virtue, a.nd the satyr is found again
in, e.g., the lid of Lotto's portrait of Dernardo de'Rossi in
the National Gallery of Art, Washington (IS06). The
motif of the vanquished satyr occurs on the relief of
Temperantia on the Paschal Candlestick, and Wt of the
serpent appears on the relief of Prudcntia. The symbol of
the winged tree is unexplained.

Collut(oll: Signol (ule P:l.ris, 1 April 1878, No. 32.4).
Literatllre: Molinier, No. 244; Rizzini, No. 66 (for Brescia
pbquette); Bange, No. 392; Pbniscig, Est. K., No. 368;
Planiscig, Ricdo, p. 4S8; Ricci. ii. p. 167, No. 226: Middel·
dorf, Morgemoth. No. .lOS; Cott, p. IS3.

225 : Figure 96
ALLEGORICAL SCENB. Circubr. Medium brown patina.
Diameter 3.9 cm.
A.S05.2.27»
The plaquette, which has an inverted moulded rim, is a
reduced version of No. 224. from which it dilfers in the
absence of the bucker hanging from the tree, of the exergue
a.nd of the zephyr head. Hole at top.
The relief, which also exists in Derlin, is a simplified v:l.riant
of thc preceding pbqueue. The present version is convc,,<,
:l.nd is assumed by Ricci. to h:l.ve been made for insertion in
a sword·hilt.

Lilf!ratllrc: Molinier, No. 244: Dange, No. 393; Ricci, ii,
p. J68, No. 227: Cott, p. IS3.

226 : Figures 92, 93
224 : Figure 97
ALLEGORICAL SCENE. Circular. D:l.rk brown patina.
Diamcter 4.9 cm.
A.504.2268
In the centre is a naked boy with his left foot on a crouching
utyr. With a ewer held in the right ha.nd he w:l.ters the
roots of a tree Oeft) whose upper branches he holds with
his left hand. One of the upper branchcs of the tree has the
form of:. palm le:lf; the remainder :l.re laurd. Round the
base of the trunk is twined a serpent, and above, :l.ttached
to the stcm, are a pair of wings. To the right of the child
is a brge vase, with a withered tree. beside it from one of
whose branclIcs there hangs :1 basin. Above (right) is a
zephyr head. The cxergue is void.
The attribution is contingent on th:l.t of No. 221 (q.v.).
The plaquette is frequently encounteted, both indepcn.
dently :md as :. d:lgger mount. It also recurs in the lid of :.
box fonnerly in the Pierpont Morgan collection. A version
in Brescia carries the inscription JA.I. The subjea is
explained by MoUnier and B::mge as an Allegory of
Ca1umny. An alternative explanation as an Allegory of
Spirit and Matter is :.dvanced by Phniscig and :l.ccepted by

Two ALLEGORICAL SCBNIIS . Circubr. Medium reddish
brown patina. Diameter S.4 cm.
A.506.228I1
The phqueuc is double-sided. On the obverse is :1 ruked
child walking to thc right. He holds a serpent in his left
hand and :1 cord in his right, the further end of which is
attached to the handle of a brge winged vase containing
two branches of burd. Above the vase is a zephyr he:ld.
In the centre :l.t the b:l.ck is a laurel tree, and to the right
stands a classical altar. In the exergue is the word .VIRTVS.
On the reverse is a fully clad winged female figure seated
on a throne. She has a palm in her left hand. a.nd with dIe
right extends a wre:lth to a winged child running tow:l.rds
her from the left. The child holds :. skull in his left hand
and a branch of laurel in his right. In the centre :l.t dIe b:l.ck
is a palm tree with one branch oflamel. In the excrgue are
the letters .FA. Hole :l.t top.
The :l.ttribution is contingent on that of No. 221. The
pbquette is unique, no other version of either relief
being recorded. The letters .fA.on the reverse are explained
by Molinier as an abbreviation of the word FAMA. The
plaquctte thus combines an Allegory of Humarust Virtue
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on the obverse and an Allegory of Fame on the reverse,
and goes some way to elucidate the imagery of the six
preceding plaqucttcs, in which the motifs of the palm and
hurel trees, the snake and vase, and the winged figure
crowning a mask or skull arc variously combined.

Collection: Spitzer (sale Paris, 14 April 1893. ii, No. 1520).
Literature: MeUnier, No. 239; Migcon, in Lcs Arts, No. 80,
August 1908, p. 26; Pianiscig. Riccio, pp. 457-8; Ricci, ii,
p. 168. No. 228; Cott, p. IS3 .
227 :

Figure

lIZ

WINGED CIIILD PLAYING ON A LYRE. Rectangle trimmed
irregularly. Dark brown patina. H. 4.4 cm., W. 3.1 cm.

A·53I.253U

The child, who is naked, is shown scated to the right on
a hillock or tree-stump, with head turned back over his
shoulder. The base Jine beneath the feet is raised. Hole Olt
top.
The relief, of which examples e,,";st in the Musco Naziomle, Florence, and elsewhere, is classified by Molinier, Migeon :md Ricci as P:1duan, :1bout 1500. Type :1nd h:1ndling
suggest dl:1t we h:1ve here to do with :1 work produced by
Riccio :1t :1bout the d:1te of the Dclb Torre reliefs.

Literalllre: Molinier, No. 408; Migeon, in Les Arls, No. 80,
August 1908, p. 29; Ricci, ii, p. 184, No. 253; Cott, p. 146.

228 : Figure 103
SAINT GEORGE AND THE DRAGON. Rectangular. Vcry
d:1rk p:1tina. H. 5.3 Cill., W. 6.4 Ctn.
A.408.13IB
The relief, which is enclosed in a double moulded rim,
shows St. George, in armour with drawn sword, on a
horse galloping to the right. In the right foreground is the
dragon. The princess st3nds in the upper left comer on a
ledge of rock ncar a clilf. In the upper right comer is a
distant tree. Faulty casting, widl flaws to the left of the
Saint's foot and under his right :1rm. Border imperfecdy
trimmed at lower left and lower right. Hole at top.
The pbquette occurs on a triangular sand-box in the
Victoria and Albert Museum, London, along with pbquettcs of Cupid sailing all a Quiver and the Rape of
Dcianira. The Rape of Deianira is also found in a superior
circular form, and the present pbquette is 100scIy dependent 011 an autograph upright pbquette of the same
subject by Riccio, known through two examples in DerIin
(Bange, No. 367) and Paris (ex-G3rnier collection, Molimer, No. 224). The relicf of Cupid s;illing on a Quiver
depends from an engraving by M3rco Dente whieh bears
the inseription SIC FVGA VIOLENTA MONBT. The three
reliefs on the London sand-box (of which versions 3re also
found in Berlin) :1re :1ssigned by Goldschmidt to an
unidentified workshop assistant of Riccio, and arc given to

Riccio by Moli..nier, Dange, Macbgan and Ricci. Planiscig
assigns the present relief to Riccio's shop. The cOlUlection
with the Riccio studio is not open to serious doubt, but
none of dle surviving versions is of autograph qU3lity.
Enking :1ssociates the present pbquette with:1 woodcut in
Giorgio Rusconi's reprint (1509) of the Melamorplloses.

Lilerature: Mollnier, No. 225; Migeon, inLes Arts, No. 80,
August 1908, p.26 (as Riccio); Goldschmidt, in Amtliche
Bcrichte, :o:xix, 1917-18, C. 135-41 (as studio assist3nt of
Riccio); B3nge, No. 386 (as Riccio); MacIagan, p. 75 (as
Riccio); Pbniscig, Riccio, pp. 442-3, fig. 537 (as Riccio
Workshop); Ricci, ii, p. 102, No. 131 (as Riccio); Cott,
p. 149 (as Riccio); Enking, in PJ., lxii, 1941, pp. 77-107.

229 : Figure I I I
ApOLLO AND VULCAN. Rect3ngular. Silvered bronze. H.
4·3 cm., W. 4.1 em.
A.507.229D
On the left, scated on analt3r,isApollo,swathedindrapery,
pbyiug a lyre with a grotesque aulnul head. Beside him
in the foreground is a swan. To the right is Vulcan, seated
on a stool before his anvil with two hammers in his hands.
At the back (right) is a palm tree. Plain flat rim.
This ure plaquette was unknown to Molinicr, :1nd is given
by Ricci to the artist desigll3ted Master I.S.A. (see No.
221). Middcldorf (private communication) relates the pose
of Apollo to that of the Saint in Ulocrlno's plaquctte of St.
Cccilia(No. 239). The plaquette recurs (along with reliefs of
a Satyr with G03t and an Allegory of Fame) in trapezoid31
form on:1 triangular inkst3nd in Derlin (Bange, Nos. 379A-C),
which is given by Pbniscig to Riccio. The qU:1lity of the
present plaqueue is lower than that of the example on
the inkstand.

Literature: Dange, No. 379B; Planiscig, Ricdo, Nos. 461-2;
Ricci, ii, p. 170, No. 2Z9; Cott, p. 153.

230 : Figure uS
THE TRIUMPH OF SILENUS. Trapezoid:1!' Dark reddish
brown patin3. H. 4.2 cm., W. 10.1 cm.
A.536.258B
The drunken Silenus is carried to the right by a group of
purti. On the left is 3 child holding a V:1se, and in the lower
left comer is a seated child playing a double flute. On the
right a child embraces a satyr, who plays on a syrinx. Plain
rim at top and bottom. Hole :1t top.
The plaquette, with No. 231, is designed for insertion in
a sand-box or inkstand. For a complete triangular s:1ndbox in which it is included sec No. 482. Independent
versions of the reliefs exist in many collections. For the
attribution sec No. 482.

Lilemtllre: Molinier, No. 414; Bange, No. 376A; Pbniscig,
Est. K., No. 371; Ricci, ii, p. 185, No. 258; Cott, p. 146.
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23 r : Figure II9
ALLEGORICAL SCENE. Trapezoidal. Dark brown patina.
H. 4.5 cm., W. 10.6 cm.
A.537·259B
On the left is a winged female figure (Fame I) seated on a
globe, in the act of writing on a shield. In the centre a
bearded man (ChronoSl) holding a sphere and a dub is
seated on a lion. To the right, beside a vase inscribed with
the letters VIR, is a seated female figure, veiled, with a wand
in her left hand. Before her stands a child drinking from a
bowl from which issues a serpent. A second child appears
on the extreme right. Moulded rim at top and bottom.
Hole at top.
The plaquette,likc No. 230, is designed for insertion in a
sand~box or inkstand. For a complete triangular sand-box
in which it is included sec No. 482. Independent versions
of the relief exist in many collections. For dle attribution
aud iconography sec No. 482.

Collection: Spitzer (sale Paris, 14 April 1893, ii, No. 1537).
Literatllre : Molinier, No. 415; Bange, No. 376c, 377;
Planiscig, Est. K., No. 370; Maclagan, p. 25; Ricci, ii,
p. 186. No. 259; Cott, p. 146.

RICCIO (ATTRIBUTED TO)
232 : Figure 107
TUB TRIUMPH OF A HERO. Rectangular. Black patina.
H. 7.7 em., W. 10.3 em.
A·417·140D
The plaquctte, which is recessed within a mrrow border,
shows (centre) a naked youth standing frontally on a raised
platform widl a horn in his left hand. Dcside him is a vase
from which there issue two branches oflaurcl and a smke.
To the left is a winged female nude (Victory) who places
her left hand on the youth's shoulder. On the extreme left
arc two female figures clothed in ehitons holding a standard
and a branch of laurel. In the lower left corner is a snake
issuing from a vase. In the background in the centre and to
the right arc two flute-players and a bearded priest holding
a branch of laurel. In the right foreground two men, one
kneeling on the platform and the other standing on the
right prepare to sacrifice au ox. Behind arc (right) a ruined
arch and (centre) a palm tree and laurel tree. Right edge
imperfectly trimmed. In the upper corners two stopped
holes.
One of the finest surviving examples of this frequently
encountered pb,quette, of which examples exist in London
(British Museum and Victoria and Albert Museum), dle
Louvre, Berlin and elsewhere. The attribution to Riccio
advanced by Molinicr is accepted by Bange, Maclagan,
Planiscig, Middc1dorf and all other authorities save Ricci.

Bange states incorrecdy that examples of the plaquette
signed with the letter R arc known. The points of contact
widl the work of Riccio noted by Planiscig arc in the main
iconographical. Neither dle pronouncedly linear treatment
of the nude figures nor dle uncertain definition of the space
conforms exactly to Riccio's authenticated works. The
facture is none the less closely related to tlut of plaquettes
from the Riecio studio.

LUerature: Molinier, No. 233 (as Riccio); Migeon, in Les
Arts, No. 80, August 1908, p. 25 (as Riccio); Maclagan,
p.22 (as Riccio); Bange, No. 368 (as Riccio: Allegory of
Fame); Phniscig, Riccio, pp. 361, 492 (as Riccio): Ricci, ii,
pp. 110-11, No. 140 (as assistant of Riccio); Middc1dorf,
Morgellroth, No. 201; Cott, p. ISO (as Riccio).

ANTONIO ROSSELLINO (AFTER)

(b. '427; d. 1479)
One of the principal Florentine artists of the middle
of the fifteenth century, Antonio Rossellino is recorded
solely as a marble sculptor. His marble reliefs of the
Virgin and Child enjoyed great popularity and were
widely reproduced in pigmented terracotta and stucco
replicas. The two reliefs listed below (the authenticity
of one of which is doubtful) depend from larger
works. There is no evidence as to the studio in which
they were produced.

233 : Figure II
VIRGIN AND CHILD. Arched top. Light brown patina.
H. 13.2 em., W. 8.5 cm.
A.295.I8B
The relief shows the Virgin seated ill threc-quarter length
widl the Child on her right knee. The Child is fully clad,
and hold's a bird in hoth hands. Flaws at centre and lower
right. Hole at tOp.
The scheme depends from tlut of a popular Virgin and
Child of which many e>.-amplcs in painted terraco([a and
stucco survive. Though a version of the stucco in Berlin
is given by SchottmGlIer to the Master of the Marble
Madonnas, the balance of probability is that these reliefs
depend from a lost work in marble by Antonio Rossellino.
It is claimed by Ricci that tlle present version of the
plaqueue, with an arched top and flat ground, is earlier
than two frequently Cllcountered variants, one rectangular
with a foliated border (example in Berlin) and the odler
with two angc1s holding a crown over the Virgin's head
(example in tlle former von Rho coUection). In its present
form the plaquette was apparently intended for insertion
in a tabern.acle frame. It cannot he assumed th.1t the plaquettes arc necessarily Florentine, since Stucco and terracoua

ANTONIO ROSSBLLlNO . SPBRANDIO . ULOCRINO
versions of the composition were widely dilfused and an
example in lstrian stone occurs on a house in the CalJe della
Pieu in Venice.

Literatllre: Molinier, No. 530 (prototype ascribed to school
of Mino dOl Fiesole); D:lllge, No. 323 (as style of Antonio
Rossellino); Braun, Katalog der Sammlllllg VOII Rho (OesterreicMsche Privatsalllllll!mgtll, i), pI. xlvi b: Ricci, p. 24, No.
18 (as Florentine, fifteenth century; marble prototype
wrongly stated to exist in the Bargel1o); Cott, p. 142 (as
Florentine, fifteenth century).

234 : Figure 13
VIRGIN AND ClULD. Silhouetted contour. Black patina
revealing light bronze surface in rubbed areas. H. 19 em.,
W. 14 em.
A.29I.I4D
The Virgin is shown in half-length behind a parapet. Her
head is turned three-quarters to the right, and she gazes
downwards at the Child, who stands on a cushion with his
head against her shoulder.
The scheme is related to that of a number of marble
Madonnas by or from the circle of Antonio Rossc1lino. A
relief in S. Clemente at Soci:uu offers analogies for the
angle of the Virgin's head and the diagonal posture of her
right arm, and the form of the Child's cruciform halo recurs
in Madoruus in the Gulbenkian Foundation, lisbon, and
in Berlin. The pose and type of the Child, however, have
no parallel in Rossellino's works. Thereis no reference to the
plaqueue in the literature of Rosscllino, and the back suggests that it is almost certainly a C3Sting of comparatively
recent date.

In thc centre stands Christ tied to a Buted pillar, of which
the base is visible between his legs and the capital appears
above his head. To the left is an executioner posed frontal1y
with his flail raised above his right shoulder. The corresponding figure on thc right is shown with back turned and
the flail in the right hand. Dehind and beside the figure of
Christ are two further executioners brandishing flails. The
relief is framed at the sides by sections of columns and at
the top by a plain rim-fillet with a suspension loop cast in
one with the plaquette. The base line is raised. Upper left
comer damaged.
Other versions of this important plaquette e>cist in Berlin
(with a provenance from Padua) and in the Cabinet des
Mcdailles. Paris. The latter is flanked by ornamented
pilasters cast in onc with the relief and has a flat border
at the top widt the inscription OPVS.SPBRANDI!I. The
plaquette in Paris (H. 12.5 em., W. 17 cm.) is sharper and
more C3refully worked up than the present relief or that
in Berlin, and is the prototype from which dtcse works
depend. Foville compares the rdief with figures on the
tomb of Pope Alexander V in S. Francesco at Bologna.
Analogies with the reverses of Sperandio's medals are in
general with works C3st about 1480 (e.g. the meda.ls of
Flociano Dolfi of ca. 1481. Virgilio Malvezzi of 1479, and
Guido Pepoli of before 1487).

Collectioll: Bardini (sale london, 26 May 1902, No. 53);
Molinier.

Literatllre: Bode, 1904. No. 909; Migeon. in us Arts, No.
73,January 1908, p. 23; Foville, in U Mllsee, vi, 1909, pp.
148. 191-2; Dange, No. 608; Hill, in Thieme Kjjmt/erlexikoll, xxxi, 1937. p. 359; Ricci, ii, p. 64. No. 86; Cou,
p. 145 (all as Sperandio).

Literatllre: Migeon, in us Arts, No. 73, January 1908, pp.
16,24 (as Antonio Rossellino): Ricci, ii, p. 18, No. 14 (as
Antonio Rossellino); Cott, p. 142 (as Antonio Rossc11ino).

SPERANDIO
(b. ca. '425; d. after 1504)
The son of a Mancuan goldsmith, Sperandio was active
initially at Ferrara (1463-77). and subsequently at
Bologna (1478-90), Venice and elsewhere. One of the
most prolific quattroccnto medallists, he is known
through signed medals datable between 1462 and
1495 ;:md through works in larger forms, of which the
most notable is the tomb of Pope Alexander V in
S. Francesco at Bologna.

235 : Figure 10
TUB FLAGI!LLATION. Rectangular. Medium brown patina.
H. (including loop) 12.3 cm., W . 13.2 cm.
A.363.86n

ULOCRINO
The signature VLOCRINO appears on a number of early
sixtccnth-century plaquettcs which arc apparently of
Paduan or Venetian origin. It is suggested by Molinier
that the name is a hybrid from the Greek oJAOS- and
the Larin "inis, and was adopted as a pseudonym by
Riccio. The complete series of Ulocrino plaquettes
is given to Riccio by Pianiscig. There is, however.
a marked discrepancy between the styles of the two
artists.

236 : Figure 340
SAINT JI!ROME. Rectangular. Dark brown patina. H. 7.8
A.430.153B
em., W . 5 cm.
St. Jerome is shown in full-Iengdt in full face with his left
hand on his breast and a stone in his extended right hand.
He wears a cloak over his left shoulder. The lion appears
in the lower left comer beside a closed book. To the left is
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a broken arch, and to dIe right a rocky cliff, on the ledges
of which are m open book and skull. In the distance on
the right .:l tree. Inscribed above: .VLOCRINO. Two holes
.:It top.

Signed versions of the plaquettes are found in Berlin, the
Morgenroth collection, md elsewhere. In a varimt, of
which CX.:lmples are also in Berlin md in the Morgeruoth
collection, the book md skull.:lre inverted, the .:lrch on the
lef[ is replaced by a tree, md the lion is differendy posed.
Literatllre: Molinier, No. .248; Bmge, Nos. 418, 419 (version of present plaquettc .:lnd variant); Maclagm, p . .26;
Planiscig. Riccio, pp. 464-5; Ricci, ii. pp. 1.20-1, No. 153;
Middcldorf, Morgenroth. Nos. .206, .207 (version of present
plaquette .:lnd variant); Cott, p. 150.

237 : Figure 341
SAINT JnROME. Rccungul.:lr. Medium brown patin.:l.
H. 6.8 cm. , W. 5.1 cm.
A·43.2·ISSB
The bearded S.:lint is shown seated at the entrance to a
grotto with a small cross in his left hand. Before him is a
lion, seated in profile to the left, who places his left p.:lW
on the S.:lint's knee. Behind to the right is.:l standing monk
with hmds raised in surprise. In the centre background a
de.:ld tree. At the top is the inscription: VLOCRINO. Hole
neaf top.
Dlunt md much rubbed example of a plaquette of which
signed versions arc found in Berlin md in other collections.
Unsigned examples are also encountered in some numbers.
There is some doubt as to the subject of the plaquette,
which is described by Molinicr .:lnd Ricd as St. Remedius
md by Bange md Planiscig as St. Gerasllnus. St. Gerasimus,
a Palestinim hennit (d. 475), is habitually accomp.:tnied by
a lion, whereas St. Remedius, whose cult seems to have
been confined to the diocese of Trent, is not associated
with that symbol. There is, however, nothing to preclude
the view that. on the analogy of Drpaccio's paintings
in San Giorgio degli Schiavoni in Venice, the saint represented is St. Jerome.
Literatllre: Migeon, inLes Arts, No. 80, August 1908, p . .27;
Molinier, No . .249; Bange, No. 420; Planiscig. Riccio, fig.
576; Ricci, ii, pp. 121-2, No. 156; Cott, p. 150.

238 : Figure 342
SAINT JEROMB. Rectanguhr. Medium brown patitu.
A·433· I S6B

H. 6.9 cm., W. 5.5 em.

The Saint, who is bearded and wears a habit, is shown
seated on a rocky ledge in three-quarter face left with a
book open on his knees and a second book propped up on
a rock in front of him. Behind arc Qeft) a barren tree md
(right) a diJf. A lion is seated at the base of the tree.

7'

This rare plaquette is known only in two CX.:lmples, of
which the second is in Derlin. The iconographical problem
it presents is identical with that offered by No. 237
(q.v.). The Saint is described by Molinier md Ricci. .:lS St.
Remedius, and by Bode, Bmge and Phnisci.g as St. Jerome.
No signed example is known.
Literatllre: Molinier, No. 250; Bode. in AmtUc1,e Berid,tt,
JCcix, 1907-8, col. 251. fig. 141; Migeon, in us Arts, No.
80, August 1908, p. 27; Dange, No. 426; Ricci, ii, p. 122,
No. 156; Cott, p. ISO (all as Ulocrino).

239 : Figure 343
SAINT CBCILIA. Recungular. Dark brown patina. H.
7.1 cm., W. 5.3 cm.
A.43 8.16IB
The relief, which is surrounded by faindy incised rimfillets, shows St. Cecilia on the left scated at an organ set
diagonally across the scene. A child or angel sits behind the
organ on the right. Propped up on the ground are Qeft to
right) a lyre, a closed book, a viol md a lute. Hole in upper
margrn.

A single signed example of the phquette is in Derlin. Prior
to its discovery the plaquette was classified by MoUnier as
an anonymous Paduan work. A version in the Dritish
Museum, cut down at the top and inscribed with the name
AND/RBA, is cited by Phniscig as contributory evidence of
Riccio's responsibility for the Ulocrino plaquettes; Ricci
dismisses the inscription as of comparatively recent date.
There is no close parallel for the composition among
Ulocrino's plaquettes, and its source bas not been identified.
It was perhaps made as a counterpart to the Apollo and
Marsyas plaquette (No. 240).
Litmlturc: Molinier, No. 392 (as anonymous Paduan);
Dode, N.o. 733 (as U locrino); Dange, No. 423 (as Ulocrino); Planiscig, Riccio, pp. 463-4, figs. 571-3 (as RiccioUlocrino); Ricci, ii. p. 125, No. 161 (as Ulocrino); Cott,
p. lSI (as Ulocrino) .

240 : Figure 344
ApOLLO AND MARSYAS . Irregular rectangle with sides
roughly excised. Dark brown patina. H. 7.1 cm., W.
5.3 cm.
A.434.157D
Apollo is seated on the left, with head turned over his right
shoulder. He wears a quiver on his back, and rests his lyre
on his left thigh; he holds a plectrum in his right hand.
On the growld, in the lower left corner. is a viol. To the
right, on a somewhat smaller sc:lle. is the figure of Marsyas
tied to a tree with his syrinx at his feet. At the top a hole.
The plaquette is found in two forms, one rectangular (of
which a signed example is in the Museo Archeologico.
Venice, and unsigned examples exist in many other
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collections) and the other a circular phquctte with a broad
border of palmettes (examples of tlle huet form are in the
Louvre and in the Morgenroth collection). The present
version was evidently intended for insertion either in a
casket, as suggested by Ricci, or in a sand-box. The plaqueerc is conccived as an allegory of music rather than as
a narrative scene.

Litera/lire: Molinier. No. 2$2; Migcan, inLe.r Arts. No. 80,
August 1908, p. 27; Dange, No. 424: Planiscig, Riccio,
p. 467. fig. S80; Ricci, ii, p. 124. No. 157; Middeldorf,
in Morge",oIJI, No. 210 (for circular variant); Cotto p. ISO.

241 : Figure 345
HERCULES AND ANTAEUS.

patina. H. 7 em., W. 5.2 em.

Rectangular. Dark brown
A·435·158n

The twO figures occupy the full height of the relief, and
arc placed centrally, Hercules with his hack turned and
head in profile to the left and Antaeus with his right hand
on the shoulder :lIld his left on the head of Hercules. On
the ground lies a club. The scene is framed in a broken
arch. At the base of the pier on the right is a rellef of a male
nude. Signed at the top to the right VLOCRINO. Hole in
upper horder.
One of three recorded versions of this unusual plaquette,
which is mistakenly regarded by Pl:ullscig as establishing a
link between the plaquettes of Riccio and those signed by
Ulocrino. The aflinities of the relief are with Moderno
rather than with Riccio.

Li/crature: Molinler, No. 253: Migeon, in Les Arts, No. 80,
August 1908, p. 27; Planiscig, Rl'cdo, p. 450, fig. 550:
Rico, ii, p. 124, No. 158: Cott, p. ISO.

242 : Figure 346
TilE DEATII OF MI!LEAGER. Rectangular. Very dark
A.43 6.1598
patitu. H. 7.2 cm., W. 5.3 cm.

Litertltllrc: Molinier, No. 255: Hill, in B.M., xxx, 1817,
p. 109; Bange, No. 422; Planiscig, Riccio, pp. 466-7. fig.
579; Ricci, ii, pp. 124-5, No. 159; Cott, p. 150.

243 : Figure 348
ARISTOTLE AND ALBXANDER OF APIIROPISIAS. Rectangular. Medium brown patina (rubbed on raised surfaces).
H. 7.2 cm., W. 5.6 cm.
A.437.160B
Aristotle is seated on the ground to the right beneath a
tree. His head is in profile to dIe left, and he wears a
flattened felt hat. On the ground beside him are a dosed
book and a rabbit. With raised right hand he addresses
Alexander of Aphrodisias, who stands on the left wearing
a turban and holding an open book. Behind is a hillY
landscape and a distant town. Inscribed on the left at the
top: .ALEX.APII.ARIS. Hole in upper margin.
Alexander of Aphrodisias, a peripatetic philosopher and
one of the most learned commentators on Aristotle's
works, lived at the end of the second and the beginning of
the third centuries A.D. His writings were rediscovered in
the late fifteenth century; the De Anima was published in
a translation by Riccio's patron Girolamo Donati in 1495.
and his complete works were printed in Greek in Venice
between 1513 and 1527. The relief is likely to have been
connected with these projects. Versions of the plaquette
exist in many collections, but none of them is signed, and the
attribution to Ulocrino has been questioned, notably by
Madagan. Bode uses the plaquette catalogued as No. 238
(also unsigned) to establish UIocrino's authorship.

Literature: Lazari, Notizi(J ••• della Raccofta Correr, p. 198
(as Ulocrino); Molinier, No. 256 (as Ulocrino); Bode, in
Allliliche Berichte, xxix, 1907-8, c. 251 (as Ulocrino);
Migeoll, in Les Arts, No. 80, August 1908, p. 27; Bange,
No. 427 (as Ulocrmo); Madagan, p. 27 (as Ulocrino, 'but
showing ... considerable divergencies in style from his
signed works'); Ricci, ii, p. 125, No. 160 (as UIocrino);
Planiscig, Riccio, p. 316, fig. 358 (as Ulocrino-Riccio); Con,
p. ISO (as Ulocrino); cd. Kristel1er. Mediaeval tllld Rellaissallce Latill TratlSialiolls tllld COlIJlllelltaries, i, Washington.
1960, p. 84 ff. (for Alo.-ander of Aphrodisias).

The naked Meleager is sCl.ted to the right of centre on a
rock, with head turned back and his left hand resting on a
boar's head in the lower right comer of the relief. Behind
in the centre is Althaea, who holds a grotesque shield or
mask in her left hand and with her right inserts a brand in
the fire on an altar at her side. Behind to the left is a barren
tree. Hole at top.

ALLBGORICAL SCENE. Rectangular. Dark brown patina.
A.429.152B
H. 6.6 cm., W. 4.7 em.

Signed versions of the plaquette arc mentioned in general
tenus by Molinier and Bange, but none has been traced.
The attribution to Ulocrino is not, however, open to
serious doubt. Other unsigned examples of the plaquettes
are known. Ricci comments that 'the explanation of the
subject is far from easy'. The scene is correctly identified
by Hill, Bange and Pl:ullscig.

On the left is a naked youth with his hands hehind his back.
tied to a dCl.d tree. To the right a bearded man, naked save
for a band of drapery which crosses the right shoulder and
passes between the thighs, is seated on an altar or plinth.
In his right hand he holds a (1) musical instrument with
two bcl1s, and in his left hand is an indistinguishable
globular object, perhaps a fruit. In the background are two

244 : Figure 347
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broken arches. Above (right) the almost erased inscription
VLOCRINO. At the bottom the stamped colleetor's m:uk
BM.

The subject has not been satisfactorily exphined. Molinier
explains the figure on the left as St. Sebasti:m. with the
rider that a mythological subject may also be portrayed.
Jacobsen :md Bange regard the plaquette as :m allegory,
:md Ricci looks upon it as a mythological scene. Wind
(private communication) identifies the figures as SS.
Sebastian and Leonard. A second signed version of the
plaquette is in the Musco Correr, Venice; unsigned versions exist in many adler collections. Planiscig stresses the
affinities of the plaqueue to Riccio, whose authenticated
plaques are, however, wholly different in style.

Collectioll: Baron de Monville.
Literatllre: MoUnier, No. 246 (as UJocrino); Jacobsen, in
RJ.K.. xvi. 1893, pp. 61-2 (for signed version in Musco
Correr); Dange, No. 421 (as Ulocrino); Planiscig. Riccio,
pp. 467-8, fig. 581 (as Ulocrino-Riccio); Ricci, ii, p. 120,
No. 152 (as Ulocrino); Cott, p. ISO (as Ulocrino).

ULOCRINO (ATTRIBUTED TO)
245 : Figure 350
SAINT J EROME. Rectangular. Light brown patina. H.
9.6 em., W. 6.5 cm.
A·43I.154D
The figure of the Saint is based on that in No. 236 (sec
above). The two plaqucues differ in that the left foot of
the Saint rests on a book and the left hand holds a crucifix.
To the right is a low cliff:md a tree, and to the left is a
dead tree. The lion, though still shown in profile, is
differendy posed.
The plaquette is known from dIe present version and an
example at Drescia. Though based on the signed Ulocrino
plaquette of the same subject, it is, as noted by Ricci, by
another hand, and is unlikely to have been produced in
Ulocrino's shop.

Litcratllre: Molinier, No. 247 (as Ulocrino); Rizzini, p. 24,
No. So (as Ulocrino); Ricci, ii, p. 121, No. 154; Cou,
p. ISO (as Ulocrino).
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as Florentine, but it is likely that plaquettcs after the
antique were also produced in Rome (where their
manufacture may have becn inspired by the collection
of Pope Paul II) as well as in North Italy.

246 : Figure 35
ApOLLO AND MARSYAS. Oval. Dark brown lacquer (much
rubbed) over light brown bronze. H. 4.2 cm., W. 3.4 cm.
A·301.24D
To the left is Marsyas tied to a tree. Opposite him stands
Apollo, with plectrum and lytc, also facing outwards.
Between them kneels Olympus imploring the mercy of
Apollo. Hole at top.
This and the following somewhat smaller plaquettc depend
from an antique comeli:m intaglio in the Medici collection.
The intaglio is known to have been mounted by Ghiberti
in a gold setting and, according to a statemcnt in Ghibcrti's
Comweulari, bore the name of Nero. Dronze plaquettes
derived ftom it with the inscription NERO.CLAVDIVS.
CAESAR. AVGVSTVS .GERMANICVS. p. MAX .TR. p. 1MI'. 1'.1'.
in the border exist in Berlinand e1scwhere. At least two other
intaglios of the composition were in Medici possession.
One of these, possibly antiquc, is in Naples, and is inscribed
LAVR.MBD. A fifteendl-century intaglio is in the Dibliotheque Nationale. The composition recurs on the reverse of an oval medal of Pope Paul n of 1468. Dronze
plaquettes of the Apollo and Marsyas composition seem
to have enjoyed great popularity, and arc classified by
Molinier in five and by Ricci in eight main types. There
is no basis on which they can be confidendy dated, but the
ptesent plaqucne is likely to date from the fifteenth century.
No. 247 is somewhat inferior in quality, and seems to
have been cast from a version of No. 246; as noted by
Ricci, its reduced size is due to shrinkage.

Litcrtltllrc: Molinier, No.2 :md pp. 4-6 (as Italian, fifteenth
century); Dange, Nos. 66-9 (as after die antique); Maclagan
pp. 13-14 (as aftet the antique); Ricci, ii, pp. 28-9, No. 24
(as Florentine, fifteenth century); Middeldorf, Morgcllrotll,
No. 288; Cott, p. 142; Furtwiingler. pI. xlii (fot intaglios);
Kris. i, Nos. 29, 30, pp. 29 (for intaglios); Weiss, Uti
lWUlllista vcncziano: papa Paolo II, 1959, pp. 55-6 (for
PautH medal).

247 : Figure 36

AFTER THE ANTIQUE
The reliefs listed below arc anonymous plaquettes
moulded or adapted from classical gems. Where it
can be proved that the gem formed part of the Medici
collection, the plaquettes are conventionally described

ApOLLO AND MARSYAS. Oval. Medium brown patina.
H. 3.8 cm., W. 3.2 em.
A·3 02 .2 5»
The piaquette is a smaller and inferiot version of No. 246

(q.v.).
LitcrtlWre: Ricci, H, p. 29, No. 25; Cort, p. 142.

AFTER THE ANTIQUE
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248 : Figure 34
TRIUMPH OF BACCHUS AND ARIADNE.

brown patina. H. 3.3 em., W. 4.2 em.

250 : Figure 37
Oval. Yellowish

A.303.26a

Bacchus and Ariadne seated on a charlot drawn to the left
by two winged female figures. A winged purto stands on

the shaft and a second puna sunds by the wheel. To the
right is a tree. The cxcrguc is void.
Cast from an antique onyx cameo in Naples. The cameo
was owned by Lorenzo dc' Medici, and is inscribed

it was previously in the collection of Pope
Paul II. The scheme is reproduced in a marble roundel,
wrongly ascribed to Donatello. in the courtyard of the
Palazzo Medici-Riccardi, Florence. Examples of the
plaquettc exist in many collections. and are of uniformly
poor quility.

LAVR.MED.;

Litrratllre: MaUnier, No.8 (as lta:lian, fifteenth century);
Bange, No. 88 (as after the antique); Ricci, ii, pp. 29-30,
No. 26 (as Florentine, fifteenth century); Cote, p. 142 ;
Furtwiingler, pI. lvii, No. IS (for cameo): Kris, i, No. 26
(for cameo).

249 : Figure 39
WINGED EROS DRIVING A CHARIOT. Oval. Medium
brown patina. H. 5.6 cm., W. 7.6 cm.
A.304.278
A winged male figure in left profile, whip in hand, stands
in a chOlriot drOlwn to the left by two galloping horses. The
exergue is void. Hole Olt top.
COlst from an antique cameo recorded in the collection of
Lorenzo de' Medici. As shown by Miintz, the Medici
cameo is identicti with Ol cameo described in the collection
of Pope POlul TI; it cannot, therefore, as supposed by
Wittkower, have been in the possession of Cosima dc'
Medici. A version of the plaquette appears in Ol bronze
Dust of Ol Youth ascribed to DonOltcl1o in the Museo
Nazionale, Florence, where it has been explained OlS a
symbol of Phtonic love. In the rehtion of the figurOltive
clements to the containing oval the relief on the bust
differs from the phquetCes. It is mistakenly Olrgued by
Wittkower thOlt the plOlquettes were probOlbly struck after
the bust. As noted by Ricci, an analogous gem (not
necessarily thOlt reproduced in the phquette) is illustrOlted
by Gori. The scheme recurs on Rossellino's tomb of the
COlrdinal of PorrugOl1.

Literature: Molinier, NO. 9 (OlS ItaliOln, fifteenth century);
Migeon, in us Arts, No. 80, August 1908, p. 22 (as Olfter
the antique): DOlnge, No. 82 (OlS after dIe antique); Ricci,

ii, p. 30, No. 27 (OlS Florentine, fifteenth century): Cott,
p. 142 (OlS Florentine, fifteenth century): Wittkower, in

JOllmal oj tlte Warbllrg Institllte, i, 1938, pp. 260-1 (for
iconography): JOlnson, The Scl/lptllre of DomltelJo, ii,
Princeton, 1957, pp. 141-2 (for bust ascribed to DonOltello):
Gon, Mllselllll Florl!lltillHlII, ii, pI. 70, fig. 2 (for gem).

MINERVA ON A CHARIOT. OVOlI. Dark brown pOltinOl.
A.30S·28B

H. 3.5 cm., W. 4.3 cm.

Minerva, in full Olrmour, with hdmet, Olegis Olnd shidd, is
seen driving to the left in Ol chOlriot drOlwn by two galloping
horses.
The plOlquette is unique iUld is ofconspicuously fine quality.
Ricci infers, from the irregular contour of the bOlckground,
that it was cast from :m antique cameo. The gem hOls not
been traced.

Cotlectioll: Gavet (sale Paris, 31 MOlY 1897, No. 267).
Literatllre: Migeon, in Les Arts, No. 80, August 1908,
p. 22 (as after dIe :mtique); Ricci, ii, p. 30, No. 28 (:u
Florentine, fifteenth century); Cott, p. 142 (as Florentine,
fifteenth century).

25I : Figure 42
HERMAPHRODITE AND THREE CUPIDS. Oval. Dark brown
pOlrin.a. H. 3.1 cm., W. 3.7 cm.
A.306.29B
On dIe right is the reclining figure of Hermaphrodite,
f:mned by Ol winged putto. A second purto on the left plays
the syrinx Olnd a third, in the right foreground, pbys Ollyre.
On the left Ol tree. The exergue is void.
COlSt from Oln :mtique gem, formerly in the Medici collection, which is reproduced in the border of Latin MS.
8834 in the Dibliothcque Nationale, Paris, and is engraved
by Gori. As noted by Ricci, similar gems are in the COlbinet
des Mcdailles, Paris (Babelon, Camles alltl'qlles, No. 48), the
Hermitage, Lcningrnd, POllermo iUld the Dritish Museum
(Walters, No. 3481) . The gem from which the phquettes
were cast has not been traced.

Literatllre: Molinier, No. 10 (as Italian, fifteenth century);
DOlnge, No. I47 (as Olfter the iUltique): Ricci, ii, p. 32, No. 29
(as Florentine, fifteenth century): Cott, p. 142 (as Florentine, fifteenth century): Furtwangler, pI. lvii, No. 23 (for

gcm).

252 : Figure 48
CERES AND TRIPTOLEMUS. Oval. Light brown pOltina.
A·307.30B

H. 4.5 cm., W. 3.5 cm.

On the left is Ol female figure seated on a stool. The upper
part of her body is undrnped, and she holds a cornucopia.
To the right is Ol standing mOlie nude in profile to the left,
with ears of wheat in his right hand Olnd Ol long-handled
implement in his left. In the background a vase on a
column. The exergue is void. Hole Olt top.
COlst from an antique cameo. As noted by Molinier, a gem
of Ceres Olnd Triptolemus is listed in iUl inventory of the
collection of Pope Paul II. A similOl[ gem is also reproduced

CATALOGUE NOS.

in the border orMS. Lat. 8834 in the Biblioth~que Natio-nale, Paris, and therefore presumably formed part of the
Medici collection. The very plausible identification of the
subject as Ceres and Triptolemus is proposed by Molinier,
and is repeated by all later authorities. It cannor be assumed
that this interpretation was mandatory in the Ren:ilisance,
since an example in the Rosenheim sale bore the inscription
tVNONIS CONSILlVM.

Literature: MoUnier, No.

I I (as Italian, fifteenth century);
Bange, No. 76 (as after the antique, carly sixteenth century); Ricci, ii, pp. 32-3, No. 30 (as Florentine, fifteenth
century); Cott, p . 142 (as Florentine, fifteenth century).

253 : Figure 41
HERCULES AND TilE NBMBAN LION. Oval. Dark brown
patina. H. 3.6 cm., W. 2.5 cm.
A.309 .J2B
Hercules is shown in profUe to the left struggling with the
Nemean lion, which he has lifted off the groWld. The
exergue is void. Hole at top.
Classified by Molinier and Ricci as a cast from an antique
gem, the plaquetteis rdated by Bange to a cameo in Berlin.
A fifteenth-century onyx cameo in Naples seems to depend
from the same model as the plaquette.

Collectioll: Probably His de La. Salle (sale London, 22
November 1880, No. 248).
Literature: Molinier, No. 17 (as Italian, fifteenth century);
Bange, No. 126 (as after the antique, sixteenth century):
Ricci, ii, p. 33, No. 32 (as Florentine, fifteenth century);
Cott, p . 142 (as Florentine, fifteenth century); Furtwangler,
Besc1"eibrmg der gesdmittellell Steine im Berliller Alltiqllarilllll,
B. 1896 (for Berlin gem); Kris, i, No. 33 (for Naples
cameo).

254 : Figure 45
AESCULAPIUS. Oval. Light brown patina. H. 5.7 em.,
W. 3.7 em.
A·3IO.33B
The plaquette, which has a raised rim, shows a male nude
standing in profile to the left. He extends his right hand
to an altar, above which is seen the head of a bull. A serpent
is twined rOWld a long staff in his left hand.
Regarded by Ricci as an impression from an intaglio, the
plaquette is classified by Molinier wi~ works after the
antique and is described by Bange as 'im Charakter cloer
antiken Gemme'. No related antique gem has been
identified.

Literatllre: Molinier, No. 19 (as Italian, fifteenth century);
Bange, No. III (as sixteenth century); Ricci, ii, p. 34, No.
33 (as Florentine, fifteenth century); Cott, p. 142 (as
Florentine, fifteenth century).

248-257
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255 : Figure 46
A CENTAUR. Oval. Medium brown patina. H. 4.9 cm.,
A.3 II.34B

W. 4.1 cm.

The Centaur is seen in profile to the right. He holds a
basket on his shoulder, and has a thyrsus in his left hand.
His shoulders are covered by a lion skin. Raised base line.
The exergue is void. Hole at top.
Cast from an antique onyx cameo in Naples, which hears
the name of Lorenzo dc' Medici. The gem is described in
an inventory of the Medici collection and formed the basis
of a marble roWldel in the courtyard of the Palazzo MediciRiccardi. The plaquette seems to have been cast in considerable numbers, and exists in many collections.

Literatllre: Molinier, No. 20; Bange, No. IIO; Planiscig.
Est. K., No. 267; Ricci, ii, p. 34, No. 34 (as Florentine,
fifteenth century); Cott, p. 142 (as Florentine, fifteenth
century); Kris, i, No. 23 (for cameo) .

256 : Figure 44
DIOMEDE AND THE PALLADIUM. Oval. Medium brown
patina. H. 3.8 cm., W. 3.3 cm.
A.3I3.36B
The plaquctte, which is concave, shows the naked figure
of Diomede in profile to the right seated on an altar
adorned with a garland. His left arm is covered with a twist
of drapery, and in his hand he holds the Palladium. He
has a short sword in his right hand. The exergue is void.
Flaw at base.
The plaquette depends from a famous antique chalcedony
intaglio in Naples, signed by Polyklcitos, which, in the
fifteenth century, bdonged successively to Niccolb Niccoli,
Cardinal Lodovico Scarampi, Pope Paul II and LorC112O
de' Medici. Other gems with the same figure exist in
Florence and in the Biblioth~que Nationale, Paris. One
of these intaglios formed the basis of a marble rOWldel in
the courtyard of the Palazzo Medici-Riccardi, formerly
ascribed to Donatcllo.

Literatllre: Molinier, No. 30 (as after the antique); Dange,
No. 144 (as after the antique); Planiscig, Est. K., No. 252;
Ricci, p. 36, No. 36 (as Florentine, fifteenth century);
Cott, p. 143; Gori, Mllselllll FlorenthlUlII, ii, pI. 28, fig. 2.3;
Furtwangler, pI. xlix, I, 2, pI. I, 10, 12; Kris, i, No. j.

257 : Figure 47
DIOMEDE AND THE PALLADIUM. Oval. Dark brown
patina. H. 5.1 em., W. 4.1 cm.
A.314.37B
The plaquette, which has a beaded rim, is a larger variant
of No. 2j6 (q.v.).
Like the preceding plaquette, the present relief exists in a
number of collections, and is a free variant, not a cast. The

AFTER THE ANTlQUB

garland md drapery arc modelled in deeper relief than in
No. 256.

century); Cott, p. 143 (as Florentine, fifteenth century);
Gori, Museum FlorentblUm, i, pI. 60, No. 10.

Literature: Molinier, No. 31; Bange, Nos. 141, 142; Ricci,
ii, p. 37. No. 37; Cott, p. 143; for gem see preceding
bibliography.

260 : Figure 38

258 : Figure 43

TIMETER OVERCOMll nY TURNUS. Oval Medium brown
patina. H. 3.9 cm., W. 5.3 cm.
A.317.40D

ULYSSES. DIOMEDE AND THB PALLADIUM. Oval. Dark
brown patiru. H. 2.5 cm., W. 3.4 cm.
A.315.38B
The plaquette shows Diomede (left) seated as in the two
preceding phqucucs. To the right is a male nude in left
profile. Behind him is the wall of a building, and between
the figures is a statue on a column. On the altar on which
Diomede is seated is an indistinct inscription in Greek:
4>HAIE EnOIEI . At the top remains of a suspension loop.
The full inscription is more dearly legible on an example
in Derlin. As noted by Molinier, m antique cameo in
the Bibliothcque Nationale (Babdon, No. 151) shows
the Rape of the Palladium with the additional figure of
Ulysses and corresponds in scheme with the present plaquette. A sardonyx cameo of the subject, apparently of
Reruissance origin, was in the Medici collection. The
classical prototype is identified by Ricci with a gem
formerly in the collections of Lord Arundel and the Duke
of Marlborough. The pbquette occurs less frequendy than
the two preceding reliefs.

Literatllre: Molinier, No. 32; Dange, No. 145; Planiscig,
Est. K., No. 254; Ricci, ii, p. 37, No. 38; Cotr, p. 143;
Furtwangler, pI. xlix, NO. 4; I, No. II (for gems);
Chabouillet, Catatoglle gill/raf des camles . •. de fa Bibliotl,rql/e Ntltiollale, No. 102; Gori, Mllseum Fforetllilllllll, pI.
28, No. I.

259 : Figure 49
MINERVA. Oval. Light brown patina. H. 4 cm., W. 3.1
em.
A.316.39B
The bust of Minerva is shown to the right in profile wearing :1 helmet and cuirass. The crest is in the form of a
dolphin, and on dIe surface of the helmet is a triton blowing
a conch. Hole at top.
The pbquette is related by Molinier to a Renaissance gem
in the Dibliomcque Natiorule (No. 2315). Dmge connects
it with :1 gem engraved in reverse by Marcantonio Raimondi as a hcad of Alexander the Great. A simihr hcad
occurs in a border in MS. Lat. 8834 in the Dibliothcque
Nationale, and it is inferred by Ricci that the source of
the pbquette was a cognate cameo in the Medici collection.
The pbquette seems to date from the sixteenth, not the
fifteenth century.

Literature: Molinier, No. 43; Dange, No. 62 (as sixteenth
century); Ricci, ii, p. 38, No. 39 (as Florentine, fifteenth

The plaquette shows a naked warrior (right) grasping the
h:rir of a naked horsemall galloping to the left. On the
ground (left) is a shield. Holes at top and bottom.
The relief is correctly identified by Maelagan as a cast
from a cameo (probably antique) formerly in the collection of Sir William Hamilton at Naples. Bmge assumes
a COIUlcction with a classical Datde of the Amazons, and
rdates the plaquette to engravings by Battista Franco
(E.83), Enca. Vico (D.II7) and Claudio Ducheti. The
scheme recurs on the reverse of a sixteenth-century metbl
of Cecco d' Ascoli. The subject is plausibly explained by
Dange 35 Timeter overcome by Turnus.

Literatllre: Migeoll, inLes Arts, No. 80, August 1908, p. 22
(as after the antique); Molinier, No. 35; Dange, No. 159
(as fifteenth century after the antique); Maclagan, p. IS
(as after the antique); rucci, ii, pp. 38-9, No. 40 (as Florentine, fifteenth century); Cott, p. 143 (as Florentine,
fifteenth century).

261 : Figure 53
ALEXANDER THB GREAT. Oval. Light brown patina.
H. 5.6 cm., W . 4.6 cm.
A·3 18 ·4 1D
The bust of Alexander, fully armed, is shown in prome to
the right. On his helmet is a. contest between a centaur
and a lapith. To the right is the inscription: ALISANDRO.
Hole at top.
As noted by Molinier, the pbquette reproduces the bust
of Minerva on No. 259; there are differences ill the
decoration of the helmet and in the hair. The relief is
dated by Dange and Ricci to the beginning of the sixteenth
century.

Literature: Molinier, No. 49; Dange, No. 163; Ricci, ii,
p. 39, No. 41 (as Florentine); Cott, p. 143 (as Florentine,
fifteenth cenrury) .

262 : Figure 54
SCIPIO AfRICAN us. Oval. Dark browll patiIU. H. 7.5
cm., W. 5.9 cm.
A.319·42B
The bust of a beardless youth ill full armour is seen ill
profile to the right. The helmet is embossed with a. gryphon, and on a brooch on the left shoulder is represented
Hercules and the Nemcan Lion. To the right is the inscription: SCII' AI'. Holes at top a.nd bottom.
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The relief exists in two forms, with and without the inscriplion on the right. Madagan infers that it is 'probably
imitated from a cameo of Minerva based on the type of
the Parthenon figure'. The dates assigned to the pbqueue
vary from the fifteenth century (Molinier) to ca. 1500
(Ricci) and the early sixteenth century (Middeldorf) . The
latest dating is the most pbusible.

Collectioll: Piot (sale Paris, 21-24 May 1890, No. 66).
Literature: Molinier. No. 53; Bange, No. 70; Planiscig,
Est. K., No. 255; Maclagall, p. 14; Ricci, ii, p. 40, No. 42;
Middcldorf, Morgellrotll, No. 332; Cott, p. 155 (as Italian,
carly sixteenth century) .

263 : Figure 57
MARS AND DIANA (I). Irregular oval. Dark brown patina.
H. 4.9 cm., W . 6.4 cm.
A.320.43D

On the left is a male bust in profile to the right related to
that on No. 262. Opposite is a female bust in profile to
the left related to that on No. 264. Hole at top.
The relief scems to depend from the same dassica.l models
as Nos. 262 and 264, but is earlier in date. The helmet
and type of the male figure differ slightly from those
of the Scipio, and this bust is variously identified as a
Warrior (Molinier), Scipio Africanus (Ricci) and Mars
(Bange). The figure on the right is variously described as
Dido (Ricci) and Diana (Molinier, Bange). Ricci corrects a
statement of Molinier and B:mge that a version of the
plaquette in the His de La Salle sale (London, 1880, No.
303) bore the names of Scipio and Dido. The plaquctte
seems to date from the last quarter of the fifteentlt century.

Litera/lire: Molinier, No. 46; Migeon, in Lcs Arts, No. 80,
August 1908, p. 22; Bange, No. 295 (as Donatello); Ricci,
ii, pp. 40-1, No. 43 (as Florentine, fifteenth century); Cott,
p. 143 (as Florentine, fifteenth century).
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bizarre arrangement of the drapery and the cutting off
of the arm recall Ruspagiari and Bombarda and their
school'. It is, however,likcly that the plaquette was made
about 1500 and not in the middle of the sixteenth century.

Literature: Molinier, No. 44: Bange, No. 65; Planiscig,
Est. K., No. 260; Ricci, ii, p. 41, No. 44 (as Florentine,
fifteenth century); Middeldorf, Morgemolfl, No. 331; Cott,
p. 143 (as Florentine, fifteenth century).

265 : Figure 59
ABUNDANCE. Oval. Light brown parina. H. 5.1 cm.,
W. 4 cm.
A.p2.45D
In the concave central section is a female figure in halflength with head turned wee-quarters to the right. She
holds a. cornucopia in her left hand. The figurated area is
framed in a double concentric border, the inner border with
filigree decoration and the sloping outer border with the inscription: .HOC.Ol'VS.E.FRVGES.BFVNDO.COI'IA. CORNY. At
the foot the arms of a Cardinal with a lion rampant
(see below). Ring for suspension at the top.

The arms at the base arc those of Barbo (Azure a lion
rampant or debruised by a hand argent), and as observed by
Madagan rel..\te either to Pope Paul II as Cardina.l prior to
his clection to the papacy (1464) or to his nephew M:&rco
Barbo, who was appointed Cardinal in 1467. The figurated
area reproduces an amethyst intaglio formerly in the
collection of Pope Paul II and now in the Cabinet des
M6dailles, Paris (No. 2080). Molinier and Bange look on
the surviving versions as impressions from a mould made
from a seal. Ricci assumes without good reason that the
intaglio was bter in Medici possession, and that the plaquette is therefore Florentine.

Literature: Molinier, No. 672; Bange, No. 1I6 (as sixteenth

264 : Figure 5I

century); Madagan, p. 15 (as after the antique); Ricci, ii,
pp. 41-2, No. 45 (as Florentine, fifteenth century); Cott,
p. 143 (as Florentine, fifteenth century); Furtw3ngler, pI.
xli, No. 36 (for gem).

DIANA (l). Oval. Dark brown patina. H. 4.9 cm., W.
A·j2I.44D
3·4cm.

266 : Figure 56

The plaquette, which is oval, shows a female figure itl
profile to the left. She wears a diadem in her hair, and the
top of bow and quiver appear above her left shoulder.
Hole at top.
As noted by Ricci, the relief is known in twO variants, one
of which has a blank exergue. The subject is sometimes
~escribed as Dido. Molinier, Bange and Ricci list the
pbquette with derivatives frolll the antique, and Middcldorf regards it as a free version of a classical prototype. The
source has not been identified. There is no basis for the
supposition of Ricci tlIat the relief was produced in the
workshop of Donatello. Middeldorf comments that 'the

BUST OF A YOUTlI. Circular. Yellowish brown patina.
Diameter 4 cm.
A.323.46B
The plaqucne, which has a treble moulded rim, shows
a youthful male figure in profile to dle right. He wears
a mantle. Holes at top and bottom.
The relief occurs both in a circular and in an oval form. hs
source is identified by Molinier as an antique cameo which
is reproduced in MS. Lat. 8834 of the Dibliothcque NanDnate, Paris. A closely similar intaglio in Copenhagen, probably antique, is cited by Bange. The subject is described
by Bange as a youth and by Ricci as Antinous (l).

AFTER THE ANTIQUE· ROMAN: FIFTEBNTH CENTURY

Literature: Molinier, No. 61: Bange, No. 212 (as fifteenthsixteenth century); Ricci, ii, p. 42, No. 46 (as Florentine,
fifteenth century); Cott, p. 143 (as Florentine. fifteenth
century); Dactyliotl,eca Danica, No. 147 (for Copenh:lgen
intaglio) .

Lileratllre: Bange, No. 181 (as after the antique); Ricci, ii,
pp. 44-5. No. 51 (as Florentine, fifteenth century); Cott,
p. 143 (as Florentine. fifteenth century); Gori, MllscllfIt
Florelltitlllm, i, pI. I, fig. 1.2.

267 : Figure 61

270 : Figure 58

CICERO. Irregular oval. Lead. H. 4.2 cm., W . 3.5 cm.
A.3 25.48»

JULIUS CAESAR. Circular. Light brown patina. Diametet'
4.1 cm.
A.3.29.52B

The head of Cicero is shown in pro£i.le to the right. On a
flat raised rim is the inscription: M.TVLLIVS.C.P.P.P.

A laureatcd bust of Julius Caesar is shown in peofrle to
the right. Behind him is a lituus. Above to the right is a
star, with the inscription: DIVI.IVLl.

The second word of the inscription was at first re::ad by
Molinier as IVLLIVS. and the plaquette W:lS therefore described by him as showing Julius Caesar. In an amendment,
based on a sharper version in the Bardini collection, the
correct description is substituted. The plaqueue is dated by
Bange about 1500, and is assumed by him to derive from
a cameo. Two Renaissance intaglios with busts of Cicero
are noted by Ricci.

Literature: Molinier, No. 54, and ii, p. 207: Bange, No.
169: Ricci, ii, p. 43. No. 48 (as Florentine, fifteenth century); Cott, p. 143 (as Florentine, fifteenth century).

268 : Figure 60
HIPl'OLYTA. Circular. Light brown patina. Diameter
2.3 cm.
A.3 26.49»
The plaquette, which has a plain raised fillet, shows a halflength figure of an Amazon in profile to the right. To left
and right of the figure is the inscription mOATTH. Hole
at top.
The relief, which is unique and was wUmown to Molinier,
is classified by Ricci as Florentine, fifteenth century, with
the rider that it 'shows analogy with the works of Valerio
Belli and might possibly be ascribed to that artist'. It is
not rdated to any known cUssical modd, but may depend
from a Renaissance intaglio.

Literature: Ricci. ii. p. 44, No. 49 (as Florentine, fifteenth
century); Cotr, p. 143 (as Florentine, fifteenth century).

Ricci rdates the pbquette to two intaglios showing the undraped bust of Caesar with the star and lituus in the Medici
collection and to an oval sixteenth-centurysardonyxintaglio
in the <:.tbinet des Mcdaillcs. Paris (Dabdon, No. 684). A
bookbindet"s stamp corresponding to the pbquette is in
the Dritish Museum, and is regarded by Hill as the source
of the plaquettes. The plaquette is dated by Middddorf to
the early sixteenth century.

Litera/ure: Molinier, No. 55; Dange, No. 170 (as ca. 1500) ~
Planiscig. Esi. K., No. 303; Hill, in n.M., xx, 1912, p. 201;
Ricci, ii, p. 45. No. 52 (as Florentine, fifteenth century);
Cott, p. 143 (as Florentine, fifteenth century); Middeldorf,
Morgwrolh, No. 329.
271 :

Figure 52

A ROMAN EMPER.OR.. Oval. Medium brown patina.
A·330·53B

H. 4.4 em .• W. 3.5 cm.

The bust of a youthful bureated Emperor is shown in
profile to the left. Hole at top.
An example of the plaquette is in Derlin along with a related but somewhat earlier version of the same head. Ricci
associates the portrait with the Emperor Hadrian.

Literature: Dange, No. 203 (as sixteenth century); Ricci, ii,
p. 45, No. 53 (as Florentine, fifteenth century); Cott, p. 143
(as Florentine, fifteenth century).

272 : Figure 55
269 : Figure 50
AUGUSTUS. Irregular oval. Dark brown patim. H. 4.6 cm.,
W. 3.1 cm.
A.p8.5IB
The head of the young Augustus is seen in profile to the
right.
Ricci infers from the irregular edge of the plaquette that
it derives from an antique gem. This is identified by Bange
with a carving in Naples, which appears in tum to be
identical with a gem engraved by Gori as in the Medici
collection.

POMPEY. Oval. Dark brown patina. H. 6.1 cm., W. 4.1
cm.
A.33I.54B
The bust of a bearded and draped male figure is seen in
profile to the left. On the head is a laurd wreath. The
exergue is void. On the reverse is the incised inscription:
FA/BRICIO.
After the antique. A version of the plaquettc in Berlin,
with a narrow rim-fillet and without the base line, is inscribed PONPEO. This is regarded by Ricci as a later cast.
The subject of the plaquette must none the less, on the basis
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of this evidencc, bc acccptcd as Pompcy (Dange) :md not
Jupiter (Ricci). The inscription on the back. of the present
plaquette is explained by Ricci as the name of:m early
owner.

Literature: B:mge, No. 176; Ricci, ii, p. 46, No. 54 (as
Florentine, fifteenth century): Cott, p. 143 (as Florentine,
fifteenth century).

273 : Figure 40
HERCULES AND THE NEMEAN LION. Oval. Medium
brown patina. H. 4.3 cm., W. 4.9 cm.
A·694·4 16B
On a concave ground with a wide flat rim above a raised
base-line the body of the Nemean lion is held up by one
foot by Hercules (right), who has his club in his left hand.
To the left is a naked youth. In the exergue is the inscription: AnOAAONIb.Er
As noted by BeU, the plaquette is an impression from No.
354 of the Poniatowski gems, a collection of pseudo.antiques described by Reinach. It is correctly classified by
Ricci as Itali:m, cighteenth century.

Literature: Reinach, Reeueil de pierres gravies, Paris, 1895,
pp. 150-5; Ricci, pp. 272-3, No. 416; Cott, p. 158.

ROMAN: MIDDLE OF THE
FIFTEENTH CENTURY
274 : Figure 28
TIIB FLAGELLATION. Pax with silhouetted contour.
Bronze parcel-gilt. H. 15.2 cm., W. 8.5 cm. A.S82.304D
Christ, tied to a fluted colunm in the centre, is flayed by
two bearded men. In the upper corners are two angels in
half-length. The flat background of the scene is roughened
in preparation for enamelling. At the sides the relief is
framed with sections of pilasters, and above is a triangular
pediment. At the back are marks indicating the presence
of a handle or stand, and under tlle foot is the stamped
inscription DE.ZANTA.pnAZEDE.VIRZINE.
The pax is regarded as North Italian, about 1500, by Ricci,
who comments that 'the inscription gives the name of the
chapel in which (it) was preserved',.-As noted by Middeldorf (private communication), the reference is to the presence in Sanb Prassede in Rome of a column brought from
Jerusalem in the thirteenth century, which was thought
to be that at which the Flagellation of Christ took place.
A second version of the pax. complete with handle and
with traces of blue enamelling. was on the Florentine art
market in 1960. In view of the inscription the pax is likely
to have been made in Rome. Its style is consistent with a
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dating in the middle of the fifteenth century, and with an
origin in the circle or workshop of Filarete.

Ll'teratllre: Ricci. ii. p. 213. No. 304: Cott, p. 148.

ROMAN: SECOND HALF OF THE
FIFTEENTH CENTURY
275 : Figure 30
VIRGIN AND CHILD ENTHRONED. Irregular oval with
sUhouetted contour. Dark brown patina. H. 8.7 em., W .
5.1 em.
A.SI4.236D
The plaquette, which has a high moulded base, shows the
Virgin seated in a shell niche flanked with fluted pilasters
and surmounted by a lunette. With hands clasped in
prayer, she looks down at the sleeping Child, who lies
with his head on her left thigh. At each side are garlands
banging from the cornice and terminating in a niscd rim.
The plaquette, is recorded only in a small number of
versions, and is regarded by Molinier and Ricci as Paduano
An example in Derlln is related by Dange to the work of
Enzob. Bange notes that the centnl group is identical with
that on a seal of Santa Maria in Portici in Rome of 1482.

Literature: Molinier, No. 378 (as Paduan); Bange, No. 606
(as style ofEnzob); Ricci, ii, p. 176, No. 236 (as Paduan);
Cott, p. 145 (as Paduan).

276 : Figure 33
THE REDEEMER. Gilt bronze applique with silhouetted
contour. H. 20 cm.
A.725.447D
The suffering Christ is turned three-quarters to the left;
his right hand is extended 3Ild in his left he holds a cross.
From his side a stream of blood pours down into a chalice
on the left. Hole in right hand.
As eSbbllshed by Middddorf. the applique reproduces a
figure of the suffering Christ which appears on the doors
of bbenudcs at Ferentino (dabble between 1499 3Ild
1510) alld Rocca di Papa (1517) and in the Quattro Santi
Coronati, Rome. The iconography of these reliefs depends
from a somewhat earlier Tuscan tradition, of which the
most important surviving product is a copper gilt tabernacle door in the Badia in Florence (1439). The present
applique also presents analogies to the figure of the
suffering Christ in the enamelled pax by Fibrete in Vienna.

Literature: Ricci, ii, p. 294, No. 447 (as German, sixteenth
century); Cott, p. 160 (as German, sixteenth century);
Middeldotf, in Sm'ui di storia dell' artc ill DI/OrC di Mario
Sal,lll', ii, Rome, 1962, pp. 273-89.
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277 : Figure 3 I
Rcctangub.r. Medium brown patina.
em., W. 6.8 ern.
A.SS9.28IB

HEAD OF CURIST.

H.

10

The plaqucttc, which has a moulded and beaded rim and
:l pierced loop for suspension at the top. shows the bust of
Christ in profile to the left. Behind the head is :l cruciform
halo, and to the left and right arc the letters I.N and R.I.

Above is (left) the sun and (right) the moon with, in the

Litera/lire: Migeon, in Les Arts, No. 80, August 1908, p. 16,
No. I (as attributed to Filarete); Ricci. ii, p. 26, No. 19 (as
Florentine. fifteenth century); Cotto p. 142 (as Florentine,
fifteenth century).

FLORENTINE: FIRST HALF OF
THE FIFTEENTH CENTURY

centre, the Holy Ghost.
This frequently encountered relief was long supposed to
derive from a Dyzantine cameo formerly in the treasury of
St. Peter's, Rome, and is so described by Dode and Dangc.
The conjectural nature of this hypothesis is exposed by
Hi1l. who traces the development of a fiftccmh-ccncury
profile head of Christ from a medal by Matteo dc' Pasti,
through a repoussc silver medallion in the Victoria and
Albert Muscum, inscribed VIVA.DEUACIES.BT.SALVATORIS.IMAGO., to the present type. A number of related
medals of Christ arc also known. The inscriptions on
certain of these leave no doubt that the head was regarded
as an authentic likeness of Christ. The plaquette is classified
by Ricci, following Molinier, as North Italian, but there is
nothing specifically North Italian in dle handling, and it is
probable that the medals as well as the plaquettes were cast
in Rome.

Literatflre: Ricci, ii, p. 203, No. 281; Cott, p. I47; Hill,
The MedaWc Portraits of Christ, Oxford, 1920, pp. 13-14,
16, 33-4.

278 : Figure 32
THE TRlUMPIl OF CUPID. Rectangular. Very dark brown
patitu. H. 10.5 em., W. II.7 cm.
A.296.19D
On :1 chariot dI3wll to the right by four prancing horses
stands Cupid, balanced on his right foot with a bow in
his raised left hand. Across dle foreground runs a line of
figures which include (right) a group of soldiers and (right
of centre) an almost naked woman with a child. On the
far side of the chariot is a second line of figurcs, onc of
whom carrics a branch of hurel. Two holes at top.
The plaquctte, of which no othcr version is known, is
tentatively given by Migcon to Filarete and is regardcd by
Ricci as Florentine. There is no close arulogy for it in
Florence, and though the attribution to Filarete is rightly
rejected by Ricci, the possibility of a Roman origin must
be seriously reckoned with. The composition reveals the
influence of the Trajan Column.

Collectioll: Baron de Theis (sale Paris, 6 May 1874, p. 122,
No. 82S) .

279 : Figure 8
VIRGIN AND CHILD WITH TWO ANGELS . Rectangular.
Gilt bronze (gilding much abraded). H. 16.9 cm .• W.
10.9 cm.
A.z83.68
In the centre, on a narrow platform, stands the Virgin
with tlle Child on her left arm. She gaz.cs at the Child,
who looks outwards in full face. At dle sides arc two
standing angels in right and left profile with crossed arms.
The background is framed by a moulding, the upper edge
of which is broken to the left of centre by a cherub with
outstretched wings. Hole at tOp and notch at bottom. On
the reverse are incised the numbers seven and four.
The plaquene, which is an unusually heavy casting. exists
in an inferior second version in the Museo Nazionale,
Florence. An attribution to Donatello proposed by
MoUnier and endorsed by Ricci is without foundation.
The figure style is loosely related to that of Michelozzo,
and the drapery forms seem to reflect the influence of the
bronze doors of Donatello in the Old Sacristy of San
Lorenzo (before 1443).

Literature: Molinier, No. 63 (as Donatello); Migeon, in Les
Arts, No. 80, August 1908, p . IS (as Donatello); Ricci. ii,
p. 8, No.6 (as Donatello); Cott, p. 141 (as attribmed to
Donatello); Landais, p. 37 (compares angels with those in
the Vecchietta. Resurrectioll in the Frick Collection).

280 : Figure 12
CHRIST HEALING A MAN POSSESSED OF THE DEVIL.
Rectangular. Medium brown patina. H. 5.8 cm., W. 9.3
cm.
A.334.S78
The scene. which is depicted in extremely low relief, takes
place in a square backed by a church or temple with three
doorways. Above arc two saucer domes with lanterns and
a central window. Receding buildings arc represented at
either side. The figure of Christ is silhouetted against the
central doorway. On the ground before him to the left is
the figure of a sick man supported by a kneeling woman.
The Apostles and other figures fill the remainder of the
scene. Hole at top.
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The relief exists in a second version in silver in the Louvre,
published by Migeon in 1905 as a work of Caradosso.
Prior to the publication of this version, the present plaquette was ascribed by MoUnier and Muntz to Pietro da
Milano. This attribution is maintained by Ricci, and rests
on analogies with the reverse of a medal of Rene of Anjou
and his wife, Jeanne de Laval, dated 1462 and signed by
Pietro da Milano, which shows a building with six
pilasters, three doorways, a fricl e and cornice, a central
'window with a triangular pediment and two saucer domes,
corresponding with the building at the rear of the plaquette. It is to be inferred that the medal depends from the
plaquette, and not the plaquette from the medal, since the
building is shown on the circular field with a superstructure in the form of a tower, which is incompatible
with the BrunclIeschan forms of the fa(jade. The figures
on the medal are stylistically unrelated to those on the
plaquette, and preclude the possibility that both are by a
single hand. The composition of the plaquette is throughout reminiscent of Masaccio, and the only parallel for its
iconography occurs in a painting from the circle of Masaccio in the Johnson Collection at Philadelphia. Vasari
records the existence in the house of Ridolfo del Ghirlandaio of a painting by Masaccio 'nella quale, oItre il Cristo
che libera 10 indemoniato, sono casamenti bellissimi in
prospettiva', and it has been suggested by Longhi that the
scheme of this lost painting is preserved in the plaquette.
In a later analysis Longhi ascribes the plaquette to Brunclleschi. Both hypotheses arc contested by Salmi, who relates
the doorways in the plaquette to Donatello's doorways
in the Old Sacristy of San Lorenzo (before 1443) and
ascribes the design to an anonymous Florentine artist of
the middle of the fifteenth century. There is, however, no
other work of applied art in which the direct influence
of Masaccio and Brunelleschi is so manifest. The silver
plaqueue retains its original frame with enamelled figures
of the Doctors of the Church, and its surface was apparently intended for enamelling. The controlling orthogouals of the space structure are more dearly legible in the
silver version than in the bronze plaquette, and the definition of the forms is more precise. It is likely that the present
plaquette is a contemporary elst made from the Louvre
relief.

Litcratllre: Muntz, in Gazette des Beaw(-Arts, 2e• ser., :lO.."Vii,
1883, p. 493 (as Pietro da Milano); Molinier, No. 98 (as
Pietro da Milano); Migeon, in MOllulllel/ts Piot. xii, 1905.
pp. 234-6 (as Caradosso); Migeon, inLesArls, I, February
1906, p. 10 (as Caradosso); Longhi, Pirro della Frallcesca,
English cd., 1930, p. 72 (as after M:lsaccio); Ricci, ii, p. 49,
No. 57 (as Pietro da Milano); Longhi, in Critica d' Arle, v,
1941, pp. 161-2 (as Brunelleschi); Salmi, Masaceio, 2nd cd.•
1947, pp. 226-] (attribution to Brunelleschi rejected in
favour of an unconvincing comparison with the work of
Castagno); Cott, p. 143 (as Pietro da Milano).

FLORENTINE: SECOND HALF OF
THE FIFTEENTH CENTURY
281 : Figure 25
VIRGIN AND CHILD WITH TWO ANGELS. Gilt bronze

(flesh areas of Virgin and Child and two angels not gilded).
H. 19.5 em., W. 10.6 cm.
A.S46.268n
The relief of the half-length Virgin and Child is mounted
on a b3ckground with an engraved curtain as the central
feature of a pax. At either side, before a fluted pilaster,
stands a naked winged angel with hands clasped in prayer.
In a heavy triangular pediment above is a half-length figure
of God the Father in benediction supported by two angels.
The central group, the two standing angels and the relief
above arc caSt separately. On the copper pbte behind is an
attachment for a foot or stand.
Versions of the complete pax exist in the Louvre and in
Berlin. E>.:'3mples of the ccntral relief alone arc found in a
number of collections, and the two angels (sec No. 282)
also occur separately. Though regarded by MoUnier and
Ricci as Venetian, the central relief, and by implication the
entire pax, is generally looked upon as Florentine, and is
associated by Bode, Bange and M:J.clagan with the work
of Michclozz.o. The type of the Child in particular is
related to that of the Child in the lunette by Michclozz.o
on the f:ll?de of S. Agostino at Montepulciano. A version
in the Morgenroth collection is rightly related by Middeldorf to a stucco in the Bardini collection, Florencc, which
was accepted by Marquand as a putative copy of a lost
Madonna by Luca della Robbi:l. It is likely that the Virgin
and Child depends from a lost prototype in m:lrble or
enamelled terra cotta produced in the circle of one or other
of these ar~ts. There is no case for regarding the pax as
Venetian.

Literature: MoUnier, No. 268 (as Venetian); Bode, No. 640
(as Michelozz.o); Bange, Nos. 301, 302, 303 (as Michelozzo);
Macbgan, p. 18 (as I Miehelozzo); Ricci, ii, p. 194, No.
268 (as Venetian); Cott, p. 146 (as Venetian); Middeldorf,
Morgel/roth, No. 300 (as Florentine, second h:llf of the
fifteenth century); Marquand, Lllca della Robbia, Princeton,
1914, No. 96, fig. 163 (for Bardini relic£).
282 :

Figure

26

STANDING ANGEL. Silhouetted. Medium brown patina
(wings, hair and halo gilt). H. 6 cm.
A.547. 2 <>9n
A naked child angc1 shown with hands clasped in prayer
turned to the right. On the reverse two knobs for attachment.
A similar relief occurs on No. 281 (q.v.).

Literature: Ricci, ii, p. 194, No. 269: Cott, p. 146.
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283 : Figure 27
Pax with silhouetted contour. Gilt
em., W. 6.3 em.
A.S99.)2ID

VIRGIN AND CHILD.

bronze. H.

10.S

The Virgin is shown seated against the shell niche of an
Om:ltc throne supported at the sides by pillars in the form
of candebbra. The wall behind her is covered in drapery.
The Child, with right hand raised in benediction, is seated
on her lap. At the back a handle.

The pax, which is encountered with some frequency, is
cbssificd by Molinier as anonymous Italian of the end of
the fifteenth century, and is [cbted by Dode, followed
by Dange, to the style of Benedetto da Maj:mo. Dode regards dle framing as evidence of a North Italian origin.
The source of the design is a Florentine engraving of c.
148<>-90, and there is no rcason to doubt that the pax
origirutes in Florence.
Literatflre: Molinier, No. 546; Bode, No. 650; Bange, No.
327; Ricci, ii, p. 223, No. 321 (as North Italian, early
sixteenth century); Cott, p. ISS; Hind, E.I.E., pI. 206 (for
engraved source).

284 : Figure 24
SA1NT SEBASTIAN. Bronze applique (traces of gilding on
hair and loin-cloth and silvering on body). H. 16.2 cm.
A.17S· 13C
The Saint, tuked sa.vc for a loin-cloth, is shown against a
tree-trunk, with hmds tied behind his back. Arrow wounds
on the chest, abdomen and right thigh. Beneath is a bracket
or plinth terminating in a ball. Holes for fixing in treetrunk above head and between legs.
The applique (of which no other version is recorded) is regarded by Ricci as P.1duan, early sixteenth century, and
by Middeldorf (private communication) as Florentine, ca.
1460. There is nothing in the modelling of the body or
loin-cloth that would in itself suggest a Paduan origin, and
the relief is likely to have been produced in Florence in the
last quarter of the fifteenth century.

Literatflre: Ricci, i, p. 24, No. 13; Cott, p. 138 (as Paduan,
cady sixteenth century).

285 : Figure

22

NOAH ENTERING TUB ARK. Oval. Yellowish gold patina.
H. 4.3 cm., W. 5.5 em.
A.300.23D

FLORENTINE: SIXTEENTH CENTURY

Lorenzo de' Medici (UVR.MBD.). The cameo is mentioned
in the inventory of Piero de' Medici (I464). Molinier
states incorrecdy that the inscription LAVR.MED. appears
on the plaquette, another version of which is in Berlin.
The cameo was regarded by Molinier as late antique, but
appears to date (Muntz, Dalton, Kris) from the middle of
the fifteenth century.

LiteraWre: Molinier, NO.1 (as Italian, fifteenth century);
Bange, No. 55 (as after the antique); Ricci, ii, p. 28, No. 23
(as Florentine, fifteenth century); Miintz, Les Collections
des MeJic{s all XV· siedc, Paris. 1888, p. 39 (as Florentine,
fifteenth cemury): Cott, p. 142 (as Florentine, fifteenth
century): Dalton, 1915. pp. 4-5, No. 18; Kris, i, p. ISl,
No. 34 (for cameo).

286 : Figure 23
DAVID AND JUDITH. Rectangular with protruding volutes
at top and bottom. Medium brown patina. H. 4.8 cm.,
W. 3 cm.
A.j73.29SB
The plaquette shows Qeft) David as a youthful male nude,
wearing sandals and a helmet, and (right) Judith holding a
sword in her right hand and the head of Holofemes in her
left. Between the figures is a distant tree. Moulded rim.
Hole in centre.
Other versions of the plaquette are in Berlin (gilt bronze)
:md in the Musce de Cluny, Paris. The male figure is
identified by Molinier, Dode, Bange and Ricci as Mercury,
but is apparendy a David type inspired by the bronze
David ofDonatello. The pIaquette is classified by Molinier
and Ricci as North Italian about Ijoo, and is regarded by
Bode, followed by Dange, as an early work of Modemo.
The conjunction of David and Judith, however, suggests
that the pIaquette is likely to be Florentine. Middeldorf
(private communication) stresses the connection of the
Judidl with drawings by Botticclli and Antonio da
Sangallo.

Literatllre: Molinier, No. 496 (as North Italian, end of the
fifteenth or beginning of the sixteenth century); Dode, in
Atilt/idle Buid,te, xxxvii, 191j-16, c. 2j8 (as Modemo);
Bange, No. 499 (as Modemo); Ricci, ii, p. 210, No. 295
(as North Italian, about 1500); Cott, p. 147.

287 : Figure 21
CmLD's HEAD IN A WREATH. Circular. Repou~c copper
with extensive traces of gilding. Diameter 20.8 cm.
A.212·j3C

The plaquette, which has a bevelled edge, shows NO.1h
Oeft) beside dle Ark in converse with an angc1. Round the
ark arc the animals and on the right is Noah's family. At
top remains of a suspension loop with two holes.

The child's head is shown frontally with parted lips framed
in a wreath of foliage, which is tied at the sides with
ribbons and terminates at the top and bottom in a flower.

Cast from an onyx cameo in the British Museum, which
is inscribed on the open doors of the ark with name of

The head was evidendy made as an applique for use on an
altar or some secular complex. The mouth is not bored,
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and the suggestion of Ricci that, like a head of a child in
the Louvre (for which see Migeon, No. 39, pp. 53-4), it
formed part ofan automatic bellows apparatus is untenable.
Though assigned by Ricci to the seventeenth century, the
head appears to date from the middle or second half of the
.fifteenth century, and is possibly Florentine.
Literllture: Ricci, i, p. 60, No. 53; Cott, p. 140 (both as
Itali:m, seventeenth century).

FLORENTINE:
EARL Y SIXTEENTH CENTURY
288 : Figure JJ8
THE HOLY FAMILY. Irregular rounded base with silhouetted upper section. Dark brown patin:t. H. 8.9 cm.,
W. 8.2 cm.
A.555 .277B
The Virgin, turned to the left, holds the Child on her
right arm. On the left St. Joseph, turned three-quarters to
the right, supports the right arm of the Child.
In its complete form (of which examples are in Berlin, the

Victoria and Albert Museum and elsewhere) the plaquette
has a flat ground and a circular moulded rim with the
inscription PVE R.NATVS.EST.NOBIS. Regarded by Molinier
as North Italian, early sixteenth century, it is classified by
Bode and Bange as the work of a Florentine artist influenced
by Lorenzo di Credi. A statement of Ricci that 'several commentators have suggested as the author of this composition
Lorenzo di Credi' is incorrcct. The plaquette seems to date
from the .first quarter of the sixteenth century. Bange notes
the presence of a version of the scheme in cartapesta in the
Schniitgen Museum, Cologne.
Literature: Molinier, No. 456; Bode, No. 658; Bange, No.
336; Ricci, ii, p. 200-1, No. 277; Cott, p. 147; Maclagan,
p. 20 (as Florentine, early sixteenth century); M.iddcldorf,
Morgenroth, Nos. 303, 304 (as Florentine, ca. 1500).

FLORENTINE: MIDDLE OF THE
SIXTEENTH CENTURY
289: Figure JJ5
THB TOILET Of VENUS. Oval. Medium brown patina.
H. 5.8 cm., W. 4.3 em.
A·596·318B
The plaquette, which has a convex surface, shows a n:tked
female .figure (VenuSl) seated in right profUe with a child
(Cupid!) at her feet holding a jar. On the left a nymph or
woman n:tked to the waist dresses her hair, while on the

right a second woman, also in profile, shows her a rope of
pearls. Beneath is a void exergue.
The relief, which is otherwise unrecorded, forms part
of the same series of scenes as three plaquettes in Berlin
showing the Death of Ophcltes, the Farewell of a Dying
Mother and Venus and Cupid. As noted by Bange,
motifs in the second and third of the Berlin pbquenes
derive from Attic grave-reliefs, and an antique model is
likely to underlie the present scene. The meaning of the
present plaquette and of two of those in Berlin is unclctlr.
The plaquettes arc given by Bange [0 a Meister der antiken
Darstcllungen, active in Padua in the following of Riccio
in the ca.rly sixteenth century. The connection with Padua
is tenuous, and it is possible that the reliefs arc Florentine.
Literature: Bange, Nos. 397, 398, 399 (as above); Ricci, ii,
p. 222, No. 318 (as North Italian, early sixteenth century);
Coct, p. ISS.

290 : Figure JJ 7
PERSEUS MOUNTED ON PEGASUS. Oval. Medium brown
A.648.370D
patina. H. 3.4 em., W. 2.7 cm.
Perseus is mounted on the back of Pegasus which is flying
to the right. In his raised right hand he holds the Gorgon
head. Plain rim-.fillet. On the reverse is the same subject
incuse.
The plaquette, which is unique, is given by Ricci to
Valerio Belli. It WtlS possibly executed by a Florentine
artist in the circle of Domenico Poggini.
Literatllre : Ricci, ii, p. 251, No. 370; Cott, p. 156.

291 : Figure JJ6
ApOLLO "AND MARSYAs. Oval. Light brown patina. H.
5 cm., W. 4 cm.
A.666·388n
On the right is [he naked figure of Apollo turned dueequarters to the left with his right hand on a lyre. Opposite
him on the left is Marsyas, sC3ted in prome to the right,
playing a flute. Bevelled edge. Holes at top and bottom
Qatter scopped).
The plaquette is attributed to Giovanni Dernardi by
Molinier, who suggested that it might have been cast from
an antique bard-stone carving. Its source is righdy identified by Kris in a Florentine mid-sixteenth-cenrury dulcedony intaglio in the Musco Nazlorule, Florence (No. 234).
The composition seems to have enjoyed some popularity,
and is copied in a sixteenth-century marble relief of unidentified authorship in the Louvre and in a termeotta
relief formerly in the Auspit2 Collection.
Literature: Molinier, No. 342 (as Giovanni Bernardi);
Ricci, ii, p. 258, No. 388 (as Giovanni Bernardi); Cott,
p. 157 (as Giovanni Bernardi); Krls, i, No. 295 (as Floren-

FLORENTINE' MARCHIGIAN

tine, mid-sixteenth century); Middddorf, Morgenroth, No.
308 (as Florentine, first half of the sixteenth century);
Vitry, Mllsll! du LAml're: catalogll/! d/!s sculptllres, i, 1922,
No. 496 (for marble relief).

EMILIAN

MARCHIGIAN:
LA TE FIFTEENTH CENTURY
294 : Figure 276

292 : Figure 339
HERCULES AND ANTAEUS. Oval. Light brown patina.
H. 4.4 cm., W. 3.4 cm.
A.649·37 IB
Hercules, naked save for the lion skin, is shown turned in
profile to the right crushing the body of Antaeus in his
arms. To the right is his dub. Pbin raised fillet. The
exergue is void. Hole at top.
The ascription to Valerio Belli is due to Molinier and is
maintained by Ricci. The pbquette is assigned by Bange
to the seventeenth century, and classified as a C:lst from a
bard-stone crYing reproduced in Cades' Daktyliothek
(No. 189). As noted by Dange, the scheme reappears on
the reverse of a medal of Cosimo I de' Medici ascribed to
Domenico di Polo (Armand, i, p. 145, NO.5). The relief
seems to date from the sixteenth century, and is perhaps
Florentine.

LitemfllTe: Molinier, No. 291; Bange, No. 132; Ricci, ii,
p. 252, No. 371; COlt, p. 156.

FLORENTINE: EIGHTEENTH OR
EARLY NINETEENTH CENTURY
293 : Figure 42I

PIETA. Silhouetted on three sides. Medium brown patina.
H. 6.5 cm., W. 4.8 cm.
A.548.270D
The Virgin is shown seated frontally with the body of
Christ :lcross her knees. Behind her is the Cross, with a
scroll inscribed INRI, and at the sides, attached to the :lflns
of the Cross, :lfe the spear and the sponge and rced.
The reUef, which exists in a number of versions, was designed as the central feature of a pax. Complete paxes in
which it is incorporated exist in the Morgenroth collection,
the Imbert collection and elsewhere. As noted by Middeldorf, the fact that the paxes in which the relief appe:lrs are
manifestly ofItalian origin disproves the attempt ofDange
to classify an example of the Pieta relief with German
fifteenth-century plaquettes. The relief is regarded by
MoUnier, followed by Iticci, as Venetian, end of the fifteenth century, and two CXAmples in the Imbert collection
.arc so catalogued. The pax in the Morgenroth collection
is, however, inscribed with the name of Emilio Rip:lnri.
Since the Ripanti family origi.nate fromJesi, it is suggested
by Middeldorf th:lt the plaquette may h:lve been made in
the Marches in the bte fifteenth century.

Collccticm: Mylius (s:lIe Genoa,s November 1879. No.

244).
Literatllre: Molinier, No. 435; Bange, D.M., No. 7131;
Iticci, ii, p. 196, No. 270; Middcldorf, MOTgenroth, Nos.
315, 326; Cott, p. 146: Imbert, Nos. 18, 19j Middcldorf,
in A.B., xxx, 1948, p. 152.

DANCING SATYR. Circular. Dark brown patina. Diameter
A.601 .313B
8.7 cm.
The pbquette, which is surrounded by a moulded rim,
shows a naked faun with right foot raised on a block,
holding a kroupezion. On the reverse, in an incised circle,
is the inscription:
1507·

EMILIAN: LATE FIFTEENTH AND
EARLY SIXTEENTH CENTURY
295 : Figure 27I

AL

The plaquette reproduces the well-known Hellenistic
statue of the Satyr with Kroupezion in the Uffizi, and is
unlikely to have been produced earlier than the eighteenth
century, when the figure, previously in the Villa Medici
in Rome, W:lS moved to Florence. The letters AL on the
reverse arc unexplained. but the possibility that the plaqueue W:lS produced in 1507, as assumed by Ricci, Cl.ll be
ruled out.

LileraWrc: Ricci, il, p. 224, No. 323 (:lS Master A.L., 1507);
Cott, p. 153 (as Master A.L., 1507): MansueIli, Galleria
degli Uffizl: Ie scuftllre, i, p. 80, No. 51 (for classical proto-

type).

VIRGIN AND CHILD ENTHRONED WITH FOUR SAINTS.
Silhouetted contour. Medium brown patina. H. 12.9 cm.,
W. 8.1 cm.
A.55I.273D
The relief which is framed by pilasters and has an arched
top terminating in :l palmette, shows (centre) the Virgin
and Child on a high throne above a step decorated with an
empty shield. Two standing l11:lle saints appe:lr beside the
throne, and in the forcground :lre two kneeling female
saints. To right and left of the upper part of the throne are
six cherub heads.
This pax seems to have enjoyed great popularity and is
found in many collections. It is d:lssified by Molinier
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among anonymous Italian fifteenth-cenrury plaquettes. A
version in Berlin is regarded by Bange as Padu:m, ca. 1520,
and a Paduan origin is also postulated for two examples in
the Imbert collection. The present plaquette (in which the
detail is uniformly blwlt) is looked 011 by Ricci as Venetian.
From the standpoint of composition :111 origin in Padua
or Venicc is improbablc. The principal pictorial analogies
for the relief occur in Emilia and Romagna. The kneeling
female figure on the left can be identified on the basis of
the ointment jar as St. Mary Magdalen, and the standing
figure on thc right is almost ceruinly St. Francis. The
kneeling female figure with a lily on the right and thc
standing male figure on the lcft arc generally described as
St. Catherine and St. Benedict.

Literature: Molinier, No. 547; Bange, No. 567; Imbert,
Nos. 93. 94; Ricci, ii, p. 198, No. 273; Cotto p. 147.

296 : Figure 272
VIRGIN AND CHILD ENTHRONED WITH FOUR SAINTS.
Silhouctted contour. Dark brown patina. H. 12.3 COl.,
W. 7.8 cm.
....552.274D
The plaquettc is identical in scheme with the preceding
relie(

As notcd by Ricci. the pax is smaller in size than No. 295,
the shrinkage in casting being about one twentieth. The
surface working is markedly superior to that of the larger
plaquette.

Collection: Piot (sale Paris, 21 May 1890, No. 126).
Literature: Migeon, in Les Arts, No. 80, August 1908, p. 30;
Ricci, ii, p. 199, No. 274; Cott, p. 147.

297 : Figure 275
THE MARTYRDOM OP SAINT SEBASTIAN. Rectangular.
Medium brown patina. H. 7.6 em., W. 6.5 cm. A.368.91B
The Saint, naked save for a loin-cloth. is tied to the upper
part of a trce-trunk widl his left leg extended and his left
hand above his head. At the back to right and left are
standard-bearers. From the foreground three soldiers shoot
arrows at the Saint. They arc accompanied on the C,.'{treme
left by a centaur with a bow and arrow. The ground is
broken up by cobble-stones, and at the sides arc ornate
piers. The plaquette has a flat rim. Hole at tOp.
The plaquette, which was regarded by Molinicr as 'peutctre 1a plaquette la plus fmc que ron connaisse', is known
through a second version in silver mounted as a pax in
S. Petronio, Bologna. An carly attribution to Antonio
Pollajuolo is rejected by Piot, who regarded it as Mihnese
and conjecturally ascribed it to the enameller Daniele
Arzoni. It is also listed by Molinier as Milanese, fifteenth
century. A Florentine engraving of ca. 1475-80 (Hind,
E./.E.. pI. 2Il, No. D-IU-14) may have inspired the

placing of the central figure. Among the unusual features
of the plaquette is the incompatibility of thc picrs to right
and left. The figure style recalls the work of Aspertini, and
it is possible that the plaquette is Bolognese.

Literature: Piot, in G.B.A., xviii, 1878, p. 1067; Piot,
L'Expositioll IJIliversellc de 1878, l'art al/ciell, p. 403 (as
Milancse); Piot, L'Art alldclI al'cxpositioll de J878, p.414
(as Caradossol); Molinier, No. 451 (:15 Milanese, fifteenth
ccntury); Migcon, in Les Arts, No. 80, August 1908, p. 22;
Ricci, ii, p. 68, No. 91 (as Milanese, about 1490); Cott,
p. 145 (as Milanese, about £490).

298 : Figure 273
THE ENTOMBMENT. Rectangular. Dark brown patina
(rubbed on exposed surfaces; some lead stopping at back).
H. Il.9 cm., W. 10.2 cm.
10.584.306»
The satcophagus, the front f:lce of which is decorated with
two oblong panels widl ornamented borders, is aligned on
dIe front plane of the relief. The body of Christ rests diagonally on the front edge. supported with bands WIder
dIe armpits by Nicodemus, who stands with legs apart
astride the tomb. To left and right are the mourning figurcs
of St. John and Joseph of Arimathaca, and behind :lre the
Virgin with tWO holy women and a crouching man. On
a high cliff on dIe left stand dIe three crosses, and on dIe
right is a wooded hill. Clouds in sky.
The plaquette, which occurs with some frequency is given
by Molinier to Moderno, and by Bange [0 a Bolognese
artist active ca. 1490. It is classified by Ricci as North
Italian, early si>..'1eendl century. The hypothesis of an
Emilian origin is accepted by Middeldorf, who relates its
style to that of a pjet~ in the Morgenroth collection. The
figure style finds a point of reference in the paintings of
Zaganelli.

Litera/life: Molinier, No. 179 (as Moderno, 'toutefois une attribution 3. Riccio aurait quelque vraisemblanec'); Bange,
No. 685 (as Bolognese, about 1490); Ricci, ii, p. 216, No.
306 (as North Italian); Cott, p. 154; Middeldorf, Morgcl/rot/I, No. 286 (as Emilian, early sixteenth century.)

299 : Figure 28r
TilE INCREDULITY 01' SAINT THOMAS. Rectangular with
silhouetted contour at left side and top. Dark brown patina.
H. 6.8 cm., \V. 5.7 cm.
A.673.395D
In the centre stands the figure of Christ, naked to dIe waist,
with right arm extended behind St. Thomas, who touches
the wound in his side. To Christ's left is St. Peter and behind arc four other Aposdes.

The relief is an applique made for insertion in a pax.
No other version of the composition is recorded, but its
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rdatively coarse quality suggests that it was manufactured
in some numbers. The style has no evident Florentine or
Venetian cluracteristics. :md would he consistent with an
Emilian or Romagnolc provincial origin.

sixteenth-seventeenth century); Middeldorf, in A.B., xxx,
1945, p. 1j2 (as by an artist cOlUlected with Milan and
Rome); Middcldorf, Morgcnrotll, No. 277 (as Milanese,
first haIf of the sixteenth century).

Litcratllre: Ricci, ii. p. 262, No. 395 (as Florentine, sixteenth
ccnrury); Cott, p. IS7.

JOI : Figure J93
THE THREE MARIES AT THB SEPULCHRB. Semi-circular.
Dark brown patina. H. 3.S em., W. 7.5 cm. A.67S.4ooB

EMILI AN: MIDDLE OF THE
SIXTEENTH CENTURY
JOO : Figure J9I
THE LAMENTATION OVER THE DEAD CHR.IST.

Yellowish patina. H.

10.6

em., W. 7.4 em.

Rectangular.
....677.3998

In the foreground is the body of Christ supported on the
winding sheet by (centre) the kneeling Virgin and Qeft)
one of the holy women. Behind the Virgin kneels St.
JOM. To the right are Joseph of Arim:iUuea and Nicodemus, with the Magdalen and two holy women. At the
back to the right is a tree, and to the left, waugh an
aperture in a rocl.-y cliff, some buildings are visible. In
the extreme distance is die hill of Calvary widl the three
Crosses.
The phquette is commonly found as part of a pax, with an
architectural framing and a plaquette of the Holy Women
at the Sepulchre (No. 301) in the lunette. An example
of the pax in Berlin is dated by Bange to the late sixteenth
century. A circular silver variant of the present plaquette
in the Morgenroth collection is regarded by Middddorf
as Milanese, first half of the sixteenth century. This latter
identification rests on supposed affinities with two bronze
roundcls of the Incredulity of St. Thomas and Christ in
Limbo at Chiaravalle Milanese. which were at one time
looked upon as Milanese but have since been identified as
works by LorctlZetto (Lotti) made to the design ofRaphacl
for the Crugi Chapel in S. Maria della Pace. The Berlin
version of the pax was purchased in Bologna. and is
inscribed: DOMINICVS.CAFfVS.PROTHONOTARIVS.APLlCVS.
Another example of the pax in the Imbert-collection is
inscribed: IIVMANI.GENERIS.SBRVATORI.ANDREAS.CARDEVAE, and is described in the catalogue of the collection as
Florentine, sixteenth or seventeenth century. If this inscription, as suggested by Middcldorf, refers to Cardinal
Andrea dclh Valle (1517-34). the plaqueue cannot be dated
later than die second quaner of the sixteCllth century. The
scheme of the plaquette suggests an Emilian rather than a
Lombard artist.

Litera/lire: Molinier, Nos. S6S. 569 (as Italian, sixteenth
century): Bange, No. 102S (as Italian, end of the sixteenth
century); Ricci, ii, p. 264, No. 399 (as Italian, sixteenth
century): Cott, p. ISS; Imbert, p. 44, No. 12 (as Florentine,

To the right the angel is shown seated in left profile on
the tomb. The three kneeling women are on dIe left. In
the centre is a \';lse of ointment set down by the Magdalen.
On the reverse is an incised heraldic shield (void). Hole at
top.
Designed as the lunette of a pax, the relief normally occurs
in association with No. 300, and the problem of its
:lUthorship is inseparable from that of the latter relief.

Literatllre: Molinier, No. 570: Ricci, ii, p. 264, No. 400;
Cott, p. ISS.

J02 : Figure J92
TUB LAMBNTATION OVER TilE DlIAD CHRIST. Oval.
Greyish patina. H. 4.1 cm., W. 3.4 em.
A.690.4128
The Virgin is seated centrally with the dead Christ on her
knees. To the left is St. John, and on the right are the
Magdalen, kissing Christ's foot, and two of the Holy
Women. The exergue is void.
No other example of this beautiful pIaquette is recorded.
The figures of the Virgin and of the dead Christ depend
from a lost composition by Correggio of ca. ISIS, which
is known duough copies in the former Eisler collection,
Vienna, and in the Courtauld Gallery, London (from the
collection of Lord Lee of Fareham).

Literature: Ricci, ii, p. 270, No. 412; Cott, p. ISS (both as
Italian, sixteenth century); Ricci, Correggio, English cd.,
1930, pI. xxxii (for Courtauld Gallery painting as Correggio).

FERRARESE: SECOND HALF OF
THE FIFTEENTH CENTURY
JOJ : Figure 29
VIRGIN AND CHILD WITH SIXTEEN ANGELS. Rectangular.
Dark brown patina. H. 13.5 cm., W . S.9 cm. A.SIS.2408
The Virgin and Child stand on a shallow plinth on a raised
platform with a protruding frontal section. Along the
front of the platform runs a balustrade round which eight
child angels arc tying garlands. Bdow them, in the centre,
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are two more child angels holding up a wrt:lth. Behind the
Virgin is a throne with a wide seat on which are two angels
with torches. At each side is a coluIlUl raised on a reccmgular pedcsta1, on which is an mgd bearing a torch. On
the capita1s of the columns are two child angels holding
garlands which arc attached to the centre of the shell niche
over the throne. The plaqume is surrounded by a decor:tted
moulded rim. At the tOP is a projecting section terminating
m a ring.
The plaquette survives in an unusually large number of
versions, at least one of which, in the Museum at Pienza, is
mowlted as a pax. It is regarded by MoUnier, Bange :md
Planiscig as Paduano B:mge states incorrecdy that it is cast
from a hard-stone carving in the Victoria and Albert
Museum, and Planiscig associates its style with that of
Giovanni da Pisa. The possibility of a Paduan origin is
dismissed by Middeldorf, who relates it to a drawing for
an altar in the UfIizi. sometimes given to Francesco di
Giorgio, and suggests tentatively that it may be Sienese.
There is no Paduan plaquette by the S.lme hand as the
present relief, and the connection with Siena is also tenuous.
The torsion of the central figure recalls that of the seated
Virgin in Tum's Roverella altarpiece, :md suggests the
possibility that the plaqueue is Ferrarese. The dating proposed by Bange and Maclagan is unduly late, and the
plaquene is likely to have been made about 1475.

Collectioll: His de La Salle (sale London, 22 November
1880, No. 231).

Literature: Molinier, No. 381 (as Padum); Migeon, in us
Arts, No. 80. August 1908, p. 30 (as Paduan); Bange, No.
568 (as Paduan ca. 1520); Maclagan, p. 43 (as Paduano
about IS~25); Planiscig. Brollzeplastikell. No. 401 (as
Paduan, close to Giovanni da Pisa); Ricci, ii, p. 178, No.
240 (as Paduan, fifteenth century); Middeldorf, Morgellrotfl, No. 3II (as Sienese l); Cott, p. 145 (as Paduan,
fifteenth century); Weller, Fral/lcse" di Giorgio, 1943, p. 315
(for dmwing by Francesco di Giorgio).

Known from several examples, some of them with a broad
border containing hunting scenes, the pbquecre is classified
by Molinier as an anonymous work of the beginning of the
sixteenth century. An attempt of Bange to ascribe two
examples in Berlin. to Modemo is contested by Maclagan.
The prescnt version of the plaquette is ascribed by Ricci
(following Gusbve Dreyfus) to Antico. It is distcg.lrded
by Hermann in his arulysis of dIe Antico medals and
pbquettes, and its style is incompatible with Antico's. It
is, none the less, probable that the plaquctte, which is of
notably high quality, originates in Mantua.

Literatllre: Molinier, No. 640; Migeon, in Us Arts, No. 80,
August 1905, p. 22 (as Giacomo Hilario); Dmge, Nos. 491,
492; Maclagan, pp. 41-2; Ricci, ii, p. 86, No. 121; Cott,
p. 149 (as Antico).

305 : Figure 262
A TRIUMPH. Rectangular. Light brown p.ltina. H. 4.9 cm.,
W. 7.4 cm.
A.S76.29SB
The plaquette, which is fmmed in a treble rim-fillet widl
a deep moulding at the base. shows two standing soldiers
on the left, one with a shield and the other widl a standard.
From a building on the right there advance four horsemen
and three foot-soldiers widl standards. Large hole at top.
Apparendy designed as part of a small box, the plaquene
is found in a number of collections. No example of a box
in which it is incorporated and no related reliefs are known.
The style is referred by Molinier and Bange to Mantegm,
and suggests a M311tuan rather than a Paduan origin. A
silvered version is in Berlin.

LI'teraturc : Molinier, No. 50S (as Nordl Itali:m, end of the
fifteCllth century); Bange, No. 513 (as Paduan, under the
direct influence of M:mtegm); Ricci, ii, p. 2I1, No. 298
(as North Italian, about (500); Cott, p. 148.

306 : Figure 261

MANTUAN: FIRST QUARTER OF
THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY
304 : Figure 263
A TRIUMPH. Circular. Medium brown pati.na. Diameter
4.1 cm.
A·398.12IB
The plaquette, which is surrounded by a beaded rim,
shows a triumphal procession marclling to the right, comprising two horsemen, three foot-soldiers bearing a shicld
and standards, and a naked captive. In the exergue are
weapons and pieces of armour. On an oval shield is die
letter M. Round the upper edge runs die inscription
snNATS POPLS.

ALLEGORY OF FORTUNE. Circular. Medium brown patina.
Dumeter (overall) 6.2 cm., (plaquette) 3.S em. A.S71.293B
The plaquette, which has a double moulded rim enclosing
a broad border of dolphins and palmettes, shows in dIe
concave centml field a female figure with hair blown
forwards carrying a basket of fruit. To the left is a scated
man md to the right a running girl, who is about to seize
the central figure by her hair. On a scroll above is the
inscription LA/EN/TVR. Exergue void.
The interpretation of the pbquette as an Allegory of
Fortune goes back to MoUnier, who amends the letters on
the scroll to rcad LABBNTVR. A companion pbquette of a
Memento Morl exists in Florence, Berlin and elsewhere.
On die strCllgth of a misreading of the inscription, the
second plaquette was ascribed by Rossi to Antico, and
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versions of both plaqucncs :lfC given to Antico by Bange.
The attribution is contested by Hermann, who regards the
plaqucttcs as Venetian. Though nOt by Antico, it is possible
that they origill3tc in ManN:!.,

L ittrnlllrt: Molinicr. No. 492 (as North It::ilian, end of the
fifteenth century); Rossi. Catalogo dd R. MIIJto Naziollale,
1898, p. 189 (Dargcllo Memento Morl pbqucttc 3S Antico);
Bode, No. 886 (as Padu:m; compwon pl::tquctte No. 920
as Orpheus Master); Migton, in us Arts, No. 80, August
1908, p. )1; Bange, Nos. 614. 615 (as Antico); Hermann,
in W).. xxviii, p. 2):2.. fig . 10 (:IS Vencri:m); rucci, ii,
p . 2O'J. No. 293 (as North It:ilian, about 1500); Cott,
P·147.

MILANESE: LATE FIFTEENTH AND
EARL Y SIXTEENTH CENTURY
307 : Figure 276
TIlE

FLAGELLATION.

Rectangular. Dark brown patina.
""·521 ,243 D

back turned, points to an apparition of the Virgin and
Child in the upper right comer of the relief. Behind the
main group is a semi-circle of five figures. On the extreme
left an equerry holds two horses. In the background on the
left is a receding line of classical buildings. 31ld opposite ir
on the right is tlle upper part of a temple. Plain rim-fillet.
The plaquette exists in the Louvre, Berlin, and elsewhere.
Regarded by Molinier as Paduan, it WtlS later ascribed by
Bange to the s:lme hand tlS pbquettes of the Flagellation
(Molinier, No. 383), Orpheus (Molinicr, No. 497) and a
Triumph (Molinier. No. 84). The author was rcga.rded by
Bange as :I. Milanese artist inBuenced by Branunte. An
example of the pbqueue in London is related by Maclagan
to the work of Riccio. and an attribution to Riccio is
maintained by Ricci. The plaquette is ignored by Planiscig.
Its style is not closely related to that of Riccio, but shows
pronounced affinities to the plaquettes produced in Milan
by or in the circle of Ciradosso.

Littraturc: Molinier. No. 417 (as Paduan); Bange, No. 629
(as master in the style ofDramante) ; Madagan. p . So; Ricci,
ii. p. 100, No. 130 (as Riccio); Cott, p. 149 (as Riccio).

H. 7.1 em., W. 5.3 em.

The scene is set in front of:1 ruined antique building supported by fou r columns with a frieze of putti holding
garbnds. The figure of Christ is bound to the foremost
column. In the right foreground is a na.ked. soldier with
back turned. A sccond soldier is seen to dIe left wielding a
bunch of sticks. Moulded rim.
The scheme is rebted by MoUnier to that of MaDtegll3.'s
engraving of the Fbgclbtion (B.I); only in one figure, that
of the soldier in the left background. do the two works
exactly correspond. The plaquette is regarded by Molinier.
Ricci and Middeldorf as Paduano is associated by Dode
widl the plaquettes of Caradosso, 31ld is given by Dange to
an artist working in the style of Bramante. who would
:uso have been responsible for the Augustus and tlle Sibyl
(No. 308) 31ld cecum other pbqucues. Dange's Crouping
is not convincing, but the plaqucue shows a general connection with the work of Ciradosso, and is likely to be
Milanese.

Litcratllre: MoUnier. No. 383 (as Paduan); Dode, No. 921
(as Caradosso): Dange, No. 627 (~master working in the
style of Dramante); Ricci. ii, p. 179, No. 243 (~Paduan);
Middcldorf, MorgtnrotlJ, No. 213 (as Paduan Q. 1500);
Cott, p. 14S (as Paduan).

308 : Figure 274
AUCUSTUS AND THII SIBYL. Rectangular. Black lacquer
(much rubbed on raised surfaces) over light brown bronze.
H. 6.9 cm., W . 6.2 cm.
A.407.130D
The crowned figure of Augustus kneds in the centre in
prome to the right. On the right the Tiburtine Sibyl, with

309 : Figure 280
ApOLLO AND DAPHNE. Circular. Dark brown patina.
Diameter 5.4 em.
A.382.Iosn
The plaquette, which is convex and is surrounded by a
raised rim fillet, shows the fleeing figure of Daphne (right),
with laurel sprouting from both hands, pursued from the
left by ApoUo. At the back is a classical building. Flaw
along right edge.
The plaqueue is grouped by Molinicr with the works of
the Orpheus Master. This ascription is tlccepted by Dode,
who later ascribed the plaquette, with other works ascribed
to the Orpheus Master, to Dertoldo. An attribution to the
Orpheus M~ter is retained by Ricci. The plaquette is
removed by Bange from the Orphew Master group, and
is classified by him as Lombard, end of the fifteenth cen·
tory. The figures and architectural background show some
rescmblance to the plaquettes associable with Caradosso,
especially No. 52.
Littrntllrt: Molinicr, No. SI9 (as Orpheus Master); Bode,
No. 913 (~ Orphew Master); Bode, in Btrlilltr MIISCtll,
xlii, 1920-1, pp. 25~ (as Bcrtoldo); Dode, Batoldo, pp.
38·49 (as Dertoldo); Dange, No. 689 (as Lombard, end of
the fifteenth century): Ricci, ii, p. 76, No. lOS (as Orpheus
Master); Cott, p. 148 (as Orpheus Master) .

310 : Figure 279
A HORSEMAN. Rectangular with upper and lower right
corners cut off diagonally. Dark brown patina. H. 4.3 cm.,
W. 5 cm.
A.530.252D
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A naked horseman is seen galloping to the left with a club
in his raised left hand. To the right is a bent tree. Treble
moulded rim.
The plaquette, which was unknown to Molinier, is classified by Ricci as Paduan, fifteenth century. An e>'<lmple
in Berlin is given by Bode to the school of Caradosso.
The scheme is more closely associable with Milanese thm
with Pa.dua.n plaqueues. The ambiguous treatment of the
ground benea.th the horse suggests that the subject ma.y
be the death of Ma.rcus Curtius.

Literatllre : Bode, No. 935; Ricci, ii, p. 183, No. 252; Cott,
P·I46.

3I I

:

Figure 277

BUST OF A WOMAN. Circular. Da.rk brown patina.
Diameter 4.6 cm.
A·580·302B

A front.'ll female figure is seen in bust length. She wears
a classical cloak over her tight-fitting dress, and her long
hair is parted on the forehead md tied with strings of
pearls. The background within the flat outer rim is decorated with incised foliage. Hole at top.
The pbquette, which is otherwise unrecorded, is regarded by
Molinier and Ricci as North It:ilian, late fifteenth century.
Its WlUSUal depth suggests that it was m:tde (pcdups as part
of:t series of busts of figures from mtiquity) for insertion in
some 1:trgerwork. The relief is difficult to localise, but may
have been produccd in Milan.

ColfectiolJ: His de La Salle (sale London, 22 November
1880, No. 167).
Literature: Molinier, No. 517; Ricci, ii, p. 212, No. 302;
Cott, p. 148.
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posed by Molinier and Ricci is unduly carly, and dIe relief
seems to datc from a.fter 1500. General analogies for the
space structurc and for the figure style occur in the work
of Brnmantino.

Literature: Molinicr, No. 438; Dode. No. 1069; Ba.ngc.
No. 586; Ricci, ii, p. 198, No. 272; Cott, p. 146.

MILANESE: MIDDLE OF THE
SIXTEENTH CENTURY
313 : Figure 278
TIlE ENTOMBMENT. Rectangular. Medium brown patina.
H. 4.3 em., W. 3.9 cm.
A·520.242B
The front edge of the sarcophagus forms dIe base of the
plaqucttc. The body of Christ is supported. on the back
edgc, by the Virgin Qeft) and St. Jolm (right). Behind are
four other mourning figurcs.
The pbquettc, which is Iistcd by Molinier among dIe works
by :tnonymous Italiau a.rtists, and is dated by Bange a.nd
Middddorf in the mid-sixteenth century. is wrongly
a.ssigncd by Ricci to a. fifteenth-century Padu:tll studio. A
sixtccndt-century origin is aeceptcd by Maclagan for an example in the Victoria and Albert Museum. As noted by
Malaguzzi-Valeri, it depends from a painting by Gaudenzio
Ferrari in the Crespi collection, and there is therefore a
presumption that it was made in Lombardy.

Literature: Molinier, No. 567; Dange, No. 957; Ma.cbgan.
p. 73; Ricci. ii. p. 179. No. 24-2; Middddorf, Morgenroth,
No. 339: Cott, p. 145; Mabguzzi-Va.leri, La corte di
Lodovico il Moro, ill, 1917, p. 345, fig. 452.

312 : Figure 282
CURIST APPEARING TO THE ApOSTLES. Rectangular. Gilt
bronze (gilding extensively rubbed and fully preserved only
on the building on the left and at the base). H. 9.6 em.,
W. 6.3 cm.
A·550.2721)
In the centre stands the risen Christ with right arm raised

and a cross in his left hand. At each side is a group of five
knceling apostles. To right and left are receding buildings
tcnninating in a. rectangular gateway. Two holes at top.
Designed for insertion in a pax. An exa.mple widl a semicircular lunette from the Hai.na.uer collection is in the
National Gallery of Art (Widener Collection). Molinier
states incorrecdy that a. version mounted as a pax is in
Berlin; his description refers not to the example of the
present pbquette in the Berlin collection but an unrdated
pax (Bange, No. 716). The plaquette is regarded by
Molinicr, Bode, Bange and Ricci a.s Venetian, but is
perhaps Milanese. A &:tting in the fifteenth century pro-

PADUAN: LATE FIFTEENTH AND
EARL Y SIXTEENTH CENTURY
314 : Figure 246
VIRGIN AND CHiLD WITH TWO ANGELS. Recungular.
Dark brown pa.tina. H. 5.2 em., W. 3.8 crn. A.515.237D
The Virgin is seatcd on a p:trapet or throne looking down
at the Child, who lies sleeping a.gaillSt her right thigh.
There is a. bowl of fruit in the lower left comer. Flanking
the Virgin :tre two standing a.ngds, holding the ends of
the cloth on which the Child Christ rests. In the sky above
are five cherub heads. Hole at top.
The pl:tquctte is givcn by Molinier to an unidentified
Padua.n studio, and is correcdy identified by him as a
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pendant to :1 plaquctte with the Picclt (sec Nos. 315. 316
below). A version in Derlin, mounted in a ubcrnade
frame, is regarded by Bange as the work of a pupil of
Modema jnfluenced by Mantcgtu. and an attribution to
the manner of Modema is :lcccptcd by Middcldorf The
possibility of Medemo's direct responsibility for the plaquette cmnot be ruled Ollt.

Literature: Molinicr. No. 379 (as Padum); Dange, No. 517
(as pupil of Modema); Maclagan. p. 42 (as marmer of
Modema); Ricci, ii, p. 176, No. 237 (as Paduan); Middcldorf, Morgellroth. No. 252 (as manner of Modema); Cott,

p. 145 (as Padu:m).

315 : Figure 243
VIRGIN AND CHILD WITH TWO ANCDLS.

Light brown patina. H. 8.3 em., W. 5.7 em.

Rectangular.
A.S16.238n

The pbqucttc is identical with No. 3IS. but is surrounded
by a flat frame decorated with grotesque ornament
with a triple-moulded border on the inner and outer
edges and a raised knob in each corner simulating the head
of a ruil. Hole at top.
The phquette, which is listed by Molinier as a sub-type of
No. 314, is found in a number of collections, and was
made as a pendant to No. 316 (below).

Literatllre: As for No. 314. Migeon, in us Arts, No. 80,
August 1908, p. 16 (as Paduan); Ricci, ii, p. 176, No. 238;
Cott, p. 145.

316 : Figure 245
THB VIRGIN AND ST. JOHN.
Rectangular. Very dark patina. H. 8 em., W. 5.6 cm.
A·5 1 7· 2 39B

TilE DEAD CURIST WITH

Frnmed in conformity with No. 315, the plaquette
shows the body of Christ on the rear edge of the tomb
berween figures of Qeft) the Virgin and (right) St. john,
the latter in profile to the left. The sky is strt::lked with
horlzontallines of cloud. Below the front edge of the tomb
is the inscription:
a DOMINE lESV CRI
STE ADORa TIl IN
CVC!! l'ENDENTl!M
As was first recognised by Molinier, the pIaquette was
designed by the same artist as No. 315, to which it
forms a counterpart. The figure of St. jolm derives from
the Mantegna engraving of the Entombment (D.3). On
some cxamples, e.g. a version in gilt bronze in Berlin, the
present inscription is replaeed by the words:
a DOMINI! IBSV
CRISTB ADORO
TE IN SBPVLCR

Literature: Molinier, No. 390; Bange, No. 518; Ricci, ii,
p. 177, No. 239; Cott, p. 145 (same attributions as preceding plaquettes).

317 : Figure 247
VIRGIN AND CmLD WITH SIX ANGELS. Ov:u.. Yellowish
brown patina. H. (without border) 6.2 cm., W. (without
border) 3.6 cm.; H. (with border) 10.2 cm., W. (with
border) 8.9 em.
A.513.235B
The phquette, which is framed in an inner border of
cherub heads and outer borders of beads and conventionalised acanthus foliage, shows the Virgin in half-length
'with the Child beside her standing on a base of cloud. The
group is flanked by three pairs of angels, the lower part of
whose bodies are concealed by clouds. The border is cast
separately.
The composition is generically M:::mtegnesque and is
loosely associable with, e.g., a Madonna by Mantegna in
the Brera gallery, Milan. It occurs in a number of variants,
and is generally looked upon as P:lduan. Oval examples
occur in the Cabinet des Mcdaillcs, Paris, and in the Louvre,
and two recc:lngubr examples, one with clouds and angds
and the other of the central group alone, :tre in Berlin.
Middeldorf (private communication) suggests that the
composition records a lost painting by Mantegna.

Literatllre: Molinier, No. 376; Bange, Nos. 548, 549; Ricci,
ii, p. 174, No. 235j Cott, p. 145 (all as Paduan).

3I 8 : Figure 248
VIRGIN AND CHILD. Rect:l.J1gular with irregubr top.
Mediwn brown patina. H. 6.8 cm., W. 3.8 cm.
A.545.267B
The figures correspond ..vith the central group of
No. 317 save for differences in the treatment of the veil
:lnd drapery and for the placing of the Virgin's left hand.
The Child st:l.J1ds on a curved platform of cloud. The
angels included in No. 317 arc omitted, and the group
is set on a flat ground framed with a treblc--moulded rimfillet and surmounted by a lunette with a palmette border
and a winged cherub head. Hole at top.
The relationship of the plaquette to No. 317 was recognised by Molinier, and it is :lccepted by Dange and all
othcr studcnts that the attribution of the versions is interdependent. Other examples exist in Bcrlin, at Oxford and
elsewhere.

Literature: Molinier, No. 377 (as Paduan)j Bange, No. 549
(as Paduan); Ricci, ii, p. 194, No. 267 (as Venetian, with
the rider that 'an ascription to the Paduan school would be
equally admissible'); Cott, p. 146 (as Venetian).

CATALOGUE NOS. 315-323
319: Figure 252
SAINT JEROME. Rectangular. Dark brown patilU. H. 13.8
cm .• W. 10.6 cm.
A.287.IOB
The kneeling Saint. naked save for a doth tied round his
loins, is seen turned three quarters to the right. To the left
is the lion, and to the right is a Crucifix on an albr carved
out of a rock. Behind (right) a Cardinal's hat hangs from
a tree with. beneath it. a skull resting on a book. To the
left is a church with a campanile.
This rare plaquette. of which a second example exists in
the Louvrc. is given by Molinier to the school of Donatello. A direct ascription to Donatdlo is advanced by Ricci.
A version formerly in the HUlUuer Collection is associated
by Bode widl the early work of Riccio, and a truncated
example formerly in the Auspitz Collcction, Vienna, is
regarded by PI:miscig as marking a transitiolUl phase
between the naturalism of Ddlano and the more evolved
style of the early sixteenth century. The possibility of an
origin in Venice rathcr than in Padua cannot be ruled out.
A plaquette in Berlin (Bange, No. 38) signed opvs GASPARIS
NEAPOLITANI, described by Ricci as 'a curious but somewhat later variant of this composition', is unrelated to the
present plaquette.

Litertltllre: Molinier, No. 76; Bode, Die Stll1U111Ullg Oscar
Hail/aller, 1897, p. 27, No. 129; Migeon, inLes Arts, No. 73,
January 1908, p. 28 (as Riccio); Planiscig, V.n., p. 173;
Ricci, ii, p. 14, No. 10; Cott, p. 141 (as attributed to
Donatello).

320 : Figure 253
SAINTJEROME. Rectangular. with silhouetted upper section.
Dark brown patina. H. 8.4 em., W. ]2.3 em.
A.526.248n
The kneeling Saint is seen turned to the left with arms outstretched. The CrucifIX lies diagonally on a rock to the left
and from behind it there protrude the head and front paws
of the lion. The area. beneath the Saint's arms is pierced.
Repaired at bottom centre. Hole at left.
No other example is recorded. The rdief is classified by
Molinier and Ricci as Paduano fifteenth century. An origin
in Venice soon after ISOO is also possible.

Literatllre: Molinier, No. 390; Ricci, ii, p. 182, No. 248:
Cott, p. 146.
321 : Figure 2#
THE FUNERAL 01' SAINT PROSDOCIMUS. Rectangular. Dark
brown patina. H. S.7 em., W. S.9 em.
A.S27.249n
The Saint's body is shown on a bier aligned on the relief
plane. At the head (right) are two monks, at the feet Qeft)
arc three ecclesiastics carrying a processional cross, hyssop
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and book, and in the centre, isolated against an archway, is
another monk gazing at the bier. In the foreground are
two seated cripples. Hole at top.
The plaquette, which was unknown to Molinier and of
which a second example exists in Naples, is wrongly connected by Ricci with the Scenes from the Life of St.
Simeon of Podiroio which arc found on a box in the
present collection (No. 52S). Middddorf obscrves that a
companion relief with the Death of S. Giustitu exists at
Belluno, and that both plaqucttes derive from reliefs on
the reliquaries of the two Saints in Santa Giustitu at Padua.
The two reliquaries seem to date from the beginning of
the sixteenth century.

Literatllre: Ricci, ii, p. 182, No. 249; Cott, p. 146; Middcldorf, Morgel/rodl, p. 37; Gallerie IItlZiOllali italiallc, iv,
1889, p. 227, No. 55 (for Naples plaquette): Illvelltart'o Jegli
oggetli d' arte ••. vii: Provillcia di PllJova. Rome. 1936,
pp. 128-30 (for rdiquaries).

322 : Figure 250
JUDITH WITH THE HEAD 01' HOLOFERNES. Applique with
silhouetted contour. Gilt bronze. H. 5 em., W. 3.6 em.
A.S5 8.2 80B
Judith is seen in half length with her head turned over her
right shoulder, averting her eyes from the head of Halofemes, which she holds in her left hand. In her right hand
she has a sword or scimitar. Bdow a prong for fixing.
The plaquette exists in a number of collections. and is
copied on the doorway from the Palazzo Stanga at Cremona. in the Louvre (ca. 1496). Reduced versions, whose
existence is noted by Molinier, arc evidendy aftercasts
from superior examples in the present form. As observed
by Ricci, certain of these are surrounded by a later openwork border, and it is thus possible that the plaquette
continued to be cast over a long period of time. The .
scheme seems to originate in Padua and to date from the
late fifteenth century.

Litem/lire: Molinier, No. 4SS (as North Italian, end of the
fifteenth century); Ricci, ii, p. 202, No. 280 (as North
Italian, fifteenth century); Cott, p. 147.

323 : Figure 249
Two DACCIIANT!!S. Trapezoida1. Dark brown patina.
H. 3.7 em., W . 3.2 em.
A·3c19·92B
The plaquette, which is trapezoidal, shows two bacchantes
moving outwards to left and right. Each holds a bunch of
grapes imd a cornucopia. In the lower right comer is an
albr inscribed with the word:
THl

ADS
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The term Thyiadcs (for which sec Roscher. AlIsJlihrliches

Lexikoll der gricc/lischcll WId riimiscllclI Mytllofogie, v, 1916-24.
c. 9Ij-22) is used in classical literature to describe the
celestial companions of Bacchus and the earthly priestesses
of the D:lcchic cult. The plaqucttc, as noted by Molinicr,
is by the same hand as No. ]24. Doth works arc thought
by Dange to have formed part of an inkstand. The two
plaqucttes arc regarded by Molinicr and Ricci as Milanese,
and by Bange :1S the products of a P:ldu:m artist influenced
by Riccio.

Litemlllre; Molinicr, No. 452: D:mgc, No. 407; Ricci. ii,
p. 68, No. 92; Cott, p. 145.

324 : Figure 251
MuclUS SCAEVOLA. TC:l.pezoidal. Light brown patin<l.
H. 3.8 em., W. 3.2 em.
A.370.93B

Muous Scacvola (right) places his raised right hand in the
flame of a cmdebbrum set on a central altar. On dIe front
face of the altar is the inscription:
SCEV
OLA.
To the left is the crowned figure ofPorsenna. In the background a view of city walls. Hole at top.
The plaquette is a companion piece to No. 323 (q.v.).

Literature: MoUnier, No. 453: Bange, No. 406; lUcci, ii,
p. 69, No. 93; Cott, p. 145.

325 : Figures 255. 256
VENUS AND CUPID: MERCURY AND MINBRVA. Irregular
oblong with rounded comers and silhouetted upper edge.
Medium brown patiru. H. 7 cm., W. 4.5 em. A·P9.25IB
The plaquette is double-sided. The two reliefs arc surrounded by a rim-fillet with a seaDop sheD and garland at
the top and a winged emblem beneath acanthus foliage
below. The obverse shows a winged figure of Venus,
turned to the right, presenting a bow to Cupid, who holds
a quiver in his left hand. In the right background is a tree.
The reverse shows Mercury turned to the right holding
the staff of the caduceus and two intertwined serpents,
confronted by Minerva, holding a shield and a spear round
which a snake is coUed. Two holes at top.
Separate examples of tile two plaquettcs exist in Berlin;
a second version of the double-sided plaquette in a less
elaborate mounting is in the Victoria and Albert Museum,
London. The reliefs are classified by Molinier and IUcci as
Paduan, late fifteenth century, and arc given by Bange to
a Paduan artist under the direct influence of Riccio and by
Maclagan to an artist contemporary with Riccio. They arc
associated by Bange with seven other plaquettes, of which
two, representing Mucins Seacvola and a Baeehic Dance

(Bange, Nos. 406, 407) arc perhaps from the same workshop. For these see Nos. 323 and 324.

Literature: Molinier, Nos. 400, 401; Bange. Nos. 408, 409:
MaeIagan, p. 24: lUcci, ii, p. 18], No. 251; Cott, p. 146.

326 : Figure 254
A SACRIFICB TO CUI'ID. Oval. Dark brown patiru.
H. 6 cm., W. 5.2 cm.
A.498.220n

The plaquette, which is surrounded by a broad border of
acandlus foliage trinuned irregularly at the edge, shows a
woman in right profile holding a flaming jar kneeling
before a female figure (right) who is seated with a small jar
on her knee. Two standing women arc on the left. Behind
(centre) is an altar with a figure of Cupid holding a bow
and arrow. Beside the altar is a flaming candelabrum. In
the exergue is the inscription : LCSRII.
The relief is associated by Molinier and later students with
a closely similar relief of a Sacrifice to Priapus inscribed in
the cxergue L.C.I. Both plaquettes arc also found on the
lids of lamps (for one of these, with a Sacrifice to Priapus,
see No. 503). An example of the present plaquette in the
Cabinet des M~daillcs, Paris, has on the reverse a bust of
the Emperor Hadrian. The plaquette is reproduced on a
marble candlestick in the Musco del Castello Sforzcsco,
Milan, and it is inferred by Molinier, followed by landais,
that the unknown artist was perhaps Milanese. A version
of the Sacrifice to Priapus in Berlin is given by Bange to a
Paduan follower of Riccio, and the lamps incorporating
the two plaquettes arc ascribed by Maciagan to the maMer
of IUccio. In view of their relationship to Riccio it is improbable that the plaquettes were made elsewhere than
in Padua. Madagan observes that a leaf which is stamped
on the base of the lamps 'is strikingly similar to that
used by the med:tllist Lysippus, nephew of Cristoforo di
Geremia; and the lettering is not unlike'. There is, however, no stylistic COMeceon between the reverses of the
medals of Lysippus and the present plaqueue. No attempt
has been made to explain the letters in the cxergues of the
two plaqueues. which are conventionally regarded as a
signature.

Literotllre: MoUnier. No. 117: Bange, No. 416 (for Priapus
plaquette); Planiscig, BrollzeplaslikeIJ, No. 389; Madagan,
pp. 42-3: lUcci, ii, p. 164. No. 220; Cott, p. 153.

327 : Figure 258
LEDA AND THE SWAN. Circular. Light brown patina.
Diameter 4.6 em.
Lcd:t is seen embracing the swan, whose wings are extended to the left. The two figures stand on a shallow
projecting plinth with (left) grass or other foliage, and
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(riglu) a diminutivc tree. Abovc thc head of Leda dlc relicf
is pierced for suspension.

regarded as the work of an unidentified Paduan or Venetun artist.

No other version of the phquecte is recorded. It is listed by
Molinier among anonymous Italian plaquettcs of the cady
sixteenth century. and by Ricci as a work of Riccio. Thc
attribution to Riccio is unconvincing. The plaquettc is
ignored by Planiscig.

Literatllre: Molinier, No. 403 (as Padu.'Ul); Bode (1904), No.
1022 (OlS North Ita1hn); Bode, Bettoldo, p. 40 (OlS Bertoldo);
Bange, No. lIS (as Dertoldo); Maclagm, p. 59 (as North
It:ilian); Ricci, ii, p. 191, No. 264 (as Padum, early sixteenth CClltUry); Cott, p. IS4 (as Padu.'Ul, early sixteenth
CClltury): Middeldorf, Morgemot", No. 276 (as North
Italian, early sixteenth century); Hind, B.lE., pl. 6S7 (for
related engraving).

Literature: Molinier, No. S87; Ricci, ii, p. 104, No. 134
(as Riccio); Cott, p. 149 (as Riccio).

328 : Figure 260
Circular, with irregular projection. Dark brown
patina. H. 6.9 cm., W. 3.7 cm.
A.S32.2S4D

ApOLLO.

The plaquette consists of a circular relief with :l mouldcd
rim showing a half-length figure of Apollo turned threequarters to the right with head tumed baek over the
shoulder playing on his lyre, supported by a projecting
handle, also with :l moulded rim, showing a st. mding
winged child in full-face. On the left the stamped collector's lll.'lrk DM. Hole at top. Flaw in rim on right.
An c.'Glmple of the upper part of the pbquette (Diameter
3.8 cm.) is noted by Molinier as in the Courajod collection.
No other example is recorded of die plaquette in its present
form. It is classified by Molinier, Migeon and Ricci as
Paduan, about IS00.

Col/ection: Baron de MOllville (sale Paris, 24Jalluary 1861,
No. 9S); Ephrussi (l).
Literatllre: Molinier, Nos. 404, 40S; Migeon, ill us Arts,
No. 80, August 1908, p. 16; Ricci, ii, p. 184, No. 2S4;
Cott, p. 146.

329 : Figure 241
VULCAN FORGING TUI! ARMS OF AENEAS. Circular. Very
light brown patina, largely stripped of bcquer. Diameter
A.S42.264B
6.8 cm.
In the centre is a winged female nude posed frontally
holding a circular shield. To the right Vulcan, with hammer
raised Olbove his head, is seated Olt his forge, .'Uld to the left
stands Aeneas with a trophy over his right shoulder. In
the foreground on the left arc two horses drinking. Double
rim-fillet. Hole at top.
The scheme is adapted from Oln engraving by Nicoletto
da Modem. The pbqueue is regarded by Molinier and
Ricci as Padu:m, and by M:lclagan and Middcldorf as
North Italbn. Bode, after classifying it initially as North
Italia.n, late fifteenth or C:lrly sbaeenth century, ascribed it
first to the Orpheus Master, .'Uld dlen to Bertoldo, with
whom the Orpheus Master was mistakenly identified.
Comparison with dIe Orpheus Master plaquettes docs not
corrobO[;lte this grouping, and the plaquette is best

330 : Figure 240
VULCAN FORGING Till! ARROWS OP CUPID. Circular.
A.S70.292B
Light brown patina. Diameter S.S cm.
Cupid (centre) profi"ers two arrows to Vulcan, who is
scated Qeft) at an anvil with a hammer raised above his
head. Behind on the right is the draped figure of Venus
holding a bow in her right hand. Round the upper border
is the inscription: AMOR VINCIT OMNIA.
As noted by Molinier. the composition appears on the
reverse of:l medal of Matteo Maria Boiardo, author of the
Or/aI/do illllalllorato (1434-94). Though accepted by CicogmC'a at its ostensible date of 1490, the medal is dismissed
by Arm.'Uld and Hill as a bter restitution, .'Uld docs not
thercfore provide a termillllS allte quem for the pbquctte.
The composition is rdated by Molinier to that of a red
jasper intaglio reproduced by Mariette. Bange ascribes
an example in Berlin to a Padum studio active ca. IPO,
which would also have beCll responsible for the pbquettes
of the Birth of Venus (No. 83) and Venus .'Uld Cupid (No.
84). This grouping is not convincing, but the plaquette
is likely to be Paduall.

Col/ecHo":. Signol (Paris, 1 April 1878, No. 317).
Literatllre: Molinier, No. 482 (:IS North It:ilian, end of the
fifteenth century); Bmge, No. S44 (as Paduan, about
IpO); Ricci, ii, p. 20'], No. 292 (as North Italian, about
1500); Cott, p. 147: MOlriette, TraitC des pierres gravIes, ii,
No. 21 (for intaglio); Armand, ii, p. 47. No. 22 (for
Boiardo Mcdal): Hill, Corpus, p. 310, No. 1220 (for
Dobrdo medal).

331 : Figure 242
CUPIDS AND STAGS. Rectangular. Dark bcquer (much
rubbed) over light brown broll2C. H. 6.3 Col., W. 8.2 cm.
A·S33· 2 55 D
The plaquette, which Jus :I raised base line .'Uld a moulded
rim, shows (left) a tree to which a winged child tethers
a stag with a second winged child on its back. Behind is
a second stag facing to the right held by two children
without wings. Hole at top.
Ricci follows Molinier in reg:lr<ling the pbquettc as
Paduan, about ISoo. The possibility of a Florentine origin
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C:UUlot

be ruled

out.

Literature : MeUnier. No. 410; Ricci. ii, p. 184. No. 255;
Cott, p. 146.

332 : Figure 259
DBCORATIVE PANEL WITH A fEMALE HEAD. Rectangular.

Meclium brown patina. H. 6.4 em., W.

10.2

on.
A.534· 2 56B

In the centre is a circular mcclaUion with the bust of a girl
in profile to the left. Her hair is elaborately dressed and
she wears a necklace terminating in a Medusa mask. Delow
is a garlmd 3ttlched by ribbons to two bucrancs in the
upper comers of dIe relief. Moulded rim with addition:tl

base-line beneath.
A similar plaquctte occurs 3S one face of a triangular sandbox in the present collection (No. 493). The two remain-

ing faces of the sand-box arc filled with reliefs with gorgon
heads and garlands, of which independent versions arc
fOWld in Berlin (Bange, No. 626) :md in the Morgenroth
collection. The reliefs arc regarded by Migeon, Ricci and
Middddorf as Paduan, and are wrongly associated by
Dange with Dramante. A case can be made out for
attributing the sand-box to the workshop of Severo da
Ravenna, who may also have been responsible for the
present plaqueue.

The plaquette. which is mounted in a tabernacle with
decorated pilasters, a frieze flanked by bucranes, and a.
lunette of God the Father with Angels, shows the Dead
Christ supported in threc-quarter length in the sarcophagus.
His right and left arms arc held respectively by the Virgin
and St. John. Behind is a curtain held up by three angels.
The plaqueue is regarded by Molinier as Burgundian or
Flemish and by Ricci as Flemish. Its design depends from
a painting of 1457 in the Alte Pitukothek, Munich, ascribed to Hans Multscher, and a version of the plaquette
in Berlin is elassified by Bange as South German. second
half of the fifteenth century. The scheme seems to have
enjoyed much popularity in Italy. The tabernacle frame
of a version in the Louvre (Coli. Davillier) with a relief of
the Resurrection in the lunette is classified by Molinier as
Italian and the framing of the present example is accepted
by Ricci as Venetian. Despite the contrast in style between
the lunette of God the Father (which seems to be the work
of a Venetian artist active about 1500) and the central
plaquette. it cannot be assumed dlat they were necessarily
cast in different studios. A version in the Morgenroth
collection is accepted by Middcldorf as Italian, in contradistinction to those versions of the phquette alone (e.g. in
Derlin) which are certainly of German origin. An example
in silver dated ISIl, formerly in the Bonnaff6 Collection,
suggests that production of the plaqueucs continued till the
early sixteenth century.

Literature : Migeon, in us Arts, No. 80. August 1908;
p. 29; Ricci, ii, p. 185, No. 256; Cott, p. 146; Middcldorf,
Morgemotll, No. 212.

Litera/lire: Molinier, No. 722; Migcon, inLes Arts, No. 80,
August 1908, p. 32; Dange, D.M., p. 70, No. 1504; Ricci,
ii. p. 276, No. 422; Cott, p. 159; Middcldorf, Morgellroth,
p. 47. No. 336.

333 : Figure 257

335 : Figure 264

BUST Of A GIRL. Oval. Very dark patina. H. 4.7 cm., W.
3.3 cm.
A·535· 257B

THB RESURRECTION. Very dark brown patina. H. 16.7
cm., W. 10.6 cm.
A.S49.27IB

The plaqucne corresponds with the central medallion of
the preceding relief. Hole at top.

The central relief, which is mounted as a pax, shows the
risen Christ standing in the foreground with right arm
raised. Behind him is the entrance to the sepulchre. and in
the lower corners arc two sleeping soldiers. At the sides
arc pilasters, and at the base is a strip of foliage. Above is a
frieze with three male masks surmounted by a circular
medallion with God the Father in benediction supported by
two dolphins. A finial above the roundel has been broken
off. The rear support has been removed.

See No. 332.

Litera/lire: Migeon, inLes Arts, No. 80, August 1908, p. 14;
Vaudoyer. in L'Amollr de l'art, 1925, p. 261; Ricci, ii,
p. 18S, No. 2S7; Cott, p. 146.

VENETIAN: LATE FIFTEENTH AND
EARL Y SIXTEENTH CENTURY
334 : Figure 267
THB DEAD CHRIST BETWEEN THE VIRGIN AND ST. JOliN.
Pax with silhouetted contour. Medium brown patina.
H. 9 X 7.3 cm.
A.700.422B

This fine pax, of which a second version appeared in the
Courajod (19Il, No. 43) and Sambon (1914, No. II4)
sales, is classified by Molinier. followed by Ricci, as a
Venetian work of the late fifteenth century. Its style and
handling arc reminiscent of the work of Maffeo Olivieri,
and an origin in Brescia or Venice in the first quarter of
the sixteenth century is very probable.

Literatllre: Molinier, No. 436; Migeon, in L es Arts, No. 80,
August 1908, p. 30; Ricci, ii, p. 196. No. 271; Cott, p. 146.
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336 : Figure 265
SAINTJOIlNTIlEDAPTIST. Circular. Medium brown patina.
Diameter 5.9 em.
A·S61.283D
The Baptist is shown in full-length with his right hand
ra.ised in blessing. In his left arm arc a Iamb and a cross
with a scroll inscribed: ECCB AC/NVS DEI. Dehind to right
and left arc trees. The flat rim is inscribed with the words:
EST ID EST ID EST.ID. EST. Flat rim. Hole at top.
Regarded by Molinier and Ricci as North Italian, end of the
fifteenth century, the pIaquette, which also exists in gilded
versions in Derlin ;md the Victoria and Albert Museum,
London. is classified by Dange and Macbgan as Venetian,
early sixteenth century. An example in dIe LaIllU collection bore the inscription: IN TERMATOS MVllERVM SVREXIT
MAJOR IOVANS DADTISTA. The pbquette seems to date
from the early sixteenth century.

Literature: MoUnier, No. 471; Dange. No. 585; Mac1agan,
p. 58; Ricci, ii, p. 204, No. 283; Cott, p. 147.

337 : Figure 266
TilE BAPTISM OF CHRIST. Rectangular. Gilt bronze
A.602.324B
(gilding rubbed). H. 7.4 cm., W . 5.4 cm.
On dIe left is Christ standing frontally with clasped hands.
The River Jordan flows at his feet. St. John in profile to
the left and holding a long staff terminating in a cross,
pours water on his head. Above is the Holy Ghost. To the
left a tree and to the right a rod,), bndscape. In the upper
left and right comers the letters z and D. Framed in a
moulded rim cast separa.tely.
An example of this rare plaquette in silver-gilt mounted
as a pax is in the Morgenroth collection. It is suggested
by Ricci chat the letters ZD arc 'doubdcss intended for
Z(uane) B(ellini)'. This hypothesis is accepted by Middcldorf. The relationship of the scheme to works by Giovanni
DclUni is tenuous, and it is likely that the initials stand for

Z(u,",) B("tBb).
Literatllre; Ricci, ii, p. 224. No. 323 (as Venice, early
sixteenth century); Cott, p. 154; Middcldorf, Morgellroth,
No. 182 (as Venice. ca. 1500).

338 : Figure 269
TilE TRIUMPH OF CUPID.· Circular. Dark brown patina.
Diameter 7.7 cm.
A.288.IID
The plaquette, which has a bevelled edge and a beaded
rim in the form of small incuse dots, shows five putti
supporting an inverted circular shield. In the centre of the
shield is a globe balanced on two cornucopias, on which
is a blindfold fIgure of Cupid in left profue, aiming an
arrow at a flying figure, whose feet are protected by a
shield or disc. Hole at top.

Versions of the plaquette exist in the Museo Nazionale,
Florence, Berlin, Vienna, Naples and elsewhere. As noted
by MoUnier, ;1 variant of the scheme appears on the doorway of the Palazzo Stanga at Cremona, now in the Louvre.
The plaquette is given by MoUnier to the school of Donatello. A direct ascription to Donatello is advanced by Bode.
Dange and Ricci, and is rejected by Planiscig, who regards
the relief as the work of a North Italian artist of the end
of the fifteenth century. This dating is likdy to be correct.
The poses of two of the putti seem to depend from the
Saturn Throne in the Musco Archeologieo in Venice,
while the puno in the foregroWld on the right recurs
on the stem of a holy-water buin from the workshop of
Pietro Lombardo in St. Mark's. A larger rectangular plaquette of playing putti in Berlin (Bange, No. 296), in
which dIe puuo in the left foreground appears again,
seems to have been made in the same studio. The bevelled
rim tends to confirm the theory of Bange chat the plaquette
was made for insertion in a sword pommel.

L,'terntllrc: MoUnier, No. 78 (as School of Donatello);
Dode, in].P.K., v, 1884, p. 42 n. (as DonatcUo); Bode, No.
636 (as Donate11o); Bange, No. 297 (as Donatello); Planiscig, Est. K., No. 378 (as Nordl Italian); Planiscig, V.B.,
pp. 327-8; Ricci, ii, p. 16. No. I I (as Donatcllo); Cott,
p. 141 (as attributed to Donatello) .

339 : Figure 270
THB TRIUMPH OF NEPTUNB. Circular. Dark reddish
brown patina (black lacquer somewhat rubbed). Diameter
21.6 em.
A.Sa3.30SH
Neptune (right) is seen in left profue in a boat drawn by
two sea-horses. He holds a trident in his right hand. In the
centre foregrolUld is a triton, inuncrsed in water to the
knees, guiding one of the horses, and on dIe Jefr is a nereid,
with right arm raised and hair blowing in the breeze. She
holds an indistinguishable object in her left hand.
The relief, which is comparable to No. 76 and is also
related to the work of Alessandro Lcopardi, was regarded
by Molinier as Paduan, in the style of Mantegna, and by
Ricci as North Italian. early sixteenth century. Unlike
No. 76, the scheme does not depend from a Mantegna
engra.ving, and its source is unidentified. In addition to
versions of the relief in the Louvre and the Dc Noailles
(former Dischoffshcim) coUection, which, like the present
example, are cast solid with a flat back, inferior Utcr-casts
of the composition, in which the back is hoUowed out,
are also known. The present rellefis superior to an CXtlmple
in the Untermyer collection, New York, and inferior to a
version in the Louvre (lav. OA 9152), in which the Neptune
and Triton are bearded.

Litcrlltllre; Molinier, No. 406; Migeon, inLes Arl5, No. 73,
January 1908, p.)2' Ricci,ii, p. 214, No. 305. Cott, p. 154;
Gonse, in G.B.A., xiv, 1876, p. 516 (for Louvre rdief);

VENETIAN' NORTH ITALIAN

Giraud, Lcs Arts JII mltal, 1881, pI. XX-3 (for Noailles
relief); Hackenbroch, in COIIIJoisseur, cxlix, 1962, pp.
19-23 (example in Untcrmyer collection as Paduan, ca.
1520): Hackenbroch, Brollzes alld other Metalwork alld
SCI/lpillre ill the Irwill Ulltermyer Collection, 1962, pp. ).'Vili,
12, pI. 26 (as Veneto-Paduan).

340 : Figure 268
AN ASSEMBLY OF GODS. Oblong with irregular concave
ends. Dark lacquer (much rubbed) over light brown
bronze. H. 6.5 cm., W. 15 cm.
A.j28.250D
The plaquette, whidl has a moulded border and shows
(right to left) the naked figure of Mercury, holding a caduceus, in conversation with a bearded male figure holding
a trident; a female figure holding ;In oar or rudder; a
reclining bearded male figure, with a youth pouring wine
behind him; a naked youth (Neptune I) holding a trident;
a woman with back turned: a youth in left profile kneeling before a bearded man holding an hour-glass (Saturn I):
a naked man posed frontally with a boat or rudder on his
shoulders, the end of which is hdd by a garlanded youth
on the left; and a draped woman with a torch. Two holes
at top.
Apparently made as the side of a box or inkstand, the
relief exists in a second version in the Victoria and Albert
Museum. All authorities agree in regarding it as Paduan of
the end of the fifteenth century (MoIinier and Ricci) or
the first quarter of the sixteenth century (Maclagan). The
title under which the plaquette is known goes back to
Molinier, as does the identification of many of the figures.
There are some discrepancies in the published descriptions of dle pIaquette, Mercury being variously identified
with tile second figure from the left (Madagan) and
the second figure from the right (Molinier and Ricci).
Maclagan draws attention to the fact that many of the
figures hold marine attributes, and infers dlat the whole
group m:ly have an a11egorica.l significance. An origin in
Venice in the circle of Leo pardi is more prob:lble th:ln an
origin in Padu:l.

Litcratllre: Molinicr, No. 398; Migeon, in Lcs Arts, No. 80,
August 1908, p. 29; Macbg:ln, p. 44; Ricci, ii, pp. 182-3,
No. 250; Cott, p. 146.

NORTH ITALIAN (UNLOCATED):
LA TE FIFTEENTH AND EARLY
SIXTEENTH CENTURY
34' : Figure 287

The pl:lquctte, which is reduced to a circle, has :l rectangubr figurated arC:l dem:lrcatcd at top :lnd bottom and
on the right by a rim-fillet; it is cut on the left. In the centre
at the back is Christ held captive by a soldier. To the left,
beside a tree, St. Peter, with drawn sword, cuts off the
car of Malchus, who :lppears in the centre foreground with
back. turned. A fleeing figure is on the right. In the cxerguc
is the word Rll.SPICl!.
A companion relief of Christ nailed to the Cross in Berlin,
also reduced to a circle and also bearing the word RESI'ICE,
is regarded by Dange as P:ldu:lll C:l. 1500. Both plaqucttcs
seem to have been made as part of:l beger series ofP:lssion
scenes. A pbqucttc of St. Jerome in Berlin is assigned by
Bange to the same hand. The present plaquctte is described by Ricci as 'A Combat'.

Collcetio,,: Bardini (de London, 26 May 1902, No. 270).
Literatllre: B:lnge, No. 553 (:lS P:lduan ca. 1500); Ricci, ii,
p. 66, No. 88 (as ItalUn about 1480); Cott, p. 145 (:lS
Italian, about 1480).

342 : Figure 284
THE DEPOSITION. Rectangular. Medium brown p:lti.na.
H. 6.9 cm., W . 5.2 cm.
A.522.244B
In the centre the body of Christ is released by two men
standing on bdders propped :lgainst the back :lnd front of
the :lrms of the cross. On the left is the fainting Virgin
attended by two holy women and accomp:lnicd by st:lnding male :lnd female figures. To the right a man with back
turned ste:ldies the bdder which leads up to the cross. On
the extreme right is a standing soldier with b:lck turned,
and behind the ladder 3re two further standing figures.
Above :l hilly b:lckground dle sky is filled with horizontal
lines of clDUd. At the top are the remains of a suspension
loop cast in one with the relief. On the back is the incised
inscription: 1M M"Os :lnd below it is the monogram ~.
Hole:lt top.
The plaquette is based on an engraving after M:locegna
(B.4), and is righdy identified by Molinier as a companion
piece to a plaquette of the Entombment (Molinier, No.
385), which is also derived from a M:lntegna cngrnving.
It is listed by B:lnge :lmong the works of miscellaneous
P:lduan masters from the circle of Modemo. The two
pbquettes occur with some frequency, and are of indifferent quality; ill dle presCIlt case Mantcgua's composition is cut on tile right and [he rock fonru in [he background of the engraving arc replaced by a conventional
landscape. The inscription and monogram do not :lppear
in other cx:lmplcs, and :lre uncxplained.

Col/cetio,,: Spitzer (sale Paris, 14 April 1893, ii, p. 6, No.
1533).

THl! ARllEST Of CHRIST. Circular. Light brown patina.
Diameter 2.9 cm.
A.36s.88n

Literalflre: Piot, in G.B.A.,

20

per., XVlII-2, 1878, pp.
]068-9 (:lS D:lnide Arcioni): Molinier, No. 384 (as Paduan);
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Bangc, No. 525 (:IS Padu:ln); Machg:m, p. 44 (as Paduan,
about 150CHS25); Ricci, ii, p. 180, No. 244 (as Paduan);
Cott, p. 145 (as Paduan, fiftccnth century); Hind, E.I.E.,
p1. 502 (for engraving aftcr Mantcgna).

343 : Figure 285
THE LAMENTATION OVER THE DBAD CHRIST. Trapezoida1.
Dark brown patina. H. 7.8 cm., W. 11.2 cm. A.524.246B
The phqucttc, which h:ls a fi:lt outcr rim :lIld an umcr
border of acanthus foliage, shows (centre) thc Virgin seatcd
frontally with the body of the dcad Christ on hcr knees.
Christ's head is supportcd by the stmding figurc of St.
Jolm Qeft), and his left hand is held by St. Mary Magdalen,
who kneels in profde on the right. Holc at top.
The relief, of which no othcr example is recorded, seems
to have been made for insertion in the base of a Crucifix.
It is rcgardcd by Molinier :lIld Ricci as Padu:m. MiddeIdorf
(privatc communication) compares the scheme with a
painted albrpiece shown in the backgroWld of Romanino's Mass of St. Apollollills in S:lIlt:l M:uu Ca1chera at
Brescia (15I~20). The plaquette dates from the first quarter
of the sixteenth century, not from the fifteenth century ::IS
::Issumed by Ricci.
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Milanese. It appears to d:lte from the last quarter of the
fifteenth century.

Litera/me: Molinicr. Nos. 73, 74 (::IS School of Donatdlo);
Ephrussi. in L'Aft, xxxiv, 1883, p. 252; Dubouloz, in
L'Aft, 213 scr., iii, 1894, p. 281; Migeon, in us Arts. No.
80. August 1908, p. 16 (as DOIl.:ltclIo); Dange. No. 353 (:IS
Paduan follower ofDoIl.:ltclIo): Ricci, ii, p. 14. NO.9 (as
Donatello); Cott, p. 141 (as attributed to DOIl.:ltclIo).

345 : Figure 293
PIETA. Arched. Gilt bronze (much rubbed on exposed
surfaces). H. II.3 cm., W . 7.2 cm.
A·560.282B
The plaquette, which has a fbt projecting border for insertion in a pax, shows the dead body of Christ in threequarter length in the s::lrcophagus. Behind is a eurbin. At
the base of the relief is a garland with two cherub heads,
:lIld roWld the sides and top runs a horder of acanthus
foli:lge. Two m::lrks at which supports were att3ched at
the back show Wt the plaquette was at one time mOWlted
as ::I pax. Nmches at bottom right :lIld left.

THB DEAD CHRIST T£NDED BY fOUR ANGELS. Silhouetted contour. Medium brown patina. H. 9.4 cm., W .
II .8 cm.
A.286.9B

A version of the central relief without the frame is in
Berlin (Dange, No. 720) along with two vari:lllts (Dange.
Nos. 721. 722) in which the centra.i figure is flanked by
ornamented pilasters and surmoWlted by a triangular
pediment witll a cherub head. All tlme reliefs arc assigned
by Bange to a North ltali.:lIl studio active in the early
sixteenth century. An c,1rly sixtcenth-ccntury <bring is also
presumed by Molinier for the present relief. which is
redated by Ricci to the fiftcenth century. A version in the
Morgenroth collection is classified by Middddorf as North
Iblian, fifteenth century. The plaqueue seems to have
enjoyed great popularity, but there is no evidence as to
the ccntre in which it W:lS produced.

The plaquette shows the Dead Christ (centre) in halflength in the tomb, supported by two angds. e:lch of
whom has one foot on the edge of the sarcophagus. The
heads of two further angels appe::lr behind.

Literlltflre: Molinier. No. 467; B:lIlge, Nos. 720, 721, 722;
Ricci, ii, p. 203. No. 282; Cott, p. 147; MiddeIdorf.
Morgeufoth, No. 180; Middcldorf, in A.B.• xxx, 1948.
p.I52.

In a variant of the plaquette. in the Louvre, the figures are
not silhouetted, and a cross is shown behind the central
group. Versions with a plain ground are also known. The
phquette is reI::Ited by Molinier to a Vicenrine wooden
relief in the Louvre. An example of the relief in Berlin is
given by D:lIlge to a Padu:ln follower of Donatello. For
Ricci 'it is obvious that (the plaquettes) ::Ill proceed from
a sculpture hy Donatcllo'. The scheme is not. however,
directly related to that of the marble Dead Christ tended
by Angels by Donatdlo in the Victoria:llld Albert Museum
London, of the bronze relief of the Dead Christ with two
Angc1s on the Padua altar, or of the Bellini Pieta at Rimini. with which it is compared by Bange and for which
a Donatcllesque sourcc h::ls sometimes been presumed.
MiddeIdorf (private communication) suggests th:lt it is

346 : Figure 289

Literature: Molinier, No. 387; Ricci, ii, p. 181, No. 246
(as P:ldu:lIl, fifteenth century); Cott, p. 146 (as P:lduan,
fifteenth century).

344 : Figure 286

SAINT JEROMB. Rectangular. Medium brown patina,
H. 8.8 cm., W. 6.8 em.
A·5 25· 247B
St. Jerome is shown kneeling :It the entrance to a cave
beneath a wooded hill. In the left foregroWld is a dead tree
formed into a Cruciftx. Beneath it is a skull. and in front
is the lion. Further back, on a low table, is an open hook.
In the distmce is an extensive landscape with a labourer
ploughing and other ftgures, ships s:Uling on a sea or river,
and beyond them :1 city 011 a hill. The plaquette has a
moulded rim. Hole at top.
The plaquette is regarded by Molinicr and Ricci as Paduan,
ftfteenth century, and is given by Bange to Modemo.

NORTH ITALIAN: LATB FIFTBBNTH AND BARLY SIXTBBNTH CBNTURY

Bange reb.tes the scheme to that of a bronze tabernacle
door with St. Mary Magdalen in the sacristy of the Fr:ui,
Venice (datable before 1487 and wrongly ascribed to
Bellano). Though the iconographical scheme is related in
reverse to those of No. 156 and No. 183, the treatment is
less sophisticated, and the pb.quette can hardly be a work
of the same hand. Its style is difficult to localise, but is
possibly Venetian.

Literature: MoUnier, No. 388; Bange, No. 434; Ricci, ii,
p. 181, No. 247; Cott, p. 146.

attribution to the Pseudo-Melioli is due to rucci, and is not
convmcng.

Collectioll: Hainauer.
Literature: Moliniet, No. 621 (as Italian, fifteenth century);
Thieme, in Bode, Die Sall/lIIIIIJlg Oscar Hainaller, 1897, p.
99, No. 238, Brotlzc plaques alld medals, No. 70 (as Paduan,
ca. 1500); Dange, No. 700 (as North Italian, :tbout 1500);
Ricci, ii, p. 62, No. 83 (as Pseudo-Melioll); Cott, p. 144
(as Pseudo-Melioli).

349 : Figure 298
347 : Figure 290
SAINT JEROME. Pear-shaped. Medium brown patina.
A.683.405 D
H. 7.3 cm., W. 4.7 cm.
In the cenue foreground St. Jerome kneels before a
crucifix Ocft). Beside him is the lion. Behind stretches an
extensive landscape widl a wooded crag in the centre and
a chapel nearby. Narrow rim-£i1}et. Hole at top.
As noted by Bange and Middeldorf, the scheme is adapted
from the Durer engraving of St. Jerome (8.61), the date of
which (ca. 1496-7) provides a tmlll'IIIIS post qllem for dIe
plaquette. A version of the pb.quette in Berlin, corresponding in fonn widl the present example, is assumed by
Bange to have been made as the cover of a lamp. A circular
version, showing the foreground alone with the addition
of a cave on the right, is found in Berlin, the Morgenroth
collection and elsewhere.

Literature: Molinier, No. 579 (as Italim, early sixteenth
century), No. 697 (circub.r version as German, cady
sixteenth century); Bange, Nos. 561, 562 (as Paduan, about
1500); Ricci, ii, p. 266, No. 405 (as Italian, sixteenth
century); Cott, p. 158; Middddorf, MorgcllrotJJ, No. 219
(as North Italian, early sixteenth century).

348 : Figure 291
THE DEATH OF CYRUS. Circular. GUt bronze (much
rubbed on the knee ofTomyris and elsewhere). Diameter
7 em.
11..3 60. 838
The plaqueue, which has a beaded rim cast separately (see
back), shows Oeft) Tomyris, Queen of the Scythians,
mounted on horseback with a wmd in her right hand.
Beside her is an attendant. On the extreme right a male
figure displays the truncated head of Cyrus, before placing
it in a bag held open by two men. At the back is a footsoldier bearing a trophy or stand:trd, and in the centre at
the base is a helmet. The raised exergue is void.
An example of this rare plaquette in Berlin has in the
exergue the inscription fORTI.TOMYRI. The state of the
gilding in the exergue of the present version suggests that
this inscription was once present and has been erased. The

YOUTH MOUNTED ON
Diameter 3 cm.

A

BULL. Circular. Gilt bronze.
A.356.8oB

The plaquette, which is slighdy concave, shows a naked
youth astride a bull walking to the right. He holds the
horns of the bull with his left hmd, and has a whip or
wand in his right. The exergue is void.
Classified by Dmge as North Ital.im, beginning of the
sixteenth century, this fine and delicate plaquette is tentatively given by rucci to the Pseudo-Melioli. There :tre
no obvious grounds for associating it with the Pseudo-Mclioli's works.

Literature: Migeoll, in Les Arts, No. 80, Augwc 1908, p. 23
(as Melioli); Bmge, No. 707 (as North Italian, beginning
of the sixteenth century); Ricci, ii, p. 61, No. 80 (as PseudoMelioli); Cott, p. 144 (as Pseudo-MelioU).

350 : Figure 301
THE THREE SONS WITH THEIR FATHER'S CORPSE. Rectangular (irregular). Dark brown patina. H. 4.3 em., W.
8.2 em.
A.567.289B
To the left, tied to a tree, is the body of a bearded man in
profile to the right. Beside it is a bier. In the centre are
the three sons, one of them kneeling in profile to the right
before a seated man who is accompanied (extreme right)
by two standing soldiers. The pIaquette, which is in the
form of an irregularly trimmed rectangle, has a moulded
rim and a bmd of decorative foliage along the lower edge.
Hole at top.
The subject is mistakenly described by rucci as the Martyrdom of:l Female Saint. No. 380 depicts the same scene,
with dIe body of the father similarly posed. As observed by
Molinier, the pIaquette is by the i:tme hand as No. ]SI.
A note by Ricci on other examples of the composition is
a synrhesis of information from Molinier (Nos. 477, 627)
on two unrelated plaquettes. An example of the pIaquette
is in the Victoria and Albert Museum.

Literature: Molinier, No. 477 (as North Italian, end of the
fifteenth century); Madagan, p. 59 (as North Italian);
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Ricci, ii, p. 206, No. 289 (as North Italian, about 1500);
Cott, p. 147.

351 : Figure 299
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No other example of the composition is recorded, and there
are no means by which it can be localised. It is classified
by Ricci as North Italia.n, about 1500.

Literatllre: Ricci, ii, p. 210, No. 296; Cott, p. 148.

A TRIUMPH. Trapezoida1. Medium brown patina. H.
4.7 em., W. 6.3 em.
A.568.2908
The plaquette, which is surrounded by a moulded rim with
a band of decorative foliage along the lower edge, shows
six horsemen riding to the left carrying laurel branches.
As observed by Molinier, the plaquette is by the same hand

as No. 350. A version in Berlin is identified by Bange
as part of an inkstmd on the basis of a cognate relief on
the back of an inkstmd in the Davilliers collection in the
Louvre.

Literatllfe: Molinier, No. 504 (as North Imlian, end of the

354 : Figure 294
NEPTUNB. Oval. Medium brown patina. H. 4.2 cm., W.
5.1 cm.
A.308.3IB
N eptune stands in the centre in a chariot drawn by four
sea-horses. Posed frontally, he holds a trident in the right
hand and a sail in the left. Hole at foot.
This rare plaquette is classified by Molinier and Ricci with
works afier the antique. No comparable classical Clmeo is
known, and Bange regards an example in Berlinas the work
of an unidentified North Italian artist active about 1480.
A Florentine origin is also possible.

fifteenth century); Bange, No. 551 (as Paduan, about
1500); Ricci, ii, p. 206, No. 299 (as North Italian, about
1500): G.D.A., xxvili, p. 185 (for Louvre inkstand);
Courajod, Le Bnroll Davilliers et la coUectioll Ugllee pnr lui

Literature: Molinier, No. 13; Bange, No. 679: Ricci, ii,

all Musie dll Louvre, p. I; Catalogue de In collection Dnvil-

p. 33, No. 31; Cott, p. 142.

liers, No. 102, p. 78 (for Louvre inkstmd).

352 : Figure 305
ANAMAZON. Oval. Greyish patina. H. 6.7 em., W. 4.1 em.
A·575· 2 978
A naked Amazon is shown posed frontally with two arrows
in her left hand and a tall bow in her right. Raised foliated
run.
The subject is interpreted by Bange as 'Junges Madchcn
mit den Waffen Amors'. A termi/llls al/te quem for the
plaquette is supplied by the doorway of ca. 1496 from dle
Palazzo Stanga at Cremona (Louvre, Paris), on which it
is reproduccd. It cannot therefore have been made, as
supposed by Bange, in the first half of the sixteenth century.
Versions of the plaquette exist at Weimar and elsewhere.

Collection: Spitzer (sale Paris, 14 April 1893, ii, No. 1544).
Literature: Molinier, No. 499 (as North Italian, fifteenth
century); Bange, No. 573 (as Paduan); Ricci, ii, pp.
21o-n, No. 297 (as North Italian, about 1500): Cott,
p. 148; Schuchardt, Goetlles KlIIlStsnmmlullgl!ll, 1848. ii,
p. 23, No. 59.

353 : Figure 300
A SACRifiCE. Light brown patina. H. 5.5 em., W. 3.8 cm.
A.574. 2968
The plaquette, which is irregular in form and is surrOllllded
by a plain raised fillet with a silhouetted palmette and inverted scrolls above, shows a circular altar surrounded by
seven male figures, of whom five bear stmdards. Above
is a garland.

355 : Figure 288
VULCAN FORGING TIlB ARROWS OF CUPID. Circular.
Medium brown patina. Diameter 3.1 cm.
A.464.187B
VulCln is seated on the left before a C:l.ve with his anvil
between his legs. In the centre a winged female figure,
with a trumpet in her right hand, holds the hand of Cupid
(right). Double moulded rim.
The plaquette. of which other versions arc in the British
Museum and in the Estensische Kunstsammlung, Vienna,
represents the same subject as circular and oval plaquettes
in Berlin (Bange, Nos. 495, 496, 497), where Vulcan is
scated on a ledge of rock not on the ground and Venus
Vicnix is represented nude. The cartoon of Vulcan corresponds closely with that of another plaquette in Berlin with
the legend AMOR VINCIT OMNIA (Bange, No. 544). An
attribution to Modeeno, proposed by Molinier, is accepted
by Ricci. The Vienna version is desigTUted 'Style of
Modemo' by pJaniscig. It is unlikely that the present design
(which combines a number of conventional features from
anonymous Paduan plaqucues) was prepared by Modemo
or cast in Modemo's shop.

Litcratllfe: Molinier, No. 189; Ricci, ii, pp. 142-3, No. 187;
Cott, p. 152 (all as Modemo); Planiscig, Est. K., No. 362
(as Style of Modemo).

356 : Figure 296
ALLEGORY OF MUSIC. Rectangular. Medium brown
patina. H. II.5 cm., W. 7.1 cm.
A·593·3 I SB

Ioo

NORTH ITALIAN' ITALIAN (UNLOCATED)

On the moulded base stands a youthful male nude with
a cloak attached to his left elbow. In his left hand is a horn.
His raised lund grasps the upper branch of a tree, from
whose trunk. arc suspended cymbals, a lyre, a syrinx, two
trumpets. a tortoise--shell, a lute and a bow. In the lower
right comer arc a fire :lIld ::mvil and a trumpet.
Undistinguished CX:1mplc of a pIaquette which exists in
a number of collections. A variant in the Morgenroth
collection shows the skin of an animal suspended from the
left arm. As noted by Bange, the figure is adapted from
that of a youth in Mantcgru's engraving of the Bacchanal
with a Winepress. The plaqucttc reverses and simplifies
Mantegna's scheme, md was presumably adapted from an
engraving in reverse (sec below). The articulation :md type
of the figure recalls that of the Neptune in No. 339.

LiteralUre: Molinier. No. 618 (as anonymous Italian,
beginning of the sixteenth century); Dange, No. 724 (as
unidentified North Italian); Ricci, ii, p. 220, No. 315 (as
North Itali.au, early sixteenth century); Cott, p. ISS:
Middddorf, Morgf.'nroth, No. 215 (.as P.aduan, early sixteenth century): Hind, E.1.E., pI. 493 (for reversed impression of engraving).

357 : Figure 297

359 : Figure 292
MARS. Circul.ar. Medium brown patina. Diameter 6.7 cm.
A.6SS·4 0 7B
The pl.aquette, which is convex and is framed in a broad
border of milit.ary trophies with inner and outer moulded
rims, shows Mars turned to the left scated on a cuirass.
He holds a helmet on his right knee, and his left hand rests
on a shield, near which is a spear propped up against a
tree. A quiver hangs from second tree on the left hand side.
Ricci suggests that the pl.aquene, which is not recorded
in any other version, was made for insertion in a swordpommel. The style argues a North Italian origin, and a
date in the first quarter of the sixteenth century. The frame
is reminiscent of No. 113, and recalls the style of the master
signing IO.P.f.

Literature: Ricci, ii, p. 267, No. 407; Cott, p. 158 (both as
Italian, sixteenth century).

360 : Figure 302
PART OF A SWORD-POMMEL. Light brown patina. H.
3.S cm., W. 3.7 cm.
A.3S0.103B

A dr.aped fem.ale figure is seated frontally with right hand
raised and a lamb at her side. Raised ground line.

The plaquette, which has a convex surface and is irregularly
shaped with a moulded border terminating in palmettes,
shows at the top two ccnt.aurs holding up a circular
medallion with a laurcated head. Beneath, on a smaller
scale, under dlree arches, are figures of Hercules and the
Hydra, Venus and Mars. Hole at top.

No other cX3mplc of the plaquette is recorded. The subject
is identified by MoUnier as Religion (l) and by Ricci as
an allegorical figure.

An ascription to Caradosso proposed by Migeon is retained
by Ricci. An analogous sword-pommel is in the Wallace
Collection, London.

LI'terature: Molinier, No. 478 (North Italian, end of the
ftfteenth century); Ricci, ii, p. 206, No. 291 (North
Iblian, about 1500); Cott, p. 147.

Collection: Leclanch6 (s.ale Paris, 23 May 1892, No. 19S).
Literature: Migeon, in Les Arts, No. 80, August 19O5, p. IS;
Ricci, ii, p. 75, No. 103; Cott, p. 14Sj Laking, European
Arms alld Armo/lr, ii, 1920, p. 295, fig. 675 (for swordpommel in Wallace Collection).

ALLEGORICAL FIGURE. Circular. Medium brown p.atin.a.
Di.ameter 5.5 cm.
A·s69·29IB

358 : Figure 295
ALLEGORICAL SCENE. Circular, inserted in the four-lobed
pommel of a sword hilt. Gilt bronze. Diameter (over.aU)
5 cm. Diameter (plaquette) 3.3 cm.
A.S9S.320B
A naked winged youth is represented standing frontally on
a low plinth, with a winged Victory on a globe in his
raised left hand. To the right is seated a ruked man holding
an indistinguishable object in his left hand, and to the left
is a standing youth holding a trophy and a severed head.
On dle extreme left is an indistinct object suspended from
a tree. Framed in a beaded rim repeated on the back.

361 : Figure 3D3
FIVE PUTTI AT PLAY. Rectangul.ar. D.ark brown patina.
A.289.12B
H. 4.4 cm., W. 7.9 cm.

No other example of the plaqueuc is recorded, and the
subject has not been cxpbined.

The plaqueue, which is surrounded by a treble rim-fillet
trimmed irregul.arly at dIe b.ase and sides, shows a putto
wearing a be.arded male mask advancing to the left towards
a second putto, who falls backwards on the ground in
fright and is supported by a third puna on the extreme
left. To the right are two further putti. one holding a vase
and the other playing a flute. Upper left corner cut diagotully.

Literatllre: Ricci, ii, p. 222, No. 320 (as North Italian, early
sixteenth century); Cott, p. ISS.

The relief, which occurs with great frequency, is designed
for insertion in an inkstand or sand-box. At le.ast two
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e>.-amples of the complete inkstand are recorded, one of
them in dIe former Pierpont Morgan collection and the
other in Berlin. The pbquette is given by Molinier to the
School of Donatello, by Bange to an artist working in
the style of Dort:ltcllo, and by Macbgan to Dort:ltcl1o's
workshop. A direct ascription to Donatello is proposed by
Ricci. The plaquette is attributed by Planiscig to Riccio,
and is regarded by Middeldorf as North Italim. The
genesis of the motif of putti frightened by a mask is
claillca1, and no significance dlerefore attaches to the fact
that it appears again on one of the reliefs of Riccio's Della
Torre monument (Louvre). The supposed affinities with
the work of Donatdlo and Riccio are inconclusive, but a
North Italian origin is probable.

Literature : Molinier, No. 79: Bange, No. 299: Maclagan,
p. 17; Planiscig, Riccio, pp. 309,491; Ricci, ii, p. 16, No. 12
(as Donatello); Cott, p. J41 (as attributed to Donatello).

362 : Figure 306
HEAD OF MEDUSA. Rectangular. Bronze silvered. H. 2.9
cm., W. 4.6 cm.
A.491.213B
The pbquette, whicll has a double rim-fillet damaged in
the lower left and upper right comers, shows the head of
Medusa with eyes down-turned supported by two flying
purti. In die upper left-hand comer the stamped collector's
mark DM.
The two flying purti correspond with those in No. 363,
but the Medusa head is differendy posed. As noted by
Ricci, the two plaquettes arc by separate hands. The present
plaquette seems to have been intended for the end of a
small box.

Collectioll: Baron de Monville (sale Paris, 24January 1861,
No. 107); Signol (sale Paris, 1 April 1878, No. 315).
Literatllre: Molinier, No. 212 (as Modemo): Ricci, ii, p. 159,
No. 213 (:15 Paduan, eady sixteenth century); Cott, p. 153
(as Modemol).

363 : Figure 304
HEAD OF MEDUSA. Circular. Medium brown patina.
Diameter 4.5 cm.
A·490· 212D
Medusa head shown frontally supported by two flying
putti. Hole at top.
The plaqueue exists in a circular and a rectangular form.
The attribution to Modemo is due to Molinier. and is
accepted by Bange and Planiscig, but is rejected by Ricci
in favour of a generic ascription to a Paduan artist of the
early sixteenth century.

Literlltllre: Molinier, No. 212; Bange, No. 487; Planiscig,

Bro/lzeplttltiktll, No. 415 (for rectangular variant); Ricci,
ii, p. 159. No. 212; Cott, p. 153 (as Modemol).
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364 : Figure 3 '4
VIRGIN AND CHILD ON A CRESCENT MOON. Pax with
silhouetted contour. Light brown patina. H. 10.1 em., W.
6.2 cm.
A.702.424B
The pbquene, which is framed in Buted pilasters with
an open-work upper section consisting of a scallop shell
between two scrolls, shows the Virgin in half-length in
profile to the right bending over the Child, who lies with
head upturned on her left arm. The figure of the Virgin
tetminates beneath in a crescent moon. Loop for susperuion
at top.
The figure of the Virgin recurs in a circular plaquette in
Berlin beneath a canopy held by four angels. The Berlin
pIaquette is e>."}>lained by Bode as a derivative from the
reverse of a lost medal ofJean Duc de Berry possibly by
Michelet Saulmon, and is :15cribed by Bange to the soca11ed Meister der Ka.iscrmedaillen, an artist who was
responsible for two celebrated Burgundian medals of
Heraclius and Constantine. As observed by Pache, the
iconography of the Virgin and Child in :l crescent moon
occurs in manuscript illumination in the context of the
scene of Augustus and the Sibyl, and is so employed by the
Limbourg brothers before 1413 in the Belles Hellres JII Dlle
de Berry (f. 26v) and in the Trcs Riclles Hellres at Chantilly
(f. 22V). The fluted pilasters and open-work upper section
suggest that we have here to do with an Italian variant of
the Berlin pIaqucue. A venion in the Louvre is classified
by Molinier as Italian.

Collectio,,: Spitzer (sale Paris, 14 April 1893, ii, p. 13, No.
IS39).

Lilerlltllre: Molinier, No. 719; Migeoll, in Les Arts, No. 80,
August 1908, p. ]2; Bode, in Ali/lUcile Berichte, XX>.."Vili,
1916-17, e. 317); Bode, in Arc/Ii" fiir MeJaiflell IIl1d Plakettel/kill/de, 1922, p. I f£; Bange, D.M., p. 75. No. 2181;
Ricci, ii, p. 278, No. 424 (as Flemish, fifteenth century);
Cou, p. 159; Piicht, in C.B.A., 1963, pp. 109-22 (for
iconography).

365 : Figure 307
VIRGIN AND CHILD. Silhouetted contour. Light brown
patina. H. 13.7 em., W. 3.6 cm.
A.294.I7B
The Virgin is shown standing in full-length on a base
formed by a double scroll. She holds the Child on her left
arm. Hole in centre above knee.
The applique, of which anodler example is in the Louvre,
is regarded by Ricci as 'obviously a product ofDonatcllo's
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workshop, probably Florentine'. and is compared by him
with an applique with a stmding Virgin in Berlin (Bange,
No. 350). The Berlin applique is given by Bange to a
Padu:m follower of Donatcllo. A second plaqucttc in
Berlin (Bange, No. 349) and three plaqucttcs in Vienna
mentioned by Ricci. have no relevance to the present relic£ The Virgin's lulo has been trimmed for insertion in
a frame or tabcnuclc.

Literat"re: Molinicr. No. 457 (as North ItaI.i.m, fifteenth
century): Migcon, No. 30 (as Florentine, fifteenth century); Ricci, ii, p. 24. No. 17 (as Florentine, fifteenth
century); Cott, p. 142.

366 : Figure 308
SAINT GnORGE AND THB DRAGON. Applique with silhouetted contour. Light brown p:ttina. H. 12.5 em. , W.
5.6 em.
A.SS4.276B

St. George is represented with legs apart standing 011 the
dragon. He holds a snull shield in his left hand; in his
raised right hand is a scimibJ' which passes behind his head.
Beneath the dragon is a moulded console broken irregularly at the base. Hole for attachment in the dragon's wing.

Examples of the applique exist in the Musco Naziona1e,
Florence, in Berlin 3lld elsewhere. In the Berlin version
the moulded console is complete. The reliens regarded by
B311ge as North Italian; this designation is preserved by
Ricci. The theory of a North Italian origin, while possible,
is not mancb.tory, and there is nothing to preclude the
possibility that the relief was nude in Tuscany.

Col/eelio/l: LObbecke, Brunswick (sale Munich, 26 November 1908, p. 99, No. 867, pI. xli).
Literature: Bange, No. 688; Ricci, ii, p. 200, No. 276; Cott,
p.147.

367 : Figure 309
SAINT SBBASTIAN. Applique with silhouetted contour. Gilt
bronze. H. 12.6 cm.
A.ss6.27Bn
The Saint, nude save for a loincloth, is shown standing
frontally before a tree-trunk with his arms tied behind his
back. Holes for arrows in right breast and thigh.
Applique for attachment to a Crucifix or other subject.
The place of origin cannot be established. No other version
is recorded.

Literatllre: Ricci, ii, p. 202, No. 278 (as North Italian,
fifteenth century); Cott, p. 147.

368 : Figure 313
SAINT SEBASTIAN. Applique with a silhouetted contour.
A.S57.279B
Gilt bronze. H. 7.9 em., W. 3.5 em.

The Saint is shown in half-length wearing a loincloth with
hands clasped in pnyer. At the top a ring for suspension.
Perhaps identical with a reHcfin the Bardini sale (London,
26 May 1902, NO.5). No other version is recorded.

Literatllre: Ricci, ii, p. 202, No. 279 (as North Italian,
fifteenth century); Cott, p. 147.

369: Figure 315
SAINT JBROMII. Rectangular. Medium brown patina. H. 6.5
cm., W. 4.9 cm.
A.562.284B
Within an oval moulded rim the Saint, dressed as a Cardinal, is shown seated with his right hand on an open book
resting on his knee. Two large holes in upper comers.
No other version of the plaquette is recorded. Its unusually
great depdl suggests that it was made for insertion in the
base of a erucifix or candlestick.

Literature: Molinier, No. 476 (as North Italian. end of the
futeenth century); Ricci, ii, p. 204, No. 2B3 (as North
ltalian, about 1500); Cotto p. 147.

370 : Figure 310
SAINT MARY MAGDALBN. Circular. Dark brown patina.
A.378.IOIB
Diameter 4.6 cm.
The Magdalen stands in full face with a vase of ointment
in her right hand. On either side are rocks and trees.
Raised laurcI-wreath border. Three holes.
The plaquette is given by Migeon to Caradosso, 3lld is
regarded by Ricci as the work of die same artist as plaquettes of St. Barban, St. Agatha, and three female saints
in Berlin, all of whieh are classified by D311ge as Venetian.
The aRinities with the Berlin plaquettes arc illusory, and
the present plaquette, of which no other version is recorded,
Clnnot be satisfactorily localised.

Literature: Migeon, in Les Arts, No. Bo, August 190B, p. 18
(as Caradosso); Bange, Nos. 589, 590, 591 (for Berlin
plaquettes); Ricd, ii, p. 74, No. 101 (as Candosso, 'ascription ... not absolutcIy convincing').

371 : Figure 312
THR,BB VIRTUES. Circular. Medium brown patina. DiaA.377.IooB
meter 4.2 em.
The pbquette, which has a raised burcI-wreath horder,
shows Prudence, a seated female figure with a compass and
an open book, between Qeft) Justice, holding a sword and
scales, 3lld (right) Fortitude, holding a maee and shidd.
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The central figure is described by Molinier and Ricci as
Scienti:l. and by Bange as Wisdom. According to MoUnier,
the plaquette was tn:I.de :l.S :I. hat b:l.dge. The only other
recorded version, in Berlin, serves :l.S the lid of:l. lamp. An
:l.ttribution to Dr:l.dosso proposed by Molinier is followed
by Ricci. Bange gives the plaquette to Modemo. Both
attributions are unconvincing.
Lit~rlltllr~: MoUnier, No. IS4 (as Cat:l.dosso); Bange, No.

4S0 (as Modemo); Ricci, ii, p. 74, No. 100 (as Candosso);
Cott, p. 148 (as Caradosso).

372 : Figure 3II
THB LABOURS Of' ADAM AND EVE. Recbngular (slightly
conca.ve). Medium brown patina. H. 4.2 em., W. 7.2 cm.
A·577· 299 B
On the left is Adam with legs outstretched seated on the
ground. Opposite him, on :I. seat, is the ruked figure of
Eve holding a dist:l.ff: Cain and Abel as children :l.ppC3.r in
the centre and to the right. Hole :l.t top.
Described by Molinier as ' Une famille' and by Ricci as 'A
Family Scene', the phquette, of which a second example
is in Berlin, is correctly identified by Bange ::IS depicting
Adam and Eve after the Expulsion.

Collu tje".: Ephruss.i.
Littratllrt: MoUnier, No. 510 (as North It:ilian, fifteenth
century); Bange, No. 683 (as North It:!.lian, end of the
fifteenth century); Ricci, ii, p. 2II, No.
Italian, about 1500); Cou, p. 148.

299

(as North

373 : Figure 325
ARISTOTLB. Irregular rounded top. Dark brown lacquer.
(abraded locally). H. 22 cm., W. 14.5 cm.
A.279.2B
The bust of Aristotle is seen in profile to the right. He
has a long beard. and wears a cowl and a C3p with a decorated border. Hole at top.
The status of the relief as a head of Aristotle is established
by vari:mts at Brunswick and in the Musco Correr,
Venice, with flat lower sections bearing the inscription:
APIOTOT£AH%
OAPIOTo::t:Ton

of 1546 by Enea Vico. It recurs in a terracotta relief in the
courtyard of the Hotd d'Alluye at Blois, possibly moulded
from a lost tn:I.rble relief of Aristotle sold as m mtique to
Catdinll du Bellay by Pirro Ligorio, which is illwtrated
in the Imllgillts I!l Eiogill of Fulvio Orsini (1570). Though
it is cstablished by Studnic:zh (OIlS Bild"is des Aristott:les,
Leipzig, 1900) that the head is wholly unrelated to that of
Aristotle, there can be no reasonable doubt that the rdie&,
medal and engravings depend from a prototype which
was regarded in tlle late fifteenth or early sixteenth century
as m ::IUdlentic portrait. A letter written by Cardin:U
Ercole d' Este from Rome to Isabella d' Este in 1536 refers
to the discovery of 'una meda.gli::l molto antiqua d' Aristotde non pib vist:l. ne sono state fatte eli getto :I. quelb
similitudine et anco di conio', of which a cast was to be
sent to Mmtua. It is suggested by Courajod md MoUnier
that the reliefs had a counterpart in the form of a relief of
Plato. As noted by Planiscig, some colour is lent to this
view by the prcsence of hcads of Plato and Aristotle, the
latter conforming to the present type. in a miniature in
a copy of the Nicomac],tall El/lies of Aristotle in the
Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, illuminated for Duke Matteo
Aql1:l.viva (d. 1529) by Reginaldo Pi ramo da Monopoli.
The versions of the phqllette cliffer in facture md quality.
In the Brunswick and Venice reliefs the hair is treated with
grClt rigidity, and these versions seem to have been cast
from a single mould. The reliefs in the Museo Nazionale,
Florence, md the English College, Rome, are more freely
executed. The present relief is closdy similar to that in the
English College, which is, however, somewhat wider
(19 em.), and seems also to have been cast in the late fif·
teenth or early sixteenth century. The theory of a Florentine
origin advmced by Ricci is unsupported by any evidence.

m

ats

LitUlltllre: Courajod, in Mtmoires de fa Sodltlllatiollillt
Alltiqullires de Frllllct, xxxviii, 1877, p. 67 ff.; Courajod, in
G.B.A:, xxxiv, 1886, p. 191; MoUnier, No. 643 (as Italian,
fiftecntll century); Strong, in PIlPUS oj tilt Britis11 Scllool at
Romt, ix, 1920, pp. 214~24; Phniscig, in F~stsc/lr!fi Fir
Jlllius Scldosstr %111/1 60. Gtburtstage, Ziirich, 1927, pp.
137-44; Ricci, ii, p. 4, NO. 2 (as Florentine, fifteenth
century); Cott, p. 1420 (as Florentine, fifteenth century);
Jongkees, Arcatologicll Tfllitdiua, IV: Fuillio Orsilli's
Imagillts llna tilt Portrait oj An'storlt, Groningcn, 1960 (for
typology of Aristotle portraits).

374 : Figure 319

.IAooo.nN
A similar inscription, on two lines not three, occurs on a
version of tlle relief::lt Modena. A fourth example, lacking
an inscription, is in the Musco Nazlonale, Florence, and
3. fifth is in the English College in Rome (ex-Roscnheim
collection). The head appC3.rs again on an early sixteenthcentury medal of Aristotle of uncertain prOVCl1mce (Hill,
Corpus, No. 1090), md formed the basis of m engraving

BATTLE Of HORSEMeN. Rectangular. Medium brown
patina. H. 6.3 cm., W. 10.! em.
A.3 64· 87B
The plaquette shows a melee involving six horsemen, three
on Clch side of the relie( One horse Qeft foreground) has
fallen and is without a rider, and from another (right foreground) the rider is in course of being thrown. The hC3.d
of a further horse appears on tile left. Hole at top.
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Versions of the plaquctte exist in the Victoria and Albert
Museum Qead) and in the Morgenroth coUection. The
pbquctte is ascribed by Dreyfus, Migcan and, with reserve,
Maclagan to Dertalda on the strength of its rescmbl:mcc
to the Battle Relief in the Musco Nazionale. Florence. The
affinities between die two works can be explained by the
[Olct tb:lt. like the Battle Relief, die present plaqueue
depends from a classical sarcophagus. Phniscig proposes

an untenable attribution to Riccio, based on supposed
resemblances to a signed pbquctte by tills artist in the
Auriti collection, Rome. The pbquctte is given by Middcldorf to the same hand as a fragmentary pbqucttc of a Battle
in Berlin (Bange, No. 526) a.nd 3. relief in Naples (repr.
Gallerie lIaziolloli italiaue, iv, 1889. p. 27. No. 55. pI. 11).
Since the Berlin pbquette contains a figure copied from
Modemo, and is given by B:mge to a Padu3J1 artist in
Modemo's following, it is inferred by Middddorf that the
present scene is North Itali311, and dates from the early
sixteenth century. Its style is less evolved than that of the
pbquette in Berlin, 3J1d the possibility of a Florentine
origin and of a dating in the last quarter of the fifteenth
century must be seriously reckoned with.

Literatllre: Migcon, in us Arts, No. 80, August 1908, p. 16

·(35 Bertoldo); Macbgan, p. 19 (as Bertoldof); Planiscig,
Riccia, p. 44. fig. 541 (as Riccio); Ricci, ii, p. 66, No. 87
(as Italian. about 1480); Middeldorf, Morgellrot/l, No. 256
(35 North Italian, early sixteenth century); Con, p. 145 (as
Italian, about 1480).

375 : Figure 321
SUE~WOLF SUCKLING ROMULUS AND REMUS. Circular.
Medium brown patina. Diameter 8.4 cm.
A.297.20B

The she-wolf faces to the left on a raised mturalistic
platform with head turned back towards Romulus and
Remus who arc seated beneath her on the ground. Hole at
top.
Ricci states incorrectly that 'aU the Renaissance representa~
tions of Romulus and Remus suckled by the wolf arc
derived from the celebrated bron.ze statue of the Capitol'.
It is rightly observed by Maclagan that those groups in
which the wolf's head is turned back (e.g. the rdief by
Federighi in the Loggia di Sm Paolo at Sicru) depend not
from the bronze statue but from Roman coins. The
present pbquette, of which no other example is recorded,
is perhaps a trial C'lst for the reverse of a medal.

Literatllre: Molinier, No. 622 (as Italian, end of the fifteenth
century); Migeon, in us Arts, No. 80, August 1908, p. 31,
No. I (as North Italian); Ricci, ii, p. 26, No. 20 (as Floren~
tine, fifteenth century); Cott, p. 142 (as Florentine,
fifteenth century).

376 : Figure

322

CUPID RIDING ON A DRAGON. Circular. Medium brown
patina (much rubbed). Diameter 8.4 cm.
A.465.188n
The winged figure of Cupid is seen :lstride a dragon facing
to the left. The ta.il of the dragon is wound round his left
hand. On the ground are pebbles and Howers. Hole at
top left.
The phquette occurs :IS dle reverse of a medal of an
unknown mm with. the monogram AVR. It is mistakenly
given by Ricci to Modemo. The medal is listed by Hill
with medals not attributed to masters or schools, and is
conjecturally dated about 1500.

Collectioll: Piot (sale P:lris, 21-24 M:ly 1890. No. II9, as
Paduan, si.'{teenth century).
Literature: Migeon, inus Arts, No. 80, August 1908, p. 31;
Ricci, ii, p. 143, No. 188: Cott, p. 152; Hill, in B.M., xxix,
1916, p. 56; Hill, COrpllS, No. 1I96 (for rehted medal).

377 : Figures 32 3. 324
MELEAGBR ON HORSBDACK . Circular. Dark brown patina.
Diameter 9.1 cm.
A.353.76B
The phqucue, which is double-sided, shows on dle obverse cite mked figure of Meleager galloping to th.e right
with a sword in his raised right hand. Beneath the horse is
the Calydonian boar. The ground beneath terminates in
a curved raised ridge. On the reverse, over :I raised base
line, Mcleager, again galloping to the right, is shown in antique armour with right arm nised but with no sword. A
sm:all bOOlr appears beneath th.e forefeet of the horse. The
exergue beneath is void. On the reverse the plaquette is
surrounded by :I pbin raised rim. Hole :It top.
The obverse alone exists in many collectiolU, and is based
on the figure of Mcleager hunting from a Melcager
sarcophagus: a close analogy is provided by the front of a
s:lrcophagus at Spalato (Robert, ill, 1904, No. 220). The
complete plaquctte is given by Molinier to Mdioli. Bange
classifies the obverse as :I free copy from the antique, thus
distinguishing it from the Pseudo-Mclioli plaquettes. The
S<lme classification is :ldopted by Pbniscig. The reverse
is unique, and is not rcIated to other works given to the
Pseudo-Mclioli. The conjunction of two separate pla~
quettes of the same subject suggests that we have here to
do with a trial C'lst containing two alternative schemes, of
which the more classical, on the obverse, was preferred.
Neither rdiefis by the Pseudo-Mclioli.

Literatllre: Molinier, No. lIZ; Dange, No. 135; Planiscig,
Est. K., No. Z57: Ricci, ii, pp. s8-g, No. 76; Middddorf,
MorgellrollJ, No. 260 (obverse with reserve OlS PseudoMclioli); Cott, p. 144 (as Pseudo-Mclioli).
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378 : Figure 320
MARS AND VICTORY WITH THREE WARRIORS. Rectangular, roughly trimmed at sides and top. Gilt. H. 6.9 em.,
W . 9.5 cm.
A·461.184D

Three soldiers arc shown advancing to the right, headed by
figures of Mars and Victory in poses related to, but not
identical with, those shown on Nos. IS8 and 159. The
phquene has a moulded base line, and is fbnked by piers
or pilasters. Hole at top.
No other cx:!.mple of this coarse plaquette is known.
Perhaps intended for mounting in a box, it is regarded by
Ricci :LS 'obviously a slightly hter adaptation of Nos. 182
and 183', but it is likely to depend directly from an
antique relief or gem and to have been evolved independently of Modemo's plaquettes. Among the differences
between the two Mars and Victory groups may be noted
the heads, that of Victory in profIle and that of Mars in
full-face, the drapery covering tlle Victory, and the fact
dut Victory here rests her left h:md on the arm of Mars.

Literature: Migeon, inus Arts, No. 80. August 1908, p. 20;
Ricci, ii. p. 14-1, No. 184; Cott, p. 157-8 (all as North
Italian. sixteenth century).

379 : Figure 331
BULL-BAITING. Rectangular. Light brown patina. H. 1.9
em., W. 2.3 em.
A.366.89B
In the foregroWld a bull, facing to the right, is attacked
by a ll3.ked man holding a spear. To the left is the entrance
to a temple or palace, and at the back. is a mOWlted man.
The plaquette h3s 3 r:Used rim on all four sides.

lOS

suggestion that it is by the S3me hand as No. 379 is
possibly corrcct. The ~me scene is depicted on No. 350.

Literature: Ricci, ii, p. 67, No. 90; Cott, p. 145 (hOtl1 as
Italian, about 1480).

381 : Figures 327. 328
GROTESQUE MONSTER: JANUS. Circular with protruding
dements at top and bottom. Medium brown patina.
H. 8.5 em., W. 5.8 cm.
A.613.33SD
The phquettc, which is double-sided shows on the obverse
a monster with:l bearded male head, pointed C3tS, a horse's
neck, female breasts, wings and a scaly body terminating
in :l fish tail. Above on :l scroll is the inscription: RISUM
TENEATIS AMICI. On the rcverse is a standing figure of
Janus holding a key in his right hand and a sceptre in his
left, surrounded by cdestial. bodies, :l globe and a burning
sphere. Above on :l scroll is the inscription: AD ORICINB
MUNDI. The protruding dements arc in form of (top) a
lion ,vith its paw on a globe, and (bottom) two crossed
palms. At the foot of the reverse are the letters AS followed
by the number 568 . Hole :tt top.

As noted by Wind (priv3te COtnInwllcation), the monster
depicted on the obverse md the inscription above it are
drawn from the Ars Poetita of Horace (1-5). The complete
passage reads:
Humano apiti. cervicem pictor equinam
jungere si velit, et varUs inducere plunus
undique collatis membris. ut turpiter atrum
desinat in piscem mulier fonno~ superne,
spect:ltum 3dmissi risum tene:ttis, :lmicil

Literature: Ricci, li, p. 67, No. 89; Cott, p. 145 (both as

The icon~graphy of the reverse is unexplained. Though
assigned by Ricci to Italy. the pbquette is possibly Northern. In either event it dates from the cnd of the first or
from the second quarter of the sixteenth century. The
letters and digits at the boltom are regarded by Ricci as
the stock-number of 3 bter bronze fOWlder.

Italim, 3bout 1480).

Literature: Ricci, ii, pp. 229-30, No. 335; Cott, p. ISS (both

The phquette, which is otherwise unrecorded and is perh:lps in whole or in plrt based on a chssic:ti gem, is given
by Ricci to the ~me :lrtist as No. 380.

as Italian, e:trly sixteenth century).

380 : Figure 332
THE THREE SONS wmt TJlEIR FATHER'S CORPSB. Rectangular. Yellowish brown parina. H. 2.3 ern., W. 2.8 em.
A·367.9OB
The corpse of the dead king is seen on the left tied to a
tree. In the centre are two standing men in :l conversation
with a horseman, :lnd in the foreground with back turned
is the king's YOWlgest son, bcgging to be excused from
shooring at the corpse. The plaquette is surrounded by :l
raised rim (abraded on left side).
Otherwise Wlfccorded. the plaquette is mist:lkenly regarded by Ricci as 3 Martyrdom of St. Sebastian. Ricci's

382 : Figure 333
UNJDENTlflliD CLASSICAL SCENE. Arched top. Medium
brown parina. H. 10.1 cm., W. 6 ern.
A.612.334B
The phquette, which has a heavy moulded rim and an
arched top, shows Oeft) a classiCll areru and (right) a
triumphal arch. In the centre of the thickly populated
foreground stands a Roman Emperor posed frontally with
a wand or sceptre in his lund. To the right is a knecling
man about to be decapitated by an executioner, and on
the extreme right is a woman leading a child. The main
figures 3te surrounded by a group of horsemen 3nd foot-
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soldiers. Beneath, framed in a moulded rim. is an oblong
frieze with a cavalcy combat.

There arc indications of 3ll architectural background. The
base line within the braedet is raised. Flat outer rim.

The relief is classified by MaUnier as anonymous Italian,
sixteenth century, by Bange as early sixteenth century.
possibly Mibnese. and by Ricci and Middddorf as Italian,
C:lrly sixteenth century. A silver cast is recorded by Bange.

The plaquette, which is otherwise unrecorded. is listed
by Molinier among anonymous Italian sixteenth-cenrury
plaquettes, and is regarded by Ricci as North Italian, early
sixteenth century. The style is difficult to localise.

The plaquctte is of notably high quality, and Dange's
suggestion that it was produced in Milan may be correct.
The possibility of a Roman origin must also be reckoned
with. The building on the left is v:1riously identified as the
Colosseum (Bange) and the theatre of Marcellus (Ricci),
and dut on the right as the Arch of Constantine (Bange)
and a triumplul arch (Ricci). As noted by Ricci and
Middcldorf, the conventional identification of the subject
as the Justice of Trajan is incorrect.

Literature: MaUnier, No. 625; Bange, No. 732: Ricci, ii,
p. 229. No. 334: Cott, p. 135i Middddorf, Morgemotll,
No. 337.

383 : Figure 316
THE DEATH OP LAOCOON. Circular. Very dark patina.
A·604·326B
Diameter 4.5 cm.
The plaquette contains a representation of the death of
Laocoon based on the celebrated Hellenistic group. ln~
complete hole at top.
The plaquette is classified by Molinier as Italian, sixteenth
century after the antique. Replicas are in Berlin (gilt
bronze) and in the Mweo Estense, Modena; the former is
dated by Bange to the early sixteenth century. A variant,
in which the right arm of the central figure is placed
somewhat lower, is also in Berlin. If made from the marble
statue, and not from an engraving, the present plaqueue
and those in Berlin and Modena (where the position of the
right arm agrees with the marble) must have been produced after the restoration of the group, which was clis~
covered in 1506. The group also appears on antique gems,
and one of these seems to have inspired the Berlin variant.

Literat"re: Molinier, No. 34; Bange, Nos. 139, 140:
Malaguzzi~Valeri. La Corte di Lcdouico a Moro, ill, 1915,
pp. 333~4 (for Modena plaquene); Ricci, ii, p. 226, No. 326
(as Italian, early sixteenth century): Con, p. ISS.

384: Figure 318
MUCIUS SCADVOLA. Depressed cirde. Very dark patina.
Diameter 4.9 em.
A.S86.30SB
The oval figurated area is framed by a bracclet studded
with two masks. To the left Mucius Scaevola stands
frontally, with his left arm raised and his right hand in the
flames rising from an altar. To the right on a throne is the
seated figure of Porscnna with two soldiers behind him.

Literature: Molinier, No. 623; Ricci, ii, pp. 216-17, No.
308; Cott, p. 154.

385 : Figure 317
BUST 01' A WOMAN. Circubr. Medium brown patina.
Diameter 4.6 cm.
A.sSr.303B
A frontal female figure is seen almost in half-length on a
flat ground. The raised left hand holds an indistinguishable
object (perhaps a square-rule) and the right is pressed
against the breast. The cutting of the base of the figure
conforms to the circular frame. H01e at top. On the obverse
arc scratched the initials FG leversed. The same initials
occur at the back, also reversed but with a small g.
The plaquette. which is otherwise unrecorded, is regarded
by Molinier and Ricci :lS North ItaI.ian,late fifteenth century. The drapery forms suggest a dating in the first half
of the sixteenth century.

Literature: Molinier, No. 518. Ricci, ii, p.
Cott, p. I4S.

212,

No. 303.

386 : Figule 334
BATTLE Of HORSEMBN. Rectangular, excavated on the
right above. Medium brown patina. H. 5.4 em., W. 6.1 cm.
A·S7S.3OOB
Three horsemen are shown fighting. Beneath them is a
man prone on the ground. In the right foreground is a
helmet, and in the right background are two coluhUlS.Hole
at top.
The plaquette. which is otherwise unrecorded, is regarded
by Molinier:lS North Italian '£in du xvie siede' (sic) and by
Ricci as North Italian. about 1500. Though difficult to
localise, it appears to date from the first quarter of the
sixteenth century. The capitals of the two columns in the
background rest on the upper edge of the relief, and it
is likely that the excavated area is related to the function
the plaquette fulfilled. The plaquette appears to have been
trimmed on the right hand side.

Literature: Molinier, No. 508; Ricci, ii, p. 2II, No. 300;
Cott, p. ]4S.

387 : Figure )26
ORNAMENTAL ApPLIQUE. Silhouette contour. Gilt bronze.
H. 7.6 em., W. 13.9 cm.
A.29Q.13B
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The applique, which is pierced, consists of (centre) six
open seed-pods with (above) two dolphins with linked
t:ills. Below are two dolphins facing inwards, whose tails
are held by tritons. At the back five spikes for attachment.

The Virgin, framed in a wreath of foliage, is shown in
half-length in profile to the right with the Child on her
left arm. She caresses him with her right hand. Two holes
at top.

No other version is recorded. The applique is given to
DOJl:l.tcllo by Ricci on the strength of analogies with a gilt
bronze applique in the Ashmolean Museum wrongly :!.Scribed by Bell to the school ofDonatcllo. There is no rcason
to doubt that it dates from the fifteenth century. The Oxford applique seems to originate from the same shop.

The plaquette, of which no other version is recorded,
is of uncertain origin, and is perhaps a rettrdatory work
executed in the middle of the sixteenth century.

Colledioll: Bardini (sale London, 26 May 1902, NO.7).
Literature: Ricci, ii, p. 17, No. 13 (:1.5 Donatello); Cort,
p. 141 (:!.S attributed to DonatelIo).

388 : Figure 329
SPHINX TURNED TO THE RIGHT. Silhouetted contour.
Dark reddish brown patina. H. 6.5 cm., W. 7.8 cm.
A.298.2IB
Applique with a winged sphinx seated to the right on a
moulding decorated with aC:l.l1thus leaves. Broken through
the tip of the wing :md through the moulding on the left
hand side.
See No. 389.

389 : Figure 330
SPHINX TURNED TO THE LEFT. Silhouetted concour. Dark
reddish brown patina. H. 6.1 cm., W. 5.5 em. A.299.22B
Applique with a winged sphinx scated to the left. Droken
below through the foreleg and rcar foot, :md on the right
through the tail and tip of the wing.
The two reliefS arc classified by Ricci 'among the very few
bronze ornamenttl appliques which have come down to us
from the fifieenth century'. There is no rcason to doubt
that the appliques date from the fifteenth century. but in
the absence of other evidence it c:mnot be assumed that they
are necessarily Florentine.

Literature: Ricci. ii, pp. 26-'7. Nos. 21, 22 (as Florentine,
fifteenth century); Cott, p. 142 (as Florentine, fifteenth
century).

ITALIAN (UNLOCATED):
MIDDLE OF THE SIXTEENTH
CENTURY

Literature: Ricci, ii, p. 270, No. 410; Cott, p. 158 (both as
Italian, sixteenth century).

39I : Figure 40I
CHRIST APPEARING TO THE ApOSTLlIs. Arched top. Dark
brown patina. H. 10.7 em., W. 6.5 cm.
A.64I.3631l

In the centre st.mds the risen Christ on a low step with a
b:l.IlJlet in his left hand. Round him arc ranged ten Apostles.
In the background is a high triumphal arch with, in the
frieze, the inscription: PAX VOBIS.
The plaquetce was evidendy made for iruertion in a pax.
A second version is in the Musee de Cluny, Paris. An attribution of Molinier to Valerio Belli is maintained by Ricci,
but the style of the figures and architecture is notably
different from that in Delli's signed plaquettes.

Literature: Molinier, No. 283; Ricci, ii, p. 248, No. 363;
Cott, p. 1$6.

392 : Figure 403
SAINT MATTHEW. Circular. Dark brown patina. Diameter
3.8 ern.
A.679.40IB
The Evangelist is seated on a cloud with head in profile to
the right. He holds an open copy of the Gospels on his
knee, and with his left hand touches a second volume held
by an angel on the right. Thin raised fillet. Hole at top.
The identification of die subject as St. Matthew originates
with Molinier. Ricci wrongly observes that 'the presence
of a second book rather points to St. Jerome'. The plaquette was presumably made as one of a set offour circular
roundcls of the Evangelists for insertion in the base of
a cross or candlestick. A second example of the present
plaquette is in Berlin. There is no record of related plaquettes of the three ocher Evangelists.

Literature: Molinier, No. 577 (as Italian, sixteenth century);
Bange, No. 978 (as Italian, sixteenth century); Ricci, ii,
p. 265, No. 401 (:!.S Itali:m, sixteenth century); Cott, p. Is8.

393 : Figure 394

390 : Figure 402

TIIB RAPE OF PROSERPINB. Circular. Very datk patina.
Diameter 5.3 cm.
A.60S.327B

VIRGIN AND CHILD. Oval. Light brown patina. H. 4.7
A.688.4IOB
em., W. 4.1 cm.

Pluto Qeft) is shown lifting Proserpine into a chariot
drawn by two rearing horses. The left wrist of Proserpine
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is seized by Cupid, who holds a torch in his left hand. The
base line is raised .and the execgue is void.
Another example of the phqucuc was in the H. G. Gutekunst collection (sale Munich, 1910, 6 Apri1. No. 307.
dUmeter $.6 em.). The plaquette rccaUs the work of Giovanni Denurdi, bllt is not attributable to this artist.

Literature: Ricci, ii. p. 226, No. 327 (as Italian. early sixteenth century); Con, p. ISS.

394 : Figure 405
VENUS ARMED.

6.3 em.

Circular. Light brown patina. Diameter
A.689.4un

The pbqucuc. which is surrounded by a wide rope 611et,
shows Venus against an irregular quadrilobe. formed by a
wrrow rope fiUet. Armed in a cuirnss, she gazes into a
mirror hdd in her right hand. and has an arrow in the left.
Outside the quadrilobe runs the inscription (right) ARMATAM.TIM Qcfc) EO.VBNEREM. Hole at top.
Middeldorf (private communication) interprets the figure
as the Armed Aphrodite of the Spartans, who is also represented on the St. Sebastian of Modemo (No. 154) and
on a plaqucue of a Sacrifice to Aphrodite in dIe Morgenroth collection. No other version is recorded. The plaquette
seems [0 date from the second quarter of the sixteenth
century.

Collection: Piot (sale Paris, 21-24 May 1890, No. 130).
Literature: Migeon, inLes Arts, No. So, August 1905, p. 31,
No. vii (as North Italian); Ricci, p. 270, No. 411 (as
Italian, sixteenth century); Cott, p. ISS (as Italian, sixteenth
century); Middc1dorf, Morgenroth, No. 262 (for icono-

Srophy).

395 : Figure 396
UNIDENTIfiED SCENE. Circular, cut below across exergue.
Medium brown patina. H. 4.7 em., W. 5.4 cm.
A·S97·3 198
On the right a drngon issuing from a cave is attacked by
a number of armed horsemen, one of whom has been
overthrown. On the left arc two foot-soldiers and in the
distance is :1 ruined building. Hole :1t top.
No other example of tbe plaquette is recorded, :1nd its
style is difficult to localise. The subject is identified by
Ricci as St. George and ebe Drngon (l).

On the left two putci Sbnd beside a vat. To their right is
a ehild seen from behind carrying an amphora, and in the
centre beneath a tree is a prone child who has been butted
by :1 goat (right). On the extreme right is :1 fifth puno
carrying :1 basket of fruit. Flat raised rim.

An example of the plaquette in Berlin is classified by Dode
as Paduan, middle of the sixteenth century, but is omitted
by Bange. In the British Museum is :1n extended variant
with two additional figures on the right. In a version in
silver in dIe Victoria and Albert Museum the two additional putci on the right have been cut away, and there are
two further figures on the left. Maclagan notes that the
lateral figures in these two versions depend from the putti
beside the Prophet Daniel on the cciling of the Sistine
Chapel. The present example is of poor quality.

Literatllre: Dode, No. S76; Maelagan, pp. 44-5 (as Paduan,
about IS~IS2S); Ricci, ii, p. 227, No. ]2S (as Italian,
early sixteenth century); Cott, p. ISS.

397 : Figure 404
HEAD OF A GIRL. Oval trimmed irregularly round the
edge. Dark brown patina. H. 5.3 em., W. 4.1 cm.
A·73S·4S7B

The bust of a girl is shown in profile to the left. The robe
and hair-dressing are classical.
Classified by Cott as Italian, sixteenth century. No other
version is recorded.

Literature: Cott, p. ISS.

398 : Figure 406
ORNAMENTAL FRIEZE. Rectangular. Dark brown patina.
H. 2.4 em., W. 5.5 cm.
A.497.2198
In the centre is a grotesque winged female figure with
outstretched hands touching the heads of two winged seahorses. To right and left are parts of a cartouche. The relief
has a moulded rim at top and bottom, and is cut irregularly
at the sides.
Evidently part of a frieze intended for the front or end of
a box. It is ascribed by Ricci to Modemo without supporting evidence. The style carmot be localised.

Literature: Ricci, ii, p. 163, No. 219; Cott, p. 153 (both as
Modemo).

Literalllre: Ricci, ii, p. 222, No. 319 (as North Italian, early
sixteenth century) ; Cott, p. 155.

399 : Figure 407

396 : Figure 398

Two ORNAMENTAL FRIEZES. Rectangular. Gilt bronze. H.
A.67S.3978, A.676.39SB
3.6 em., W. 16.6 cm.

BACCHANAL OF CIliLDREN. Rectangular. Medium brown
patina. H. 4.3 cm., W. 10 cm.
A.606.32S8

The two friezes, which are identical, show in the centre a
taZ23 surmounted by two dragons back to back and flanked
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by putti seated on dolphins. At cither end arc a dog, a suspended mask, and a marine female figure holding a cornucopia. The background is richly decoratcd with grotcsque
ornament.
Ricci classifies both reliefs as Florentine, sixteenth century,
and notes that the second bears on the back in opposite
angles the stamp BY of the Beurdeley firm. In the centre
of this relief is stamped the stock number DR.30. A similar
relief is in the Mus&: de Cluny, Paris. The reliefs seem to
have formed the sides of a small box or casket.

Literature: Ricci, ii, p. 263, Nos. 397, 398; Cott, p. 157.

402 : Figure 410
CUPID WITH A SWAN. Oval. Light brown patina. H.
7.3 cm., W. 6.3 cm.
A.662.384B
Cupid (right) is shown clasping the neck of a swan or
goose. A twist of drapery flies out behind him. Below (left)
is a briar-stem. Hole at top.
The relief is a companion piece to the preceding plaqucue.
An incuse matri."{ of the composition is likewise preserved
in the Musco Nazionale. Florence (No. 274). Another
example of the plaquette is at Naples (No. 140). For dIe
attribution sec No. 401.

Literatllre: Ricci, ii, p. 256, No. 383; Cotto p. 157.
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403 : Figure 415

400 : Figure 400

NARCISSUS. Oval. Dark brown patina. H. 6 cm .• W.
4.8 cm.
A.672.394B

TUE BAPTISM 01' CURIST. Rectangular base with silhouetted upper section. Dark brown patina. H. 9.6 cm.,
W. 6.8 cm.
A.674.396D
The relief is framed between two roughly worked and
incomplete pilasters. On the right is the figure of the
Baptist turned three-quarters to the left pouring water on
the head of Christ. who kneels with arms crossed in the
lower left comer of the scene. Behind the exposed knee of
Christ is a lamb.
Applique made for insertion in a pax. No other version is
recorded. Though classified by Molinier as a Florentine
fifteenth-century plaquette, it is assigned by Ricci to the
sixteenth century with the rider that it is possibly a later
cast. The relief is difficult to localise. but appears to date
from the middle or second half of the sixteenth century.

Literatllre: MoUnier, No. 533: Ricci, ii, p. 262, No. 396:
Cott, p. 157.

401 : Figure 408
CUPID RIDING ON A SWAN. Oval. Light brown patina.
H. 7.5 cm.• W. 6.6 cm.
A.66I.383D
The winged figure of Cupid, naked save for a wisp of
drapery over the right shoulder. is shown seated on the
back of a swan, which is depicted with extended wings.
He holds an arrow in his raised right hand. Plain rim fillet.
Hole at top.
As noted by Bange. an incuse matrix for this plaquette is
in the Museo Nazionale. Florence (No. 270). A version in
Berlin is given to an unidentified Italian artist of the late
sixteenth century. An ascription to Giovanni Bernardi
proposed by Ricci is unconvincing.

Literatllre: Bange, No. 1017: Ricci, ii, p. 256, No. 383:
Cott, p. 157.

In the centre the naked figure of Narcissus is posed frontally with right arm extended and head downtumed. To
the right is the upper part of a male figure with a plant
issuing from its mouth, and to the left is the head of a
nymph. Two holes at top.
No other c.'Omple is recorded. The head on the left seems
to represent the nymph Echo, while on the right is shown
the metamorphosis of Narcissus into a flower. The plaquette is classified by Molinier and Ricci as Florentine, sixteenth century. An origin in Florence is possible, but is
not cert:tin. A dating in the first quarter of the seventeenth
century would also be permissible.

Literatllrc: MoUnier, No. 536; Ricci, ii, p. 262, No. 394;
Cott, p. 157.

404 : Figure 4'2
THE TalU.MPH OF AMPHITRITE. Oval. Yellowish patina.
H. 6 em., W. 8.1 cm.
A.608.330B

In the centre is Amphitrite, seated to the left on a chariot
drawn
triton.
triton.
and in

by two dolphins. one of which is ridden by a
She holds an oyster shell. Beside her is a second
Other tritons and nere.ids appear to right and left
the water in the foreground of the scene.

The pIaquctte, which is otherwise unrecorded, is classified
by Molinier as anonymous Italian and by Ricci as Italian,
early sixteenth century. It can hardly date before the late
sixteenth or eady seventeenth century.

Literatllre: MoUnier, No. 594: Ricci. ii, p. 228, No. 330;
Cotto p. ISS.

405 : Figure 409
HERCULES. Curved edges at top and bottom. Medium
brown patina. H. II em., W. 5.9 cm.
A.671.393B

IIO
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The naked figure ofHerculcs is shown stmding Onal13fCOW
raised b~e with head in profile to the right. His right hand
rests on a club, and in his extended left hand arc a bow and
two arrows. Over his left forearm hangs the lion skin.

ITALIAN

The plaqucttc. of which no other version is recorded, is
listed by Molinicc as a sixtccnth-ccntury imitation of the
antique. This desigmtioll is retained by Ricci, who infers
that it was m3dc for insertion in 'some kind of panel',

HEAD OF CHRIST. Circular. Lead. Diameter S.2 em.
A.680.402B

Literatllre; Molinicr, No. 16; Ricci, il, p. 260. No. 393;
Cott, p. 158.

406 : Figure 4II
VICTORY BETWEEN FAMB AND PEAce.

brown patin.a. H. 6.3 em., W. 7.9 em.

Rectangular. Dark
A.6ro·332B

On the raised base line stand the figures of three female
aUcgorical figures. In the centre is Victory. posed frontally
with a wreath in her raised right hand and a laurel branch
in her left. to the left is Fame, winged and blowing on a
long trumpet, and to the right is Peace, with a comucopia
in her left atm, setting fire to a pile of military equipment.
Hole at top.

SIXTEENTH CENTURY

408 : Figure 418

Thc hC:ld of Christ is shown turned slightly to the right

in deep rdief, tlgtlirut a background formed of concentric
circubr mouldings.
No other version is recorded. The relief, which seems to
dtlte from the second quarter of the sixteenth century, is
regarded by Molinier as a cap badge. The possibility of a
South German origin C:lJU1ot be ruled out.

Literature: Molinier, No. S72; Ricci, ii, p. 26S, No. 402;
Cott, p. IS8 (all tiS Italian, sixteenth century).

409 : Figure 417
Tun ADORATION 01' THB SHBPHBRDS. Arched tOp.
Medium brown bronze or copper repousse. H. 13.9 cm.,
W. 10.5 cm.
A.691.413&

The plaquette is classified by Moliniet, followed by Ricci,
as anonymous Italian, beginning of the sixteenth century,
and is dated by Bange to the mid-sixteenth century.Though
the style emmot be localised, it seems to date from the third
quarter of the century. The figure on the left is described
by Bange as War. Ricci ascribes the plaquettcs to the same
hand as No. 40'].

In the centre the Child lies on a doth adored by (right)

Literatllre: Molinier, No. 608; Dange, No. 989: Ricci, ii,
p. 228, No. 332: Cott, p. ISS.

Evidendy intended for insertion in a pax or frame, the
plaquette is a rdatively coarsc work possibly of Northern
origin, and seems to date from the bte sixteenth century.

407 : Figure 413

Literature: Ricci, ii, p. 270, No. 412; Cott, p. IS8 (both as

MtNnRVA AND VULCAN. Circular. Dark brown patina.
Diameter 6.4 em.
A·609·331B
To the left is Mincrva standing in profile to the right. She
holds a spear and with hcr left hand proffers an olive
branch to Vulca.n. who is seated on thc right resting his
right hand on a hammer. Sca.ttered on thc ground are a
compass, Icvd and square rulc. On the anvil to the right
die incised letter A. Holc at top.
MoUnier lists the plaquettc (which is an unusually thin
casting) among anonymous Italian works of the midsixteenth century. An example in Berlin is given by Bode
to an unidentified master of the late sixteenth century and
is omitted by Bange. Ricci datcs the plaquette to the early
sixteendl century, and suggests that it is possibly by the
same hand as No. 406: this dating is unduly early, tlnd
the conjunction of the two plaquettes is not convincing.

Literature: Molinier, No. S98; Bode, No. I33S; Ricci, ii,
p. 228, No. 331; Cott, p. ISS.

the kneeling Virgin and St. Joseph standing with hands
ouutretched, and (left) two kneeling shepherds. A third
shepherd stands at the back. To the left is a standing female
figure with a basket of flowers on her head. To the right
is a ruined archway with, above, a flying angd holding
a scroll. Hole at top.

Italian, sixteenth century).

410 : Figure 397
SILBNUS. Circular. Copper (~) repousse. Diameter 3.6 cm.
A.611.333 S
The drunken Silenus, supported by two followers, is seen
on an ass walking to the right. Along the upper edge runs
a vine.
The main group depends in reverse from an engraving by
Agostino Veneziano (n.240) and corresponds with a rectangular pbquette in the style of Peter Flomer, of which
examples exist in Berlin and in the Morgenroth collection.
The presenr pbquette is regarded by Molinier as anonymous Italian, sixteenth century, and an Italian origin is
accepted both by Ricci and Middddor£ While style and
facture do not conform to the Bacchic plaquettes associable
with Flotner, the possibility that it was m:tde in Germany
cannot be ruled out.

III

CATALOGUE NOS. 406-414

Litcra/urc: Molinier, No. 60S; Ricci, ii, p. 229. No. 333;
Cott, p. ISS; Dange, D.M.• p. 92, No. 5695 (for Floener
style plaqueue); Middcldorf, Morgel/rotiJ, No. 375 (for engraved source).

4II : Figure 395
NAKED

3.7 cm.

YOUTH. Circular. Dark brown patina. Diameter
A.49<).2I8B

A male nude with flowing hair is seen kneeling on the left
knee. The right foot is pressed against the rim of the
plaquettc, and the left hand is outstretched. The exergue
is void. Moulded rim. Hole at top.
No other version is recorded. The plaquette, which dates
from the first half of the sixteenth century. is given by
Ricci to Modemo without supporting evidence. The signifiance of the figure is not clear.

Literatme: Ricci, ii, p. 163, No. 218; Cott, p. 153.

In the centre a youth with back turned is about to enter a
bed. the curtains of which he holds back. with his left hand.
Within the bed, on the right. is an indistinct female figure
accompanied by a batking dog. On the floor in the foreground is a slipper, to the left arc a stool and a flagon on a
table. and in the background Qeft) stands a flaming vase
on a column. Double rim-fillet.
The relief, which is otherwise unrecorded, is listed by
MoUnier among anonymous Italian sixteenth-century plaquettes. and is classified by Ricci as North Italian, early
sD."teenth century. It cannot be assumed that the plaquette
is necessarily Italian. The subject is described by Molinier
as 'une femme montant au lit' and by Ricci as 'Psyche and
Cupid (l)'. Doth interpretations rest on the assumption
that the figure entering the bed is a woman and the figure
within the bed a man. The contrary reading is more probable. The subject is perhaps the Rape of Lucretia.

Literalllre: MoUnier, No. 631 (as anonymous Italian, six·
teenth century); Ricci, ii, p. 218, No. 310 (as North
Italian, early sixteenth century); Cotto p. 154-

4I2 : Figure 4I4
Two PUTTJ PLAYING FLUTES. Rectangular. Light brown
patina. H. 3.6 em., W. 3.5 cm.
A.682.404D

Excised from a frieze with a moulding at top and bottom,
the relief shows two seated putti facing inwards. each
playing on a flute. Detween them is a vertical aperture
(perhaps a key-hole) terminating above in inverted acanthus leaves. Holes at top and bottom.

As noted by Molinier, a similar relief in the Louvre has
a curved surface and formed part of a circular frieze. No
other cx:I.mple is recorded. It cannot be assumed that the
two fmgments are necessarily Italian.
Litera/lire: Molinier, No. 616; Ricci, ii, p. 266, No. 404;
Cotto p. 158 (all as Italian, sixteenth century).

ITALIAN (.):
SEVENTEENTH CENTURY (.)
414 : Figure 419
PUTTI AT PLAY. Rectangular. Dark brown patina. H. 2.4
em., W. 8.4 em.
A.607.329B
In the centre against a roughened background arc four
putti in a ring dancing to the sound of a violin played by
a putto seated beneath a tree on the left. To the right is a
sleeping dog. The base line is raised.

4' 3 : Figure 399

The plaquette can hardly have been produced before the
seventeenth century. A French origin and an early cightecndl century dating are also possible.

UNIDENTIFIED SCBNE. Rectangular. Yellowish brown
A.s88.310n
patina. H. 3.7 em., W. 2.9 cm.

Literature: Ricci, ii, p. 227. No. 329 (as Italian. early sixteenth century); Cotto p. ISS.

FRANCE

The relief is explained by MoUnier as a cap-badge conjecturally moulded from a cameo, and is dated by him to
the late fifteenth or early sixteenth century. As noted by
Ricci, the same scene is represented on a. rectangular
plaquette in Florence (Carrand Collection No. 470). A
second example of the present plaquette is recorded in dlC
collection of Comte Robert de Pourtales.

FRENCH: FIRST QUARTER OF
THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY
4' 5 : Figure 426
HEROD AND HERODIAS WITH TJIE HEAD OF THE BAPTIST.

Circular. Medium brown patina. Diameter 3.7 em.
A.696·4 18B

The half-length figure of Herodias Oeft) is shown piercing
the head of the Baptist, on a dish before her, with a knife

hdd in her right hand. To the right is the half-length
figure of Herod crowned and with a sceptre. Hole in
centre. Plain rim-fillet. Lower left margin trimmed.
The pbqucue, of which versions exist in Berlin, the
Musec de Cluny, the British Museum, the Estcnsischc
Kurutsammlung in Vienna and elsewhere, is explained by
Bange, Phniscig ;rnd Ricci 3S a cap badge. As noted by
Bange. decisive evidence for a French origin is supplied
by the presence of :1 similar relief on the choir-screen at
Amiens, accompanied by the explanatory distich:

The legend that Virgil, enamoured of the daughter of an
Emperor, allowed himsdf to be hoisted in a basket to the
window of the tower in which she was enclosed, and was
left suspended in the basket to be seen by pa~rs-by, occurs
in a thirteenth-century manuscript in the Dibliocllcque
Nationale (n.n. 6186, [, 149v), and is illustrated in, e.g.,
British Museum, Add. Ms. 10292 (f. 45r.). It acquired new
popularity in the early sixteenth century following the
publication of
Jaictz merllci1lellx de Virgille (English
edition ISIS probably deriving from prior French and
Dutch editions). For the legend see Spatgo, Virgil tfle
Nmomallccr, Cambridge (Mass.), 1934, pp. 136-97, and for
the text of the Fajetz mcrlleillellx see Comparetti, VI'rgilio
1Ie1 medio ellO, Florence, ii, 1946, pp. 24S~.

us

Collection: Possibly Signal (sale Paris, 1 April 1878, No.
297. bt. Boy).
Literature: Molinier, No. 737: Ricci, ii, pp. 274-S. No. 419;
Cott, p. IS9.

Le chef Samet ]h:m fut a table pose

Puis d'un coustc:!U dessus Jocul Jncisc.
The sccne recurs on a stained-glass window in St. Pierre
at Roye. A version of the plaquette in smaller format
(Diameter 2.3 cm.) is in Berlin. The present plaquette is
dated by Bange ca. 1530, by Planiscig ca. 1500, and by
Ricci in the fifteenth century.

417 : Figure 423
THE NATIVITY. Arched top. Light brown patina. H. 6.7
cm., W. S.2 em.
A.6gS.420B

Literature: Trlsor de Illllllismatique, mldailles allcmandes, pI. I,
NO.9: MoUnier, No. 731; Planiscig. Est. K., No. 440:

The plaquette, which is framed in an inscribed border (sec
below), shows the Virgin Qeft) and St. Joseph (right)
kneeling before the stable in the act of adoring the Child,
who lies on the ground attended by two diminutive
angels. To the right arc the heads of the ox and ass and to
the left arc two shepherds. Three further angels appear in
the centre background. On the rim is the inscription:
NATIVITAS.DOMINI.POVR.NOVS.DBMOSTRER.
HVMILITIl.DJBV.VOVLSIT.NAISTRB.EN.POVVRBTE.

Bange, D.M., No. 1509, p. 109; Ricci, p. 274, No. 418:
Cott, p. IS9.

416 : Figure 422
VIRGIL SUSPENDED IN A BASKJlT. Medium brown patina.
A.697.419B
Diameter S.4 cm.
The plaquette, which is framed in two superimposed
squares bound with ties with the form externally of an
cight-pointed figure and intemally of a regular octagon,
shows a building or loggia raised on spiral columns and
rectangular decorated piers. Across the balustrade a Jady
in Renaissance dress, framed in a window, hoists with a
rope a wicker basket, containing a youth who gazes up
towards her. On the right, beside a tower, is the inscription: VIRGILE. Hole at top.

Hole at top.
Versions of the plaquette exist in Derlin. the Louvre, the
Victoria and Albert Museum, London. and elsewhere. The
example in the Louvre is described by MoUnier as Burgundian and by Migeon as Franco-Flemish, and that in
Berlin is characterised by Bange as North French. There is
general agreement that the plaquettes date from the early
sixteenth century.
tI2
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Collecaoll: Piot (sale Paris, 21-24 May 1890, No. 1)2, as
Durgundian, early sixteenth century).
Literattlre: Molinier, No. 728; Migcon, No. 403; Bange,
D.M., p. 109, No. 1501; Ricci, ii, p. 275, No. 420; Cott,
p. 159·

The plaquettc, which is convex and has a plain rim-fillet,
shows in the left foreground a sleeping youth. In the centre
are three standing female figures, fully clad. Behind to the
left is a fOWlbin, and above in the sl..y- is a male figure in
half-length holding an orb and sceptre. Three holes.

quettes have been identified as illustrations of the legend of
Alfred III King of Mercia and the <hughters of Guillaume
d'Albmac. MoUnier observes that the iconogmphy derives
from a representation of the Judgement of Paris, citing as
an analogy a German print at Munich by the Master of
1464 in which the Judgement of Paris is shown. It has also
been inferred (Ricci) that the plaquettcs represent not the
Legend of the King of Mercia but the Judgement of Paris;
in this event the male figure with a sceptre would represent
Mercury. The present plaquette, which occurs with great
frequency, is regarded by MoUnier as a German work of
the late fifteenth century, by Bange as French, first half
of the sixteenth century, and by Ricci as Flemish, fifteenth
century. A ftfteenth-century dating is improbable, and the
plaquette is best looked upon as Franco-Flemish.

The same subject is represented on two circular plaquettes
(Molinier, Nos. 710 and 7Il), in both of which the three
female figures arc nude, the sleeping youth is armed and
has a bow or halberd, and the male figure with the orb
and sceptre is shown standing at his side. All three pb-

Literature: MoUnier, No. 712; Blanchet, in BlIlIetj" des A111stes, iv, 189), pp. 233-45; Dange. D.M., p. 109, No. 1510;
Rosenberg, in Revllc !trch/ologiqlle, xxvii, 1928, pp. 105-6;
Deanna, in ReVile arche'ologiqlle, xxxi. 1930, pp. 324-)0;
Ricci, ii, pp. 278-9, No. 425; Cotto p. 159.

418 : Figure 424
TUEJUDGEMENT
Diameter 5.) ern.

OF

PARIS. Circular. Dark brown patina.
A.703 .425D

NETHERLANDS
FLEMISH: ABOUT 1500
419 : Figure 427
SAINT MATTHEW. Circular. Light brown patina. Diameter 5.8 cm.
A·7 0I.42)B
The Saint is shown seated on a rock in tluee-quarter face
right. His left hand rests on an open book supported by a
standing angd.
The deep rellef in which the two figures arc modelled and
the exceptional thickness of the casting suggests tImt we
have here to do with one of a set of four reliefs of the
Evangelists designed for insertion in the base of a Crucifix
or candlestick.

Literaturc: Molinier. No. 724; Ricci. ii, p. 276, No. 423;
Cott, p. IS9 (all as Flemish, fifteenth century).

FLEMISH: FIRST QUARTER OF
THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY
420 : Figure 430
TIIn ARCIIANGEL GABRIEL. Silhouetted contour. Gilt
brome. H. 5.4 cm.
A.704·4 26n

The applique shows a winged angel facing to the right
holding a lily with a scroll twined rOlmd its stem. Five
holes for attachment.
Left half of an Annunciation group for insertion in a tabernacle or other complex. No other example is recorded.

Literatllre: Ricci, ii, p. 279. No. 426; Cott, p. 159 (both as
Flemish, fifteenth century).

FLEMISH: SECOND HALF OF
THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY
421 : Figure 429
TIlB LAST SUl'l'BR. Rectangular. Medium brown patina.
H. 6.5 em., W. 10.7 em.
A.600.)22B
Eight apostles, with Christ in their centre, are ranged
across the back of the plaquette behind a table. The remaining apostles arc seated at the ends and in front of
the table to right and left. In the right foregroWld is Judas
with a purse in his left hand. Two ewers stand in the centre
foreground .
The plaquette, which is encoWltered in many collections.
is regarded by MoUnier as an anonymous Italian. work of
the sixteenth century, and by Dange as Netherlandish,

II4

FLEMISH' PETER PLOTNER

second half of the sixteenth century. There em be no
reasonable doubt that it is of Flemish origin.

Litcrat/lre: MeUnier, No. 557; Bange, D.M., p. 131, No.
ISSI; Ricci. n, p. ,223. No. 322 (as Nordl Italian, early
sixteenth century); Cou, p. ISS.

(as Netherlandish); Ricci, ii, p. 218, No. 3II (as North
Itali3l1); Cott, p. 154 (as North Italian).

FLEMISH (,):
SEVENTEENTH CENTURY

422 : Figure 428
Rectangub.r. Medium
brown patina. H. 3.20 em., W. 6.2 em,
A.S89.3IIB

423 : Figure 425

CINCINNATUS AT TIlE PLOUGH.

Cincinnatus ;lppears on the left of the relief driving a
plough drawn by two oxen. On the right arc the two envoys. The foreground shows a ploughed field and the
background :1 city on a hill. Plain rim-fillet.

Molinicr. who classifies the subject as 'un bboureuc',
lists the pbquettc among anonymous Italian works of the
late fifteenth and early sixteenth century. The identification of the subject is due to Bode, who .uso regarded the
relief as North Itali:m. A version in Berlin was later
reclassified by D:mge as Netherbndish (not German, as
stated by Ricci), end of the sixteenth century.

Literature: Molinier, No. 629 (as North Italian); Dode, No.
10)8 (as North Ita1hn); Dange, D.M., pp. 1)1-2, No. 2294

THB JUDGEMENT 01' PARIS. Circubr with four indentations. Lead. H. 6.4 cm" W, 6,3 em,
10.733.4558
Paris, scated to the right with back half turned to the
spectator. is seen presenting the apple to Venus. To the left
stands Minerva with an owl at her feet and to the right
isJuno with a peacock. Below is dIe monogram in the form
of C or G surmounted by a crown. Narrow moulded
rim. Hole at top.
The plaquette, which is of notably high quality, is classified
by Cmt as Italian, sixteendl century. The style is indicative
of a Northern rather than an Italian origin, and the composition seems to date from the middle of the seventeenth
century.

Literature: Cort, p. 158.

GERMANY
PETER FLOTNER
(b. ca. 1485; d. 1546)
Active in Nuremberg after 1522, FlatIler practised as
a goldsmith, wood carver and maker of plaquettes.
His small reliefs form the most numerous and most
influential body of such works produced by any
German plaquette artist.

424 : Figure 434
FORTITUDE. Rectangular. Dark brown patina. H. 7.8 em.,
W. 5.5 em.
....710·432B

pIete set is in Derlin. The seven reliefs are engraved
Virgil Solis. As noted by Bange, a termi/lus allte ql/em
the cycle is provided by the appearance of two of
plaquettes (Faith and Hope) on a beaker of 1540 in
Schatzbmmer at Munich.

by
for
the
the

Literature: Molinier, No. 6S7 (as anonymous Italian,
sixteenth century); Lange, Peter Flotllcr, Berlin 1897, pI.
X, No. 8S; Lcitsehuh, Flatller-StuJiell, Strasbourg, 1904.
pI. VI, No. 48; Bange, D.M., p. 87, No. 22S6; Ricci, ii,
p. 284, No. 432; Cott, p. IS9.

425 : Figure 437
TUALIA. Rectangular. Dark brown patina. H. 7.4 em.,
W. scm.
A.711.433B

A pardy draped woman is seen gazing over her right
shoulder with her right hand on a severed column. The
capital and upper part of the shaft of the fluted eolumn lies
on the ground to the right. Behind is a sleeping lion. In
the background trees and a hilly hndscape. Flat depressed
rim. Hole at top.

A youthful female figure in a loosely draped cloak is
depicted with hands extended to the left and head turned
to the right. In the background at each side are clumps of
trees. Receding bevelled edge. Hole at top.

The plaquette forms part of a series of seven reliefs of
standing figures of the Cardinal Virtues, of which a eom-

The plaquette forms part of a series of nine reliefs of the
Muses, of which a complete set is in Berlin. As noted by
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Bange, the reliefs are reproduced on a beaker by Jakob
Stampfer of 1545 at Strasbourg.

STYLE OF PETER FLOTNER

Literatllre: Molinier, No. 662 (as 'une Femme', anonymous
Italian, sixteenth century); Lange, Peter Flower, Berlin,
1897, p. 125, No. 28; Lcitsehuh, Fliitller-Stw!ien, Strasbourg,

428 : Figure 433

1904, pI. nI, No. 22; Bange, D.M., p. 84-5, No. 5633i
Ricci, ii, p. 284, No. 433; Cott, p. 159.

426 : Figure 43 I
ARMINIUS. Rectangular. Light brown patina. H. 5.4 em. ,
W. 4.1 em.
A.712.434B
An armed warrior is shown standing frontally with a sword
in his right hand gazing down at a severed male head held
in the left. Behind him on the ground is the decapitated
body of his adversary Varus. In the distanee a hilly landscape with trees and buildings. Receding bevelled edge.

One of a series of twelve reliefs of the earliest German
kings, of which eleven are in Berlin. The subject of the
present plaquette is identified by Lange from the cover of
a vessel of 1589 in the Schlossmuseum, Berlin, on which
the names of the figures are inscribed, and, as noted by
Dange, is confirmed by a woodcut in Hans Guldemundt's
UrspTlmg IlIld Herkumell der zlUii1jf erstell altm Konig IIl/d
Filrsttn deutscher Natioll, Nuremberg, 1543.

Literalllre: Molinier, No. 707; Lange, Peter Flotller, Berlin,
1897, pl. IX, No. 55; Leitschuh, Flotller-Stllditll, Strasbourg,
1904, pI. u, No. 18; Bangc, D .M. , p. 82, No. 5651; Ricci,
ii, pp. 284-5, No. 434i Cott, p. 159.

427 : Figure 432
ALLEGORICAL SCBNB. Rectangular. Gilt bronze. H. 5.7
em., W. 8.5 em.
A.713.435B

his raised
right hand. An elderly couple advances from the left. To
right and left are trees and buildings, and in dIe centre is
an extensive landscape.

In thc centre is a naked child with a knife in

The relief is listed by Bange with a late group of Flatner
plaquettes. The meaning of the scene (which is explained
by Lange as 'Allegoric des Geftihls odc.r der Eifersucht') is
unexplained. A slightly larger version in lead is in the
Bayerisches National Museum, Munich, along with a
variant or pendant in bronze in which a single figure of a
woman advances from the left and the child is differently
posed.

BACCHlC SCENE. Rectangular. Dark brown patina.
H. 6.8 em., W. 6 em.
A.7 1 4.436n
In the centre a bearded male nude seated on the back of a
lion is attacked from the right by a second male nude
holding a cup in his right hand. To the left arc two other
fighting figures. In the foreground (right) an overturned
vase or ewer, and in dIe background a ruined cl:lSSical

building.
The plaquette forms one of a series of six Bacchie scenes,
incorporating motifs frolll Agostino Veneziano and other
Italian sources, which seem to have been produced by an
artist in the workshop or following of Peter Flotner active
about 1545. Details of the complete series, four of the
constituents of which arc in Berlin, arc given by Bange
and Braun. Bange regards the figure seated on the lion in
the present relief as Bacchus.

Literatllre: Molinier, No. 641 (as anonymous Italian);
Lange, Pettr Flo·tller. Berlin, 1897, p. 132; Draun, pp. 34-5,
No. 24: Bange, D.M., pp. 91-2, No. 5692; Ricci, ii, p. 285,
No. 436; Cott, p. 159.

429 : Figure 435
MARS . Rectangular. Medium brown patina. H. 4.6 em.,
W. 2.9 em.
A.726.448n
Mars is seen fully armed with a sword in his right hand
and a shield in his left. A narrow cloak blows out behind
him. On the ground arc a hdmet and cuirass. Plain rimfillet.
Wrongly regarded by Molinier as an anonymous Italian
plaquctte, the relief is classified by Ricci as German, sixteenth century. Companion piece to No. 430. Both plaquettes recur in dIe interior of the doors of a small cabinet
formerly in the Deutsches Museum, Berlin, and are given
by Bange to a follower of Flatner.

Col/ectioll: Ephrussi.
Literafllre; Molinier, No. 596; Ricci, ii, p. 296, No. 448 (reproduction wrongly numbered 449); Cott, p. 160i Bange,
D.M., p. 1I0. No. 5578.

430 : Figure 436

Literaillre: Molinier, No. 660; Lange, Peter Flotller, Berlin,
1897. pI. Xli, No. 1I2; Lcitschuh, Fliilller-Swdieu, Stras-

MINERVA. Rectangular. Medium brown patina. H. 4.6
em., W. 2.9 em.
A·727·449U

bourg, 1904. pI. XVI, No. 125; Bange, D.M., p. 89. No.
1417i Ricci, ii, p. 285, No. 435 i Cott, p. 159.

Minerva is seen advancing fully armed, Witli a spear in her
right hand and a shidd with the Gorgon's head in her left.
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HUBNER' MASTER P.G •• REINHART THE ELDER' PETER VISCHER THB YOUNGBR

Her skirt billows out between her legs. At her feet arc a
helmet and a bow and quiver. Plain rim-fillet.
Companion piece to No. 429 (q.v.).

Coltectioll: Ephrussi.
Literature: Molinier, No. 597; Ricci, ii, p. 296, No. 449
(reproduction wrongly numbered 448); Cott, p. 160;
Dange, D.M., p. IIO, No. 5578.

plaquette after an engraving by Marco d' Angeli del Moro
(Bange, No. 1038), but given by Falcke to Paul Hubner.
The size of the Jupiter and 10 agrees with that of the present
plaquette, to which it formed a counterpart.

Collectioll: Daron de Monville (sale Paris, 24January 1861,
No. 119).
Literature: Molinier, No. 586; Braun, p. 64, No. 160;
Bange, D.M., p. 120, No. 2325; Ricci, ii, p. 297, No. 452
(as German, sixteenth century); Cott, p. 160.

PAUL HUBNER
(d. 1614)

MASTER P.G.

Member of a family of Augsburg gold- and silversmiths. Active after 1582.

COllventional name for the author of the plaquettc
listed below. The artist is presumed to have been
active in first half or middle of the sixteenth century,
probably in Nuremberg.

431 : Figure 439
VENUS AND CUPID. Oval. Medium brown patina (rubbed
locally). H. 10.3 em., W. 7.7 cm.
A.73I.453B

433 : Figure 440

The plaquette, which is framed in a wreath with a suspension Joop at the top, shows Venus seated to the left on a
sea-monster. Her head is turned back in right profile as
she inspects her features in a mirror held in the left hand.
With her right arm she caresses Cupid, who stands beside
her. NatuCOllistic background with trees and buildings.

CHRIST AND NICODEMUS. Circular. Medium reddish
brown patina. Diameter 5.3 em.
A.715.437B

Reg:lrded by MoUnier as a French sixteenth-century plaqueue, the relief. of which examples exist in Derlin and elsewhere. is given by Dange to a South Gernun artist active ca.
158<>-90, whose work recalls that of the Nuremberg goldsmith Elias Lenker (d. 1591). FaIcke regards it as a late work
of Paul Hubner.
Liler"t1/re; Molinier, No. 736; Dange, D.M.• p. 120, No.
2325; Falcke, in Berliller MII!WI. xlviii, 1927, p. 6; Ricci,
ii. p. 297, No. 453 (as Germ:m, sixteenth century); Cott,
p.I60.

432 : Figure 438
LEDA AND TIlE SWAN. Oval. Light reddish brown patina.
H. 6.2 cm., W. 4.8 cm.
A.730.452B
The pbquette, which has a flat rim with a ring for suspension, shows Lcda seated on a cloak in proftle to the left
embracing the swan. Dehind her is a building. Another
building appears in the bndscape background on the left.
Flaw and hole at top. At the bottom the stamped
collector's mark BM.
Mistakenly regarded by Molinier as Italian, the plaquette
is given by Draun and Dange to the same hand,as the Venus
and Cupid (No. 431) and a relief ofDanicl in the Lions'
Den in the Ritter von Molthein collection. Ricci correctly
associates it with an oval plaquettc of Jupiter and 10 in
Berlin, classified by Dange as an Italian seventeenth-century

Christ Oeft) is seen behind a. tOlble in conversation with
Nicodemus, who is seated on the right in a chair with a
sleeping dog beside him. On the table arc a candlestick,
snuffers and an open book. To the right a doorway and
at the back a window. At the bottom is the monogram
P G. Hole at top.
An example of the plaquette in lead exists in Derlin. The
identification of the subject as Christ md Nicodemus is
due to Bange. On the basis of a mistaken reading of the
monogram as Gl' the Berlin relief was given by Kugler
to Georg Penez. The correct reading P G was established by
Nagler, who connects the relief Witll a woodcut of I5H
with tlle same monogram in the Bayerisches Nationalmuseum, Munich. As noted by Dange, a gener:U1y similar
monogram appears on a number of carved draughtsmen
in the style of Hans Kels. Bange associates the plaquette
with Nuremberg, and dates it in the middle of the sixteenth century.

Literature: MoUnier, No. 687; Dange, p. 97, No. 5827;
Ricci, ii, p. 286, No. 437; Cott, p. 160.

HANS REINHART THE ELDER

(d.

1581)

Employed by Cardinal Albrecht of Drandenburg, the
KurfUrst Johann Friedrich of Saxony and other
patrons, Reinhart is the most important Saxon medallist of the middle of the sixteenth century. His dated
medals run from I53S till 1574.
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434 : Figures 442, 443
THE FALL : THE CRUCIFIXION. Circuhr. Gilt bronze.
Diameter 6.S em.
The plaquette, which is double-faced, shows on the obverse
Eve, turned to the left, picking the apple from the tree. To
the left Adam, in profile to the right, extends his right hand
to receive it. A number of animals surround the centcl
group. In the backgroWld are the two subsidiary scenes of
Oeft) the Creation of Eve and (right) the Expulsion from
Paradise. Round the edge is the inscription: BT.SICVT.
IN. ADAM . OMNES. MORIVNTVR .ITA . liT . IN . CHRISTVM .
OMNBS . VIVlflCABVNTvn . VNVSQVISQVB . IN. ORDINE.
SVO. Deneath the main scene on a scroll appear the words:
IOANNS. FRIDDRICVS . DLDCTORDVXSAXONIBFIERI. FDCIT.
On the reverse is Christ on the Cross between the two
thieva, with Oeft) the fainting Virgin supported by a holy
woman, St. John the Evangelist and Longinus, and (right)
a mOWltcd soldier and a foot-soldier. In the backgroWld are
Oeft) a church and (right) the Resurrection. ROWld the edge
is the inscription: .VT.MOSES.ERExiT.SEJU>eTe; iTa.chrs.
IN . CaYCE . EXALTATVS . BT . RBsvsciTATVS ; CAPVT.
SBRpeTis.COTRIViT.VT.SALVARllT.CREDeTBS. On a scroll
beneath the Il1!lin scene appear the words: SPES. MEA.IN.
DBO .BST. Stippled hackgroWld.
Examples of the plaqueue in the Kwutgewerbemuseum at
Leipzig, the Dayerisches Natiorulmuseum at Munich and
elsewhere are signed beneath the Cross with the mon~
gram of Hans Reinhart the Elder and the date 1536. As
indicated by the inscription on the obverse, the plaquette
was made on the eoI1l1llission of the Kurfiirst Johann
Friedrich of Saxony, of whom a portrait medal was made
by Reinhart in IS35. The clouds behind the Crucified
Christ arc omitted in a wooden model in the Kwutgewerbemuseum at Lcipzig and ill certain casts. Examples
of the pbquette occur with some frequency, and arc found
at Gotha, Vienna, Berlin, Stuttgart, Weimar, the Victoria
and Albert Museum, London, and elsewhere.

Littratllrt: Habich, Dit tltlltscilelJ Schaumnllzell ties XVI.
Jahrlullltierts, Erster Teil, n-i, p. 284, No. 1968, pI. CCXI
(as Reinhart, with full :uulysis of variants); Ricci, ii, p. 291,
No. 444 (as Germm, sixteenth century); Cott, p. 160 (as
German, sixteenth century).

PETER VISCHER THE YOUNGER
(b. 1487; d. 1528)
A son of Peter Vischer the Elder, h e was responsible
a fter 1514 for work on the lower section ofhis father's
masterpiece, the Sebaldusgrab at Nuremberg. The
Italiam.te char:'lc[er of Vischer's reliefs and statuettes
has been explained by the assumption that after 1512
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he visited Padua or some other centre in North Italy.
A number of his works (see bdow) are authenticated
by his emblem of two fish transfixed by an arrOW.

435 : Figure 44'
ORPHBUS AND EURYDICE. Rcctulgular. Dlack bcquer
(slighdy rubbed on ra.ised areas) over medium brown
A.709.43IB
bronze. H. 19.4 em., W. IS em.
To the left Eurydice, naked save for a vci1 over her arms,
emerges from a rocky cavern which extends to the upper
edge of dte relic£: With her open left hmd she gesticuhtes
towards Orpheus, who stands with back turned on the
right looking at her over his right shoulder. He holds a
viol in his left hand and a bow in his right. In dle upper
right corner the artist's mark, two fish transfixed by an
arrow. Hole at top.
No other example of this magnificent relief is known. A
second somewhat smaller (H. 16.2 em., W. II.2 em.) plaqueue of the same subject, also bearing the mark of Peter
Vischer the Younger, is recorded in versions in Derlin, in
the Museum fUr KWlSt und Gewerbe, Hamburg, and in St.
Paul im Laventtal (from St. Dbsien). In this scheme the
rod..")' backgroWld is omitted, and the two figures arc
differendy posed.
The chronological relationship between the two schemes
has heen extensively discussed. It is argued by Seeger that
the present scheme is dle earlier of the two, and was devised
about Is08, while the remaining pbquettes date from
ISI9-2S . The priority of the present scheme is also maintained by Dange, Sauerlandt and Sufelei. The opposite
case is argued by Meller and in the Thieme Kii/lstferlexikon. In terms of the artist's stylistic development there
arc strong arguments in favour of dIe view that, irrespcctive of its date, the present relief must precede that in
Berlin. It is assumed by Wcizs:ickcr and Meller dlat a
drawing by Vischer of a nakcd female figure in the Louvte
with the date I SI9 is a preliminary study for the Eurydice
in the present rdie!. The dependence of the relief on dle
drawing is contested by Sauerlandt, for whom the rdief
derives from two preliminary drawings by Durer for thc
Adam and Eve engraving of IS04. The composition is also
cOJUlected with a drawing by Vischer of Orpheus and
Eurydice in the Grange (former Oppenheimer) collection,
which bears the date 1514. This drawing is the source of
the date ca. ISIS proposed for the Derlin relief by Meller
and for the present relief by Sufelcl. The balmce of
probability is dlat the drawing of ISI4 precedes both
rdicb, that the present relief was cast not long after, and
that the three versions of the second relief were produced
after 1519. The mark in the upper right comer of the
present relief is wrongly described by Ricci as 'a spear
accompanied by two pallets and transfixing two crescents'.
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Exllibitiou: Union ccntrnlc des arts dCCOC:lti[s. Paris, 1880.
Literatllre: Ephrussi, in G.B.A., xiii, 1876, pp. 366 (rcpr.),
380-2; Giraud. Les Arts du lIIitaf. 1881, pI. XVii-2; LUbke,
Peter Vische,'s Werke. Nuremberg, n.d.; Wdzsackcr, in
PJ., xii, 1891, pp. 50 ff.; Seeger, Peter V.'scher det }ilngere,

Leipzig, 1897. pp. 65-'7; Molinicr. No. 685: Migcan, in
Les Arts, No. 80, August 1908, p. I; Bange, D.M•• 1923.

pp. 49-50, No. 1464 (for Berlin plaqucuc); MeDer, Peter
Visdler det iiltere lI/1d seille WerkSlaU, 1925. pp. 189-90;
Saucrlandt. in Georg Habic" ZIIIIJ 60. Geburtstllg. 1928,
pp. 14-21; Ricci, p. 282, No. 431; Cou, p. 159: Stafelci,
Der ji/ngtre Peter Visc/Jer, Nuremberg, 1962, p. 38, pI. 76.

GERMAN: FIFTEENTH AND
EARLY SIXTEENTH CENTURY
436 : Figure 451

Literawre: Voge, in Mf.K., ii, 1909, p. 395; Braun, p. 28,
NO.4; Bange, p. 52, No. 1053; Ricci, ii, p. 290, No. 443;
Cott, p. 160.

438 : Figure 448
TIm LAMENTATION OVER Till! DEAD CHRIST. Silhouetted
contour. Gilt bronze. H. 4 em., W. 4.4 em.

A.720.WB

The body of the Dcad Christ rests on the knees of the
Virgin (centre) tended by St. John Qcft) and the Magdalen
(right). The pbquette is perforated. At the top :l loop for
suspension.
As observed by Ricci, the reliefis rebted to:ln Italian silvec
relief of the same subject in Derlin (Bange, NO. 3 5). Both
reliefs are appliques, :lpparcntly intended for insertion in
the lunette of a p:lx. The ch:lrncteristically Northern drnpery
forms of the present example preclude the possibility of an
Italian origin.
Literatllre: Ricci, ii, p. 290, No. 442; Cott, p. 160.

AND CHILD ENTHRONED. Applique with silhouetted contour. Medium brown parina; cloak, hair and crown
of Virgin gilt. H. 8.4 em., W. 7.6 em.
A.723.445U

VIRGIN

GERMAN: MIDDLE OF THE
SIXTEENTH CENTURY

The Virgin, crowned :md seated frontilly on a bench,
supports the standing Child on her left knee. Hole on
right.
A second example of the relief exists in Berlin. A dating

in the second half of the fifteenth century proposed by
Bange is more plausible than the early sixteenth century
dating of Ricci.
Literatuu: Bmge, D .M., p. 70, No. 7754; Ricci. ii, p. 292,
No. 445 ; Cott, p. 160.

437 : Figure 453
VIRGIN AND CHILD WITH fOUR ANGELS. Rectangular.
Dark brown patilU. H. 13.7 cm., W. 10.3 em. A.72I.443D
Framed between piers to right and left, the Virgin is seated
on a bench with her head threc-quarters to the left and her
knees turned to the right. The IUked Child lying :across
her knees rests his left hand on m orb and nukes a gesture
of benediction with the right. In the lower comers are
two putti who lift the Virgin's robe. Two more putti, one
pulling the Virgin's hair, stand on a cushion covering the
Sc:lt. Raised base-line. Hole at top.
Most other examples of the pbquctte, which is found in
Berlin, Munich, the Louvre, the Bibliothcque Nation:ale
and elsewhere, show the draped b:lck of the Virgin's
throne with a g:lrland-bC:lting putto at cacll side. Vage
ascribes the plaquette to an artist in the circle of Hans
Schwarz. The attribution to an Augsburg studio and a
dating about 1520 arc accepted by Braun and Bange.

439 : Figure 454
VENUS AND CUPID. Rectangul:1r. Yellowish patin:l. H.
12.8 cm., W. 6.9 ern.
A.718.440B
Venus stands in the centre with her b:lck :lgainst a treetrunk and her body in profile to the left. With her right
lund she touches the hair faJUng on her shoulders and with
her left she extends :In :lpple to Cupid Qeft), who reaches
up to receive it. The base line is rnised.
This be:lutiful pbquette is known through three other
examples, two of which arc in the Ashmolean Museum,
Oxford, and in Berlin. B:lnge compares it to :l generally
simi1:lt inkstand dated 1547 with a IUked feIl1:lle figure by
Jarg Vischer in Berlin. The plaqueue also presents analogies to a statuette of an allegoricl female figure :lttributed
to Jarg Vischer in the Rhode Island School of Design.
Dallgc observes that the profile pose of the fenule figure
seems to h:lve been inspired by :In Italian source, possibly
the Judgement of P:lris plaquette of the m:lster signing
IO.P.P.

Literatllre: Molinier, No. 700; Dange, D.M., p. 97. No.
1465: Bange. D.B., fig. 70, 71 (for rebted statuettes);
Ricci, ii, p. 287, No. 440; Cott, p. 160.

440 : Figure 452
FORTUNA. Silhouctted contour. Gilt bronze. H. 9.9 em.,
W. 5.5 cm.
A.729.45ID
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Venus stands naked in profile to the left in a floating seashell. She raises a sail with her right h:utd and grasps the
lower end with her left. At the base ate waves terminating
in the distance in a strip of shore with a tree Qeft) and plant
(right). Hole beneath chin of Venus.

The plaquette, which is framed in a laurel wreath, shows
in the foreground the sleeping figure of Paris with Mercury
holding a caduceus and apple, bending over him. Behind
on the right is a tree and in the background on the left arc
the three goddesses. Two holes at sides.

Applique for decorative use. The figure and sail correspond
with those in a Gcrman plaquette of the same subject
formerly in the Figdor collection. It is not dear whether
the applique, which is somewhat more evolved in style,
depends from the plaquette, or both have a common engraved source.

The subject is identified by MoUnier as the Legend of the
King of Mercia on the basis of resemblances to No. 418.
As observed by Ricci, the presence of Mercury proves that
the Judgement of Paris is in fact shown. Other examples
are in the Bayerisches Nationalmuseum, Munich, and
in the British Museum. The p1aquette seems to date from
the second quarter of dIe sixteenth century.

Litera/lire: Ricci, ii, pp. 296-'7, No. 451; Cott. p. 160;
planiscig, V.B., p. 415, fig. 437 (for Figdor plaquette).

Lj'terature: MoUnier, No. 713: rucci, ii, p. 287, No. 439;
Con, p. 160.

44' : Figure 449

443 : Figure 447

UNIDENTIFIBD SCENE. Circular. Very dark patina. Diameter 8.1 em.
A.719.44ID

TEMPERANCE. Applique with silhouetted contour.
Medium brown patina. H. 3.6 cm., W. 3.7 em.
A.72S·450B

A naked man and woman arc seen embracing. The woman
holds a cup or chalice in her raised left hand. In the backgroWld is conventional foliage, an armorial shield (a cock
and helmet crested with an cagle), and Qeft) two putti
holding up a cuirass. On a scroll running behind the two
standing figures is the inscription:
NOM/noM/INI MA/(n)E(t)IN.IJl/T/RNVM H:M o.
Plain rim-fillet.
The relief is recorded in a second example in Berlin. In
this the opening word of the inscription is VERDVM not
NOMEN and the concluding letters are HIM. The subject
is identified by Bange as Mars and Venus; this reading is
supported by the two putti holding a cuirass on the left,
but is difficult to reconcile with the inscription on the
scroll. As noted by Bange, the female figure depends from
the engraved Allegory of Fortune of Aldegrever (1528,
D.226), which therefore offers a termilllls post quem for the
plaquette, while the cock is the emblem of the Mecklenburg family of Hahn. Volbach identifies the relief as the
work of a scal-engraver who was also responsible for a
circular p1aquette ofJudith in Berlin (Bange, D.M., p. 107.
No. 7940) and for the sca.l of Franz von Giffhom in the
Manzbbinett, MWlich (1549). The terminal dates for the
activity of this artist arc 1532-49, and he is conjecturally
explained as a South German (Nuremberg) sculptor who
transferred his studio to North Germany.

Literature: Volbach, in Amtliche Berichte, xlii, 1920-1,
p. 66 ff.; Dange, ii, p. 107, No. 1469; Ricci, ii, pp. 287-8,
No. 441; Cott, p. 160.

Female figure represented in full-face in half length
pouring water from a pitcher hdd in the raised right hand
into a second pitcher held in the left. Hole in top of lower
pitcher.
The applique is eorrecdy classified by Ricci and Cott as
German, mid-sixteenth century.

CollectiolJ: Bardini (sale London, 26 May 1902, No. 441).
Literature: rucci, ii, p. 296, No. 450; Cott, p. 160.

444 : Figure 455
CUPID PLAYING ON TilE
repoussc!. Diameter 5.4 cm.

LUTE.

Circular. Gilt bronze
A.692.414B

The plaquette, which is slighdy convex, shows Cupid in
the centre in full face playing on alutc. He stands on a lion
mask, · and has a bird on either side. The background is
filled with cornucopias and grotesque scroll ornament. .
Apparendy intended for insertion in a box or cabinet.
the relief is regarded by Bode as French and by Ricci as
Italian. Middcldorf (private communication) suggests a
connection with the work of the Nuremberg silversmiths
Christoph and Johannes Lenker. The plaquette seems to
date from the second quarter of the sixteenth century.

Colfcctioll: Hainauer.
Literature: Dode, Die SammtuIIg Oscar Haillauer, IS97,
p. 90, No. 102, p. 153; Tied, ii, p. 272, No. 414: Cott,
p. ISS.

442 : Figure 456

445 : Figure 444

TIlE JUDGEMENT OF PARIS. Circular. GUt bronze. Diameter 3.8 em.
A·7 1 7·439B

DECORATIVE PLAQUE. Rectangu1ar. Gilt bronze. H. 3.4
em., W. 10.5 cm.
A.69942IB
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The surface of the relief is divided by six pilasters into five
compartments of which that in the centre is void. The two
outer compartments contain female terminal figures, and
the two inner compartments. which are divided horizonully by :l narrow strip. :lre filled with two superimposed
putn. Hole in centre.
The relief, of which no other version is recorded, seems to
have been cast :IS :l furniture mount or as part of a small
box. It is regarded by rucc:i. as French, md is associated by
Middddorf (private communiCltion) with the work of
Wcru:e1J:mmittcr. Analogies with the dccomtion of a table
fountain in the Historisches Museum at Frankfurt-amM:lin and of a ewer in the treasury of the Cathedral at
Ragusa (rcpr. Rosenbrrg, jalllllitzer, Frmkf'urt-am-Main,
pI. 23. 44) arc generic, but two related reliefs ascribed
to J:unnitzer exist in the Bayerisches Natiotulmuseum,
Munich.

Literalllre: Ricci, ii, p. 275, No. 421; Cott, p. 159.

446 : Figure 445
SEA-MoNSTERS FIGHTING. Trapezoidal with curvcd top
md base. Medium brown patina. H. 4.7 cm., W. 9.7 cm.
1..594·316»
The plaqueue, which has a mrrow flat rim at the top and
bottom, shows an ichthyocentaur Qeft) fighting a Se:lscrpent. Elsewhere in the sea, which fills the whole surface
of the rclief, are other sea-monsters. Holes at top and
bottom.
Companion piece to No. 447. Though regarded by Ricci
as North Italian, the two plaquettes are certainly German,
:md a version of the present plaqume is rightly given by
Braun to a South German master working in the style of
the monogranunist II.G. A third relief from the same series
is also recorded in the Ritter von Molthein collection. According to Braun, the reliefS are used on the border of a
Palissy dish and occur again on a ewer fonnedy in the possession of Baron Behrschen Majorates Popen.

Literatllre; Ricci, ii, p. 220, No. 316; Cott, p. ISS (both as
North Italian, eady sixteenth century); Braun, pI. xviii,
Nos. 128, I2.9, text p. 56; Bucholz, Goldselmll'edearbeitell in
Liv/atld, Estlalld IIl1d Kl/rIand, Lubeck, 1892, pI. I.

447 : Figure 446
SEA-MoNSTERS FIGIITING . Tcapezoid:tl with curved top
and base. Medium brown patina. H. 4.7 cm., W. 9.5 cm.
1..595.3 17»
The pbquettc, which has a narrow flat rim at the top md
bottom, shows an ichthyocentaur Qeft) with back turned
att::lcking a sea-serpent with a spear. Elsewhere in the sea,
which fills the whole surface of the relief, arc other seamonsters. Holes at top and bottom.

Sec No. 446. Examples of the plaquette exist in tlle
Victoria and Albert Museum, London, the Dayerisches
Nationalmuseum, Munich, and elsewhere.

Literature: Ricci, ii, p. 220, No. 317; Cott, p. ISS.

448 : Figure 450
DIANA AND ACTAEON. Circular. Mcdium brown patina.
Diameter 6 cm.
A.585.307Jl
On the right Diana and two nymphs arc shown bathing
in a rectangular tank with mouldcd sides. Actaeon, holding a spear but alrcady transformed into a stag, approaches
from thc left, accompanicd by two dogs. The foremost of
the nymphs throws water in his face. Incuse reverse with
the samc subject. Plain rim-fillct.
Ricci classifies the plaquctCe as North Italian, ea.dy sixteenth century, but notes that the scheme rea.ppears on a
wooden mould in thc Hungarian Applied Art Museum
at Budapest. The two schemes diffcr in detail, and the
mould seems to dcpend from the pl:tquette. The pl:tqucttc
is Germm, and seems to date from thc third qwrtcr of the
sixteenth century.

LiteratllTc: Ricci, ii, p. 216, No. 307: Cott, p. 154; Radisies
von Kutas, Ullgarischcs LlIIdcs-Kwutgcwcrbemuselllll: iIlustderter Fl1hrer dl/rel, dte Sammlllllgen, 1885, p. 72, fig. 8 (for
Budapest mould).

GERMAN: LATE SIXTEENTH
AND SEVENTEENTH CENTURY
449 : Figure 457
HAGAR AND THE ANGEL. Circular. Medium brown patina.
A.587.309B
Diametcr 5.1 cm.
A female figure is seen reclining benea.th a tree. An angel
bends over her from behind. In the right foreground is a
sleeping child. On thc left is an extensive landscape background. Beaded rim. Two holes at top.
The plaquette, which is otherwise wuecorded and illustrates Genesis, xxi, 14-18, is listed by Molinier with anonymous It:1lhn sixtecnth-century plaquettes, with the
suggestion that it might have formed the rcverse of a
medal. It is looked on by Ricci as North Italian, carly
sixtccndl century. It seems to date from the late sixtcenth
century, and is, as observed by Middddorf (private communication), almost ccrtainly of German origin.

LiteratllTe: Molinier, No. 632 (as :monymous Itilian);
Migcon, in us Arts, No. 80, August 1908, p. 17 (as
Giovanni delle Corniolc); Ricci, ii, p. 217, No. 309 (as
North Italian); Cott, p. 154 (as North Italian).
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450 : Figure 465
LOT AND illS DAUGHTERS. Oval. Dark brown patina.
H. 4.2 em., W. 5.3 em.
A.681·403 B
The plaquette, which is convex, shows Lot seated to the
right in a landscape with a cup of wine in his raised left
hand. One of his daughters caresses his neck, and the other
is seated on the ground.
Though classified by Molinier as Italian, middle of the sixteenth century, and by Ricci as Italian, sixteenth century, the
plaquette seems to have been produced in Germany or in
the Netherlands. Its style and the unusually dUn casting
would be consistent with a dating about 1600.

Literatllre: Molinier, No. 541; Ricci, ii, p. 265. No. 403;
Cott, p. 158.

451 : Figure 464
THE MAN OF SORROWS. Silhouetted contour. Gilt bronze
A.724.446B
(much rubbed). H. 14.2 cm., W. 10.3 cm.
Christ is shown seated on a rock with bowed head in
profile to the right. His cloak falls over the rock, and his
wrists are bound.
Applique for insertion in a pax or other complex. The
relief, of which no other version is recorded, seems to date
from the last quarter of the sixteenth century.

Literatllre; Ricci, ii, p. 292, No. 446; Cott, p. 160.

452 : Figure 458
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This artificial distinction between the dates of the plaquettes
originates with Voge, and is maintained by Bange, both
of whom regarded the reliefs as German. Irrespective of
the country in whiclt they were produced. dIe attempt to
divorce two compositions which are stylistically uniform
and must from dle first have been designed as counterparts,
cannot be seriously sustained. A Soudt German origin and
a dating ca. 1600 is proposed by Braun. Middcldorf with
considerable plausibility relates the style of the plaqueues
to that of a set of four German plaquettes of Triumphs
formerly in the Georg Hirth collection, Munich, and dates
both gcoups of plaquettes in the early seventeenth century.

Col/eetio,,: Baron de Theis (sale Paris, 6 M::I.y 1874, No.
889).

LiteralJlre: Ricci, ii, pp. 267-8, Nos. 408, 409: Cott, p. 158;
Jacobsen, in R.J.K., >.."Vi, 1893, p. 71 i Planiscig, Est. K.,
No. 441; Planiscig, Bmnzcpla5tike/l, Nos. 493, 494; Voge,
KOlligUc/ze Mllscell ZII Berli,,: die delltscJlell Bildwerke, 1910,
No. 809: Bange, D.M., Nos. 5768. 5769; Draun, No. 175;
Middeldort, Morgenroth, No. 413.

453 : Figure 459
AUTUMN AND WINTER. Rectangular. Dark brown
patina. H. 9.6 cm., W . 8.6 cm.
A. 687.409B
Two female figures, clad in loose robes, are shown moving
on a raised b::l.se-line to the left. On the left is Winter,
warming her right hand at a dish of charcoal held in the
left. and on the right is Autumn. with vine leaves in her
hair, carrying ::I. cornucopia filled with fruit.
Sec No. 452.

SPRING AND SUMMBR. Rectangular. Dark brown patina.
H. 9.6 cm., W. 8.1 em.
A.686.4088
Two female figures, clad in loose robes, arc shown moving
on a raised base-line to the right. The foremost, Summer,
wears a wreath of wheat and holds ears of wheat in her
left hand; with her right hand she plucks the flowers
proffered by Spring.

This and the following plaquette occur with great frequency and are found in many collections. They have been
variously regarded as French, German and Italian. rued,
basing himself on the frequency with which the two plaqueues appear in Northern Italy, advances the theory of
a Lombardo-Venetian origin and a dating in the sixteenth century. The case in favour of a French origin and
a dating c. 1600 is argued by Jacobsen with rcference to
extImples of the plaquettes in the Museo Correr, Venice,
and is supported by Phniscig with reference to examples
in the Estcnsische Kunstsammlung and the Kunsthistoruches Museum, Vienna. Planiscig, however, proposes a
dating in the second half of the sixteenth century for the
Spring and Summer and a dating in the middle of the
seventeenth century for the Autumn and Winter.

Collectioll! Daron de Theis (sale Paris, 6 May 1874, No.
899).

454 : Figure 460
THE TRIUMPH OF HUMILITY. Rectangular. Dark brown
patin::l.. H. 6.7 cm., W. 12.6 cm.
A.705.427B
In a chariot drawn to the left by two horses is scated an

elderly female figure (Humility) with a staff in her left
hand. In front of the chariot arc figures of Charity,
accompanied by three children, and Faith. The upper part
of the figure of Hope, holding an anchor and a bird,
appcars above the back of the further horse. The two
horses ::I.re driven by a bearded man holding a bundle of
sticks. The base-line is raised.
The scheme is based on an engraving by Hieronymus
Cock. after Martin van Heemskerk. The identification of
the female figure in the cr as Humility and of dle two
horses as emblem::l.tic of Modesty and Mansuetudo is
established by Latin inscriptions on the engraving. A
figure of Peace which is represented in the engraving
seated beside Humility is omitted fcom the plaquette. The
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pbqucttc is entitled by Middeldorf Triumph of Christiall
Virllles. It forms part of a set of six pbquctte.s. to which

456 : Figure 462

the three following plaqucttcs also belong. A fifth subject,
Tile Triumph of Plenty. is known from examples in Berlin
(Bange, D.M., p. 133, No. 1488) and c1scwhcrc, and a
sixth, The Trilllllp/l of Weallll, is recorded in a version in

THE TRIUMPH Of POVERTY. Rectangular. Dark brown
patina. H. 6.5 cm., W. 12.4 cm.
A·707·4298

the Ritter von Molthein collection. The pbqucttcs, four of

which occur with great frequency, arc variously regarded as
Flemish (Bange, lUcci) md Gcrnun (Braun, Middcldorf),
and seem to have been made in the first quarter of the
seventeenth century. An unconvincing attempt is made by
Bange to distribute them between two different hmds.

Literature: Moiinicr, No. 663 (as Iulian, sixteenth century);

On a four-wheeled wicker cart drawn to the right by two
emaciated asses is a woman with flowing hair designated
by an inscription as INOPIA. On the front of the chariot
are figures of Humility (VMI) and Fear (TIM), the latter a
youth brandishing a whip. In front of the clutior nurch
figures of (right to left) Patience and Servitude. The asses
are guided by a walking male figure. In the background
right a palace or town. Hole at top.

Planiscig,13$t. K., No. 460 (as after Martin van Hecmskcrk);
Bange, D.M., p. 133, No. 1489: Ricci, ii, p. 280, No. 427;

See No. 454. The relief is based in reverse on an engraving

Cott, p. 159; Draun, p. 4B, No. loB; Midde1dorf, Morgenroth, No. 405.

Litl!rature: Molinier, No. 664; Pbniscig, Est. K., No. 459:

455 : Figure 461

by Hieronymus Cock after Martin van Heemskerk.
B:mge, D.M.• p. 132. No. I4B7; Braun, pp. 48-9. No. 109;
Ricd, ii, pp. 2Bo-I, No. 429; Midde1dorf, Morgenrotll. No.
403; Cotto p. 159.

TIIB TRIUMPH Of THB CHURCH. Rectangular. Dark
brown p:ltina. H. 6.9 cm., W. 12.2 cm.
A.706.42Bn
In a four-wheeled chariot drawn to the left by two unicorns is seated a female figure (the Church) with two keys
in her right hand and a dove (the Holy Ghost) flying
above her head. Defore her, on the front part of the chariot,
are figurcs of (right to left) Faith, Chastity with a dove and
sceptre, and Obedience with a yoke. The two tm.icorns
are driven by a seatcd male figure. The base line is raised.
Hole at top.
See No. 454. The subject of the pbquette is wrongly given
by Ricci as the Triumph of Wisdom.

Litcratllre: Molinier, No. 665: Pbniscig, Est. K., No. 45B;
Dange, D.M., p. 133, No. 1490; Braun. p. 4B, No. 106;
Ricci, ii, p. 2Bo, No. 428; Middeldorf, Morgenroth, No.
404: Cott, p. 159.

457 : Figure 463
TUE TRIUMPH Of JUSTICE. Rectangular. Dark brown
patina. H. 6.5 cm., W. 12.3 cm.
A.70B.430B

In a four-wheeled chariot drawn to the right by two lions
are seated figures of Peace, holding an olive branch,
Justice, with sword and scales, and Abundance, with :1
cornucopia. The two lions are driven by a youth with :1
wand and wreath. Raised base line. Hole at rop.
See No. 454. The impression is much inferior to those of
the companion reliefs.

LUerature: Molinier, No. 666: Planiscig, Est. K. , No. 457;
B:mge, n.M., p. 133, No. 3075; Braun, pp. 47-B, No. 105;
Ricci, ii, p. 281, No. 430; Cott, p. 159.

AUSTRIA
AUSTRIAN:
EARLY NINETEENTH CENTURY

Centaur, whose throat he grasps with his left hand. The
scene is surrounded by a flat rim with rounded comers at
the base: above the comers have been cut down.

458 : Figure 467

The plaquette reproduces the scheme of Omow's nurble
statue of Theseus and the Centaur in the KWlSthistorisches
Museum, Vienna. Work on the statue was begun in IB05,
but was later suspended, and was resumed only in IBI7.
In 1819 the completed statue was presented to the Emperor
of Austria. It is likely that the present plaquettc and a
similar plaquette in silver in Derlin were cast in Vienna.

THESEUS AND Tun CENTAUR. Oblong with rounded
corners. Medium brown patina. H. 4.6 cm., W. 5.3 em.
A·6g5·4 1 7B
Theseus, depicted as a male nude wearing a helmet, is
shown Oeft) with right arm raiscd, about to strike the
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after this time. The plaqueue is classified by Ricci 3S ItaU::m,
eighteenth century, with a rider expressing approval of
the cighteenth-century cbting proposed for the Berlin plaqueue by B::mge.
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Litertltllre: Bange, No. 1053 ('in der Art des Canova');
Ricci, ii. p. 273. No. 417; Cott, p. 158; Bassi, La Gipsoteca
di POSStlgllO, Venice, 1957, pp. 162-5 (for history of marble
group).

RUSSIA
RUSSIAN:
SIXTEENTH CENTURY
459 : Figure 466
Rectangular. Drown patina with traces of gilding. H. 6.8 cm.,
W. 3.5 em.
A.732.454B
SAINT JOHN TIIB FORBRUNNBR AND NICHOLAS.

The two Saints are represented in three-qu:uter face left.
That on the left holds a staff or wand and wears a cloak

over a skin and that on the right is vested and holds a
closed book. For the inscription sec illustration.
Marvin Ross (private communiC:l.tion) observes that the
type is rdated to the sb..'teenth-century Russian hardstone
Clrvings, and infers that the plaquette is either a sixteenthcentury relief or a later relief Clst from a sixteenth-century
stone carving. The theory of a sixteenth-century North
Russian origin is corroborated by the State Historical Museum, Moscow, who regard the relief as probably part of
a Deisis.

Literature: Cott, p. 160 (as Russian, sixteenth (!) century).

II

STATUETTES AND UTENSILS
(OTHER THAN MORTARS)

ANTIQUE
ROMAN:
SECOND OR FIRST CENTURY

B.C.

460 : Figure 469
WINGED CmLD

CARRYING

A TORcn. Black lacquer

(rubbed on torso) over reddish brown bronze. H. of figure
8.1 em., H. of base 2.4 em.

A.204.42C

The naked figure is shown with the right foot advanced
and head turned down to its right. The left arm is raised
to dIe level of the shoulder and in the right hand is a torch.

On :l sqU:1rc moulded plinth cast sep;lCately.
The bronze is pitted on the left buttock. calf and thigh,
the right thigh :md shin and elsewhere. The wings arc not
worked up behind. The torch is broken.
The iconography of the figure, with :l reversed torch held
in the right hand and the left hand raised to the level of
the head, recurs in Roman sta.tucttes in the Dibliothcquc
Nationalc, Paris (Dabclon and Blandlct, Ctlta/ogue des
Lromm tJl/tiqlles de la Biblioth~qlle Naliol/afe, Paris, 1895,
Nos. 272, 273, 274). the Walters Art Gallery at Daltimore
(Hill, Catnloglle of Classical Brollze SCflfpwre ill the Walters
Art Caffery. Baltimore. 1949. No. 54) and many other
collections. The child is variously described as a funerary
genius and as Eros. The present sbtuette, which is dated by

Ricci to the early sixteenth century. is either a Roman
bronze or a Renaissance forgery after the antique. The
perished condition of the surface is most readily compatible
with the first of these hypotheses. The base is filled with
lead and is not original.

Coffectioll: Dreyfw.
Literalllre: Ricci, i, p. 52; Cott, p. 139 (both as Ibllan, early
sixteenth century).

461 : Figure 468
CUPID. Worn grey patina. H. 7.4 cm.

A.20j·43 C

Cupid, naked and winged, is shown moving forwards
with open arms and head turned up to his left.
The left hand and the ends of the fingers and thumb of the
right hand arc missing.
Though regarded by Ricci as an Italian bronze of the early
sixteenth century, the statuette is certainly antique. Comparable Hellenistic or Roman bronzes arc in the Walters
Art Gallery at Baltimore (for these see Hill. Catalogue
of Classical Bronze SCfI!pture ill the Walters Art Callery,
Baltimore, 1949, Nos. 55. 65), the Dritish Museum and
elsewhere.

Collectioll : Dreyfus.
Literature: Ricci. i, p. 52. No. 43; Cott, p. 139 (both as
Italian, early sixteenth century).

ITALY
GIOV ANN! ALBERGHETTI
Member of a dynasty of Ferrarese bronze-casters, of
whom the earliest, Alberghetto, is mentioned as a
cannon-founder ill Ferrara :md Florence in 1484-97,
and the latest, Gian Francesco Alberghetti, was active
in Venice in 1<>93. A vase signed by Alfonso Alber-
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ghetn and dated 1572 is in the Musco Artistico
Industriale in Rome.
The Zanino Albergeti whose signature appears on
the bell discussed below is likely to be identical with
Giovanni I Alberghetti, who was responsible for
casting the sculptures by Antonio Lombardo for the
Zen Chapel in St. Mark's (1505-15).

CATALOGUE NOS.

460-46S

TIZIANO ASPETTI
(b. 1565; d. 1607)

462 : Figure 550
HAND-BELL. Medium brown patUu. H. IS.I em.
A.263· I 07C
Beneath ;1 frieze of ac:uuhus is a strip with the signature:
OPVS ZANJNt. ALDBRCIlTt. Below is a row of palmettcs and
scallop shells. The surface of the bell is decornted with a
profile head, identified :1.$ th.at of Lodovico il Moro, Duke
of MiI:m., facing to the right. a head of Nero facing to
the left, figures of Hercules and the child Hercules str.mgling the serpents, confronting birds and two void shields.
Moulded handle.
Ricci observes that on account of the presence on the bell
of a portrait of Lodovico Sfo1'2:1. 'it has seemed advisable
to ascribe this bell to a Lombard workshop. But it is also
quite possible that it was made in Venice.' There is no
record of the activity of Giovanni Alberghetti elsewhere
than in Venice. The inclusion of a portrait of Lodovico il
Moro may, however, indicate a date in the late fiftcenth
rather than the early sixteenth century. A rdated bdl, also
signed by Zanino Alberghetti, is in the Victoria and Albert
Museum (No. 335-1886).

Colltctioll: Dreyfus.
Literalllrt: Ricci, i, p. 120, No. 107; Cott, p. 137 (as
Lombard, ca. 1490).

463 : Figures 548, 549
Columbia

MUSClIIII

oj Art, Columbia (S.C.)

BOWL. Bronze. H. 18.7

Clll.

The surfaCf' is decorated with garlands suspended from female masks. Above each garland is :\11 oval stamp flanked
by cornucopias, and beneath the garlands vases Banked by
grotesque female demi-figures and wyverns alcernate with
stamps of the l:ibours of Hercules. The bowl is mounted
on a modem foot.
The bowl is regarded by Bode and Val~ltiner as a Paduan
work of the early sixteendl century. Themoulded groups of
Hercules and Antaeus and Hercules mangling the Serpents
recur in a bowl from the same workshop in the Victoria and
Albert Muscum (736-1893), in which the original figuratcd
bronze foot is preserved. The style of ornament of the two
bowls is Venetian, not Paduan, and shows close affinities
to the bronze bells signed by Giovanni Alberghetti, in
whose studio they may have been produced. A third bowl
from the same studio is in the Louvre (Migeon, No. 71).

J. Pierpont Morgan; William Salomon;
Clarence H. Mackay; Samuel H. Kress (1936).
Littrtltllrc: Bode, Morgtlll, No. 192, p. 24, pI. CXXXlI (as
Paduan, early sixtcenth century); Valentiner, Catalogllc of
tile Clarcllcc H. Mackay Collectioll, New York, 1926, No. 27
(as Paduan, early sixteenth century).
CollutioJJ:

I2j

Dorn in P;ldua. in IS6S, Aspetti was active in P;ldua
;lnd Venice, where he became, after Viuoria, the most
popular and prolific bronze sculptor of the late sixteenth century. The basis for study of Aspetti's small
bronzes is supplied by four signed statuettes on the
b;llustr;lde of the high altar of the Santo at P;ldua.
Aspctti died ;It Pisl in 1607.

464 : Figure 569
ANDIRON WITH A FIGURII OP MARS . Medium brown
patina. H. 107.6 cm.
A.1645A
The figure of Mars, naked save for a plumed helmet and
a cloak worn over the left shoulder, is shown standing on
a corsdet with the left leg advanced. His right forearm
is raised ,vith the index finger extended, and his head is
turned towards his right. The figure stands on a threesided base, of which the faces arc decorated with puno
heads and the comen terminate in scrolls, resting on the
backs of three kneeling male figures. Dent:lth is an dement
with three rams hca.ds supported at the back. on a male
mask and in front on the tails of two inverted grotesque
monsters, with exposed udders, and p:rired horses' hca.ds
breathing flame. Between the monstcrs is a small oval
relief with a naked female figure.
See No. 465.

465 : Figure 570
ANDIRON WITH A FICURE OP VENUS . Medium brown
patina. H. 107.6 cm.
A.164Sn
The figure of Venus, naked save for a cloak. worn over the
left shoulder and right lower arm, is shown standing with
her right foot on a dolphin. Her left forearm is raised, and
she gazes outwards to her left. The sleeping figure of
Cupid lies at her feet. The base of the figure and the lower
section of the andiron correspond with those of No. 464
save that the relief between the grotesque monsters at the
bottom shows a nule figure WC3ring a cloak..
The upper dement of No. 465, including the kneeling
supporting figures, recurs in Berlin, where it was ascribed
by Bode (1930) to an unidentified Venetian master influenced by ViCtoria. A much superior version of the
Venus, made :u an independent statuette not as part of an
andiron, exists in the Peter H arris collection, London,
where it forms a p:rir to a figure of Mars of which a second
version is in the Frick. Collection, New York. The Frick
bronze is ascribed by Pbniscig, Venturi and Maclagm
to Tizi:m.o Aspetti, and there is no reason to doubt that
Aspetti was also responsible for the companion figure of
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Vcnw. There is, therefore,

3.

strong presumption that the

omclirons origiJUte in the Aspetti workshop. The finial
figure of Mlts on No. 464 docs not correspond with the
Frick/Harris bronze, but is also likely to depend from an

Aspetn modd.
Col/fetio'l: Baron Adolphe de Rothschild; Daron Maurice
de Rothschild: Cbrencc H. M3.wy: Samuel H. Kress
(1948).
Literature: Valentiner, in Art ill America, xili, 1925. p. 320
(as S:msovmo); Valentiner, en/alogue oj the Clarence H.

Temperance by Aspetti on the balustrade of the high alta£'
of the Santo at POldua. The two knockers owe their considef:lble interest to the fOlct that they were planned as
counterparts.

Collation: Contini-Bonacossi: Samuel H. Kress (1932).
Ll'teratllre: Bode, J.B.S., ii, p. 26 (,shows the style of
Alessandro Vittoria'), pI. Cr.xxvll-2 (as Alessandro
Vitcoria I); Planiscig, V.B., p. 58S (as Tiziano Aspetti).

Mackay Co/Ieaioll, 1926, No. 28 (as Sansovmo); Bode,
1930, No. 247 (for Berlin bronze); Victoria :md Albert

VINCENZO DANTI

Museum, [laUall Bro/lze StatueUes, 1961, Nos. 163. 164 (for
Ib.rris bronzes); PJaniscig, V.B., pp. 568-9 (for Frick
bronze): Macbgan, in The Frick Collection, vi, p. 12, No. 44
(for Frick bronze).

(1530-1576)

466 : Figure 567

Danti's earliest documented work, a bronze statue of
Pope Julius III in his native city ofPerugia, dates from
1553-6. Between 1557 and 1573 he worked in Florence
at the court of Cosimo I.

Columbia Museum of Art, Columbia (S.c.)
DOOR-KNOCKER WITH A NAKED FEMALE FIGURE
PACING TO THE RIGHT. Bronze. Rc:lr plate: H. IS.9 cm.,
W. 13.9 cm. Knocker: H. 33 em., W. 25 cm.
M.30A
Swpcnded from a shidd-shaped platc, thc knocker is composed of paired dolphins whose tails curl up behind thc
central figure. A putto is mounted on each dolphin's
back. A shell held in the dolphins' mouths serves as a
plinth for the main figure. The female figure stands with
the left knee flexed, her left hand beneath her breast and
her right hand held in front of her; she gazes downwards
to her left.
See No. 467.

467 : Figure 568
Coillmbia Museum oj Art. Coillmbia (S.C.)
DOOR-KNOCKER WITH A NAKED FllMALll FIGURE
FACING TO TilE LEFT. Bronze. Rear plate: H. IS.9 cm.,
W. 13.9 cm. Knocker: H. 33 em., W. 25 cm.
M.30n,
The form of the knocker is identical with that of No. 466.
As in No. 466 the fctn:lle figure has her left knee flexed. but
gazes downwards to her right. Her right hand is extended
towards the putto at her side.
A second example of No. 467, lacking thc shield-shaped
plate, is recorded in the Kunstgewerbemuseum, Bcrlin.
Published by Bode as Alessandro Viuoria (I), it was subsequently reassigned by Planiscig to Tiziano Aspetti. A
version of No. 466 is in dle collection of Mr. Michael Jaffe.
The two nudes conform to a type which is frequently
encountered in the Aspetti workshop, and the heads show
a general correspondence with that of, e.g., the signed

468 : Figure 566
BACCIiUS. Black lacquer over dark brown bronze. H.
(overill) 18.1 cm. (maximum height of base 8 mm.).
A.179· I 7C
The naked figure of Bacchus, cast in one with its shallow
circular base, is shown with the right leg drawn back;
the left leg is supported by Ol tree-trunk. The he:td, crowned
with grapes and vine le:tvcs, is turned over the right
shoulder, the right hand is raised, and in the left hand is a
bunch of grapes.
The figure is adapted in reverse from the David of Michc1angdo. It is compared by Ricci with a less highly finished
bronze statuette, derived in reverse from the Michelangelo
DOlvid, in the Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam (for this sec Bode,
I.B.S., ii, 1907, p. 16, fig. 19), which is perhaps by the same
hand. A bronze based on the Michebngclo David (not
reversed) in the Louvre (Thiers Collection) shares some
of the idiosyncrOlsies of the present model. The developed
mannerist posture of the figure would be inexplicable if,
, as Olssumed by Ricci, it were produced in the early sixteenth
century, and it is likely to have been made in Florence
about 156S. The style is closely reminiscent of that of
Vinccnzo Danti as it is exemplified in the Honour triumphant over Falsehood and the statue of Cosima I de'
Medici in the Musco Nazionale, Florence, in the latter of
which the same pose is employed. The statuette is, however, more highly finished dun any of Danti's authenticated bronze reliefs or the single bronze statuette (PiJucoteca NOlzionale, Perugia) attributable to him.

Collection: Dreyfus.
Literature: Migeon, inLes Arts, No. 73,}Olnuary 1908, p. 16;
Ricci, i, p. 30, No. 17; Cott, p. 139 (all as Florentine, early
sixteenth century).
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MASTER OF THE NAKED
FEMALE FIGURES
Conventional name for the author of a number of
statuettes of naked female figures. The facial types
have given rise to the hypothesis that the sculptor, who
was active about 1590, may have been of Northern
origin. but the facture of the bronzes suggests that he
was trained in Florence in the workshop of Giovanni
Bologna.

469 : Figure 565
TIIB NAIL CUTTER. Black lacquer (much rubbed) over
medium brown bronze. Slight traces of gilding on the
drapery and scat. H. 8.1 cm.
A.177.15c
A tuked woman seated on a low mound covered with a
towel is seen bending forwards to cut the toc-nails of her
right foot. Her right knee is r:llsed. and she holds the foot
with her left hand. Hole in back of right shoulder.
Examples of this popular modd exist in Berlin (Nos. II9.
120), Vienn..:L (Nos. 234/5608. 235/5618), the Ashmolean
Museum. Oxford, and elsewhere. Dy dIe same hand arc
four statuettes of bathing women formerly in the Pierpont
Morgan collection (for these sec Bode, Morgall, ii, Nos.
167--'71), examples of which occur in m:my collections.
and a larger figure of a kneeling WOll1.1n in the Victoria
and Albert Museum, formerly in the Heseltine collection,
of which a reduced variant is in Vienna (NO. 236/5614).
The bronzes have been variously regarded as the work
of a Northern French sculptor active ca. 1600 under the
influence of Giovanni Bologna (Dode, Joe. cit.), of a Flemish
sculptor active in Italy at the end of the sixteenth century
(Dade, I.B.S., ill. 1912, pI. ccvii, followed by Hackenbroch,
in COlIl/oissellr, cxlili, 1959. pp. 2I~17) and of a Central
Italian artist of the second half of the sixteenth century
(Planiscig, Brouzeplastikell. pp. 13S-7). The present bronze
is classified by Ricci as Italian, sixteenth century.

Collection: Dreyfus.
Literatllre: Ricci, i, p. 26, No. IS; Cott. p. 140 (both as'
Italian, sixteenth century).

RICCIO
See p. 60 above. TIle bronzes discussed below consist
in part of autograph works of notably fmc quality,
in part of bronzes cast from Riccio's models in which
the surface working seems to have been entrusted to
studio h:mds, and in part of lamps and other utensils
which were produced commercially in Riccio's shop.

470 : Figure 487
SAINT SEBASTIAN. Dark brown patina. H. 24.2 cm.
A.I70.8c
The Saint is represented nude with head bent over the
right shoulder and arms tied behind his back. The right
foot is drawn back. Two arrows protrude from the body
beneath the throat and below the right breast; there is a
further hole for an arrow above the left hip.
The modd is unique. A variant is in the Louvre (exDaviiliers Collection), in which dIe figure wears a loincloth, the arrows arc missing and the mouth is closed. The
present bronze and that in the Louvre appear to have been
modelled independently, and the view of Migeon that the
former is 'une autre epreuve' of the btter is incorrect.
Though Pbniscig regards both bronzes as workshop
variants of a lost original. there is no reason to doubt the
status of either statuette as an autograph work by Riccio.
The strongly expressive heads and heavy modelling suggest that they are likely to belong to a relatively early
phase in his cafeer. and precede the documented biblical
reliefs in the Santo at Padua (IS06). Early photographs of
the Louvre bronze show the figure attached to a wooden
tree-trunk. which has since been temoved. The present
figure may originally have been shown against a treetrunk or a column. If, as is possible, the missing clement
supported the back of the right foot and passed between
dIe parted hands. the main view would have been less flat
than the view which is usually photographed.

Colfectioll: Dreyfus.
Exhibition: Buffalo, Albright Art Gallery, Master BrofJzes,
1937. No. 131 Qent by Duveen Brothers; reproduction
reversed in catalogue).
Litera/lire : Migeon. pp. 72-S; Migeon, in Les Arts. No. 73.
January 1908, pp. 20, 29-30; Vaudoyer. in L'Amour de
l'art. 1925. p. 248. Pianiscig, Riccio, p. 144. 14S-6; Ricci,
i, p. 16. No.8; Nicodemi. p. 93; Cott, p. 137; Landa.i.s,
pp. 43. 85. II4·

471 : Figure 492
POMONA. Black lacquer over medium brown bronze.
H. 16.4 cm.
A.I73.IIC
Naked female figure shown frontally with the right hand
extended and a bowl of fruit in the left hand. The weight
of the body rests on the right leg. The hair is decorated
with a garland and diadem.
Broken and repaired t1uough the right ankle. Right arm
broken and repaired above elbow, and fingers of right
hand severed at knuckles. Hole in head.
. The model seems to have originated as part of a brger
group. generally described as the Punishment of Pan, in
which Pan (or a Satyr) is shown in the centre tethered to a
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tree-trunk Ranked by a Cupid and the present figure. A
complete version of the group occurs on the lid of an
inkscmd in the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, and a version
in gilt bronze lacking the Cupid is in the Louvre (cxBucquet collection, Paris). The present statuette is much
superior to the corresponding figure in the complete
groups (which are accepted by Bode as works of Riccio,
and arc given by Pbniscig to the Riccio work~hop) and
is an autograph bronze of relatively early date. The hair
falling on the shoulders and the garland are of notably
high quality. The presence of examples of the statuette
without the accompanying figures in the former Kaiser
Friedrich Museum, Berlin, the Cleveland Museum of Art,
and the Museo Nazionale, Florence (Carrand Collection)
suggests that it may also have been cast as an independent
statuette.

Col1edioll: Dreyfus.
Litera/ure: Bode, J.B.S., i, 1907, p. 28; Migeon, in LeoS ArtoS,
No. 73, January 1908, pp. 23, 28-9; Migeon, in us Arts,
No. II7, September 19I1, p. 9 repro (for Bucquet group);
Plan.i.scig, Riccio, p. 254, 485 n., No. 128; Ricci, i, p. 20,
No. II; Cott, p. 137 (all as Riccio).

The bronze is illusrrated by Planiscig as a work of Riccio.
and is related by him to a Satyr with raised hand holding
a Shell formerly in the Barsanti Collection, Rome, now in
rhe Musco di palazzo Venezia, and to a related bronze in
Berlin in which the shell is missing. A second version of
the present model in Munich lacks the base; in this the
upper part of the COlndlestick and the lower part of the
forward leg have been broken off, and the left hand is
differently placed. The screw on the base indicates the
presence of an inkwell, in the form either of a shell or of
a vase (for these compare generally similar bronzes of
somewhat superior quality in the Louvre and the Germain
Seligmann collection).

Collcction: Stefano Bardini (sale New York, April 24-27.
1918, No. 100); Cbrence H. Mackay.
Literature: Valentiner, Cataloglle of tl,e Clarence H. Mackay
Collectioll, New York, 1926, No. 23 (as Riccio); Planiscig,
Riccio, 1927. pp. 330-1, 484, No. 100 (as Riccio); fig. 418,
419 (for Louvre and Scligmann bronzes); Weihrauch, No.
86 (noting related bronzes at Brunswick, Brussels, Frankfurt-am-Main, Modena, and in the Museo Correr, Venice).

474 : Figure 494
472 : Figure 490
H EAD Of A MAN. Dlack lacquer over dark brown bronze.
H. S.6 cm.
A.20!M9C
The head, which is severed through the neck by breakage
or a casting flaw, shows a clean-shavell mall with short,
unruly hair, a furrowed forehead and open mouth.
Nose slightly rubbed down.
As noted by Cou, the head recurs in a statuette of Vulcan
in tlle collection of A. C. de Frey, New York (1951). It is
rightly classified by Planiscig as a relatively early work
connected in style with the Entombment rdief (No. 203).

Collectioll: Dreyfus.
Literatlrre: Planiscig, Riccio. pp. 14S~, fig. IS8, and P.B.I.,
1930, pI. LVII, fig. 87; Ricci, i, p. S6, No. 49; Cott, p. 138
(all as Riccio).

473 : Figure 486

JUDITH WITH TIIB HEAD 01' HOLOF.I!RNBS. Black lacquer
(much rubbed) over medium brown bronze. H. 6.S cm.
A.17 I.9C
Judith is shown standing frontally with a wide-bladed
sword resting against her right shoulder. She holds the
hC3d of Holofernes in her left hand. Her left knee is flexed
and her head is turned slightly to her left.
No other version of the model is recorded. The rubbing
of the lacquer seems to indicate that the figure formed the
handle of a lamp or inkstand. Inkstands with handles in
the form of reductions from the Bellano David are also
known. Despite its diminutive scale, the quality of the
present figure is conspicuously high, and an ascription to
the Riccio workshop proposed by Ricci is fully warranted.
The figure may depend from a lost autograph bronze of
larger size.

Collcct,'oll: Dreyfus.
Literature: Ricci, i, p. 18, NO.9; Cott, p. 137 (both as
Riccio).

Salllllel H. Kress POII/u/atioll, New York.
SATYR HOLDING A CANDLESTICK. Dlack lacquer over
dark brown bronze. H. 22.5 cm.
Lo80
Mounted on a triangubr base raised on naturalistic feet,
the Satyr is shown kneeling on the left knee. The left hand
is cxtended, and in the right, which is raised to shoulder
height, is a candlestick decorated with acanthus foliage.
The face of the Satyr is turned up towards the candle. In
the forward right comer of the base is a protruding screw.

475 : Figure 497
FETTBRED SATYR. Black lacquer over medium brown
bronze. H. 7.4 cm.
A.I86.24C
The Satyr is seated cross-legged on a branch. His hands are
tied behind his back, and his head is upturned to the left.
Conspicuously fine cxample of a figure variously described
as Pan and Marsyas. Inferior versions of the model, in
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which the figure is bound to a tree. exist in Florence and
Vienna (Planiscig, Riccio, fig. 389, 390). In an engraving
of a lost bronze recorded in 1700 in the De Wild collection,
Amsterdam (PI:miscig. op. cit., fig. 391), the se:lted figure is
accompanied by a standing Apollo. A similar figure occurs
on the lid of a triangular lamp in the Frick Collection, New
York (The Frick COllectiOll, v. 1953, No. 26).
Collectioll: Dreyfus.
Literature: Migeon, inLes Arts, No. 73,January 1908, p. 16;
Ricci, i, p. 40. No. 24; Cott, p. 138 (alias Riccio).

476 : Figure 498
INKWBLL IN TIIB FORM OF A CHILD CARRYING A SnBLL.
Dlack lacquer (rubbed on body but well preserved on
shell) over medium brown bronze. H. 11.6 cm.
A.188.26c
The child is shown walking forwards with the left leg
advanced and the head upturned. He wears a short tunic
and carries a sea-shell (Murex brall/{aris [Ljlllltlells]) on the
left shoulder. The figure is cast in one with the shell.
Versions of the modd exist in some numbers, and vary
between the poles of a good example in Berlin and a coarse
derivative in the Victoria and Albert Museum. Odler
examples are recorded at Hamburg and in dle Musie
J:lcquemart-Andrc, Paris, and in the former Pierpont
Morgan and Castiglioni collections. A complete example
of the inkstand, in which dle figure is mounted on a
triangular base with a second shell at the feet, was in the
Miller von Aichholz and Marquise de GaIUy collections
(for this see C. Dreyfus, in Les Arts, No. 96, December
1909. pp. 26, 30). In the present statuette the folds of dle
tunic arc less sharply defined than in the Derlin bronze,
where a different shell is shown. All the surviving versions
(including the present bronze and that in Berlin) arc assigned to the Riccio workshop by Dode and PIaniscig.

Collection: Dreyfus.
Literatllre; Migeon, in Lcs Arts, No. 73, January 1908,
pp. 24, 26; Planiscig. Riccio, pp. 200-1, 481; Bode, 1930,
p. 16; Ricci, i, p. 42, No. 26; Cott, p. 138 (all as Riccio).

477 : Figure 499
STANDINC Doy. Medium brown patina. H. 9 cm.
A.197·35C
The child wears a tunic or smock, and over his left shoulder
carries a small barrel suspended from a stick. He gazes
down at a purse or scrip held in the right hand. The figure
is cast in one with its shallow octagorul base.
The statuette exists in many variants, at Vienna (Planiscig,
BrcJl/zeplastikell, No. 29, as Riccio), Derlin (Bode, 1903,
No. 63, as Riccio workshop) and elsewhere; in one of
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these, as Tobias, in the Museo Nazionale, Florence. the
scrip is replaced by a fish. The model is almost certainly
due to Riccio, though, as observed by Planiscig (RicciO,
pp. 199-200), none of the surviving versions is autograph.
The subject is doubtfully identified by Planiscig, on the
strength of a figure in the Musco Pia-Clementino of the
Vatican (for which see Clarac, Mllsle de sculptllre al/tique
et modeme, Paris, 1836-'7, pl. 655, No. r507) as the child
Mercury.

Collectioll: Dreyfus.
Literatllre: Ricci, i, p. 48, No. 3S; Cott, p. 139 (both as
Italian, early sixteenth century).

478 : Figure 488
BUTTING GOAT. Black laequer over rich brown bronze.
H. 9.8 em.
A.230.7IC
The gO:lt is shown with head drawn in, b:t1anced on its
rear legs. Left in dle rough undernc::ath.
A second example of the statuette is recorded in the Pierpont Morgan eollection and is now in the depot of the
Frick Colleetion. The Morgan bronze is given by Dode
to the Riccio workshop, and the present bronze is ascribed
by Ricci to Riccio. The statuette seems to have formed
part of a group of a Goat butting a Satyr, of which an
inferior Paduan replica is in the Louvre.

Colfectioll: Dreyfus.
Literatllre : Ricci, i, p. 86, No. 71 (as Riccio); Cott, p. 138
(as Riccio); Migeon, in Les Arts, No. 180, 1919, p. 16
(for Louvre group as PadlUll. fifteenth century, 'par un
sculpteur qui peut bien avoir ete Andrea Riccio'); Dade,
I.B.S., ii, 1907, p. II, fig. I I (for Morgan bronze as
Paduan); Bode, Morgall, i, 1910, p. 20, No. 71 (as workshop of Riccio).

479 : Figure 489
LAMP IN TlIB FORM OF A SATYR HBAD. Black lacquer
A.2II.SIC
over dark brown bronze. H. 7.5 em.
Lamp in the form of a negroid satyr hc::ad crowned with
ivy, with opcn mouth and a protruding tongue to hold
the wick, a hinged lid above the forchead, and a handle at
the back. The lamp terminates below in a circular moulded
base cast in one with the he:ld, with, beneath, a cireular
copper plate incised widl two indecipherable symbols.
The lamp is one of a group of small oil lamps produced
in the Riccio workshop. A closely similar example. also
on a moulded base, is in the Dayerisehes Nationalmuseum,
Munich (for this see Weihrauch, in Palltlteoll, xxv, 1940.
p. 65, and Weihrauch, p. 67, No. 90). A variant, severed
through the neck, is reeorded in the Lederer Collection,
Vienna (Planiscig, P.B.I., p. boox. No. 130), and another
example, mounted on a base widl three branches, is in the
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Victoria :md Albert Mwcum. London. Other rwted
lamps :lCC found in the former Pierpont Morgm Collection, with :l rectangular lundle (Bode, Morgoll, i, No.
59. pJ. XXXIX), the Kuruthistorisches Museum, Vienna
(planiscig, Dro/lzcplastiktll, No. 43. with different handle
and base, :md No. 44. moulded base identical with present
bronze but upper section modified). theAlbertinumat Orcsden, the Musco Nazionale. Florence. the Schlossmweum.
Stuttgart, the Musco Correr, Venice, and elsewhere. An
:utcmpt by Pbniscig: (Riccio, pp. 172-4) to distribute the
lamps bctwttn Riccio and the Riccio workshop is Wlconvincing. In the present example the surface working is
much superior to that in the version at Munich, which is
accepted by Wcihrauch as a work of Riccio, and is closdy
comparable to d13t in the Lederer bronze. which is accepted
as a work ofRicc:io by Pbniscig.

Collectioll: Dreyfw.
Literature; Ricci, i, p. S8, No. SI (:1.5 Italian, C2rly sixteenth
century); Cott, p. 138 (3.5 Paduan, C2rly sixteenth century).

480 : Figure 493
LAMP IN THE FORM Of AN Ass's HEAD. Black. hcquer
(slightly rubbed) over medium brown bronze. H. 6.9 em.
A.22I.62C
The lamp is in the form of an lUS'S hC2d. The open mouth
and tongue support tlle contliner for the wick. In the hC2d
is a circubr aperture surrounded by a raised edge. At the
lxtck. is a sC2ted dwarf with upturned head holding two
vine-branches, bdtind whom is a double lundle in the
form of a tree-stem. The severed neck of the 3.5S forms
the base of the lamp.
The lamp, wltose form is inspired by the antique, exists
in a l:l.rge number of versions, which differ from one
another in the type of dle dW:lrf (sometimes beardless :md
sometimes bearded), the shape of the collar round the
central aperture and other det::lw. Examples are found at
Vienna (three), and in the Museo Naziomle, Florence, the
Victoria :md Albert Museum, London, the Ashmolean
Museum, Oxford (two), and elsewhere. An ascription to
the Riccio workshop proposed by Bode (I.B.S., i, 1907,
pI. XLVI, NO.3) was initially rejected and subsequently
endorsed by Planiscig (BrollzepltUtikell, No. 47, as Paduan,
about 1500, closely rdated to the Riccio workshop;
Riedo, pp. 178, 488, No. 171, as Riccio). Though there is
some doubt whether the version of the lamp in Florence
is, as chimed by Dode and Phniscig, :m autogrnph work
by Riccio, the attribution to the Riccio workshop for this
:md the compwon lamps is probably correct.

Colfedioll: Dreyfus.
Literatllre: Migeon, in LesArts, No. 73,January 1908, p. 23:
Planiscig, Ricdo, p. 488, No. 171 (present eX:lmple as workshop of Riccio); Ricci, i, p. 78, No. 62 (,certtinly from

Riccio's workshop'); Cott, p. 138 (as Paduan, early six-

teatth century).

481 : Figures 503. 504
LAMP. Black. lacquer over medium brown bronze. H .
scm. Diameter (overall) I I em. Diameter of central aperture 3.S cm.
A.2Ig.60c
The lamp is circular with three small circular projections
which rC:ld from above as att::lchments for the wicks md
from benC2th as nule rrusks. On the upper and lower faces
are three reliefs. Those on the upper surfacc show (i) a
reclining fenule figure holding a thyrsus with her left
hand on a wheel, with, to the right, a putto playing on a
syrinx, (ii) a seated satyrcss pointing Qeft) to a cartcllino
attached to a tree-trunk, with (right) a bea.rded satyr and a
child, (iii) a reclining nymph with:l. C.1Sket in front of her,
accompanied by rwo putti. The relic1S on the bottom
represent (i) a female figure on the baek of m ichthyocentaur with a lyre or violin, with rwo other musicrruking figures, (ii) a similar figure in reverse with two
putti, (iii) a satyr SOled on a dmgon with other figurcs.

A much inferior three-wick. gilt bronze lamp in closely
similar form (H. 4.7 cm., D. I I em.) is recorded in the
Hawuer collection, Derlin (Dade, Die Samml,mg OlUJr
Haillalfer, Derlin, 1897, No. 237, p. 299, as Riccio), and is
now in the National Gallery of Art (Widener collection).
According to Ricci, the prcsent bronze was regarded by
Bode as 'a portion of a lamp, referring to more complete
examples in the Louvre md in the Munich N ational
Museum'. Dode's reference, however, (I.B.S., i, 1907. p. 29,
md I.B.R., p. 49) is to m unspecified relief in the Dreyfus
collection, which might conjecturally luve fo rmed the
cover of rwo differently shaped lamps in Paris and Munich
(for these see Pbniscig, Riccio, fig. 310, 3U). In the centre
of the base of the present lamp is :m indented circle, which
suggests that it was originally raised on a support. The
central aperture was perhaps closed by a lid. Save in tllcse
rwo respects the lamp is complete in its present form. The
present lamp md that in the Widener collection arc ignored in Phniscig's monogmph on Riccio. Dode's attribution to the Riccio workshop is none the less likely to he
correct.
Collection: Dreyfus.

Literatflre: Ricci, i, p. 76, No. 60; Cott, p. 137 (both as
Padu:lJl, about ISoo).

482 : Figures 495. 496
SAND-Box. Medium brown parina. H. 7 em., W. 17 em.
A.216·S7C
Triangular sand-box, of which the three faces contlin tmpezoidal plaquettes showing (i) thc Triumph of Silenl1s,
who is carried to the right in a procession of putti headed
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by a satyr playing the syrinx, (ii) a bacchanalian scene in
wruch a satyr is suckled by a goat to the accompaniment of
(right) a putto playing the syrinx and a satyr playing the
lute, and (iii) an allegory showing Qefc) a figure of Victory,
(centre) Chronos seated on a lion, and (right) a veiled
woman with two putti and a vase inscribed with the letters
v I R. At the comers are three figures in helmets terminating
below in scrolls.
From comparison with a complete version of the model
in Berlin, it appears that one foot has been broken and
that the remaining scrolls have been twisted to ensure
stabilit)·. In an inferior version formerly in the E. Simon
collection, Berlin, the feet have been reduced. In its
perfect form the sand-box is raised on three extended
scrolls, and has a flat lid with, in the centre, a standing
female figure. The plaquettes also occur singly in the
present collection (No. 230, 231), the Estcnsische Kunstsammlung, Vienna, Berlin, and elsewhere. The reliefs
arc variously given to Riccio (Bode, Bange, planiscig),
to the school of Riccio (~dagan), and to a follower
of Riccio (Middeldor£). None of the surviving versions is
autograph. If designed by Riccio, they arc late works;
the form of the three terminal figures would in itself
suggest a dating ca. IS30. The trurd of the three reliefs is
described (Bange, Middeldorf) as an Allegory of Fate on
account of analogies between the vase inscribed VIR (for
VIRTUTlS) and the so-called Allegory of Fate on Riccio's
Della Torre monument. The fact that the figure on the
right is here represented blindfold seems to indicate that
the relief is related progrnmmatically to the scenes of
licence on the two remaining faces of the box.

Collectioll: Dreyfus.
Literalllre: Molinier, Nos. 413, 414. 415 (as P3du3n); Bode,
1.B.S., i, 1907, pI. LV, LVI (as Riccio): Dange, Nos.
376A-C, 377 (as Riccio); Macbgan. pp. 24-S (as school of
Riccio); Planiscig, Riccio, pp. 275-7 (as Riccio); Ricci, i,
p. 70, No. 57 (as Paduan, about ISoo, with 3n attribution
beneath to Riccio): Middeldorf, Morgemoth, No. 20)
(version of third relief as follower of Riccio): Cott, p. 137.
146 (3S Padu:m, about ISoo).

RICCIO (AFTER)
483 : Figure 502
STANDING Doy. Medium brown brome. H. 9.5 cm.
A.19 8·3 6c
The statuette depends from the same modd as No. 477.
Part of the staff is visible on the left shoulder 3nd in the
left hand, but the barrel is missing. The right hand holding
the scrip has been broken off.

In addition to the discrepancies noted above, the present

st:ttuette differs from No. 477 in that the folds of the tunic
arc more clabornte and the chiselling of the hili is less
refined. It can hardly have been made before the middle
of the sixteenth century.

Collectioll: Dreyfus.
Literature: Ricci, i, p. 48, No. 36; Cott, p. 13S (both as
Italian, C3rly sD..'teenth century).

484 : Figure 501
STANDING Boy. Hcavy black lacquer (rubbed locally)
over medium brown bronze. H. 9.5 cm.
A.I99.37C
The statuette depends from the same model as No. 477.
The left knee is more sharply flexed, dIe right arm and left
hand arc held further from the body, and the angle of the
head is modified. The upper part of the object held in the
left and the lower p3rt of the right hand arc missing.
The statuette W3S not produced within the framework of
the IUccio workshop, and corresponds in date and style
with No. 483. The object held in the left hand is perhaps
a twist of drapery. The excessively large cars arc an unattractive fC:lture of trus debased variant.

Collectioll: Dreyfus.
Literatllre: Ricci, i. p. 49, No. 37: Cott, p. 139 (both as
Italian, early sixteenth century).

485 : Figure 500
FETTBRBD SATYR. Natural reddish brown patina. H. 8.9
A.18S.23C
cm.
The Satyr is seated cross-legged. His arms arc tied behind
his back by. a band over the wrists, and rus head is upturned
to the left.
The pose of the figure corresponds with that of a bound
Satyr on dIe lid of an inkstand from the Riccio workshop
formerly in the Taylor Collection, London (Planiscig,
Riccio, fig. 396). The blunt decai.l and rubbed down nose
confirm dial dIe present bronze also served as the handle
of a lamp or inkstand, and was not made:lS 3n independent
statuette. Though dIe model origitutes with Riccio, the
modelling and chasing of the present figure do not permit
an attribution to the Riccio workshop, to wruch it is
assigned by Ricci, and it is likely to have been made in
Padua about the middle of the sixteenth century. A figure
of a bound satyr gazing upwards to the right, in wruch
the surf3ce working of the thighs is closely simil:tr, is in
Derlin (K.F.M., 1930, No. 60).

Colledioll: Dreyfus.
Literature: Ricci, i, p. 40, No. 23; Cotto p. 138 (both as
Riccio).

NICCOLO ROCCATAGLIATA
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NICCOLO ROCCATAGLIATA
(active '593-,636)
Genocsc by birth, Roccatagliata. is first mentioned in
Venice in 1593. but may already have been active at a

rather carlier time. The development of his style can
be traced through two bronze statuettes of 5S. George

and Stephen in S. Giorgio Maggiore, Venice (1593).
some sconces (1594) and c:mdlesticks (1598) in the
same church, and a signed altar frontal with an Allegory ofRcdemprion in S.Moisc(I633}cxccutcdjointly
with his son Sebastiana.

SEVERO DA RAVENNA

SEVERO DA RAVENNA
The Paduan sculptor Severo da Ravenna is mentioned
in the De Seu/plura of Pomponius Gauricus (1504).
and is known through two signed works, a marble
statue of the Baptist in the Santo at Padua (documented 1500) and a bronze inkstand in the form of a
dragon, which was formerly in the Robert Mayer
collection, Vienna, and is now in the Blumka collection, New York. In the field of the small bronze the
activity of Severo da Ravenna rWlS parallel to that of
Riccio.

486 : Figures 57!, 572
Mrs. RuslJ H. Kress, New York.
Two CANDLESTICKS.

Dark

patina.

H. 16.2 em. L.8IA-IB

The upper part is in the form of a three-handled urn, of
which the faces arc filled with putta heads surmounted
by scrolls. The circular lower section is raised on three
winged female figures with claw feet and birds' tails, the
extremities of whose wings are tied with drapery. The two
candlesticks are identical.
The bronzes belong to a frequently eneOlUltered class of
late sixteenth-century Venetian candlestick. Two closely
simi.lar examples (wrongly identified by Valentiner with
the present pmr) were successively in the Rodolphe Kann,
Pierpont Morgan and Enrico Caruso collections. Other
pairs are recorded in the Eduard Simon collection, Berlin,
and in the Kunsthistorischcs Museum, Vienna. A single
cmdlestick from another pair is in the Louvre. The present
candlesticks, which are of equivalent quality to the Kmn.
pair and arc superior in fmish to the Vienna candlesticks,
are correctly ascribed by Valentiner to the Roccat::l.glia.tl
workshop. The supporting figures at the base recur in
an inkstand from the ROCC3tlglia.t:l studio in the former
Castiglioni collection, Vienna.

Collectioll: Clarence H. Mackay; Samud H . Kress (1936).
Literature: Catalogue oj the Rodolphe Kallll Collectioll:
Objets d'Art. i, Paris, 1907, No. 55 (pair of candlesticks as
Venetian, sixteenth century); Bode. Morgall, ii, 1910, No.
2.00 (pair of candlesticks as Vittoria); Enrico Caruso sale,
New York, 2-8 March 1923 (No. lOll, pair of cndlesticks as Vittoria); Planiscig, Brollzepltllfl'ktll, Nos. 194. 195
(Vienna candlesticks as Veneti:tn, second half of the sixteenth century); Valentiner. in Art ill America, xiii, 1925,
p. 331 (Mackay cndlesticks as Rocct::lgliata); Valentiner,
Cataloglle oj the Clarellce H. Mackay Collectioll, New York,
192.6, No. 30 (present candlesticks as Roccatagliatl;
provenance incorrcct); Die Sammlllllg Dr. Eduard S,'/IIOII,
Derlin, 192.9. Nos. 84, B5 (pair of candlesticks :IS Venetian,
second half of the sixteenth century); Planiscig, V.B., fig.
665 (Castiglioni inkstand as Workshop of RocC3t::l.gliat::l.).

SnA-MoNsTER. Medium brown bronze. L.

21.3

cm.

A.22B.6gc

A monster covercd with scales with its front claws and

fins extended and the tail curled at the back. The human
h~d, be:lrded and terminating above in a decorative excrescence, is turned upwards with open mouth.
Two claws of left foot made up. one claw of right foot
missing.
In its complete form the model shows Neptune with a
S~-Monster. The finest extant exa.mples of the two-figure
bronze are in the Frick Collection, New York, and the
National Gallery of Art (Widener collection). Coarser
versions exist in the Musco Naziorule, Florence, and elsewhere. In addition the monster occurs separately, sometimes as the base for an inkwell with a receptacle between
the front feet or with a shell placed on the tail or back.
Initially credited to Bellano (Bode) or Riccio (Ricci), the
model was subsequently rcattributed by Plalliscig to an
independent Meister des Drachens. Since the discovery
of a version of the model signcd by Severo dOl Ravenna.
formerly in the Robert Mayer collection, Vienna, now in
the Blumka collection. New York, the bronzes have been
given to this sculptor. The variants of the model differ
greatly in quality ; no version of the Dragon alone has
strongly nurked autograph character as the signed bronze,
and no version of the complete model with Neptune and
:I Sea-Monster is of equivalent quality to those in the Frick
and Widener collections. The present example is a good
workshop cast. No. 488 is an inferior reduction also
emanating from the Severo d<l Ravcnna workshop; the
claws of the front feet arc not separated. the beard is
conventionalised, and the surface working is inert. A
version in Vienna (No. 22) differs from tlle present bronze
only in details of surface working and in the modelling
of tlle tail.

Collectioll: Comte R. de Yanville (sale Paris. 27 February
1907. No. 18); Dreyfus.
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Litera/ure: Migeon, in Les Arts, No. 73, ]anu,ny 1908, p.
24 (as Paduan); Phniscig, Riccio, p. 112 (as Meister des
Drachens); Ricci, i, p. 85, No. 6g (as Riccio); Planiscig.
in W J.. n.f. ix. 1935. pp. 75-86 (for aUribution to Severo
da Ravenna); Can, p. 138 (as Riccio).

488 : Figure 485
SEA- MoNSTER. Medium brown bronze. L. 13.8 cm.
A.227.68c

A monster covered with scales, with front feet and fins
extended and a forked tail curled at the back. The human
head is turned upwards with open mouth.
See No. 487.

Collectioll: Dreyfus.
Literotflre: Ricci, i, p. 84. No. 68; Cote, p. 138 (both as
Riccio). For further bibliography see No. 4B7.

489 : Figure 473
ARION SEATED ON A SHELL. Black lacquer (somewlut
rubbed) over dark brown bronze. H. B.6 cm. A.I72.IOC
Arion is represented as a bearded male nude seated on a
sea-shell (Galcodca cchiuopfJora [Linnaeus]) . His head is bent
over a viol which he plays widl a bow held in the right
hand. Figure and shell Clst separately.
The left arm broken above the clbow and the right leg
severed at the ankle. Hanelle of viol broken off.
The bronze, described by Ricci as •A Musician on a Shell',
seems to represent Arion, who is depicted by Riccio (in a
celebrated statuette in the Louvre) and by Modemo (in a
cycle of plaquettes) as a bearelless youth, but is also shown
(e.g. by Mantegna in the Camera degli Sposi at Mantua
and in a woodcut illustration to the Venice edition of
Ovid's Fa5ti of 150B) as a bearded man. The statuette is
given by Ricci to dIe Riccio workshop, but does not figure
clsewhere in dIe literature of Riccio. It may be ascribed
with some confidence to Severo da Ravenna on the basis
of statuettes of Neptune in the former Figdor and Gualino
collections and in the Schuster collection, Amsterdam,
published by Planisdg.

Colledioll: Dreyfus.
LiteM/lire: Ricci, i, p. IB, No. 10; Cou, p. 137 (both as
Riccio); Planiscig, in WJ., n.f. ix, 1935, pp. 83-4 (for
related bronzes).

'll

shows Neptune (right) presiding over a battle of sea-gods
and icluhyoccntaurs. Against the water at the base are the
inverted heads of three vanquished ma1e figures.
The relief reproduces the left side of the front of a writing
casket in the Bayerisches Nationalmuseum, Munich. It
recurs in its present incomplete and asymmetrical form on
the lids of the caskets in the former Kauffm:um and Castiglioni Collections. As noted by Weihrauch, the composition
recalls that of a sarcophagus from Trastevere reproduccd
in the Codex Escurialensis (f. 5V.); a figure on the extreme
left shows a general correspondence with a figure in
Mantegna's engraving of the Battle of the Sea-Gods
(B.IB). The Castiglioni casket is given by Planiscig to dIe
artist responsible for a plaquette of the Triumph of
Neptune and Amphitrite in Berlin, the right lulf of which
reappears on one end of the Munich writing Clsket. The
audlorship of the writing Clsket (which is wrongly ascribed by Weihrauch to Riccio) is in turn inseparable from
that of a bronze basin in the Kunsthistorisches Museum,
Vienna, whieh is decorated with a frieze of marine deities
and where the hanellcs arc in the form of snakes and satyr
masks, and of a bronze box (sec No. 491), the front and
back of which arc decorated with nymphs mounted on
centaurs. The Medusa head above a garland on the ends
of the bronze box recurs on a sand-box (sec No. 493)
and the classical bust in the centre of the front and back
reappears on the ends of a box of different design (sec
No. 492). The conclusion is thus inescapable that the
two boxes, die sand-box, the casket of which the present
relief forms the lid, £he Munich writing-caskct and £he
Vienna bowl were designed in a single studio. The satyr
masks on the handles of the Vielma bowl are dosely
rcl:l.[ed to the head of the Dragon in the inkstand signed by
Severo da Ravenna, and there is a presumption that all
these artefacts were produced in the workshop of this
artist. They are, however, of markedly discrepant quality,
and the present rclief is mudl inferior to the relief on the
writing-casket in Munich.

Colfeclioll: Dreyfus.
.
Literature: Ricci, i, p. 74, No. 59: Cott, p. 137 (both as
Paduan~ about 1500); Planiscig, Colfcziolle Cnmillo C(JStigliolli: ratnfogo del' brollzi, p. 22, No. 14 (for Castiglioni
casket); Bange, No. 536 (for Berlin plaquctte); Weihrauch, in Pnll/heoll, xviii, 1960, pp. 2.22-31 (for Munich
writing casket); Pope-Hennessy, in Smith College Museum
of Art: Rellaissallce Brollzes ill Amcri{tJ1l Collectiolls, 1964,
p. 5 (for attribution to Severo da Ravenna).

490 : Figure 477

491 : Figures 478-480

LID Of A Box. Very dark brown lacquer over dark reddish
brown bronze. L. 2.1.3 COl., W. 12..2 cm.
A.2.I B.59C

CASRBT. Medium brown patina. H. 7.4 cm., L. 2.0 cm.,
A.214.SSC
B. 10.7 em.

The rectangular upper surface of the lid (which is raised
on a border of acanthus leaves terminating in a moulding)

On the lid, within a border of palmeues, is a Medusa head
enclosed in a wreath flanked by two winged putti holding
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ribbons. The front and back arc formed by reliefS of a bust
with right shoulder bared in a wreath composed of cornucopias held in phce by two centaurs with nymphs on their
b:lcks. At each end is a Medusa head above a gArland
lunging from MO bucrancs. In the interior arc channels

Collectlo/l : Dreyfus.
LUeratlire: Ricci, i, p . 72, No. 58: Con, p. 137 (both as
Paduan, about 1500); PolJak and MUntz, Fleccs de c"oix de
la collectiou Strogauoff, 1912, ii, pI. c, No.2.

for partitions. Hinges of lid oflater date. The c::lSkct stands
on four depressed globular feet.

493 : Figures 474-476

One of the finest surviving examples of a c:ukct of which
upwards of twenty examples arc known. Versions exist
in the Louvre, the Musco Estcruc, Modena, the Musco
Naziona1e. Florence (C:mand Collection), in Berlin, and
elsewhere. The casket was at one rime regarded as the work
of Donatcllo, and was subsequendy associated with Cara-

dosso and Dram:mtc. It is ascribed by Phniscig to Desiderio
d:l Firenzc, and by Middddorf, Ricci, and Wcmr3uch to
an unidentified Paduan artist active about 1500. The arguments in favour of a Paduan origin are overwhelming.
The rcdating implied in Planiscig's ascription to Desiderio
da Firenze (ca. 1540) is, however, inadmissible, and the
casket can hardly be dated later than the early sixteenth century. For the :lttribution to Severo dOl Ravenna see No. 490.

Collectio,,: Daron de Theis (sale Paris, 6 May 1874. No.
884): Dreyfus.
Literatme: Dode, 1904, No. 1416 (as Caradosso): Bode,
1.B.S., ii, 1907, pI. 131/ii; Bode in Zeitschrlft jlir Mlmismarik, xxxiii, 1921-2, p. 145 (as Bramante): Plmtiscig, in
Zj".D.K., lxiv, 1930-1, pp. 75-6 (as Desiderio da Fircnze):
Nicodemi, pp. 115-16 (:IS Caradosso); Ricci, i, p. 66, No. 55
(as Paduan, about 1500): Cott, p. 137 (as Paduan, about
1500); Wcihrauch, pp. 72-3 (as Padu:m, about 1500).

492 : Figures 481-483
CASKET. Black lacquer over medium brown bronze.
H. 4.7 cm., L. 17.2 cm., B. 7.5 cm.
A.217.58c
On the lid, within a moulded border, is a flaming urn of
which the handles arc held by two' winged putti. With
his free hand each putto clasps a garland. On the front and
back are two rows of palmettes divided by a cable-fillet,
and at the ends this decoration is reinforced by a male or
female bust. In the vase (which lies to the right of the centre
of the lid) is a hole for a handle; the mark of a circular boss
appears beneath. The hinges arc of lighter metal than the
remainder of the casket, and arc not original.
It can be established that the casket, which is encountered
with some frequency, was produced in the same studio as
No. 491, since the busts on the two ends correspond
with those on the front and back of that work. In some
versions of the casket (e.g. in the former Stroganoff
collection, Rome, and in the Louvre) a lid corresponding
with that of No. 491 is substituted for the present lid.
For the :lttriburion to Severo da Thlvenna see No. 490.

SAND-Box. Black lacquer over medium brown bronze.
A.215.56c

H. 7.5 cm., W. 10.5 cm.

Triangular sand-box of which two sides contain reliefs of
a Medusa head above a garland hanging from two buerancs; on the third side the Medusa head is replaced by a
relief of a female head in left profile on a circular fidd
corresponding with No. 332. On the upper surface are
three harpies separated by lion masks. The box stands on
three depressed globular feet.
The plaquettes on two of the three faces correspond with
those on the ends of No. 491, and there is thus a presumption that the sand-box and the casket were made in
the same studio. A related sand-box with three Medusa
heads is in the Liechtenstein collection. For the attribution
to Severo da Ravenna see No. 490.

Collection: Dreyfus.
Literatllre: rucci, i, p. 68, No. 56: Cott, p. 135 (both as
Paduan, about 1500).

MASSIMILIANO SOLDANI
(1656-1740)
Of Florentine birth, Soldani was trained in Rome
under eiro Ferri and Ercole Ferrata. On his return to
Florence he practised :IS a bronze sculptor and med:lllist,
becoming the most celebrated speci:llist bronze artist
of his time.
494 : Figure 573
Srnttle Art MuseulII, Seattle (Washi/lgtoll) .
THE LAMENTATION OVER TIlE DEAD CHRIST. Bronze.
H. 50.9 cm., W. 74.9 cm.
On the rocky ground the dead body of Christ lies with
head supported to the left against the moulded edge of the
sarcophagus. From behind the Virgin gazes down into
his face. Her right arm rests on the tomb, and with her
left hand she proffers the crown of thorns to an angel
kneeling on the right. On the left a standing angel turns
aside to stem his tears. At the back of the tomb in the centre
the shroud is held up by a flying angel. A fourth angel
appears at the back on the right. The lid of the sarcophagus is set diagonally on the left behind the main group.
Certificated by Planiscig as a work of Algardi. the group
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was later attributed to Soldani by Middeldorf. The composition seems to have enjoyed some popularity, and
formed the basis of a Lamentation group in Doccia porcelain, of which examples are in the Corsini collection,
Florence, the National Museum at Stockholm, and the
Hispanic Society in New York, and of two wax derivatives
in the Villa La Quiete and the museum at Doccia. The
last of these is stated by Morazzoni to carry the inscription:
'in espiazione dc' mici peccati 1742', and on the strength of
this it is inferred by Suich that the present group chtes from
about 1740. The inscription C3lUlot be personal to Soldani,
who had died two years before, and has no evidential value
for the daring of the bronze. A second bronze group in the
Walters Art Gallery at Daltimore comprises three figures of
the Dead Christ, the Virgin and an angel receiving the
crown of thoms, all of which correspond more or less
closely with figures in the present group. The Baltimore
bronze is regarded by Suida as 'a bronze replica by Soldani
of part of the s:!.me composition', and by Lankheit as an
e;ulierscheme from which the present group was elaborated.
The three-figure group is dated by Lankhcit about 1715,
when a terracotta modcl by Soldani of dle Pied. was
exhibited at the Accademia del Disegno in Florence, and
the present group is redated by him to the durd decade
of the century. The group forms part of an evolving series
of portrayals by Soldani of the Lamentation over the
Dead Christ, of which the earliest are a bronze rclief in
Munich (about 1(95) and a group known from a single
derivative in porcelain in the Dritish Museum.

Literature: Barber, Spallish Porceiaills alld Terra Cottas ill the
Collcctioll oj the Hispanic Society oj America. New York.
1915. pI. VII, VIII (for Hispanic Society derivative);
Morazzoni, Le porcel/alle italiallf!, Rome, 1935, pI. XXXI
(for wax replica); Harmover, Pottery (llld Porcelaill, London,
1925, fig. 573 (for Stockholm derivative); Suich, Europeal!
Paintings alia Sculptllfe /rom tfle Samlld H . Kress Collection:
Seattle Art Mllseum, 1954, pi 82; Lankhcit, in Journal oj ti,e
Walters Art Gallery, xix-xx, 1956-57, pp. 9-15; Frodtingham, in The COlIl/oisseur, cxl, 1957, p. 200; Lankhcit,
Florelltillische Barockplastik, 1962, pp. 137-8, 215, pI. 128,
129; Ginori Lisci, La Porcel/alla di Docoa, 1963, p. 141.

VECCHIETTA
Lorenzo di Pietro, called Vecchieua, was born at Castiglione d' Orcia, probably in 1412, and was active in
Siena from 1428 until his death in 1480. Knowledge
of his work in bronze rests on a tabernacle in Siena
Cathedral (documented 1467-'72), a relief of the
Resurrection in the Frick Collection, New York
(signed and dated 1472), and a statue of the Risen
Christ in S. Maria della Scala, Siena (signed and dated

1476).

495 : Figure 47'
WINGED FEMALE FIGURE HOLDING A

CORNUCOPIA.

Black lacquer over dark reddish brown bronze. H. 45-4
em.
A.1653
The figure, which is naked and winged, is shown standing
on the upper surfOlcc of a vcttical scallop shell. With both
hands she clasps a spiral cornucopia, the base of which
rests on her right thigh. The 1eft knee is flexed, and the
body is turned above the waist. Her glance is directed at
the cornucopia. The top of the cornucopia is incomplete
(see bclow), and there is a break on the front edge. The
tips of the wings have been broken and reset.
The statuette is righdy described by Dode as one of the
most notable small bronzes surviving from the quattrocento. At the time of purchase by dIe Derlin museum it was
ascribed by Bode (1904) to Donatello. Three years later
the attribution to Donatello WOlS restated by Bode, in
Italial! Brollze Statllettes ojtTle Rellaissallce, where the bronze
is brought into connection with 3 Male Figure standing
on a Shell in a private collection in Paris. This second figure,
which is untraced, was regarded by Dade as a work of the
later fifteenth century. The ascription to Donatello is repeated by Dade in the second edition of this book (1922),
where the statuette in Paris is assigned to the sixteenth
cenUiry. DonOltello's authorship of the present statuette is
contested by Venturi (1906), and in 1907 the bronze was
republished by Schubring as the work of an unidentified
Sienese sculptor. Rc::attributed by Bode (1930) to a Florentine or Sienese follower of Donatel1o, it was later (1932)
ascribed by Weinberger to an arrlstin the cirde ofBertoldo
and Polbjuolo. The theory of a Sienese origin ,vas accepted
by Planiscig, who gave it tentatively to Francesco di
Giorgio; this attribution was later endorsed by Schubring,
but was rejected by Weller. The handling is throughout
less nervous and broken thOln in authenticated bronzes by
Francesco di Giorgio, and dlere can be litde doubt that
the bronze is, as Dode supposed, of somewhat earlier chte.
Close analogies for the modelling of the legs and feet, for
the torsion of the figure and for the type occur among the
statuettes on the tabernacle by Vecchietu in the Duomo at
Siena. especially in the Christ at the apex of the tabernacle
and in the seated Virtues in niches beneadl. The identity
of handling is duoughout so close that the bronze can only
be regarded as a work of Vee chietta. Though the statuette
in Paris was dismissed by Bode in 1930 as a free replica
of a lost counterpart to the present bronze, dOlting from dIe
second half of dIe sixteenth century, the small photograph
in Bode's book suggests that in Olddition to the motif of the
vertical shell, which is common to both statuettes, the
treatment of the protuberant calves and of the hair is
closely similar. The Male Figure is shown with both arms
raised, supporting a circular disc with a pricket for a
candle. If the object held in the hands of the present figure
also terminated in a disc, it would originally have read as
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torch not as a cornucopia, and Dodc's identification of

the subject as Flora or Abundantia would conscqucndy be
WltelUble. It is likely that the complex of which the two
sconces formed part was secular.
Col/celioll; Kaiser Friedrich Museum, Berlin (acquired 1903.
previously in Florence); Druno Kern, Vienna (1936);
Samuel H. Kress (1955).
Exllibitioll: Vicruu, Kunsthistorischcs Museum, Kld,lImns!
Jer Itnlieuisc1//!II FriilJrclloissollce. 1936, NO.7.
Literallfrc: Dode, 1904, No. 236 (as Donatcllo); Bodc,

/3

I.B.S., i, 1907. plo V (as Donatcllo). fig. S (Paris bronze
as after Don3tc110); Venturi. Storio, vi, 1908, p. 274 (,non
degna del grande m:1t:stro, aCCldemic, scnza spirito');
Schubring, Die P/astik Simas 1'//1 Quattroccllto. 1907. p. 241,
fig. 143 (as Sicncsc, fifteenth century); Dode, I.B.R., p. 8
(as Dotutc11o); Planiscig, in WJ., n.s. iii, 1929, p. 75 (as
Francesco d.i Giorgio I); Schubring, in Cicerolle, xxii, 1930,
p. 551 (as Francesco d.i Giorgio); Planiscig, P.B.I., fig. 30,
p. 8 (as Francesco d.i Giorgiol); Bode, No. 27 (as Florentine or Sienese follower of Donatello); Weinberger, in
Z/.B.K., lxv, 1932, p. 54; Born, in n.M., lxix, 1936, p.
136; Weller, Frallcesco di Giorgio, 1943. p. 320 (as possibly
Sienese, not by FrancC5co di Giorgio).

FLORENTINE: LATE FIFTEENTH
AND EARLY SIXTEENTH CENTURY
496 : Figure 49'
BUST OF A YOUTH. Black lacquer (rubbed on nose) over
A.208.47C
light yellowish bronze. H. 7.9 em.
Bust of a youth with head turned slightly to his right. The
head is covered with long curling hair. At the base the
bust is cut through the shoulders.
The head, of which other versions exist in the Grassi
collection, Florence, and in a private collection in New
York, is explained by Migeon as a St. John and by Ricci
as 'a young Bacchus or even 3. youthful Alexander'.
Technically and stylistic:l.lly the bust is incompatible with
the work of Riccio, to whom is is ascribed by Migeon and
Ricci, and it was perhaps produced in Florence in the first
quarter of the sixteenth century. It is listed by Clark among
'a number of small Renaissance bronzes cast from the wax
(which) seem to reflect Leonardesque origiruls'. The unbroken lower edge and the hollow interior filled with
remains of the original core confirm that the head is
complete in its present form and has not been reduced.

Colleetioll: Dreyfus.
Literaturc: Migeon, in Les Arts, No. 73,January 1908, p. 25
(as Riccio); Ricci, i, p. 56, No. 47 (as Riccio); Clark, A
Cataloglle of tile Drawillgs of Leollardo aa Villci ill the Collectioll of His Majesty the King at Wi"dsor Castlc, 1935, i, p. 23;
Cott, p. 138 (as Riccio).

497 : Figure 470
Two ApPLIQUES IN TUE FORM OF PAIRED DOLPHINS.
Gilt bronze (gilding rubbed above eyes and on upper part
ofshcll). H. 13 cm., W. 27.3 cm. A.276.I2oc, A.277.121C
The two appliques arc identical. The confronting dolphins
arc attached in the centre to a double scallop-shell; their
tails tw:ist upwards on either side.
The two appliques, which arc of notably fine quality, are
stated in the catalogue of the Miller von Aichholz sa.1e to
have come from Santa Maria Novella, Florence, and arc
explained by Ricci as door-handles. They appear to date
from the late fifteenth or early sixteenth century.

Collatioll: Miller von ruchholz (sale Paris, 18 May 1900,
No. 34); Dreyfus.
Literature: Migeon, inLes Arts, No. 73,January Ig08, p. )1;
Ricci, i, p. 142, Nos. 120, 121; Cott, p. 140 (both as Italian,
cady sixteenth century).

FLORENTINE: MIDDLE AND
LATE SIXTEENTH CENTURY
498 : Figure 564
MALE NUDE WITH RAISED LEFT ARM. Medium brown
bronze. H. 11.3 cm.
A.I78.16c
Standing ma.1e nude with the right hand extended and the
left arm raised.
The figure forms a counterpart to a statuette of a male nude
holding a vase in the former Kaiser Friedrich Museum,
Berlin (No. 334/Jnv. 880, for which see Bode, I.B.S., ii,
p. la, fig. 10). The somewhat greater height of the Berlin
bronze (13 em.) is explained by the fact that the right
hand is raised above the head. In the present statuette the
right hand holds 3. ring with a hole bored in it, and an
indistinguishable object, also bored, appears in the left
hand. These were perhaps linked by a chain, and the figure
would in this event represent a gladiator. Ricci's description
of the subject as Bacchus is incorrect. The Berlin bronze is
explained by Bode as a free derivative from the antique.
The two bronzes cannot be satisfactorily localised; an
origin in Florence in dle second quarter of the sixteenth
century is possible.

Collccll'oll: Dreyfus.
Literature: Ricci, i, p. 28, No. 16; Cott, p. 140 (both as
Italian, sixteenth century).

499 : Figure 563
LION. Dark lacquer (abraded locally) over medium brown
bronze. H. 35.4 cm., L. 41.9 cm.
A.I5)
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The bronze shows a lion facing to the right. The forward
right and rear left feet arc advanced, and the tail curls
round to a point in front of the rear right foot. The mouth
is open, and the head is turned in threc-quarter face. On
a bronze base cast separately. Dre$. in tail.
Initially looked upon by Bode as Italian, fIrSt half of the
sixteenth century, this fmc bronze was later reclassified
by SchottmUller as Venetian, ca. 1550, and is described by
Bange, in the Simon sale catalogue, as Florentine, first
half of the sixteenth century. In facture it recalls the Riding
Youth attacked by a Lion in the Philadelphia Museum of
Art (Foulc collection), whicll was mistakenly ascribed by
Bode to Bertoldo and is given by Planiscig (P.B.I., fig. 29)
to Rustici. Like dIe Philadelphia bronze it seems to date
from the second quarter of the sixteenth century. No other
version of the present model is known.
Collection: E. Simon; Samuel H. Kress (1945).
ExMbU,'on: New York, A. S. Drcy Galleries, Swlpture of
the Italiall Relloissance, 1935, No.8 (as Donatcllo or close

to).
Literature: Bode, I.B.S., ill, 1907, pI. CCXLvn; SchottmUller, in KUllstwam!erer, 1924-5, p. 221-5; B:mge, in Die
SawwIllllg Dr. Eduard Simoll, sale Berlin, IOlll October
1929, No. 47.

500 : Figure 562
Two HANDLES. Medium brown patina. H. 18 em., W.
I2 cm.
A.274.ll8c, A.275.II9c
In each case the oval handle, composed oflaurel, is inserted
in the mouth of a bearded satyr mask with horns and a
foliated head-dress or diadem. Six holes for fixing at the
top.
Characterised by Ricci as door-knockers, the bronzes
appear to be door or drawer handles. A third mask,
lacking the handle, is in the Museo Nazionale, Florence
(Carrand Collection, No. 292), and a fourth, complete
with handle, is in the Victoria and Albert Museum. The
four masks arc likely to be Florentine, and date from the
middle of the sixteenth century.
Collectioll: Dreyfus.
Literatllfe: Migeon, in Les Arts, No. 73, January 1908,
p. 31; Ricci, i, p. 140, Nos. 118-19; Cott,p. I40 (both as
Italian, sixteenth century).

FERRARESE: SECOND HALF OF
THE FIFTEENTH CENTURY
501 : Figure 472
SAINT GEORGE AND TilE DnAGON. Black lacquer over
rich reddish brown bronze. H. 13 cm.
A. 169·7C

The Saint, cast in one with the dragon which serves as a
base, is shown gazing downwards. The head of the dragon
is turned towards him. The Saint's right foot is drawn
back, and his left hand rests on his hip; the right hand seems
to have held a sword or lance. He wears classical armour
decorated on the skirt with a purto head, and his cloak
blows out behind him. His thick, curly hair is surmounted
by a halo.
Broken and repaired through the ankles. Edge of halo
depressed.
No other version of the model is recorded. The statuette
is given by Dode to an unidentified Paduan sculptor in the
circle of Riccio, and by Migeon and Ricci to an unidentified
Florentine fifteenth-ccntury artist. It is not, however,
directly associable with statuettes known to have been
produced in Padua or Florence, and the form of the cloak
would be more readily consistent with an origin in Ferrara
in die circle of Cosimo Tura. The use of the dragon as a
support for the main figure fmds a parallel at Ferrara in the
bronze statue of St. George cast by Niccolo Daroncelli
and Domenico di Paris for the Cathedral. The figure may
have been made about 1475 as a finial or as part of a larger
bronze complex.
Collection: Dreyfus.
Literature : Bode, I.B.S., i, 1907, pI. LXII, n. I, p. 31;
Migeon, in Les Arts, January 1908, p. 27, p. 24 ; Bode,
l.n.R., 1922, p. 30, pI. 25; Ricci, i. p. 14, NO. 7; Cott, p. 137.

PADUAN: LATE FIFTEENTH AND
EARLY SIXTEENTH CENTURY
502 :

Figure

512

INKWELL (~) IN TilE FORM OF A SEATED Boy HOLDING A
JAR. Medium brown patina. H. 6.3 cm.
A.1B7.25C
The child is scated cross-legged on the ground. He wears
a gmt skin and holds a cylindrical jar between his knees.
This statuette occurs with great frequency. In some
examples the jar is replaced by a wooden barrel (e.g.
Vienna, No. 8515875) and in others it has a decorated
surface (e.g. ViCIma, No. 86/5512). A version in the Louvre
is regarded by Courajod (in C.B.A., xxiv, 1886, pp. 312,
329) and Planiscig as antique. Variants of the model arc
recorded in the former Pierpont Morgan collection (two),
the Musco Nazionalc, Florence, the Victoria and Albert
Museum, London. and in many other collections. The
present version is relatively undistinguished. The Morgan
bronzes arc variously given by Dode to Riccio (I.B.S ••
i, 1907, pI. XXXVII-I) and to the Riccio workshop
(Morgan, i, No. 43. pl. xxxm), while the Vienna bronzes
arc assigned by planiscig (Brollzeplastikell, Nos. 85, 86) to
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an tmidentificd Paclu:m studio active ca,

1500,

C . Dreyfus

(in Beaux-Arts, 1925. p. 292) rejects Bode's attribution to
Riccio in respect of a Renaissance example in the Louvre
in favour of an ascription to :m unidentified Paduan
studio.

Collutjoll: Dreyfus.
Literalflre: Ricci, i, p. 42. No. 25 (as Riccio); Cott, p. 138

(as Riccio).

503 : Figure 506
LAMP. Medium brown bronze. L. 15 em.

A.222.63C

Flat b.mp with:m ov:u body, a projecting lip for the wick
and a projecting h;mdle in the form of a shell and a palmette. The lower surface of the bowl is decorated on each
side with two ichthyocentaurs with nymphs on their
backs; two more iclnhyoccnuurs appear ncar the spout.
Beneath the base is the inscription:
CIC.

toMS

Chip in rim on right side.
In its complete form the lamp (of which examples exist
in the former IUiser Friedrich Museum, Derlin, the
Victoria .:md Albert MUseum, London, the Kuruthistorisches Museum, Viel1l1.3., and other collections) has a flat
oval lid decorated with a plaquettc of a Sacrifice to
Priapus. The lid sometimes bears in the cxergue the letters
L.C.f. The inscription on the base of the lamp is explained
by Ricci as .:m abbrevfution of the words: C(aius) I(ulius)
C(acsar) I(ovi) O(ptimo) M(aximo) S(acrum). A similar
lamp occurs with a lid showing a Sacrifice to Cupid
inscribed in the cxergue
LC

~ Ril

(for an ex:tmple of the plaquette alone sce No. 326). The
lamp in Vienna is described by pbniscig a5 'stilistisch dcm
Kreise des Andrca Riccio angchorig'. Though an attempt
was made by Dade to ascribe the lamps to Riccio, the figurated reliefs seem to be the work of a different and less
accomplished hand. A terminl/s al/te quem for the production of the bmps is supplied by an early sixtcenrh-century
marble candlestick-base in the Musco del Castello Sforzcsco
in Milan, on which the pbquette of the Sacrifice to Cupid
is reproduced.

Col/ectioll: Dreyfus.
Literature: Ricci, i, p. 79, No. 63 (as Paduan, early sixteenth
century); Cott, p. 138; Dange, No. 417 (as Paduan follower
of Riccio); Planiscig, Brollzeplastiketl, p. 34, No. S3 (as
circle of Riccio).

Lamp in the shape of a. flattened globular vase with a
projecting spout for the wick. Round the body of the lamp
and the upper edge of the spout runs a. continuous decorative frieze. On the upper surface of the lamp and the domed
lid is a conventional foliated motif. The ha.ndle is missing.
In a second lamp from the same studio in the Victoria and
Albert Museum, London (M.697-19IO) the decoration on
the neck :md upper surface of the base and on the upper
part of the protruding spout is exactly reproduced. A
closcly similar lamp is in the Kunsthistorisches Museum,
Vienna. The London lamp differs from the present example
in the use of guilloche decoration on the lower surface
of the base and in the presence of a loop on the lid and of a
ha.ndle in the form of a snake at the back. Both lamps seem
to have been cast in Padua, and date from the first quarter
of the sixteenth century. They are mistlken1y ascribed
by Pl::miscig to a Venetian bronze-caster, Gasparo. on the
strength of a signcd candlestick formerly in the hands of an
antique dealer at Frankfurt dated 1551.

Collection: Dreyfus.
Liternture: Ricci, i, p. 78, No. 61; Cott, p. 138 (both as
Paduan, early sixteenth century).

505 : Figure 515
Dox IN THE FORM OF A CRAD. Black lacquer over reddish
brown bronze. W. 17.5 cm.
A.239.8oc
The upper surface of the shell is hinged and forms a lid.
The ends of two legs on the left side ;md one on the right
are broken.
Nature ca.sts of crabs were made in some qua.ntitics in
Padua, but do not necessarily originate in the studio of
Riccio. Examples of the present model, varying in ccrtlin
particulars, exist in Vicruu, Derlin, London (Victoria and
Albert Museum), Florence (Musco Nazionale), and elsewhere.

Collectioll: Dreyfus.
Literature : Ricci, i, p. 92, No. 80 (as Riccio); Cott, p. 138
(as Riccio); Planiscig, BroflzepfastikelJ, Nos. 64, 65 (as
Padua.n, early sixteenth century), and Riu"o, p. 364
(Vienna bronzes as workshop of Riccio) ; Dode, 1930, No.
82 (Derlin bronze as workshop of Riccio).

506 : Figure 514
Box IN TilE FORM Of A CRAD ATTACHED TO THB DACK
OF A TOAD. Medium brown patina. H. 5 cm. A.240.82C

504': Figure 505

The crab is shown attached to the back of tlte toad, the
pincers placed on the toad's open mouth. The shell is
hinged and forms a lid.

LAMP. Black lacquer over medium brown bronze. H. 9 cm.
A.220.6IC

The stltuette belongs to a group of bronzes in which tWO
nature casts are linked. In another bronze of the same type
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in the Seligmann collection, New York. an owl is shown
standing on the back of a crab. Versions of the toad :alone
exist in ViClUla, Berlin. and elsewhere. Ricci's attribution
of the present bronze to Riccio cannot be maintained, and
the rather mechanical treatment of the under-surface leaves
some doubt as to its antiquity.

Collection: Dreyfus.
Literature: Ricci. i. p. 94. No. 82; Cott, p. 138 (both as
Riccio).

507 : Figure 507
TOAD. Dark brown patina. H. 4.6 cm.

A.247.9IC

The toad is shown with open mouth and legs outstretched
to right and left. Inside the mouth arc three small tubes
for ejecting smoke or water; a corresponding entry hole
between the rear legs has been filled with lead. The
extremities of the front toes have been broken off. Screw
holes (of recent date) in the left front and right rcar foot.
The bronze seems to hlve formed plrt of a table-fountain
or perfume burner. Its facture recalls the bromes of
Belbno. and it lppelrs to date from the bte fifteenth
century.

Exl,ibitioll: Buffalo. Master Bro/lzes, 1937, No. 134 Qent
Duveen Bros.).
Litf!rature: Ricci, i, p. 96, No. 84: Cott, p. 138 (both as
Padu:m, early sixteemh cemury).

SID : Figure 509
INKWBLL IN TIIB FORM OF A FROG DESIDI! A TREB STUMP.
Medium brown patina. H. 7.2 cm.
A.242.86c
A frog with rear legs extended is shown beside a hoDow
tree-stump covered with foliage. Four toes have been
broken off.
The mouch of the frog is explained by Ricci as an inkwell
and the ttee-sCtlmp, which is open at dlc base, as a stand
for penholders. A second version is recorded in the Figdor
collection; in this the form of the tree-stump is different.
The model is much superior to dle generality of Paduan
tl.3ture casts, and the possibility that it originated in the
Riccio workshop cannot be ruled out. The casting is
dlroughout extremely thin, and dlere are flaws in the area
of the throat.

Collection: Dreyfus.
LUerature: Ricci. i. p. 100. No. 91; Cott, p. 139 (both as
PldUlIl. carly sixteenth century) .

Collectioll: Dreyfus.
Literature: Ricci, i, p. 98, No. 86; Cott, p. 138 (both as
Padu:m, early sixteenth century); Planiscig. Riccio, p. 367,
fig. 464 (Figdor bronze as Riccio), and P.B.I.• 1930, pI.
lXXIX, fig . 131 (Figdor bronze as Riccio).

508 : Figure 508

5II : Figure 510

TOAD. Dlrk brown patina. H. 6.4 cm.

FROG. Medium brown patination. H. 7.1 cm.

The toad is raised on its forelegs. The right front foot is
broken in two places.

The frog is raised on its forelegs with the rear feet spread
out on cither side. Break on left front leg repaired in lead.

The bronze is one of a group of nature casts of tOlds
which were produced in some numbers in Padua in the
first half of the sixteenth century. Two cognate bronzes
lre in Vienn:J..

As noted by Ricci, comparable bronzes arc recorded in the
Louvre, the former Guido von Rho collection, ViClUla,
in the Bardini sale (1899. No. 456) , and elsewhere. The
present example seems to have been employed as an inkwell; the patina round the mouth is slighdy impaired.

CollecHolI: Dreyfus.
Literatllre: Ricci, i, p. 98. No. 87; Cou, p. 138 (both
as Padu:m. early sixteenth century); Planiscig, Bro/lzepfastiktll. Nos. 66, 67 (for rdated bronzes as Padu'ln. early
sixteenth century).

509 : Figure 513 .
TOAD. Medium brown patinOl. H. 13.3 cm.

A.241.84C

The toad is shown with closed mouth and hind legs
extended. On its back is a small toad.
NOlture cast. The bronze is righdy classified by Ricci as
Paduan, early sixteenth century.

Col1ectioll : Dreyfus.

A.24S.89C

Literatme; Ricci, i. p. 100, No. 89: Coet, p. 139 (both as
Paduan, early sixteenth cemury).

512 : Figure 516
DOOR-KNOCKBR. Medium brown patina. H. 20.5 cm.,
W. 16 cm.
A.272.II6c
The door-knocker is formed by two cornucopias, suspended from two interlaced dolphins whose tails support
a scallop-shell. At the point ofjun~turc of the cornucopias
is scated a small frog.
No adler version of the knocker is recorded. The fact chac
the two cornucopias arc ftIled with nature-casts of shells
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and the presence of:l diminutive frog rehtcd to those cast
in Paduw workshops suggest th:lt it is likely to originate
in Padua.
Literatme: Migcon, in LcsArts. No. 73.January 1908, p. 31;
Ricci, i, p. 136, No. II6 (as ItalUn, sixteenth century);
Cott, p. 140 (as Iulian, Venetian l, sixteenth century).

513 : Figure SII
PERfUMB VASE IN THE FORM 01' A SEATED

dark patina. H. 7.6 em.

APE, Very
A.23S·76c

The :lpC is shown seated on its rear quarters with knees
drawn up eating a stick-like object held in the right paw.
At the top of the head is a trilohe opening or mouch, and
at the back is a lundIc.
For an antique analogy compare a tcrraeotra. perfume jar
in the form of a scated ape (H. 14 em.) in a private collection in The H:lguc (Zoologisch Museum dec Univcrsiteit van Amsterdam: Het Dier als Mcll'if, 1963-4. No.
196); the rerracott.'l, which is Rhodi:m and was found in
Sicily, dates from the sixth century D. C. McDermott (The
Ape ill Antiquity, Baltimore, 1938, Nos. 457-9) lists two
archaic bronze vases in the form of squatting apes in the
Berlin Antiquarium. A pbstic vase with :m ape raising a
piece of fruit to its mouth, also listed by McDermott,
provides :m iconographiC:l1 parallel for the present bronze.
There is no :mtique precedent for the trilobe mouth. The
bronze must therefore be looked upon either as a Greek
original of an unprecedented type, or as a modern forgery,
or as :m carly sixteenth-century (Paduan ~) bronze adapted
from an imperfect terracotta perfume jar. There is no
reason, other than its singularity of form, for regarding
the vase as a work of recent origin.

Colledioll : Dreyfus.
Litcrlltllrc: Ricci, i, p. 89, No. 76; Cott, p. 138 (both as
Paduan, carly sixteenth century).

VENETIAN: LATE FIFTEENTH AND
EARLY SIXTEENTH CENTURY
514 : Figure 517
WREATHED Boy WITH HANDS RAISED. Black lacquer
(much rubbed) over reddish brown bronze. H. I I cm.
A.I92·3 0C
The boy, who is naked and wears a wreath, stands with
legs apart with the left p:ilin upturned and his right hand
above his head.
A version of the model is in the Museum fOr KwlSt und

Gewerbe at Hamburg. A rdated figure, standing on a
tortoise, is recorded in the Pierpont Morgan collection
(Dode, Morgan, ii, 1910, No. 181). The figures seem to
have served as some form of support, and were evidently
produced in dIe same shop as No. SIS, of which the
present statuette is wrongly regarded by Ricci as a repetition. The Hamburg bronze is described as Paduano fifteenth
century. and the Morgan broru:e is regarded by Dade as
Venetian. The theory that dIe broru:cs arc of Paduan or
Venetian origin rests on the resemblance of the pose to
that of a putto on the Saturn Throne in the Musco Archeologico in Venice. A related figure appears on a Venetian
plaquette (No. 338).

Collcctioll: Dreyfus.
Litcrillllre: Migeon. in Les Arts. No. 73. January 1908, pp.
24.26; Ricci, i, p. 45. No. 30; Cott, p. 137 (aU as Italian,
late fifteenth century).

515 : Figure 519
WINGED Doy WITH HANDS RAISED. Black lacquer over
A.I91.29C
reddish brown bronze. H. 10.7 cm.
The boy, who is naked and winged and has a band round
his head, stands with legs apart with the left palm upturned
and the right arm raised.
The right hand is missing, and the left wing is broken or
incomplete.
No other version of the model is recorded. The figure is
not, as assumed by Ricci. a repetition of No. 514. but was
modelled independently. The chasing of the hair on the
crown of the head is especially deliC:lte. Like No. 514,
which was produced in the same shop, the bronze is
probably Venetian. and seems to date from the late fifteenth century.

Collectio/l: Dreyfus.
Literature: Ricci, i. p. 44. No. 29: Cott, p. 137 (both as
Italian, late fifteenth century).

516 : Figure 520
CUARITY. Black lacquer over medium brown bronze.
A.1 82.20C
H. 20.6 cm.
Female figure cast in one with its circular moulded base.
She wears a classical robe covered with a cloak which is
caught up in the left hand. In the raised right hand is a
flame.
Broken OUld repaired through the right wrist.
Versions of the model exist in the former Kaiser Friedrich
Museum. Berlin, the Kunsthlstoriscbes Museum. Vicnn:l,
the Victoria:md Albert Museum, and elsewhere. Associated
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by Dode with Antonio Lombardo, it is given by Pbniscig
to dIe so-c:illed Master of dIe Darbarigo Reliefs. While the
model is almost certainly Venetian, it C3J1Ilot be ascribed
either to Antonio Lombardo or to the author of the reliefs
from the Darb:u:igo altlr (now in the Ca.' d' Oro). The
definition of form throughout the present ex:unple, e.g.
in the tress of hait fa.1.ling down the back md in the folds
of cloak, is wlUsually fine. In at IC3St two surviving versions
of the bronze the right arm has been fractured 3l1d the
lund has disappC:J.red (Victoria md Albert Museum and
former Dardini collection). The figure is described by
Ricci as a Vestal Virgin, by Dade as m Allegory of Love,
and by Pbniscig as an Allegory of Love or Charity. A
statuette of a Virtue formerly in the Lederer Collection,
Vienna, is righdy regarded by Planiscig as a work of the
same lund.

Collectioll: Dreyfus.
Literature: Dode, I.B.S., i, 1907, pp. 38-9, pI. LXXVll-2 (as
Antonio Lombardol) ; Dade, 1930, No. 112 (as Antonio
or possibly Tullio Lombardo); Planiscig, V.B., pp. 212,
215 (as Darbmgo Master)j Pbniscig. nrollzeplastikell, No.
145 (as Barbarigo Master); Ricci, i, p. 34, No. 20 (as
Italian, sixteenth century); Cott, p. 140 (as Venethn,
sb.:teenth century).

517 : Figure 518
DANCING FAUN. Black bcquer (much rubbed on nose
and chin) over light bronze. H. 15.1 em.
A.r68.6c
The figure, Il3ked save for a goat-skin tied on the right
shoulder, is shown advancing with the left foot drawn back.
The Jeft hand rests on the hip. The raised right arm is
severed above the wrist, and die head is turned towards
the missing object (a cupt) held in the right hand.
No other version of the model is recorded. The bronze was
associated by Bode with statuettes of dancing female
figures in the Louvre and the former Dischoffshcim
Collection (now Vicomtesse de No:lllles) as the work of an
unidentified Paduan artist active in the first half of the
sixteenth century. The three bronzes were subsequenuy
reclassified by Dode OlS works of MOlffeo Olivieri. The interconnection of the presenr St1tucttc and the Dischoffshcim
bronze is maint1ined by Pbniscig, by whom they arc
ascribed to m unidentified Venetian sculptor active about
1520. The figure is mributed by Vaudoyer to Polbjuolo
and by Ricd. following Dreyfus and ·Migeon, to Verroechio. The relOltionship of the present bronze to the
Dischoffshcim stltuette, Olnd of both bronzes to the
documented candlestick by MOlffeo Olivieri in St. Mark's,
Venice, is less dose ulOln Dode's anOllysis suggests, but
the facture is more readily compOluble with a Venetian
than with a Florentine origin. There is no substance in the
attribution to Verrocchio.

Collectioll; Dreyfus.

Exllibitl'OIl : Duffalo, Albright Art G:illery, Master nrollzes,
1937, No. I24 Qent by Duveen Brothers).
Literature : Bode. I.B.S., i, 1907. pI. 92 n.l. (as Paduan);
Bode, in PJ., xxx, 1909. pp. 84-8, fig. 5, md I.B.R., 19.,.2,
p. 66, pI. 76 (as M:Ufeo Olivieri); Migeon, in wArts,
No. 73, January 1908, p. '1.7 (as Verrocchio); Planiscig,
V.B., 19:!.I, pp. 294-5, fig. 300, md P.B.I., pl. CXXXIV,
No. 234 (as Venetian); Planiscig, in Dedalo, 1932, pp.
50-5 (Louvre bronze and related figures in Lederer and
Weinberger collectioru as Maffeo Olivieri): Vaudoyer, in
L'Alllollr de l'nrt, vi, 19"'5, p. 248 (OlS Polbjuolo) ; Ricci, i,
p. 12, No. 6 (as Verrocchio) ; Cott, p. 137 (as Verrocchio).

VENETIAN: MIDDLE AND
LATE SIXTEENTH CENTURY
518 : Figure 557
FORTUNA. Reddish brown bronze .vith traces of bbck
lacquer. H. of figure 1'1..5 em., H. of base 0.6 em.
A.176. 1 4C
The figure is ruked save for a rope hanging from the left
shoulder and IC:J.clting to the right thigh, where it is held
in place by the right hand. The left hand is extended and
bored, Olnd the right knee is Bexed with. the right foot
resting on the left. The front of the hair is blown upwards
as dlough by .vind. On a shallow bOlSe in the form of a
Battened shell.
The fi gure and base arc cast sepOlrately, Olnd the shell (which
is in yellowish bronze darkened ,vith lacquer or paint) is
of comparatively recent d:1te. No other version of ule
model is recorded. The figure was perhaps made as dIe
£inial of an inkstlnd. Iconographical parallels occur in
Venice in the bronze FortUJl3, also known as Venus
Marina, by Dancsc Catt:l.neo (Musco NazionOlle, Florence)
and die figure of Fortwu on the reverse of a medal (1520)
ofNiecolb di Marco Giustinian. Ricci, on the assumption
that the figure represented is Venus MOlrinOl, suggests that
the bored left hand originally held a mirror; the notlllOlI
attribute of Fortune would be a sail.

CollectiolJ: Dreyfus.
Literatllre: Ricci, i. p. '1.6, No. 14j Cott, p. 140 (both as
Italim , sixteenth century).

519 : Figure 555
Mrs. RIISJ, H. Kress, New York
BOWL SUPPORTED DY TUlU!B PUTTI. Dark brown patina.
H. 10.1 cm., diOlIneter 16.2 CIn.
M.33

VENETtAN' NORTH ITALIA N (UNLOCATED)

The bowl is supported on the baeks of three children,
whose lunds arc pb.ccd under its base. It has a wide
mou1ded rim and incurved body. Theoutside isomamentcd
with plain bands of indented fillets and the inside is
decorated with a foliated design in low rdief.
The bowl, of which no other version is known, is classified
by Valentiner as Venetian, late sixteenth century. The type
of the purti (which are identical) conforms to that of a
putto Cltrying a vase in the Musco Nanonale, Florence,
which is regrtrded by PI:miscig as a Venetian bronze of Ct.
ISSO, and the form of the bowl recalls that of:l. bowl on
the head of a variant of this model in the Victoria. and
Albert Museum. There is no parallel for the treatment of
the interior. Analogies for the poses of the putti, with
he:tds bent forwards :md legs apart, arc supplied by the
panels of putti on the bronze door by Jacopo Sansovino in
St. Mark's. If old, the bowl cbtes from the middle of the
sixteenth century.
Coifectioll: Stefano Bardini (sale New York, 24-27 April

191B, No. S4); Clarence H. Macby.
Literatllre: Valentiner, Cataloglle of the Clare"cc H. Mackay
Coifutioll, New York. 1926, No. 31 (as Venetian. late
sixteenth century); Planiscig, V.B., p. 330 (for BargeI10
bronze).

520 : Figure 55]
CUPID RIDING A DOLPJUN. Dark bcquer (rubbed in exposed areas) over light brown bronze. H. 8.2 cm.
A. 203·41C
Cupid is shown se:tted astride a dolphin widl his left arm
thrust forward and his right hand retrolcted as though
firing an :lrrow. The he:td of the dolphin. with extended
fms, serves as a b:lse. and its tail curls up behind.
The bronze is a work by the same hand as a figure of Cupid
sunding on a Dolphin. of which versions exist in the
Victoria and Albert Museum (gUt), the WaD:lce Collection,
the Ashmolean Museum. Oxford (gilt), wd the Deit
collection. The bronze in the Walhce Collection is
classified by Bode (1.D.S., ii, pI. CLXV) :IS Venetian, about
[575. md by Mann (pp. 34-5. s. 85) os lcilian. middle of
the sixteenth century. In dIe Wallace Collection the figure
holds a bow, which is absent from the versions at Oxford
and in the Victoria :lnd Albert Museum. and it is likdy
that:l. bow was also hdd by the figure in the present modd.
The same :lrtist seems to have been responsible for :I gUt
bronze inksund with an adolescent Cupid standing on the
head of a dolphin. in the Victoria and Albert Mweum,
which is classified by Plmiscig (P.B.I., fig. 293) 3S Venetian,
second half of the sixteenth century.

Collcctioll: Dreyfus.
Lireralflrc: Ricci, i, p. So, No. 41; Cott, p. 139 (both as
Italian, early sixteenth century) .

52I : Figure 554
HEAD OP A NEGRO. Iron covered with dense black
A.207.46c
bequer. H. S-4 cm.
He:td of:l. Negro, slightly upturned, with parted lips and
eyes gazing outwards to the left, termin:lring at the base
in a narrow mou1ded collar.
Ricci suggests that the head W3S made :IS the handle to a
stick or other implement. The style wou1d be consistent
with an origin in Venice in the circle or foDowing of
Vittona.

Collettio,,: Dreyfus.
Literalllre: Ricci, i, p. S4, No. 46; Cott, p. 13B (both :IS
Paduan, early sixteenth century) .

522 : Figure 556
Two ALTAR CANDLESTICKS. Dark brown bronze. H.
57 em.
A.Z23.64C, A.224.6Sc
The candlesticks, whieh arc uniform, rcst on three lion
p:lWS, with, above, scroDs incorporating putto masks. On
the three faces of the base arc oval heraldic shidds, one of
whieh carries the arms of Garzoni (three ears of whcat
issuing from a pile of three mounts). The upper part, in
the form of a V:lse with volute or h:lndles, is supported
by three scated putti. At the top the stem is decorated
with tllree grotesque terminal figures which protrude
beneath the bowl.
The two candlesticks must on heraldie grounds be localised
in Venice. They show some affmiry to the work of the
bronze founder Andrea di AlesS:lndro Bresruno, who was
responsible in Is66 for casting a Pasch:l1 Dndlestick for
S. Maria della Salute, wd seem likewise to date from the
third qwrter of the sixteenth century.

Col/ectioll: Dreyfus.
Literatllre: Migeon, in Les Arts, No. 73, J:lnuary 190B, p. 29
(:IS Venetian, beginning of the sixteenth century); Ricci, i,
p. Bo, Nos. 64, 6S (:lS Venewn, sixteenth century); Cott,
p. 140 (:lS Veneti:ltl, sixteenth century).

NORTH ITALIAN (UNLOCATED):
LA TE FIFTEENTH AND EARLY
SIXTEENTH CENTURY
52] : Figure 52]
VIINUS. Medium brown patina.. H. (with base) 21.7 cm.
A.174· I2C
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The figure, naked save for a veil or cloth over the thighs,
is seated on a tree-trunk with the left leg crossed over the
right knee. She extends an apple in her right hand; her
left hand rests on a projecting br:mch. The figure and the
tree trunk. are cast in one, and are set on a triangular
moulded base resting on three balls cast separately.
Front of base broken and repaired.
The figure depends from a Hellenistic model known
through copies in the Musco Torlonia, Rome (for which
see Visconti, Catalogue of tIre Torlouia Mll5euIII. Rome, 1880,
No. 162, and Rcina.ch, Repertoire, ii, p. 407, fig. ii), the
former Somzce coUcction (Furtwangler. Die Salllllllllllg
SOlllzee: At/like KlIlIStdenkmiiler, Munich, 1897. p. 30, No.
40, and Reinach, op. cit., ii, p. 821 , fig. vi), the Musco
Pio-Clementino of the Vatican and elsewhere. SUtuettes
adapted from versions of this model exist in some numbers,
and were produced in various North lulian studios. Among
the most nouble are bronzes in the Walhce Collection,
London (signed OPVS 10 CRE and commonly given to
Giovanni da Cremona), in dle former GuSUve de Rothschild Collection (tenutively connected by Bode, I.B.S., ii,
p. 8 widt the workshop of Riccio and given by Hermann
to Antico), in die Louvre (for which see Landais, p. 1I5),
and in the Victoria and Albert Museum (possibly Manman). The subject of these sutuettes is conventionally described as Andromache. In the present model, of which a
variant exists in the Fitzwilliam Museum. Cambridge, the
right arm is raised, and does not, as in the recorded
classical models, rest on the right thigh. The presence of
an apple suggests that it should be regarded as a figure of
Venus, and may have formed part of a Judgement of Paris
group. Regarded by Bode as the work of an unidentilied
North Italian sculptor, it is given by Ricci to Riccio. Tins
ascription is incorrect. The thin modelling, delicate surface
working, type and simplified drapery forms are, however,
of noubly high quality. The base is original.

Collection: Dreyfus.
Literatllre: Bode, I.B.S .• i. 1907. pI. 90. n.2, and ii, p. 8;
Migeon, inLes Arts, NO.73,January 1908, pp. 22, 27; Ricci,
i, p. 22, No. 12; Cott, p. 137 (as Riccio) .

524 : Figure 52 I
SPJNAlUO. Black lacquer (rubbed locally on the arms and
the toes of the right foot) ovct medium brown bronze.
H. 14.7 cm.
..
A.167·5C
Naked youth seated on a tree-trJnk with the left leg
crossed over the right knee. He is shown bending forwards
in the act of extracting a thorn from Ins left foot. The
figure and the trec--trunk, which is stippled, are cast
separatc1y.
The sutuette is ada.pted from the classical bronze statue
in the Capitoline Museum, Rome. Through the late
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fifteenth and sixteenth centuries this figure enjoyed great
popularity, inspiring a large number of bronze stamettes
of which eight arc reproduced by Bode (I.B.S., i, pI.
LXXXVll-JX) and eighteen are listed by Ricci (i, p. 10). In
some of these (e.g. Victoria and Albert Museum, 1858-4533,
Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, Musco Nazionale, Florence,
and Vienna, Nos. 5537, 5541) the pose is reversed, and
the right foot is raised on the left knee. Rc1ativc1y few
of these reductions can be localised; a version of the model
in the Wrightsman collection, New York, is by Antico,
an example at K10stemeuburg is looked upon as Paduan,
and the variants in London and Vienna seem to have been
produced in Venice. The present bronze (in which the
treatment of the prome and the modelling of the hair,
raised foot and spine are exceptionally delicate) is regarded
by Migeon and Ricci as Florentine, fifteenth century. Its
style seems to indicate a. dating in the cady sixteenth century and an origin in North Italy, possibly Mantua.

Collectioll: Dreyfus.
Exhibition: Buffalo, Albright Art Gallery, Master BrOlJZC5,
1937, No. 133 (lent by Duveen Drothers).
Literature: Migeon, in MOII/IlIlfllts Piot, xvi. 1908, pI. XII,
pp. 95-7 (as Italian, second half of the fifteenth cenmry);
Migeon, in Les Arts, No. 73, January 1908, pp. 22, 26 (as
Florentine, fifteenth century); Dreyfus. in Les Arts, No.
96, December 1909, p. 28; Ricci, p. 10 (as Florentine,
fifteenth century); Cotto p. 137 (as Florentine, fifteenth
cenmry); Tlte Frick Collectioll, v, New York, 1953, pp. 48-9
(for related bron2e in Frick Collection).

525 : Figure 524- 528
CASKET wlTn SCENIlS FROM THE LIFE OF SAINT SIMEON
OF PODIROLO. Medium brown patina. H. 7.6 cm., L. 18.9
cm., W. 13.8 cm.
A.213 .54C
The casket, the faces of which comprise nvo long and nvo
short reliefs with scenes from the life of St. Simeon of
Podirolo, rests on four depressed globular feet. The interior
is divided by a partition. The reliefs represent:
(i) Frollt facc: The Saint stands before a monastery accompanied by four monks. With his right hand he touches
the head of a sug. To the right are nvo further monks.
A monk or beggar with a erutch stands on the extreme
left, and in the distance arc two small figures in an
extensive landscape. To the right a stream and trees.
(ii) Back face: The Saint stands with right hand raised
in benediction, admonishing or exorcising a woman
kneeling before bim. He is accompanied on the left by
four monks and fOllr women in flowing robes. To the
right of the kneeling womm are four youths, three
women :md a man. On the extreme right, behind a
pier, is a seated mm in classical armour, with, behind.
a grollp of standing soldiers.
(iii) Side face: In the centre foreground is the body of a
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monk. To the right the Saint stlncls with hmd miscd
in benediction; round him arc seven monks. To the

left the head of the dead man is held by a standing
monk. behind whom is a kneeling figure.
(iv) Side face: The left side of the [elief corresponds with
a section from (i) running from the le[t side of the
monastery wall to the monk on the right. The right
side corresponds with the right side of (ii).
(v) Lid (sec below): The Saint stands in the centre of the
relief, accompanied (left) by five monks. His left hand
rests on the head of a kneeling man, who is accompanied by five partially clad kneeling or standing
figures. Six small devils ::Ippear in the air above their
heads. On the right arc a soldier in profile and a male
figure with arms ra.iscd. and on the left, before a wan,
,'Ire a seated figure in classical armour :md a standing
soldier with his right hand resting on a shield.
The claim of Ricd that relief (v) (which appears to have
been purchased for the Dreyfus collection at the His de La
Sille sale, London. 22 November 1880, No. 269. independently of the casket) formed the lid of the same box is
incorrect. The patilUtion is darker than that of die remaining reliefs, and the length (18.5 em.) is somewhat less than
the length of the top of the casket (18.9 em.). There is no
trace on the back of the relief of hinge marks or any other
form of frxing. Replicas of (ii) exist in Berlin (ex-Spit2.er
collection. No. 587) and in the Museo NuiolUle. Florence. Another relief from die same serics, in which the
Saint is shown baptising Jewish converts in Lucca, exists
in a single version in the Morgenroth collection (ex-His
de La. Salle, Robinson, Ader, Gamier collections) . The
purpose of the present box cannot be determined, but it is
dear dtat the scenes incorporated in it were originally part
of a brger series of reliefs. The identification of the Saint
as St. Simeon ofPodirolo (d. 1016 at S. Benedetto Po) is
due to Middeldorf, who rebuts a mistaken attempt of
Ricci to ascribe the reliefs to the same artist as a Paduan
plaquette of the Funeral of a Bishop in the present collection (No. 321), and tentatively connects them with the
medals ascribed to Melioli. In view of the localisation of
the cult of St. Simeon, the reliefs arc likely to have been
made at Mantua rather than Padua (Ricd) or Venice

(B,",go).
Collectioll: Dreyfus.
Literatllre: Bange, p. 80 (as Venetian, about 1500): Ricci, i,
pp. 62-4. No. 54 (as Paduan, about 1500); Corr, p. 137 (as
Paduan, about 1500); Middeldorf, Morgellfotll, No. 261,
pp. 36-7 (as Mantuan).

526 : Figure 522
BOWL. Dark brown patina. H. 7.2 em., diameter 19.2 cm.
A.248·92C
A circular hemispherical bowl decorated with four heraldic

shields (ermine, an eagle displayed impaling chequy: tinctures unknown). Between them arc four vases supported
by confronting dolphins, each surmounted by two cornucopias and a winged candelabrum. Round the base a conventional acanthus motif.
Hole bored in lip.
The bowl, which seems to have been made in Padua or
Vcruce in the hte frfteenth or early sixteenth century, is of
notably high quality, and origina.tes from the same workshop :lS a comparable bowl in the Victoria and Albert
Museum (A.687.191O) on which dte motif of paired
cornucopias recurs. The arms arc tmidentified.

ColIectioll: Dreyfw.
Literatllre: Migeon, inLes Arts, No. 73, Jmuary 1908, p. 31
(as North Italim. bte frfteenth or early sixteenth century);
Ricci, i, p. 102, No. 92; Cott, p. 137 (both as North
Italian, fifteenth century).

NORTH ITALIAN (UNLOCATED):
MIDDLE AND LATE
SIXTEENTH CENTURY
527 : Figure 56,
SEATBD CIIILD WITH A BALL. Medium brown patina.
H. 8.9 cm.
A.206·44 C
The child, who wears a shirt or tunic, is shown seated with
legs apart gazing down. He touches his head widl his right
hmd, and with tlte left hand holds a ball balanced on his
knee.
No other version of the model is recorded. Despite its
rough facture and grotesquely brge right hand. the figure
is likely to date from the second quarter of the sixteenth
century, and may originally h:lVe been mounted. A Paduan
or Venetian origin is probable.

Collectioll: Dreyfus.
Literatllre: Ricci, i, p. 52, No. 44; Cott, p. 139 (both as
Italian. early sixteenth century).

528 : Figure 558
HEAD 01' ARAM. Rich brown bronze. H. 4.4 em., L. 6 em.
A.233·74 C
The head, which is cast solid, is severed at the top of the
neck. The base is flat, and the back is left pardy in the
rough.
The head seems to have been made as part of a candlestick;
similar heads occur on candlesticks in Vcruce and Padua
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throughout the greater p:ut of the sixteenth century.
Three indentations for fixing appear on the back. Discrepancies between the working up of the two sides of
the face suggest that the head is a surplus cast which was
not actu:illy inserted in a candlestick. An attribution by
Ricci to the workshop of Riccio is unconvincing, but the
head is likely to have been cast in the first half of the
century. A ram's head in the Kunsthistoruches Museum,
Vienna, to which the present head is related by Ricci, is
more closely connected with the work of Riccio. Other
isolated rams' heads exist in the Fitzwilliam Museum,
Cambridge, the Bayeruches Nationalmuseum, Munich,
the Museo Civico, Bologna, the Musco di Palazzo Venezia,
Rome, and elsewhere.

Collectioll: Dreyfus.
Literatllre: Ricci, i, p. 88, No. 74 (as Paduan, early sixteenth
century, probably Riccio workshop); Cott, p. 138 (as Paduan, early sixteenth century); Planiscig, Brollzeplastiken,
No. 77 (Vienna head as North Italian, about 1500) and
Riccio, p. 316 (Vienna head as IUccio!): Weihrauch, No.
96 (Munich head as North Italian, about 1510-20).

529 : Figure 559

I4S

tlle group, which is of fine quality and seems to have been
made as 3 finial or handle, dates from the late sixteenth or
early sevenrcemh century.

Colltctz'oll: Dreyfus.
Literatllrc: Ricci, i, p.

so, No. 40; Cott, p. 139 (both as
Italian, early sixteenth century).

ITALIAN (UNLOCATED):
LA TE FIFTEENTH AND EARLY
SIXTEENTH CENTURY
53! : Figure 533
SHE-WOLI' WITH ROMULUS AND RIlMUS. Dlack lacquer
over medium brown bronze. H. 38 em., L. 64.2 em.

A.rss
Romulus and Remus are shown scated beneath the wolf,
,vith heads turned up towards its udders. The hands of
both children are raised. The hair on the neck, baek and
tail of the wolf is indicated by conventionalised chiselling.

Extremity of right wing of bird broken. Vent holes in
right breast of child, roek and left shoulder blade.

The bronze is adapted from the Etruscan bronze group of
the She-Wolf suckling Romulus and Remus, now in the
Palazzo dei Conservatori, Rome. The bronze Wolf is
recorded from very early times, and in 1471 was installed
on the CampidogUo; the two figures of Romulus and
Remus seem to have been added to it about 1473-4, and
3fford a termimlS post quem for the production of the present
bronze. Though variants of the group on a small scale are
frequently encountered (for one of these see No. 532),
no other large bronze based on it is known. The bronze is
classified by Planiscig as Central Italian, carly sixteenth
century, and was acquired for the Kress Collection as a
Sienese work of the fifteenth century. The Shc-Wolfwas
adopted in the Middle Ages as an emblem of the city of
Siena, but in Sienese representations (e.g. by Federighi on
the back of a marble scat in the Loggi:l di San Paolo at
Siena) the group assumes a rather different form. In view
of the close dependence of the present group on the CapitoUne Wolf, the theory of a Central Italian, possibly
Roman, origin must be reckoned with. The bronze may,
however, date from the late fifteenth rather than the sixteenth century. It differs from the Etruscan original in that
the fringe of hair round the f3ce is treated more naturalistically, and that the length of the ears has been reduced.

A statuette of a child mounted on a swan formerly in the
collection of the Marquise de Ganay, published by C.
Dreyfus (in us Arts, December 1909, No. 96, p. 30) 3S
Florentine, first half of the sixteenth-century, is apparently
by the same hand. The complex pose is not consistent with
the early sixteenth century dating proposed by Ricci, and

Collediofl: Said to have belonged to the collections of
Augustus the Strong, King of Poland, Elector of Saxony
(C3. 1730) and Daron Wittinghof, Dresden (1826);
Castiglioni, Vienna; Samuel H. Kress Collection (1945).
Litera/life: Planiscig, Colleziollc Camillo Castiglia/Ii: latalogo dei brotlzi, Vienna, 1923, pp. 20-1, No. 10 (as Central

TRITON ASTRIDE A DOLPHIN. Medium brown bronze
originally fully gilt (gilding much rubbed on right arm,
mouth of dolphin and elsewhere). H. 4.6 cm. A.2oo.38c
The statuette shows a sm:ill triton seated astride a dolphin.
He clutches a hom to his left side.
The bronze, which is possibly Venetian, was evidently
made as the handle of a box or inkstand, and seems to date
from the middle of the sixteenth century.

Colledioll: Dreyfus.
Literature: Ricci, i, p. SO, No. 38; Cott, p. 139 (both as
Italian, early sixteenth century).

530 : Figure 560
CIULD CLASPING A BIRD. Medium brown patina. H .
7.5 em.
A.202·40C
The child, who is naked, is seated on a rock with right
knee drawn up and head thrown back. In his right arm he
clasps a bird, possibly a dove.

ITALIAN (UNLOCATED): LATB FIFTEENTH AND BARLY SIXTBBNTH CBNTURY

It::ilian, early sixteenth century); Seymour, p. 171, NO.3
(as Sienese, fifteenth century); Carcopino, La LOllv/! dll
Capitole, Paris, 1925, pp. 4-10 (for hUitory of Capitoline

Wolf).

532 : Figure 534
SUE-WOLP WITH ROMULUS AND REMUS. Black lacquer
over medium brown bronze. H . 6 cm., L. 10.3 cm.
A.225.66c
Romulus and Remus arc seated beneath the wolf, with
hods turned up cowards its udders. The arms of both
children arc raised. On a shallow rectangular bronze base
C1st in one with the remainder of the group.
Like the preceding bronze, the statuette is adapted from
the Etrusc:m bronze group of the She-Wolf suckling
Romulus and Remus, now in the Palazzo dci Conservatori,
Rome (for the history of this figure see No. 531). Other
cx:lmples are at Vienna and in the Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam. In the former one of the two children and in the
lattee both children :ne preserved i in both the children
closely follow the poses of the children which were Oldded
in the fifteenth century to the bronze original. The two
children in the present bronze are not directly rdOlted to
those in the group in Rome. In two figures of the SheWolf alone formerly in the Pierpont MorgOln Collection,
cited by Ricci as analogies for the present bronze, the type
is rOleher different. The ViC1Ula group is cl:tssified by
PJaniscig OlS Central. Italian, second hOllf of the sixteenth
century; tlus dating is unduly late, Olnd appeOlrs to have been
based on Oln erroneous tradition that the children benCOlth
tile wolf arc additions mOlde by Guglielmo della Porta.
The present bronze, though looked upon by Ricci as
Florentine and dated by lum to the fiftcentll century,
cannot be satisfOlccorily 10COllised. A late fifteenth or e:nly
sixteenth century dating is, however, probable.

Collection: Dreyfus.
Literalllrc: Migeon, inLes Arts, No. 73,january 1908, p. 23
(no description): Ricci, i, p. 82, No. 66 (OlS Florentine,
fifteenth century); Cott, p. 137 (as Florentine, fifteenth
century); Planiscig, Brollzeplastl'kw, No. 240 (for Vienna.
bronze); Victori:l and Albert Museum. London. ItaUall
Bronze Statuettes, 1961, No. 26 (for Amsterdam bronze);
The Frick Collection, v, 1953, pp. 3-4 (for general analysis
of bronze derivOltives).

533 : Figure 532
PANTHER. Diad: lacquer over deep brown bronze.
H.locm.
A femOlle panther shown walking to the right with heOld
turned to the spectator. A strap or harness passes behind
the forcIegs Olnd over the back Olnd chest, where it is
'decorOlted with a rosette.

The statuette is one of a number of bronzes of panthers
which seem to depcnd from classical figures of the class of
the statue of a Bacchante with a Panther in the Uffizi,
Florence. The principal recorded types, which vary appreciOlbly in size, are (i) a model in the Louvre, of which
repliC1s arc recorded in the Miller von Aichholz and
Marquise de Ganay collections, where the left front foot
is raUicd Olnd the tail rests on the ground between the eCOlr
legs, (ii) a model in the former Pierpont MorgOln collection,
where the tail curIs outwards and the head is shOlrply
turned, and (iii) the present bronze. The example in the
Louvre is regOlrded by Bode as Italian, fifteenth century,
that in the collection of the MOlrquUie de GOlnay is described as Paduan, and the present bronze is looked upon
by Ricci OlS Florentine, fifteenth century. There is no reason
to doubt that the bronzes dOlte from the late fifteenth or
early sixteenth century, but their place of origin COlnnot be
determined.

Litera/me; Ricci, i, p. 82, No. 67 (as Florentine, fifteenth
century): Cott, p. 137 (as Florentine, fifteenth century) ;
Bode, IB.S., ii, 1907, pI. cxrx./J (Louvre bronze as
It::ilian, fifteenth century); Bode, Morgan, i, p. xix, No. 76
(Morgan bronze as Italian, first half of the sixteenth century); Dreyfus, in Les Ar/s, No. 96, December 1909, p. 30
(GOlnay bronze OlS Paduan, fifteenth century); Planiscig,
P.B.I, fig. 146 (reversed variant in W cininger Collcction
as North It::ilian, about 1500).

534 : Figure 531
CUPID WITII RAISED ARMS. Black lacquer over light
A.189.27C
brown bronze. H. 7.6 cm.
The figure, which is naked Olnd winged, stands with legs
apart and hCOld turned back. Both hands are raised and the
left bnd is bored.
The model occurs as the handle of a bell in the former
Kaiser Friedrich Museum, Berlin. A sinillar bell is in the
Musco Nazionale, Florence. Bode (IB.S., i, fig . 8, p. 13)
relates the figure in Berlin to Donatello, and Ricci assumes
thOlt it derives from 'a lost figure by Donatello representing
Cupid about to let fly Oln arrow'. It is possible that a bow
WOlS originally held in the left hand. A version of the figure
alone is recorded in the Pierpont Morgan collection (Bode.
Morga/I, ii, p. 21, No. 179 as Italian, sixteenth century) and
an example in gilt bronze is in the Fitzwilliam Museum,
COlmbridge. In the 1930 Berlin catalogue (Dade, 1930, No.
284) ehe bell is dated COl. 1550. This dating is unduly Jate,
and the figure seems to date from the late fifteenth or
early sixteenth century. The model is possibly Florentine,
but cannot be 10COlted with confidence.

Collection: Dreyfw.
Literature; Ricci, i, p. 44, No. 27: Cott, p. 137 (both OlS
Italian, late fifteenth century).

CATALOGUB NOS. 532-540

Ricci, i, p. 1].2, No. II3; Cott, p. 139 (bodl as North
Itllian, early sixteenth century).

535 : Figure 530
CUPID

WITII A
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Bow. Medium brown patina. H. 9.4 cm.
A.lgo.28c

538 : Figure 535

The figure, which is naked and winged, st:mds with his
bow between his legs. Both hands rest on the top of the
bow, and the head is down-turned.

HAND-DEn. Medium brown patina. H. IS cm.
A.264.108c

No other version of the model is recorded. The figure
seems to have been designed as the handle of a bell. The
hands are crudely articulated, but the dusing at the back
of the wings :md in the hair is of good quality. The modd,
which is perhaps Florentine, appears to date from the
late fifteenth or early sixteenth century.

Beneath a fri eze of acanthus is a strip of ivy-leaves. On the
face arc g:lrlands with winged cherub hcads bencath, and
below confronting gryphons supporting an armorial shield
with chevrons on which appears the name:
ZVRT!l'I
MASSARO

Col/cetion: Dreyfus.
Vtcratllrc : Ricci, i, p. 44, No. 28; Cou, p. 137 (both as
Itlli.an, late fifteenth century).

lZIMA

TV'

Roughly moulded handle.
The strip of ivy and the pattern on the lower lip recur on
a bell in Derlin which is dated by Dode to the middle of

536 : Figure 529
STANDING CIULD WITlI RAISED LEfT
patina. H. 6.3 cm.

ARM.

D:uk brown
A.20I.39C

Naked hoy :ldvancing with the left foot forward. The left
arm is raised to shoulder height, and dle right is held free
of the body.
Perh:lps the handle of a bell, lamp or inkst:md. The style
of the figure is difficult to localise, but the bronze :lppears
to date from the carly sixteenth century.

Collectioll: Dreyfus.
Literatllre: Ricci, i. p. SO, No. 39; Cott, p. 139 (both as
Iulian, early sixteenth century).

537 : Figures 539-541
HANO-BELL. Dlack l::tcquer (preserved in recessed arc:ts)
over medium brown bronze. H. 12.S em.
A.269.II3C
Denc:tth a row of palmettes the face of the bell is filled
with four continuous scenes representing the drunken
Si1enus supported by pmti, puni with a winepress, a
drunken putto supported by a satyr child and a human
child, :md putti with a goar. At the foot is an unidentified
armorial shield (with a single colunUl), and a syrinx and
other musical instruments set over garlands composed of
beads thrcaded on string. Moulded handle.
The provenance of dlis beautiful and highly unusual bell
caMOt be established. The figure style of the narrative
section would be consistent widl an origin in Padua. The
coat-of-anns is tcntltivcly identified by Ricci as that of
Calistmi of Verona.

Collutioll : Dreyfus.
Literature: Migeon, in Les Arts, No. 73,january 1908, p.]1
(as North Italian, late fifteenth or early sixteenth century);

the sixteenth century. Doth bells :lre likdy to have been
made in dle first half of the century.

Collectioll: Lcclanche (sale Paris, 23 May 1892, No. 158);
Dreyfus.
Literature: Ricci, i, p. 122, No. 108; Cott, p. 139 (both as
North Italian, c:trly sixteenth century).

539 : Figure 542
HAND-BELL. Dark brown patina. H. 13 cm.
A.266.IIOC
Beneath a frieze offoliage runs the inscription: QVI TIMBT
DEVM PAClIiT nONA. On the face, above g:lrlands composed of bWlches of gr:lpes :lnd fruit, :lre a shield (fusilly,
on a chief :lll cagle displayed crowned) and two heads in
profile. Bencath the garl:mds hang male masks flanked by
paired rabbits and gryphons. Moulded handle.
The arms arc identified by V:m der Put as those of Grim-

oldi.
Collectioll: Dreyfus.
Literatllfe: Migeon, inLes Arts, No. 7],january 1908, p. 31

(as North Italian, late fifteenth or carly sixteendl century);
Ricci, i, p. 126, No. IIO; Cott, p. 1]9 (both as North
Italian, early sixteenth century).

540 : Figure 536
HAND- DELL. Medium brown patina. H. 13 cm.
A.26S·IQ9C
Beneath acandlus foliage runs a strip decorated with garlands md bucranes. On the main faces, beneath hanging
garlands, arc suspended two shidds (bend with bird) under
each of which arc two flowers. To left md right of each
sllield is dIe letter B. Cl::tpper missing. Moulded handle.

ITALIAN (UNLOCATED) . ITALIAN
The swpended garlands and the flowers beneath the shidd
recur on No. 541. Since the arms on the latter bell arc
those of Moro, there is a presumption that the bells were
made in Venice. The ribbons and Bowers recur on another
bell from the same workshop in the Victoria and Albert
Museum (M.I-1947).

Collection: Piot (sale Paris, 21-24 May 18go, No. 25);
Dreyfus.

Literature: lUcci, i, p. 124, No. 109; Cott, p. 139 (both as
North It::tlian, carly sixteenth century).

(?) • CA SPAR GRAS

Standing cockerel, with a small comb and bushy, roughly
modelled tail feathers. Broken and repaired through neck.
Casting flaw stopped beneath.
The model cannot be localised, but appears to date from
the first half of tlle sixteenth century. It is likely to have
formed the finial of a bell or casket.

Collectioll: Dreyfus.
Literatllre: Ricci, i, p. 90, No. 77; Cott, p. 138 (both as
Paduan, ear1y sixteenth century).

544 : Figure 545

54' : Figure 538
HAND-BELL. Medium brown patina. H . 13 em.
A.268.II2C

HEAD OF A FAUN. Medium brown patina. H. 5.9 em.
A.210·50C

Beneath the foliated upper section rWlS a strip of grotesque
decoration, beneath which arc two armorial shields (three
bends, on a chief three mulberries) swpended from garlands. The stamps beside the shidds represent a stag, a
pelican or swan (twice repeated) and a dragon. Moulded
handle (chipped at top). Clapper missing.

The head, which is a solid cast, is inclined slightly to the
left. The cars arc pointed, and the hair is modelled in
Bat, stylised locks. Nose flattened. Some pitting on forehead.

The arnu arc correctly identified by Ricci as those of the
Moro family of Venice, and the bell is therefore likely
to be Venetian. No. 540 certainly, and No. 542 possibly,
originates from the same workshop.

Coftedioll : Piot (sale Paris, 21-24 May 1890, No. 25):
Dreyfw.

The head is given by Ricci to Riccio. It is not mentioned
elsewhere in the literature of this sculptor, and neither
technically nor stylistically is it associable with Riccio's
work. The bevelled base of the neck suggests that it was
intended for insertion in a headless antique statuette.

Col/eetioll: Dreyfus.
Literature: Ricci, i, p. 57. No. 50; Cart, p. 138 (both as
Riccio).

Literature: lUcci, i, p. 130, No. II2; Con, p. 139 (both as

545 : Figure 543

North Italian, carly sixteenth century).

DOOR-KNOCKnR IN THE FORM OP A SIREN. Medium
A.273.II7c
brown patina. H. 15.9 cm., W. II em.

542 : Figure 537
HAND-BELL. Dark brown patina. H. 14 em.
A.267.IIIC
The upper part of the bell is decorated with garlands suspended from bucranes. Beneath is an unidentified armorial
shield (with two coaces), and stamps which include a
classical profile bust, a nun walking with a dog, a falconer
on horseback, and a basket with the inscription (l) MARTIVS.
The clapper is original. Moulded handle.
The decoration of the upper patt of the surface is reminiscent of No. 540 and 541, and the bell possibly originates
in the same studio.

Col/edioll: Dreyfus.
Literatme: Ricci, i, p. 128, No. III; Cott, p. 139 (both as
North Italian, early sixteenth century).

The knocker is in the form of a siren suspended by its
wings from an ornamental trilohe upper section. The body
terminates in double fish tails, which meet the two wings
at the sides.
The knocker, which datcs from the middle of the sixteenth
century, cannot be located. It is regarded by Ricci as the
work of a Venetian artist.

Collectioll : Dreyfus.
Literature: Ricci, i, p. 138, No. II7; Cott, p. 140 (both as
Italian. Venetian

f,

sixteenth century).

546 : Figures 546, 547
U/II'vers;ty of Califomia (Kress Col/ectioll), u s Augeles
Two CANDLESTICKS. Bronze. H. 59 cm.

543 : Figure 544
COCKEREL. Medium brown patina. H. 8.7 cm.
A.236.77C

L.6I, L.62

The candlesticks, which arc identical, rest on three lions'
feet. On the angles above them sit three putti. The eleR
ment above comprises three shield-shaped faces with, at the
comers, three putto heads.

CATALOGUE NOS. 541-549
The two candlesticks, which cannot be 10c:alised, seem to
date from the middle of the sixteenth century.
Colfutiofl: Goldschmidt; Samuel H. Kress (1921).

ITALIAN (,):
SIXTEENTH CENTURY (,)
547 : Figure 551
SPHINX. Black lacquer (much rubbed) over yellowish
bronze. H. 10.4 cm.
A.229·70C
The figure, which is hollowed out behind and lined.in lead,
represents a female winged sphinx with bare breasts and
exposed udders seated against an acmthus leaf, with head
turned slightly to its left. The wings are inlaid in copper,
and copper is also employed in the upper lip, the nipples
of the three udders, and on one of the two breasts. The
second breast is drilled, and it is likely that this and the
two heavily drilled eyes were also originally inhid.
This puzzling work is ascribed by Ricci to Riccio on the
strength of two celebmted firedogs.in the form of Sphinxes
.in the Victoria and Albert Museum. The connection is
illusory, and the present bronze is unrelated to Riccio's
work. The technique of copper damascening has no
pamlld in Italian bronze sUtuettes, and it is possible that

'49

we have here to do with a Milanese, German or Flemish
bronze dating from the middle of the sixteenth century.
It seems originally to have supported some larger object
which fitted into the interior and over the Battened head.
The theory is advanced by Dode (who reproduces it without indic:J.tion of authorship) tllat it was made as a furniture
mount.

Collectl"oll: Dreyfus.
Literature: Dode,l.B.S.,ll, 1907, fig. 16 (as style of Riccio);
Migeon, ulu.sArts, No. 73,January 1908, p. 24 (as Paduan,
late fifteenth century); Ricci, i, p. 86, No. 70 (as Riccio);
Cott, p. 138 (as Riccio).

548 : Figure 552
CR.OW. Dark patina (eyes gilt). H. 7.4 cm.

A.237.78c

The crow is seated on a small cross-branch about to uke
off in flight.
The wings have been c:J.st separately :md are elaborately
worked up beneath. The legs arc also cast separately and
attached. No comparable works were produced .in Iuly
.in the sixteenth century, and the bronze is likely to be of
comparatively recent and possibly of Oriental origin .

Col1ectioll: Dreyfus.
Literatllre: Ricci, i, p. 90, No. 78; Cott, p. 140 (both as
Italian, sixteenth century).

GERMANY

CASPAR GRAS
Dom in 1590 at Mcrgentheim (WOrttcmberg), Caspar
Gras was active as a bronze sculptor .in the service
of the Atchdukes Maximilmn Ill, Leopold V, and
Ferdinand Karl of the Tyrol. He is best known for his
exceptionally accomplished bronze CaSts. He died at

Schwa. (Tyrol) in 1674.
549 : Figure 579
STARLING. Dark patina. H. II cm.

A.238.79C

The surling is shown with left foot on a ball and the right
leg raised.

The bronze is closdy related to a bronze bird by Caspar
Gras in the Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna (No. 374),
which forms part of a series of naturalistic bronze casts of
birds made for the Archduke Ferdinand Karl of the Tyrol.
It is cited by Wcihmuch.in connection with two comparable bronze birds in the Bayerisches Nationalmuseum,
Munich.
Cotlectiall: Piot (sale Paris, 21-24 May 1890, No. 35, as
Italian school, sixteenth century); Gauchez (sale Paris, 20
April 1892, No. II3); Dreyfus.
Exhibition: Duffalo, Albright Art Gallery, Master Brollzes,
1937, No. 149 Oent Duvcen Dros.).
Literatllre: Migeon • .inLesArts, No. 73,January 1908, p. zS
(as Paduan, early sixteenth century); Ricci, i, pp. 90-1 , No.
79 (as Caspar Gras); Cott, p. 141 (as Caspar Gras); wcihrauch, pp. 160-1 (as Caspar Gras).

MASTER OF THE APOLLO FOUNTAIN' GERMAN: SIXTEENTH CENTURY

MASTER OF THE
APOLLO FOUNTAIN
Conventional name for the author of a fountain with
a figure of Apollo. dated 15J2. in the Rathaushof at
Nuremberg. Originally ascribed to Peter Vischer the
Younger, the fountain was later given to HcrmalUl
Vischer, and was subsequently identified by Braun (in
Mill/elmer ]allrb/lc11 der Bildendell KUIISt. dritte Folge, ii,
1951, pp. 195-203) as a work cast in the Labenwolf
workshop from a design by Peter Flotner.

550 : Figure 575
CHILD ON A DOLPIIIN. Black lacquer (much rubbed in
exposed areas) over light yellowish bronze. H. 14.5 cm.
A.195·33C
The child is shown astride a dolphin, whose taU curls up
behind his back. His right knee is on the ground and his
left is raised. and he opens the dolphin's mouth with both
hands. He wears car-rings in the form of ~eft) a pendant
and (right) a ring. On an irregular hexagonal base cast in
one with the figure.
The bronze (of which no other version is recorded) is
:1scrihed by Ricci to Peter Vischer the Younger. A somewhat similar Puno, differently posed. in the Kuruthi.storisches Museum. Vicl1JU, is ascribed by Dange (D.B., fig. 66)
to the Master of the Apollo Fount:lin. and die present
bronze is likely to have been produced in this shop.

Coflutioll: Dreyfus.
Literalllre: Migeon. in Les Arts. No. 73 Oanuary 1908,
pp. 23, 32}; Ricci, i, p. 46, No. 33 (as Peter Vischer); Cott,
p. 140 (as Peter Vischer the Elder).

GERMAN: FIRST HALF OF THE
SIXTEENTH CENTURY
55! : Figure 578
NAKED FEMALB FIGURE. Black lacquer (well preserved
on shoulders and neck) over reddish brown bronze, parcd
gilt. H. 23 em.
A.184.22C
The figure is set on a triangular base with concave bevelled
sides. Her right knee is flexed, and her head is turned
towards an object he1d in her extended right hand. Her
left hand rests on her thigh. Her hair, which retains
extensive traces of gilding, is plaited on the forehead in
five vertical cones.

Diagonal incisions on nose and chin.
The bronze is described by Ricci as Venus. The 'indistinct
cylindrical object' held in the right hand is apparendy
a handle, and it is possible that the figure represents
Lucretia. Though of notably fmc quality, the bronze is
ignored by Dange, and finds no close parallel among published German smal1 brollZCS. It prcsents general affmities
to, e.g. an Allegorical Female Figure st:lnding on a Globe
in the Musco Nazionale, Florence, by a Soudl German
master of about 1530, but cannot be conclusively assigned
to either Augsburg or Nuremberg. The modelling of the
torso seems to reflect the influence of Conrad Mcit, and
it cannot be precluded that we have here to do with a
Netherlandish bronze of the second quarter of the sixteenth
century. Wcihr:1uch (private communication) points out
that the style of hair-dressing recurs in a Veronesc or
Padu:m drawing in the Vallardi Codex in the Louvre, No.
2344 (for this sec Degenhart, in Romisdles jahrbllcll for
KllIlstgescltichte, vii, 1955. p. 213, fig. 264).

Collection: Dreyfus.
Exf,ibitioll: Buffalo, Albright Art Gallery, Master Bronzes,
1937, No. 148 ~ent by Duveen Drothers).
Lz'teratllre: Migeon, inLes Arts, No. 73.January 1908, p. 16;
Ricci, i, p. 38. No. 22 (as South German, about 1500);
Cott, p. 141 (as South German, about 1500).

552 : Figure 576
SBATBD Boy HOLDING A BIRD. Rich brown bronze with
traces of gilding in the interior of the dughs, beneath the
left arm and at the back of the neck. H. 6.5 cm.
A.193·3 IC
The boy, who is .Il:1ked, is scated on the ground with his
left leg outstretched. He holds a bird with both hands
against his right car. His eyes arc bored.
Upper part of the bird's beak and the left side of the tail
broken. Circular hole in .Il:1vel stopped with lead.
No other version of the model is recorded. Ricci identifies
the bird as a crow, and classifies the bronze as Italian,
fifteenth century. The motif of a chUd holding a bird
occurs with some frequency in Germany, e.g. in bronzes
at Drunswick (Dange, D.n., Berlin, 1949. fig. 48, as Peter
Vischer the Younger) and Munich (Wcihrauch, No. 23,
as workshop of Peter Vischer the Younger), :1nd the
present statuette seems to have been made in Nuremberg
in the first half of the sixteenth century. The pose of the
lower part is an inversion of the well-known Vischer
modd of a Doy holding a Dog.

Collection: Dreyfus.
Literature: Ricci, i, p. 46, No. 31; Cott, p. 137 (both as
Italian, fifteenth century).
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553 : Figure 577

is possibly South German, though the possibility of an
origin in North Italy C3lUlOt be ruled out.

SEATED Doc. Dark Jacquer over rich brown bronze.
H. 5.9 cm.
A.231·72C

Collection: Dreyfus.
Literature: Ricci, i, p. 48, No. 34; Cott. p. 139 (both as
Italian, early sixteenth century).

The dog is shown seated on its hind-quarters with head
turned to the specutor, scratching its ear with its left hind
paw.

GERMAN: SECOND HALF OF
THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY

Flaws or vent holes on the right sides of the neck, the left
shoulder and elsewhere.
The model, of which the present bronze is an especially
fine example, was at one time ascribed to Peter Vischer
the Elder. It is given by Bange to an unidentified Nuremberg artist active ea. 1545-50, and by PJaniscig: to a South
German studio operating in the middle of the sixteenth
century. Bange lists ten versions of the model, but not
the present bronze, and associates the st:l.tuette with an
etching of the House-Book Master (Lchrs 84). A version in
Vicruu corresponds in pose with the present st:l.tuette, but
in a related bronze in Berlin the head is turned less sharply
and the tongue is not exposed. Ricci describes the bronze as
Paduan, early sixteenth century, but notes that it 'may well
be of South German origin'.

CollectiOll : Dreyfus.
Literatllre: Ricci, i, p. 88, No. 72 (as Paduan, early sixteenth
century); Cotr, p. 138 (as Paduan or South German, early
sixteenth century); PJaniscig, Brollzeplastikeu, pp. 192-3,
No. 314 (for example in Vicruu); Meller, pI. 26 (Brunswick
variant as South German, between 1530 and ISSO); Bange,
D.B., Berlin, 1949, pp. 12S-6, No. 84 (for example in
Berlin).

554 : Figure 574
Boy WITH A PUPPY. Dark Jacquer over reddish brown
bronze. Club broken and made up in metal. H. 10.8 cm.
A.196.34C
The boy, who is nude, holds a puppy under his left arm.
He has a club ill his ra.ised right hand. On a moulded
bronze plinth cast separately.
The statuette, of which no other version is recorded, is
a variant of the classical subject of a child stealing a puppy,
and may originally have been completed by a bitch which
the boy threatens with his club. The base, which is indeterminate in detail md has a greenish patina on its flat
[aces, has no COlUlection with the sutuette. The bronze
dates from the first half of the sixteenth century and

555 : Figure 582
SBATED BEAR. Medium brown bronze. H. 6.8 cm.
A.234·7S c
The bear, which wears a collar, is shown seated on its hindquarters as though begging. The moudt is open, and its
head is tumed slighdy to its right. Cast in one with its
circular moulded base.
The bronze is described by Ricci as Paduan, carly sixteenth
century. Somewhat similar figures occur in Italy as bellhandles (e.g. on a bell with the Orsini arms formerly in
the WittmalUl Collection, Budapest, published by Planiscig
as Desiderio da Firenze), but the surface working leaves
little doubt that the present example is Gernun and dates
from the late sixteendt celltury. It seems to have been nude
as a bell or seal handle.

Collection: Dreyfus.
Literature: Ricci, i, p. 89, No. 7Sc (as Paduan, carly sixteenth century); Cott, p. 138 (as Paduan, early sixteenth
century); planiscig, in Zj'.B.K., lxiv, p. 73 (for Wittmann

bell).

556 : Figure 581
SBATED PUG-DOG. Black lacquer over medium brown
bronze. H. 9.1 cm.
A.232.73C
The dog is seated on its hind-quarters on a cushion.
No other versioll of the model is recorded. It is catalogued
by rucd as Paduan, early sixteenth century, with the rider
that it is 'possibly of South German worknunsbip'. The
bronze is probably German, and seems to date from the
late sixteenth or seventeenth century.

Collection: Dreyfus.
Literature: Ricci, i, p. 88, No. 73; Cart, p. 138 (as Paduan
or South German).

FLBMISII' SPANISH' SARACBNIC
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NETHERLANDS
FLEMISH: SIXTEENTH CENTURY
557 : Figures 585. 586
Mrs. RJlS/, H. Kress,

Two

N~",

CANDLESTICKS.

Yo,k

Bronze. H. 17.1 em.; H. 17.5 em.
L.69. L.70

The candlesticks are supported on three couclunt lions.
L.70 is complete with pricker: in L.69 the upper part of the
pricket is broken and there are cluee holes in the rim.
The two candlesticks arc Flemish, and date from the bte
fifteenth or ~rly sixteenth century. The surface working
of tile lions inL.7ois inferior tethat in thccomp:m.ion piece.

Colltctioll: Jarn:trin. Paris; Samud H. Kress (192I).

strip at the top is the inscription: LOIlfT CODE VAN AL.
The inscription is punctuated by rams' heads, from which
garlands are hung. The stlmps on the main face comprise
St. George and the Dragon and the Death of Laocoon,
each Banked by nule and female heads, David and Judith
and the Infant Christ. Moulded handle with a snip of
figurated decoration.

In:l

The bell is rightly regarded by Ricci as Flemish. The inscription recurs on bells in the fanner Castiglioni Collection, Vienn:t (LOfl CODVAN AL.ME FIICIT JOUANNI!SA I'INEA~
ISS3) and in the former Figdor Collection (LOF CODT VAN
AL.PBTRVS CUEINBVS Mil fllCIT 1574), the Victoria :md
Albert Museum and elsewhere.

Colltdiotl: Dreyfus.
Literaturt : Ricci, i, p. 134. No. U5 (Flemish. sixteenth
century); Cotto p. 141 (Flemish, sixteenth century).

558 : Figure 580
TUllES WINGED

H. 6.S em.

A.I94·3 2C

The three children are grouped round a central stem, the
foremost child with two indistinguishable objects in his
lunds :md the child on the left with his hand to his mouth.

The group is expbined by Ricci as an ltalim fifteenthcentury dagger handle. A somewhat similar group appears
as the handle of a bell in the Altertums Museum at Rostock
(for this see Graebke, Bille Mecllt fm:r Brollzeglocke illl Rostocker Museum, J933, pp. 1030.6). The smill jar or bead
above the children's heads is bored, possibly for :l bSsd.

Colledioll: Dreyfus.
Literature: Ricci, i, p. 46, No. 32.; Cott, p. 137 (both as
Itlli::m, fifteenth century).

559 : Figure 584
HAND-BELL.

560 : Figure 583

CHILDRDN. Medium brown patina.

Medium brown patina. H. IS.8 cm.
A·2.7 1.IISC

HAND-BIILL.

Very dark brown patina. H . 12 em.
A.270.II4C

The main faces of the bell arc decorated with a seated figure
of Orpheus and poppy plants set beneath garlands suspended from the tips of cherubs' wings. The subsidiary
dies show a monkey and bird and a second bird and rabbit.
Round the lip is the inscription: SIT NOMBN DOMINI
DBNEDICTVM. Foliated handle with moulded top.
The bell is Flemish, not Nortlt Italian, as supposed by Ricci,
and seems to date (rom the middle of the sixteenth century.
The die of Orpheus recurs on two bells with Flemish inscriptions in the Victoria and Albert Museum (M.I75~192.9.
M. 70-1953).

COlltdl'OIl: Dreyfus.
Literatllr~: Ricci,

i, p. 1]2. No. U4 (North Italian. early
sixteenth century); Cort. p. 139 (North Italian, early sixteenth century).
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SPAIN
falls on his neck, is shown kneeling with head slightly
upturned and his clasped hands raised before him.

SPANISH:
SIXTEENTH CENTURY
561 : Figure 587
MALB NUDE KNEELING WITH HANDS CLASPED IN
PRAYER. Gilt bronze. H. 10.9 cm.
A.I80.18c
The figure, who is bearded, is shown kneeling with head
upturned :md his hands raised in pro\yer.
See No. 562.

562 : Figure 588

The two figures arc ascribed by Ricci to an unidentified
sixteenth-century Italian artist with the suggestion that they
'probably fanned part of a large group representing the
Last Judgement'. As noted by Cott (private communication), two closely similar silver-gilt figures appear on a
Spanish (Cordova) sixteenth-century almsplate in the Los
Angeles County Museum (for which see Valentiner, GotlJie
alld Rellaissaucc Sculptures inlizr Los Augdes COllflty MUstllttl,
1951, p. 128, No. 49), and it is likely that the present figures
are also Spanish and were made for the same purpose. Two
bases with naturalistic hillocks on which the figures were
mounted in the Dreyfus collection have been removed.

MALE NUDE KNEELING WITH HANDS CLASPED IN
SUPPLICATION. Gilt bronze. H. 10.4 cm.
A.I8I.I9C

Collectioll: Dreyfus.
Literatllre: Migeon, in LesArts, No. 73,January 1908, p. 16;
Ricci, i, p. 32, Nos. 18-19; Cott, p. 140 (all as Italian, six-

The figure, who wears a short beard and whose long hair

teenth century).

SYRIA
SARACENIC: SIXTEENTH CENTURY
563 : Figure 589
DOWL. Medium brown patina. H. 5.2 cm., diameter 14.2
em.
A.249.93C
Tronconic bowl of which the exterior is decorated with
an arabesque design. In the interior, whieh is undecorated,
is the signature of the llL1ker Hatim.

Regarded by Ricci as Mesopotamian and dated to the
fourteenth century, the bowl was subsequently reclasswed by
Cott as Veneto-Saracenic, sixteenth century. The analogies
with V enet~Saraccnic metalworkare unconvincing. Ettinghauscn (private communication) observes that the ar:lhesque
design and sign:lture are Isbmic, and point probably to
Mamluk Syria, though the shape is unusual for a Muslim
bronze object.

Literatllre: Ricci, i, p. 102, No. 93: Cott, p. 140.

III

MORTARS
ITALIAN: FIFTEENTH AND
EARL Y SIXTEENTH CENTURY

(b:tck, left to right) a fenule figure and an armed male
figure. The busts arc cast from four separate dies.
The workshop in which the mortar w:ts produced C3IU1ot
be identified.

564 : Figures 590, 591

Collectioll: Bellini, Florence; S:tmud H. Kress (1922).
U/livmily of Califoruin (Kress Collutioll). Lcs Angeles
MORTAR OR WINE~COOLBR.

Bronze.

H. 30.3

em.

566 : Figure 597

M.lI

The upper rim is decorated with a band of trophies SCP,lratcd by a1tcm:lting double-eaglcs and satyr masks with
foliage. In the centre of the main faces are an unidentified
coat-of-arms (quarterly I and 4. barry ncbuly of 5: 2 and 3.
a horse passant; on cruef an eagle displayed) and a monogram surrounded by a wreath, c:lch supported by two
bearded male figures with fish tails. Beneath the coat-ofarms is a shepherd with a flock of sheep, :md beneath the
monogram is a scene of hawking. The remainder of the
[<lees arc filled with dies of animals and hunting scenes.
The mortar is supported on three lion feet. At the sides

MORTAR. Medium brown bronze. H. IS em.

A.2S0.94C

The rim is decorated with palmettes. On the body of the
mortar, beneath hanging g:trlands and bucranes, is a shield
(void) flanked by a tree and crossed palm or laurel branches
with a lion and gryphon and a hind and stag. Gadrooned
bene:tth. Handles in the form of dolphins.

are clenched human hands, each holding a loop handle.
The mortar is classified by Bode as Paduan, sixteenth
century, and by Valentiner as Paduan, early sixteenth
century. As was recognised by Bode in an earlier reference
(sec below), a fifteenth-century dating is also possible. The
monogram, which consists of the letters D, I (I) and R
(inverted), is described by Bode as a merchant's mark.
While the mortar is likely to be North Italian. there arc
no specific grounds for assigning it to Padua.

Collcctioll: Forman, LondoD;]. Pierpont Morgan; Clarence
H. M:tckay; Samuel H. Kress (1936).
Litera/ure: Bode, I.B.S., ii, pI. cxxm (as Italian, fifteenth
century); Bode, Morgall, i, p . .la, No. 70 (:ts Paduan, sixteenth century); Valentiner, Catalogue of tlse Clarence H.
Mackay COl/ectiOll, New York, 1926, No. 26 (as Padu:m,
early sixteenth century).

The mortar is described by Ricci as Italian, early sixteenth
century. As noted by pbniscig, :t mortar with the same
moulded motifs (stag, hind and trees) is in the Kunsthistorischcs Museum, Vienna. Oilier mortars from the
same studio arc recorded in the Sch1ossmuseum. Berlin, the
former K:tiser Friedrich Museum and the former E. Simon
and Emil Weinberger collections.

COI/CCtiOIl: Spitzer (s:tle Paris, 18 April 1893, No. 1491, as
Venetian, end of the fifteenth century); Dreyfus.
LUerature: Migeon. inLes Arts, No. 73.]:tnuary 1908, p. 31
(:ts North Italian, late fifteenth or early sixteenth century);
Ricci, i, p. 106, No. 9S (:ts Italian, early sixteenth century);
Cott, p. 139 (as Italian, early sixteenth century); Bode,
I.B.S., ii, pI. CXXlX (for mortar in Schlossmuseum, Berlin);
Bode, 1930, No. 291 (for mortar in Kaiser Friedrich
Museum); Pianiscig, Brollzepla5tikell. No. 144 (for Vienna
mortar as Veneti:tn, e:tdy sixteenth century).

567 : Figure 592
MORTAR. Dark brown bronze. H. 12 em.

565 : Figure 593

The rim is decorated with a frieze of animals. On the body
of the mortar beneath garlands with buctanes arc two
unidentified shields (per fesse, two bends counter-changed)
between dragons. Gadrooned beneath. Handles in the shape

Colllmbia Muscum of Art, Columbia (S.C.)
MORTAR. Bronze. H. II.I cm.

M.6

of dolphiru.

The mortar has two h:tndlcs in the form of horscs' heads.
Beneath the wide incurved lip the surface is divided on
each side by three strips of fruit and foli:tge into two flat
areas filled with profile busts (front, left to right) a m:tle
figure in classical armour and a classical female figure, and

Some damage round lip.
Dam:tge on the upper surf:tce perhaps results from a casting
flaw. The frieze of animals round the lip is blunt. :tnd h:ts
not been worked up. The mortar appears to have been
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made in the same workshop as No. 566 but is evidently a
rejected cast.

CoflecHoII: Dreyfus.
Literature: Ricci, i, p. 108. No. 96; Cott, p. 139 (both:lS
Itali:lt1, early sixteenth century).

568 : Figure 594
MORTAR. Medium brown bronze. H. 13.7 Cnt.
A.2S6.100C
The rim is decorated with a frieze of an.imais. On the body
of the mortar, beneath garlands with bucranes, arc armorial
shields (bendy of six. a lion rnmpant over :ill) between a
stag and hind. Gadrooned beneath. Handles in the slupe of

dolphiru.
The friezc on the lip of the mortar corresponds with that
on No. 567; the handles in the form of dolphins also
correspond. The dies of a hind :lnd sta.g :lre identical with
those on No. 566, :lnd there is thus a presumption that
:ill three morurs origiIute from the same shop. The :lrms
on the present mortar :lre those ofB:ldoer of Venice, and
the three mortars :lre therefore likely to be of Vcnetian
m:lnuf:lcture. Wrongly sta.ted by Ricci to h:lve been in the
Spitzer collection.
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564-573

shidd (lion campmt debruised by :l bmd ch:lrged with
duee cinquefoils). Projecting rope-work handle. On :l high
moulded base.
The mortar is rightly :lScribed by Ricci to the same shop
:lS a morur in the MusCc ]acquCffi:lrt-Andre. P:lris (No.
gI6). The arms are unidentified.

Col/cal'OIl: Dreyfus.
Literoture: .Migeon, inLeJ ArIJ. No. 73,January 190B, p. 31
(as North Italian, bte fifteenth or early sixteenth century):
Ricci, in LeJ ArtJ, No. 153. September 1914, p. 18 (for
MusCC ]acquemart-Andre mortar); Ricci, i, p. lIO, No. 97:
Cott, p. 140 (both :lS Italian, e:lrly sixteenth century).

57' : Figure 596
MORTAR. Dark brown bronze. H. 10.2 cm.

A.254.g8c

Bene:lth thc moulded rim runs a narrow frieze of palmettes
md cherubs, under which is a bdt of garlands and bucranes
with the inscription A.. bo .. c. On the lower face of thc
mort:lr, beneath :l ridge. paired sphinxes and ornamental
V:lses.
In the :lbsence of :lrmoriaI decoration, die inscription beneath the garlands is likely to refer to the fOWldec not the
owner of the morur.

Collectioll: Dreyfus.
Literatllre: .Migeon, in Les Arls. No. 73,]:lnU:lry 1908, p. 31
(<15 North It:llian, bre fifteenth or euly sixteenth century);
Ricci. i. p. 114; Cott, p. 140 (both:lS Iulian, carly sixteenth
century).

Col/ectioll: Dreyfus.
Litcrotllre: Ricci, i, p. 112, No. 9B: Cott, p. 140 (both:ls
Itali:ln, early sixteenth century).

569 : Figure 595

572 : Figure 598

MORTAR. Dark brown bronze. H. 13.3 cm.

A.2j2.96c

MORTAR. Dark brown bronze. H. B.S em.

A.2S7· IOIC

The rim is decor:lted with :l horizonw p:lttem. Beneath
is :l strip of :lcanthus leaves. On the body of the morta.r,
under g:lrlands suspended from winged cherubs containing
se:lted putti moulded from two different stamps. is a frieze
of gryphollS :lnd (I) taZZ:lS.

Round the lip runs :l b:lnd decorated with small flowers.
On the body of the mortar is :In :lrmori:ll shidd (gyroIUlY
of twelve) flanked by birds between four lunging garlmds
suspended [rom satyr masks with winged cherubs above
them. Below between :lClDthus leaves :lre four birds.

For the garlands compare a morur in Berlin with :l shield
supported by paired unicorns.

The aIms arc unidentified.

Collectioll: Dreyfus.
Literatllre: Ricci, i, p. loB, No. 96: Cotto p. 139 (both :lS
Ita.lian, early sixteenth century): Bode, 1930, No. 292 (for
Berlin morur).

570 : Figure 599
MORTAR
em.

WITH

PESTLE. Medium brown pabn:l. H. 15.3
A.2S3.97c

ROWld the moulded lip runs :l strip of foli:lted decor:ltion,
perhaps laurd. On the face of the mortar, under garlands
enriched in the centre with cherubs in half-length, :lre
animals and trees disposed in two rows and :In :lrmorial

Collcetioll: Drcyfus:
Literature: Ricci, i, p. II6, No. 101; Cott, p. 140 (both as
Italian, early sixteenth century).

ITALIAN: MIDDLE AND LATE
SIXTEENTH CENTURY
573 : Figure 600
Mrs. Rlls" H. Kress, New York
MORTAR. Bronze. H. 3I. 7 cm.

M.I
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ITALIAN

The mottle h3S two h:mdlcs in the form of dogs' heads.
lkncath the lip the two faces are decor.3.tcd with garlands
h:mging from three lion masks. Round the base runs a

fRENCH

Literatllre: Ricci, i, p. lIS, No. 105; Cott, p. 140 (as
Italian, sixteenth century).

hand of deb:lSCd acanthus and paImettes.

577 : Figure 608

The mortar seems to date fcom the middle of the sixteenth
century. The workshop in which it was produced cannot

be identified..

Collectioll: Dc Clemente, Florence; Samuel H. Kress (1921).

574 : Figure 601

Beneath the moulded rim a narrow frieze of se;illo~shells
and £lowers. On the two faces a vase flanked by sphinxes
set diagonally. Rope-work handles.
This coarse mortar seems to elate from the second half of
the sixteenth century.

Mrs. RJlS/J H. Kress, New York
MORTAR. Dron:zc. H. 27.6 em.

MORTAR. Dark brown bronze (surface much deteriorated
and covered with varnish). H . 9.5 cm.
A.2SS.99C

M.'

The morbr has two moulded handles. In the centre of
each face is a Clftouche. due on the front filled with the

Collection: Dreyfus.
Literatllre: Ricci, i, p. II2. No. 99: Cott. p. 140 (both as
Italian. early sixteenth century).

scene of Diana and Actaeon and th:lt on the back conb.ining

the letters I.C. The two Clctoudtcs are flanked by p3ired
strips of decoration. A narrow strip of foliated ornament
runs round the hase.

The form of the two cmouchcs is consistent with a dating
in the late sixteenth century.

CollutioJJ: De Clemente, Florence; Samud H. Kress (1921).

575 : Figure 606

Colllmbia Museum of Art, CollI/Jlbia (S.C.)
MORTAR. Bronze. H. 14 cm.
The lip is decorated with debased acanthus leaves. On the
main surface arc four prancing dogs with, beneath. dies
in the form of 3. palmette. The b3.ckground of the figurated
area and of the decorated section of the lip is pWlched.
The workshop in which the mortar was produced c:mnot
be identified.

MORTAR. Yellowish brown bronze with medium brown
patina (much rubbed on exterior). H. S.S cm. A.262.I06c
The protruding lip is decorated with an acanthus moti(
The bce is filled with foliage and scroll-work and is gadrooned benoth. At one side a projecting loop (bent) and
ring.
The mortar seems to date from the middle or second half
of the sixteenth century.

Collection: Dreyfus.
Literature: Ricci, i. p. lIS, No. 106: Cott, p. 140 (both as
Italian, sixteenth century).

576 : Figure 607
MORTAR. Dark brown patina. H. 7.9 cm.

578 : Figure 602

A.26I.IOSC

The mortar has a moulded lip and projecting handles. On
each face are three paired goats' hods. whose bords are
hdd by tritons in full-face. Die marks to left and right of
central panel on och side. Small £law in moulding round

Collectioll: Bellini. Florence; Samuel H. Kress (1922).

579 : Figure 603
Columbia Musellm of Art, Coillmbia (S.C.)
MORTAR. Bronze. H. 12.4 crn.
On the body of the mortar, between narrow mouldings,
is b3.nd of vine tendrils 3.lld grapes.
The mortar h3.S a m3.jor casting flaw beneath the decorated
band and a secondary flaw above the base. For this reason
the decorated strip has not been worked up. A finished
mortar from the same studio, with an identical decorated
strip in which the leaves and grapes 3.re highly chased, is
in the Victoria and Albert Museum (M.28-193S).

Col/eaioll: Volcerra, Florence; Samuel H. Kress (1921).

580 : Figure 604

of Art,

Up.

Columbia Museum

The mortar is of notably good quality, and seems to date
from the middle of the sixteenth century.

MORTAR. Brotl2C. H. 13.3 cm.

Col/ectioll: Dreyfus.

Coillmbia (S.C.)
M.IO

The mortar has two h:mdles in the form of horses' heads.
Round the moulded lip runs a strip of bead-and-red
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decorntion. On cach face is a frontal female mask flanked
by two dragons with hunun female heads. Beneath is a
band of inverted egg-and-dart ornament.

'57
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584 : Figure 613

The workshop in which the mortar was produced cannot
be identified.

Columbia Museum of Art, Columbia (S.C.)

Colledioll: Jandolo. Rome; Samuel H. Kress (1921).

MORTAR. Bronze. H. 13.7 cm.

581 : Figure 605
Colilmbia Museum of Art, Columbia (S.C.)
MORTAR. Bronze. H. 13.7 cm.

M.B

The main surface is decorated with two winged female
demi-figures amid foliage. and with a lion head and paw.
The workshop in which the mortar was produced cannot
be identified.

M·3

The mortlr has two rOWlded handles. Beneath the moulded
lip the surface is divided by vertical dies. Above four of
these are the digits I, 4. 6, 6, and above two others are
fol..iated motifs. On the main surfaces are dies (repeated)
of Qeft) a seated monkey and (right) :l fox with :l bird
suspended from a stock. over its shoulder, with, beneath,
four times repeated, the symbol shown on Figure 613.
The mortar is French or Flemish. and, :lS indicated by the
digits inscribed on it, dates from 1466. The meaning of
the symbol beneath the narrtltive scenes is Wlcxpbined.

Collectioll: Bellini. FJorence; S:lmucl H. Kress (1922).

ITALIAN:
SEVENTEENTH CENTURY
FRENCH: SIXTEENTH CENTURY
582 : Figure 609
585 : Figure 610

Mrs. Rusll H. Kress, New York
MORTAR. Bronze. H. 29.4 cm.

M.28

The mortar has two curved handles. The incurved lip is
surrounded by a quadruple moulding, and the main surface beneath is Wldecorated.
Notably elegant ex:Lmple of an undecorated mortar, d3ting
from the late sixteenth or seventeenth century.

583 : Figure 6II
Columbia Mllselllli

of Art,

Coillmbia (S.C.)

MORTAR. Bronze. H. 14 em.

M·l

The mortar has two handles in the form of protruding
bosses surrounded by lcaves or petals. On the level of the
bosses. under the incurved lip. rWlS the inscriptions: (front)
RESTA. A. D. MDCCILXX. (back) F.n.c.n.T.p.p.C. Under
the handles arc oval stamps with two crossed arms against
n cross surmoWlted by a crown. Double six-petalled
flowers appear in the centre of the front and back, and at
the bottom, Wlder a band of foliated ornament, arc four
cherub heads.
The mortar is of a late type. and seems to d3te from the
seventeenth century. The significance of dle date inscribed
on it and dIe meaning of dIe initial letters cannot be

established.
Collection: Bellini. Florence; Samud H. Kress (1922).

Columbia Mllselllli of Art, Coll/mbia (S.C.)
MORTAR. Bronze. H. 10.8 cm.

M.Il

The surface beneath the moulded lip is punctuated by six
protruding female terms. Between two of the terms is a
seated group of the Virgin and Child and between the
remainder are animals and symbols.
The protruding female terms recur on :l mortar in the
Victoria and Albert Museum (M.I824-I944). in which dIe
intervening areas :lre decorated with a bust of Anne of
Brittany and with moulded groups based on classical
cameos. There is a presumption that the present mortar is
likewise French. The die of the Virgin and Child is also
indicative of a Northern origin.

Collectioll: Jtlndolo, Rome; Samuel H. Kress (1921).

586 : Figure 612
Columbia Mllsellll'

of Art,

Columbia (S.C.)

MORTAR. Dronze. H. 10.8 cm.

M·9

The main surface is pWlctuated by six oblong projecting
bosses. Between them, six times repeated, is :l bearded
classical head in a circubr med311ion attached by a string
of beading to the base.
Beneath the rim rWlS a rope-work fillet corresponding
with dlat on No. 585 and there is thus a presumption that

IS8

FRBNCJI: SIXTEENTH CENTURY ' fLEMISH: SIXTEENTH CENTURY

the present mortar, which is superior inquility to No. 58S.
is also French. A French origin is confirmed by the forms
of the masks and mcdal1ioru with which it is decomted.

Collectioll: Jandolo, Rome; Samuel H. Kress (1921) .

FLEM ISH : SIXTEENTH CENTURY

nude with right arm rused :md an angel with a sword, :md

(ti) the moon between two male nudes facing outwards.
The mortar is Flemish, and origina.rcs from the same shop
as No. 589. The moulded figures are incorrectly described
by Ricci as eight dancing putci.

Collectio/J: Dreyfus.
Literalllre: Ricci, i, p . II6, No. 102; Cott, p. 140 (both as
It:ilian, early sixteenth century).

587 : Figure 614
589 : Figure 616
MORTAR.

Dark brown patina. H.

4 .4

em.

A,260,J04C

Small mortar with projecting handles. On the two faces

(which arc uniform) arc sprays of folUge between acanthus
leaves.

Ch3r:lCrcristic Flemish morbr of the middle of the sixteenth
century.

MORTAR. Light bronze. H. 3.8 cm.

A.259· I03C

Small mortar with projecting handles in the form of dolplUn heads. On the two faces arc (i) a dragon between :1
male nude :md a knight with sword and slUcld, and (ti)
a male term betwecn two nude figures, one holding :1

b=ch.

Col/tdioll: Dreyfus.
Litl!ratl/u: Ricci, i, p. n6, No. 104; Cott, p. 140 (both 3S
Iblhn, early sixteenth century).

588 : Figure 615
MORTAR. Medium brown patina. H. 3.7 em.

A.2S8.I02C

Small morur with projecting handles in the form of dolphin heads. On the two faces ,ue (i) the sun between a male

The mortar is Flemish, :md originates from the same
shop as No. 588. For the figures compare the generally
similar motifs on a mortar inscribed with the na.me ofJan
Ariac.ns ter Stege dated by Wittop Koning (Ncderlnmue
Vijzels, Devcnter, 1953, fig. 4, p. 22) to the third quarter
of the sixteenth century.

Collection: Dreyfus.
Literatllre: Ricci, i. p. II6, No. 103; Cott, p. 140 (both as
Italian, early sixteenth century).
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Fig. 5 Virgin nlld Child with:t Garland (No. 58)
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IlARTO LOMMEO BELLANO

"Fig . [5 SI.Jerome (No.74)
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Fig. 17 SI. Sd l:l5 lj3U (No.7 3)
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l'ig.ll Noah l'IU<' riu g the Ark (N O.28S)

(N O.2~7)

Fig.2J D.lvid and Judith (NO.l!i6)
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Fig.lS Virgin :llId C hild with tWO Angds (No. 1St )
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Fig. 34
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l'i g. 41 Hercules ~lId
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(No.2 53)
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(No. 258)

l'i g. 47 D iomede and
the Palladiulll (NO. 2S7)
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fi g. 37 Minerva un aChuiol
(NO. 2jO)

Fig.40 H erc ules and Ihe Nelllenn Lion
(No. 273)

fig.4 4 Diomede and
the Palbdium (No .2 j6)

Fig. 411 Ceres ami
T riptoiclllus (NO.2p)

I'ig. p
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Fig.54 Scipio Africal1llS (No. ~62)
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Fig. 58 Julius C aesa r
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MA STEn OF THE O RP H EU S LEGEND
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l' ig.89 Allego rical Scene (No. 219)

Fig.92 Allegorical Sccne (N O.226)
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Fig.98 The ElIIombmcm (No. 104)

RI CC I O

- Fig.99 The Entolllbml"1l1 (NO.20J)

RI CC I O

fig. 100 The El1Iombnu:nt (No.l06)

f ig. WI The Entombment (NO.107)
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l:ig.IOj Sl.Gcorge :llId the DragOI1 (No. nil)

t:ig. 104 A
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Fig.l06 Vt'mlS cl13S1i5ing Cupid (NO. l09)
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H).:. 107 Tin' Triumph ofa Hao (No. Ip)
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10 Alabm a (No. 212)

l' ig. II O Vulc:m forging the Arro ws o f C upid (NO.1 IO)

Fi).:. III Apollo and Vulcan
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I' il;. II J Allegory of Fame
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Fig . 1 14 The Sacri fice ofa Swim" (N o.2 17)
Fil" I 15 Ct)lnbal at a Cily Galc (No. 211')

Fig. 117 A Sal)'r ullcovering a Nymph (No. 215)

Fig. 116 T hc Dea th of Marclls C lITtius
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Fig. 11 8 T hc T rium ph of Si1cllUS (No. 2JO)

l'ig. 11 9 Allegorica l Sn'l1<" (No.231)
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Fig. I:!O Pomona (N o . IJo)

Fig. I:! ' Mercury (N o" 31)
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••

ALESSANDRO LE OPA RDl

I' ig. 147 51.

Apoll otl i~

(N o. 79)

l'i £.14 8 Mall' SainI (N o .SI)

Fig. l SI Nymph Oil a Do lphin (N o. 77)

Fi~ .1 49

SI.Johll

d l~

E\'Jngdil l (Nu.HO)

Fig. 150 Virgin and Child (N o. 82)

FnA NC ESCO MAnTI

Fig. 152 1111: DCJlh o f .-\b5;'\I01li (No.94 )
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I' i/:. I 54 CJ(u~~t cJ l illg theOXCll of Hcreuks
(No.13 S)
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Fig.I S6 I-kreulcs Jlld th,' O x,'n or Gl'T)'OIL
(No. 137)
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Fig. 155 I-/(-rcull-s Jlld
(No.I }6)
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Fig. 151 The JUilice orTnjJII (No.9S)
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Fig. t S7 He rcul es triumph~1H ''''l'r
(No.1)!:!)

AIH~CIl S

Fig. lSI! Hercules ~ILd Alllacus (No.16l)

Fi~. 1 .~9

Hcrcuks aILd AIL lacus (N o. 16J)

MASTER 01' T H E DEATH OF AilSALOM (F;g"I;'- 15J)' MODERNO (l';g',I54- 159)

Fig. 162 MJ r5 Jl1d ViclOry (No. 159)

h I,:, I (>0 I krcul~'S Jlld du'
(NO.l64)

NCIll~;1l1

I:i~.

Lioll

Fig. Ir. l

N~S$usa lld

I).-ial lira (No. l6S)

163 The Comillcllcc o f Scipio
(No. lr.7)

Fi~,

Fig. 1(4 Lion Hum (No. 168)

Fig. 166 Man surrounded by Trophies
(No. 140)

Ir.S Mars surrounded h)' Trophks
(No. I J91

M O DER NO

Fig. 167 MJ I"$ and Viclory (No.1 S8)

l:ig. 16S TIl('

DC~ lh

of H ippo lYHls (No. 100)

MODERNO

l' lg.I(,.) l);tvid IriumphanJ ove r Golbth (No. lop )

FiS' 170 J' krcult'S:lnd the NCl11l·.11l Lion (No.J6 1)

MO D ER NO

Fig. 1,1 The

Fi~. 1 7~ SI. I ~()("h

FIa~dbtio"

(No. 134)

l'il;.173 St.JaOll1l" {No. 1~(i)

(No. 155)

MODE Il NO

Fig, '74 The I'rl'SClllatioll in thl' T l'mplc
(No,1 4S)

Fi~.

17" The Entombment (No, I so)

MODER NO

Fig, ' 7S The I'rl'SCnt;\t ioll in the T emple
(No, 146)

I:ig, t77 The Hl'surrectioll (No, 1St)

Fig. [78 T Ill" Ador:u ion orlho: Magi (No. 144) '

Fig, ' 79 TIll' C rll,ilixicl[J (N o. [47)

l:ig.ISo Tho: Enlllluhllll"1lI (N o, ' 411)

l:ig.IS[ Thl' EmOlllbl1ll'm (Nil. 149)
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l;i).:.'1\2 VlrAin Jlltl Clllid Clllh fOlI~'d
with tWO AII).:\·h (No. 143)

Fig. I S4 Viq;in :lnd Child ~'lIIhroncd
with Sailll s (No. 142)

Fig.ISl Virgilllnd Child with S5 AmhollY
tlR" Abl)Ot llid J~'rol1lc (No. Ill)

I:ig. ,116
Th~'

Emoll1ul1IclII
(No. ' 52)

Fig. 187 The Dead C h ri~1 supported by thc Virgin
311t! 51.J oIIII (No. I n)
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Fig. t 89 PrOl11clh{""us cn::uillg
(No. 1(6)
Fif!. I XII AII )JU.,tIlS ;lIId the Sibyl (No. 157)

MODERN O

M ~II

]:is. 190 11ll' DC31h ofOrpltl' us
(No. 175)

•

l'ig. 191 Arion capllln'd bl' I'irall'$ (N o.

! &)

l'iA· I!)J Arion rncwd bl' tlte Dolphin (No. 170)

MODE llNO

Fi~.

1')4 ! kr( uks slr31lglin),: [Ill' Sapenr-s (Nu. 177)
Fi):.195

Orphm~

desn-nding inlo

H~(ks

(NO.1 71)

l' i):.I,)1i H acllk$~nd [he I..ern:lc~n Hydr~ (NO. 17S)
I'i ~ _

M OD EI\ NO

[97 Orplll'us n'dccmin g Eurydice (N o . 172)

Fig, 19') l-kf(' lIks

Fi).;. 198

Orph~us

losing

Ellrydi('~

I' ig.;wo Orpheus pb yillg 10 tlll'

~mllin'

N(' III('JIl Li oll (N o. 17!»)

(No. 17.1)

A"il1l~h

(No, 17" )

M O DERN O

fif::.

~O l

H.'reub ~lId Al1w('us (No. I Ho)

Fig.l0l T lw Dl'ad Chris! supported
by !he Vi rgin al1d S!.Jolm
(No. [~ 1 )

Fig.20) Sr. Scb;m iall (No. I !ll)

l'i~.104

Sr.Jerolllc (No. 18j)
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l' ig.206 Hnc uics al1d !he
(No. [84)

Lion
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Fi!;. l07 Ih !!lc Sccnc (N o . 1M)
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ri ~. 208

T h" Jud ge mcll! orSololllon
(N o, 190)

Fig,2 11
I-Icrc nl c5 and thc N':'mcan Lion
(No. 194)

Fil!.210 Mars and V,'n us (No.1!):!)

Fig. 20!) AllegoricJ I Sn'nc
(No . 19 1)

Fig.:!lj A lIIilit.ur Allocmioll
(No, 195)

l'ig,2 12 Vu1c:m fo rg ing Ih,' Arms of A,'Ill'as
(No,I!>])
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Fig.2 14
HOIII:lIIS passin g under thc Yokc
(N o. 197)

Fig,21 S
Horse man Jnd IWO Foot-soldier~
(No. 198)

PSEU D O -MELIOLI

~

- ,'4' '

•
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l'ig,216
IlorSCIIIJ Il Jnd Foot-soldier
in Combal (No. 199)

l:ig, ZI7 Vulcan forgin g Ihe
(No.zo:!)

ArrulV~

of C npid

Fig. :! III

Otr~'r in g

of Fruit

{No. 200)
Fil-:.2J9 Mucius Scacvob {No. 196)

Fig. u o Orphcm pb~' illg 10 che Animals
(No. ZOI )

Fig.u l
N}'lUph ca rried o lrby a l-I or!>C mall
{No. 1III)

Fil;.222
Vulcan fo rg in!; Ihe Arrows o f C upid
(No.1 19)

Fig.ZZ5 Venus Ju d C upid (No.8d

Fig.224 TI ll" Binh o f Venus (No. 8J)

PSEU DO - MELI O LI (Figs.2 17- UO) . MA STEH M. e. (Figs.22 1- 2U) . MA STE H I. E I'. (Fig. 22])
MASTE H OF T H E ll l HT H OF VENU S (Figs. 224- 225)

Fig.221> Thl' IhllisJmtl"nt of Co riolanus
{No. 87)

Fig.226
Co riolanus and thl' Women o f Home
(No. liS)
Pig.227 Co riolanlls !c:tlling
(No. 1(6)
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Fig.2Jo Coriolnnus in llnuk bdon:
(N o.8H)
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l' ig.231 Unilkmifll-d Sn-uc
{No. 92)

Fig.229 Unidl'nrilled Scene
(No.9 ])

Fig.2J.! Shield supp0r!(-d b}' Herculn
aut! Janus (NO.9311)

Fig.2J3 TIl<' 13~lde OfCallll:l1' (No.')} )

Fig.23 4 A ROlllan Trillmph (No . H9)

MA ST ER OF CO RIOLANU S

l:i:,:.Z36 Apollo ami ~he Seq x'lH Pytholl
(No. tR 7)

Fig.Z)? Sleeping C upid (No. IS!!)

Fig.239 Sle('ping N~' l1lph 3!ld tw o
(No. ~R9v)

fig. 24 t VuJcall (orging the Artll ~ of Aeneas
(No. PO)

Sa l ~' rs

Fig.24 0
Vulc:ln (orging the Arrow~ of Cupid
(No.BO)

Fig.2 42 Cllpids and Su gs (No.3JI )

I' SEU D O - FRA AN T ON IO J) A UR ESC IA (Figu36-239) · I' AJ)U AN (Figs.24D-242)

Fig.244 TIll" Fnllenl of Sl.l'rosdncimu~
(No.p l )

Fig . ~.U

Virg in

Fi ~.2 4 5

~nd

Child with two Angcl$
(No.J t j)

Fig.246 Vi rg in ~nd C hild
with tWO Angds (No.J q )

TIll' Dl'ad C hrisl with till" Vir).:in
:md SI.John (NO,j l(i)

Fi).:,248 Vi r).:ill Jnd C hild
(N". J I~)

l'ig, 247 Virgin

~nd

Child with six An gt"is (No.3 17)

Fig.249 Two ihcch~llles
(NO. J2J)

Fi).:.15 1 Mllcius SCJcvob
(NO,P4 )
Fig,250 Judith with Ihe Head
of HolofeTlll·S (N o. )22)

PADUA N, LATE I' IFTEENTI-I 0 1( EA RL Y SIXTEE N TH CENTU RY

l'ig.2j 2 5!.Jc·rumc {No.3 I!))

l:jg.2H 5!.Jerome (No. po)

PADUAN: LATE FI FTEENT H OR EA I\LV SI XTEENTH C ENTUI\V

Fi ~.

:!.'>7 Bust or:l Girl

(NO.HJ )
Fig.!S4 SJCrificc to Cupid
(No. p6)

Fig.:!5 5 Venus :Iud Cu pid

(No. P5)

l'ig .156 Merc ury and Minerva
(No. J25v)

l'ig.!SS Lcd:l and 1111: Swall

(No. P7)
Fig . 159 Decorativc P!lnd with r'·I11:11.: I-k :ld (No.3 P)

Fi).:.260 Apullo (N o.pil)
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Fi g.:!6J A Triulliph
(No. 304)
Fig.161 A Trhullph (No.JoS)
Fig.16J Allcgory or FOrILUlC (No. 306)

PADUAN (F; gs , 2j 4- 260) - MANTUA N, F I Il ST QUA llTEIl OF T H E S I XTEENT H CEN T U ll Y (IO;gs.261-26J )

Fig .26.! The Ik surrectioll (N o. 31 5)

l'if!;.205 SLJolm the Ilaptist (N o.jjo)
Fig .266 The Baptism or Christ (N o. 337)

VENE T I AN, LATE FIFTEENT H 0 1\ EARLY SI XTEENT H C ENT U RY

Fig. ~67 The Dead Chris! !x:!wt:cn !III: Virg in and S!.)ollll (N o. JJ4)

Fig .268 An Assembl y o r Gods (No. J4o)

VENETIAN, LATE FI FTEE NTH OR EARLY SIXTEENTH CENTURY

fig.l6<; Thc T riumph of Cupid (No.]J!!)

· Fig.rlO

Th~'

Triumph of NCpl llllC (No.1J9)

VENET I AN: LA T E FII' TEEN TI-I O R EAHLY SI XTEEN TH CENTU llY

Fig. ~7 1 Virgin and Child l'l1IhrOIlt'd with rour Sai11ls (No. ~95)

Fig.~7~

Virgin

~ Ild

Child clIlhroll",d wilh rour Slims {No. 296)

•

Fig.273 Thc EnWlllb1l1cm (No.2!)!!)

EMI Ll AN, LATE FI FTEENTH O il EARLY SI XTEENT H CENTU RY

I:i ~. ~74

AUI,;IIst liS :md Iho.: Sibyl (No.Joll)

Fi!;.277 Il u.>t of;\ Wom:m
(No.j l l )

Fi~.2711

Fig:. 2S I Tlw IlIcrcdlllil y of St. Tholll:lS(No. 299)

Fig.275 The M~rt y rd. utl "fS t. Sch~ltin n
{No. 297)

The Eillomblllcill
(No.3 I l)

l' i~.279

A H orscillall (NO.]IO)

Fig:.282 Christ ~pp"c:lrillg w the Apostl<'s (No. J 12)

Fig.:n6 T hc Fb gclb tiOIl (N o.J07)

Fig.2f1o A pollo :llId Da phllc
(No. JOI)

l'ig.28) l'ict:1 (No. 294)

fig.:!85 The L~m<' I11 :l! iol1 OVl"r the D,·Jd Chri.lt (No.34.1)

f ig.lll6 T he Dead Christ tended by four t\ngd~ (No. 144)

NO llT H I TA Ll AN, L A T E FI FTEE N TH O il EA IlL Y SI X T EENT H C EN T UIlY

l'i ~.!f!7

11le Arrl·~t ofChri~t

(No. J4 1)
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l'lfl ·~RlI

VUIC':ll1

fo rgilL~

the

Fi l;.290

St, Jl'rOI11 C

Arrows "fCup,d
( No. J5~)

l:i~.2')t

The Death Of CYTUS (No.348)

Fig. l 93 Picta (N o.34 S)

Fi)::.l,)! Mar5 (Nn,J59)

NO RTH I TALIA N, LATE FI FTEENTH OR EA RLY SIXTEENTH CENTURY

(N O,J 47)

l'ig . 294 No;pul11 o; (N o.J54)

Fi~.297

Allegorical Figurl" (No .3~7)

I'ig. 29~
Youth mounted 011 a Bull (N o. 349)

Fig.295 Alkgori caJ Scene (No.358)
Fig.296 Alll-goTY o f Music (No.3S6)

Fig.299 A Triulll ph (No. J 51)

Fig.JOO A Sacrifice (N o.35J)

Fig. 301 The Ihree SOliS with IIwir Fa ther"s Corpse (No.J 50)

Fig.Jo:!.

Part o r a Sword-pollllllel
(No. 3(0)

l'ig.303 Five I'ulli at Pby (No.J6 1)

NO RTH I TA LIAN : LATE FI FTEEN TH OR EA RLY SI XTEENT H C ENTURY

Fi!;.104 I-k arl or M.:du5.1
(No. JOl)

Fig. J06 I·kad of Medusa
(No. 362)

I'i!;. JO$ Am Jzon (No. 152)

I' ig. J07 Virgi n :tnd Child (No.JoS)

Fig.301l SI. G.:org.: all d (h.: Dragon
(No. JM)

Fig.309 St. SebJ$linll
(No.J 67)

•

Fig.110 SI. M:try M agdakn
(No ..l7o)

Fig. J II The bboun of t\dam :tnd Eve (No.lP)

l' ig.3 12 Three Virun:s
(No· n l )

NO RTH IT A LI AN (Figs.]04- ]06) . I TA LI AN UN LOCA T ED (Figs.]07- ][ 2)

l'i~.JI4

Fig. J I J 51. Sc bastiln

(No,JoK)

Fi1;.JI6 The Dcadl of Laocoon
(No.J8j)

Fi1;.J I9 lh i lic

ofHorscm~'1I

Virgin :Iud Child on:t
(No. Jr.~)

Cn'K~'m

Moon

Fig.11 7 Bust Of3 WOlll311
(No.J8j)

(No.17.d

Fig.] t ~ SI.Jl·rollll· (No. J(~J)

l' ig.J IK Mudu5 Socvob (No.J84)

Fi~.J2o

Ma rs 3ud ViclOry with l:'Tl't.·

W3rrior~

ITA LI A N ( U N LOC AT ED ): LA T E F I FTEE NTH O R EARL Y SI XT EE N TH CEN TUR Y

(No.J7h)
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)lLckli ng ll o mulu s and Bemus (N o_ 375)

Mde~gl' r

"n J-lor:iChack {No . 377)

J' ig. p2 C upid ridillg 011 a Dragon (No. 376)

Fig.P4 Mcbgcr oll Horseback (No.J77V)

ITALIAN (UN LOCA TED ), LATE FI FTEE N TH O R E ARLY SI X T EEN T H CEN T U RY

l'ig.J25 AriSlo!lc (No.37J)

I TA LI AN (UNLOCATED): LATE FI FTEENTH OR EA ll LY SI X T EENT H CENTU RY

fig. 326

Orn~I11Cl1uJ

IIppJiqlll' (No. jl'l7)

I' ig. pll J ~n us (No.1SI v)

fig,J29 Sphillx turn,'d to right (No' lllll)

Fig,Jjo Sphinx turn cd to kfi (No.j89)

I TA LI AN (UN LOCATED), L ATE FIFTEENTH 0 1\ EARLY SI XTEEN TH CEN TURY
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Fig.)J I
13ull-Ihiling
(No. 379)

Fig.JJl
The fhrl'C Sons willI
thei r Falhu's Co q)~
(No. J~o)
r: i~.JH

Unidentified Sn'IIl' (No.JS:!.)

l:ig.JJ6 Apoilo and l\1any:l'
(No.2'J 1)

l:ig.JH The T oilet of VCIIUS
(No. 2K9)

Fig.JJ7

Perseus 1Il0UIl I cti
011 Pegasus

(NO,l90)

Fi~.B 'J

Pig.BS The Hol y Family (No. 211ft)

Hncuks and

ITA LI AN (U NLO C ATED ) (F;gs. ll ' - ll') . FLORENT I NE (F;gs.11j - ll9)

Al1ta~' u l

(NO. l91)
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Fig. H I Sf.Jcrome (No.lJ7)

Fig.lH Apo llo and Ma rsyas
(No. ~ ..o)

I'i ~. H"

Thc [kafh o f Mcbger

Fig. H 7 Alkgoriu lSceliC (No. 2.. ,,)

(N ,).;qz)

U LOC R I NO

Fig. H~

St.Jcromc (No. lJ8)

Fig. l4 5 Hercules aud Amacu§
(NO.2 .. 1)

Fig.H8 Aristotle and AbeJlldcr
of AphrodisiJs (NO.2olJ)

J:ig. 3~ 1 Tlw Ih plislI\

Fig. J49 The Ador:ati,," of dae Magi
(No. ,,)

Fig.UO SI.Jerome

Fig. Jj~ Th(" Emombml'm (No. 10)

<)f C hri~l

(No.~ " S)

Fig. J5J The IncredllJil)' 'If SI. ThomJ~ (No. I I)

Fig.354 Chrisl teaching inlhe Tcmpk (No.6)

ASC RIBED TO ULO C IH NO (Fig. 350). VA LEIU O DELLI (Fig,. H9 "",\ 35' - 354 )

(No. _~)

fig.JS S The BCIDyal orChriSl (No. 7)

f:ig.jjli

Chri~1

farr)'illil th.: Crou (No.8)

fi!;.lS 8 Noli III': langere (No. t6)

VA LERI O B EL LI

l'ig.359 The Emomblll<'llt (No. 12)

Fig . j6l

Chri~1

l' i).:.J60 The Adoralioll orllie Seplll"rds (No. IJ )

ca rrying the C rrus (No. I S)

Fig. J6J C hrist berore Pible (No. 1.1)

VALERI O DELLI

Fig. 3M. C hrist ~ppearillg 10 Ihe Apo~dl"s
(No. ( 7)
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Fig.j64
I'eace and IJ w~ pcrit)'
( NU. 24)
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Fig.J(i5 Lion Hu m (No. IS)
Fig. J67
Thl' Triumph p f SilcllllS
(NO.2S)
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Fi !l.J (j~ NqJIIUlC,
lri[~'

Aillphi :lud Cupid (N o.n)

Fig. 3(>9
C upid crow nil lg Iwo Lovt'rs
(No. 20)

-

I "' .Il~ I"
l'• .....
. ," /.1.

l .l t , , ' .• ~.

hili

Fig.170 Hcrcuks
confrollted by Minerva
and V l ' l1ll S (No.21 )

Fig. J7 1

Pc~cc

Fig.314 Scated Mall
(No. 28)

Pig.J7J The Ador:uion ort he Magi
(No. 26)

VA LERI O B ELLI (FI gs. j6. - m )

ATTRIIlUTED TO VALE IU O IlELLI (FIgs.j7l - j74)

(No.23)

Fig.J75 The Adontion o f Il l{' f\13 gi (No.29)

Fig.376 The Ad onli on of till' Magi (N il. 30)

Fig.377 MclcJgcr sla ying Ihe C 31 )'dollian Ilo.u (No.3 I)

G I OVANN I Il ER NA I\D 1

Fig.J79 NC JlIllIlC (No.Jli)

hI:. J71! T hl" I'lll of I'hlClholl (No.)2)

I'i~. 3~O Thc COluinCllCl" of Scipio

Fig. 3M 1 T hc Juslicc of !3rutuS (No. J S)

(No. H )

Fig.J82 The Ibpe o f Gau)'llIcdc (No. H)

G I OVANN I IlER NA I\ DI

Fig. jHJ Venus and Cupid
wilh O liWf Gods (No.37)

l' ig.J!>5 The Triumph

or Amphitrite

(No. J!)

l' ig.3S7 I'amlll"r Hum (No. 4 !)

l'ig.3H6 The lb. pe ofrhc S.1.billC5 (No.J8)

l'ig.388 Pan .1.lld Syrinx

l' ig.J <)O

(N o.40)

AlIq~ori c.1. 1

111.1.le Figure' (NO. 4:!)
Fig.J89 13ull-b.1.i tin).: (NO.44)

G IOVANN I llE I\NA RDI (F;gs. J8J - J88 and 390) . AFTER ll ER NARDI (F;g. 389)

l:ig.392 The l;tlllellf~lioll
over lhe Dead Christ
(No. 302)
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l' ig.391 T he T hree
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at the Sepulchre (No. JOl)
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The Ibpe of I' ros<:rpin<'
(No. J91)

Fig.J95 Naked Youlh
(NO·4 11 )
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r-i g.391 The bmelllatioll over lhe' Dead Chrisl
(No.lOO)
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Fig.396 Unidemified Scene

(No·39S)

Fig.J99
Fig.397 Sileuus (NO. 4 10)

Fig. 398 Ihcch:ll\~l 01 Children (No. J!)6)

Unidemificd Scene (No. 4 13)

EM I LIA N (Figs. 39 ' -393) . IT A LIA N UN LOC AT ED (Figs. 394- 399)

Fi~·402
Vir~iu ~nd

C hild
(No..wo)

Fig. 400 l11e

Il~Pti5 1U

ofChriSi (NO. 400)

Fi ~.40 1

Christ

3ppt'uin~

Fi!;,40J St, M3Ulww
(No·J92)

10 die Apostles

(No,1? 1)

l:i~. 406

Orual11cnol Frit'zl' (No,J9K)

l:ig.404 Head Of3 Girl
(No.J?7)
Fig. 40S Vt'uus 3r11wd (NO.J?4)

l:ig. 407 Ornam(,llfal Friell' (No,J99)

I TA LI AN UN LOCA T ED: M I DDLE OF T H E SIXTEENTH C ENTURY

l' ig. 4I O Cupid with
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Swan (NO. 401)
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l'ig. 41 ~

bltll' 3nd I'eacc (No. 4(6)

The Triumph of Amphitrite (No. 404)
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Fi!;.414 Two 1'L1l1i
pb yi ng l' ILltl'~ (NO·4 I ~)
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Fig. 4 I j Nlrcissus (No. 403)

ITA LI AN UN LOCAT ED (Fi gs. 408-4 ' 3 and 4'5) . IT ALI AN (') (Fig. 414)

'"'Fig . 416 Th~ Ik surrcc rioll {N o. 70)

FRA NCAV I LLA

Fig. 4 I ~

Fig .4 17 T Ilt'

l'i ~. 4 20

Ado r~ti ol1

uf 111<: SllI:phcrds (N O. 409)

Al ldr<:a D urb g uidcd

by Neptul1 c (No. 75)

Hc~d

of Chrisl (No. 4011)

H g . 4L 9 I'lI ni~!p b y( No.414)

Fi g. 421 Dancing Sn!~' r (N o . 293)

IT A LI AN (?) : SIXTEE NT H CEN T U RY (l°;gS04 17.4 IS) · IT A LIA N ('): SEVENTEENT H C ENTURY (lo;g.419)
LE ON E LE ON I (F;g"po)' FLO R ENT I NE : EI G HTEE NTH OR EARLY N I NETEENTH CENT URY (F;g.421)

I:ig. p~ Virgil suspcnded in a bnsh'r
(N O. 4 16)

Fi!';.423 The

N ~ livity

(NO. 41 7)

l:ig. 426 J'krod ami Hcrodi~5
willlihe Hcn d orlhe U~p!i~!
(No. 4 1 5)

Fig.425 11le Judgemcnt of \'~ris (No. 42 3)

Fig .429 Thc Las! Suppcr (NO. 42 1)

l'i)':. 430 TIl\' Arch.lllgrl
GnbrirJ (NO.4 20)

FR EN C I-L F II\ST QUA RTER 0 1' T H E 16th CEN TU 1\ Y (Fig"422. 42J. 424. 426) . FUM I S H (?) , 17th C ENTU 1\ Y
(Fig.42S)· FLEM ISH, ABOUT IjOO (Flg.427)· FLEM IS H, SECON D H ALF OF TI-IE 16th C ENT U RY
(Fig"428. 429)· FLEM I S H , FIR ST QUA I\TER 0 1' THE 16th CEN T URY (Fig.,,] o)
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Th~tia

,

(N O.4 2S)

Christ and Nicodemus
(No. 43.\)

Fig .•US L,'d:l and lill' Swan
(No· 4.l2)
l' ig.4J9 Veil liS and Cupid (No. 43 I)

PETER FLO T N E] t (Fig"43 1. 4J2. 434.4J7)· STYLE OF PETER FLOTNER (Fig"4JJ. 43 1.436)
PAUL ]-]D ONE R (h g"43R. 439) , MONOGRAMM ]ST P. G, (Fi g' 440)

J"

'/

Fig. 441 Orphl·US :lnd Ellrydicc (No. 435)

PETER VIS C H Eil THE YOUNGER

Fig. 44 3 ThcCrlt cifi xiOIl (N o . 43 4)

h ~ ..... "

Tlw bltl,·m;uioll ,wer
(Nn. 4JII)

Fi!;. 449 Ull ident ifil-d scene" (NO. Ht )

tlw ])e;u:1 ChrN

Jl A NS HEI N II A IH T H E EL D Ell (F; g'.44 2, 44J) · G EHMA N, M I DDLE O F T H E SI X T EENT H C ENT U RY
(F;gS ..144 - 44 7, 449, 4;0) . GE ll MA N, FI FT EEN TH O il EAHLY SI XTEEN T H C ENTUHY (F;g.448)

Fig. 45 L Virgin and Child cruhroncd (No. 436)

Fig.4 5J Virgin and Child wilh Angels (No. 437)

Fi~.45Z

I'onulla (No. 440)

Fi~ .4 5 4 VCLlUS

and Cupid (No. 439)

GE I(MAN: FI FTEENTH O l( EA RLY SI XTEENTH CE NTURY (FigS045'. 45J)
GE I(MAN: MIDDLE OF TH .E SI XTEENT H C ENT U RY (Fi gQj2.454)

!'ig.4 56 The Jud gemetlt o f
!'L ~. 4 S5

I'~ ri~

(No. 4 4 ~)

Cupid pla)'il1!; 011 the LUle {No. 44 .1)

l'iS.4511 Spring

~l1d

Stt tttttter (No.4 52)

!'ig. "59 Aututiln :utd Wimer (NO.4 5])

FLA. 460 The Triumph of I-Iummt r (No. 454)

GE ll MA N , M I DDLE OF THE SIX T EENT H CEN T U RY (Fig'.455.456) · G ER MA N, LA T E SI X T EENTH
0 1\ EA RL Y SEV EN T EEN TH C ENT U RY (Fi g'. 457- 460)

Fig.461 Th.: T rium ph oflh.: Church (NO. 4B)

l:ig.462 T h.: T riumph of I'o vnl y (No. 456)

Fig.46) T he T riumph ofJustice (No ..lj7)

GE R MAN, EA RLY SEVEN T EENTH CENTURY

l'ig. 4(i4 TIll" Mall o(Sorrows( N o. 4SI)

GE llM AN : LATE S I XTEE N TH CEN T U ll Y (F; gq6.1.46S) ' Il USS IA N: S IXTEENTH C ENT U RY (?) (F; g.466)
A USTIlIA N : EARLY N IN ETEE N T H C ENT U Il Y (F;g.467)

STATUETTES AND UTENSILS
(OTHER THAN MORTARS)

•

I:ig . .jl;c) Winge,1Child carrying

3

Torch

(N o . 460)

*FiJ; . 470 Appliqllc ill the rorlll

or p~ircd I)ol]lhill ~

(No ..gn)

I\OMAN , FII\ST 0 1\ SECOND CEN T U I\Y Il.c. (Fig5.468.469) · FLO I\ENTI N E , LATE FII' TEENTH
Ol( EAI\LY SI XTEENT H CENTU I\Y (l' ig.470)

*1:il;.47 1 Wingoo Female

I: i~urc

holding a Conlllwl'b (No. 495)

VECC I-I I ETTA

Fig. 472 St. Gw rge ami the Dragoll (No. jO t)

l'ig ·474 Sand-box (N o. 49J)

l' EIU,AI\ ESE: SEC ON D H AL F 0 1' T H E FII' TEEN TI-I CEN T U I\ Y (F;g.472)
SEVE IW D A RAVENNA (F;gS.47J.474)

Fig.475 Saud-box (NO.49J)

Fi~.476

Sand-hox (NO.49J )

SEVERO DA RAV EN NA

· Fi~. 4 77

Lid ora Box (No. 4(0)

1';1;. 478 Casket (NO. 4I)J)

SEV ERO DA RAVENNA

Fi ~. 4 7t)

Dskcl (No.4!) 1)

SEVERO DA RAVENNA

SEVERO DA RAVENNA

l:ig.4S5

Sl'3-11101l~I<:r

{No. 4 ))8)

SEVERO DA I(AVENNA

RI CC I O

Iti CC IO (F;gS.488 - 490) · FLORENTINL LATE FIFTEENTH O R EARLY SI XTEENT H C ENTU RY (F;g.491)

l' iA.49J bmp il1lh~ form ofal! Ass'$ Hc~d (NcqNO)

R I CC I O

R I CC I O

Fig.498 illksr.uu\ ill tilt' form ofa Child carrrillg:l Shdl
(No . .f76)

Fig.soo Fettered Sat yr (No. 4RS)

Fig.499 Sfallding Uoy (NO. 477)

Fi ~. S02

R ICC IO (F;gS. 497 - 499 ) . AFTE R RI CC IO (F;gS. 500- 50')

SI :lI1dilll; Un}' (NO. 4SJ)

Figs.SOJ.50.j Lamp (No."HI)

IU CC IO

Fig.50S Lamp (No. 504)

Fig. 506 bmp (No. 50l)

PADUA N: L ATE FI FTEENT H O il EARLY SI XTEENT H CEN TUIlY

Fift.508 To.,d (No. 508)

F;~.5 1 0

Frog (NO· Sl l)

I'ADUA N, L ATE FI FTEENT H O il EA RL Y SI XTEENT H CEN T U R Y

Fig.5!! Perfum ed Vase in the form ofa Sl"ated Ape
(No·S!)

l'i~.51Z In kwell ill Ilw form "fa
scah."d Boy holding a Jar (No . SO~)

PA D UAN: L ATE FI FTEENT H OR EA I\ LY SI XTEENT H C ENT U R Y

Fi!:.5 14 Box in lht· form o f

~

Crab

~ tl ~cl ll'd

10 tll<' b3Ck of a To~ d (No. 5(6)

I'i l" 5 J S Box ill the form ()f ~ C r~b (N o . SOS)

PADUAN : L A TE FIFTE EN TH 0 1\ EA RLY SI X TEE N T H C EN TURY

fig. SL6 D oor-K nockcr (No.5 L2)

PADUA N: LATE FIFTEENT H OR EAR L Y SI XT EENT I-I C EN TU I\Y

Fig.5 I8 Dancing F:UUl (N o. j 17)

l:it:. j I7 W rl'~ lh<·d Boy wit h
HJmh raiwd (NO.j I4)

Fig . j l9 Wiu ged boy with Hands

VENET I AN, LATE FI FT EEN TH O H EAHLY SIXTEENTH C EN TUHY

r~iscd

(No. 51j)

l'ig.)2o Charil Y (N o.5 16)

VENET I AN: LATE FIFTEENTH O R EARLY SIXTEENTH C ENTU RY

Fig.521 Spillario (N o. 524)

I'ig. s.n nowl (No. p6)

NO llTH ITALIAN ( UN L OCATED ) , LATE FIFTEENTH 01\ EAI\LV SI XTEENT H CENTUI\V

NO RTH ITALI AN ( UN L O C ATED ) , LATE FIFTEENTH OR EARLY SI XTEENTH C ENTURY

Figs. 524. 525 Casket with scenes fro l1l thl'" life ofSLSil1lcon of Podirolo (No. 525)

NO RT H IT A LI AN (UNLOCA T ED), L AT E FIF T EE N TH O R EARLY SI X T EE N TH C E N T U RY

Figs.526-528 Caskcl with scencs from Ihe life of SI. Sill\("Ol1 of Podi rolo (No . 525)

NOI\T H I TA LI AN (UNLOCATED), L ATE Fll' TEENT H 01\ EA IlLY SI XTEENT H CENTUI\Y

Fig. $1') Slanding Child wilh
ni'ICd Icrl Arm (Nn.n6)

Fig. BO Cupid wilh

~

Ilow (No . SJS)
.

I'ig. B

I

Cupid wilh r:l.iscd Arms (No. SH)

ITALIA N (UN LOCATED), LATE FI FTEE N TH O il EA I\LY SI XTEENT H C ENTURY

*Fig. 5JJ Shc-Wo tfwilh ttomutus ami Hem us (No.51 I)

Fig. 53 4 She-Wolf wilh Homulus aud Hcmus (N o. SP)

I TALIA N ( UNLO C ATED ) , LA TE FI FTEENTH OR EA RL Y SI XTEENTH C EN TURY

*Fig.SJS I-la nd-Dell (No. SJ8)

*l'ig.SJ7 Hand-Bell (No. S.P)

*I'ig. 536 I-Iand-Bell (No.j4o)

"Fig. 53 8 I-b nd- Bell (No.S 41 )

ITALIA N (UN LO C ATED ) , L ATE FIFT EEN T H O R EARLY SI XTEENT H CEN TURY

*Fig. :\J9 Haud-13dl (N o. :\J7)

*Fig.540 I-b lld- ikll (No.5J7)

*Fig.j4 1 Hand- Bell (No. 5J?)

*1'ig.H:! I-b nd- Bel l (No.5J\)

I TALIAN ( UNLOCATED ), LATE FI FTEENTH OR EARLY SI XTEENT H C ENTURY

l:ig . 543

D oor~Kllockcr

ill !Ill; form ofa

SiH~11

(No. 54 ,)

Fig.54S I-Ic~ d of~ Faull (N o.S44)

l:ig.5 44 Cocka cl (Nn.5H)

I TA LIA N (UN LOCA T ED ) , LATE FIFTEENT H OR EARLY SI XTEENT H CE NTURY

*Fig. 546- 547 CJlldlcstk k (No. 546)

I TA LIA N (UN LOCATED), LATE FI FTEENTH O R EARLY SI XTEENTH CENTU ltY

G I OVANNI A LIJ ERG I-I ETT I

G I OVANN I A L BERG H ETT I

Fig. H I Sphinx (No. 547)

Fi~.

552 Crow (No. 5 4 ~ )

G I OVANN I ALIJE HG H ETT I (Fig. 550) . IT A LI AN (?): SI XTEENT H CEN T U RY (') (Figs. 55 1.5ll)

,:ig. 554 H ,'Jd of ~ Ncgro
(Nn.p I )

Fig.553 Cupid riding

:l

Dolphin (No. po)

l' ig,55S Bowl suppoTlcd by tlm'c I'uui (No.S I9)

VENET I AN, MIDDLE OR L ATE SI XTEENT H CEN T U RY

VE N ETIAN, MIDDLE O R LATE SI XTEENTH C ENTURY

Fi ~.

Fig.557 FOTIIllla (No.5 I&)

Fig. 560 Child claspiug a Bird (No. 5]0)

HI! Ill'ad or a Ibm (No. ~!~)

Fig. S59 TrilOll amide a Dolphin (No.S!9)

Fig.561 Scawd C hild ..... ith a Ih ll (No.P7)

VENETIAN, M I DDLE OR LATE SI XTEENTH CEN T U RY (Fig.557) . NORTH IT A LIA N (UN LOCATED),
M I DDLE OR LATE SI XTEENTH CEN TURY (Fi g'.SSR-S6,)

Fig. 562 Two H;andlcs (No. SOD)

FLORE N TI N E: M I DDLE OF T H E SIXTEE N TH C Ew r U !\y

FLO I\EN T I NE: SECON D Q U ARTER OF THE SIXTEE N TH C EN TUR Y

I'ig. ~64

M~!e

Nude with

r~iscd

!cCt Arm

(N o·4<) H)

Fig.566 ilacc hus (N o. 4/\H)

l'ig,5/\5 WOl1lau cu!! i"g her N~i ! s (N o . 469)

FLonE N TI NE ('), MIDDLE OF THE SIXTEENTH CEN TUnV (Fig.S6.) . MA STE I\ 0 1' THE
N AK ED FEMA LE FlCUnE S (Fi g. S6S) . ATT nl BUTED TO V I NCENZO DANT I (Fig.S66)

'""1:ig. j 67 Door-K nocke r (NO. 466)

" Fig. 56ft Door-K l1ockl'r (No. 4(7)

T I Z I A N O A SPETTI

Fig·S7l C311dlcsrick (NO.4S6)

N I CCO LO RO C CATAGLIAT A

"Fig.573 The l:imcntation O\'cr the Dead Christ (No. 494)

MASS IMILIANO SOLDAN I

Fi ~.

574 Boy with
(No. 554)

~

PUPP }'

Fig. $7" SC~ ll'd Uoy holding ~ Bird (No. 552)

Fig.575 Child

011

a Dolphin (No. 550)

l'ig .577 Scalcd

Do~

(N o . 553)

GEHMAN, FIR ST HALF 0 1' THE S IXTEE NT H CEN T U RY (Fi gs. 574. 576. 577)
MA STER OF T H E APOLLO FO UNTAI N (l' ig.575)

FiS 578 Naked F(,'lIlllc Fil'urc (No. 55 1)

GERMAN O R NE THERLA N DI SH : FIR ST HALF OF T H E SI XTEENT H CENTURY

Fig. H9 Sur!illg (No. 549)

l' ij.!. 5!10 TIm:!: wingcd Childrcn
(N o. 5511)

ri\{oSil l SCJlcd

I 'u g- I)()~

(No. 556)

Fi~.SH2

SCJtcd
(No. SS5)

Uc~r

CAS I' A lt G HA S (1';g.579) · FLEMI S H : S IXT EEN TH C E N T U llY (F;g.58o)· GEH MA N: S ECOND HALF
OF THE S I XT EE N TH CEN T U RY (F; gS. 58. , 582)

..

*l1g. 583 Hand- IX-II (No. 5(0)

Fig.584 Hand- Ikll (No. 559)

FLEM I SH , SI XTEENTH CEN T U I\Y

FLEM I SH, LATE FIFTEE NTH OR EARLY SIXTEE N TH C EN T U RY

Figs. 587. SS8

M~lc

Nude km·clillg wilh

J-b !l d ~

cb sped ill 1'T3 \,~ r :md M ~ Il' Nmk kll ("l"ling wilh I"bndscb sped in
(Nos. 56\, 56:.>.)

Supp1ic~tiOI1

Fig.58!) Bowl (No.S6J)

S PAN IS H : S IXTEE NTH C ENT U RY (F;gs.;87,;88) · SARA C EN IC : S I XTEE NTH C ENT U RY (F;g.;89)

MORTARS

ITA LIA N , FIFTEENT H OR EA !\L Y SI XTEENT H CEN T U!\Y

*Fig. 59 ' MOr!;tr o r W iu.: Cook r (No. 564)

ITALIAN, FIFTEENT H OR EARLY SI XTEE N TH C EN TURY

ri!;.59J MOrlar (Noo 56)

ITALIA N, I' I HEENT I-I 0 1\ EAI\LY SI XTEENTH CENTU RY

*Fig. 59-1 Mo rtar (No. 568)

Fig. S95 Momr (No. 5(>9)

ITA LIA N, FIFTEENTH OR EA RLY SI XTEENTH CEN TURY

- ';ig. s'}6 Morm (N o. 57 1)

Fig.5 <)7 Mortar (N o. 566)

ITA LI AN: FIFTEENTII OR EARLY SI XTEENT H CENTURY

Fig. 599 Mortar (No. 570)

ITALIAN, I' I FTEENTI-I O R EARLY SI XTEENT H CEN T U RY

*Fig.600 Mortar (No. 57})

ITALIA N, MIDDL E OR LATE SI XTEENTH CEN T U ltY

- Fig.(,o l M ortJ r (No. 57.. )

ITA LI AN,

LATE SI XTEENTH CENTUR Y

Fig.60.l Momr (No.S78)

Fig . 601 Mortnr (No. 579)

ITA LIA N, M I DDLE 0 1\ LA T E SI X TEE N TH C ENT URY

· Fig.60S Mortar (No.SIII)

ITALIAN: MIDDLE OR LATE SI XTEEN TH CEN TURY

f: i~.6or;

MOTfa r (Nu. 575)

Fig.6oS Morlar (N o. ;i77)

ITALIAN, MIDDLE OH LATE SI XTEENT H CENTU HY

Pi).: . 6 10 M OfIJr ( No. SI!S)

fi};.6 11 Mo rt ar (No. 58})

FRENC H , S IXTEENTH CENTURY (1'ig.6 .o) . ITALIAN, SEVEN TEE NT H CENTURY (Fi g.611)

Fig. 6 11 Mortar (N o ..,86)

FREN C H , SI XTEENTH CEN TUI\Y (F;g.6 12) . mENCH, FIi'TEE N T I-1 CEN T U I\Y (F; g.6IJ)
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Perseus mOWlted on Pegasus 290
pm.edra and Hippolytus 10)
Phaethon, Fall of 32
Pompey 272
Prometheus creating Man 166
Proserpine. Rape of 393
Putti 361, 412. 4-14, 519
Rape of Ganymede 33.47
Rape of Proserpine 393
Rape of the Sabines 38
Roman Charity 13 2
Romulus and Remus 375.531.532
Sabincs, Rape of 38
Sacrifice ofIphigenia 104, 125
Sacrifice to Cupid 326
Satyr F3mily 214
S3tyt holding a Candlestick 473
Satyr uncovering a Nymph 215
Satyrs II5. 189. 293. 475. 485
Scipio Africanus 262
Scipio, Continence of 34, 167
Silenus 25.230. 410
Sitcnus md the Maenads 49
Siren 545
Sphinx 388. 389, 547
Th3.li3. 425
Theseus 3.nd the Centaur 458
Timeter overcome by Tumus 260
Trajm. Justice of 95
Tritons II3. II4. 529
Triumph of Amphitrite 39.404Triumph of Bacchus md Ari3.dne 248
Triumph of Cupid 278, 338
Triumph of Neptune 339
Triumph ofSilenus 25.230
Ulysses. Diomede and the Palladium

.,8

Venus 27. 83, 289, 465. 523
Venus and Cupid 84.325.431.439
Venus and Cupid with other Gods
37
Venus armed 394
Venus chastising Cupid 209
Virgil suspended in a Dasket 416
Vulc.an forging the Arms of Aenea.s
193, 329
Vulcan forging the Arrows of Cupid
II9. 202, 210. 2U, 330, 355
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FIGURES AND HEADS
Alberti. Self-Ponnit I
Doy with a Puppy 554
Bwt of a Girl 333
Bust of a Wom:m 3lI. 385
Dust of a Youth 43.266.496
Child cbsping a Bird 530
Child on a Dolphin 5SO
Child on a Lion 6S, 66
Child's Head in a Wreath 287
Decorntive Pmel with a female
Head 332
Door-Knocker with a naked female
Figure 466-7
Head of a Girl 397
Head of:1 Man 472

Head of a Negro 521
Horseman 310
Horseman and Foot-Soldier in
Combat 1!)9
Horseman and two Foot-Soldiers
19S

Horseman att:l.cked by three Lions 67
Horseman attacking two Foot-soldiers

68
Inkwell in the formof a Child carrying
a Shell 476
Inkwell in the form of a scated Boy
Holding a Jar S02
Male Nudes kneeling with Hands
clasped S61, S62

Male Nude with raised left Arm
49 8

Naked female Figure 551
Na.ked Youth 4II
Romm Emperor 271
Seated Doy holding :1 Bird S52
Seated Child with a Ball 527
Seated Man 28
Self-Portr.tit of Alberti I
Spillario 524
Standing Doy 477,483.484
Standing Child with raised Left Arm
53 6

Wreathed Day with Hands rnised SI4
Youth mounted on a Bull 349

MISCELLANEOUS
Andrea. Doria guided by Neptune 75
Battle of Horsemen 374.386
Battle Scene 186
Combat at a City Gate 218
Decorntive Pbque 44S
Grotesque Monster 381
Military Allocution I9S
Nail-Cutter 469
Offering of Fruit 200
Ornamental Applique 387
Ornamental Frieze 398
Ornamental Friezes. Two 399

Romans passing under the Yoke 197
Roman Triumph 89
Sacri..fice 3S3
Sacrifice of a Dull 129
Sacrifice of a Swine 217
Sea-Monster 487,488
Sea-Monsters fighting 446.447
Standing Angel 282
Three Sons with their Father's
Corpse 3S0. 380
Triumph 2, S3. 89, 304. 30S. lSI
Triumph of a Hero 232

Unidentified classici Scene 382
Unidentified marine Scenes SO. SI
Unidentified military Scene 92
Unidentified naval Scene 91
Unidentified Scenes 108, 395.413.
#1

Winged Day with Hmds rnised SIS
Winged Child carrying a Torch. 460
Winged Child pla.ying on a Lyre 227
Winged Children. Three SS8
Winged female Figure holding a
Cornucopia 49S

NEW TESTAMENT
Adorntion of the Magi 4. 26. 29. 30,
1#

Adorntion of the Shepherds 13.409
Archangel Gabriel 420
Arrest of Christ 341
Daptism of Christ S. 337, 400
Detrnyal of Christ 7
Christ and Nicodemus 433
Christ appearing to the Apostles 17.
312, 391
Christ before Pibte 14
Christ carrying the Cross 8, IS
Christ healing a Man possessed of the
Devil 280

Christ teaching in the Temple 6
Crucifixion 147, 434
Dead Christ tended byfour Angels 344
Dead Christ with the Virgin and St.
John 153,181.316.334
Dead Christ with two Angels 3
Deposition 342
Entombment 9. 10, 12, 148. 149.
150. IS2. 203- 207. 298. 313
Flagellation 134.235, 274. 307
Gabriel 420
Head of Christ 277.408
Herod and Herodias with the Head
of the Daptist 4lS

Holy Family 288
Holy Family with six Angels 61
Incredulity of St. Thomas II. 299
Lament:l.tion over the Dea.d Christ
4S. 300. 302, 343.438. 494
Last Supper 421
Man of Sorrows 4SI
Martyrdom of St. Sebastian 64. 297
Nativity 417
Noli me tmgere 16
Pied. 294. 34S
Presentation in the Temple 145. 146
Redeemer 276
Resurrection 70,96. lSI. 33S
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330
Three Maries at the Sepulchre, The
301
Virgin and Child 60, Sz, 233. 234.
283. 318, 365. )90
Virgin and Child before a Niche
57
Virgin and Child between two
Candelabn S9
Virgin and Child emhroned 275.

436

Virgin and Child enthroned with
four Saints 295,296
Virgin and Child enthroned with
Saints 142
Virgin and Child enthroned with
two Angels 62
Virgin and Child on a Crescent
Moon 364
Virgin and Child with a Garland

,8

Virgin and Child with four Angels
56, 437
Virgin and Child with Saints
Anthony Abbot and Jerome 133
Virgin and Child with six Angels
3 17
Virgin and Child with sixteen
Angels 303
Virgin and Child with two Angels
143. 2 79.281,314. 315

OLD TESTAMENT
Abs::tlom. Death of 94

Fall 434

Adam and Eve, ubours of 372David :md Judith 286
D.wid triumphant over Goli3th 141

Hagar and the Angel 449
Judgement of Solomon 190

Judith with the Head of Holofernes
208. 322, 474
Lot and his Daughters 450
Noah entering the Ark 2 85

SAINTS
Male Saint 81
Saint Apollonia 79
S3mr CcciHa 239

Saint George md the Ongon 69,
228, 366, SOl
SaintJerome 63.74.156,183.2)6,237.

Saint John the Daptist 72, 336
Saint John the Evangelist 80
Saint John the Forerunner and
Nicholas 459
Saint Mary Magdalen 78, 370
Saint Matthew 392, 419

Saint Prosdocimus 321
Saint Roch ISS
Saint Sebastian 64, 73. IH. 182, 284,
297. 367. 368. 470
Saint Simeon ofPodirolo 525
Saint Thomas n. 299

238,245.3 19.3 20,346,347.369

UTENSILS
Aluc Cmdlesticks sn
Andiron with a Figure of M:lrs 464
Andiron with:l. Figure ofVenw

465
Dow) 463. 526, 563
Bowl supported by three Putti jI9
Box in the form of a Crnb 50S.
506
D.ndlesticks 473,486,522,546, 55?
Casket 491,492
Casket with Scenes from the Life of
St. Simeon ofPodirolo S25
Door-Knocker 512

Door-Knocker in the form of a
Siren 545
Door-Knocker with a naked female
Figure 466-7
Hand-Bell 462, 537-542. 559. 560
Handles 500
Iru.."WeII in the form of a ChUd
Clrrying a Shell 476
Inkwell in the form of a Frog
beside a Tree Stump 510
Inl"Well in the form of a seated Day
holding a Jar 502

~mp 481, 503. 504
Lamp in the form of an Ass's He:ad

480

Lamp in the form of:1 Satyr Head

479
Lid of a Dox 490
Mortars 564-589
Perfume Vase in the form of a
seated Ape 513
Smd-Dox 482. 493
Satyr holding a Candlestick 473
Sword-Pommel 360
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Agostino Veneziano 410
Alberghetti. Giovanni 462. 463
Alberghetri. Zmino 462
Alberti, Leon Battista I
Aldcgrevcr 441
Alg:ardl 494

Andrea di Alessandro Dresciano
522
Antico (pier Jacopo Alan Bonacolsi) 2. 186
- attributions to ]04. 306, 523
Antique 460-461
Antique, After the 246-273
Antonio da Brescia .lIS: see also
Pseudo-Antonio da Brescia
Antonio da Bresci:l. Fta 187: see also
Pseudo-Fea Antonio <b Brescia

Antonio Lomb:l.rdo SICS
Atcioni. Daniele 154: see also

Modema
Arzoni, D:micle 297
Aspertini. Amico 141
- style of 297
Aspetri. Tizi.mo 464-467
Austrian 458
Bambaia 145

Baroncdli. Niccolo

SOl

Bartolommeo Veneto

101

tmmbtrs refer to t11c Catalogue Imlries, not to the pages.

Bramante 47. 48, 49. 50. 52. 53.
308 , 332
- attribution to 491
- style of 307
Bl'3mantino 312
Driosco, Andrc:t, sec Ricdo
Drunellcschi 280
CaCSClW, Stephanus 96
Came1io 46; sec also Modemo
Canova, Antonio 458
Caradosso 47-53. 154
- attributions to 280,297, 360, 370,
371, 491
- school of 310
- style of 307, 308, 309; see also
Medemo
Carpaccio.237
Cattaneo, Danese SIB
Ccsare da Sesto 144, 145
Cico (Ckogna) 143
Cima da. Conegliano 167, 172
Clovio, Giulio 33
Cock, Hieronymus 454. 456
Correggio 302
Crispus, see Riccio
Cristofaro dOl Lendinal'3 62
Cristoforo di Geremia 54. 55. ]26
- attribution to 59

Bellana, D:molommeo 3.205.319.

474. S07
- attributions to 59. 72, 346, 487
Delli. Valerio 4-25. 29, 98, 268
- ;lttributions to 26-28. 35. 36, 39.
43. 290. 292. 391
Dellini. Giovanni 337. 344
Benedetto da. Majano 283
Bernardi. Giovanni. 29-43. 44. 393
- attributions to 12, 291, 401
- works after 44
Dertoldo di Giovanni 45. 60. 495
- attributions to 56, 71. 72. 74. 309.
329. 374, 499
Bologna. Giovanni 70, 469
Bombarda. 264
Bonacolsi: sre Antico
Botticclli. Sandro 71, 286

Dand. Vincenzo 468
Dente. Marco 228
Desiderio cia Firenze 491. 555
Desiderio da Settignano 60
Domenico di Paris 501
Domenico di Polo 292
DonateJlo 45.56. 59. 280, 286, 534
- ;lttributions to 60, 61. II6, 248.
249. 256, 279, 338. 344. 361. 387,
491, 495
- follower of 82. 194. 344, 495
- School of 3. 56, 60, 319. 338.
361. 387
- style of 60. 61
- works after 57-59
- workshop of 264. 361 , 365
Ducheri, Claudio 260

311

DUrer, Albrecht 189, 347
Emilian School 295-302
Enzola. Gian Fl'3nccsco 62-68
- attribution to 69
- style of 275
Falconetto 178
Federighi 375,5]1
Ferrarese School 303. 501
Ferrari, Gaudenzio 313
Filarete 276,278
- workshop of 274
Florentine School 279-293. 496-500
Flotner, Peter 424-427
- style of 410• .p.8-430
Foppa. Cristoforo. see Cal'3dosso
FranC:1vilJa. Pietro 70
Francesco di Giorgio 71-'14
- attributions to 303,495
Francia, Giacomo 96
Franco, Battista 2.60
French 415-418.584-586
Ga1eotti. Pieno Paolo 186
Gambello, Vettor di Antonio see
Camelio
Gasparo 504
Geremia. Cristoforo di. see Cristoforo
di Geremia
Gennan 436-457.551-556
Ghiberti 246
Giorgio, Fr:lnccsco di, see Francesco
Giorgione 209
Giovanni Antonio di Bresda 112,
134, 157
Giovanni da Cremona 523
Giovanni da Piu 58.61, 303
Giovanni delle Corniole 85.449
Gori 251. 269
G1':l5, Caspar 549
Gwrdi. Andrea 60
Heemskerck. M:lrtin van 134.454,
456
Hiibner, Paul 431,432

332
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Italian (unlocated) 364-407,531-546,
5 64-583
Italian (?) 408-414. 547-548

Master of the House-Book 553
Master of the Marble Madonnas 233
Master of the N aked Female Figures

Jakob von Strassburg 103
J;:unnitzcr, Wenzel 445

Master of the Orpheus Legend 112,
120-129
- attributions to 306, 309. 329
Master of the Piccolomini Altar 59
Master of the Roman Charity 130-

469

Kels. Hans 433
Lenker, Christoph 444
Lenker. Elias 431
Lcnkcr,Joh:umcs 444
Leonardo da Vinci 71,74
Leoni, Leone 7S
Leopardi, Alessandro 76, 339
Liga ne, Pirro 373
Limhourg brothers 354
Lorcnzctto 300
Lorenzo di Crcdi z88
Lorenzo di Pietro, see Vccchietta
Lotto, Lorenzo 224Lysippus ]26
Mantcgna.60,-76. 103. I22, zoo, 307.
316.317.339.342,356,489.490
- style of 305. 314
- works after 208, 342
Mm'uian School 304-306
Marcantonio 134. 189. 259
Marchigian School 294
Marco d' Angeli del Mora 432
Marti. Francesco 77-82
Masaccio 280
Masolino 74
Master A.L. 293
Master F. Mar 77
Master H. G. 446
Master I.B. 47. 214
Master I.F.P. 96
Master 10. F. F. 97-110, 439
_ attributions to III-I16
- style of 359
- works after I17
Master I.S.A. 221
M:l.S[er L.B. 139
Master M.C. 118.119
Master of Coriolanus 85-93
Master of SenmekJopia 219
Master of the Apollo Fountain Sso
Master of the Barbarigo Reliefs 516
Master of the Birth of Venus 83,

84
Master of the Death of Absalom 94,

95

13'
Mastcr of 1464 418
Master P.G. 433
Meister der antiken Darstellungcn
289
Meistcr der Kaisenncdaillen 364
Meister des Draehens 487
Mdt, Conrad SSI
Melioli. Bartolommeo 118
- attributions to 190-201 377. 525
- style of 194; see also PseudoMelioli
Michelangelo 21, 32. 33. 468
Michelozzo 279. 281
Milanese School 307-313
Mocetto. Girolamo 208, 217
Modemo 83,94. 133-168, 241, 374.

Pisanello I
Poggini. Domenico 290
Polidoro da Cacavaggio 7
Pollajuolo, Antonio 165. 178, IBo.

495
- attributions to 297, 517
Polykleitos 256
Porta, Guglielmo della 532
Portigiani. Fra Domenico 70
Pseudo-Antonio da Brescia 215
Pseudo-Fm Antonio da Brescia 187189.215
Pseudo-Melioli 95, 105. 19D-2OO,

377
- attributions to 201-202. 348. 349
Pyrgote1es 209

Olivieri, Maffeo 83. 335. 517

Raimondi, Marcantonio 134. 189.
259
Raphael 134. 300
Reginaldo Piramo da Monopoli 373
Reinhart the Elder. Hans 434
Riccio 186,203-231, 241, 243, 30B,
319. 470-482. 489
- attributions to 176, 232. 239, 308,
327. 361, 374. 487. 490. 496. 502,
503. 506, 544. 547
- circle of 194, 289, 323. 325, 326,
501, 503
- style of 244. 547
- works after 483-485
- workshop of 489. 502, 505. 510,
523. 52 8
Ripanda 47
Robbia. Giovanni della 82, 153
Robbia. Luea della 3. 153. 281
Robena 129
Roccatagliata. Niccolb 486
Romanino 343
Roman School 274-278
Rossdlino, Antonio 249
- works after 233, 234
Ruspagiari 264
Russian 459
Rustici 499

Paduan School 314-333. 502-513
Pasti, Matteo de' I. 277
Pastorino 105. 120. 188
Pellegrino da Cesena 96
Penez, Georg 433
Peregrino 96
Pietro da Milano 280

Sangallo. Antonio da 2B6
Sansovino, Jacopo. 465. 519
Sassetta 74
Saulmon, Michclet 364
Schwarz. Hans 437
Severo da Ravenna 332, 487~493
Soldani, Massimiliano 494

378
attributions to 85, 169-180, 286.
298, 304. 346. 355, 363. 371. 376,
398. 4II
- circle of II2, 342, 374
- pupil of 314
- style of 181-186, 218, 355
Mondella, Galcauo. see Modemo
Montagna, Benedetto 182, IB9
Moro, Marco d' Angeli del 432
Multscher, Hans 334
Muzio 29
-

Netherlandish 419-423. 557-560,
587-589
Nicoletto da Modena 158, 329
North Italian 341-363.523-530
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Solis. Vi<gil ...
Spanish S6I-S6l
Sperandio 235
Stampfer, Jakob 425
Syrian 563
Titian 209
Tullio Lombardo 516
Tura. Cosima 74. 303. Sal
Turini. Giovanni 82

UJocrino I5S. 162, 163. 176.229.
236-24-4- attribution to 245

III
Vischer the Elder, Peter SS3
Vischer the Younger, Peter 435. Sso,

SS>
Vittoria, Alessandro 465. 467. 486,

Vaga, Perino del 7
Vccchietta 279, 495
Venetian School 33.(-340, 5'4-5U
Verrocchio. Andrea 71, 517

Vico, Enea 260, 373
Vischer. Jorg 439

SZI
Weiditz. Christoph
Zagandli 298
Zu:m Andrea.
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